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DISTRIBUTIONS PURSUANT TO ORDERS ENFORCING
THE ANTITRUST LAWS

TUESDAY, MAY 26, 1959

U.S. SENATE,
CoMmiTrEE ON FINANCE,

Wa aington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.n., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Frear, Long, Smathers, Douglas,
Gore, Talmadge, McCarthy, Hartke, Williams, Carlson, Butler, Cot-
ton, and Curtis.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk, and Mr. Colin F.
Stan,, chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation.

The CIIAMI1Ax. The committee will come to order.
The hearing today is on Senate bill 200, relating to gain or loss on

disposition of stock made pursuant to orders enforcing the antitrust
laws.

A copy of the bill, and reports thereon from the Depertments of
Treasury and Justice are hereby inserted in the record.

(The bill and departmental reports follow:)

[S. 200, 86th Cong., 1st se s.]
A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 19M so as to provide for nonrecognition

of gain or loss upon certain distributions of stock mnde pursuant to orders enforcing
the antitrust laws

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That subchapter 0 of chapter 1 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to gain or loss on disposition of property) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new part:

"PART IX-DISTRIBUTIONS PURSUANT TO ORDERS EN.
FORCING THE ANTITRUST LAWS

"Sec. 1111. Distribution of stock pursuant to order enforcing the antitrust
laws.

"SEC. 1111. DISTRIBUTION OF STOCK PURSUANT TO ORDER ENFORC-
ING THE ANTITRUST LAWS.

"(a) EFFEcT oN DISTRIBUTEES.-
"(1) GE.NmAL RULE.-If a corporation (referred to in this section as tjbe

'distributing corporation') distributes to a shareholder, with respect to its
stock held by such shareholder, stock which, when distributed to the dis-
tributee, is divested stock (as defined in subsection (d)) then no gain or loss
shall be recognized to (and no amount shall be includible in the income
of) such shareholder on the receipt of such divested stock.

"(2) NON PRO RATA DISTRIBUTION, rrT.-Paragraph (1) shall be applied
without regard to the following:
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"(A) whether or not the distribution Is pro rata with respect to all
of the shareholders of the distributing corporation, and

"(11) whether or not the shareholder surrenders stock in the distri-
buting corporation.

"(3) 1)ISTRIBUTIONS TO AVOID FEDERAL INCOME TA.--l'aragraph (1) shall
not apply to any transaction one of the principal purposes of which Is the
distribution of the earnings and profits of tile distributing corporation
or of the corporation whose stock is distributed, or both (but the mere fact
that either vorlpration has accumulated earnings and profits shall not hbe
construed to nmeall that one of the principal purposes of the transaction is
the distribution of the earnings and profits of either corporation, or both) .

"(4) I)ISTImUTION INVOVING GIFT 0l COMPENSATION.-In the etse of I dis-
tribution to which paragraph ( 1) applies, but which--

(A) results in a gift, see section 2501, and following, or
() has the effect of the ipaymient of comoIens'ii.ation, see setioni c!

(a) (1).
"(b) 13AsIS OF PROPERTY ACQUIR E) IN )isTIRmtwrToxs.---If, by reason of sunb-

section (a), gain or loss Is not recognized with rtespe(t to the receipt of (livested
stock, then, tinder regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate-

"I I) if the divested stock is received by a shareholder without the sur-
render by suth shareholder of stock in the distributing corporation, the
basis of sum-h divested stock and of tile stovk with respect to which it is
distributed slaull, in the (listrlllutee's hands, be determined by allocating the
adjusted basis of the sock with respect to which the distribution was re-
celved l)etw n such stmck and the divested stock received : or

"(2) If the divested stock is received by a shareholder is exchange for
stock in the distributing corporation, the basis. of the divestedd stock shall,
In the distributee's hands, be the same as the adjusted basis of tile stock
exchanged therefore.

"(c) ALLOCATION OF EARNINGS AND PROFITS.-
(1) ALLOCATION IN CERTAIN CORPORATE SEPARATIONS.-n the case of a

distribution or exchange under subsection (a) of stock in a controlled
corporation, proper allocation with respect to the earnings and profits of
the distributing corporation and the controlled corporation shall be made
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or hi,, delegate.

"(2) I)EFINITION OF ('ONTROLLED CORPOATION .- For purposes of paragraph
(1), the term 'controlled corporation' means a corporation with respect to
which at least ) percent of the total combined voting power of all classes
of stock entitled to vote and at least 80 percent ol the total number of
shares of all other classes of stock is owned by the distributing corporation.

"(d) I)EFINITION OF IIVESTED STOCK.-For purposes of this section, the term
'divested stock' means stock which is-

"(1) the subject of a Judgment, decree, or other order of a court or of
a Commission or Board authorized to enforce compliance in a suit or other
proceeding brought by the United States or such a Commission or Board
under the Sherman Act (26 Stat. 209, 15 U.S.C. sec. 1-7, as amended) and
the Clayton Act (38 Stat. 730. 15 U.S.C. sec. 12-27, as amended), and

"(2) distributed by the distributing corporation pursuant to a Judgment,
decree, or order entered after June 1, 1958, In such suit or proceeding, if
such Judgment, decree, or order-

"(A) directs the distributing corporation to divest itself of such
stock.

"(B) specifies and itemizes the stock to be divested,
"(C) recites that such divestment is necessary or appropriate to

effectuate the policies of the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act, or both,
and

"(D) recites that nonrecognition of gain pursuant to section 1111
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is required to reach an equitable
judgment, decree, or order in such suit or proceeding.

"(e) CROSS REFERENCE.-

"For determination of the period for which the taxpayer has held divested
stock received in a distribution to which subsection (a) applies see section
1223(1)."

SEC. 2. (a) Section 1223(1)(B) of such Code (relating to holding period
of property) is amended by adding immediately before the word "applies" the
following: "or section 1111."
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(b) The table of parts for subchapter 0 of chapter I of such Code is aumded
by adding at the end thereof the following:

"Part IX. Distributions pursuant to orders enforcing the antitrust laws."
Sac. 3. The amendments made by this Act shall apply only with respect tW

distributions of divested stock (as defined in section 1111(d) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as added by the first section of this Act) made after
June 1, 1958.

Tim SECRETARY OF THE TRzASURY,
Vaahington, MHa 28, 1959.

Hon. JIARSY F. BgDy,
Chairman, Committee on Fiiwnc,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
MY Dix.n MR. CIJAIRIMAN: This is In response to a request for the views of

this Department on S. 200, introduced by Mr. Frear, a bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 so as to provide for nonrecognition of gain or loss upon
certain distributions of stock made pursuant to orders enforcing the antitrust
laws.

S. 200 would permit a corporation to distribute "divested stock" to Its share-
holders without dividend or gain tax consequences to the recipients if the trans-
action does not have as one of its principal purposes the distribution of the
,arnings and profits of the distributing corporation or the corporation whose
stock is distributed. Under the bill, "divested stock" would mean stock which
is distributed pursuant to a judgment, decree, or order entered after June 1,
1958, in certain suits or proceedings to enforce the Sherman Act and the Clay-
ton Act. The judgment, decree, or order must direct the divestment of the
specific stock, must recite that the divestment is necessary or appropriate to
effectuate the policies of the Sherman Act or Clayton Act, and must recite that
nonrecognition of gain is required to reach an equitable Judgment, decree, or
order. The bill contains technical provisions for allocating basis of stock in the
hands of recipient shareholders and also for allocating earnings and profits of
the distributing corporation if there is a distribution or exchange of stock in a
controlled corporation.

It is true that the tax laws In at least three instances have been amended by
Congress to provide for the nonrecognition of gain in the case of exchanges or
distributions of property ordered or certified to be necessary by a Federal
agency. In the interest of completeness, these laws which admittedly have
persuasive force are summarized below. But, for the reasons hereafter stated,
we do not believe that they should be regarded as controlling precedents in the
present case.

First, a provision for nonrecognition of gain or loss on exchanges or distribu-
tions in obediene to the orders of the Securities and Exchange Commission was
added In 1938, now section 1081 of the 1954 code. This provision relates to an
order of the Securities and Exchange Commission issued to effectuate the pro-
visions of section 11(b) of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.
The order must be one requiring or approving action which the Commission
finds to be necessary or appropriate to tbe integration or simplification of the
holding company system of which the transferor corporation is a member.

Second, nonrecognition of gain or lons on the sale or exchange of property
to effectuate policies of the Federal Comumunications Commission was permitted
under section 1071 of the 1954 code but was recently limited by the Technical
Amendments Act of 1958. The section originally provided that if the sale or
exchange of property (including stock of a corporation) is certified by the
Federal Communications Commission to be necessary or appropriate to effectu-
ate the policies of the Commission with respect to the ownership and control
of radio broadcasting stations, such sale or exchange shall, if the taxpayer so
elects, be treated as a nontaxable involuntary conversion of such property.
Section 1071, however, had been utilized in some instances to obtain deferral
of tax on what in reality were voluntary transactions. "The taxpayer would
purchase broadcasting properties in excess of the maximum number permitted
under Commission rules and then obtain certification from the Commission that
the disposition of a facility was necessary to effectuate its policies. Accordingly,
in September of 1956, the Federal Communications Commission announced that
commencing on October 15, 1956, it would certify the disposal of radio broad-
casting facilities only where the disposition is required because of a change in,
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or adoption of, a new policy of the Commission. Consistent with this policy, the
Technical Amendments Act of 1958 amended section 1071 by restricting non-
recognition of gain or loss to the sale or exchange of property certified by the
Federal Communications Commission to be "necessary or appropriate to effec-
tuate a change in policy of, or adoption of a new policy by, the Commission."

The third instance relates to distribution,; pursuant to the Bank Holding
Company Act of 1956. Section 1101 of the 1.54 code provides that under cer-
tain circumstances the distribution of nonbanking assets by a bank holding com-
pany may be made without recognition of gain if the Federal Reserve Beard
certifies that the distribution of property "is necessary or appropriate to effec-
tuate section 4 of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956." The nonrecognition
of gain applies only to a corporation that would have been a bank holding com-
pany on May 15. 1955, If the Bank IIolding Company Act of 1956 had been in
effect on such date, and to distributions of property acquired by the bank holding
company on or before May 15, 1955. or of property acquired in a tax-free distri-
bution from another holding company under section 1101.

In addition to the foregoing, taxable gain may be deferred in connection
with certain involuntary conversions. For example, section 1033(b) provides
that if property lying within an irrigation project Is sold or otherwise dis-
posed of in order to cunform to the acreage limitation provisions of Federal
reclamation laws, such sale or distribution shall be treated as an involuntary
conversion and the gain accordingly not recognized. Other involuntary con-
version provisions of less pertinence include property compulsorily or involun-
tarily converted as a result of its destruction in whole or in part, theft, seiz-
ure, or requisition or condemnation or threat or imminence thereof, and live-
stock destroyed by disease or sold on account of drought.

S. 200 is more related in purpose to a bill introduced in the 8.5th Congress,
H.R. 7628, which would have extended nonrocognition of gain in certain situa-
tions where a taxpayer is required under the antitrust laws to sell or dispose
of property and subsequently reinvest the proceeds in similar property. H.R.
7628 was reported out by the Ways and Means Committee in August of 1957,
with 10 members of the committee dissenting. (See II. Rept. 1269, 8.5th Cong.,
1st sess.)

The Treasury Department opposed H.R. 7628, stating in its report to the
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee:

"The revenue effect of H.R. 7628 is difficult to predict in advance but might
be large In some years. Special tax relief measures, especially those involving
large potential revenue losses, are objectionaule in the absence of overriding
considerations of general public policy. The Treasury Department is not
aware of any general policy considerations which would justify this special
tax relief. However, the Department of Justice is in a better position than
this Department to comment on this bill as it relates to antitrust policy.
The retroactive feature of this bill is also undesirable. We understand that
relief would be provided in several important cases under the retroactive cov-
erage of the bill.

"Under the circumstances the Treasury Department is opposed to the en-
actment of H.R. 7628."

The Department of Justice also opposed the bill, concluding in its report
to the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee that from the standpoint
of antitrust law enforcement, the Department of Justice was opposed to the
enactment of the bill. The reports of the Departments of Treasury and Justice
are included in the dissenting views of House Report No. 1269.

The Department recognizes that there may be cases where a taxpayer has
acquired property in the past for legitimate business purposes under circum-
stances which did not appear to involve any violation of antitrust laws. Subse-
quently, by reason of developments in technology and business relationships, it
may be necessary to require that the taxpayer divest himself of such property
to assure effective enforcement of the laws against restraint of trade. The
Department recognizes that in such a case a strong argument can be made for
tax relief especially where tax consequences of a divestiture may create adverse
economic consequences for innocent parties. On the other hand, such equitable
considerations would not exist in favor of a taxpayer who could or should antici-
pate a divestiture decree at the time of acquisition of the property.

Enactment of special tax relief for dispositions of divested property would
require strict limitations, which might be difficult to devise or enforce, to pre-
vent taxpayers from acquiring prohibited property with a view to a subsequent
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tax-free distribution of such property. S. 200 attempts to provide these limita-
tions by excluding from its scope any transaction one of the principal purposes
of which is the distribution of earnings and profits and also by requiring that
the divestiture decree recite that nonrecognition of gain is required to reach
an equitable result. Such general standards may indeed !a difficult to admin-
ister. If tax relief is to be enacted in this area, consideration might be given
to more specific statutory criteria to prevent distributions of property for tax
avoidance purposes. One such criterion might be a rule that tax relief will not
be applicable to property acquired in reasonable anticipation of a divesture
decree coupled with a presumption that such anticipation exists as to property
acquired within a stated period, perhaps 5 years, prior to commencement of the
antitrust proceedings.

The revenue effect of S. 200 is difficult to assess. In any event, as we indi-
cated in our adverse report on H.R. 7628, special tax relief measures are objee-
tionable in the absence of overriding considerations of general public policy.

If, In the opinion of the Department of Justice, legislation is deemed neces-
sary to Implement the public policy underlying the antitrust laws, we neverthe-
less question complete nonrecognition of tax in connection with distributions
pursuant to a judgment, decree or order in suits or proceedings to enforce the
Sherman Act and Clayton Act. We reach our position for the following reasons:

First, It is difficult to justify nonrecognition of tax where the distribution Ias
been ordered because the acquisition and holding of property is in violation of
law while a voluntary distribution of property, in the absence of any violation
of law, is subject to tax.

Second, the instances cited earlier in this letter involving nonrecognition of
gain in certain situations are distinguishable and are not, in our view, control-
ling precedents here. In connection with exchanges or distributions in obedience
to orders of the Securities and Exchange Commission to effectuate the provi-
sions of the Public Utility Holding Company Act, provision for nonrecognition
of gain or loss was made because Congress enacted a new law making previously
legal and proper holdings illegal. The same principle was involved in connec-
tion with the nonrecognition of gain in connection with distributions pursuant
to the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956. While nonrecognition of gain or
loss on the sale or exchange of property to effectuate policies of the Federal
Communications Commission had been permitted, it was found necessary in the
Technical Amendments Act of 1958 to restrict nonrecognition of gain or loss
to the sale or exchange of property certified by the Federal Communications
Commission to be "necessary or appropriate to effectuate a change in policy of,
or adoption of a new policy by, the Commission." Such a rule would be difficult
to apply in connection with the administration of the Sherman and Clayton Acts.

Third, we believe that a distribution of property required by court order in
proceedings to enforce the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act, unless the dis-
tributing corporation owns 80 percent or more of the stock of a subsidiary whose
stock is distributed, more closely resembles a partial liquidation of the distrib-
uting corporation than a nontaxable distribution. Where property is required
to be distributed because the effect of its acquisition may be to restrain com-
merce to tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce, such distribution
might well represent a true contraction of the business of the distributing
corporation. As stated in the Senate Finance Committee report In connection
with H.R. 8300 In 1954, "It Is intended that a genuine contraction of the busi-
ness as under present law will result in a partial liquidation" (83d Cong., 2d
sess., S. Rept. No. 1622 (1954) ).

Although closely resembling a partial liquidation, under existing statutory
provisions, a distribution of securities resulting from a court order issued to
enforce the Sherman Act or Clayton Act, cannot be treated as a partial liquida-
tion unless part or all of the stock of the distributing corporation is redeemed.
Except where the distributing corporation owns 80 percent or more of the
stock of a subsidiary whose stock is distributed, such a distribution without
redemption would, under existing law, be taxable as a dividend to the recipients.

We do recognize, however, that treating a distribution resulting from a couft
decree as an ordinary taxable dividend puts a heavy burden on the individual
taxpayers receiving the divested stock as compared with corporate recipients.
A corporate shareholder receives a dividend received deduction of 85 percent and
accordingly includes only 15 percent of the dividend, thus paying an effective rate
of tax of 7.8 percent on the lesser of the fair market value or the cost to the
distributing corporation of the property received. An individual stockholder, on
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the other hand, must pay a tax on the entire fair market value of the property
received at ordinary rates. Moreover, a dividend tax would fall as heavily on a
new purcha.;er of a distributing corporation's stock whose purchase price would,
in large part, have reflected the appreciation in the property distributed, as it
would on a stockholder who obtained the stock In a distributing corporation at
comparatively low cost.

These discrepancies In the tax treatment of the distribution as between vari-
ous stockholders would be minimized if the distribution of divested property
were to be treated as a payntent in exchange for part of the stock of the dis-
tributing corporation or as a partial liquidation. Under such an approach,
shareholders whose st(x-k In a distributing corporation has appreciated in value
would pay an inlediale tax on the appreciated value of the divested property
instea(l of being at.(.orded nonreognition treatment as under S. 200.

To summarize, if tle )epartment of Justi.e believes that some change in the
tax law is essential to facilitate antitrust enforcement, then It is suggestet that
consideration be given to taxing the distribution of divested stock as, in effect, a
partial liquidation of the distributing corporation.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised the Treasury Department that there is
no objection to the presentation of this report.

Sincerely yours,
ItOnERT B. ANDERSON,

S&crctary of the Treasury.

U.S. ])EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
OFFICE OF THE i)m'UTy ATTORNEY GENERAL,

lVamhington, D.C., May 25, 1959.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, ,cnatc Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, lVashington, D.PY.

DEAR SENATOR: This responds to your eominittee's request for Justice Depart-
ment views on S. 200. That bill would both lostpone and alter the tax conse-
quences under ,'xisting law of any stock distribution required by an antitrust
decree.

Under existing law when a corporation (the distributing corporation) dis-
tributed to its shareholders stock of another corporation (the controlled cor-
poration) whose voting stock is at least 80 percent owned by the distributing
corporation and the distribution otherwise meets the statuary requirements,
provision is made for nonrecognition of ga in to the shareholder-recipient. Other-
wise individual shareholders receiving such distributed stock must report as a
dividend, taxable at ordinary income tax rates, the fair market value of the dis-
tributed stock ito the extent of the distributing corporation's earnings and
profits). On the other hand, corporate shareholders who receive such distributed
stock under conditions not qualifying for nonrecognition of gain are taxed not
on the fair market value of the distributedd stock but on the original cost of the
stock to the distributing corporation. And, in addition, unlike the individual
stockholder, the corporate holder receives an intercorporate tax dividend credit
of 5 percent. As a result, the maximum tax due front a corporate distributee
Is 7.8 percent (52 percent of 15 percent) of the original basis of the property
held by the acquiring (orporation.

Altering existing law. S. 200 specifies that when "divested stock" is distributed
"then no gain or loss shall lie recognized to (and no amount shall be includible
in the income of) such shareholder on the receipt of such divested stock." In-
stead, the shareholder's basis for hs stock in the distributing corporation is to
be allocated between such stock and the "divested stock" received. "Divested
stock" is defined as "stock N hich is the subject of a judgment, decree, or other
order of a court or of a Commission or Board authorized to enforce compliance
In a suit or other proceeding brought by the United States or such a Commission
or Board under the Sherman Act * * * and the Clayton Act * * *."

Congress has specified that a finding of violation under Clayton Act, section 7,
requires divestiture of properties illegally acquired. And, In Sherman Act
cases, courts are granted wide equity powers in their sound judgment, to order
divestiture. For a "public Interest served by such civil suits is that they effec-
tively pry open to competition a market that has been closed by defendant's
Illegal restraints, If * * * [a] decree accomplishes less than that, the Gov-
ernment has won a lawsuit and lost a cause" (International Salt Co. v. United
States, 332 U.S. 392, 400).
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Nevertheless, the courts may be reluctant to grant divestiture, deeming It
"harsh"" and "an extraordinarily difficult and expensive undertaking."a And,
courts are obliged to consider, among other factors (United iStates v. Amerioan
Tobacco Co., 21 U.S. 106, 185 (1911J) :
"* * * A proper regard for the vast interests of private property which may

have beconie vested as a result of the acquisition * * * without any guilty
knowledge or intent in any way to become actors or participants in the wrongs
which we find to have inspired and dominated the combination from the be-
ginning."

Retie .ting such concern, courts may tend Increasingly to adopt the view in
United ,tatcs v. Minnesota Mining d Manufacturing Co., et al. (90 F. Supp. 356
at 35S), denying Sherman Act divestiture when substantial taxes would accrue,
because :
-* * * the Congress has been content to allow taxpayers who have been ac-

(.umulating capital gains to postlone pretty much to their own convenience the
date when they realize those gains for tax purposes and make the appropriate
accounting to the Internal Revenue officials."

In light of such precedents, appropriate alteration of present tax consequences
could, as a general rule, increase the likelihood of divestiture relief and simplify
as well as speed effectuation of such remedy. However, S. "200 does not seem
an appropriate path to this enforcement goal.

First, S. 200's nonrecognition benefits would apply equally to all divestiture
.ases--regardless of when the acquisition attacked was consummated. This
despite the fact that equities in favor of tax relief may loom larger where suit
follows long after acquisition and, accordingly, the acquisition's illegality was
perhaps not so evident when consummated.

Second, under S. 200, the shareholder Is relieved of all dividend income tax
liability on account of the divested stock received. Only a capital gains tax
may be due-if and when either the divested or original stock is sold. Such
absence of immediate tax incidence on antitrust divestiture could, in a few
marginal mergers, perhaps tip the scales in favor of risking an acquisition
otherwise doubtfully legal.

Third, and most important, S. 200 does not contain sufficiently specific safe-
guards to insure that benefits would only be available where necessary for
effective antitrust relief. Thus, viewing this measure in the context of the
pending General Motors-Du Pont proceeding, S. 200 as presently written could
enable the granting of nonrecognition benefits, not only to the Du Pont stock-
holders, but also to stockholders of Delaware and Christiana. The Govern-
ment's divestiture plan there, however, would require that a trustee sell Du
Pont's General Motors stock allocable to Christiana and Delaware and Dela-
ware's stockholders.

Were distribution allowed to stockholders of Delaware and Christlana they
would end up with roughly 8 percent of General Motors stock-a block several
times larger than that held by any other group. Thus, the goal of the entire
relief proceeding might well be thwarted. Since S. 200 as presently written
could enable such secondary distribution to stockholders tax free, it could tend
to frustrate rather than further the very antitrust objectives which are the
sole rationale for any such tax proposal.

I Tirnken Roller Bearing Co. Y. United States (341 U.S. 593, 603 (1 951)).
2 United Statrs v. General Electric Co. (115 F. Supp. 835, 870 (D.N.J. 1953)).
Since 1938. Congress has granted three Government agencies rights of divestiture in

furtherance of particular congressional policies. The Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion in enforcing the Public Utility Holding Company Act (15 U.S.C. sec. 1081), 922
divestitures involving $13 billion in assets (Securities and Exchange Commission's 24th
Annual Report. dated June 30, 1958), the Federal Communications Commission enforcing
its duopoly and maximum station regulations (15 U.S.C. sec. 1071), 61 divestitures, and
the Federal Reserve Board enforcing the Bank Holding Company Act (15 U.S.C. see.
1101-7), 5 tax certificates (accompanying divestiture) in 3 years. The Public Utility
Holding Crnpany Act (15 U.S.C. 79), had been enacted some 4 years prior to the passage
of tax leg! lation which was requested by the Securities and Exchange Commission. In
an appearance before a committee hearing on such tax legislation, then Chairman of The
Securities and Exchange Commission, Mr. Justice William 0. Douglas, said:

" * * our big Job at the Commission is to put the private utility house in order. We
think we can do it expeditiously and constructively if this tax barrier Is removed. • * *
We down at the Commission do not desire to put the gun at the head of a utility company
and say, 'transfer these,' and then to have another branch of the Federal Government
collect $2,000,000 or $1,000. or $250,000 as the result of doing what we are forcing it to
do" (hearings on H.R. 9682 before the committee on 3d session, pt. 4, Mar. 30, 1938,
at p. 73).
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In sum, this Department does not recommend enactment of S. 200. However,
we are concerned with improving the effectiveness of divestiture as an antitrust
remedy. To this end, we would welcome an opportunity to study any proposal
which would aid antitrust enforcement generally, but at the same time, Insure
that tax benefits could not in any case frustrate rather than further competitive
objectives.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that there is no objection to the
submission of this report.

Sincerely,
LAWRENCE E. WAlsIH,
Deputy Attorney General.

The Cximuw, . The Chair recognizes Senator Frear.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. ALLEN FREAR, JR., U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Senator FRE.\ Mr. Chairman, first I want to especially thank you
and the members of the committee for granting leave to hold these
hearings on S. 200.

Secondly, 1 would like to state for the record that it is recognized
by all members of the committee that tax legislation originates in
the House. And that the proper p portions of S. 200 will, if and when
action is taken, be taken on tax legislation which has previously been
acted upon in the house.

Thus it is not. contemplated, obviously, to take S. 200 through the
committee and directly to the floor.

I would just like to make a brief explanation of the bill which is
the subject of these hearings.

S. 200 provides for nonrecognition of gain or loss upon com-
pulsory distributions cf stock pursuant to orders enforcing the anti-
trust laws. It is in the public interest because, first, it would elim-
inate an unjust tax penalty imposed by existing law upon innocent
citizens, and second, I believe, it would facilitate the carrying out
of the Government's antitrust policies.

Under present law, as interpreted in a formal ruling of the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, when a corporation is required as the
result of antitrust proceedings to distribute to its stockholders the
stock which it holds ir another corporation, the full market value
of the distributed stock is taxable to individual stockholders as a
dividend, that is, at ordinary income rates. This is the law if the first
corporation owns less than 80 percent of the shares of the other
company. If it owns more than 80 percent, the distribution is free
from this tax.

Obviously there is no economic gain realized by the stockholder in
such a compulsory distribution. When he bought a share in the owner-
ship of the distributing corporation, part of the purchase price repre-
sented the corporation's holdings in the second company. The dis-
tribution gives him two stock certificates instead of one, but their com-
bined market value is the same as before. Nevertheless, the law insists
that he pay income tax at his top bracket, be that 20 percent or up to
91 percent, less the 4 percent dividends received credit, on the full
market value of something which he already owned. This would be
the consequence of the Supreme Court's decision in the Du Pont-
General Motors case if the subsequent demand of the Department
of Justice for divestiture of Du Pont's 23 percent holdings of General
Motors shares is ordered by the courts.
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I expressed my opinion of the Court's decision at the time it was an-
nounced in June 1957, but it is the law of the land.

This decision constitutes a precedent which I have no doubt, could
very well lead to the institution of antitrust proceedings against count-
less other corporations which have similar investments. That is bound
to be the result of this novel interpretation of section 7 of the Clayton
Act.

If this is to be our antitrust policy, Mr. Chairman, the Congress
has a responsibility to protect innocent stockholders.

There is ample precedent tor b-oh action. As recently as 1956, Con-
gress passed, and the President signed, the Bank holding Company
Act, which provides tax treatment similar to the provisions in my
bill for distributions required by that act.

This followed the precedent established in 1938 in connection with
the Public Utility Holding Company Act. In 1935, when that act was
first passed, it contained no provision relating to the tax consequences
of divestiture orders. But 3 years later in 1938, Justice William 0.
Douglas, then Chaiiman of the SEC, appeared before this committee
to recommend adoption of an amendment granting tax relief in cases of
forced divestiture by the SEC under the Public Utility Holding Com-
pany Act. This committee acted favorably and the amendment was
enacted into law. (RevenueActof 1938.)

Likewise, there is no tax on certain sales or exchanges involving
radio and television stations, made in conformity with policies of the
Federal Communications Commission.

The fact is that the present tax law does not provide such treat-
ment with respect to divestitures ordered under the antitrust laws.
As the illustrations I have used show, where the Congress has created
a ituation which would result in injustice under the law as written,
it has changed the law to provide tax relief. But here it is the Supreme
Court rather than Congress, that has created a situation which would
result in serious tax inequities. The Supreme Court has no power to
change the tax law. The Congress has the power, and, I submit, the
duty, to act to prevent such an injustice.

Let me be specific. If the courts should accept the Department of
Justice proposal in the Du Pont case, the stockholders of the Du
Pont Co., men and women who have violated no law and have com-
mitteed no wrong, would be subjected to a tax penalty practically
amounting to confiscation estimated at close to $1 billion for re-
ceiving under compulsion of law an investment which is already
theirs. Assuming the current General Motors market value of around
$50 a share, they would pay from $8 to $43.50 depending on their tax
bracket for the right to have two stock certificates in place of one.

Furthermore, no stockholder could escape certain other economic
consequences of this inequitable penalty. Qualified witnesses have
given court testimony that sales by a trustee over a 10-year period
of General Motors stock required by the Department of Justice pro-
posal, coupled with sales of General Motors shares by stockholders
to raise funds for taxes, and sales of Du Pont stock by stockholders
to escape the tax impact of the distribution, could severely depress
the market value of both stocks. The sufferers here would include
banks, pension trusts, college and universities, insurance companies,
labor unions, and charitable institutions. As one witness testified, this
is equivalent to "cutting off an arm to cure a hangnail."
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S. 20 would not relieve the Du Pont Co. or the General Motors
Co. of any tax. It would not relieve I)u Pont stockholders of the
tax on any capital gain which might be realized when they disposed
of the General Motors shares (listril)uted to them or of the Du Pont
st ock which they now own, S. 200 would merely eliminate an addi-
tional tax penalty which could 1be imposed under existing law not
only ijn. )u Pont stoekholders, tl iip)ol shareholders of other
Corporations whichi may be tie future targets of antitrust proceed-

The bill is provided with safeguards against abuse. First, it al)-
p1lics only to compulsory distributions pursuant to orders enforcing
the antitrust laws. Se"old, the bill provides that nonrecognition
of gain or loss shall not ap)ply to any transaction which has as a prin-
(i pal )ulipose tile distrim nation of tIe earnings anod profits of the
(list ribulig (il'lcorporation or of tile ('Orlporatioi whose stock is dis-
trilutedl. Tlh ird, the order Inust recite that divestment is nece.sary
or al)p)ro)riate to carry om the policies of the Sherman Act. or Clay-
ton Att, andl I hat nomrecogmiition of gain is required to reach an
equitable jmlg.uiiemt.

Mr. ( 'a11mian, I would like to emphasize one other significant
fact. I tii.nt introlucel S. 200 nearly a vear ago after a careful! eval-
uatio, of its olije'ctives. In the 1iionItlhs intervene ing, there has not
been a single atdverse public momentt which has come to miy attention.
A dl, in this conllmectioll every effort has bIen made by my office to
a afford t h i, leislat ion the widest possible dis'emrIiInation.

()n t 1m co.tr 'arV, I recei%'ed an outpouring of support, nation-
wide, in,.l'ldium, many favorable editorials, in newspapers and maga-
zines. As a pait ot these lul)Iic expressions, I have been advised
that Mr. Keil I Fumston, president of the New York Stock Exchange,
Dean Edward Levi, University of Chicago Law School, and Dean
Eugene Rostow of Yale IVniversitv Law School are submitting state-
ments testifying to the overriding public purpose that would be served
by enactmient of S. 200.

(The statements from Mr. Keith Funston, Dean Edward Levi and
Dean Eugene Roslow are subsequently inserted in record.)

Senator FiRE.I. But the question we must decide i-3 not whether
my proposal is popular, but whether it is right. Our constituents in-
clide stockholders, rich and poor, and it would be a grave disservice
to them if we do not move to correct this injustice.

There are Dii Pont stockholders in every State of the Union, as
well as the District of Columbia. There are more than 200,000 in all,
of whom nearly 50,000 are employees of the Du Pont Co. who live
and work in all parts of the Nation. Of these, the vast majority are
men and women of modest means, who have acquired their stock a
share at, a time or a few shares at a time, and can ill afford to have
their savings stripped away.

Beyond these 200,000 Du Pont stockholders, there are over 700,000
stockholders of General Motors Corp. whose savings may be seriously
impaired without corrective legislation, because of tfe impact on
stock values caused by divestiture, which I mentioned earlier. And
the stockholders of both corporations, I remid you again, have com-
mitted no wrong under any law.

If a single innocent citizen were threatened with harm because of
an unforeseen injustice in the application of the law, equity and jus-
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tice would demand that Congress correct the statute. Here, Mr.
Chairman, we are concermed not with harm to at single individual but
to nearly a million innocent persons throughout the length and
breadth of the land, and our duty to act is clear and compelling.

May I add one final thought. In discussing the provisions of this
legislation, both before and since its introduction, I have expressed to
;ndividual members of this committee and to other Members of Con-
gress, generally, my firm conviction that the principle involved is
thoroughly sound and in the best public interest. S. 200 is, I believe,
carefully drawn so as to prevent any tax loophole. Technical and
perfecting amendments, some of which I have discussed with com-
mittee members, may be thought desirable. Certainly, I will coop-
erate to effect any necessary (hange in S. 200 which will insure its
better application consistent with the basic purpose of the bill.

In this connection, I have prepared an amendment which, briefly
stated, makes the distributed stock of General Motors to Du Pont
stockholders subject, to ordinary income tax to the individual on the
basis of the cost of this stock to the Du Pont Co.

Mr. Chairman, may I make the amendment so designated and a
brief analysis thereof now a part of the record.

The (H, ,m,\:,,. Without objection, it, may be done.
(The amendment and explanation referred to follow :)

AMENI)MENT Intended to he prolmsed by Mr. Fear to the bill (S. 200) to
amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to provide for nonrecognition
of gain or l(ss 11on certain distributions of stock made pursuant to orders
enforcing the antitrust laws, viz:

On page 2, strike out lines 4 through 11 and insert in lieu thereof the fol-
lowing:

"1) GENERAL KUi.I-f a corporation (referred to in this section as the
'distributing corl)orition') distributes to a shareholder (with result to its stock
held by such shareholder), without the surrender by such slareholder of stock
in such corporation, stock which, when distributed to the distributee, is divested
stock (as (lefined In subsection (a) ), tile gain (if any) shall be recognized to
such shareholder on the receipt of such divested stock, but only in an amount
not in excess of the lesser of-

"(A) the fair market value of such divested stock, or
"(B) the adjusted basis (in the hands of the distributing corporation

immediately before the distribution) of such divested stock.
"For purposes of the preceding sentence, the adjusted basis of any divested

stock shall be the average adjusted basis, determined under regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary or his delegate, of all divested stock distributed In
the same distribution."

On page 2, strike out lines 12 through 19.
On page 2, line 20, strike out "(3)" and Insert "(2)".
On page 3, line 5, strike out "(4)" and insert "(3)".
On page 3, beginning with line 12, strike out all through line 4, on page 4, and

in lieu thereof insert the following:
"(b) BASIS.-If, by reason of subsection (a), any gain i4 not recognized with

respect to the receipt of divested stock, then, under regulations prescribed by
the Scretary or his delegate, the basis of such divested stock and of the stock
with respect to which It Is distributed shall, in the distributee's hands, be
determined by allocating the adjusted basis (immediately before the distribu-
tion) of the stock with respect to which the distribution was received, in-
creased by-

"(1) the amount (if any) of the gain recognized under subsection (a)
which was treated as a dividends, and

"(2) the amount (if any) of such gain which was treated as gain from
the sale or exchange of property, between such stock and the divested
stock received."

On page 4, line 7, strike out "or exchange".
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]lRtE EXPLANATION or DRAFT AMENDMENT TO S. 200

The draft amendment to S. 200 would revise S. 200 to provide for only lartiar
nonrecognition of gain on certain distributions of stock made by a corporation
to its shareholders purbuant to a court order enforcing the antitrust laws. The
amendment would provide, in general, that gain would be recognized to the
shareholders (und taxed as dividend Income, assuming the corporation had
sufficient earnings and profits) to the extent of the lesser of the fair market
value of the stock distributed or the adjusted basis (to the distributing corpora-
tion) of such stock. This is the rule applicable under existing law to distribu-
tions of property (including stock in another corporation, where not distributed
in pursuance of a nonaxable corporate reorganization or corporate division)
by a corpx)ration to a corporate shareholder.

The draft amendment would revise two provisions of S. 200: (1) The general
rule contained in the proposed section 1111(a) (1) would be revised to provide
for only partial nonrecognition treatment, as outlined above; and (2) the basic
rules contained in the proposed sectionn 1111(b) have been revised to take into.
account the fact that there is a partial recognition of gain.

A number of other deletions and technical changes would be made to S. 200.
The following paragraphs summarize the provisions of the draft amendment,

the changes and delete ions from S. 2100, and compare the draft amendment to the
distribution rule applicable to dividends received by corporate shareholders.

1. DISTRIBUTION OF DIVFSTFD STOCK

S. 20. as revised by the draft amendment, would continue to apply only to a
distribution by a corporation to a shareholder of "divested stock." Divested stock
is defined in subsection (d), which would not be changed. In general, divested
stock includes stock which is the subject of a court order under the Sherman
Act or the Clayton Act, if that stock is distributed by the corporation pursuant
to a court order, entered after June 1, 1958. which directs the corporation to
divest itself of such stock, specifies and itemizes the stock to be divested, and
recites that such divestment Is necessary or appropriate to effectuate the policies
of the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act. Moreover, no stock can be regardedl
as divested stock unless the order (or judgment or decree) recites that non-
recognition of gain pursuant to this section is required to reach an equitable
judgment, decree, or order in the antitrust suit or proceeding.

Under S. 200, a-s revised by the draft amendment, the shareholders' gain (if
any) on the receipt of divested stock Is limited to the lesser of (I) the fair
market value of such stock or (ii) its tax basis in the hands of the distributing
corporation. To the extent that the shareholder's gain does not exceed the lesser
of the fair market valuc of the stork received or its tax basis to the distributing
corporation, it will be taxed under the rules of existing law. These rules are
applicable to all shareholders of the corporation, whether they are individuals
or other corporations. These rules can be illustrated by the following example:
Assume a shareholder (corporate or individual) received divested stock (from a
corporation having earnings and profits) having a fair market value of $100 and
an adjusted basis to the distributing corporation of $20. The shareholder's
gain, to the extent of $20, will be taxed. Accordingly, $20 will be taxed as an
ordinary dividend, subject to the $50 dividend exclusion and the 4 percent
dividend credit, if the shareholder is an individual and, if the shareholder is
a corporation entitled to the intercorporate dividends received deduction, 85
percent of the $20) will be allowed as a deduction under section 243.

For purposes of these rules. It is provided by the draft amendment that the
adjusted basis of any divested stock received by any shareholder (corporate or
individual) shall be the average adjusted basis, determined under regulations,
of all divested stock distributed in the same distribution. Accordingly, if the
distributing corporation has acquired the divested stock (which it distributes
in the same distributlon) at different prices the adjusted basis of all such stock
shall be averaged, so that the amount of gain taken into account In the case of
every shareholder of the distributing corporation will be determined by refer-
ence to the same amount. This rule differs from the rule of existing law appli-
cable to corporate shareholders-under existing law the identifiable bases of the
shares distributed to any corporate shareholder (provided the specific shares
may be traced to the specific corporate shareholder) are used to determine the.
amount of the distribution which is taken into account.
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Under the draft amendment the distribution of divested stock by the corpora-
tion must take the form of a distribution without the surrender by the share-
holders of any stock in the distributing corporation. (In this respect, the
proposed amendment is like the so-called "spin off" rule of section 112(b) (11)
of the 1939 Code and embraces one of the distribution methods permitted under
section 355 of the 1954 Code.) The draft amendment differs in this respect from
S. 200, which permitted the distribution to be made either in this form or to be
made in exchange for part or all of the shareholder's stock in the distributing
corporation (whether or not pro rata). The draft amendment does not permit
exchanges since they are not permitted by the rules of existing law applicable
to distributions to corporate sharehol ers (except to a very limited extent, in
the case of stock redemptions essentially equivalent to a dividend).

2. DISTRIBUTIONS TO AVOID FEDERAL INCOME TAX

The draft amendment does not affect the provision of S. 200 relating to distri-
butions to avoid Federal income tax. Accordingly, nonrecognition treatment
under S. 200, as revised by the proposed amendment, would be denied in the case
of any distribution which is a part of a transaction one of the principal purposes
of which is the distribution of the earnings and profits of the distributing cor-
poration or of the corporation whose stock Is distributed, or both. (However,
the mere fact that either corporation has accumulated earnings and profits shall
not be construed to mean that one of the principal purposes of the transaction
is the distribution of the earnings and profits of either corporation, or both.)

8. BASIS

The draft amendment would revise the basis provision of S. 200 (proposed
section 1111 (b) in two principal respects: (I) In determining the amount of basis
to be allocated between the divested stock received and the stock with respect to
which it was received, the draft amendment would add an amount equal to the
gain recognized to the taxpayer under the revised rules and treated either as a
dividend (assuming there were sufficient earnings and profits) or as gain from
the sale or exchange of property (assuming that the amount of the dividend
exceeded the earnings and profits of the corporation and also exceeded the share-
holder's basis for his stock with respect to which the distribution was made) ;
and (i1) the rules for determination of basis in the case of an exchange have
been eliminated in view of the elimination of exchanges as a type of qualifying
distribution (discussed under (1) above).

Accordingly, the draft amendment continues the rule contained in S. 200 pro-
viding for the allocation of basis where the distribution is made without the
surrender of stock but adds to the amount to be allocated an amount equal to
the shareholder's additional investment (i.e., tax cost) in the stock. The rule
contained in the draft amendment applies to all distributions of divested stock
with respect to which any gain is not recognized by reason of the proposed new
section and applies whether the shareholder is a corporation or an individual.
This basis rule (as revised by the draft amendment) differs from the rule of
existing law applicable to corporate shareholders. Under existing law the
amount of a distribution to a corporate shareholder is the lesser of the fair
market value or the adjusted basis (in the hands of the distributing corporation)
of the property distributed and, in the event that the adjusted basis of the prop-
erty is the lesser, the corporate shareholder takes over the property at the same
basis It had to the distributing corporation and does not reduce the basis of his
stock In the distributing corporation (except to the extent that the amount of
the distribution exceeds the distributing corporation's earnings and profits).
The following example illustrates the basis allocation which would be made
under S. 200 (as revised by the draft amendment) : Assume that the distributing
corporation, X, has earnings and profits sufficient to cover the distribution and
that it distributes stock of corporation Y having a fair market value of $100 and
an adjusted basis to it of $10. Assume that shareholder A (individual or cor-
porate) receiving the Y stock has a basis for his stock in the distributing cor-
poration, X, of $65 and that the fair market value of the stock of the distributing
corporation X immediately after the distribution is $200. The amount of gain
recognized to A and taxed as a dividend will be $10 (subject, of course, to the
dividends received exclusion, credit, and deduction).

The amount of A's basis for his X stock, $65, Increased by $10 (the amount of
gain recognized and treated as a dividend), or $75, will be allocated between A's

41866--59----2
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X stock and the Y stock in proportion to their fair market values immediately
after the distribution, so that A's basis for his X stock will be 200/300 X $75,
or $50, and A's basis for bis Y stock will be 100/300 X $75, or $25.

4. ALLOCATION OF EARNINGS AND PROFITS

The draft amendment does not affect the provisions of S. 200 relating to the
allocation of earnings and profits. Accordingly, S. 200, as revised, continues to
provide for the allocation of the earnings and profits where the distributing cor-
poration owns the corporation whose stock is divested by 80 percent or more.

5. EFFECTIVE DATE

The draft amendment does not affect the effective date provisions of S. 200.
As note&i under (1) above, the term "divested stock" is defined as including only
stock which is distributed pursuant to an order entered after June 1, 1958. In
addition, it Is provided by S. 200 that the new section shall apply only with
respect to distributions of divested stock made after June 1, 1958. Accordingly,
if a court order, entered after June 1, 1958, is issued nunc pro tune affirming
distributions made prior to June 1, 1958, such distributions cannot qualify under
this section.

lhe CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Frear.

Are there any questions by any member of the committee?
(No response.)
The CIFIAIAIAN. The next witness is the Honorable David A. Lind-

say, Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury.
Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman, you have put the statement of Mr.

Lindsay into the record?
The CHAmbAN. Yes.
Senator KEIRR. And a letter from the Justice Department addressed

to the committee.
The ChAIRMAN . Yes.
Senator KERR. Will the author of the Justice Department's letter be

here?
The CHAIRMAN. The author of the Justice Department's letter is

here now.
Senator KFRa. Fine.
The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from the Honorable David A.

Lindsay, Assistant to the Secretary, U.S. Treasury Department.

STATEMENT OF RON. DAVID A. LINDSAY, ASSISTANT TO THE SECRE-
TARY, U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT; ACCOMPANIED BY JAY W.
GLASMANN, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL; AND FRANCIS A.
LAVELLE, LEGAL ADVISORY STAFF

Mr. LINDSAY. I have on my right Mr. Jay IV. Glasmann, Assistant
General Counsel of the Treasury, and on my left Mr. Francis A.
Lavelle, of the legal advisory staff of the Treasury.

The Treasury Department appreciates the invitation to appear be-
fore this committee. We have been asked to testify on S. 200, a bill
to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to provide for non-
recognition of gain or loss upon certain distributions of stock made
pursuant to orders enforcing the antitrust laws.

The bill seeks to alleviate the impact of the income tax burden
otherwise imposed on the recipients of stock distributed pursuant to
court order in suits to enforce the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act.
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Before commenting generally on the proposed legislation, it may
be in order briefly to discuss the case which has focused particular
attention on the tax aspects of antitrust divestitures and S. 2)0,
namely, the proposed divestiture of General Motors stock by E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co.

The Du Pont Co. holds 63 million shares of General Motors stock
out of a total of about 281 million shares outstanding. In June of
1957, the Supreme Court held this investment violated the antitrust
laws, and returned the case to the district court for a determination
of "equitable relief" necessary and appropriate "in the public inter-
est."

If the court accepts the Justice Department's plan for carrying out
the Supreme Court order, all of the 63 million shares of General
Motors stock would be transferred to a trustee. The trustee would
be directed to distribute about two-thirds or 42 million shares of the
General Motors stock over a 10-year period to the public stockholders
of Du Pont. He would be directed to sell over the 10-year period the
balance remaining for the accounts of two corporate shareholders of
Du Pont, Christ iana Securities and Delaware Realty, which are
largely owned by the Du Pont family, and for the account of the
stockholders of Delaware who directly own Du Pont stock. The cash
proceeds of such sales would be distributed to Christiana, Delaware,
and the stockholders of Delaware. The decree proposed by the De-
partment of Justice also would require sale by Christiana, over the
10-year period, of the 535,000 shares of General Motors stock which it
owns directly.

The market value of General Motors stock today is in the order of
$50 a share. Accordingly, the distribution over a 10-year period at
today's market amounts to a distribution of stock with an aggregate
value of over $3 billion.

The magnitude of the proposed distribution raises a question as to
the impact of the tax laws on compulsory distributions under the
antitrust laws.

Under existing tax law, the General Motors stock received by Du
Pont shareholders would be taxable as a dividend. Under S. 200, the
Du Pont shareholders would pay no tax upon receipt of the General
Motors stock since the distribution would be treated as a nontaxable
stock dividend. Certain precedents in the tax law for such treatment
have been cited in support of the bill. Thus, it is pointed out that in
at least three instances the tax law has been amended by Congress to
provide for the nonrecognition of gain in the case of exchanges or
distributions of property ordered or certified to be necessary by a
Federal agency.

First, a provision for nonrecognition of gain or loss on exchanges
or distributions in obedience to the orders of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission was added in 1938, now section 1081 of the 1954
code. This provision relates to an order of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission issued to effectuate the provisions of section 11 (b)
of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. The order
must be one requiring or approving action which the Commission
finds to be necessary or appropriate to the integration or simplifica-
tion of the holding company system of which the transferor cor-
poration is a member.
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Second, nonrecognition of gain or loss on the sale or exchange of
property to effectuate policies of the Federal Communications Com.
mission was permitted under section 1071 of the 1954 code but was
recently limited by the Technical Amendments Act of 1958. The
section originally provided that if the sale or exchange of property
(including stock of a corporation) is certified by the Federal Com-
munications Commission to be necessary or appropriate to effectuate
the policies of the Commission with respect to the ownership and
control of radio broadcasting stations, such sale or exchange shall, if
the taxpayer so elects, be treated as a nontaxable involuntary con-
version of such property. Section 1071, however, had been utilized
in some instances to obtain deferral of tax on what in reality were
voluntary transactions. The taxpayer would purchase broadcast-
ing properties in excess of the maximum number permitted under
Commission rules and then obtain certification from the Commission
that the disposition of a facility was necessary to effectuate its policies.

Accordingly, in September of 1956, the Federal Communications
Commission announced that commencing on October 15, 1956, it
would certify the disposal of radio broadcasting facilities only where
the disposition is required because of a change in, or adoption of a
new policy of the Commission. Consistent with this policy, the
Teclmical Amendments Act of 1958 amended section 1071 by re-
stricting nonrecognition of gain or loss to the sale or exchange of
property certified-by the Federal Communications Commission to be
"necessary or appr, !-late to effectuate a change in policy of, or adop-
tion of a new polcy by, 6-ne Commission."

The third instance relates to distributions pursuant to the Bank
Holding Company Act of 1956. Section 1101 of the 1954 code pro-
vides that under certain circumstances the distribution of nonbank-
ing assets by a bank hldin' company may be made without recog-
nition of gain if the FederalRieserve Board certifies that the distribu-
tion of property "is necessary or appropriate to effectuate section 4 of
the Bank H-olding Company Act of 1956." The nonrecognition of
gain applies only to a corporation that would have been a bank hold-
ing company on IMay 15, 1955, if the Bank Holding Company Act
of 1956 had been in effect on such date, and to distributions of prop-
erty acquired by the bank holding company on or before May 15,
1955, or of property acquired in a tax-free distribution from another
holding company under section 1101.

The taxable gain also may be deferred in connection with certain
involuntary conversions. For example, section 1033(b) provides that
if property lying within an irrigation project is sold or otherwise
disposed of in order to conform to the acreage-limitation provisions
of Federal reclamation laws, such sale or distribution shall be treated
as an involuntary conversion and the gain accordingly not recognized.
Other involuntary conversion provisions of less pertinence include
property compulsorily or involuntarily converted as a result of its
destruction in whole or in part, theft, seizure, or requisition or con-
demnation or threat or imminence thereof, and livestock destroyed by
disease or sold on account of drought.

S. 200 is more related in purpose to a bill introduced in the 85th
Congress, H.R. 7628, which would have extended nonrecognition of
gain in certain situations where a taxpayer is required under the anti-
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trust laws to sell or dispose of property and subsequently reinvest the
proceeds in similar property. As indicated in the published commit-
tee report, H.R. 7628 was reported out by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee in August of 1957, with 10 members of the committee dissent-
ing. (See H. Rept. No. 1269, 85th Cong., 1st sess.)

The reports of the Treasury and Justice Departments on H.R. 7628
are reproduced in the House committee report on that bill. The
Treasury Department opposed H.R. 7628, stating in its report to the
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee:

The revenue effect of H.R. 7628 is difficult to predict in advance, but might be
large in some years. Special tax-relief measures, especially those involving large
potential revenue losses, are objectionable In the absence of overriding considera-
tions of general public policy. The Treasury Department is not aware of any
general policy considerations which would Justify this special tax relief. How-
ever, the Department of Justice is in a better position than this Department to
comment on this bill as it relates to antitrust policy. The retroactive feature of
this bill is also undesirable. We understand that relief would be provided in
several important cases under the retroactive coverage of the bill.

Under the circumstances, the Treasury Department is opposed to the enact-
ment of H.R. 7628.

The Department of Justice also opposed the bill, stating, in part.:
Furthermore, by granting tax relief to antitrust defendants required to divest

property, companies considering merger might be more willing to go ahead and-
because of this bill's lessened tax consequences--risk the possibilities of suit and
divestiture. Indeed, this bill's spur to mergers might be most strongly felt in
just those cases where the bans of section 7 of the Clayton Act would likely
apply, that is, where suit followed by divestiture may be imminent. As a result,
the bill might well encourage those acquisitions which section 7 seeks to inhibit.

That ends the quotes from the report on the other bill.
We recognize that there may be cases where a taxpayer has acquired

property in the past for legitimate business purpose under circum-
stances which did not apepar to involve any violation of antitrust
laws. Subsequently, by reason of developments in technology and
business relationships, it may be necessary to require that the tax-
payer divest himself of such property to assure effective enforcement
of the laws against restraint of trade. In such a case a strong argu-
ment can be made for tax relief especially where tax consequences
of a divestiture may create adverse economic consequences for inno-
cent parties. On the other hand, such equitable considera-ions would
not exist in favor of a taxpayer who could oi should anticipate a
divestiture decree at the time of acquisition of the property.

Enactment of special tax relief for dispositions of divested property
would require strict limitations, which might be difficult to devise,
or enforce, to prevent taxpayers from acquiring prohibited property
with a view to a subsequent tax-free distribution of such property.
S. 200 attempts to provide these limitations by excluding from its
scope any transaction one of the principal purposes of which is the
distribution of earnings and profits and also by requiring that the
divestiture decree recite that nonrecognition of gain is required to
reach an equitable result. Such general standards may be difficult
to administer. If tax relief is to be enacted in this area, considera-
tion might be given to more specific statutory criteria to prevent
distributions of property for tax avoidance purposes. One such
criterion might be a rule that tax relief will not be applicable to
property acquired in reasonable anticipation of a divestiture decree,
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coupled with a presumption that such anticipation exists as to prop-
erty acquired within a stated period, perhaps 5 years, prior to com-
mencement of the antitrust proceedings.

With respect to the Department's position on S. 200, as stated in
our report on H.R. 7628, we believe that special tax relief measures
are objectionable in the absence of overriding considerations of
general public policy.

If, in the opinion of the Department of Justice, legislation is deemed
necessary to implement the public policy underlying the antitrust
laws, we nevertheless question complete nonrecognition of tax in con-
nection with distributions pursuant to a judgment, decree or order
in suits or proceedings to enforce the Sherman Act and the Clayton
Act. We reach our position for the following reasons:

First, it is difficult to justify nonrecognition of tax where the dis-
tribution has been ordered because the acquisition and holding of
property is in violation of law while a voluntary distribution of prop-
erty, in the absence of any violation of law, is subject to tax.

Second, the instances cited earlier in this letter involving non-
recognition of gain in certain situations are distinguishable and are
not, in our view, controlling precedents here. In connection with
exchanges or distributions in obedience to orders of the Securities and
Exchange Commission to effectuate the provisions of the Public
Utility Holding Company Act, provision or nonrecognition of gain
or loss was made because Congress enacted a new law making pre-
viously legal and proper holdings illegal. The same principle was
involved in connection with the nonrecognition of gain in connection
with distributions pursuant to the Bank Holding Company Act of
1956. While nonrecognition of gain or loss on the sale or exchange
of property to effectuate policies of the Federal Communications Com-
mission ha-d been permitted, it was found necessary in the Technical
Amendments Act of 1958 to restrict nonrecognition of gain or loss to
the sale or exchange of property certified by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission to be "necessary or appropriate to effectuate a
change in policy of, or adoption of a new po icy by, the Commission."
Such a rule would be difficult to apply in connection with the admin-
istration of the Sherman and Clayton Acts.

Third, we believe that, generally speaking, except where the dis-
tributing company owns 80 percent of the companies whose stock is
to be distributed, a distribution of property required by court order
in proceedings, to enforce the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act more
closely resembles a partial liquidation of the distributing corporation
than a nontaxable distribution. Where property is required to be
distributed because the effect of its acquisition may be to restrain
commerce or tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce, such
distribution might well represent a true contraction of the business
of the distributing corporation. As stated in the Senate Finance
Committee report in connection with H.R.. 8300 in 1954, "It is intended
that a genuine contraction of the business as under present law will
result in a partial liquidation." (83d Cong., 2d sess., S. Rept. No.
1622 (1954)).

Although closely resembling a partial liquidation, a distribution
of securities resulting from a court order issued to enforce the Sherman
Act or Clayton Act, cannot, under existing statutory provisions, be
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treated as a partial liquidation unless part or all of the stock of the
distributing corporation is redeemed. Thus, in the Du Pont case,
the proposed distribution of General Motors stock could not qualify
as a partial liquidation under existing law, even though it amounts
to a contraction of business, simply because no Du Pont stock is to be
redeemed in exchange for the General Motors stock.

If the law were amended to give partial liquidation treatment to
the Du Pont shareholders, discrepancies in the tax treatment of dis-
tributions of General Motors stock as between corporate and individual
stockholders would be eliminated. Under existing law, an individual
must pay tax on the entire fair market value of the General Motors
stock received at ordinary rates, whereas a corporate shareholder
pays an effective rate of tax of 7.8 percent on the lesser of the fair
market value or the cost to Du Pont of the General Motors stock.
For example, an individual in the 50-percent tax bracket receiving a
share of General Motors stock would pay a tax of $25-based upon the
present market value of $50-while the corporate shareholders would
pay an income tax of approximately 16 cents for each share of General
MIotors stock received-i .8 percent of Du Pont's average cost of $2.10
a share for its General Motors stock.

Moreover, a dividend tax would fall as heavily on a new purchaser
of a distributing corporation's stock whose purchase price would, in
large part, have reflected the appreciation in the property distributed,
as it would on a stockholder who obtained the stock in a distributing
corporation at comparatively low cost.

If, however, the distribution is treated as a partial liquidation,
shareholders, both corporate and individual, whose stock in Du Pont
has appreciated in value would pay an immediate capital gain tax on
that portion of the appreciated value allocable to the General Motors
stock they received. On the other hand, a shareholder who purchased
Du Pont stock at a price at or about the current market level would
have little, if any, tax to pay.

The Secretary of the treasury has stated in his report to this com-
mittee that if the Department of Justice believes that some change in
the tax law is essential to facilitate antitrust enforcement, considera-
tion might be given to taxing the distribution of divested stock as, in
effect, a partial liquidation of the distributing corporation. It was
also suggested that if tax relief is to be enacted in this area, consid-
eration be given to specific statutory criteria to prevent distributions
of property for tax avoidance purposes. One such criterion might be
a rule that tax relief will not be applicable to property acquired in
reasonable anticipation of a divestiture decree, coupled with a pre-
sumption that such anticipation exists as to property acquired within a
stated period, perhaps 5 years, prior to commencement of the antitrust
proceedings.

If on the basis of this hearing the committee determines that a
change in the tax law should be made as an aid to antitrust enforce-
ment, we would be pleased to cooperate with the committee in the
development of appropriate legislation, which would provide adequate
safeguards and protect the public interest.

The CIAIRMMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lindsay.
Are there any questions? Senator Kerr?
Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the Senator from Delaware,

Mr. Frear.
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Senator FREAR. Mr. Lindsay, as I understand the present law, any
corporation which owns 80 to 100 percent of the stock of another
corporation can make a tax-free distribution of that stock. Thus, if
such a corporation is ordered under the antitrust laws to distribute
the stock of the other corporation, it can do so without tax to the stock-
holders.

Isn't that true?
Mr. LINDSAY. That is correct, Senator Frear.
Senator FREAR. Why should a com )ulsory distribution of 80 percent

of the stock of one company be tax free when a compulsory distribu-
tion of another percentage results in ordinary income tax to the inno-
cent shareholders? "

Mr. LINDSAY. If you would qualify for tax-free distribution in a
voluntauy situation, the fact that it is compulsory should not change
the tax effect.

Senator FREAR. Do you have a copy of the Treasury's statement, the
letter ?

Mr. LINDSAY. You refer to the letter from the Secretary of the
Treasury?

Senator FIEAR. Yes.
Mr. LINDSAY. I have a copy before me.
Senator FREAR. In that letter, Mr. Lindsay, it is stated, and I am

sure you are familiar with the way it is stated, that-
Strict limitations are necessary which might be difficult to enforce. S. 200 con-
tains a provision that the distribution is to be tax free only if a Federal district
court determines in its decree that nonrecognition of gain is required to reach an
equitable result,

Why can't we rely on our Federal district courts to make sure there
is no abuse?

Mr. LINDSAY. W¥e might, and I believe that is a helpful provision,
but without further standards it would in effect mean the various dis-
trict courts throughout the country would be determining the tax
results of a transaction.

Ordinarily, they look to guidance in the code and try to follow the
guidance that Congress ha set down.

You may have the same transaction in two different parts of the
country taxed differently because one district court thinks that the
tax is harsh, and another" district court thinks that receiving taxable
property is no great burden.

Ordinarily, if there was no change in market value there is no hard-
ship in paying a tax on the distribution of the property. If it were
otherwise, if we provided that any distribution of stock was non-
taxable, a corporation, rather than distribute the earnings and profits
to shareholders which would be taxed as a dividend, the corporation
would buy securities in another corporation and distribute those se-
curities tax free. The shareholder would be able to sell and realize
the proceeds at capital gain rates rather than ordinary dividend rates.

Senator FREAR. Now, Mr. Lindsay, you are setting up an example
that is to be used for tax avoidance, are you not? In the statement
you jmst made, if I understood you correctly, you are giving an
example

Mr. LINDSAY. Of possible tax avoidance, that is correct, Senator
'Frear.
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Senator FREAR. That is correct. Well, S. 200 in no way contemplates
anything like that. Of course technical perfecting amendments, if
needed, will certainly be agreeable to the sponsors of S. 200.

Mr. LINDSAY. Yes, I am sure the technical amendments could be
worked out that would be agreeable to all concerned if legislation was
deemed necessary.

Senator FRFAit. Mr. Lindsay, this may be in the field of antitrust
legislation, or in the courts, and I recognize that we are in the field
of taxation primarily, but isn't it true also that you could find a judge
in California giving a different decision in the Federal court than one
in New York, whether it be on taxes or antitrust or what not?

Mr. LINDSAY. That is correct.
Senator FREAR. His interpretation of the law in California could

be different than an interpretation in New York, much the same as
we find the nine Justices of the Supreme Court giving different inter-
pretations of the Constitution?

Mr. LINDSAY. That is more likely if you don't have standards. But
it is a fact that there are different interpretations of the law through-
out the country.

Senator FREAR. Well, I don't think the sponsors of this legislation
would refrain from supplying ample standards.

Also, in that same paragraph, Mr. Lindsay-I am referring to the
Secretary's letter, now-it is stated :
That it would be difficult to administer the provisions of S. 200 which permits a
tax-free distribution if the principal purpose is not to distribute earnings and
profits.

Isn't the Commissioner of Internal Revenue adequately administer-
ing a similar provision relating to spinoffs in section 355 of the present
code?

Mr. LINDSAY. Yes. We are administering that statute; the Inter-
nal Revenue Service has been coping with that and prior statutes for
years, but it is difficult to administer. That is why more precise guid-
ance was laid down in the 1954 code.

For example, if 80 percent of the subsidiary is owned by the dis-
tributing corporation, then the stock would be distributed tax free,
provided the subsidiary was owned for 5 years.

Senator FREAR. Yes.
Mr. LTNSAY. But standing alone, it has been difficult to administer.

The forerunner of that provision in the 1939 code was very difficult
to administer, and there were very few rulings that were issued
under it.

Senator FREA. But they are administering it?
Mr. LINDSAY. Yes; trying to.
Senator FREAR. And, in your opinion, is it being done in a satis-

factory manner or not?
Mr. LIrrDSAY. Well, I think they are doing it in a satisfactory man-

ner, but that is not to say it is not difficult to administer a provision
which turns or whether it is the intent of the taxpayer to distribute
earnings and profits or whether he is motivated by genuine business
reasons.

Senator FREAR. I suppose, Mr. Lindsay, that you are no more capa-
ble of analyzing an intent that I am, but. I will give you the benefit of
that because I think you very capable. And personally, I respect your
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ability and admire the part you are playing in the Treasury Depart-
ment, sir.

It is never, I am sure, the intention of the lawmakers up here to make
decisions difficult for any agency to administer, but sometimes through
inadvertence we do. But when we do, you people, and rightfully so,
come down and ask for changes which you certainly did, for example,
in the codification of 1954. And as you know, at that time, hundreds
of examples were corrected, and we thing that maybe S. 200 with some
technical amendments will also be in that same category.

Mr. Lindsay, is there any case where the tax law provides for the
taxation of a distribution which is compelled by some agency of the
Government other than in the antitrust field?

Mr. LIDSAY. Yes; I think the letter of the Secretary and my testi-
mony cited the bulk of the precedents when the tax law does provide
for special treatment for invohutary distributions and distributions
required by an administrative body, such as the SEC and the FCC,
Bank I Iolding Company Act provisions, and other examples.

.Senator FREi. I am not quite familiar with that, sir. Could you
give mie an example ?

Mr. Lixu)sAY. Perhaps I misunderstood your question, Senator
Frear. Did you ask me whether or not there are instances in the law
where nonrecognition is accorded if a distribution is required by a
Government body ?

Senator FEAIt. Let me phrase it in my terms. You can understand
mine, I am sure, where I might not be able to understand yours.

Is there any case where the tax law provides for the taxation of a
distribution which is compelled by some agency of the Government
other than in the antitrust field?MIr. LINsAY. Such a distribution would automatically be taxable

unless expressly exempted by a statutory provision. I am aware now
of the exceptions. I can't for the moment think of a situation other
than the antitrust field where there is not an exception.

Senator FREAR. If you can think of one, Mr. Lindsay, I would like
to have it.

I now have a statment that I want to read to you, Mr. Lindsay, and
ask your comments and see if you agree with it:

The Sherman Act and the Clayton Act are expressed in extremely
broad terms. As a consequence, antitrust law is actually made by
judicial decisions. This law has developed and changed over the
years. This court-made law, the rules o which are frequently diffi-
cult, and often impossible to predict, is similar to the statutory or
aunmiistrative laws requiring divestiture for which Congress has
already provided for the deferral of taxation.

S. 200 would extend to antitrust proceedings the treatment which
Congress has already provided in the case of the statutory and admin-
istrative laws requiring divestiture.

Do you agree?
Mr. LINDSAY. Let me put it this way:
I agree that the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act are drafted in

very broad terms. There is very little specificity in those provisions,
and there has beers a growing body of case law throughout the years,
and some of the cases have surprised, I suppose, the practitioners in
that field.

I am here as a representative of the Treasury Department and can-
not speak competently on whether or not any particular case handed
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down by a court really represents a new policy or not, but I do agree
that it is a general statute, and some of the court decisions necessarily
have added to the body of the law.

Senator FREAR. Although you have been limiting yourself in the
field of taxation, I think you are pretty expert in the field of antitrust
law, too, Mr. Lindsay.

Now, Mr. Lindsay, going back to the letter of the Secretary, there
are three objections raised to S. 200, and I just want to ask you two
or three questions in regard to these objections.

The first objection states:
It is difficult to Justify nonrecognition of tax where the distribution has been

ordered because the acquisition and holding of property is in violation of law
while a voluntary distribution of property, in tie absence of any violation of
law, is subject to tax.

Isn't a distribution which is ordered by the Securities and Exchange
Commission under the Public Utilities Holding Company At tax
free when it is found that there is a violation of the purpose of that act?

Mr. LiNDSAY. That is correct; but it was a new act applying to
otherwise legal holdings. If the Public Utility Act had been passed
in 1913, it would have been a different situation.

Senator FRmAR. I want to comment on that statement, but I want
to ask you this, first:

Wouldn't the distribution be tax free even though the holding com-
pany were formed today?

Mr. LINDSAY. I don't imagine the holding company could be formed
today.

Senator FREAR. Assuming that it could, then, sir?
Mr. LINDSAY. I believe so, yes.
Senator FRpx.R. Right.
You were talking about a new law. It is usually customary to think

that new laws are made by Congress. However, in this Antitrust
Division it is assumed by some, many expert in the field, that new
law is made by the court. So that we do have a difference of opinion.

I think you honestly agree with me, but you can express yourself if
you care to. sir.

Distributions that are ordered by the Federal Reserve Board under
the Bank Holding Company Act are tax free, are they not?

Mr. LINDSAY. They are.
Senator FREAR. Isn't it true that a distribution made voluntarily by

a bank holding company which wished to comply with the act would
be taxable to the shareholders, whereas if the same distribution were
ordered by the Federal Reserve Board the distribution would be tax
free to the shareholders?

Mr. LINDSAY. Yes, that is correct, unless that distribution would
have otherwise qualified for one of the tax free-

Senator FRE.R. If they followed this they would be.
The second objection contained in the letter from the Secretary is

to the effect that the policy regarding distributions under the Public
Utilities Holding Act and the Bank Holding Company Act is different
from the policy with regard to forced distributions inder the anti-
trust laws.

It. seems to me from the letter of the Scretary that the attempted
distinction is based upon the fact that this new policy would be set
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forth by Congress in these two acts, and I go back to my question
agati n:

Don't you think that the Supreme Court in the Du Pont case say
this is the first case presenting this question to the Court of vertical
acquisition?

Mr. LINDSAY. I tlieve the Court did so state, both in the majority
and (lisA ntin g opinions. Rather than answer it myself, I will read
from excerpts fro1 the Court opinion.

Senator Fm: . I think that can be answered "yes" or "no,' Mr.
Lilidsay.

M I. INIIs.\Y. I can aiiswer that "Yes."
Senator Fmc.ih. I don't want to cut you off if you have anything els

you want to say.
Mr. LiN,s.Y. No; I would say yes.
Snatoer F i. Isn't the case of thatMr. LS.AY,. A very strong argument can be made that it is.
Senator FREAJ. ' C'he ('layton Act was enacted in 1914. The

I)tt lPont (o. acquired in 1917 to 1919 the principal amount of General
.Motors stock which it owns. This acquisition was a matter of public
record. In fact, in 1927, an investigation by the Federal Trade Com-
nii-siol and the I)epartnzent of .Justice led to no action. It was not
until 1919, 30 veans after the act, was issued, that the Department of
Justice brought the present case. The Supreme Court made it clear
for the first time that an acquisition made in 1917 could be judged on
the facts as of the time of the lawsuit more than 30 years later.

Would you not therefore agree that there has been a change in law
essent ially similar to the. change which occurred as to the public utility
holding conpal)ianies and the bank holding companies?

Mr. lilNns.fY. I think it could be so stated, Senator Frear. We
were talking in our l)repared statement and in the Secretary's letter
about legislation involving antitrust divestures in general and compar-
ing the distributions forced under the antitrust laws with distributions
forced under the Public Utility Holding Company Act.

In the case of the Public Utility Holding Company Act a new law
was passed by Congress; the same is true in the care of the Bank
Holding Company Act. We have had the antitrust law on the books
since 1I90 and 191.4. It isnot anew law.

You might take a jparticillar case and say the way the Court inter-
preted it is a new interl)retation. There is a difference between
drafting guidelines across the board and trying to tailor legislation
for a particular case-

Senator Fimxt. Mr. Lindsay, it is perfectly obvious, the case we are
arguing here. I don't think there is any doubt in the minds of any-
body just what S. 900 is attempting to do. It is true that different
interpretatiois come from the same body time and time again, but
this (cision ]as been made by the Supreme Court, and if the lower
court, and/or oi appeal the Supreme Court, takes the Government
proposition, it, is our contention that a million stockholders will be done
a grave injustice, and it is the duty of the Congress, in my opinion.
to correct that injustice: therefore. the, reason for S. 200.

Mr. Linidsay, is it, trite that a voluntary (listibution of part. of thle
stock of another corporation would not be regarded under present law
asa cont tictioni of t lie business ?
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The CHAIRMAN. Would the Senator repeat that?
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Is it true that a voluntary distribution of part of the stock of another

corporation would not be regarded under present law as a contraction
of the business?

Mr. Lfnws. I would say ordinarily not. Where, however, there
is a substantial amount of stock so that in the eyes of the courts there
was effective control, or sufficient control to require a distribution,
there is a strong analogy to partial liquidation, to a contraction of the
business. In this situation concerning Du Pont and General Motors,
it appears that there would be a contraction of Du Pont in distributing
out a very substantial investment, over 20 percent of the Gener
Motors Co., which it is required to do, if it will be required to do so on
the ground that this investment is not a mere portfolio investment but
involves, a degree of control and a ratraint of trade.

Now in answering your question more completely, if we were talking
about a pure portfolio investment, I agree with you that it would not
be a contraction and it would not be partial liquidation.

Senator FREAR. Then there should be no difference between a
"forced" and "voluntary" distribution tinder that interpretation.

Mr. LINDSAY. True; but I think that if you asked for a ruling, or
went to a court on a voluntary distribution and had 20 percent of a
company, it might be very difficult to find in a particular case that
the 20 percent was more than a portfolio investment. And if you had
the background of an antitrust suit, you might come out with a finding
of fact which would have some bearing on the question of whether you
have a portfolio investment or a business.

Senator FREAR. Maybe I ought to be set straight in this: Did the
Supreme Court order divestiture?

Mr. LINDSAY. No; T believe the Supreme Court ordered equitable
relief in the public interest, and it is up to the district court in Chicago
to determine what that equitable relieTshould be.

Senator FREAR. I believe we agree there.
Now, Mr. Lindsay, near the end of the Secretary's letter it is stated

that shareholders whose stock in a distributing corporation has appre-
ciated in value would pay an immediate tax on the appreciated value
of the distributed property.

Isn't it true that a shareholder under the approach suggested by
you would pay a tax even though there had been no change in the
value of the distributed property between the time it was acquired by
the corporation and the time it was distributed by the corporation?

Mr. LINDSAY. The amount of tax lie would pay would depend upon
his cost in the Du Pont stock. If he purchased a share of Du Pont
stock for $100, and we will say it is now worth $250, and he received
$75 worth of General Motors stock, he. would allocate about 30 percent
of his cost in the Du Pont stock to General Motors. So $30 of his
$100 would be attributable to the General Motors and he would pay
only on the difference between the $30 and the $75 received, a $45 gain.
He would not pay any tax on prior appreciation before he purchased
into the company.

Senator FREAR. But suppose General Motors stock was only worth
$30 now, in this same example.
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Mr. LINDSAY. If General Motors was only worth $30, then there
would probably be no tax. I think if-it would be thirty two-
hundred-and-fiftieths of the cost of $1)0. You would have to change
my basic figures to

Senator FRE.A. I want you to be sure, now.
Mr. LINDSAY. If General Motors was only worth $30 now, then I

suppose that the Du Pont would also be less than $250. Probably
there right be a proportionate-

Senator FREAR. That is niot in our assumption according to our
l)rol)osition. General Motors reinains the same and Du Pont goes up.

What is your answer?
Mr. LINDSAY. Thien there would be a tax. As Du Pont goes up,

there would be a tax.
Senator FREAR. All right. I think that answers my question.
Mr. LiNDs.AY. I wotld l like to reexamine this.
Senator FRFA.R. I wish you would.
Mr. Lixi)sAY. If I may see the transcript, because I am not sure

I completely un(lerstood the questionn an(] gave the correct answer.
Senator FnWAU. I woul like for you to reexaninme that, Mr. Lindsay,

in light of what the Secretary states, and I think perhaps you will
want to correct it. I think it should be niale perfectly clear.

heree are not tricky questions; they are not made to take advantage
of you, but they are aske( to l)rove a )oint.

Mr. LINDs.%Y. I think, generally speaking, if Du Pont went u ) and
General Motors (lid not, then he would pay a tax ill tle example we
were discussing.

Senator FnRiux. Right, sir.
Mr. Lindsay, I see that the letter from the. )eputy Attorney Gen-

eral is before us. If voi are not familiar with that and don't want
to answer this question, it is all right. However, may I pose a question
and let. you determine whether you want to answer it ?

Mr. LixDs.sY. I will answer'any question, if I can.
Senator Fwxit. Thank you.
In this letter from the Deputy Attorney General a number of cases

are cited. Tile Department of Justice points out that the courts have
been reluctant to order a distribution of property un(ler the antitrust
laws because of the adverse tax effects. Would the court be just as
reluctant to order a distributionn if the distribution is to be taxed as a
partial liquidation ?

Mr. LINDs.\. It might: that is why we are not categorical in out-
recommendation. We think that Partial liquidation treatment which,
in our minds, fits logically within the framework of the code as it
exists, is worthy of consideration. Certainly, it would mean a sub-
stantial relief for many persons who otherwise would pay a ver3-
heavy tax.

Ordinarily, if I may repeat one )oint-
Senator FEAR. Certainly.
Mr. LINDSAY. If you pay a tax on stock-if you are paid a dividend

in stock of another coinpany, there is no hiarZdship in having to pay
ordinary income tax on that stock. It is up to you whether you wish
to sell it or not. If the surrounding circumstances of the case are
such that the stock values are forced to go down you could be hurt,
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because you would be paying a tax on one value, but you would
realize less.

If the value stayed the same it makes no difference whether ,u had
$100 of cash and paid the tax, or $100 worth of salable securities,
realized your $100 and paid the tax.

Coming back to your particular question as to whether or not the
court would be reluctant to order divestiture where there is a capital
gains tax, the kind of hardship that might exist under existing law
might not exist. If there was a divestiture in one year, which nobody
is recommending in connection with the treatment as an ordinary
dividend, such distribution in one year might result in an artificial
loss in the cost basis allocated to Du'Pont. The shareholder could get
only a capital loss on that which would be of little use, and in the
meantime pay an ordinary income tax on a piece of paper received.

That would be far less true under a partial liquidation.
Senator FRER. I think that is right.
Mr. Lindsay, has any amount been included in the budget for the

current fiscal Year, or the next fiscal year, because of taxes which would
be collected from shareholders receiving distributions as a result
of antitrust orders?

Mr. LINTDsAY. None that I know of.
Senator FEAR. Wouldn't any tax received as a result of such action,

as conteml)lated in this context, be a windfall to the Treasury?
Mr. Lizi)sAY. It might, or it might not.
Now, again, the proposal is to distribute shares over a 10-year pe-

riod. That means about $7 worth of General Motors stock a year per
share. 'The dividend level in the past of Du Pont, has been $6.50.
There is not much difference there. I don't know whether the Du
Pont Co. would or could continue to pay the same level of cash divi-
dends, or whether it would have a supplementary cash dividend. It
would depend on what the company would do and could do as to
whether there would be a tremendous additional tax to the Treasury.

Senator FREAR. I SUPpose the company would follow out the orders
of any court, certainly; I suppose that would be up to the jurisdiction
of the court.

But what I am interested in is that you are saying that the con-
sequences of S. 200 would have little tax effect.

Mr. LiNiDsY. Well, it depends. If the market value of General
Motors stock slays the same, and that is a big "if," if DIu Pont main-
tains the same level of cash dividends, if the court follows the Justice
Department's l)lan, then over a 10-year period there would be addi-
tional revenues of approximately a billion dollars from the distribu-
tion. I am not talking about thie sales that. might be ordered apart
from the distribution, the sales attributable to the stock belonging to
Christiana and Delawa re.

Now, that additional billion might very well be called a windfall,
I suppose.

Senator FREAR. Well, theii, if it is-if you say it is a billion dollars,
or maybe you used my figure-

Mr. LiND AY. UInler all the assumptions.
Senator FitEAR. Yes, and you have a pretty long list of assumptions.

But if it were divided in 10 years, what. would be the income to the
Treasury each year?
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Mr. LINDSAY. $100 million a year.
Senator FREAm. What is the budget-
Mr. LINDSAY. I left out another assumption. We assumed a 50-

percent bracket for that assumption, incidentally.
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir. Well I suppose your assumption is no

doubt better than mine and certainly equally as good as anybody
else's. But what is the present budget?

Mr. LINDSAY. It is in the order of $77 billion.
Senator FRR. So what is $100 million; what percentage is $100

million of $77 billion?
Mr. LINDSAY. It is a very low percentage.
Senator FREAR. Thank you.
My last question, Mr. Chairman:
Mr. Lindsay, you have raised several technical objections to S.

200. Do you believe that these technical objections justify the im-
position of the gross inequity in the present law on I million innocent
taxpayers?

Mr. LINDSAY. If we determine that relief is equitable and fair and
should be adopted, I don't think that the Treasury would want to be
in a position of doing anything other than cooperate in developing
a statute that would be the best possible statute under the circum-
stances.

We suggested, for example, that if there are problems of determining
whether or not an acquisition is made with a view to disposition,
or with a possibility that antitrust enforcement wouldn't matter be-
cause there could be a tax-free distribution, that a presumption based
on a 5-year period might be put in the statute.

That might be a hard-and-fast rule; it might be in terms of a pre-
sumption; but that kind of thing might help materially in the fringe
cases. We would cooperate with the joint committee staff and with
your committee in developing any legislation that the committee deems
to be appropriate.

Senator FREAR. M 1r. Chairman, may I thank the witness for his ex-
treme cooperation, and say that I have always found him a cooperative
person, and helpful in most instances.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Frear.
Mr. Lindsay, in answer to a question by Senator Frear as to the

decision of the Supreme Court, you stated that the Supreme Court
did not require divestiture of the stock.

Mr. LINDSAY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. But it granted equitable relief.

* Mr. LINDSAY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you elaborate on that and carry it down

further as to what action the district court has taken?
At this point the Chair states that Senator Butler, of Maryland,

desires that all decisions of the Supreme Court as well as the district
courts be made apart of this record.

Will you supply them?
Mr. LINDSAY. Yes, sir.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

no
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MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN delivered the opinion of the
Court.

This is a direct appeal under § 2 of the Expediting Act'
from a judgment of the District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois,' dismissing the Government's action
brought in 1949 under § 15 of the Clayton Act.' The
complaint alleged a violation of § 7 of the Act ' resulting
from the purchase by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany in 1917-1919 of a 23% stock interest in General
Motors Corporation. This appeal is from the dismissal
of the action as to du Pont, General Motors and the cor-
porate holders of large amounts f du Pont stock, Chris-
tiana Securities Corporation and Delaware Realty &
Investment Company.

132 Stat. 823, as amended, 15 U. S. C. § 29. The Court noted

probable jurisdiction. 350 U. S. 815.
2 126 F. Supp. 235.

38 Stat. 736, 15 U. S. C. (1946 ed.) § 25.
This action is governed by the Clayton Act as it was before the

1950 amendments, which by their terms are inapplicable to acquisi-
tions prior to 1950. 64 Stat. 1125, 15 U. S. C. § 18.

The amended complaint also alleged violation of §§ 1 and 2 of
the Sherman Act. 26 Stat. 209, as'amended, 50 Stat. 693, 15 U. S. C.
§§ 1, 2. In view of our determination of the case, we are not deciding
the Government's appeal from the dismissal of the action under the
Sherman Act.
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The primary issue is whether du 'Pont's command-
ing position as General Motors' supplier of automotive
finishes and fabrics was achieved on competitive merit
alone, or because its acquisition of the General Motors'
stock, and the consequent close intercompany relation-
ship, led to the insulation of most of the General Motors'
market from free competition, with the resultant likeli-
hood, at the time of suit, of the creation of a monopoly
of a line of commerce.

The first paragraph of § 7, pertinent here, provides:

"That no corporation engaged in commerce shall
acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole or any part
of the stock or other share capital of another cor-
poration engaged also in commerce, where the effect
of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen
competition between the corporation whose stock is
so acquired and the corporation making the acquisi-
tion, or to restrain such commerce in any section or
community, or tend to create a monopoly of any line
of commerce."'

Section 7 is designed to arrest in its incipiency not only
the substantial lessening of competition from the acquisi-
tion by one corporation of the *hole or any part of the
stock of a competing corporation, but also to arrest in
their incipiency restraints or monopolies in a relevant
market which, as a reasonable probability, appear at the
time of suit likely to result from the acquisition by one
corporation of all or any part of the stock of any other
corporation. The section is violated whether or not
actual restraints or monopolies, or the substantial lessen-
ing of competition, have occurred or are intended.
Acquisitions solely for investment are excepted, but only
if, and so longs, the stock is not used by voting or other-

6 38 Stat. 731, 15 U. S. C. (1946 ed.) § 18.
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wise to bring about, or in attempting to bring about, the
substantial lessening of competition.

We are met at the threshold with the argument that
§ 7 before its amendment applied only to an acquisition
of the stock of a competing corporation, and not to an
acquisition by a supplies corporation of the stock of a
customer corporation--in other words, that the statute
applied only to horizontal and not to vertical acquisi-
tions. This is the first case presenting the question in
this Court. International Shoe Co. v. Federal Trade
Comm'n, 280 1, an her Mfg. Co. v. Fed-
eral Tra Om'n, 272 U. S. 554, evolved corporate
acquis itons of stock of competitors.

D ring the 35 years fore action was rought, the
Gp*ernment d 'i nt inuoke § against verti acquisi-

ons. TllFederal TraI.,Cpihmiss'm has sai that the
Fiction dinot y verti 4uisitios. See

IF. T. C., Report q s'iorat.M gers 4nd Acq tions,( 168 (1955). Als edouse mitte" consideri g the
1950 refdsi1oof d.$k - .'. it-ias been t ought
by som4, that t legi lai# jL4t e 1914 Act] appli only

\to the s -calledVh rizonfi nre.-__. H. . Rep.
\io. 1191 8!WCong .. The House report
N1ds, how ver, that the-1950 a end t was urposed
". . to make itAer thatthe lll lies to types of
mergers and a otin ,erticat and con omerate as
well a§ orizontal . . .. (Emphasis ad .)

This 0trt has the duty to recon e administrative
interpretationi-i' .w'th the broa i-trust ies laid
down by Congress. e.omatic Canteen . v. Fed-
eral Trade Comm'n, 346 U. S. 61, 74. The failure of the
Commission to act is not a binding administrative inter-
pretation that Congress did not intend vertical acquisi-
tions to come within the purview of the Act. Accord,
Baltimore & Ohio R. Co. v. Jack8on, 353 U. S. 325, -.
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The first paragraph of § 7, written in the disjunctive,
plainly is framed to reach not only the corporate acquisi-
tion of stock of a competing corporation, where the effect
may be substantially to lessen competition between them,
but also the corporate acquisition of stock of any corpora-
tion, competitor or not, where the effect may be either (1)
to restrain commerce in any section or community, or (2)
tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce. The
amended complaint does not allege that the effect of
du Pont's acquisition may be to restrain commerce in any
section or community but alleges that the effect was

". to tend to create a monopoly in particular lines of
connerce .

Section 7 contains a second paragraph dealing with a
holding company's acquisition of stock in two or more
corporations. 7  Much of the legislative history of the
section deals with the alleged holding company evil.'
This history does not aid in interpretation because our
concern here is with the first paragraph of the section.
There is, however, pertinent legislative history which does
aid and support our construction.

Senator Chilton, one of the Senate managers of
the bill. explained that the House conferees insisted that
to prohibit just the acquisitions where the effect was
"substantially" to lessen competition would not accom-
plish the designed ain of the statute, because "a cor-

7 This paragraph provides:
"No corporation shall acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole

or any part of the stock or other share capital of two or more cor-
porations engaged in commerce where the effect of such acquisition,
or the use of such stock by the voting or granting of proxies or other-
wise, may be to substantially lessen competition between such cor-
porations, or any of them, whose stock or other share capital is so
acquired, or to restrain such commerce in any section or community,
or tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce." 38 Stat. 731,
15 U. S. C. (1946 ed.) § 18.

See, e. g., S. Rep. No. 698, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 13; H. R. Rep. No.
627, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 17.
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poration might acquire the stock of another corporation,
and there would be no lessening of competition, but the

tendency might be to create monopoly or to restrain
trade or commerce." "Therefore," said Senator Chil-

ton, "there was added . . . the following: 'Or to restrain
such commerce in any section or community or tend to
create a monol)oly of any line of commerce.' "" This eon-

struction of the section, as embracing three separate and
distinct effects of a stock acquisition, has also been recog-
nized by a number of federal courts.'0

We hold that any acquisition by one corporation of all
or any part of the stock of another corporation, competi-
tor or not, is within the reach of the section whenever the
reasonable likelihood appears that the acquisition will
result in a restraint of commerce or in the creation of a
monopoly of any line of commerce. Thus, although
du Pont and General Motors are not competitors, a viola-
tion of the section has occurred if, as a result of the
acquisition, there was at the time of suit a reasonable
likelihood of a monopoly of any line of commerce. Judge
Maris correctly stated in Transamerica Corp. v. Board of
Governors, 206 F. 2d 163, 169:

"A monopoly involves the power to . . . exclude
competition when the monopolist desires to do so.
Obviously, under Section 7 it was not necessary . . .
to find that . . . [the defendant] has actually
achieved monopoly power but merely that the stock
acquisitions under attack have brought it measurably
closer to that end. For it is the purpose of the Clay-
ton Act to nip monopoly in the bud. Since by defi-

951 Cong. Rec. 16002.
10 Aluminum Co. of America v. Federal Trade Comm'n, 284 F. 401;

Ronald Fabrics Co. v. Verney Braunswick Mills, lic., CCH 1946-1947
Trade Cases T57,514; United States v. New England Fish Exchange,
258 F. 732; cf. Transarnerica Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F. 2d
163; Sidney Morris & Co. v. National Assn. of Stationers, 40 F. 2d
620, 625.
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nition monopoly involves the power to eliminate
competition a lessening of competition is clearly rele-
vant in the determination of the existence of a tend-
ency to monopolize. Accordingly in order to deter-
mine the existence of a tendency to monopoly in .. .
any . . . line of business the area or areas of existing
effective competition in which monopoly power might
be exercised must first be determined .

Appellees argue that there exists no basis for a finding
of a probable restraint or monopoly within the meaning
of § 7 because the total General Motors market for fin-
ishes and fabrics constituted only a negligible percentage
of the total market for these materials for all uses, includ-
ing automotive uses. It is stated in the General Motors
brief that in 1947 du Pont's finish sales to General Motors
constituted 3.5% of all sales of finishes to industrial users,
and that its fabrics sales to General Motors comprised
1.6% of the total market for the type of fabric used by
the automobile industry.

Determination of the relevant market is a necessary
predicate to a finding of a violation of the Clayton Act
because the threatened monopoly must be one which
will substantially lessen competition "within the area
of effective competition." " Substantiality can be de-
termined only in terms of the market affected. The
record shows that automobile finishes and fabrics have
sufficient peculiar characteristics and uses to constitute
them products sufficiently distinct from all other finishes

11 Standard Oil Co. of Califor,,,a v. United States, 337 U. S. 293,
299, n. 5. Section 3 of the Act, with which the Court was concerned
in Standard Oil, makes unk.wful certain agreements ". . . where the
effect . . . may be to substantially lessen competition or tend to
create a monopoly in any line of commerce." 38 Stat. 731, 15 U. S. C.
(1946 ed.) § 14. (Emphasis added.)
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and fabrics " to make them a "line of commerce" within
the meaning of the Clayton Act. Cf. Van Camp & Sons
Co. v. American Can Co., 278 U. S. 245."3 Thus, the

12 For example, the following is said as to finishes in the du Pont
brief:

"The largest single finish item which du Pont sells to General
Motors is a low-viscosity nitrocellulose lacquer, discovered and pat-
ented by du Pont and for which its trademark is 'Duco'.

"The invention and development of 'Duco' represented a truly
significant advance in the art of paint making and in the production
of automobiles; without 'Duco' mass production of automobiles would
not have been possible.

"By the early 1920's the need for better finishing materials for
automobiles had become urgent . . . . The varnish method then used
in finishing automobiles was described in detail at the trial by auto-
mobile pioneers . . . . Finishing an automobile with varnish required
an intolerably long time-up to 3 or 4 weeks--to apply the nu-
merous coats needed. When the finish was complete, its longest life
expectancy was less than a year, and often it began to peel off before
the car was delivered .. "

Du Pont's Director of Sales since 1944, Nickowitz, testified as to
fabrics sold to automobile manufacturers as follows:

"Q. Now, over the years, isn't it true that speaking generally
du Pont has followed the policy in selling its fabrics to the automobile
field of undercutting its competitors in price? You don't try to sell
it on a lower price than that quoted by any other competitor,
do you?

"A. Well, we don't know. We go in and we bid based on our costs.
Now, in the automotive industry, we have a different situation than
you do in the furniture trade, for example, where you have an
established price.

"You see, in the automobile industry, each manufacturer uses a
different construction. They all have their own peculiar ideas of
what they want about these fabrics. Some want dyed backs, and
some want different fi?4shes, so you don't have any standard prices
in the automobile industry." (Emphasis added.)
And see extended discussions in the opinion of the trial court, as to
finishes, 126 F. Supp., at 288-292, as to fabrics, id., at 296-300.

13 "The phrase ['in any line of commerce'] is comprehensive and
means that if the forbidden effect or tendency is produced in one
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hotunds of the relevant market for the purposes of this
case are not coextensive with the total market for finishes
and fabrics, hut are coextensive with the automobile in-
(lustry, the relevaiit market for automotive finishes and
fabrics.'

The market affected imust be substantial. Standard
Fasltion Co. v. Maqrate-Houston Co., 258 U. S. 346. 357.
Moreover, ini order to establish a violation of § 7 the Gov-
erinent must prove a likelihood that competition may
be "foreclosed iii a substantial share of . . . [that mar-
ket]." ", Both requirements are satisfied in this case.
The suibstantiality of a relevant market comprising the
automobile industry is undisputed. The substantiality
of General Motors' share of that market is fully estab-
lished in the evidence.

General Motors is the colossus of the giant automobile
industry. It accounts annually for upwards of two fifths
of the total sales of automotive vehicles in the nation.',

out of all the. various lines of commerce, the words 'in any line of
commerce' literally are satisfied." 278 U. S., at 253.

14 The General Motors brief states:

"If the market for these products were solely or mainly the General
Motors Corporation, or the automobile industry as a whole, General
Motors' volume and present share of the automobile industry might
constitute a market large enough for the Government to rely on."

'5 Standard Oil Co. of California v. United States, 337 U. S. 293, at
314.

" Moody's Industrials lists General Motors' proportion of the
industry:

Percent Percent
1938 ................ 42+ 1947 ................ 38.5
1939 ................ 42+ 194S ............... 38.8
1940 ................ 45.6 1949 ................ 42.7
1941 ... ... ..... 45.3 1950 ................ 45.6
1942 ............ W .W .II 1951 ................ 41.8
1943 ............ W . W . II 1952 ................ 40.3
1944 ............ W . W . II 1953 ................ 44.7
1945 ........... . W . W .II 1954 ................ 49.9
1946 ................ 36.3 1955 ................ 48.8
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In 1955 General Motors ranked first in sales and second
in assets among all United States industrial corporations "

and became the first corporation to earni over a bil-
lion dollars in annual net income. In 1947 General
Motors' total purchases of all products front du Pont were
$26,628,274, of which $18,938,229 (71 ) represented pur-
chases from du Pont's Finishes Division. Of the latter
amowit purchases of "Duco" "' and the thinner used to
apply "Duco" totaled $12,224,798 (65(; ), and "Dulux" 211

purchases totaled $3,179,225. Purchases by General
Motors of du Pont fabrics in 1948 amounted to $3,700,000,
making it the largest account of du Pont's Fabrics Divi-
sion. Expressed in percentages. du Pont supplied 67(
of General Motors' requirements for finishes in 1946 and
68(/ in 1947."' In fabrics du Pont supplied 52.3% of
requirements in 1946, and 38.5 in 1947.2" Because
General Motors accounts for almost one-half of the auto-
mobile industry's annual sales, its requirements for auto-
motive finishes and fabrics must represent approximately
one-half of the relevant market for these materials. Be-
cause the record clearly shows that quantitatively and
percentagewise du Pont supplies the largest part of Gen-
eral Motors' requirements, we must conclude that du Pont
has a substantial share of the relevant market.

The appellees argue that the Government could not
maintain this action in 1949 because § 7 is applicable
only to the acquisition of stock and not to the holding or
subsequent use of the stock. This argument miscon-

11 Fortune Directory of the 500 Largest U. S. Industrial Corpora-
tions, July 1956, p. 2.

18 N. Y. Times, Feb. 3, 1956, p. 1, col. 3.
19 A finish developed specially by du Pont and General Motors for

use as an automotive finish.
20 A synthetic enamel developed by du Pont which is used on ref rig-

erators, also manufactured by General .Iotors.
21 126 F. Supp., at 295.
22 Id., at 300-301.
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ceives the objective toward which § 7 is directed. The
Clayton Act was intended to supplement the Sherman
Act. 2  Its aim was prillarily to arrest apprehended con-
sequences of inter-corporate relationships before those
relationships could work their evil, which may be at or
any time after the acquisition, depending upon the cir-
cuistances of the particular case. The Senate declared
the objective of the Clayton Act to be as follows:

Broadly stated, the bill, in its treatment of

unlawful restraints and monopolies, seeks to prohibit
and make unlawful certain trade practices which, as a
rule, singly and in themselves, are not covered by the
Act of July 2, 1890 [the Sherman Act], or other
existing anti-trust acts, and thus, by making these
practices illegal, to arrest the creation of trusts, con-
spiracies, and monopolies in their incipiency and
before consummation. . . ." S. Rep. No. 698, 63d
Cong.. 2d Sess. 1. (Emphasis added.)

"Incipiency" in this context denotes not the time the
stock was acquired, but any time when the acquisition
threatens to ripen into a prohibited effect. See Trans-
america Corp. v. Board of Governors, 20e F. 2d 163, 166.
To accomplish the congressional aim, the Government
may proceed at any time that an acquisition may be said
with reasonable probability to contain a threat that it
may lead to a restraint of commerce or tend to create a
monopoly of a line of commerce.2' Even when the pur-
chase is solely for investment, the plain language of § 7
contemplates an action at any time the stock is used to

23 Standard Fashion Co. v. Magrane-Houston Co., 258 U. S. 346.
,4 Cf. Corn Products Refining Co. v. Federal Trade Comm'n, 324

U. S. 726, 738.
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bring about or in attempting to bring about the substan-
tial lessening of competitionn"

Prior cases under § 7 were brought at or near the time
of acquisition. See, e. g., International Shoe Co. v. Fed-
eral Trade Comm'n, 280 U.. S. 291; V. Vivaudou, Inc.
v. Federal Trade Comm'n, 54 F. 2d 273; Federal Trade
Comm'n v. Thctcher Mfg. Co., 5 F. 2d 615, rev'd
in part on other ground, 272 U. S. 554; United States
v. Republic Steel Corp. 11 F. Supp. 117; Vanadium-
Alloys Steel Co., 18 F. T. C. 194. None of these cases
holds, or even suggests, that the Government is fore-
closed from bringing the action at any time when a threat
of the prohibited effects is evident.

Related to this argument is the District Court's con-
clusion that 30 years of nonrestraint negated "any rea-
sonable probability of such a restraint" at the time of the
suit."' While it is, of course, true that proof of a mere
possibility of a prohibited restraint or tendency to mo-
nopoly will not establish the statutory requirement that
the effect of an acquisition "may be" such restraint or
tendency,2" the basic facts found by the District Court
demonstrate the error of its conclusion.28

25 Section 7 provides, in pertinent part:
"This section shall not apply to corporations purchasing such stock

solely for investment and not using the same by voting or otherwise
to bring about, or in attempting to bring about, the substantial
lessening of competition ... " 38 Stat. 731, 15 U. S. C. (1946 ed.)
§ 18.

26 126 F. Supp., at 335.
T Standard Fashion Co. v. Magrane-Houston Co., 258 U. S. 346,

at 356-357.
28There is no significant dispute as to the basic facts pertinent to

the decision. We are thus not confronted here with the provision of
Fed. Rules Civ. Proc., 52 (a), that findings of fact shall not be set
aside unless clearly erroneous.
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The du Pont Compainy's commanding position as a
General 'Motors supplier was not achieved until shortly
after its purchase of a sizable block of General Motors
stock in 1917. ' At that time its production for the auto-
mobile industry and its sales to General Motors were rela-
tively insignificant. General Motors then produced only
about 11% of the tutal automobile production and its
requirements, while relatively substantial, were far short
of the l)rol)ortions they assumed as it forged ahead to
its present place in the iii(lustry.

At least 10 years before the stock acquisition, the
du Point Comipany, for over a century the manufacturer of
military and commercial explosives, had decided to expand
its 1)usitiess into other fields. It foresaw the loss of its
market for explosives after the United States Army and
Navy decided in 190S to construct and operate their
own plants. Nitrocellulose, a nitrated cotton, was the
principal raw material used in du Pont's manufacture of
smokeless powder. A search for outlets for this raw
material uncovered requirements in the manufacture of
lacquers, celluloid, artificial leather and artificial silk.
The first step taken was the du Pont purchase in 1910 of
the Fabrikoid Company. then the largest manufac-
turer of artificial leather, reconstituted as the du Pont
Fabrikoid Company in 1913.

The expansion program was barely started, however,
when World War I intervened. The du Pont Company
suddenly found itself engulfed with orders for military
exl)losives from foreign nations later to be allies of the
United States in the war, and it had to increase its
capacity and plant facilities from 700,000 to 37,000,000
pounds per month at a cost exceeding $200,000,000.
Profits accumulated and ultimately amounted to $232,-

21, Before 1917, du Pont UI))lied General Motors with coated fabrics.

126 F. Szipp., at 297.
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000,000. The need to find l)ostwar uses for its expanded
facilities and organization nOW being greater than ever,
du Point continued its expansion program during the war
years, setting aside $90,000.000 for the purpose. In
September 1915. du Pojnt bought the Arlington Works. one
of the nation's two largest celluloid companies. In June
1916, the Fairfield Rubber Conpany, producers of rubber-
coated fabrics for automobile and carriage tops, was taken
over by du Pont Fabrikoid. In .MIarch 1917, purchase was
made of Harrison Brothers and Conpl)ay, manufacturers
of I)aint, varnish, acids and certain inorganic chemicals
used in paint manufacture. Shortly afterwards. Harrison
absorbed Beckton Chemical Company, a color manufac-
turer, and, also in 1917, the Bridgeport Wood Finishing
Company, a varnish manufacturer.

Thus, before the first block of General Motors stock
was acquired, du Pont was seeking markets not only for
its nitrocellulose, but also for the artificial leather, cellu-
loid, rubber-coated goods, and paints and varnishes in
demand by automobile coml)anies. In that connection,
the trial court expressly found that ". . reports and
other documents written at or near the time of the invest-
ment show that du Pont's representatives were well aware
that General Motors was a large consunier of products of
the kind offered by du Pont," and that John J. Raskob,
du Point's treasurer and the l)rincil)al promoter of the
investment, "for one, thought that du Pont would ulti-
umately get all that business ..

The Company's interest in buying into General Motors
was stimulated by Raskob and Pierre S. du Pont, then
du Pont's )resident, who acquired personal holdings of
General Motors stock in 1914. General Motors was
organized six years earlier by William C. Durant to
acquire previously independent automobile man ufactur-

30 126 F. Supp., at 243.
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ing companies-Buick, Cadillac, Oakland and Oldsmo-
bile. Durant later brought in Chevrolet, organized by
him when he was temporarily out of power, during
1910-1915, and a bankers' group controlled General
Motors. In 1915; when Durant and the bankers dead-
locked on the choice of a Board of Directors, they resolved
the deadlock by an agreement under which Pierre S.
du Pont was named Chairman of the General Motors
Board, and Pierre S. du Pont, Raskob and two nominees
of Mr. du Pont were named neutral directors. By 1916,
Durant settled his differences with the bankers and
resumed the presidency and his controlling position in
General Motors. He prevailed upon Pierre S. du Pont
and Raskob to continue their interest in General Motors'
affairs, which both did as members of the Finance Com-
mittee, working closely with Durant in matters of finances
and operations and plans for future expansion. Durant
persistently urged both men and the "Wilmington peo-
ple, as he called it," 31 to buy more stock in General
Motors.

Finally, Raskob broached to Pierre S. du Pont the pro-
posal that part of the fund earmarked for du Pont expan-
sion be used in the purchase of General Motors stock.
At this time about $50,000,000 of the $90,000,000 fund
was still in hand. Raskob foresaw the success of the
automobile industry and the opportunity for great profit
in a substantial purchase of General Motors stock. On
December 19, 1917, Raskob submitted a Treasurer's
Report to the du Pont Finance Committee recommending
a purchase of General Motors stock in the amount of
$25,000,000. That report makes clear that more than
just a profitable investment was contemplated. A major
consideration was that an expanding General Motors
would provide a substantial market needed by the bur-

"' 126 F. Supp., at 241.
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geoning du Pont organization. Raskob's summary of
reasons in support of the purchase includes this state-
ment: "Our interest in the General Motors Company
will undoubtedly secure for us the entire Fabrikoid,
Pyralin [celluloid], paint and varnish business of those
companies, which is a substantial factor." (Emphasis
added. ) 

'

This thought, that the purchase would result in
du Pont's obtaining a new and substantial market, was
echoed in the Company's 1917 and 1918 annual reports
to stockholders. In the 1917 report appears: "Though
this is a new line of activity, it is one of great promise
and one that seems to be well suited to the character of
our organization. The motor companies are very large
customers of our Fabrikoid and Pyralin as well as paints
and varnishes." (Emphasis added.) The 1918 report
says: "The consumption of paints, varnishes and fabrikoid
in the manufacture of automobiles gives another common
interest."

This background of the acquisition, particularly the
plain implications of the contemporaneous documents,
destroys any basis for a conclusion that the purchase was
made "solely for investment." Moreover, immediately
after the acquisition, du Pont's influence growing out of it
was brought to bear within General Motors to achieve
primacy for du Pont as General Motors' supplier of
automotive fabrics and finishes.

Two years were to pass before du Pont's total purchases
of General Motors stock brought its percentage to 23c
of the outstanding stock and its aggregate outlay to
$49,000,000. During that period, du Pont and Durant
worked under an arrangement giving du Pont primary
responsibility for finances and Durant the responsibility
for operations. But J. A. Haskell, du Pont's former sales

32126 F. Supp., at 241.
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manager and vice-president, became the General Motors
vice-president in charge of the operations committee. The
trial judge said that Haskell ". . . was willing to under-
take the responsibility of keeping (u Pont informed of
generall Motors affairs (luring Durant's regime ..... " "

Haskell frankly and openly set about gaining the maxi-
mume share of the General Motors market for (u Pont.
In a conitemporanieous 1918 document. he reveals his inten-
tion to "pave the way for perhaps a more general adoption
of our material." and that he was thinking "how best to
get c(ol)eration [from the several General Motors Divi-
sions] whereby makers of such of the low priced cars as
it would seem possible and wise to get transferred will
he put in the frame of mind necessary for its adoption
[du Pont's artificial leather]."

Haskell set up lines of communication within General
Motors to be in a position to know at all times what
lu Pont products and what products of du Pont competi-

tors were being used. It is not pure imagination to sup-
pose that such surveillance from that source made an
impressive impact upon purchasing officials. It would be
understandably difficult for them not to interpret it as
meaning that a preference was to be given to du Pont
l)roducts. Haskell also actively pushed the program to
substitute Fabrikoid artificial leathers for genuine leather
and sponsored use of du Pont's Pyralin sheeting through
a liaison arrangement set, up betwPn himself and the
du Pont sales organization.

Thus sprung from the barrier. du Pont quickly swept
into a colmnanding lead over its competitors. who were
never afterwards in serious contention. Indeed. General
Motors' then principal paint supplier, Flint Varnish and
Chemical Works, early in 1918 saw the handwriting on
the wall. The Flint president came to Durant asking to

" 126 F. Supp., :it 245.
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be bought out, telling Durant, as the trial judge found,
that he "knew du Pont had bought a substantial interest
in General Motors and was interested in the paint indus-
try; that . . . [he] felt he would lose a valuable cus-
tomer. General Motors." The du Pont Company
bought the Flint Works and later dissolved it.

In less than four years, by August 1921, Lammot
du Pont, then a du Pont vice-president and later Chair-
man of the Board of General Motors, in response to a
query from Pierre S. du Pont, then Chairman of the
Board of both du Pont and General Motors, "whether
General Motors was taking its entire requirements of
du Pont products from du Pont," was able to reply that
four of General Motors' eight operating divisions bought
from du Pont their entire requirements of paints and var-
nishes, five their entire requirements of Fabrikoid, four
their entire requirements of rubber cloth, and seven their
entire requirements of Pyralin and celluloid. Lammot
du Pont quoted du Pont's sales department as feeling that
"the condition is improving and that eventually satis-
factory conditions will be established in every branch,
but they wouldn't mind seeing things go faster." Pierre
S. du Pont responded that "with the change of manage-
ment at Cadillac, Oakland and Olds [Cadillac was taking
very little paints and varnishes, and Oakland but 50%;
Olds was taking only part of its requirements for fabri-
koid], I believe that you should be able to sell substan-
tially all of the paint, varnish and fabrikoid products
needed." He also suggested that "a drive should be made
for the Fisher Body business. Is there any reason why
they have not dealt with us?"

Fisher Body was stubLornly resistant to du Pont sales
pressure. General Motors, in 1920, during Durant's time,
acquired 60% stock control of Fisher Body Company.

14 126 F. Supp., at 267.

41S66 --- 59-4
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However, a voting trust was established giving the Fisher
brothers broad powers of management. They insisted on
running their own show and for years withstood efforts of
highranking du Pont and General Motors executives to
get them to switch to du Pont from their accustomed
sources of supply. Even after General Motors obtained
100% stock control in 1926, the Fisher brothers retained
sufficient power to hold out. By 1947 and 1948, however,
Fisher resistance had collapsed, and the proportions .of
its requirements supplied by du Pont compared favorably
with the purchases by other General Motors Divisions.

In 1926, the du Pont officials felt that too much Gen-
eral Motors business was going to its competitors. When
Pierre S. du Pont and Raskob expressed surprise, Lam-
mot du Pont gave them a breakdown, by dollar amounts,
of the purchases made from du Pont's competitors. This
breakdown showed, however, that only Fisher Body of
the General Motors divisions was obtaining any substan-
tial proportion of its requirements from du Pont's
competitors.

Competitors did obtain higher percentages of the Gen-
eral Motors business in later years, although never high
enough at any time substantially to affect the dollar
amount of du Pont's sales. Indeed it appears likely that
General Motors probably turned to outside sources of
supply at least in part because its requirements out-
stripped du Pont's production, when General Motors pro-
portion of total automobile sales grew greater and the
company took its place as the sales leader of the automo-
bile industry. For example, an undisputed Government
exhibit shows that General Motors took 93% of du Pont's
automobile Duco production in 1941 and 83% in 1947.

The fact that sticks out in this voluminous record is
that the bulk of du Pont's production has always sup-
plied the largest part of the requirements of the one
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customer in the automobile industry connected to du Pont
by a stock interest. The inference is overwhelming that
du Pont's commanding position was promoted by its stock
interest and was not gained solely on competitive merit.

We agree with the trial court that considerations of
price, quality and service were not overlooked by either
du Pont or General Motors. Pride in its products and
its high 'financial stake in General Motors' success would
naturally lead du Pont to try to supply the best. But
the wisdom of this business judgment cannot obscure the
fact, plainly revealed by the record, that du Pont pur-
posely employed its stock to pry open the General
Motors market to entrench itself as the primary supplier
of General Motors' requirements for automotive finishes
and fabrics."

35 The du Pont policy is well epitomized in a 1926 letter written by
a former du Pont employee, J. L. Pratt, when a General Motors vice-
president and member of the Executive Committee, to the general
manager of a General Motors Division:

"I am glad to know that your manufacturing, chemical and pur-
chasing divisions feel they would be in better hands possibly by
dealing with du Pont than with local companies. From a business
standpoint no doubt your organization would be influenced to give
the business, under equal conditions, to the local concerns. However,
I think when General Motors divisions recognize the sacrifice that
the du Pont Company made in 1920 and 1921, to keep General Motors
Corporation from being put in a very bad light publicly-the du Pont
Company going to the extent of borrowizig $35,000,000 on its notes
when the company was entirely free of debt, in order to prevent a
large amount of General Motors stcrk being thrown on the open
market-they should give weight to this which in my mind more
than overbalances consideration of local conditions. In other words,
I feel that where conditions are equal from the standpoint of quality,
service and price, the du Pont Company should have the major share
of General Motors divisions' business on those items that the du Pont
Company can take on the basis of quality, service and price. If it
is possible to use the product from more than one company I do
not think it advisable to give any one company all of the business,
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Similarly, the fact that all concerned in high executive
posts ini both companies acted honorably and fairly, each
in the holiest conviction that his actions were in the best
interests of his owni company and without any design to
overreach anyone, including (lu Pont's competitors, does
niot defeat the (Governumeit's right to relief. It is not
requisite to the )roof of a violation of § 7 to show that
restraint or Imolo)oly was ititeIlded.

The statutory policy of fostering free competition is
obviously furthered when no supplier has an advantage
over his colnpetitors from an acquisition of his customer's
stock likely to have the effects con(lemlned by the statute.
We repeat, that the test of a violation of § 7 is whether at
the time of suit there is a reasonable probability that the
acquisition is likely to result in the condemned restraints.
The conclusion upon this record is ilescal)able that such
likelihood was proved as to this acquisition. The fire
that was kindled in 1917 continues to smolder. It burned
briskly to forge the ties that bind the General Motors
,market to du Pont, and if it has quieted down, it remains

hot, and, from past performance, is likely at any time to
blaze and make the fusion complete."

as I think it is desirable to always keep a competitive situation, other-
wise any supplier is liable to grow slack in seeing that you have the
best service and price possible.

"I have expressed my own persoral sentiments in this letter to
you in order that you might have my point of view, but I (1o not
wish to influence your organization in any way that would be against
your own good judgment, keeping in mind that above all the prime
consideration is to (o the best thing for Delco-Light Company, and
That considerations in regard to the du Pont Company or other
concerns are secondary, and I am sure this is your feeling."

36 The potency of the influence of du Pont's 23% stock interest is
greater today because of the diffusion of the remaining shares which,
in 1947, were held by 436,510 stockholders; 92% owned no more than
100 shares each, and 60% owned no more than 25 shares each. 126
F. Siipp., at 244.
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The judgment must therefore be reversed and the cause
rema',ded to the District Court for a determination after
further hearing of the equitable relief necessary and
appropriate in the public interest to eliminate the effects
of the acquisition offensive to the statute. The District
Courts, in the framing of equitable decrees, are clothed
"with large discretion to model their judgments to fit the
exigencies of the particular case." International Salt Co.
v. United States, 332 U. S. 392, 400-401.

The motion of the appellees Christiana Securities Com-
pany and Delaware Realty and Investment Company for
dismissal of the appeal as to them is denied. It seems
appropriate that they be retained as parties pending
determination by the District Court of the relief to be
granted.

It is so ordered.

MR. JUSTICE CLARK, MR. JUSTICE HARLAN and MR.
JUSTICE WHITTAKER took no part in the consideration or
decision of this case.
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MR. JUSTICE BURTON, whom MR. JUSTICE FRANK-
FU RTER joins, dissenting.

In June 1949, the United States brought this civil
action in the United States District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois under § 4 of the Sherman Act and
§ 15 of the Clayton Act to enjoin alleged violations of
§§ I and 2 of the Sherman Act, and § 7 of the Clayton Act.
The amended complaint, insofar as pertinent to the
issues here, alleged that du Pont and General Motors
have been engaged, since 1915, in a combination and con-
spiracy to restrain and monopolize interstate trade, and
that du Pont's acquisition of General Motors' stock had
the effect of restraining trade and tending to create a
monopoly. In brief it was alleged that, by means of the
relationship between du Pont and General Motors,
du Pont intended to obtain, and did obtain, an illegal
preference over its competitors in the sale to General
Motors of its products, and a further illegal preference
in the development of chemical discoveries made by
General Motors. Appellees denied the charges.

The trial of these issues took nearly seven months.
The District Court heard 52 witnesses, including most of
the principal actors, and received over 2,000 exhibits.
The evidence contained in the 8,283-page transcript of
record covers in minute and intimate detail the facts
bearing on the Government's charge that du Pont, by
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coercion, agreement, control or influence, had interfered
unlawfully with General Motors' purchasing and nianu-
facturing policies. On the basis of this evidence, the
District Court found that the Government had failed to
prove its case and, specifically, that (a) du Pont did not
control General 'Motors. (b) there had been "no limita-
tion or restraint upon General Motors' freedom to deal
freely and fully with competitors of du Pont" or upon its
"freedom . . . to deal with its chemical discoveries," and
(c) after 30 years in which no such restraint had resulted.
there was no "basis for a finding that there is or has been
any reasonable probability of such a restraint within the
meaning of the Clayton Act." 126 F. Supp. 235, 335.

The Government's basic contention in this Court is
that du Pont violated §§ 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act in
that, by means of its alleged control of General Motors,
it obtained an unlawful preference with respect to Gen-
eral Motors' purchases of materials. In the closing pages
of its brief, and for a few minutes in its oral argument,
the Government added the assertion that du Pont had
violated § 7 of the Clayton Act in that its stock interest
in General Motors "has been used to channel General
Motors' purchases to du Pont."

This Court, ignoring the Sherman Act issues which
have been the focal point of uight years of litigation, now
holds that du Pont's acquisition of a 23% stock interest
in General Motors during the years 1917-1919 violates
§ 7 of the Clayton Act because "at the time of suit
[in 1949] there [was] a reasonable probability that the
acquisition [was] likely to result in the condemned
restraints." Ante, p. 17. In reaching this conclusion,
the Court holds (1) that § 7 of the Clayton Act applies
to vertical as well as horizontal stock acquisitions;
(2) that in determining whether the effect of the stock
acquisition is such as to constitute a restraint within § 7,
the time chosen by the Government in bringing the action
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is controlling rather than the time of the acquisition
itself; and (3) that ,' 7 is violated when, at the timiie of
siit, there is a reasonable lproIbaility that the stock
acquisitions is likely to result ill the foreclosure of com-
p~etitors of the acquiring corl)oratioi from a subst,.ltial
share of the relevant market.

In applying these principles to this case, the Court pur-
Iorts to accept the carefully doculnented findings of fact
of the District Court. Actually, it overturns numerous
well-sulpported fidldings of the District Court by now coi-
eluding that du Pont did not purchase Genieral Motors'
stock solely for investment; that du Pont's stock interest
resulted ini practical or working control of General
Motors, that du Pont has used or might use this "control"
to secure preferences in supplying General Motors with
autotmoi ile finishes and fabrics; that the relevant market
includes only automobile finishes and fabrics; and that
there was, even at the time of suit in 1949, a reasonable
probability that du Pont's competitors might be fore-
closed from a substantial share of this relevant market.

The Court's decision is far reaching. Although § 7
of the Clayton Act was enacted in 1914-over 40 years
ago-this is the first case in which the United States or
the Federal Trade Commission has sought to apply it to
a vertical integration.' Likewise, this appears to be the
first case ini which it ever has been argued that § 7 is
al)llicable to a stock acquisition which took place many
years before." The Court, in accepting both of these
contentions, disregards the language and purpose of the
statute, 40 years of administrative practice, and all the

Ronald Fabrics Co. v. Verney Brunswick Mills, Inc., CCH Trade

(ses 57,514 (). C. S. 1). N. Y. 1946), discussed intira, n. 10, was
a private action for treble damages.

2 Transamerica Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F. 2d 163 (C. A.
3d Cir. 1953), involved a series of stock acquisitions over many years,
some of which took place at about the time of suit.
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precedents except one District Court decision. The
sweeping character of the Court's pronouncement is fur-
ther evident from the fact that to make its case the Court
requires no showing of any misuse of a stock interest-
either at the time of acquisition or subsequently-to gain
preferential treatment from the acquired corporation.
All that is required, if this case is to be our guide, is that
some court in some future year be persuaded that a "rea-
sonable probability" then exists that an advantage over
competitors in a narrowly construed market may be ob-
tained as a result of the stock interest. Thus, over 40
years after the enactment of the Clayton Act, it now
becomes apparent for the first time that § 7 has been a
sleeping giant all along. Every corporation which has
acquired a stock interest in another corporation after the
enactment of the Clayton Act in 1914, and which has
had business dealings with that corporation is exposed,
retroactively, to the bite of the newly discovered teeth
of § 7.

For the reasons given below, I believe that the Court
has erred in (1) applying § 7 to a vertical acquisition;
(2) holding that the time chosen by the Government in
bringing the action is controlling rather than the time of
the stock acquisition itself; and (3) concluding, in dis-
regard of the findings of fact of the trial court, that the
facts of this case fall within its theory of illegality.

I.
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, quoted in full in the

Appendix, post, pp 48-49, does not make unlawful all
intercorporate acquisitions and mergers.' It does not

3 Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 38 Stat. 731, 15 U. S. C. (1946 ed.)
§ 18, was amended in 1950 so as to broaden its application, 64 Stat.
1125, 15 U. S. C. § 18. The amendments, by their terms, were inap-
plicable to acquisitions made before 1950. Thus this case is governed
by the original language of § 7 and not by § 7, as amended.
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apply to acquisitions of physical assets. It applies only
to certain acquisitions of stock, and even then with impor-
tant exceptions. The first paragraph of § 7, which is
the statutory provision primarily involved in this case,
provides-

"That no corporation engaged in commerce shall
acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole or any part
of the stock or other share capital of another corpora-
tion engaged also in commerce. where the effect of
such acquisition may be to substantially lessen com-
petition between the corporation whose stock is so
acquired and the corporation making the acquisi-
tion, or to restrain such commerce in any section or
community, or tend to create a monopoly of any
line of commerce." 38 Stat. 731-732, 15 U. S. C.
(1946 ed.) § 18.

This paragraph makes unlawful only those intercorporate
stock acquisitions which may result in any of three
effects: (1) substantially lessen competition between the
acquiring and the acquired corporations; (2) restrain
commerce in any section or community; or (3) tend to
create a monopoly of any line of commerce. The Gov-
ernment concedes that General Motors and du Pont have

' One of the earliest rulings of the Federal Trade Commission was
that § 7 did not prohibit asset acquisitions. I F. T. C. 541-542. The
primary purpose of the 1950 amendments was to bring asset acqui-
sitions within § 7. Proponents of the 1950 amendments asserted
on several occasions that the omission of asset acquisitions in the
original Clayton Act had been inadvertent. See, e. g., 96 Cong.
Rec. 16443. However, the legislative history of the Clayton Act
demonstrates that the purpose of § 7 was to prevent the formation
of holding companies and certain evils peculiar to stock acquisitions,
particularly the secrecy of ownership. See 51 Cong. Rec. 9073,
14254, 14316, 14420, 14456; H. R. Rep. No. 627, 63d Cong., 2d Sess.
17; S. Rep. No. 698, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 13.
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never been in competition with each other. Since the
substantially lessen competition clause applies only to
acquisitions involving competing corporations (generally
referred to as horizontal acquisitions), that clause con-
cededly is not applicable to this case. The questions
before us are whether the other unlawful effects, namely,
restraint of commerce in any section or community and
tendency to create a monopoly of any line of commerce,
are applicable to this case, and, if so, whether the 1917-
1919 acquisition of General Motors' stock by du Pont
resulted or may result in either of those unlawful effects.

Section 7 never has been authoritatively interpreted as
prohibiting the acquisition of stock in a corporation that
is not engaged in the same line of business as the acquir-
ing corporation. Although the language of the Act is
ambiguous, the relevant legislative history, administra-
tive practice, and judicial interpretation support the con-
clusion that § 7 does not apply to vertical acquisitions.

The report of the House Committee on the Judiciary,
presented by Representative Clayton, stated emphati-
cally that the provisions relating to stock acquisitions by
corporations, which originally appeared as § 8 of the bill,
were intended to eliminate the evils of holding companies.
H. R. Rep. No. 627, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 17. Although a
"holding company" was defined as "a company that holds
the stock of another company or companies," the one
"evil" referred to was that a holding company "is a means
of holding under one control the competing companies
whose stocks it has thus acquired." (Emphasis sup-
plied.) Ibid. Two minority statements appended to
the House Report evidence a similar understanding that
the provisions of the bill were limited to competing cor-
porations. Id., Pt. 2, p. 6; Pt. 3, p. 8. The substance of
the House Report was adopted by the Senate Committee
on the Judiciary in its report on the bill. S. Rep. No. 698,
63d Cong., 2d Sess. 13, 43, 46.
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engaged in the manufacture of steel from acquiring stock in a cor-
poration engaged in the production of iron ore. Senator Reed replied
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preferences were intended to be dealt with exclusively by
the provision forbidding interlocking directorates (§ 8 of
the (layton Act), if not covered by the specific prohibi-
tions of certain price discriminations (§ 2), and of certain
exclusive selling or leasing contracts (§ 3 )."

Forty years of administrative practice provide addi-
tional support for this view. Neither the Department
of Justice nor the Federal Trade Commission, the two
principal enforcing agencies, has brought any action under
old § 7 (other than the instant case) that has not
involved a stock acquisition in allegedly competing cor-
porations. The Federal Trade Commission repeatedly
has declared its understanding that § 7, prior to its
amendment in 1950, apl)lied only to competing corpora-
tions. In a recent report it stated without qualification:

"While the 1914 act applied solely to horizontal
mergers, the 1950 act applies not only to horizontal

that his amendment would not bar such arn acquisition, but that
neither would the bill as written:

"But I call the Senator's attention to the fact that if t!-Ae illustration
he uses would not he covered by the language of my amendment it
certainly would not be covered by the language I seek to amend.
His argument would go as much against that, and even more than
against my amendment. I do not claim that this will stop everything.
I claim that it will be a long step in that direction." Id., at 14455.
No one disputed Senator Reed's interpretation of § 7.

1 See, e. g., the statement by Representative Carlin, one of the
managers of the bill in the House, to the effect that the interlocking
directorate provision contained in § 8 would prevent a director of
a corporation which supplied railroads with materials from becoming
a railroad director and, in effect, "buy[ing] supplies from himself."
51 Cong. Ree. 9272.

9 See, e. g., F. T. C., Ann. Rep. for Fiscal Year 1.29, 6-7, 60, where
the Commission stated that it could take no corrective action under
the Clayton Act against large consolidations in the food industry
"even though the consolidation was effected through the acquisition
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acquisitions but to vertical and conglomerate acqui-
sitions which might substantially lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly." F. T. C., Report on
Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions (May 1955),
168. H. R. Doe. No. 169, 84th Cong., 1st Sess.

Beginning in 1927, the Federal Trade Commission
included in its annual recommendations to Congress a
request that § 7 be amended to remedy its inadequacies.
This result was achieved in 1950. 64 Stat. 1125, 15
U. S. C. § 18. As the Court recognizes in its opinion,
ante, p. 3, n. 6, one of the reasons for amending § 7 in
1950 was, in the words of the House Report on the
amendments, "to make it clear that the bill applies to all
types of mergers and acquisitions, vertical and conglom-
erate as well as horizontal . . . ." H. R. Rep. No. 1191,
81st Cong., 1st Sess. 11. Forty years of established
administrative practice, acquiesced in and recognized by
Congress, is persuasive evidence of the proper scope of
§ 7. Federal Trade Commission v. Bunte Bros., Inc.,
312 U. S. 349, 351-352.

The cases cited by the Court, with the one exception of
Ronald Fabrics Co. v. Verney Brunswick Mills, Inc.,
CCH Trade Cases 57,514 (D. C. S. D. N. Y. 1946),1

or exchange of capital stock," because "most of these consolidations
and acquisitions were of corporations engaged in the distribution of
allied but noncompetitive products." See also, F. T. C., Ann. Rep.
for Fiscal Year 1927, 13-15; Statement by Chief Counsel Kelley in
Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary on H. R. 2734, 81st Cong., 1st and 2d Sess. 37; Report
of the Federal Trade Commission on Interlocking Directorates, H. R.
Doe. No. 652, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 1.

10 In the Ronald Fabrics case, a rayon converter alleged that a
competing corporation had restrained commerce by acquiring control
of a source of supply of rayon. The District Court held that this
allegation stated a cause of action under § 7 of the Clayton Act.
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do not support the Court's conclusion that § 7 applies to a
vertical acquisition. In Aluminum Co. of America v.
Federal Trade Commission, 284 F. 401 (C. A. 3d Cir.
1922), the Aluminum Company, which previously had
had a monopoly of all sheet aluminum produced in
the United States, acquired control through an inter-
miediary corporation of a competing sheet aluminum
company established in 1916. A divestiture order of the
Federal Trade Commission was upheld, the court hold-
ing that the stock acquisition substantially lessened con-
petition and tended to create a monopoly of the sheet
aluminum business. In United States v. New England
Fish Exchange, 258 F. 732 (D. C. Mass. 1919), two hold-
ing companies which had acquired the stock of virtually
all the wholesale fish dealers trading on the New England
Fish Exchange, which handled about 95% of all the
ground fish sold in interstate commerce in the United
States, were held to have violated the provisions of § 7.
Each of these cases was concerned with the acquisition of
directly competing corporations-not vertical acquisi-
tions. Statements in the opinions, not essential to the
decisions, merely stand for the proposition that the
restraint and monopoly clauses of § 7 are not entirely
synonymous with the substantially lessen competition
clause.

Assuming that the three unlawful effects mentioned in
§ 7 ar not entirely synonymous with each other," such an

11 A minority in the Senate, led by Senators Cummins and Walsh,
sought to strike out the "tend to create a monopoly" language of
§ 7. 51 Cong. Rec. 14314-14316, 14319, 14459-14461. They argued
that this language was superfluous because the creation of a monopoly
always substantially lessened competition, and because the Sherman
Act contained similar language, and that there was a danger that the
language would be considered as an implied repeal of the Sherman
Act. The failure of these efforts to eliminate the tendency toward
monopoly clause (the restraint of commerce clause had not been added
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assumption does not require the conclusion that § 7 was
intended to apply to vertical acquisitions as well as to
horizontal acquisitions. Corporations engaged in the
same business activity in different areas do not neces-
sarily "compete" with each other so that their coinbina-
tion would substantially lessen competition between
them, even though their combination might result in a
restraint of commerce or a tendency toward monopoly
violative of § 7. Such a possibility was presented in
Transamerica Corp. v. Board of Governors, 206 F. 2d
163 (C. A. 3d Cir. 1953), where a banking corporation
through a series of transactions acquired stock in 48 local
banking corporations, most of which were located in com-
munities in which no other bank was acquired. A
divestiture order of the Board was reversed on the ground
that the Board had not proved that the acquisitions of
these banks in five western States either substantially
lessened competition or tended to create a monopoly.

Finally, this Court has twice construed old § 7 as apply-
ing only to stock acquisitions involving competing cor-
porations. In International Shoe Co. v. Federal Trade
Cornnmission, 280 U. S. 291 (1930), the Court held that
the acquisition of the fifth largest shoe manufacturing
company by the largest shoe manufacturer did not vio-
late either the substantially lessen competition clause or
the restraint of commerce clause of § 7 because the pre-
existing competition between the two corporations was
insubstantial, and because the acquired corporation was

to § 7 at this time) indicates that the tendency toward monopoly
clause was not intended to be limited to situations already encom-
passed by the substantially lessen competition clause. Similarly, the
remarks of Senator Chilton, quoted by the Court from 51 Cong. Rec.
16002, ante, pp. 4-5, indicate that he thought the tendency toward
monopoly and restraint of commerce clauses added something. But
I find no evidence that what they did add included vertical
acquisitions.
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in a precarious financial condition. Substantial pre-exist-
ing competition was said to be a requisite for violation of
either clause of § 7. 280 U. S., at 298, 303. An even
more direct holding is found in Thatcher Mfg. Co. v.
Federal Trade Commission, 272 U. S. 554 (1926), where
this Court affirmed that portion of the lower court's
decree which had allowed Thatcher, a milk bottle manu-
facturer, to retain the assets of Woodbury, a bottle manu-
facturer specializing in condiment and whiskey bottles,
on the ground that the acquisition did not violate any of
the three clauses of § 7 since Thatcher was not in com-
petition with Woodbury. 272 U. S., at 560, affirming in
part and reversing in part Federal Trade Commission v.
Thatcher Mfg. Co., 5 F. 2d 615 (C. A. 3d Cir. 1925).
These holdings apparently will be overruled sub silentio
by today's decision.

The legislative history, administrative practice, and
judicial interpretation of § 7 provide the perspective in
which the Government's present assertion that § 7 applies
to vertical -acquisitions should be viewed. Seen as a
whole, they offer convincing evidence that § 7, properly
construed, has reference only to horizontal acquisitions.
I would so hold. However, even if the opposite view be
accepted, the foregoing views of the enforcing agencies
and the courts are material to a proper consideration of
the other issues which must then be reached.

II.

In this case the Government is challenging, in 1949, a
stock acquisition that took place in 1917-1919. The
Court, without advancing reasons to support its conclu-
sion, holds that in determining whether the effect of the
stock acquisition is such as to violate § 7, the time chosen
by the Government in bringing its suit is controlling
rather than the time of the acquisition of the stock. This
seems to me to ignore the language and structure of § 7,

41866 0-59---5
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the purpose of the Clayton Act, and all existing adminis-
trative and judicial precedents.

The first paragraph of § 7 provides that "no corpora-
tion ... shall acquire ...the stock ... of another
corporation ... where the effect of such acquisition may
be . . ." Yet the Court construes this provision as if
it read "no corporation ...shall acquire or continue to
hold . the stock . of another corporation...
whenever it shall appear that the effect of such acquisi-
tion or continued holding may be . . . ." Continued
holding, to be sure, is a prerequisite to any action under
§ 7 because, if the stock is no longer held, the violation
has been purged and there is nothing to divest.'2  But
the fact of continued holding does not allow the Govern-
ment to dispense with the necessity of proving that the
stock was unlawfully acquired. The offense described
by § 7 is the acquisition, not the holding or the use, of
stock. When the acquisition has been made, the offense,
if any, is complete. The statutory language is unequiv-
ocal. It makes the test the probable effect of the acqui-
sition at the time of the actual acquisition, and not at
some later date to be arbitrarily chosen by the Govern-
ment in bringing suit.

The distinction carefully made in the several para-
graphs of § 7 between an unlawful acquisition and an
unlawful use of stock reinforces this conclusion. The
first paragraph of § 7, which speaks only in terms of
acquisition of stock, is concerned solely with the purchase
of stock in "another corporation." It is the only provi-
sion that is applicable in this case. The second para-
graph, which expressly prohibits both acquisition and
use, is concerned with stock purchases in "two or more
corporations." Concededly, it is not applicable here.

2 Federal Trade Commission v. Western Meat Co., 272 U. S. 554,
561.
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When Congress chose to make unlawful the use of stock
subsequent to its acquisition, it did so in specific terms.
The omission of the phrase "or the use of such stock by
the voting or granting of proxies or otherwise," contained
in the second paragraph of § 7, from the first paragraph
of the section was not inadvertent. The phrase therefore
cannot be read into the first paragraph of § 7.13

The Clayton Act was not intended to replace the Sher-
man Act in remedying actual restraints and monopolies.
Its purpose was to supplement the Sherman Act by
checking anticompetitive tendencies in their incipiency,
before they reached the point at which the Sherman Act
comes into play. This purpose was well stated in the
Senate Report on the bill:

"Broadly stated, the bill, in its treatment of unlaw-
ful restraints and njyonopolies, seeks to prohibit and
make unlawful certain trade practices which, as a
rule, singly and in themselves, are not covered by the
act of July 2, 1890, or other existing antitrust acts,
and thus, by making these practices illegal, to arrest
the creation of trusts, conspiracies, and monopolies
in their incipiency and before consummation."
S. Rep. No. 698, 63d Cong., 2d Sess. 1.

13 It might be argued that the mention of subsequent misuse in
the third paragraph of § 7, the investment proviso, enlarges the
substantive content of the first paragraph of § 7. This paragraph
provides that "This section shall not-apply to corporations purchasing
such stock solely for investment and not using the same by voting
or otherwise to bring about, or in attempting to bring about, the
substantial lessening of competition." But the mention of use
in this paragraph has the effect of limiting the exception it con-
tains, i. e.. the exception for stock purchased "solely for invest-
ment." This exception is lost if the stock is subsequently misused.
But the exception contained in this paragraph does not come into
play unless the acquisition first comes within the substantive prohibi-
tion of the first two paragraphs of § 7. This limitation on the
exception cannot expand the substantive prohibition to which the
exception applies.
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This purpose places emphasis on the probable anticom-
petitive effects of transactions or occurrences viewed as
of the date of their occurrence. The determination
required by the Act is one of predicting the probable out-
come of a particular transaction, here an acquisition of
stock in another corporation. If, at the time of the stock
acquisition, a potential threat to competition is apparent,
the acquisition is unlawful under § 7. If, on the other
hand, a potential threat to competition is not then appar-
ent, an antitrust violation is not involved unless subse-
quent use of the stock constitutes a restraint of trade
prohibited by the Sherman Act."

The Court ignores the all-important lawfulness or
unlawfulness of the stock acquisition at -r about the time
it occurred, and limits its attention to the probable anti-
competitive effects of the continued holding of the stock
at the time of suit, some 30 years later. The result is to
subject a good-faith stock acquisition, lawful when made,
to the hazard that the continued holding of the stock may
make the acquisition illegal through unforeseen develop-
ments. Such a view is not supported by the statutory
language and violates elementary principles of fairness.
Suits brought under the Clayton Act are not subject to
any statute of limitations, and it is doubtful whether the
doctrine of laches applies as against the Government.
The result is that unexpected and unforeseeable develop-
ments occurring long after a stock acquisition can be
used to challenge the legality of continued holding of the
stock. In such an action, the Government need only
prove that probable rather than actual anticompetitive

14 It may be that § 7 is inapplicable when the Government fails
to bring suit within a reasonable period after the consummation of
the stock acquisition. If so, the 30 years here involved would exceed
a reasonable period of incipiency. Even though § 7 of the Clayton
Act, under this theory, would be inapplicable, any alleged restraint
could be dealt with under the Sherman Act.
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effects exist as of the time of suit. The Government may
thus set aside a transaction which was entirely lawful
when made, merely by showing that it would have been
unlawful had it occurred at the time of suit, many years
later. The growth of the acquired corporation, a fortui-
tous decline in the number of its competitors, or the
achievement of control by an accidental diffusion of other
stock may result, under this test, in rendering the orig-
inally lawful acquisition unlawful ab initio. Strikingly
enough, all of these factors are involved in this case.'5

The Court's holding is unfair to the individuals who
entered into transactions on the assumption, justified by
the language of § 7, that their actions would be judged
by the facts available to them at the time they made their
decision.

"The prohibition [of § 7] is addressed to parties who
contemplate engaging in merger transactions and is
meant, in the first instance, to guide them in deciding
upon a course of action. The only standard they
are capable of applying is one addressed to the cir-
cumstances viewed as of the date of the proposed
transaction. Since this is the standard which the
parties must apply in deciding whether to undertake
a transaction, it seems reasonable to conclude that
it is the standard which enforcement agencies should

15 The Court apparently concedes that du Pont's stock acquisition
in General Motors was lawful when made because "its sales to Gen-
eral Motors were relatively insignificant" at that time and because
"General Motors then produced only about Ile" of the total auto-
mobile production .... ' Antc. p. 12. Throughout, the Court
stresses the growth in size of General Motors. Ante, pp. 8-9, 12.
The decline in the number of automobile manufacturers is not men-
tioned, btit is well known. And the Court states that diffusion of
General Motors' stock through the years has increased "The
potency of the influence of du Pont's 23% stock interest.
Ante, p. 20, n. 36.

65
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apply in deciding whether the transaction violates
the statute." Neal, The Clayton Act and the Trans-
america Case, 5 Stan. L. Rev, 179, 220-221.

The Court cites no authority in support of its new
interpretation of this 40-year-old statute. On the other
hand, (xalination of the dozen or more cases brought
inder § 7 reveals that in every case the inquiry heretofore
has centered on the probable anticompetitive effects of
the stock acquisition at or near the time it was made."
See, c. g., International Shoe Co. v. Federal Trade Com-
mision, 280 U. S. 291 (1930); Transamerica Corp. v.
Board of Governors, 206 F. 2d 163 (C. A. 3d Cir. 1953);
V. Vivaudou, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 54 F. 2d
273 (C. A. 2d Cir. 1931); Federal Trade Commission v.
Thatcher Mfg. Co., 5 F. 2d 615 (C. A. 3d Cir. 1925), rev'd
in part on other ground, 272 U. S. 554; United States v.
Republic Steel Corp., 11 F. Supp. 117 (D. C. N. D. Ohio
1935); In re Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., 18 F. T. C. 194
(1934). The conclusion thus seems inescapable that the
unlawfulness of a stock acquisition under the first para-
graph of § 7 properly turns on the potential threat to
competition created by the acquisition of the stock at the
time of its acquisition and not by its subsequent use.

That the time of acquisition is controlling does not
mean that the Government is unable to bring an action if
it fails to proceed within a few years of the stock acquisi-
tion. It ineans only that if the Government chooses to
bring its action many years later, it must prove what § 7
plainly requires-that the acquisition threatened coin-
petition when made.

"I Except in this case, the enforcing agencies appear never to have
brought an action under § 7 more than four years after the date
of the acquisition. Consequently, the precise problem raised here
has not been directly adjudicated. Nevertheless, the cases cited in
the text spell out the proof required for a violation of § 7, and thus
have an important bearing on this problem.
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Nor does it mean that evidence of subsequent events
is necessarily irrelevant. Evidence that anticompetitive
effects have occurred since the acquisition, and that these
effects are traceable to the original acquisition rather than
to other factors, may support an inference that such effects
were "reasonably probable" at the time of acquisition.
The element of causation is the necessary link with the
past. However, if events subsequent to the acquisition
indicate that no anticompetitive effects have occurred,
that evidence may support al) inference that an unlawful
potential did not exist at the time of acquisition. Evi-
dence as to what happened after the acquisition is rele-
vant to the extent that it bears on the central question
whether, at the time of the acquisition, there was a rea-
sonable probability of a threat to competition.

I agree with the Court that § 7 does not require find-
ings and conclusions of actual anticompetitive effects.
Unlike the Sherman Act. § 7 merely requires proof of a
reasonable probability of a substantial lessening of com-
petition, restraint of commerce, or tendency toward
monopoly. International Shoe Co. v. Federal Trade
Commission, 280 U. S. 291; Transamerica Corp. v. Board
of Governors, 206 F. 2d 163. When a vertical acquisi-
tion is involved, its legality thus turns on whether there
is a reasonable probability that it will foreclose competi-
tion from a substantial share of the market, either by
significantly restricting access to needed supplies or by
significantly limiting the market for any product. See
Report of the Attorney General's National Committee to
Study the Antitrust Laws (1955) 122-127. The deter-
mination of such probable economic consequences re-
quires study of the markets affected, of the companies
involved in relation to those markets, and of the probable
immediate and future effects on competition. A mere
showing that a substantial dollar volume of sales is
involved cannot suffice. As the Court says, "The market
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affected nust be substantial," ante, 1). 8, and "Substan-
tiality can be determined only in terms of the market
affected," ante, p. 6. Section 7 thus requires a case-by-
case analysis of the relevant economic factors.

However, when, as here, the Government brings a pro-
ceedinig nearly 30 years after a stock purchase, it must
prove that the acquisition was unlawful wheni made (i. e.,
that there was a reasonable probability at that time that
ui Point's con)etitors would be foreclosed from a su)-

stanitial share of the relevant market), and also that the
effect of the acquisition continued to be harmful to com-
)etitioll at the tiime suit was brought. Illegality at the

time of acquisition is required by the first paragraph of
§ 7; continuing illegality is a prerequisite for obtaining
equitable relief. See (Unitcd Statcs v. 1t'. T. Grant Co.,
345 V. S. 629; United States v. Oregon Mh'dical Society,
:343 V. S. 326, 333; United States v. South Buffalo R. Co.,
:133 U. S. 771, 774. This is particularly true under § 7
since it is a prophylactic measure designed to prevent
stock acquisitions which probably will have a deleterious
effect oni competition. Proof that competition has not
in fact been harmed during a long I)eriod following a stock
acqluisition itself indicates that a restraint in the future
is unlikely. In such a case, the actual effect of the acqui-
sition largely supplants the conjecture as to its probable
effects which otherwise must be relied upon.

In this case, the District Court found that the chal-
lenged acquisition, which took place "over thirty years
ago," had not resulted in any restraint of trade "In
those many intervening years . . . ." The District
Court properly concluded that, when there had been no
restraint for 30 years, "there is not . . . any basis for a
finding that there is . . . any reasonable probability of
such a restraint within the meaning of the Clayton Act."
126 F. Supp., at 335. If the evidence supports the Dis-
trict Court's conclusion that there has been no restraint
for 30 years, the judgment below must be affirmed.'
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Ill.

The remaining issues are factual: (1) whether the
record establishes the existence of a reasonable probabil-
ity that du Pont's competitors will be foreclosed from
securing General Motors' trade, and (2) whether the
record establishes that such foreclosure, if probable,
involves a substantial share of the relevant market and
significantly limits the competitive opportunities of others
trading in that market. In discussing these factual
issues, I meet the Court on its own ground, that is, I
assume that the old § 7 applies to vertical acquisitions,
and that the potential threat at the time of suit is con-
trolling. Even on that basis the record does not support
the Court's conclusion that § 7 was violated by this
1917-1919 stock acquisition.

A. FORECLOSURE OF COMPETITORS.

This is not a case where a supplier corporation hasl
merged with- its customer corporation with the result that
the supplier's competitors are automatically and com-
pletely foreclosed from the customer's trade." In this
case. the only connection between du Pont, the supplier,
and General Motors, the customer, is du Pont's 23%
stock interest in General Motors. A conclusion that such
a stock interest automatically forecloses du Pont's com-
petitors from selling to General Motors would be without
justification. Whether a foreclosure has occurred in the
past or is probable in the future is a question of fact turn-
ing on the evidence in the record.

The Court, at the outset of its opinion, states that the
primary issue is whether du Pont's position as a substan-
tial supplier to General Motors "was achieved on comn-

' Cf. United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U. S. 495, holding
that even the exclusion of competition resulting from complete verti-
cal integration does not violate the Sherman Act unless competition
in a substantial portion of a market is restrained.
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The record discloses that each division buys indz-
pendently. that the pattern of buying varies greatly from
one division to another, and that within each division
purchases from du Pont have fluctuated -greatly in
response to price, quality, service and other competitive
considerations. For example. OWsmcbile is the only divi-
sion which buys antifreeze from du Pont and one of the
two car divisions whici. does not finish its cars with Duco.
Buick alone buys du Pont motor enamel, and Cadillac
alone uses du Pont's copper electroplating exclusively.
Thus the alleged nefarious influence arising from du Pont's
stock interest apparently affects the Oldsmobile anti-
freeze buyer,. but not the Oldsmobile paint buyer; the
paint buyers at Chevrolet, Buick and Pontiac, but not
the antifreeze or electroplating buyers; and the electro-
plating buyer at Cadillac, but not the Cadillac paint
buyer.

1. Paits.-Du Pont, for many years, has had marked
success in the manufacture and sale of paints. varnishes,
lacquers and related products."' In 1939, it produced

"The following table compares du Pont'S total sales of industrial

finishes in recent years with its sales of the same finishes to General
Motors:

Sales to General Motors Sal4s to
(lencral

rTotal finish I MorsYear sal fns MotorsOther sales as Iwrcv'nt
)ut4 finishes Total or total

sles

1938 ------------------ $4. 569, 604 $1,625.625 $6. 195. 229 $31.357, 134 19.8
1939....................6.312,0(5 2,448,844 8.760.849 38.514,76 22.7
1940 .................. 8,876,970 2,8.50.091 11. 727.061 44,974.778 26. 1
1 U41 ................... 9, 78. 119 3,757, 389 13,525,508 61,204, 127 22. 1
1946- ............. - - 911. 5Y6 3,518.256 10.429,852 75. 117,079 13.9
1947. 12.224,798 6,713.431 18,938,229 105.266,655 W 1&0

The years 1942 through 1945 are omitted from all tables because
of the suspension of automobile I)roduction during the war.
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9.5% of the total dollar value of all finishes produced in
the United States and, in 1947, 8.1%. In recent years,
approximately three-fourths of du Pont's total sales to
General Motors have consisted of industrial finishes.w
Although du Pont has been General Motors' principal
supplier of paint for many years, General Motors con-
tinues to buy about 30% of its paint requirements from
competitors of du Pont.2' -Moreover, the sales of paint
from du Pont to General Motors do not bulk large in the
respective total sales and purchases of either company.
In 1948, du Pont's finish sales to General Motors were
only 3% of its sales of a ducts; they were
an infinite al percentage of Genera Motors' total
purchase.

Tw products accputfoah'1igrp;oportion o these fin-
ish s es to Gen rafM~tors., "Duco,'! a nitrocellulose lac-
qu invente, nd patented k chrlont, .nd "Du x," a
sy thetic resin, enameld.v by du o\t.22 Hoever,

co and Dulux di / cin e ito c mm cial use until
1 24 and A931, res e iv an Pont' position a

120 In 1947, a typi yeaIe al'd tors' titb/purchases all
pipducts fronq du Pont>*ere $26,0*4 Of this amount, $18,93,29,
or\71% of thq tot4 wiasWfinishe. /'/' . /

il In 1947, over 400 paint-manukctu ers other"h4-n du Pog t sold
finishes to General Motors. -The tozl amount they s9d was
$8,635,000, 31.6% of-4neral Motors' equirients. Tiy nty-five
companies, other than du Pont, 'ach sW44mounts off nishes to
General Motors in excess of $30,000 in that year; one^. .mpany sold
as much as $a,205,000.

2 In 1947, Gegeal Motors' purchases of i trial finishes from

du Pont, by type of finhfo w $'

Duco ............................. $12,224,I .,,/ 65%
Dulux ............................ 3,179,225 17
All Others ......................... 3,534,206 18

$18,938,229 100%

Thus, Duco and Dulux comprised 82% of du Pont's finish sales to
General Motors in that year.
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principal manufacturer of finishes was attained much
earlier.

Du Pont first assumed a leading position in the auto-
motive finish field with its acquisition, in 1918, of a ma-
jority of the stock of the Flint Varnish & Color Works at
Flint, Michigan. At that time, and for some years before,
Flint supplied the finishes used on all General Motors'
cars except Cadillac, and also for many other automobile
companies. Du Pont's acquisition of General Motors'
stock in 1917-1919 did not influence the General Motors'
divisions iii purchasing from Flint. In 1921, Flint lost
one-half of the Oakland business and, in 1923, a sub-
stantial portion of the business at Buick, Oakland and
Oldsmu&ile. 126 F. Supp., at 288.

The invention and development of Duco in the early
1920's represented a significant technological advance.
Automobiles previously had been finished by applying
numerous coats of varnish. The finishing process took
froin 12 to 33 days, and the storage space and working
capital tied up in otherwise completed cars were immense.
The life expectancy of varnish finishes was less than a
year. In December 1921, General Motors created a Paint
and Enamel Committee which contacted numerous paint
manufacturers in an attempt to find a quicker drying and
more durable finish.

Meanwhile, du Pont had been doing pioneering work
in nitrocellulose lacquers. In 1920, a du Pont employee
invented a quick drying and durable lacquer which con-
tained a large amount of fihn-forming solids. This pat-
ented finish, named Duco, was submitted to the General
Motors Paint and Enamel Committee in 1922 to be tested
along with finishes of other manufacturers. After two
years of testing and improvement, the Paint and Enamel
Committee became satisfied that Duco was far superior
to any other product or any other method of finishing
automobiles then available.
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The gradual adoption of Duco by some of the General
Motors' car divisions, viewed in conjunction with its

proved superiority as an auto finish, illustrates the inde-

pendent buying of each division and demonstrates that

Duco made its way on its own merits. Oakland (now
Pontiac) first adopted Duco for use on its open cars in

1924. The new finish was an immense success and

was used on all Oakland cars the following year. Buick
and Chevrolet adopted Duco in 1925, but Cadillac, which
had offered it as an optional finish in 1925. did not aban-

don varnish for Duco until 1926. 23

From the beginning, General Motors continued to look

for, competitive materials. Letters were sent to other

manufacturers urging them to submit samples of their

pyroxylin paint for testing. Until 1927. none of the com-

petinig lacquers was comparable in quality to Duco. But

the strenuous efforts by Genieral Motors to develop com-

petitive sources of lacquer eventually worked a substani-

tial change in the du Pont position. Oldsmobile and
Cadillac switched to a colnpetitor, Rimshed-Masoti, in

1927. and have continued to buy almost exclusively from

that company ever since. Chevrolet. Buick and Pontiac

continued to buy Duco. partly because of better service

from nearby (u Pot l)lants. and partly because repeated
testing failed to disclose any lacquer superior to Duco.

Finally, the success of I)uco has never been confined to
the General Motors' car divisions. In 1924 and 1925,
nearly all car manufacturers abandonied varnish for Duco.
By the elld of 1925, all cars, except Ford and Cadillac.

' Diz Pont initially sold more Duco to other ato mandaftf erer.
that it did to General .Motors. In 1926, dii Pont's sales of colored
Duco were di-tributed asz follows: to GenerA Motors:, 19; : to other
amto manufacturers, 33r3 : to all others, 4S%. The primary market
for clear Duuco has always been the furniture industry.
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were using Duco. Nash, Hudson, Studebaker, Packard
and \Villys have bought, and still buy, Duco ini substan-
tial amiiounts from du Pont. Chrysler bought Duco in
large volume until the early 1930's when, iii pursuance of
a policy to obtain suppliers to whom it would be the most
important customer, it concentrated its purchases on one
col)any, Pittsburgh Plate Glass. Ford has chosen to
make a large part of its own requirements. During the
1920's, when Ford was losing its leadership in the low-
priced field to Chevrolet, it continued to finish its cars
in Black Japan. Mr. Ford is reported to have said,
"Paint them any color, as long as they are black."
Finally, in the 1930's, Ford was forced to shift to a syn-
thetic enamel finish of its own manufacture. During
this transition period, du Pont sold Ford a substantial
amount of finishes. In 1935, Ford was making half, and
buying half from du Pont; by 1937, Ford was making
three-fourths and buying one-fourth from du Pont. In
1938, Henry Ford "issued instructions that the Ford
Motor Company was not to purchase any more material
from the du Pont company." From that time until
Henry Ford II became active in Ford management, pur-
chases from du Pont practically ceased. Since then, Ford
has purchased finishes from du Pont in very substantial
amounts.

General Motors has continued to test paints on thou-
sands of cars annually. Du Pont has retained its posi-
tioli as primary lacquer supplier to several General
Motors' divisions because these divisions have felt that
Duco best fits their needs. Kettering. who was a leader
in General Motors' research activities and who had been
active in the testing and development of pyroxylin lac-
quers, testified that "one of the reasons" why General
Motors' cars had a higher resale value than comparable
cars "in a used car lot" "is the paint."
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As the District Court found, "In view of all the evi-
dence of record, the only reasonable conclusion is that
du Pont has continued to sell Duco in substantial quanti-
ties to General Motors only because General Motors be-
lieves such purchases best fit its needs." (Emphasis
supplied.) 126 F. Supp., at 296.

The second largest item which General Motors buys
from du Pont is Dulux, a synthetic enamel finish used on
refrigerators and other appliances. Prior to the develop-
ment of Dulux, Duco was widely used as a finish for
refrigerators. However, in 1927, Duco began to' be
replaced by porcelain, particularly at Frigidaire, a Gen-
eral -Motors' appliance division. In 1930 and 1931, in
collaboration with General Electric, du Pont developed
Dulux, a greatly superior and cheaper product. Since its
development, Dulux has been used exclusively by all the
major manufacturers of refrigerators and other appli-
ances--General Electric, Westinghouse, Crosley, and
many others-except Frigidaire, which continues to fin-
ish part of its refrigerators with porcelain. Disinterested
witnesses testified as to the superior quality and service
which has led them to continue to buy Dulux.24  The
District Court did not err in concluding that Dulux-

"is apparently an ideal refrigerator finish and is
widely used by a number of major manufacturers

24 For example, Van Derau, a Westinghouse executive, testified
that his company bought its entire requirements of refrigerator
finishes from du Pont because of du Pont's quality and service:

"Now, another factor-and I think I can say this without it being
harmful to any other suppliers-du Pont has the finest trained techni-
cal group at their beck and call, at the beck and call of the users of
the materials, of anybody in the business and we have had several
times, when we have had a little problem, and I am thinking of
one in particular where we were going to find it very difficult to keep
in production until the trouble would be overcome, which I called

41866 0-59-6
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other than General Motors. Several representatives
of competitive refrigerator manufacturers testified
that they purchased 100% of their requirements
from du Pont. There is no evidence that General
Motors purchased from du Pont for any reason other
than those that prompted its competitors to buy
Dulux from du Pont-excellence of product, fair
price and continuing quality of service." (Emphasis
supplied.) 126 F. Supp., at 296.

The Court fails to note that du Pont's efforts to sell
paints other than Duco and Dulux to General Motors
have met with considerably less success. Du Pont does
sell substantial amounts of automotive undercoats to
Chevrolet and Buick but it has failed, despite continued
sales efforts, to change the preference of Fisher Body,
the largest purchaser of undercoats, for a competitor's
undercoat. The successes and failures of other du Pont
finish products at various General Motors' divisions em-
phasize the independent buying of each division and
negate the notion that influence or coercion is responsible
for what purchases do occur. Frigidaire uses large quan-
tities of black finishing and machine varnish, but has not
bought these products from du Pont since 1926. At A C
Spark Plug Division, located in Flint, Michigan, where
du Pont has a finishes plant, du Pont has been consistently
successful in selling a substantial volume of the finishes
used by that division. Delco-Remy Division, however,
purchases most of its requirements of insulating varnish

from Pittsburgh to the Chicago office, and the next morning one
of the men of du Pont was on the job, and within a very few hours
they had materials coming in from their Toledo plant that kept
us in production.

"You cannot laugh off that kind of service. They have been
simply excellent, and I don't know how you could say, any better."
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from du Pont's competitors. The Electromotive Divi-
sion prefers a competitive lacquer for the interior finish
of its locomotives, but uses Duco on the exterior because
the railroads, most of which use Duco for the exterior of
the balance of the train, specify that finish. At Guide
Lamp Division, du Pont developed and still supplies a
finish for the inside of headlight reflectors, but a com-
petitor developed, and has kept, that division's substan-
tial primer business. At the Inland Division, which
produces steering wheels, du Pont had some of the busi-
ness at one time, but has been completely supplanted by
a competitor offering better service.
The du Pont experience at the Packard Electric Divi-

sion, which uses large quantities of high and low tension
cable lacquer, is illustrative. Until 1932, Packard Elec-
tric was a separate company wholly unrelated to General
Motors, and du Pont was a principal supplier of low ten-
sion lacquer and the sole supplier of black high tension
lacquer. Now, as a division of General Motors, Packard
Electric purchases its entire requirements of high tension
lacquer from du Pont competitors, and produces its own
low tension lacquer from fihn scrap bought from du Pont
competitors.

The District Court did not err in concluding, on the
basis of this evidence, that du Pont's success in selling
General Motors a substantial portion of it~paint require-
ments was due to the superior quality of Duco and Dulux
and to du Pont's continuing research and outstanding
service, and that "du Pont's positioh was at all times a
matter of sales effort and keeping 'General Motors satis-
fied. There is no evidence that General Motors or any
Division of General M11otors was ever prevented by
du Pont from using a finish manufactured by one of
du Pont's competitors; nor is there any evidence that
General Motors has suffered competitively from its sub-
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of acceptance. As di Pont succeeded ini imJ)roving both
its qualityy aind appearances, its use rapidly broadened.
By miid-1913, du Polt Fabrikoid, a pyroxylin-coated
fabric, hadl beenl accepted by the automobile industry for
uuidolstery aud interior trim. Three years later, in 1016,
ItIfOst every :T0tonolih cO1llflh)Y Was a )urchaser of
Farikoid, and a contemporary du Pont estimate in that
year stilf '(I that 0i/ of all cars prodticed in the United
States woldl be cquiped with Fabrikoid. In that same
year. (u lont roIunde(d out its line of fabrics by acquiring
th Fairfield R{utbber Coninllany, a manufacturer of rub-
ber-coated falrics. )u Pont thus had achieved, before
it Imurchase(d its General ,Motors' stock, a leading position
in the automotive fabric field. Before 1917, it was sup-
plying si bstantially all of the coated fabrics requirements
at Chevrolet and Oldsmobile, about half of the require-
inents at Buick, and( about a third of the requirements

at Oakland. At the ('adillac division, du Port supplied
all of the coated fabrics for interior trim but nore of the
top material. 126 F. Surpp., at 296-297.

Although there have beeen variations from year to year
auicl fromui on(, car divisionn to another in response to corn-
petitive considerations, du Pont generally has main-
tained its l)re-1917 position as the principal supplier of
coated and combined fabrics to General Motors. In
l926, General Motors purchased about 55.51/ of these
fabrics from du Pont, largely because Chevrolet switched
entirely to du Pont after an unfortunate experience with
competitive products during the preceding year. By
1930, the proportion had declined to about 31.5/, and
du Pont was selling more fabrics to Ford than to General
Motors. At the time of suit, du Pont's share had in-
creased to 38.5%c, the remainder being supplied by
du Pont's competitors.
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In addition to the mass of evidence supporting the Dis-
trict Court's finding that "such purchases of fabrics as the
General Motors divisions have made from du Pont from
time to time were based upon each division's exercise of
its business judgment and are not the result of du Pont
domination" (emphasis supplied), 126 F. Supp., at 301,
the record clearly indicates that du Pont's fabrics can and
have made their way in the automotive industry on their
merits. Prior to the early 1920's, du Pont was the prin-
cipal supplier of coated fabrics to all three of the then
major producers-Ford, Willys-Overland and General
Motors. After Ford and Willys began to produce their
own coated fabrics they still turned to du Pont for much
of what they could not produce. Chrysler purchased
substantial amounts from du Pont until, in the early
1930's, it embarked on its policy of one principal supplier
for each product and chose Textileather, a du Pont com-
petitor. Du Pont has continued to be Ford's largest sup-
plier for the material which it does not manufacture for
itself. Du Pont likewise has supplied, over the years, a
considerable part of the coated and combined fabrics of
most of the smaller automobile companies.

The District Court did not err in concluding that
"Du Pont, the record shows, has maintained its position
as the principal fabric supplier to General Motors through
its early leadership in the field and by concentrating upon
satisfactorily meeting General Motors' changing require-
inents as to quality, service and delivery." (Emphasis
supplied.) 126 F. Supp., at 301.

3. Other Products.-The Court concludes only that
du Pont has been given an unlawful preference with
respect to paints and fabrics. By limiting the issue to
these products. it eliminates from deserved consideration
those products which General Motors does not buy in
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large quantities or pro)ortiolns from du Pont."' Yet the
logic of the Court's argunient-that the stock relation-
ship between du Pont and General Motors inevitably has
or will result in a preference for du Pont pro(lucts-re-
quires conlsi(lerationl of the total comlinercial relations
between the two companies. Du Pont "influence," if
there were any, would be expected to apply to all prod-
ucts which du Pont makes and which General Motors
buys.

However, the evidence shows that du Pont has at-
tempte(l to sell to the various General Motors' divisions
a wide range of products in addition to )aillt and fabrics,
and that it has succeeded in doing so only when these
divisions, exercising their own independent business judg-
ment, have decided ol the basis of quality, service and
price that their economic interests would best be served
by purchasing from du Pont. Six such groups of prod-
ucts were considered in detail by the District Court:
plastics, brake fluid, casehardening materials, electro-

28 The following table compares the dollar amount, in 1947, of

du Pont's total sales of the products of its various departments with
the amount sold by it to General Motors:

Sales to
l)u Pont sales Total du General

Type of product to General Pont sales Motors, as
Motors percent of

total sales

IFinlsfcs ---- .............................. $IS. 9.,229 $105: 2, 5 t 18.0
Fabrics -------- 3. 639,316 20 362. 926 ,.9
Am monia .......... I.. ............... 1, 742,416 50,320,207 3.5
(irasselli Chemicals . - .. . ...... 1.024,320 74.212.311 1.4
Elctrochemicals ................................. 1,019,272 47.687, 843 2, 1
Plastics ........... .... ............ 1 05,422 34,82,026 0.3
Organic Chemicals ............................ . 83.2.54 94. 632. 256 0 1
Rayon ....................... ............. 45,616 250,467,514 (0)
Explosives ................................. 26,032 5S,875.482 1{)
Pigments .................... _ 3,530 31,4W. 024 ()
Photo Products..................... . S6. 7 25,699.756 C()

S28 628,274 $793, 949, 000 3.4

*Less~ than 0.1%.
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)lating materials, safety glass, and synthetic rubber and
"ub)ber chemicals. 126 F. Supp., at 319-324. A few
xalnlles drawn from the findings will suffice.
,)u Pont's sales to General Motors of celluloid (du

Polnt's "Pyralin"). used as windows in the side curtains
of early automIIobiles, initially declined iii 1918 after the
stock purchase, and only revived when an improved prod-
uct was adopted by all the large auto manufacturers.
Instead of purchasing brake fluid and safety glass from
du Pont, Genieral Motors embarked, during the 1930's.
on its own production of these substantial items. With
respect to caseharden img materials, General Motors has
lurchlased less than half of its requirements from du Pont.
while other auto manufacturers have purchased amounts
larger in proportion amid quantity. Although du Pont's
new clctro)lating processes were widely adopted in the
automobile amid other industries in the 1930's only Cadil-
lac has tised du P1ont's processes exclusively, Oldsmobile
and Pontiac have use( it occasionally, and Chevrolet and
Buick never have used it except for brief periods. Neo-
preiie. a synthetic rubber developed by du Pont, has been
used to a much greater extent by Chrysler and Ford than
by General Motors. Chrysler also uses, and helped
develop, du Pont's synthetic rubber adhesive for brake
linings, but the General Motors divisions prefer a more
expensive type of synthetic rubber.

The record supports the conclusion of the District
Court:

"All of the evidence bearing upon du Pont's efforts
to sell these various miscellaneous products to Gen-
eral Motors supports a finding that the latter bought
or refused to buy solely in accordance with the dic-
tates of its own l)urchasing judgment. There is no
evidence that General Motors was constrained to
favor, or buy. a product solely because it was offered
by lu Pont. On the other hand, the record discloses
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numerous instances in which General Motors re-
jected du Pont's products in favor of those of one of
its competitors. The variety of situations and cir-
cumstances in which such rejections occurred satisfies
the Court that there was no limitation whatsoever
upon General Motors' freedom to buy or to refuse
to buy from du Pont as it pleased." (Emphasis
supplied.) 126 F. Supp., at 324.

Evidence Relied on by the Court.-The Court, disre-
garding the mass of evidence supporting the District
Court's conclusion that General Motors purchased
du Pont paint and fabrics solely because of their competi-
tive merit, relies for its contrary conclusion on passages
drawn from several documents written during the years
1918-1926, and on the logical fallacy that because du Pont
over a long period supplied a substantial portion of Gen-
eral Motors' requirements of paint and fabrics, its position
must have been obtained by misuse of its stock interest
rather than competitive considerations.

The isolated instances of alleged pressure or intent to
obtain noncompetitive preferences are four: (1) the
Raskob report of December 1917; (2) several letters of
J. A. Haskell, written during 1918-1920; (3) certain
reports and letters of Pierre and Lammot du Pont during
1921-1924; and (4) a 1926 letter of John L. Pratt. Pas-
sages drawn from these 1918-1926 documents do not
justify the conclusion reached by the Court. Each of
them is a matter of disputed significance which cannot
be evaluated without passing on the motivation and
intent of the author. Each failed to achieve its specific
object. Read in the context of the situations to which
they were addressed, each is entirely consistent with
the finding of the District Court that, although du Pont
was trying to get as much General Motors' business as it
could, there was no restriction on General Motors' free-
dora to buy as it chose, and that General Motors' buyers
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did not regard themselves as in any way limited." More-
over, even if isolated paragraphs in these documents,
taken from their context, are given some significance, and
the other evidence relating to the period from 1918 to

27 Because the Court quotes fully from, and appears to place

special weight on, the 1926 letter of J. L. Pratt, a brief discussion
of it is appropriate by way of illustration. Ante, pp. 19-20, n. 35.

The letter only purports to be an expression of Pratt's personal
views-he makes it clear in the last paragraph that he is expressing
his own opinions and not General Motors' policy. It has, therefore,
comparatively little bearing on du Pont's intent. Moreover, it is
significant that Pratt's attitude toward du Pont was based not on
the stock relationship, but on the fact that du Pont saved General
Motors from financial disaster in 1920. His views, apparently, would
have been the same whether or not du Pont owned stock in General
Motors. In any event, all that Pratt says is that, in making pur-
chases, General Motors should "always keep a competitive situation,"
and "the prime consideration is to do the best thing for Delco-Light
Company....." (Pratt was writing to the general manager of
Delco, a General Motors' divisionn.)

An examination of the circumstances in which this letter was
written disposes of any notion that it expressed a policy that General
Motors should prefer du Pont's products when they were equal in
quality, service and price. The circumstances were these: Delco
Light wa.s buying paint from a competitor of du Pont. When
the competitor failed to solve a paint problem which confronted Delco,
it called on du Pont for help. However, although du Pont solved the
problem and obtained one order for paint, Delco asked du Pont to
withhold delivery so that the competitor could be given another
opportunity to retain the business. Understandingly, Elms of the
du Pont JP.unt Department ,oi . ncoi(what )iqued by this, and he
wrote a p ,ronal letter to hi, friend Pratt asking for his a,:sistance.
Pratt's letter to the general manager of Delco was the result.

Despite the fact that the du Pont product was offered at a lower
price and the fact that the technical staff at Delco thought the
du Pont product superior, Delco nevertheless continued to buy from
the competitor. Du Pont never did receive the business to which
the corresj)ondence related. Judged by either i-s content or its
result, the Pratt letter j,4 a poor examplee of an alleged dii Pont
policy of "purposely emplov[ing] i-ts stock to pry kipen the General
Motors market ... " Ante. p. 19.
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1926 is entirely ignored, all of the evidence after 1926
affirmatively establishes without essential contradiction
that du Pont did not use its stock interest to receive any
preferential treatment from General Motors.

Nor can present illegality be presumed from the bare
fact that du Pont has continued to make substantial sales
of several products to General Motors."s In the first place,
the record affirmatively shows that the new products
which du Pont has sold to General Motors since 1926
have made their way. at General Motors as elsewhere, on
their merits. Sales of Duco, Dulux, Fabrilite and Teal
are not attributable in any way to dealings in the earlier
period. Secondly, the Court's presumption is based on
the fact that du Pont does not sell to all other automo-
bile manufacturers in the same proportion as it does to
General Motors. But there is no reason why it should-
the Goverrnent has not shown that sellers normally sell
to all members of an industry in the same proportion.
In any event, the record fully explains the disproportion.
Since 1930, du Pont's sales to other members of the indus-
try have proportionately declined, largely because Ford
has chosen to make the major share of its requirements of
paint and fabrics, and because Chrysler has followed the
policy of selecting a single supplier to whom it can be
the most important customer. The fact is that du Pont
has continued to sell in substantial amounts to the smaller
members of the automobile industry. The growth in the
dominance of General Motors, Ford and Chrysler-com-

':SThe C:, rt, without referring to any supporting evidence, ven-
ttures the conjecture that "General Motors probably turned to out-
side sources of o-ipply at least in part because its requirements
outstripped du Pont's production .... " Ante, p. 18. As I reid
the record, du Pon, was actively soliciting more business from Gen-
eral Motors afn( others throughout the period covered in this suit.
I find no hint that du Pont was ,urfeited with business and unable
to fill General Motor,' order,;.
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panics which together account for more than 85% of
automobile production-when combined with the policies
adopted by Ford and Chrysler, adequately explains why
dui Pont sells a larger proportion of paint and fabrics to
General Motors than it (foes to the industry as a whole.

It is true that § 7 of the Clayton Act does not require
proof of actual anticompetitive effects or proof of an in-
tent to restrain trade. But these matters become crucial
when the Court rests its conclusion that du Pont's stock
interest violates the Act on evidence relating solely to
an alleged du Pont intent to obtain a noncompetitive
preferellce from General Motors, and on a finding that
such a preference was actually secured through the un-
lawful use of du Pont's stock interest. Preference and
intent are also relevant because the Government has
brought this case 30 years after the event. If no actual
restraint has occurred during this long period, the prob-
ability of a restraint in the future is indeed slight. Espe-
cially is this so when the only change in recent years has
been in the direction of diminishing di Pont's participa-
tion in General Motors' affairs.

Rul 52 (a) Governs This Case.-The foregoing sum-
inary of the evidence relating to General Motors' pur-
chases of paint and fabrics from du Pont, comparatively
brief as it is, reveals that a multitude of factual issues
underlie this case. The occurrence of events, the reasons
why these events took place. and the motives of the men
who participated in them are drawn in question. The
issue of credibility is of great importance. The District
Judge had the opportunity to observe the demeanor of
the witnesses and to judge their credibility at first hand.
Thus. this case is a proper one for the application of the
principle embodied in Rule 52 (a) of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure: "Findings of fact shall not be set
aside unless clearly erroneous, and due regard shall be
given to the opl)ortunity of the trial court to judge of
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the credibility of the witnesses." United States v.
Oregon Medical Society, 343 U. S. 326. 330-332. 339;
United States v. Yellow Cab Co., 338 '. S. 338, 341-342.

This is not a situation in which oral testimony is con-
tradicted by contemporaneous documents. See United
States v, United States Gypsum Co., 333 ". S. 364. In
this case, the findings of the District Court are supported
both by contemporaneous documents and by oral testi-
mony. For example, General Motors' search for a better
automotive finish, the superiority of the product devel-
oped by du Pont, and General Motors' continuous efforts
to secure an equally good lacquer from other sources are all
proved by letters and reports written in the early 1920's
as well as by the oral testimony of many witnesses.
Similarly, contemporaneous exhibits prove that General
Motors purchased fabrics from du Pont because of the
superiority of du Pont products, and that on other occa-
sions it turned to competing suppliers even though
du Pont's product was just as good. Appellate review of
detailed findings based on substantial oral testimony and
corroborative documents must be limited to setting aside
those that are clearly erroneous. The careful and de-
tailed findings of fact of the District Court in this case
cannot be so labeled.29

29The Court also overturns the District Court's express finding
that du Pont purchased General Motors' stock solely for investment.
rhe Court does this on the basis of an alleged du Pont purpose to
secure a noncompetitive preference which the Court finds expressed
in the Raskob letter and in certain statements in du Pont's 1917
and 1918 reports to its stockholders. These documents, however,
are not inconsistent with the District Court's finding of an invest-
ment. purpose. The District Court F.aid:

"Raskob's report, the testimony of Pierre S. and Irenee du Pont and
all the circumstances leading up to du Pont's acquisition of this
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B. RELEVANT MARKET.

Finally, even assuming the correctness of the Court's
conclusion that du Pont's competitors have been or will
be foreclosed f'rom General Motors' paint and fabric trade,
it is still necessary to resolve one more issue in favor of
the Governme~it in order to reverse the District Court.
It is necessary to hold that the Government proved that
this foreclosure involves a substantial share of the rele-

substantial interest in General Motors, as shown by the record,
establish that the acquisition was essentially an investment. Its
motivation was the profitable employment of a large part of the
surplus which du Pont had available and uncommitted to expansion
of its own business.

"Raskob's reports and other documents written at or near the
time of the investment show that du Pont's representatives were
well aware that General Motors was a large consumer of products
of the kind offered by du Pont. Raskob, for one, thought that
du Pont would ultimately get all that business, but there is no
evidence that Blaskob expected to secure General Motors trade by
imposing any limitation upon its freedom to buy from suppliers
of its choice. Other documents also establish du Pont's continued
interest in selling to General Motors-even to the extent of the
latter's entire requirements-but they similarly make no suggestion
that the desired result was to be achieved by limiting General
Motors purchasing freedom. On the contrary, a number of them
explicitly recognized that General Motors trade could only be secured
on a competitive basis." 126 F. Supp., at 242, 243.

Whether ary stock purchase is an investment turns largely on the
intent of the purchaser. Penns~llvania R. Co. v. Interstate Com-
rnerce commissionn , 66 F. 2d 37, aff'd by an equally divided court,
291 1. S. 651. In this case, since the District Court's finding with
ref-2,-nce to that intent is unequivocal nd not clearly erroneous,
the stock acqusition falls within the proviso, stated in the third
paragraph of § 7, expressly excepting acquisitions made "solely for
inve -tnent."
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vant market and that it significantly limits the competi-
tive opportunities of others trading in that markett. *

The relevant market is the "area of effective competi-
tion" within which the defendants operate. Standard Oil
Co. of California v. United States, 337 U. S. 293, 299-300,
n. 5. "[Tihe problem of defining a market turns on dis-
covering patterns of trade which are followed in practice."
United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F.
Supp. 295, 303. aff'd per curiam, 347 U. S. 521. "Deter-
uination of the competitive market for commodities
depends on how different from one another are the offered
commodities in character or use, how far buyers will go
to substitute one commodity for another." United States
v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U. S. 377, 393.
This determination is primarily one of fact.

The Court holds that the relevant market in this case
is the automotive market for finishes and fabrics, and not
the total industrial market for these products. The Court
reaches that conclusion because in its view "automobile
finishes and fabrics have sufficient peculiar characteris-

3 The I)i.triet Court did not reach this question since it found
that there was no reasonable probability of any foreclosure of
du Pont's competitors by rea.-on of du Pont's 23%- stock interest
in General Motors. Consequently, there are no findings of fact
dealing with the relevant market. Also, the recordd appears deficient
on such crucial questions as the characteri.-tics of the I)roducts, the
uses to which they are put, the extent to which they arc interchange-
able with competitors' products, and so on. For these reasons, I
believe the Court in an\- event should remand the case to the District
Court to give the District Judge, who is more familiar with the
record than we can be, an opportunity to review the record, and
entertain argument with respect to the substantiality of the hare
of the relevant market affected by the foreclosure which the Court
finds to exist. By declining to remand, the Court neces-itates a
scrutiny here of this huge record for a determination of an essentially
factual question not passed on by the District Court, and not
thoroughly briefed or argued by the parties.
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tics and uses to constitute them products distinct from all
other finishes and fabrics . ..." Ante, pp. 6-7. We
are not told what these "peculiar characteristics" are.
Nothing is said about finishes other than that Duco rep-
resented an important contribution to the process of
manufacturing automobiles. Nothing is said about fab-
rics other than that sales to the automobile industry are
made by means of bids rather than fixed price schedules.
Dulux is included in the "automobile" market even
though it is used on refrigerators and other appliances,
but not on automobiles. So are other finishes and fabrics
used on diesel locomotives, engines, parts, appliances and
other products which General Motors manufactures.
Arbitrary conclusions are not an adequate substitute for
analysis of the pertinent facts contained in the record.

The record does not show that the fabrics and finishes
used in the manufacture of automobiles have peculiar
characteristics differentiating them from the finishes and
fabrics used in other industries. What evidence there is
in the record affirlnatively indicates the contrary. The
sales of the four products principally involved in this
case-Duco, Dulux, imitation leather, and coated fab-
rics--support this conclusion.

I)uco was first marketed not to General Motors, but to
the auto refinishing trade and to manufacturers of furni-
ture, brush handles and pencils. In 1927, 44%4- of
(Iu Pont's sales of colored Duco, and 51.5% of its total
sales, were to j)urchasers other than auto manufacturers.
Although the record does not disclose exact figures for
all years, it does show that a substantial portion of
du Pont's sales of Duco have continued to be for non-
automotive uses."'

'' The ('ourt state' th:it "General M\[otors took 93c of du Pont's
automolbi c I)e co 1)r hdo tcio in 19-41 and Ns3f in 1947." Alte. 1). 1S.
These fi(,'riv,4 ;, of little -iznificnee. Not onl\ do they omit the
ertl('1:1l l - ho:,, iwlc od it-ilet the automobile industry-but they
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It is also significant that Duco was a patented product.
Prior to the expiration of the patent in 1944, only three
years before this suit was brought, du Pont issued over
250 licenses--to all that applied-covering its patented
process. If Duco is to be treated as a separate market
solely because of its initial superiority, du Pont is be-
ing penalized rather than rewarded for contributing to
technological advance.

Dulux has never been used in the manufacture of auto-
mobiles. It replaced Duco and other lacquers as a finish
on refrigerators, washers, dryers, and other appliances.
and continues to have wide use on metallic objects requir-
ing a durable finish. Yet the Court includes it as a finish
having the unspecified but "peculiar characteristics"
distinctive of "automobile finishes." Ante, p. 6.

In 1947, when du Pont's sales of Duco and Dulux to
General Motors totaled about $15,400,000, the total

give a misleading impression with respect to du Pont's sales to the
automobile industry. As previously stated, Ford chose to make its
own requirements after about 1935 and Chrysler desired to concen-
trate its purchases on one supplier. Under these figures, after
eliminating Ford and Chrysler, and deducting du Pont's sales to
General Motors, du Pont must have supplied nearly half of the entire
requirements of all remaining auto manufacturers in 1941 and an
even larger portion in 1947.

The record does not contain complete figures on the amount of
Duco sold outside the automobile industry. However, there are
figures for selected years. In 1927, for example, 51.5% of all Duco
sales were to other than automobile manufacturers (1,166,220 gal-
lons, out of a total of 2,263,000 gallons). In 1948, du Pont's gross
sales to purchasers other than General Motors of the same kinds of
finishes bought by General Motors amounted to about $97,000,000; its
sales to General Motors in the same year were $21,000,000, or 21.7%
of the total. The record reveals that General Motors' purchases of
finishes from du Pont have ranged, in recent years, from 14% to
26% of du Pont's sales of such finishes to all customers. The con-
clusion seems clear that du Pont's finishes have found wide acceptance
in innumerable industries and that du Pont is not dependent on
General Motors for a captive paint market.

41S66 0-59----.7
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national market for paints and finishes was $1,248,000,000.
of which about $552,000,000 was for varnishes, lacquers.
enamels, japans, thinners and dopes, the kinds of finishes
;old primarily to industrial users." There is no evidence
in this record establishing that these industrial finishes are
not competitive with Duco and Dulux. There is consid-
erable evidence that many of them are. It is probable
that du Pont's total sales of finishes to General Motors
in 1947 constituted less than 3.51%/ of all sales of industrial
finishes.

The record also shows that the types of fabrics used
for automobile trim and convertible tops--imitation
leather and coated fabrics--are used in the manufacture
of innumerable products, such as luggage, furniture, rail-
road upholstery, books, brief cases, baby carriages, has-
socks, bicycle saddles, sporting goods, footwear, belts and
table mats. In 1947, General Motors purchased about
$9,454,000 of imitation leather and coated fabrics. Of
this amount, $3,639,000 was purchased from du Pont
(38.51 ) and $5,815,000 from over 50 du Pont competi-
tors. Since du Pont produced about 10% of the national
market for these products in 1946, 1947 and 1948, and
since only 20%1t of its sales were to the automobile indus-
try, the du Pont sales to the automobile industry consti-
tuted only about 2%c of the total market. The Court
ignores the record by treating this small fraction of the
total market as a market of distinct products.

It will not do merely to stress the large size of these
two corporations. The figures as to their total sales--
$793,000,000 for 'du Pont and $3,815,000,000 for General
Motors in 1947-do not fairly reflect the volume of corn-
inerce involved in this case. The commerce involved here

32 U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, II Census

of Manufactures: 1947, Statistics by Industry, 414-415. There were
1,291 establishments manufacturing these products. Du Pont's total
sales were 8.1% of the industry.
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is about $19.000.000 of industrial finishes and about
$3.700,000 of certain industrial fabrics-less than 3.5%
of the national market for industrial finishes, and only
about 1.6%/ of the national irarket for these fabrics. The
Clayton Act is not violated unless the stock acquisition
substantially threatens the competitive opportunities
available to others. International Shoe Co. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 280 U. S. 291; Transamerica Corp. v.
Board of Governors, 206 F. 2d 163; V. Vivaudou, Inc. v.
Federal Trade Commission, 54 F. 2d 273. The effect on
the market for the product, not that on the transactions
of the acquired company, is controlling. Fargo Glass &
Paint Co. v. Globe American Corp., 201 F. 2d 534."

The Court might be justified in holding that products
sold to the automotive industry constitute the relevant
market in the case of products such as carburetors or tires
which are sold primarily to automobile manufacturers.

33 In the Fargo case, Maytag, an appliance manufacturer, acquired
a 40% stock interest in, and contracted to purchase the entire output
of, Globe, a gas range manufacturer. A Globe dealer, who lost his
source of supply as a result of the transaction, brought a treble
damage action alleging, inter alia, that the stock acquisition violated
§ 7 of the Clayton Act. The evidence showed that there were about
70 manufacturers of gas ranges, and that Globe was about eighteenth
in size, selling a little less than 2% of the national market (about
$5,000,000 a year). The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
held that the stock acquisition did not violate § 7 because the plaintiff
had other readily available sources of supply.

The acquisition of an outlet is governed by similar principles. In
either case, the question is whether competitors may be substantially
limited in their competitive opportunities. Assuming that du Pont
had purchased General Motors outright, and thus commanded an
outlet consuming about 4% of the national market for industrial
finishes and about 2% of the national market for industrial fabrics,
it seems unlikely that du Pont's paint and fabric competitors would
be substantially limited in selling their products, when 96% and 98%,
respectively, of the national market would remain open to them.

95
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But the sale of Duco, Dulux, imitation leather, and coated
fabrics is not so limited.

The burden was on the Government to prove that a
substantial share of the relevant market would, in all
probability, be affected by du Pont's 23V stock interest
in General Motors. The Government proved only that
dIu Pont's sales of finishes and fabrics to General Motors
were large in volume, and that General Motors was the
leading manufacturer of automobiles during the later
years covered by the record. The Government (lid not
show that the identical products were not used on a large
scale for many other purposes in many other industries.
Nor did the Government show that the automobile indus-
try in general, or General Motors in particular, comprised
a large or substantial share of the total market. What
evidence there is in the record affirmatively indicates that
the products involved do have wide use in many indus-
tries. and that an insubstantial portion of this total mar-
ket would be affected even if an unlawful preference
existed or were probable.

For the reasons stated, I conclude that § 7 of the Clay-
ton Act. 1)r-gr to its amendment in 1950, did not apply to
vertical acquisitions; that the Government failed to
prove that there was a reasonable probability at the time
of the stock acquisition (1917-1919) of a restraint of
commerce or a tendency toward monopoly; and that, in
any event, the District Court was not clearly in error in
concluding that the Government failed to prove that
du Pont's competitors have been or may be foreclosed
from a substantial share of the relevant market. Ac-
cordingly, I would affirm the judgment of the District
Court.
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"SEc. 7. That no corporation engaged in commerce
shall acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole or any part
of the stock or other share capital of another corporation
engaged also in commerce, where the effect of such acqui-
sition may be to substantially lessen competition between
the corporation whose stock is so acquired and the cor-
poration making the acquisition, or to restrain such com-
merce in any section or community, or tend to create a
monopoly of any line of commerce.

"No corporation shall acquire, directly or indirectly, the
whole or any part of the stock or other share capital of
two or more corporations engaged in commerce where the
effect of such -acquisition, or the use of such stock by the
voting or granting of proxies or otherwise, may be to sub-
stantially lessen competition between such corporations,
or any of them, whose stock or other share capital is so
acquired, or to restrain such commerce in any section or
community, or tend to create a monopoly of any line of
commerce.

"This section shall not apply to corporations purchas-
ing such stock solely for investment and not using the
same by voting or otherwise to bring about, or in attempt-
ing to bring about, the substantial lessening of competi-
tion. Nor shall anything contained in this section
prevent a corporation engaged in commerce from causing
the formation of subsidiary corporations for the actual
carrying on of their immediate lawful business, or the
natural and legitimate branches or extensions thereof, or
from owning and holding all or a part of the stock of such
subsidiary corporations, when the effect of such forma-
tion is not to substantially lessen competition.

"Nor shall anything herein contained be construed to
prohibit any common carrier subject to the laws to regu-
late commerce from aiding in the construction of branches
or short lines so located as to become feeders to the main
line of the company so aiding in such construction or from
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acquiring or owning all or any part of the stock of such
branch lines. nor to prevent any such common carrier
from acquiring and owning all or any part of the stock
of a branch or short line constructed by an independent
company where there is no substantial competition be-
tween the company owning the branch line so constructed
and the conpanmy owning the main line acquiring the
property or an interest therein, nor to prevent such com-
mon carrier from extending any of its lines through the
medium of the acquisition of stock or otherwise of any
other such common carrier where there is no substantial
coml)etition )etween the company extending its lines and
the company whose stock, property, or an interest therein
is so acquired.

"Nothing contained in this section shall be held to
affect or impair any right heretofore legally acquired:
Provided, That nothing in this section shall be held or
construed to authorize or make lawful anything hereto-
fore prohibited or made illegal by the antitrust laws, nor
to exempt any person from the penal provisions thereof
or the civil remedies therein provided." 38 Stat. 731-732,
15 I.S. C. (1946 ed.) § 18.
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[rhe following is a reprint from the record of the
opinion of the district court which it adopted as its
findings of fact and conclusions of law (R. 467, infra).

We have indicated by underscoring the portions which
are challenged by the Government on this appeal.
The underscoring appears on the following pages: 300,
301, 302, 316, 320, 321, 322, 323, 361, 395, 396, 405, 425,
426, 434, 435, 437, 447, 464, 465, 466.]

[fol. 450] IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICTT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS, EASTERN

DrVIsIoN

Civil Action No. 49 C-1071

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Plaintiff,

VS.

E I1. DIU POINT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY, GENERAL MOTORS
CORPORATION, UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY, CHRIS-

TIANA SECURITIES COMPANY, DELAWARE REALTY & INVEST-

MENT CORPORATION, PIERRE S. DU PONT, LA.wMOT DU PONT,

IRENEE DIT PONT, ET AL., Defendants.
OPINION OF JUDGE WALTER J. LABuY--December 3, 1954

[fol. 451] APPEARANCES:

Stanley N. Barnes, Assistant Attorney General, and Vic-
tor H. Kramer, Trial Attorney, both of Washington, D. C.;
Earl A. Jinkinson and Willis L. Hotchkiss, Special As-
sistants to the Attorney General; Ewart Harris, Paul V.
Ford, Charles W. Houchins, all of Chicago, Illinois, Mar-
garet H. Brass, Washington, D. C., Dorothy M. Hunt,
Francis C. Hoyt, and Raymond P. Hernacki, all of Chicago,
Illinois, Trial Attorneys. Attorneys for the United States
of America.

Covington & Burlirg, Washington, D. C., by John Lord
O'Brian, Hugh B. Cox, Charles A. Horsky, Daniel M. Grib-
bon, Wilbur R. Lester.
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Sidley, Austin, Burgess & Smith, Chicago, Ill., by How-
ard Neitzert, George Ragland, Jr., Attorneys for Defend-
ant E. 1. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

Root, Ballantine, Harlan, Bushby & Palmer, New York,
N. Y., by John M. Htarlan, Philip C. Scott.

Sidley, Austin, Burgess & Smith, Chicago, Ill., by How-
ard Neitzert, George Ragland, Jr., Attorneys for Defend-
ants Pierre S. du Pont, Irenee du Pont, Christiana Securi-
ties Company and Delaware Realty and Investment Cor-
poration.
[fol. 4521 Pope & Ballard, Chicago, Ill., by Ferris E.
Hurd, Frank F. Fowle, Jr., Henry M. Hogan, Detroit,
Mich., Robert E. Nitschke, Detroit, Mich., James D. Car-
penter, Jersey City, N. J., William A. Grier, New York,
N. Y., Attorneys for Defendant General Motors Corpora-
tion.

Snyder, Chadwell & Fagerburg, Chicago, Ill., by John T.
Chadwell, Rudy L. Ruggles, James A. Rahl, Arthur, Dry
& Dole, New York, N. Y., by Paul H. Arthur, Morris E.
Dry, Nelson F. Taylor, Walter Barthold, Jr., Attorneys for
Defendant United States Rubber Company.

Howard Ellis, Chicago, Ill., A. Leslie Hodson, Chicago,
Ill., Guardians ad litem for certain minor Defendants.

Andrew J. Dallstream, Chicago, Ill., Guardian ad litem
for certain minor Defendants.

Claude A. Roth, Chicago, Ill., Guardian ad litem and
Attorney for Henry Belin du Pont, III.
[fol. 453] Moore, Prangley & Clayton, Chicago, Ill., by
Mark H. Clayton, Attorney for certain individual Defend-
ants.

Berl, Potter & Anderson, Wilmington, Del., by William
S. Potter, William Poole, Attorneys for certain individual
Defendants.

Morris, Steel, Nichols & Arsht, Wilmington, Del., by
Alexander L. Nichols, Attorney for certain individual De-
fendants.

Winston, Strawn, Black & Towner, Chicago, Ill., by Guy
A. Gladson, Thomas A. Reynolds.

Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Del., by Robert
H. Richards, Jr., Attorneys for Defendant Wilmington
Trust Company.
[fol. 454] This action is brought by the United States
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Government for alleged violation by defendants of Sec-
tions 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act (15 U. S. C. A) declaring
illegal every contract, combination, or conspiracy in re-
straint of trade and prohibiting monopolization or the at-
tempt to monopolize trade and commerce, and Section 7
of the Clayton Act (15 IT. S. (C. A. § 18) declaring illegal
the acquisition of stock by a corporation in another where
the effect of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen
competition or tend to create a monopoly.
[fol. 4551 The defendants against whom the action is
brought are nlamedi an(l identified in the amended com-
plaint as follows:

The three defendant "manufacturers": E. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company, General Motors Corporation,
and United States Rubber Company. All of these corn-
paries transact business within the Northern District of
Illinois anti are found here.

The three "corporate" defendants: Christiana Securities
Company; I)elaware Realty & Investment Corporation; and
Wilmington Trust Company, individually and as trustee.

The remaining, defendants come within the categoric
description of "members of the du Pont family." These
members of the du Pont family are divided into the fol-
lowing:

The three "defendant individuals": Pierre S. du Pont
and Lammot du Pont, for whom Suggestions of Death were
filed May 6, 1954 and January 16, 1953, respectively; and
Irenee du Pont.

The five "individual defendants": Lammot du Pont
Copeland; Colgate W. l)arden, Jr.; Henry Belin du Pont;
Pierre S. du Pont III; and George P. Edmonds. These de-
fendants are alleged to be members of the du Pont family
and to hold substantial amounts of voting stock of the
defendant United States Rubber Company.

The twenty-six "beneficiary" defendants, ten of whom
are minors, also identified as "party in interest" defend-
ants, who are not named as conspirators and who are
beneficiaries of one or more trusts of which the defendant
Wilmington is trustee.

With the exception of the twenty-six beneficiary defend-
ants, all defendants are alleged to have participated in acts
wbich violate the anti-trust statutes.
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[fol. 4561 The Government's statement of the offense is
stated as follows:

The Amended Complaint charges that the defend-
ants have engaged in a conspiracy to restrain trade
in certain products produced by the du Pont Com-
pany, United States Rubber, and General Motors, in
violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, and to mo-
nopolize a substantial part of such trade in violation of
Section 2 of the Sherman Act. It also alleged that
the defendant du Pont Company has acquired a con-
trolling interest in the stock or other share capital of
General Motors in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton
Act. The Amended Complaint states further that the
defendants have done the things which they conspired
to do, namely, that they have restrained trade and
monopolized a part of the commerce in certain prod-
ucts. (Post-trial Brief, U. S., Vol. I, p. 3.)

In its summary of the statement of evidence the Govern-
ment states that the evidence, when viewed as a whole,
shows that the defendants have designed and followed a
pattern of business conduct which has three basic objec-
tives. The first of these objectives has consisted of ob-
taining control of the management and policies of the three
manufacturing defendants, du Pont, General Motors, and
United States Rubber. The second of these objectives has
consisted of the creation and exploitation of protected
markets for certain of the products produced by du Pont
and United States Rubber, to the exclusion of competitive
suppliers. The third of these objectives has consisted of
the reservation of certain exclusive fields of production
to the du Pont Company. These three purposes have been
served by the fostering of a network of interrelationships
among the corporate and individual defendants. This has
insured the perpetuation of control of the corporate entities
[fol. 457] under persons possessing in essence the same
interests, and has enhanced the market position of each of
the manufacturing defendants.

The Government further charges that the central thread
of the entire pattern of conduct is the acquisition of inter-
locking stock controls and the use of such controls to domi-
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nate the management of the controlled corporations. (Post-
trial Brief, U. S., Vol. I, P. 5.)

There is no dispute regarding the facts culminating in
the formation of the present du Pont Company. From
1802 to 1899 it was oJerated as a family partnership. The
first corporate predecessor to du Pont was formed in
1899. In 1.902 T. Coleman du Pont, Alfred I. du Pont, and
Pierre S. du Pont acquired the assets of the 1899 corn-
pany pursuant to a proposal advanced by Alfred I. du
Pont. These assets were later taken over by the 1903
company. Until 1915, T. Coleman du Pont was the largest
stockholder in du Pont; his holdings being about equal to
the combined holdings of Alfred 1. du Pont and Pierre S.
du Pont. The present du Pont Company was organized
in 1915 to succeed the 1903 company.

The factual approach to the issues involved herein will
be clarified and simplified by division of this memorandum
into two general categories: First, the aspects of alleged
control reflected in stock holdings, selection of officers,
board and committee members; and, second, the trade as-
pects. The issue of conspiracy underlying as it does both
phases of the case is of necessity interwoven and insep-
arable and is an ultimate fact which permeates the entire
case.

[fol. 4581 Facts as to Control

Christiana and Delaware

In December 1914 T. Coleman du Pont offered to sell a
substantial block of his du Pont stock to du Pont for resale
by the company to its principal younger executives, but
the offer was rejected since the price was considered too
high.

In the early part of 1915 T. Coleman du Pont offered to
sell his stock to Pierre S. du Pont and others at a higher
price.

It is admitted that in 1915 Christiana was formed by a
syndicate composed of Pierre S. du Pont, Lammot du Pont,
Irenee du Pont, together with A. Felix du Pont, R. R. M.
Carpenter, and John J. Raskob, for the purpose of acquir-
ing this stock.

The evidence shows that Christiana was organized so
that members of the syndicate could use the stock of tne
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corporation as security for a loan it was necessary ',)r them
to obtain to buy the stock of Coleman du Pont.

This block of stock consisting of 63,314 shares of com-
mon and 14,599 shares of preferred was transferred to
Christiana along with 28,177 shares of du Pont common
transferred to it by the six syndicate members. The six
incorporators of Christiana held all of the 75,000 shares of
Christiana. The day after Christiana was organized each
returned to its treasury approximately 15% of the Christi-
ana stock to be distributed to the chairman of the Executive
Committee of du Pont, the eight department heads of du
Pont, and the General Counsel of du Pont under an agree-
ment that the etock so assigned to each would become his
property if he continued in the employ of the company for
one year and that no assignee would sell or hypothecate
[fol. 459] the stock for three years. After this allocation,
the six incorporators held 68,250 shares of the 75,000 out-
standing shares of Christiana.

After Coleman's stock had been acquired, Alfred du Pont
and others brought suit alleging that Pierre and his asso-
ciates abused the trust of their official positions in obtain-
ing the Coleman stock. The trial court determined to sub-
mit to a vote of the stockholders the question of whether
or not the Coleman du Pont stock should be acquired by the
du Pont Company. In the ensuing proxy battle, the Pierre
S. du Pont group won.

Thus, Christiana at its inception held 91,491 shares of
the du Pont common stock amounting to approximately
27% of the du Pont's outstanding common shares. The evi-
dence shows that commencing with the original acquisition
of the Coleman stock, this percentage has continued
throughout the years and that substantially all the stock
now held by Christiana traces directly to the stock
transactions occurring in 1915. No additional or other ac-
quisitions of du Pont stock have been made by Christiana,
and the evidence shows that a majority, or 68% of the out-
standing Christiana stock has been held continuously by
Pierre S. du Pont and the members of the du Pont family,
either directly or through Delaware.

In 1923 Pierre S. du Pont, having retired from active
business life, decided to invest in an annuity to provide
himself and his wife with an appropriate income. His
decision to buy an annuity was based in part on the favor-
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able tax treatment granted annuities under the existing
tax laws. Pierre S. du Pont being unable to find a standard
life insurance company which would offer him an arrange-
ment not involving the sale of his stockholdings which
event would depreciate the value of his estate, a group of
[fol. 460] his brothers and brothers-in-law offered to sell
him an annuity.

In 1923 Pierre S. du Pont transferred the bulk of his
holdings in Christiana consisting of 49,000 shares, together
with 24,000 shares of du Pont common, and other stock in
other companies to Delaware Realty & Investment Corpo-
ration, which was specifically organized to hold the same
and pay him and his wife an annuity for life. The common
stock of Delaware was then divided into eight equal shares
for Pierre S. du Pont's eight brothers and sisters or their
families.

The evidence shows that the stock of Delaware up to the
date of the filing of the complaint has continued to be
wholly owned by the members of the du Pont family and in
many instances transfers were made through the formation
of trusts. Delaware also holds 49,000 shares of Christiana,
being Pierre S. du Pont's previous holdings, which con-
stitutes about 327 of the outstanding Christiana stock.

On March 29, 1944 E. L1. Tinney, Secretary of Delaware,
submitted a memorandum to members of the Advisory
Committee of Delaware Realty and Trust dealing primarily
with tax considerations on the advisability of liquidating
that corporation. In addition to the tax factor, he stated:

"Liquidation would afford greater flexibility, includ-
ing better marketability, and permit diversification.
Without liquidation, the stockholders are practically
compelled to go along together; whereas if liquidated
each stockholder could do as he thought best suited
his individual purpose. There is no certainty whether
those factors would in the final analysis represent rea-
sons for or against liquidation.

Delaware Realty, at least to some extent, facilitates
[fol. 461] control of the du Pont and General Motors
industries. While liquidation would not eliminate this
immediately, it would weaken it; more particularly
with the passage of time." (GTX 1335).
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There is no evidence that Tinney knew anything about
the relations between du Pont and General Motors and no
evidence that he knew anything about the intentions of the
individual defendants or other members of the du Pont
family or that he was acquainted with their state of mind
as it related to Delaware. Pierre S. and Irenee du Pont
both testified that Delaware was not organized for the
purpose of controlling du Pont or General Motors as
charged by the Government and that it was not used for
that purpose. Similar testimony was given by other in-
dividual defendants. Having heard the testimony of these
witnesses, the Court finds their testimony more persuasive
than the statement of opinion made by Tinney.

Defendants admit that Christiapa holds 3,049,800 shares
of du Pont common stock out of 11,158,340 outstanding
du Pont stock, equivalent to 27%; that Delaware holds
304,480 shares of du Pont common stock, or 3%, of the
outstanding du Pont stock; that defendant individuals and
certain members of the du Pont family, who are either
officers or directors of du Pont, own a further block of
approximately 5.3% of the stock of du Pont; while other
members of the du Pont family, who are not officers or
directors of du Pont, own directly a further 2.2% of the
stock of du Pont. Du Pont common stock at the time the
complaint was filed was held by 82,000 shareholders.

It is also admitted that 30% of the outstanding du Pont
common stock held by Christiana and Delaware has been
consistently voted as a block always in support of du Pont
management at du Pont stockholder meetings, that di-
[fol. 4621 rectors of Christiana have in most instances
been directors and officers of du Pont, and that defendant
individuals, younger members of the du Pont family and
officers and directors of Delaware have assumed major
responsibilities in du Pont management.

There is no evidence that either Christiana or Delaware,
or both of them, had voting control of du Pont. However,
the fact that the du Pont family had voting control of
Christiana and Delaware whose du Pont stock is con-
sistently voted as a block in favor of du Pont management,
coupled with the fact that for many years members of the
du Pont family have been major executives of the corpo-
ration, indicates control of management of du Pont by the
du Pont family.
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The Government has failed to prove that the stock held
by the defendant individuals and members of the dN Pont
family in Christiana and Delaware was for the purpose of
perpetuating control over the du Pont Company, and has
failed to prove that there was any agreement, understand-
ing, or conspiracy that they would continue to hold such
stock, keep it within their families, or dispose of or vote
the Delaware stock for the purpose of utilizing du Pont
to create protected markets for du Pont, or to otherwise
restrain or monopolize trade. The Government has further
failed to prove that either Christiana or Delaware, or both,
were formed, and their stock held, for the purpose of
creating protected markets for du Pont and to otherwise
restrain or monopolize trade.

General Motors Corporation

In the spring of 1914 Pierre S. diu Pont purchased ap-
proximately 2000 shares of General Motors upon the rec-
ommendation of John J. Raskob. His personal holdings
from 1914 to 1917 are set forth in GTX 114. Irenee du
rfol. 463] Pont purchased 400 shares of General Motors
in 1914 on the expressed enthusiasm of John J. Raskob,
but did not know his brother had done the same. His per-
sonal holdings from 1914 to 1917 are set forth in GTX 115.
He attended no General Motors meetings during this
period.

General Motors was organized in 1908 by W. C. Durant
and had acquired a number of previously independent auto-
mobile manufacturing companies-Buick, Cadillac, Oakland
and Oldsmobile. In 1910 in order to raise needed working
capital Durant had been compelled to borrow $14,000,000
from a group of "Boston" bankers under a voting trust
agreement which supplanted Durant as President by
Charles W. Nash, and gave control of the Board of Direc-
tors for five years to said bankers. Upon leaving the active
management of General Motors, Durant and close associ-
ates incorporated the Chevrolet Motor Company to man-
ufacture a new low-priced car. The Chevrolet Motor Com-
pany bought stock of General Motors until in 1916 it owned
450,000 shares of common stock out of 825,000 outstanding.

About September 1915 Pierre S. du Pont and John J.
Raskob became actively involved in the affairs of General
Motors when both attended a stockholders meeting at the
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invitation of Mr. Kaufman, who was president of the
Chatham & Phoenix National Bank of New York. At this
meeting, Durant and the lending bankers, who were operat-
ing General Motors under the voting trust agreement which
expired in 1915, became deadlocked on the composition of
a new Board. A compromise was reached whereby both
sides agreed that each name seven candidates and Pierre
S. du Pont was empowered to name three neutral directors
not connected with either Durant or the lending bankers.
Pierre S. du Pont submitted the names of J. A. Haskell,
who had been a vice-president of du Pont for many years
[fol. 4641 and now retired; John J. Raskob, Treasurer of
du Pont; and Lammot Belin, his brother-in-law. These
were accepted by both factions. Pierre S. du Pont was
elected Chairman of the Board.

Durant extended an invitation to Pierre S. du Pont and
John J. Raskob to become members of the General Motors
Finance Committee, which invitation was declined, and in
October 1916 both declined chairmanship of that committee.
In January 1916 Durant offered Pierre S. du Pont and
Raskob the opportunity to exchange their General Motors
holdings for Chevrolet Motor stock on the basis of five
shares of Chevrolet for one share of General Motors, which
offer was declined. Raskob stated "we were not sure he
had control of the General Motors Company and being in
the position of neutral directors, we might be charged with
taking sides should we do anything which would tend to
give one side or the other control of the Company." (GTX
119.) After it became clear in May 1916 that Durant,
through Chevrolet Motors holdings in General Motors, had
obtained control of General Motors, Pierre S. du Pont and
Raskob availed themselves of the offer which Durant had
held open for them, and as a result Pierre S. du Pont and
Raskob became large holders in Chevrolet Motors which
controlled General Motors.

In August 1917, Pierre S. du Pont and Raskob accepted
Durant's invitation to become members of the General
Motors Finance Committee, and Durant suggested that the
"Wilmington people, as he called it, take more stock and
more interest in the General Motors Corporation." (Pierre
S. du Pont 1997) After Pierre S. du Pont and Raskob
became members of the Finance Committee both saw a
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"good deal" more of Durant and he talked freely to them
about operations and finances of General Motors and plans
for its future expansion.
(fol. 4651 Shortly prior to December 19, 1917, Raskob
talked with Pierre S. du Pont with respect to a proposed
company investment in General Motors. Raskob prepared
a draft report in connection with this proposal which was
reviewed and approved by Pierre S. du Pont and discussion
was had between them regarding parts of the report. Ras-
kob proposed to Pierre S. du Pont that he take on the pro-
motion of such a plan with the du Pont directors and it was
submitted in final form as a Report of the Treasurer to the
Finance Committee of du Pot. On I)ecember 21, 1917
the Executive and Finance Committees of du Pont ap-
proved the acquisition of common stock ini General Motors
and Chevrolet Company in the amount of $25,000,000.

General Industries, Inc., all of whose stock was held by
du Pont, was formed to acquire the General Motors stock.
By March 8, 1918 General Industries, Inc. had purchased
approximately 23%,' of the common stock of (General Motors
and Chevrolet. During the next two years the investment
was increased to approximately $49,(X0,000 and in 1920
du Pont owned approximately 23.96% of the outstanding
stock of General Motors.

The Raskob report submitted to the Finance and Execu-
tive Committees of du Pont in connection with the proposed
purchase of General Motors and Chevrolet stock summa-
rized the following points in favor of a substantial invest-
ment in the motor industry:

"1. With Mr. Durant we will have joint control of
the companies.

2. We are immediately to assume charge and be
responsible for the financial operation of the Company.
This involves the direction of cash balances which will
aggregate upwards of $25,000,000 and the handling of
annual gross receipts aggregating $350,000,000 to
[fol. 4661 $400,000,000. From a financial standpoint,
I feel that a consolidation of the financial divisions
of the du Pont and General Motors Companies will be
of tremendous advantage to us as well as to the Gen-
eral Motors Company and is a thing to be sought and
desired from our standpoint.
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3. The du Pont Company, if the Class A stock is
sold to the stockholders, will share in the profits of
the industry to an extent equal to 120% on our invest-
ment and will receive 14% in annual dividends thereon;
or in the event of carrying Class A stock in our Treas-
ury the dividend rate will be about 12.6%7 and will
share in the earnings about 42% and this after paying
$20,000,000 war t.axes.

4. Our purchase is on better than an asset basis.
5. Our interest in the General Motors Company

will undoubtedly secure for us the entire Fabrikoid,
Pyralin, paint and varnish business of those com-
panies, which is a substantial factor.

Management
Perhaps it is not made clear that the directorates

of the motor companies will be chosen by Du Pont and
Durant. Mr. Durant should be continued as President
of the Company, Mr. P. S. du Pont will be continued as
Chairman of the Board, the Finance Committee will
be ours and we will have such representation on the
Executive Committee as we desire, and it is the writer's
belief that ultimately the Du Pont Company will abso-
lutely control and dominate the whole General Motor's
situation with the entire approval of Mr. Durant, who,
I think, will eventually place his holdings with us tak-
ing hie payment therefor in some securities mutually
satisfactory. " *" (GTX 124).

[fol. 467] Announcement of the purchase was made in the
annual report of du Pont to its stockholders as follows:

"Announcement was recently made of the acquisition
of a large interest in the General Motors Corporation
and Chevrolet Motor Company. Though this is a new
line of activity, it is one of great promise and one that
seems to be well suited to the character of our organ-
ization. The motor companies are very large custom-
ers of our Fabrikoid and Pyralin as well as paints and
varnishes." (P. S. du Pont 2245).

Raskob's report, the testimony of Pierre S. and Irenee
duPont and all the circumstances leading up to du Pont's
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acquisition of this substantial interest in General Motors
as shown by the record, establish that the acquisition was
essentially an investment. Its motivation was the profit-
able employment of a large part of the surplus which du
Pont had available and uncommitted to expansion of its
own business.

The Government asserts that an agreement was made in
1917 at or about the time of du Pont's investment in Gen-
eral Motors which bound the latter to purchase from du
Pont substantially all of its requirements of products of
the kind made by du Pont. It also argues that du Pont's
investment in General Motors was made with the purpose
of using its alleged control of General Motors to require
it to buy from du Pont.

The principal basis for both of these contentions appears
to be the portion of Raskob's report wherein he stated:

"Our interest in the General Motors Company will
undoubtedly secure for us the entire Fabrikoid, Pyra-
lin, paint and varnish business of those companies,
which is a substantiail factor." (GTX 124).

[fol. 468] The Court has also considered in passing upon
these contentions of the Government the testimony of
Pierre S. and Irenee du Pont and other documents written
at the time of or within a few years following the invest-
ment.

The Court finds on the basis of all of the evidence of
record that no agreement was made in connection with
du Pont's investment in General Motors, or subsequent
thereto, which bound the latter to buy any portion of its
requirements from du Pont. Raskob's report does not de-
scribe any such agreement. Pierre S. du Pont was party to
the preparation of this report and he testified that he had
no knowledge of any such agreement. Irenee du Pont
similarly testified that he knew of no such agreement. The
Court believes it most unlikely that an agreement of the
kind alleged by the Government would have been made
without the knowledge of these two important officials. On
the General Motors side, neither Sloan nor Pratt was ever
advised of any such agreement though both occupied posi-
tions under Durant in which they would be expected to have
known of one had it existed. No document, either contem-
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poraneous with the making of the alleged agreement or
subsequently executed, makes reference even indirectly to
an agreement of the kind alleged by the Government. The
Court does not find in the actions over the years of du
Pont's executives or salesmen or General Motors pur-
chasing personnel corroboration of the existence of the
alleged agreement.

The Court also finds based on all of the evidence of
record that du Pont did not invest in General Motors with
the purpose of restricting that company's freedom to pur-
chase in accordance with its own best interests. Du Pont
the record shows, never intended to preclude General
Motors from dealing with suppliers of its choice, never
[fol. 469] made any effort to so preclude General Motors,
and did not limit General Motors' purchasing freedom.

Raskob's reports and other documents written at or near
the time of the investment show that du Pont's representa-
tives were well aware that General Motors was a large
consumer of products of the kind offered by du Pont. Ras-
kob, for one, thought that du Pont would ultimately get all
that business, but there is no evidence that Raskob expected
to secure General Motors trade by imposing any limitation
upon its freedom to buy from suppliers of its choice. Other
documents also establish du Pont's continued interest in
selling to General Motors-even to the extent of the latter's
entire requirements-but they similarly make no sugges-
tion that the desired result was to be achieved by limiting
General Motors purchasing freedom. On the contrary, a
number of them explicitly recognized that General Motors
trade could only be secured on a competitive basis.

At the time of this investment, Pierre S. du Pont, Haskell
and Raskob were members of the General Motors Board
and after the investment two additional du Pont nominees
were elected to that Board. In 1919 the Board was in-
creased to twenty members and the du Pont nominees re-
mained at six.

The Finance Committee consisted of seven members, five
of whom were du Pont representatives-Pierre S. du Pont,
Irenee du Pont, John J. Raskob, Henry F. du Pont, and
J. A. Haskell. Mr. Raskob was appointed chairman. It is
apparent, and it is admitted, that a majority of this com-
mittee were officers and directors of du Pont.
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The Executive Committee consisted of ten members, in-
cluding one du Pont nominee, J. A. Haskell, with Durant
as chairman and the other members consisting of manage-
ment representatives.
[fol. 470] The evidence establishes that following the
period of this investment until 1920 du Pont and Durant
jointly controlled General Motors and that du Pont,
through its affiliation with Durant, assumed the responsi-
bility for the financial operation of General Motors.

During 1918 and 1919 General Motors acquired the assets
of the Chevrolet Company, United Motors, which was &.t
amalgamation of a number of accessory companies, the
McLaughlin Buick properties in Canada, and a sixty per
cent interest in Fisher Body Corporation. This expansion
of General Motors had required the raising of new capital.

The Board of Directors of General Motors in 1920, after
a previous unsuccessful effort to raise the necessary addi-
tional capital by an issue of seven per cent debenture stock,
authorized an issuance of approximately 3,200,000 shares
of new common stock to the common stockholders at $20
per share. It was also decided that du Pont and Durant
would turn over their stock subscription rights amounting
to 1,800,000 shares to Nobel and Canadian Explosives, Ltd.,
since Durant and du Pont were reluctant to make any fur-
ther investments. J. P. Morgan & Co. subscribed to 600,000
shares of the new issue and one of its partners was named
to the Board, together with representatives of Nobel and
Canadian Explosives. The stock acquisitions of Nobel and
Canadian Explosives were in large part taken over by du
Pont at a later date.

The evidence shows that this new issue was accompanied
by the formation of a syndicate managed by J. P. Morgan
to buy and sell General Motors stock and subscription
rights for the pui pose of supporting the value of General
Motors stock in the market. During the Fall of 1920,
Durant, through individual stock market operations appar-
ently designed to support the market price, haa become
[fol. 4711 indebted in the amount of $27,000,000 to various
banks and brokerage houses for which he had pledged some
2,700,000 shares of General Motors stock. These stock
market investments by Durant were disclosed to Pierre S.
du Pont and Raskob in November and alarm was felt as
to the possible consequences in the event Durant failed
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in the market. Du Pont Securities Company was organized
to borrow $20,000,000 and take over Durant's loans, pay
his creditors and preserve for him a 40% equity in du Pont
Securities stock, which was later exchanged for 230,000
shares of General Motors stock. The new company had
seven million dollars in cash and loaned 1,375,000 shares of
General Motors stock to borrow the balance needed. Du
Pont in 1921 authorized a bond issue in order to finance the
transaction.

The net result of the foregoing stock transactions was
that du Pont owned, through du Pont Securities, the equiv-
alent of 7,362,540 shares of General Motors stock at a
cost of $75,581,259 and in addition owned directly 200,000
shares acquired at a cost of $4,000,000; being the equiva-
lent of approximately 38% of General Motors stock out-
standing.

In 1923 du Pont sold about 2,250,000 shares of General
Motors stock (substantially the amount acquired through
the 1920 stock transactions) to Managers Securities, a cor-
poration organized by General Motors for the purpose of
providing additional incentive to principal executives of
General Motors. Du Pont began to surrender the voting
right on this stock in 1930, and from time to time there-
after surrendered such rights as holders of Managers
Securities stock surrendered their stock and took down
the underlying securities. By 1938 du Pont had sur-
rendered the voting rights on all of this stock. It is ad-
mitted that since the release of the voting rights to
[fol. 472] such stock, du Pont has for many years owned
10,000,000 shares, or approximately 23% of General Mo-
tors common stock, and that the remaining shares in 1947
were held by 436,510 stockholders, 92% of whom owned no
more than 100 shares each and 60% owned no more than
25 shares each. In 1950 a two for one split was effected
resulting in du Pont holding 20,000,000 out of 88,000,000
shares, which did not change the percentage of du Pont
holdings.

At the conclusion of the 1920 events Pierre S. du Pont be-
came president of General Motors. He was urged to accept
this position by the du Pont Finance Committee since du
Pont had a large investment in General Motors to protect.
In addition, the record discloses that he was urged to as-
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sume the presidency of General Motors by the bankers, by
Sloan, and by others in the management.

Pierre S. du Pont held the presidency of General Motors
until May 1923 when Alfred P. Sloan became president.

During Pierre S. du Pont's term of presidency significant
and important changes were effected within General Mo-
tors. These were:

(1) A plan of reorganization for General Motors pro-
viding for substantial autonomy of the operating divisions
of General Motors. The evidence shows that Pierre S. du
Pont presented to the Board a plan, originated by Sloan
during Durant's presidency, to decentralize the General
Motors divisions.

(2) Certain changes in management and in the personnel
of the Executive Committee were made. Under Durant
the ten man Executive Committee consisted of managers
of the operating divisions. In 1921 the Executive Commit-
tee was reduced to four members. They were Pierre S. du
Pont, the President; Haskell and Sloan, heads of the Line
and Staff Divisions; and John J. Raskob, Chairman of the
[fol. 473] Finance Committee. This four man committee
was enlarged to six in 1922 by the addition of Charles
Fisher, a General Motors director, and C. S. Mott, also a
General Motors man. Durant started a competing auto-
mobile company and the question of loyalty on the part of
some of the car division managers to Durant was one of
the reasons for reconstituting the Executive Committee.

The managers of the operating divisions became an Op-
erating Committee under Haskell. Four out of five car
division managers were appointed by Pierre S. du Pont,
upon the recommendation of Sloan. Of the four replaced,
two resigned and two were replaced as a result of disputes
regarding contract rights under employment agreements
made during Durant's presidency. The four new managers
recommended by Sloan had in each case been with General
Motors for years and never had any connection with du
Pont. Testimony of witnesses shows that the changes in
managers were unrelated to the use of du Pont products.

The Finance Committee of General Motors remained the
same except the Durant vacancy was filled by Donaldson
Brown, a former du Pont employee who was also a member
of du Pont's Finance Committee.
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(3) A General Purchasing Committee was created in
1922. This committee was created at the suggestion of
Sloan in order to enable General Motors to set up ma-
chinery for standardizing items and for coordinating pur-
chases where two or more divisions used a common product.
James Lynah, who left employment of du Pont in 1919 un-
der "acrimonious" circumstances, was appointed secretary
by Sloan and the committee was composed principally of
purchasing agents of the General Motors divisions. It is
this committee which in September 1923 with Lynah's
recommendation urged the adoption of a rule requiring a
second source of supply for leather substitutes and rubber
[fol. 474] coated fabrics which were being purchased in
large quantities from du Pont. John L. Pratt, who was a
du Pont employee from 1905 to 1919 when he resigned and
went to work for Durant at General Motors, also became
a member of this committee and was its chairman from
1924 to 1929.

(4) In 1918, during the Durant regime, at the suggestion
of the du Pont nominees, General Motors initiated a bonus
plan to outstanding employees. Before retiring as presi-
dent, Pierre S. du Pont recommended that another plan be
instituted providing for additional compensation to princi-
pal executives of General Motors.

Allotment of bonus awards was made by the Chief Execu-
tive Officer of General Motors subject to the approval of
the Finance Committee. This procedure was followed until
1936 when a Bonus and Salary Committee of the Board
replaced that function of the Finance Committee.

In addition to these changes in General Motors, two im-
portant discoveries affecting the automotive industry oc-
curred.

In the latter part of 1920 Edmund M. Flaherty, an em-
ployee of du Pont, invented and carried to the commercial
development stage a quick-drying, durable nitrocellulose
lacquer, which was patented and called "Duco".

The other was the discovery of tetraethyl lead. In 1918
General Motors engaged in an extensive investigation into
the nature and the causes of "knocking" in engines. In the
General Motors laboratories chemical research under the
direction of Charles F. Kettering and Thomas Midgely
developed that the use of tetraethyl lead blended with gaso-
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line in proper proportions constituted an effective anti-
knock. It was further revealed that TEL, as it was called,
was a scarce and expensive product, production of which
[fol. 475] was extremely hazardous. General Motors dis-
covered that TEL could be produced commercially from
ethyl bromide. In 1922 General Motors and du Pont en-
tered into an agreement under which du Pont manufac-
tured TEL and it was distributed through a General
Motors subsidiary organized to handle its marketing.

The record shows that during the 1920 to 1923 period du
Pont had a 38V interest in the stock of General Motors.
Three of the six members on the Executive Committee and
seven of the eleven members on the Finance Committee
were du Pont men. liaskell, former sales manager and vice-
president of du Pont, who was willing to undertake the
responsibility of keeping du Pont informed of General
Motors affairs during Durant's regime, was Vice-President
in Charge of the Operations Committee.

The defendants have conceded that "during the period
of P. S. du Pont's Chief Executive Officership nominees of
du Pont were thrust into positions of responsibility in
General Motors which went beyond the financial supervi-
sion which had been their earlier role". (D. P. Brief,
p. 332)

On April 24, 1923 Pierre S. du Pont informed the Finance
Committee of du Pont of his desire to retire as president
of General Motors and of his intention to recommend
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., as his successor. Sloan was a vice-
president of General Motors and was in charge of the
General Advisory Staff. He had been president of Hyatt
Roller Bearing Company, one of the companies controlled
by United Motors, which had been organized in 1916 by
Durant. When General Motors acquired United Motors,
Durant appointed Sloan as its president. The Finance
Committee of du Pont adopted a resolution acquiescing in
Pierre S. du Pont's decision and expressing confidence in
Sloan as his successor to the presidency. Thereafter,
[fol. 476] Pierre S. du Pont informed the directors of
General Motors of his intention to resign and of his recom-
mendation of Sloan for president.

On May 10, 1923 Sloan wais elected president of General
Motors and also was its Chief Executive Officer from 1937
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until 1946. William S. Knudsen was elected president May
3, 1937 and served as such until September 3, 1940. In
1941 Charles E. Wilson was elected President and also be-
came the Chief Executive Officer in 1946. Shortly after
Sloan became president he was elected a director of du
Pont.

Board Members.

On May 10, 1923 when Sloan became president, the
Board consisted of thirty-two directors. The evidence
shows that during the period of Sloan's presidency and
that of Wilson, the du Pont nominees on the Board never
exceeded six. The total number of members of the Board
between 1949 and February 1, 1953 did not exceed thirty-
two and was not below thirty.

Of the thirty-two directors when Sloan became president,
sixteen were so-called management directors and only two
of these had been connected with du Pont-Donaldson
Brown and Haskell. The other than management directors
were five bankers, three American industrialists, and two
foreign industrialists.

Sir Harry McGowan of Imperial Chemicals, William
McMaster of Canadian Explosives, Seward Prosser of
Bankers Trust Co., Edward P. Stettinius of J. P. Morgan,
William H. Woodin of American Car & Foundry, C. M.
Woolley of American Radiator, and Owen D. Young of
General Electric, all became members of the Board during
the 1920 financing. There is no evidence that they were
added at the suggestion of the du Pont nominees.
[fol. 477] The defendants have admitted that in 1942 du
Pont suggested additional directors who were neither man-
agement nor du Pont nominees. At that time there were
only three directors on the Board who were neither man-
agement nor du Pont nominees.

In July 1944 Carpenter wrote to Sloan urging selection
of additional non-management and non-du Pont directors.
Sloan testified he took the initiative in attempting to find
qualified men who would be willing to serve. He also testi-
fied that in such search he sought suggestions from other
members of the Board, including du Pont nominees, and
discussed generally with all Board members the sugges-
tions received.
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In 1943 Sloan wrote to Carpenter, who was a member of
the Gener I Motors Board, that in his search for "outside"
directors, he was "against Bankers on Boards of industrial
companies" and had therefore eliminated the suggestions
of Henry C. Alexander, Vice-President of J. P. Morgan,
and R. K. Mellon, President of Mellon National Bank,
whose names had been proposed by Carpenter some time
previously. On January 8, 1948, five years later, R. K.
Mellon was named to the Board of General Motors at the
suggestion of Donaldson Brown. Mellon had by this time
become "a very large stockholder in General Motors". In
1949 at the request of Sloan, Alexander, the other banker,
was added to the Board. Thus some period of time passed
between Sloan's indicated aversion to bankers on boards
and the subsequent appointments.

In addition, on December 18, 1944, Lammot du Pont wrote
to Sloan regarding Bernard P)eyton, a nephew of Eugene
du Pont who owned 60,000 shares of du Pont common
"which is more than enough to give him a predominating
interest in the affairs of that company and indirectly in
[fol. 478] General Motors." (GTX 1230). Lammot du
Pont wondered if "this would be a suggestion for con-
sideration from the standpoint of directorship in General
Motors". Sloan's reply admitted that neither he nor
Donaldson Brown, to whom he spoke about Peyton, knew
Peyton, and replied that if Peyton' was the owner of a
large block of du Pont common, involving indirectly sub-
stantial ownership in General Motors, together with his
past business experience as Vice President and Treasurer
of New York Air Brake Company, he would be qualified.
He further stated that if necessary he would make in-
quiries regarding Peyton, but felt that since Lammot du
Pont knew him no more was needed. In any event, Peyton
never became a member of the Board.

On December 10, 1945 Sloan wrote to Carpenter, then
President of du Pont and a member of the General Motors
Board, regarding the suggestion of Mr. Pratt to consider
General Marshall as a member of the General Motors
Board and indicated that he did not favor the suggestion.
A reply came from Lammot du Pont, Chairman of the
Board of du Pont and also a member of the General Motors
Board, that he was not in favor of General Marshall's
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membership. On Sloan's letter to Carpenter, there appears
a handwritten notation of the name of "E. F. Johnson".
and in the following month Johnson was elected a director
of General Motors. Prior to his service with General Mo-
tors, he was an employee of du Pont.

On April 22, 1930, in an exchange of correspondence,
Lammot du Pont agreed with Sloan 's suggestion that Mr.
Bishop should not be re-elected a vice-president of Gen-
eral Motors but thought he should be retained a director,
and suggested further that Curtis C. Cooper, who had
severed connections with the corporation, be dropped as a
director. On May 1, 1930 Mr. Bishop was not re-elected
[fcl. 479] Vice-President but continued as a director, and
Mr. Cooper was not retained as a member of the Board.

In 1928, Raskob, while chairman of the General Motors
Finance Committee, became Chairman of the National
Democratic Committee in connection with the candidacy of
Alfred E. Smith for President. Sloan testified he consid-
ered it unsound for Raskob to manage a political campaign
and at the same time continue as "unofficial" spokesman
for General Motors because he felt it put General Motors
in politics. Raskob differed with Sloan's view and was sup-
ported by Pierre S., Irenee, and Coleman du Pont. The
episode resulted in Raskob's resignation and also the resig-
nation of Pierre S. du Pont as Chairman of the Board.
Both, however, remained as members of the Board and the
Finance Committee. Lammot du Pont succeeded Pierre S.
du Pont as Chairman of the General Motors Board and
held that position until 1937.

Mr. Sloan testified that he discussed prospective direc-
tors, particularly "outside" directors, with the entire
Board.

A majority of the directors have always been the nomi-
nees of management. Sloan testified that management di-
rectors were always nominated by him when they had
achieved in the management hierarchy of the corporation a
position which entitled or required that they be on one of
the committees of the Board, and further that he never
discussed these nominations with anyone except the man-
agement group and after his recommendation their elec-
tion was automatic. Sloan and Carpenter testified that
no du Pont nominee ever objected to the number of man-
agement directors which Sloan wanted on the Board.
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Committees of the Board
The Executive Committee, until merged with the Policy

[fol. 480] Committee in 1937, dealt with operational man-
agement problems. In May 1923 when Sloan became presi-
dent of General Motors there were six members, three of
whom were du Pont representatives, i.e, Pierre S. du Pont,
Chairman of the Board, John J. Raskob, Chairman of the
Finance Committee, and Donaldson Brown, a member of
the Finance Committee. The membership of this commit-
tee was increased to twelve during the period 1923-1934,
and new members were added at the suggestion and request
of Sloan.

It is the Government's contention that du Pont directly
intervened in decisions touching on changes in the mem-
bership of the Executive Committee and refer to the in-
cident following the resignation of Raskob and Pierre S.
du Pont from the Executive Committee. Irenee du Pont,
then Vice-Chairman of the Board of du Pont wrote to Lam-
mot du Pont, Chairman of the Board of General Motors,
reminding him of the recommendations made by Pierre S.
du Pont and Raskob for their vacancies-that Knudsen be
placed on the Executive Committee for Raskob, Mr. Moo-
ney in place of Mr. Mott, and possibly Walter Carpenter in
place of Pierre S. du Pont. Knudsen was placed on the
Executive Committee within three months; Mooney became
a member of the Executive Committee some six years
later; and instead of Carpenter, Lammot du Pont took
Pierre S. du Pont's place on that committee. Neither
Knudsen nor Mooney was connected with du Pont.

On April 22, 1930 Sloan received a reply from Lammot
du Pont, then Chairman of the Board of General Motors,
which approved of Sloan's idea expressed in an earlier
letter of abolishing the Operations Committee and of
placing its members on the Executive Committee. Lammot
du Pont went on to say this meant that Bradley, Grant,
Hunt and Wilson, all of whom were vice-presidents, would
[fol. 481] have to become members of the Executive Com-
mittee and presumably would have to be elected directors,
but added there was no reason why Glancey, Reuter and
Strong, who were also vice-presidents, should be added to
the Board. Some four or five years later, 1934 and 1935,
Bradley, Hunt and Wilson were added to the Executive
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Committee and to the Board. The others mentioned by
Lammot du Pont never became directors.

Lammot du Pont, Chairman of the General Motors
Board, who had become a member of the Executive Com-
mittee in 1930, resigned as a member in 1934. In this con-
nection Sloan wrote to Lammot du Pont inquiring whether
Lammot du Pont would like to have Carpenter elected in
his place. The evidence shows that Carpenter did not go
on the Committee and no one replaced Lammot du Pont.
AfVr his resignation, du Pont had no representative on
the Executive Committee. Donaldson Brown remained a
member of this committee.

The Finance Com n I ed with the Policy
Committee in 19 7ealt prinmar-ly with Uancial matters.
In 1923 of theleven members, seven were Pont men.
These were/Pierre S. du Poqt, VJzirman of th Board of
du Pont, Iienee du Pout'President ohiu Pont, Limot du
Pont, Voe Presidew and a d1rectorf du Pont, John J.
Raskob/ a diree.t6r and inemb , ofthe dm Pont FnanoeComm Ptee, J. A. H-Ilr vic president and dirr of
iu Pcnt, H. F. du Pon kdictor' nc/meniler of th4 Fi-

nancef Committee, andInJ.4son Br6wn, a director. and
meml er of thiPu~n '0qo*n4e zottOe qfdu.PFgt. Wit the
death of Hasell in 't 3, the 4u , ,t representation was
reduced to six., The ]"nance C xbi in 1923 with con-
tinuing du Pont reptesefittionireifed th#original der-
standilg with Diwrnt that it financially matter the du! onts
would assume the prim yresponsil lity.7
[fol. 4821 In 1924 tIrls committee w s) creased twelve
and eventually to fourteen,--. Iii 1927 Carpentey became a
member of thiij committee. 7

With the resignation of Raskob from U xegiWive Com-
mittee and Chairmanghitf tbe cEimaTee Con , Lam-
mot du Pont, then President of du Pont and a ector of
General Motors, wrote to Sloan regarding the chairman-
ship of this committee stating that he felt it was up to
du Pont to make a nomination since du Pont "has always
assumed the responsibility for the financial direction of
General Motors" and suggested the appointment of Car-
penter and, if not agreeable, Donaldson Brown. The rec-
ord shows that Donaldson Brown succeeded Raskob as
Chairman.
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On May 3, 1937, the membership of the Finance Com-
mittee was fourteen, seven of whom were du Pont repre-
sentatives, i.e., Pierre S., H. F., Irenee, and Lammot du
Pont, Raskob, Brown and Carpenter. The other members
were Baker, Prosser, Sloan, Whitney, Morgan, Mott and
Bradley. Sloan testified that most of the additions to this
committee during the period 1923-1937 had been at his
suggestion.

In 1937 at the insistence of Sloan, the two committee
operation was consolidated into the Policy Committee.
Sloan testified that the change was desirable because ex-
perience proved that the Finance Committee for some
years prior to 1937 had dealt with problems which though
financial in nature were operating problems as well. After
some discussion, his recommendation was accepted and a
Policy Committee which had complete authority to deal
with broad policy questions was established. At this time
Sloan resigned as President and was succeeded by Knud-
sen. Sloan remained the Chief Executive Officer and Chair-
man of the Board.
[fol. 483] The one committee idea had been discussed
with du Pont representatives. It was considered by the
Finance Committee of du Pont and the committee was in
favor of the objectives of the proposal, but misgivings
were expressed with respect to the discontinuance of the
Finance Committee without creating some body whose par-
ticular function would be the handling of financial prob-
lems. A proposed compromise plan was submitted which
was not adopted.

In connection with the 1937 reorganization, Lammot du
Pont wrote to Carpenter reporting on a conference held in
New York. Those present, including himself, were Alfred
Sloan, Donaldson Brown, J. T. Smith, John Raskob, John
Pratt and Pierre S. du Pont. At this conference it was
agreed that the Board would be reduced to 28 omitting
McGowan, H. F. du Pont, W. A. Fisher, Kaufman, Opel,
Swayne, Woolley and Young; a Policy Committee would be
appointed consisting of Bradley, Brown, Knudsen, Sloan,
Smith, Wilson and three representatives of du Pont; and
an Administrative Committee would be appointed with
Wilson as Chairman. In addition it was agreed that even-
tually Sloan should become Chairman of the Board and
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Knudsen, President. Lammot du Pont stated that Sloan
seemed so insistent on his one committee idea, which was
concurred in by the others, that he felt any objections Car-
penter or he had should be waived in view of the fact that
some other man of financial experience from du Pont might
be named on the Policy Committee.

The record shows that during the life of the Policy Com-
mittee, continued misgivings were expressed as to its
efficacy. Sloan, Carpenter and Lammot du Pont exchanged
correspondence with reference to the weaknesses disclosed
by operating under the Policy and Administration Com-
mittees. Sloan had reached the conclusion that the com-
[fol. 484] mittee set up should be altered. In writing to
Donaldson Brown Sloan stated "we put too many things on
the Policy Committee that involve administration and do
not confine their work sufficiently to broad questions of
policy." In addition, Sloan in his correspondence with
Lammot du Pont stated that the General Motors Organiza-
tional scheme of things was not adaptable to the same type
of organizational set up existing in du Pont. A change in
committee organization was effected in 1946 by a return to
the two committee plan: one was the Financial Policy
Committee and the other the Operations Policy Committee.
Mr. Sloan testified as to the considerations evoking a re-
turn to this system. He also testified that the reason cor-
respondence evidence existed with the du Pont group and
none with the management group of directors was that the
management group was in the same office and these matters
of organization changes were discussed orally with them.

The Policy Committee always consisted of nine members.
During the entire period of this committee the following
du Pont officers and directors, not including Sloan, were
members: Donaldson Brown, Carpenter and Lammot du
Pont. The management members were Bradley, Sloan,
Smith, Wilson and Knudsen, who was replaced by Hunt in
1940 on the nomination of Sloan. The other member was
George Whitney of J. P. Morgan. With the exception of
Knudsen, the personnel of this committee remained the
same throughout its life.

In 1943 Sloan wrote to Lammot du Pont asking his re-
action to the suggestion of Kettering as a member of the
Policy Committee. Lammot du Pont did not favor the

4186 0--59- . 9
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suggestion and Kettering was not appointed. Testifying
regarding this incident, Sloan stated that others agreed
with Lammot du Pont, including himself after giving the
subject further consideration. Sloan also testified that lie
[fol. 485] consulted with all the directors regarding the
appointments to the Policy Committee.

In 1946 with the change of committee organization, there
were no du Pont representatives on the Operations Policy
Committee. The Financial Policy Committee started with
nine members and was later increased to ten. At no time
during its existence were there more than three du Pont
representatives on this committee.

The evidence shows that since 1934, with the exception
of Donaldson Brown, no du Pont representative was on
the Executive Committee. Brown had been described by
Sloan as a General Motors man although he was a former
officer of du Pont, retained his membership on its Board
and its Finance Committee when lie went to General Mo-
tors. Brown became a part of the General Motors organ-
ization in 1921 when Raskob in a letter to Irenee du Pont,
who was then President of du Pont, wrote that General
Motors needed expert financial assistance and that the per-
son selected should not only be a man of unquestioned
ability but one who enjoyed the absolute confidence of the
directors of du Pont, which now controlled General Motors.
He recommended Donaldson Brown and stated that since
the financial interests of both companies were so closely in-
terwoven, Brown should be retained as a director and mem-
ber of the Finance Committee of du Pont. Brown even-
tually succeeded Raskob in General Motors and became
chief financial advisor to its president.

There is no evidence that Brown was active in commer-
cial relations between du Pont and General Motors or that
he ever did anything to encourage the use of du Pont
products by General Motors.

During the life of the Policy Committee, of a member-
ship of nine, three, including Brown, were du Pont repre-
[fol. 486] sentatives. There were no du Pont representa-
tives on the Operations Policy Committee.

On the Finance Committee, which was changed to the
Policy Committee in 1937, there were seven du Pont repre-
sentatives, including Brown, in a total membership of four-
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teen. Of the ten members on the Financial Policy Commit-
tee in 1946, three were du Pont representatives. Thus,
numerically, the du Pont representatives were n~ot in a
majority on the governing committees of General Motors.
The record shows that during 1941 du Pont was interested
in the retention and placing of able personnel in the finan-
cial department of General Motors.

The participation of the du Pont representatives in the
selection of General Motors directors and in determining
the organization of the board and the composition of its
committees does not establish that du Pont has been the
controlling force in the direction of General Motors affairs,
or has been in a position to act as if it owned a majority
of General Motors stock. The record shows consultation
and conference, but not domination. Moreover, in all these
matters Sloan has clearly been the leader and the dominat-
ing influence and has largely determined the results. With
a minimum of consultation with du Pont representatives
he has selected the management. In large part, though with
somewhat more consultation with du Pont, he has suggested
the names of directors and led the discussion in that re-
spect. Sloan's testimony and the record as a whole are
convincing that at all times he acted independently and
steadfastly in the best interests of General Motors.

The Court finds it highly significant that in all of the
correspondence regarding General Motors directors the
attitude of the suggested nominee toward du Pont was in
no instance a consideration in his approval or disapproval.
(fol. 487] Accordingly, the Court finds, based on all the
evidence, that du Pont's participation in the selection ot
General Motors directors and management does not estab-
lish that it controlled General Motors or that it sought
through such participation to place people in General Mo-
tors who would further du Font's interests as a supplier
or as a chemical manufacturer.

Bonus Plans and Awards

The record shows that in 1923 du Pont sponsored and
supported the Managers Securities Plan. The idea had
been suggested by Pierre S. du Pont, then President of
General Motors, and the details, with some variations be-
fore the final adoption, are set forth in a report prepared
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by Raskob and Brown. This report was submitted to the
du Pont Finance Committee and stated that Pierre S. du
Pont's interest in the plan caused the report to be made.
The report stated that Pierre S. du Pont felt that the most
effective manner of attaining maximum success in the con-
duct of the affairs of General Motors was to interest its
principal men as substantial stockholders or partners in
the business, that du Pont with its large and controlling in-
terest in General Motors would enhance the value of its
own investment by the adoption of such a plan in General
Motors and would retain the same control of General .MIo-
tors through owning two-thirds of the stock of General
Motors Securities Company, plus the fact that "it will
definitely tie up with us in the management and control of
this huge investment the men in General Motors Corpora-
tion who are definitely charged with the responsibility and
success of the corporation." (GTX 235).

Managers Securities Corporation was organized by Gen-
eral Motors to purchase 2,250,000 shares, or approximately
one-third of the common stock of General Motors Securities
[fol. 488] Company, the du Pont Company which held
7,500,000 shares of common stock in General Motors. Du
Pont from time to time surrendered voting control of the
2,250,000 shares until 1938 when the successor corporations,
General Motors Securities, was liquidated.

In the course of evolving this additional compensation
plan, the evidence shows that Irenee du Pont had certain
objections and suggested that the stock for Managers Secu-
rities be procured through circularization of General Mo-
tors stockholders. Mr. Laffey, Chief Counsel for du Pont,
advised Irenee du Pont that a direct sale of the stock to
General Motors would have incurred a federal capital gains
tax. Irenee du Pont testified to this as one of the consider-
ations for the plan ultimately adopted. The plan originally
proposed by Raskob and Brown, and objected to by Irenee
du Pont, was retained and du Pont supplied the stock which
was the sole asset of Managers Securities. The Managers
Securities common stock was sold to General Motors and
resold by it to about eighty of its executives.

General Motors agreed to pay Managers Securities 45%
of its earnings annually, plus $2,000,000 per year, after
deducing 7% on invested capital. Prior to Managers Secu-
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rities, General Motors had annually set aside 10% of its
earnings, after deducing 6% on invested capital, for the
bonus fund. With the creation of Managers Securities, one-
half of the 10% previously set aside for the bonus plan,
or 5o, was allocated to Managers Securities for distribu-
tion in Class A stock, having a par value of $100, and
Class B stock, having a par value of $25. Sloan testified
that the Class A, five million par value stock of Managers
Securities was not entirely allotted to executives, a reserve
being held so that in subsequent years the allotment to
Managers Securities was reduced below 5%, the balance
going to the bonus fund. The Class B stock of Managers
[fol. 489] Securities received the dividends earned by 2,-
250,000 General Motors common purchased by Managers
Securities from du Pont.

The executives purchasing Managers Securities stock
paid one-seventh of the purchase price in cash and the
balance was paid on a deferred payment basis out of future
bonuses and out of the earnings of the stock purchased.

The Board of Directors created a committee which was
empowered to designate the employees of General Motors
who were to participate in the Managers Securities stock.
This committee consisted of three members-Pierre S. du
Pont, Chairman of the Board, and two other directors,
Seward Prosser of J. P. Morgan, and Arthur G. Bishop,
President of a Flint, Michigan, bank.

Sloan testified the stock allotments were made and deter-
mined by the special committee, then submitted to him as
Chief Executive Officer for consideration and recommenda-
tion in the way of changes in the allotments. The initial
awards of Managers Securities stock were made November
22, 1923 when Pierre S. du Pont wrote to the two other
members of his committee making suggestions as to the dis-
tributions of stock. Sloan testified that the original allot-
ment by the committee was made before submission to him,
that Exhibit GM 30 contained the final allotment after sub-
mission to him, and showed the changes he had made.

Pierre S. du Pont testified the general method followed in
bringing to the Special Committee recommendations for
allotments for General Motors personnel of Managers
Securities stock was that allotments were initiated by
heads of the different departments of General Motors in
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a recommendation to the president of the corporation,
who expressed his opinion thereon and passed the entire
recommendation to the committee of three and so far as
he knew no recommendation was changed by the commit-
[fol. 4901 tee after it came from Sloan. Sloan testified
that bonuses were distributed by the Chief Executive Of-
ficer of the corporation whose recommendations went be-
fore the Finance Committee for approval. He further
testified that although the chief executive officer had juris-
diction so far as the higher Pxecutives of the corporation
were concerned, their compensation came through Man-
agers Securities and he made no allotments to the higher
officers since it was automatic and determined by the Spe-
cial Allotment Committee. With respect to the operation
of the bonus plan, he stated that although the responsi-
bility rested with the chief executive officer he could not
determine the allotments in the lower echelon of authority.
A certain amount was allocated to a division and the chief
executive of the division was the responsible agent in dis-
tributing the bonus within that division. He then sub-
mitted his recommendations to the chief executive officer
who in turn submitted them to the Finance Committee
until the year 1936 and thereafter to the Bonus and Salary
Committee. Sloan testified that he could not remember
any instance where the recommendations so made were
changed by the Finance Committee or the Bonus and Sal-
ary Committee.

In 1923 the Finance Committee of General Motors, which
received the recommendations of the Chief Executive, and
the heads of the divisions, still reflected the original under-
standing with Durant that in financial matters du Pont
would assume primary responsibility. Du Pont had six
representatives in a total membership of eleven. After
the membership was increased to fourteen in 1923, there
were six du Pont representatives.

For the years preceding 1941 there are no records of the
personnel of the Bonus and Salary Committee which re-
placed the function of the Finance Committee in connection
[fol. 491] with the compensation plan. From 1941 to 1948,
Government Exhibit 276 shows that of the five directors
constituting this committee, the majority were du Pont
representatives. They were W. S. Carpenter 1941-1944;
H. B. du Pont 1944-1948; John J. Raskob 1941-1945;
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Echols 1946-1948; and Lammot du Pont 1941-1945, who
was also its chairman during that period. The other mem-
bers were John L. Pratt 1941-1946; George Whitney 1941-
1948; and E. F. Johnson 1947-1948. Carpenter suggested
his position on the Bonus and Salary Committee in 1944
be taken by H. B. du Pont and added that this would give
H. B. du Pont "an excellent opportunity to better familiar-
izing himself with the personnel" of General Motors.
(GTX 210).

Mr. Sloan and Pierre S. du Pont testified that in the al-
locations made no consideration was given to the purchas-
ing practices or attitudes of any executives toward du
Pont.

The Managers Securities Plan as submitted and ap-
proved by the General Motors stockholders gave the cor-
poration an irrevocable option to repurchase all or any
part of the Class A or B stock and provided that the
Finance Committee make a yearly review of the recipients
of stock for the purpose of determining whether their
stockholdings were disproportionate to the service being
rendered, and providing for repurchase of stock in the
event it was so found.

The Managers Securities Plan was terminated in 1929
because with the increase in the number of executives it
was felt "something had to be done to broaden the scope
of the plan." On January 1, 1930 a new seven year plan
was developed and General Motors Management Corpora-
tion was organized. Du Pont did not provide any of the
stock for this new corporation. Upon the expiration of
the Management Corporation plan in 1938, General Motors
[fol. 492] reverted to the old Bonus Plan as the sole ve-
hicle for rewarding its personnel.

The Court finds no evidence that any action taken by du
Pont representatives with respect to the compensation of
General Motors executives was intended to influence those
executives to deal with du Pont or to refrain from dealing
with du Pont competitors. Nor is there evidence of any
instance in which a General Motors executive favored du
Pont out of consideration for the latter's sale of stock to
Managers Securities Company or out of deference to the
position of du Pont representatives on the General Motors
board.

Du Pont for many years has had supplemental compen-
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sation plans in various forms. Pierre S. and Irenee du
Pont testified that they believed strongly that manage-
ment should share in the success of a company and should
participate in its earnings as owners. Their sponsorship
of the Managers Securities Plan was no more than the
application to General Motors of a business principle they
had long practiced.

The record shows that some du Pont representatives did
participate in the determination of the allotments under
the Managers Securities plan and the bonus awards. There
was opportunity, therefore, for them, in passing judgment
on such matters, to attempt to further du Pont interests
as a supplier of General Motors and as a chemical manu-
facturer. However, there is no evidence that any of them
made any such attempt. The witnesses who testified and
who would have been parties to such efforts vigorously
denied the Government's charges. The Court refers to
Pierre S. du Pont, Irenee du Pont, and Carpenter. A num-
ber of other executives who were witnesses such as Sloan,
Kettering, Pratt, Lawrence Fisher, Lynah, and Wilson are
[fol. 493] among those who would have been "influenced",
if the Government's contention is correct. These men, the
record shows, acted at all times solely in the best interest
of General Motors.

The record as a whole and the findings made in the
previous sections of this memorandum support these fur-
ther findings on the issue of the alleged control of General
Motors.

After the dramatic collapse of Durant and the ensuing
financial crisis when du Pont representatives were thrust
into positions of responsibility in General Motors, and
after General Motors had been rescued from that crisis,
du Pont's influence and position in General Motors de-
clined radically. During the twenties, a force of consider-
able strength arose in General Motors that was important
in determining any question of control. This force was the
management, headed by such a forceful and resolute char-
acter as Sloan and including such positive personalities
as Kettering. the Fisher brothers, Knudsen, Pratt. Brown.
and Wilson.

More than a quarter of a century has passed since the
twenties, and the strength and standing of the manage-
ment have continued to increase and improve. The du Pont
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representatives who had originally been interested in Gen-
eral Motors have died or retired. These developments are
reflected in the contemporaneous documents, the changes in
the membership of the board, the various committees of
the board, and in the testimony of Sloan and other
witnesses.

Irrespective of what its position may have been before
and during the Durant crisis, since the 1920's du Pont has
not had, and does not today have, practical or working
control of General Motors. On the basis of all of the evi-
dence the Court finds as a fact that du Pont did not and
could not conduct itself, for the past 25 years, as though
it were the owner of a majority of the General Motors
stock.
[fol. 494] Tl~e Government cross-examined Sloan respect-
ing GTX 1307 which shows the percentage that the du
Pont stock voted at the annual General Motors stock-
holders meetings bears to the total stock voted at such
meetings. Counsel for the Government sought to obtain
from him an admission or concession that du Pont's block
of stock was at all times sufficient to prevail at a stock-
holders meeting. Sloan's position was that he did not
believe one could tell what would happen if there was a
conflict at a stockholders meeting. He pointed out that,
for instance, in the year 1932 there were 17 million shares
which were not represented at the meeting and further
stated that, if there had been a contest for directors, there
would have been a much larger representation than 26 mil-
lion shares. His conclusion was that be did not think that
anyone could tell how that large representation would vote
because it would depend upon the issue that caused a par-
ticular conflict. He further stated that the stockholders
owning those shares would be guided by the record of Gen-
eral Motors Corporation with respect to the advancement
of its competitive position, its earnings, and its dividends.

Sloan testified that at no time had there been a contest
over the selection of directors. He said that while it was
true that the du Pont block of stock represented over 51%
of the stock at certain of the meetings he emphasized
that it was not 51% of all the stock entitled to vote. In
this connection he said:

"In case of conflict you immediately-the interest
you arouse and all that, and the issues that are put
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before the stockholders, would mean that a much larger
percentage of the stockholders would come into the
meeting, and that would dilute in a way the du Pont
interest. So I can't just say what would happen. * * *
It would depend, as I say, upon a lot of circumstances
that I can't evaluate." (3087)

[fol. 495] The Court finds the testimony of Sloan on this
question of control both reasonable and persuasive.

There is a substantial failure of proof that du Pont
controlled General Motors, even though it was voting at
times 51% of the stock voted at a stockholders meeting.
The testimony is that there was such satisfaction with the
management and operation of General Motors that a large
number of stockholders did not choose to vote their stock
and made no protest with respect to the management of the
company or the actions of the Board of Directors. It is
entirely conjectural whether or not du Pont by its stock
ownership could control it there had been a contest.

United States Rubber Company
It is admitted that in June 1927 the defendant individ-

uals, together with Henry B. du Pont, Lammot du Pont
Copeland and certain other members of the du Pont family
and their close business associates formed a syndicate to
purchase United States Rubber stock. It is the Govern-
ment's contention that the syndicate's acquisition of this
stock stemmed from a scheme to bring United States Rub-
ber into the alleged conspiratorial plan involving General
Motors and the du Pont Company. United States Rubber
Company at this time was one of the largest manufacturers
of rubber products in the United States.

In 1913 Irenee du Pont purchased 400 shares of United
States Rubber common as a personal investment. He tes-
tified lie made this initial investment through his confidence
in a former fraternity brother, Raymond B. Price, who had
invented a rubber reclaiming process which was sold to
United States Rubber, and because lie "was quite aware of
the peculiar properties of rubber" and felt a "rubber com-
pany ought to be a good growing business." He later in-
[fol. 496] creased his holdings to 12,000 shares and the
extent of his investment from 1913-1926 is set forth in
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GTX 1029. During thi, same period, Lammot du Pont had
also invested in United States Rubber common without
the knowledge of his brother, Irenee.

Irenee du Pont testified as to the background, the reasons
and circumstances which caused the formation of the syndi-
cate to buy United States Rubber stock. He stated that in
1927 the stock took a very "sudden nosedive", but the stock
of other rubber companies remained firm; that he believed
the drop in price was due to the fact that "somebody knew
the position of the United States Rubber Company was
not what it ought to be; that there had been mismanage-
ment somewhere, and somebody wanted to get out of it and
get into something else"; that the United States Rubber
balance sheet showed excessive accounts receivable, and
excessive inventories, materials, supplies, and finished prod-
ucts which he thought indicated incompetent financial man-
agement. However, he thought this was a good time for
a profitable investment in United States Rubber, but since
it would have required a larger investment than he could
properly go into alone, he discussed the formation of a
syndicate to purchase United States Rubber stock with his
brother-in-law, William Winder Laird. He testified that
he and Laird were of the opinion that if they could get a
group to purchase a large block they would establish pres-
tige with the management and be in a position to make sug-
gestions and offer criticisms.

Without discussing the identity of the syndicate mem-
bers with Irenee du Pont, Laird drew a syndicate agree-
ment. With the exception of Raymond Price and Henry
Davis, who were solicited by Irenee du Pont, Laird solicited
the other ten members of the first syndicate who were, in
the main, clients of Laird's brokerage firm.
[fol. 497] Irenee du Pont wired Raymond Price on June
17, 1927, as follows:

"Would you join syndicate to buy control your
former company." (GTX903).

He also sent him a letter reciting the fact that it would
be a good plan to organize a syndicate to acquire control.
Price accepted the invitation. On June 30, 1927, Irenee
du Pont wrote inquiring whether Price would return to
United States Rubber if "we should succeed in getting a
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large block and had a voice in the management". (GTX
906). Irenee du Pont testified this invitation to Price was
not to replace anybody with him, since they "were backing
the management, not through revamping the management"
but supporting the management with the best advice. He
stated that the syndicate thought the company would be
impressed by the weight of a large stockholder, would get
the matter "cleaned up" and as a result the company as a
whole woulh prosper.

The syndicate agreement dated June 30, 1927 recited that
the purpose was to acquire common stock in "quantities
sufficient to give practical control, or at least a voice in the
maiagenient". There were twelve persons in the syndicate
at its inception. With the exceptions of Price and Henry
1)avis, all were stockholders in Christiana Securities and
four-lrenee, Lammot and H. B. du Pont and W. W. Laird
-who subscribed for over half of the amount were Dela-
ware stockholders. Six of the subscribers were directors
of the du Pont Company and the rest, with the exception
of Price and 1)avis, were members of the du Pont family.
At this time Irenee du Pont was Vice-Chairman of the
Board of du Pont and Laninot du Pont was its President.
Both were serving on the Finance Committees of General
Motors and the du Pont Company.
[fol. 498] A report, addressed to Mr. Laird and presum-
ably undertaken at his suggestion, was submitted on Au-
gust 4, 1927 by Mr. Lytle on the problems and potentiali-
ties of United States Rubber. It was brought to Irenee du
P'ont's attention and he testified that it confirmed his views
of the problems besetting United States Rubber.

A second syndicate was formed September 2, 1927 after
the first syndicate had purchased 97,750 shares of United
States Rubber stock. The second syndicate was formed in
order to admit six additional subscribers. Among them
was Pierre S. du Pont, who was Chairman of the Board of
dlu Pont and General Motors, a member of the Executive
Committee of General Motors, and also a member of the
Finance Committees of du Pont and General Motors. With
the exception of H. S. Meeds, Jr., the additional sub-
scribers were Christiana or Delaware stockholders.

By December 9, 1927 the syndicate had purchased 154,750
shares of common stock, or 11% of the 1,379,503 total out-
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standing shares, both preferred and common, since both
had voting rights. Of the 154,750 shares, the defendant
individuals and members of the du Pont family, all of
whom were stockholders in Christiana or Delaware, held
149,500 shares and the balance of 5,250 shares was held by
Henry Davis, Raymond Price, and H. S. Meeds.

In December 1927 the syndicate operation was closed and
some 154,000 shares of United States Rubber common were
distributed to the syndicate members. Irenee du Pont tes-
tified that because they already had the ear of management
there was no further need for the syndicate. In connection
with the syndicate dissolution, H. B. du Pont wrote to
Irenee and Lammot du Pont and other members on Decem-
ber 30, 1927 suggesting a voting trust of the syndicate stock
be formed. On January 25, 1928 Henry B. du Pont, in writ-
[fol. 499] ing to Pierre S. du Pont, indicated that all the
members of the syndicate approved the idea and it was
agreed that the trustees-Irenee and H. B. du Pont and
H. S. Meeds-were to receive the stock from the syndicate
members, deposit it in a box at the Wilmington Trust Com-
pany, and vote the stock as they saw fit. Irenee du Pont
testified the reason for this procedure was to reassure
Seger, then President of United States Rubber, that the
investment by the group was not for speculation and also
to make it possible to vote the stock as a unit.

In December 1929 after the termination of the second
voting trust, Rubber Securities Company was organized
by the syndicate members. Irenee du Pont had written to
the syndicate members the month preceding that Mr. F. B.
Davis, Jr., President, Mr. William de Krafft and Mr. Henry
Davis, Directors of United States Rubber, were willing to
undertake tc organize a company to be known as Rubber
Securities Company with a capital of 110,000 shares for the
purpose of centralizing control of certain stock of United
States Rubber. The syndicate stock of 254,300 common
shares was to be sold at $26.50 to Rubber Securities; Rub-
ber Securities stock was to be issued and subscribed to by
such of the syndicate members who cared to subscribe in an
amount equal to $29.50 for each share of United States
Rubber common. This sale of syndicate stock to Rubber
Securities permitted the members to crystalize a tax loss
since the stock had been purchased at $40.50 per share.
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Thus, H. S. Meeds, Jr. wrote to Irenee and Lammot du Pont
on December 14, 1928 proposing the formation of a corpo-
ration with a view of taking advantage of such losses and
expressing the belief that a corporation would offer a
better means for "concerted action of the several interests
involved" and suggested a Delaware corporation be formed.

In connection with the formation of Rubber Securities,
[fol. 500] Irenee du Pont invited Cyrus Eaton, a banker,
to join in the purchase of Rubber Securities stock and sell
his United States Rubber shares to Rubber Securities. It
appears from the record that Eaton, through Continental
Shares, had about 100,000 shares of United States Rubber
stock. Irenee du Pont testified that he thought it would be
a very good thing to have him "definitely working with us
rather than against us." Eaton refused the invitation.

The idea of centralizing the stock holdings of the syndi-
cate members was one of the purposes for the creation of
the new corporation. This is shown by both the record and
testimony of Pierre S. du Pont.

Rubber Securities issued 106,335 shares of stock. A total
of 101,146 shares was held by the members of the du Pont
family; 80,930 shares were held by Delaware stockholders,
and 5,159 shares were held by others who were not stock-
holders in Delaware or Christiana. Thus, 95% of Rubber
Securities stock was held by Delaware and Christiana stock-
holders. Rubber Securities Company in December 1929
held 314,000 shares of United States Rubber common and
46,000 shares of preferred, or about 17% of the voting stock
of 2,107,915 shares. It is admitted that this stock was
voted as a unit at United States Rubber stockholders meet-
ings.

The stock of Rubber Securities was closely held and kept
intact until November 13, 1937 when, in anticipation of its
dissolution, its stockholders received United States Rubber
preferred and common stock on an approximate pro rata
exchange for Rubber Securities stock. The reason for the
dissolution of Rubber Securities, which was completed by
December 1, 1938, was stated by Irenee du Pont to be a
feeling among the stockholders that they would like to have
something of tangible value on the stock exchange that they
could borrow on as collateral and, further, the need for
holding the group together had disappeared because they
[fol. 501] had the ear of management.
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After the dissolution of Rubber Securities, the holdings
of United States Rubber stock were held by individuals
and members of the du Pont family. These holdings have
remained substantially intact since the dissolution of Rub-
ber Securities. On June 30, 1949 the members of the du
Pont family held a total of 324,516 shares of United States
Rubber common, or 18% of a total of 1,761,000 shares,
and 75,619 preferred, or 11%, of a total of 651,000 shares.
The record shows that there were 14,000 other stockholders
in United States Rubber besides the holdings above de-
scribed. United States Rubber has introduced evidence
showing that from 71.7% to 76.8% of United States Rubber
stockholders were represented at the annual stockholders
meetings for the years 1947-1949. At no time subsequent
to the dissolution of Rubber Securities have the members
of the du Pont family held more than 17% of the United
States Rubber voting stock.

Irenee, Lammot and Henry B. du Pont transferred large
blocks of their original holdings of Rubber Securities stock
to trusts for the benefit of their children wherein the Wil-
mington Trust Company was designated as the trustee. On
June 30, 1949 the Wilmington Trust Company held ap-
proximately 150,425 shares of United States Rubber com-
mon and 17,736 shares of United States Rubber preferred
in the various trusts so established. Thus, almost one-
half of the family holdings in United States Rubber com-
mon stock are held by the Wilmington Trust Company, as
trustee. Most of the trust agreements provided that stock
in the corpus of the estate may be voted by the trustee only
with the advice and consent of a designated Advisor.
Twenty-one of these trusts are listed in Appendix A to
the Amended Complaint.
[fol. 502] In this connection the Government asserts that
the Wilmington Trust Company is controlled by the du
Pont family and this control directed the voting of shares
of United States Rubber held by Wilmington Trust as
trustee.

George Edmonds, President and Director of the Wilming-
ton Trust Company, testified that the provisions regard-
ing the holding and voting of securities underlying the
trusts were entirely usual and in common use throughout
the country; that specific or "blanket" approval by the Ad-
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visor to vote all the stock in a particular trust in favor of
the management, provided there is no dispute, is required
before the trustee will vote the stock; that where there is no
contest for election of directors or other controversial ques-
tion, the trustee follows the policy of voting for the man-
agement.

The members of the du Pont family hold 31,590 shares of
voting stock in Wilmington Trust, and Christiana Securi-
ties holds 7,210 shares, constituting 24% of the total 161,150
shares of outstanding Wilmington Trust stock. The Raskob
report lists the Wilmington Trust under the heading of
"du Pont control". The government has introduced GTX
3 and 1276 to show that members of the du Pont family
and their close associates have been and are directors of
Wilmington Trust. As of June 1949, the board of Wil-
mington Trust consisted of twenty-two directors, seven
were members of the du Pont family and three were their
close associates.

Kuhn, Loeb & Co. had been issuing bankers for United
States Rubber since 1917 and had been underwriters for
about twelve issues of United States Rubber securities be-
fore 1927. It was in connection with the 1917 financing
that Seger became a director in United States Rubber on
recommendation of Kuhn, Loeb.
[fol. 503] Beginning in October 1927 Irenee du Pont had
a series of meetings with Charles B. Seger, whom he met
for the first time in July and who was the President and
Chairman of the Board of United States Rubber. Irenee
du Pont testified that the first time he met him, Seger
inquired whether he had called to obtain his resignation.
Irenee du Pont replied that they had bought into United
States Rubber to support him and give what assistance
they could to effect an improvement in the financial setup
of the corporation. He also testified that he was favorably
impressed with Mr. Seger and that he felt reassured that
conditions would improve with guidance from some one
who had been "through the mill" in similar problems. He
sent Seger a copy of the Lytle report and a copy of the
du Pont bonus plan, with the suggestion as to the latter
that Seger see John J. Raskob, who had no interest in
United States Rubber, regarding his views on United States
Rubber adopting somesuch plan.
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When the syndicate made its investment Irenee du Pont
at a meeting with Wiseman and Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,
subsequent to his meeting with Seger, informed Kuhn,
Loeb of the syndicate investment in United States Rubber
and asked for their cooperation in improving its financial
management. At Schiff's suggestion, Irenee du Pont and
the Kuhn, Loeb representatives met with Seger. Irenee
du Pont offered to help Seger solve United States Rub-
ber's problems of excessive accounts receivable and inven-
tories. Seger appeared receptive to the views expressd at
these meetings.

After the meetings with Irenee du Pont, Seger invited
him to become a member of the United States Rubber
Board but he declined for the reason he did not want to
undertake the burdens and feared the presence of a du
[fol. 504] Pont name on the Board might mislead the pub-
lic as to the value of United States Rubber stock.

Early in 1928 when the price of crude rubber dropped
from forty cents to twenty cents a pound, United States
Rubber having a large inventory was faced with a possible
inventory loss of almost two million dollars. This drop in
the price of rubber reduced the value of the company's
assets below the point at which payment of dividends was
permitted under the terms of one of its note indentures,
and the decline in the value of its assets made it imperative
to conserve the company's cash for meeting approaching
maturities on its borrowings.

Wiseman and Irenee du Pont testified that Seger was re-
luctant to recommend that no dividend be paid, but was
eventually persuaded by Kuhn, Loeb to recommend to the
Board that no dividend be declared. Seger, in a letter to
the stockholders on April 5, 1928, explained the action
of the company and stated that "except for the limita-
tions imposed by the Indenture" there was no reason why
the dividend should not have been declared at this time.
Wiseman testified that Seger's reluctance to recommend
non-payment of the preferred dividend strengthened the
Kuhn, Loeb view that Seger needed help in running the
company.

During the Spring and Summer of 1928 the price of
crude rubber continued to decline and the company's loss
of inventory value, plus a twenty million dollar indebted,

41,660 -59--10
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ness, created concern among its creditors and it was feared
that a receivership might result.

In April 1928 Lewis L. Strauss of Kuhn, Loeb prepared
a plan for the issuance of new common stock by United
States Rubber. Irenee du Pont also regarded the raising
of new capital necessary. Seger, however, took no action
regarding it.
[fol. 505] In the Summer of 1928 the syndicate sold
27,600 shares of United States Rubber stock at a loss.
Irenee du Pont testified the sale was made by the syndicate
members for the reason that they suspected there might be
a receivership and "that we had better sell some of the
stock and reduce our commitments". In October 1928 the
Guaranty Trust Co. threatened to cut off its credit to
United States Rubber and several other banks expressed
concern to Kuhn, Loeb about the continuance of credit to
the company. Seger was finally persuaded that it was
necessary to raise new capital, and at his request in Octo-
ber 1928 Kuhn, Loeb drafted another plan for the issuance
of common stock. The issue of 728,412 shares of common
was to be offered to the existing common stockholders on a
share for share basis. Kuhn, Loeb invited other banking
and brokerage firms to participate in the underwriting, in-
cluding Laird, Bissell & Meeds, who were included at the
request of Irenee du Pont.

Sir William Wiseman testified that as early as 1927,
Kuhn, Loeb had come to the conclusion that Seger should
be replaced as President because of his poor health, his
difficulty in reaching decisions on pressing problems, and
for the reason that United States Rubber was making a
poor showing in comparison with its leading competitors.

Irenee du Pont, in November 1928, wrote the members
of the syndicate informing them of the decision for the
new issue of stock and suggesting that in order to improve
the management the Board be enlarged by three additional
members and to fill the two vacancies; that these appointees
should be two from Kuhn, Loeb, two from the syndicate,
and the proposed new president. In December 1928 Roger
Winthrop and Sir Wiseman of Kuhn, Loeb, and Henry
Davis, for the syndicate, were elected members of the
Board. In addition, it was contemplated that these mem-
[fol. 506] bers of the Board would become members of the
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Finance Committee. Irenee du Pont testified that the de-
cision to replace Seger as president became necessary be-
cause nothing had been accomplished to improve the weak
financial structure of the company, and because of his
unrealistic attitude in the dividend controversy and the
new stock issue.

With the exception of H. F. and H. B. du Pont, all of
the syndicate members decided to subscribe to the new
stock issue. H. B. du Pont testified he was discouraged
over the prospects of United States Rubber and did not
wish to risk more capital in the company.

In the underwriting of the new common stock issue,
Kuhn, Loeb allotted to Laird, Bissell & Meeds a 20% par-
ticipation which was approximately the percentage which
the syndicate members held in the common stock of United
States Rubber. Wiseman testified this was a common
arrangement. Thereafter, Laird, Bissell & Meeds and the
syndicate members had an agreement whereby the syndicate
members would receive a discount of $2.40 out of each $3.00
cost of underwriting their stock. The new stock was issued
January 11, 1929 and the syndicate acquired 125,150 shares
at a cost of over four million dollars.

Preceding the investment and issuance of the new stock,
Irenee du Pont testified that the syndicate members had
decided that if they were to take up their subscription
rights to the new issue some safeguard against lack of
proper financial management would be necessary and took
"the position with Kuhn, Loeb that we should have some
representation on a body which might be termed a finance
committee so that we would have some control over the
financial management of the company". This concern over
the financial structure and the desire of the syndicate to
[fol. 507] assume that responsibility is reflected in several
letters written by Irenee du Pont.

Officers, Directors

Wiseman testified that he and Mr. Schiff, his partner,
urged Seger to become Chairman and that a younger and
more active man be made President. Kuhn, Loeb were
unable to find anyone whom they considered suitable and
in November 1928 asked Irenee du Pont to try to find such
a person.
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Irenee du Pont testified that H. S. Meeds suggested F. B.
Davis, Jr. to him and Davis stated that Meeds had advised
him he might be approached by Irenee du Pont. Shortly
after the suggestion of Meeds, Irenee du Pont saw Davis
and asked if he would be willing to take the post if elected,
and Davis accepted.

On January 5, 1929 Irenee du Pont wrote a letter to
Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb, sending a copy to Seger and Davis
stating he had found a suitable man for the office of Presi-
dent. That same month, at the request of Irenee du Pont,
Davis met with Schiff and Wiseman of Kuhn, Loeb. Schiff
and Wiseman introduced Davis to some of the directors-
J. S. Alexander, H. R. Winthrop, Matthew Brush, and L. B.
Gawtry. Wiseman stated that they were impressed with
Davis' qualifications and concluded he was an excellent
candidate for president. Mr. Schiff advised Irenee du Pont
that Seger had no objection to bringing F. B. Davis into
the situation, but that there was difference of opinion as
to how this could be accomplished without unfavorably
affecting the organization. Wiseman negotiated with Seger
as to the terms of his retirement. Irenee du Pont in writ-
ing Wiseman January 11, 1929 stated he was in favor of
continuing Mr. Seger's contract with United States Rubber
[fol. 508] and his salary payment "if it will assure the
Rubber Corporation of his good advise based on many
years' experience as head of that institution."

At a meeting of the Board on January 15, 1929 presided
over by Wiseman, Seger resigned as President dnd Chair-
man of the Board, and F. B. Davis was elected President,
Chairman of the Board and a director. Wiseman testified
that Kuhn, Loeb, when sponsoring the election of Davis,
did not know or inquire into the amount of stock held by
the syndicate.

Prior to Irenee du Pont's letter to Kuhn, Loeb suggest-
ing Davis as a suitable candidate for president, he had
written to the Voting Trustees-H. S. Meeds, A. Felix du
Pont, and Lammot du Pont-summarizing the steps re-
garding the central organization of United States Rubber
which, as principal stockholders, the syndicate should ad-
vocate. Irenee du Pont indicated the recommended changes
were to continue the body now known as the Executive
Committee under the name of the Finance Committee to
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consist of five persons-two representatives of bankers,
William Wiseman and James S. Alexander; two repre-
sentatives from the syndicate, Henry Davis and William
de Krafft; and the new president. Irenee du Pont stated:
"(This would leave our group in control of those matters
which will be delegated to the Finance Committee . . .)".
(GTX988). A real Executive Committee was to be made
up of not over eleven men familiar with United States Rub-
ber operations headed by the president or one of the other
principal employees, and the number and personnel of this
committee to be subject to change on the advice of F. B.
Davis, Jr. The evidence shows that the persons recom-
mended by Irenee du Pont were elected members of the
Finance Committee, and William de Krafft became its
Chairman; that an Executive Committee was organized
with F. B. Davis as Chairman and William de Krafft be-
[fol. 509] came a member the following year.

At the time F. B. Davis, Jr. was elected President, the
syndicate's representation on the Board was one director
-Henry Davis. In addition there were the two repre-
sentatives from Kuhn, Loeb. There were fifteen members,
including Seger, on the Board at this time.

F. B. Davis, Jr. was the President of the Viscoloid Com-
pany; a du Pont subsidiary, at the time he accepted the
presidency of United States Rubber. In 1909 he had been
in charge of the black powder division of du Pont, later
becoming superintendent of the sporting powder division
when Lainmot du Pont was its divisional manager. Fol-
lowing the'end of World War I, he was assigned to the du
Pont Central Office as assistant in charge of salvage and
later became superintendent of the Pyralin operations. He
left du Pont because he was ambitious and felt there were
too many bosses over him, going to General Motors as
assistant in charge of its Saginaw Products Division where
he remained until 1923. He was asked to return to du Pont
by a member of the du Pont Executive Committee and
accepted because, as he stated, du Pont had changed its
organization to a decentralized type and because the com-
pensation offered was larger than he was receiving. He
became assistant general manager of the Pyralin Depart-
ment, later its general manager, and was also made a du
Pont director. The Pyralin Department was consolidated
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with the Viscoloid Company and in 1927 Davis became its
president. After he became President of United States
Rubber he continued as a director of du Pont until about
1941. He was also one of the incorporators of Rubber
Securities, organized in December 1929. Irenee du Pont
testified that F. B. Davis was known to all members of the
syndicate and that therefore they were familiar with his
[fol. 5101 record. He also said that he had discussed the
suggestion of Challen Parker as president with the syndi-
cate, but since none of the members knew him he withdrew
the suggestion. Irenee du Pont stated that he felt it was
a requisite that the new president be personally known so
that they would know what kind of a man they were get-
ting.

Both Davis and Pierre S. du Pont testified that while
Davis was president of United States Rubber he visited
with the du Ponts, particularly Irenee and Lammot. He
discussed with them the affairs of United States Rubber,
consulting with them regarding the financial side, because
as he said, "that was the part of it that they were most
vitally interested in", but did not seek their advice on
management or the operating end except to report on ac-
complishments.

Prior to Davis becoming president, Lucius D. Tompkins,
Vice President of the Tire Division in United States Rub-
ber, testified that it was a centralized organization and
"was run by Mr. Seger as Chairman and President, and
Mr. Homer Sawyer, Executive Vice-President". One of
the first steps undertaken by Davis was to decentralize the
organization and the commercial activities were conducted
by separate and autonomous divisions, each under control
of a general manager having full authority and responsi-
bility as to manufacturing, selling, purchasing, accounting
and research within his division, subject to the over-all
policies decided by the Executive Committee.

Davis testified that the first thing he did on becoming
president was to get acquainted with the Board, appraise
the value of each individual member, and consult with them
as to their desire to continue with United States Rubber;
that he determined who would be most helpful to him and
made up a proposed slate to be elected at the annual meet-
ing. He testified further that he selected all the directors.
[fol. 511] Davis testified that he not only discussed this
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proposed slate with the du Ponts but also with Sir William
Wiseman of Kuhn, Loeb and "anyone else that seemed to
me could be helpful in giving me advice on that subject".
In addition, he stated he felt it was not only proper to dis-
cuss directors with important stockholders, but also with
each member of the Board.

In March 1929, prior to the first meeting, Davis sub-
mitted his proposed slate to the members of the syndicate.
This list consisted of twenty-eight names, some already
members of the Board, and indicated that as to non-com-
pany representation, John W. Davis, and Samuel M. Nich-
olson desired to resign and that he did not favor continuing
Lewis Gawtry. In addition he suggested that Henry L.
Hotehkiss be dropped for reasons of age and Homer E.
Sawyer be discontinued since he was relinquishing active
duties with United States Rubber. He listed eight direc-
tors as outside representatives and three company repre-
sentatives whom he considered desirable to retain, and
these were approved by the syndicate. The syndicate also
approved three suggested additions for company repre-
sentatives. Lammot du Pont replied to Davis' suggestions
stating the syndicate members approved the retention of
the men already on the Board; approved five of nine sug-
gested additions to outside representatives; and stated in
the event Gerard Swope, Victor M. Cutter and James A.
Farrell would not serve as outside representatives, that the
syndicate did not favor the suggestions made by Davis to
substitute Carle C. Conway, Harold E. Talbott, or Lewis
Gawtry.

Charles B. Seger and Gerard Swope did not wish to
serve and Homer E. Sawyer and James A. Farrell were
not elected. Lewis Gawtry and Carle C. Conway were
[fol. 512] elected directors on April 16, 1929 and August
6, 1929, respectively.

Davis testified that following 1929 when he became more
experienced in United States Rubber operations there was
no necessity for discussing changes on the Board with the
du Ponts and syndicate members, but he did discuss the
changes with every member of the Board to obtain their
approval.

B. W. Doyle, a former Vice President of du Pont's Visco-
loid Company, became a Board member in 1939; George P.
Edmonds, a du Pont son-in-law and president of the Wil-
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mington Trust, became a Board member in 1944; John L.
Pratt was a director of General Motors at the time of his
election to the Board of United States Rubber in 1937;
W. P. Allen, a former vice-president and director of
du Pont became a Board member in 1936; and H. E. Hum-
phreys, Jr., a former employee of Delaware Realty, went
on the Board in 1938. Allen, Doyle and Pratt were per-
sonally known to F. B. Davis. Between June 21, 1927 and
June 30, 1949, a total of fifty-three men served on the
United States Rubber Board, seven of whom were elected
as temporary directors, leaving a total of forty-six regular
members of tht Board who served during this period at
different times.

Davis and de Krafft did not get along together and
eventually de Krafft resigned on June 30, 1938. Davis had
previously met H. E. Humphreys, Jr., and thought he
would be a suitable replacement. He asked Irenee du Pont
whether Humphreys could be released from his duties as
Secretary of Delaware Realty. Irenee du Pont approached
Humphreys regarding United States Rubber, and when it
was clear that he was interested his release was obtained
and Humphreys was proposed by Davis as a member of the
Board.
[fol. 513] In 1942 Herbert E. Smith became President of
United States Rubber when F. B. Davis resigned. Davis
remained as Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive
Officer. Smith had been an employee of United States Rub-
ber for about fourteen years before the syndicate was
formed. Smith testified that he had only a casual acquaint-
ance with the three du Pont brothers. He stated that fol-
lowing his election he had discussions with the du Ponts
and many other stockholders a few times a year regarding
thie financial situation in United States Rubber.

Vhen Davis retired as Chairman of the Board on De-
cember 31, 1948, Smith became the Chairman and the office
of President was filled by Humphreys.

In this connection Lammot du Pont Copeland on April 5,
1948 wrote to the three defendant individuals and George
Edmonds about a discussion he and Wiseman had concern-
ing the situation when Davis would retire. Lammot du Pont
wrote to Davis asking what his views were and stated that
he knew of no candidates for president, with a single ex-
ception. Herbert E. Smith testified that the "one man who
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had what it took, had all of the qualifications that I recog-
nized to succeed me, was Elmer Humphreys".

After he became President, Humphreys stated that he
discussed with the du Ponts certain proposals of impor-
tance involving financial matters, and followed their advice
only half the time and acted contrary to their advice at
other times.

Executive Committee

In a letter to the stockholders on April 23, 1929 Davis
stated the Executive Committee was to be made up of those
members of the organization who had been heretofore
charged with the responsibility of some of the major ac-
[fol. 514] tivities of United States Rubber and would hold
meetings each week to advise the president on all opera-
tions relating to manufacturing, selling, development and
research. On April 23, 1929 the Executive Committee con-
sisted of Edward J. Coughlin who had been with United
States Rubber since 1892; William 0. Cutter, an employee
since 1916 who resigned from the Executive Committee in
January 1930; William de Krafft who became a member in
1930; Ernest Hopkinson, an employee of United States
Rubber since 1897; Herbert E. Smith, an employee since
1913; Lucius D. Tompkins, an employee since 1916; Eric
Burkman, an employee since 1919; F. B. Davis, Jr., Chair-
man 1929. It is this committee which had the responsi-
bility of approving contracts involving the sale or purchase
of goods.

Six members of this Executive Committee were on Irenee
du Pont's recommended list in addition to five others who
were not elected. Irenee du Pont had included all the com-
pany's chief executive officers on this committee for the
reason he felt that experienced operating personnel should
be members. Tompkins stated he was approached by F. B.
Davis with respect to becoming a member and that there-
after Davis discussed with him appointments or recommen-
dations to that committee. Tompkins testified that Davis
indicated to him that length of service was one of the quali-
fications for membership. Aside from Davis and de Krafft,
the other members of the committee had all been employees
of United States Rubber for many years before 1929.

The replacement of Cutter by de Krafft as a member of
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this committee occurred when Cutter was unable to per-
form the accounting functions inherent in a decentralized
form of organization and there was no one in the company
to take his place. Tompkins testified that when he and
Davis were discussing this problem he told him that de
Krafft impressed him as the type to undertake that re-
sponsibility. lie testified he did not know that others had
[fol. 5151 also considered de Krafft suitable for the post.
)e Krafft remained a member of the Executive Commit-

tee until his resignation in 1938.

Finance Committee

The old Executive Committee of United States Rubber
served the functions of a Finance Committee during the
Seger regime and when )avis became president it became
the Finance Committee. Its members on April 23, 1929
were James S. Alexander, F. B. Davis, Henry Davis, and
Sir William Wiseman. William de Krafft became a mem-
ber in January 1930 when James S. Alexander's member-
ship ended. Charles H. Sabin and D. Dwight Douglas were
also added to the committee the same year. In November
1948 the following were members of the Finance Committee
of United States Rubber: Colgate W. Darden, Jr., F. B.
Davis, Jr., Henry Davis, Bernard W. Doyle, George P.
Edmonds, H. E. Humphreys, Jr., Herbert E. Smith, and
Sir William Wiseman.

On April 8, 1947 Lamnmot du Pont Copeland wrote Pierre
S. du Pont, stating that he, Copeland, and Lewis Strauss
had resigned as members of the Board and Finance Com-
mittee, that Colgate Darden was elected to fill his place but
that the bankers' nominee remained open on the Board, and
that Wiseman had suggested Schiff be appointed which idea
was not accepted. He stated that because Wiseman was
frequently absent, the management group on the Finance
Committee were a majority, and since United States Rub-
ber was again pretty well in debt, the Finance Committee
should be strong and play a dominant part in watching the
finances. At that time the Finance Committee was com-
posed of three management representatives, F. B. Davis,
H. E. Smith, and Elmer Humphreys; and three non-man-
[fol. 516] agement representatives, B. W. Doyle, Henry
Davis and Sir William Wiseman. Copeland testified that
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his concern was that stockholder representation on the Fi-
nance Committee constitute a majority in order to maintain
the proper balance between the Finance Committee and the
Executive Committee; otherwise, a majority of manage-
ment representatives on the Finance Committee would be
approving their own actions, which "seemed like a weak
position". In answer to this, Pierre S. du Pont replied,
stating:

"I do not fear the result of the management group
being in the majority. If such fear is real, we should
change the management."

Pierre S. du Pont testified that he used the noun "we" as
meaning all the stockholders. Copeland in his letter to
Pierre S. du Pont had suggested that Darden and Edmonds
become members of the Finance Committee but since
I)arden's other interests were heavy, he suggested that
Davis be urged to put Edmonds and Whelpley on that Coin-
inittee. Irenee du Pont wrote Copeland April 21, 1947 stat-
ing that Darden should be given a chance to refuse, that
Edmonds had his approval, and that he did not know
Whelpley. Edmonds was elected to the Board and he and
Wheipley became members of the Committee.

Incentive Plan

The stockholders of United States Rubber adopted an
executive 's incentive compensation plan in 1929 by a vote
of 1,245,269 to 100. A study of several plans was made
before the Managers Share Plan was finally adopted. The
Plan provided that the Company should issue 100,000
shares of its common stock at $35 per share and the trus-
tees would issue to the company 100,000 trust shares with-
out par value, representing ownership of the assets to be
held by the trustees of the plan. The plan further pro-
[fol. 517] vided that the company should from time to time
sell the trust shares to employees occupying responsible
positions, including directors, actively engaged as officers,
employees or members of the Executive Committee, to be
chosen by a Special Committee of directors in such quan-
tities as the committee determined and on such terms of
payment, interest and prices as fixed by the Finance Com-
mittee of United States Rubber.
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On December 20, 1929 Irenee du Pont wrote to Lammot,
A. Felix and H. B. du Pont, H. S. Meeds and Henry
Davis, officers of Rubber Securities, that he had discussed
with F. B. Davis and William de Krafft the question of
apportionment of Managers Securities stock and the set-
ting aside of some 3000 shares of Rubber Securities stock
for Davis to be paid out of bonuses voted him by Rubber
Securities.

The members of the Special Committee appointed to act
upon the allotment of trust shares from 1930 to 1949 were:

Matthew Brush, Chairnan, 1930-1936
Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman, 1936-1947
Bernard W. Doyle, 1947-1949
Sir William Wiseman, 1930 to date, Chairman since

1947
Henry Davis, 1930 to date
F. B. Davis, *Jr., 1948 to date

Wiseman testified that he consulted with Irenee du Pont
with respect to the original allotment to be made under the
plan in 1930 for the reason he had more experience than
possibly any of the directors of United States Rubber and
also asked him what allotment should be made for F. B.
Davis. Irenee du Pont stated Davis should receive 15,000
shares. On March 28, 1930, Davis was allotted 20,000 shares
[fol. 518] by the Special Committee and Wiseman advised
Irenee du Pont of that action. This action of the Special
Committee was approved by the Rubber Securities Board
and Henry B. du Pont testified that when there was an in-
crease in Davis' allotment from 15,000 to 20,000 shares it
obviated the necessity of Rubber Securities assigning stock
to him.

Irenee du Pont stated that at the time F. B. Davis went
to United States Rubber his salary should not be less than
Seger was receiving. The salary was fixed at that figure
by a special sub-committee appointed for that purpose.
Wiseman testified he did not know that Irenee du Pont
had discussed with Davis the probability that his salary
would be the same as Seger's. In 1937, after a study by a
sub-committee of the Finance Committee, the company
entered into an employment contract with Davis for a term
of six years effective January 1, 1938 which remained in
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effect until his retirement in 1948. This action was adopted
by vote of the stockholders. The contract fixed his salary
at a definite figure and made him ineligible for any further
participation under the incentive plan.

There is no evidence that the syndicate, or Rubber Se-
curities Co., or the du Pont family in the aggregate ever
had voting control of United States Rubber. The Govern-
ment, moreover, has failed to show that the United States
Rubber stock held by the defendant individuals and the
members of the du Pont family was acquired with the in-
tent to create a protected market for du Pont or for United
States Rubber, or was ever used for that purpose. While
much of the rubber stock acquired by the syndicate con-
tinues to be held, directly or indirectly, by members of the
du Pont family there is no proof of any agreement or un-
derstanding that it will continue to be so held, or that it
will be voted in concert.

[fol. 519] Trade
Prior to 1910 du Pont had confined itself principally to

the manufacture of military and commercial explosives.
Nitrocellulose, a nitrated cotton, was the principal raw
material used by du Pont in the manufacture of both
military and commercial smokeless powder. Du Pont sold
its military powder largely to the United States Army
and Navy. By 1908, these principal customers had erected
and were operating plants of their own and du Pont fore-
saw the ultimate loss of its smokeless powder business and
recognized that diversification and expansion into other
fields was essential to its progress.

To this end in 1908 the Executive Committee of du Pont
appointed a committee to report "what additional steps
they would recommend, in the direction of developing
further uses for guncotton or any of the other products
of our smokeless powder plants." The Development De-
partment whose immediate jurisdiction it was to explore
these fields, made an investigation of new outlets for the
excess nitrocellulose in 1909 and found the most important
industries in order of size were celluloid, artificial leather,
artificial silk, and lacquer, which du Pont was already
producing.

In 1910 du Pont purchased the Fabrikoid Company, the
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largest manufacturer of artificial leather, which in 1913
was incorporated as the du Pont Fabrikoid Company.

During World War I, du Pont plant facilities, sales and
profits in the powder and explosives fields expanded and
its net profits from all business during 1915-1918 totaled
approximately $232,000,000. In addition during 1917 the
du Pont Company, anticipating the end of World War I
and the cessation of orders for powder and explosives,
[fol. 520] determined to utilize part of its war profits to
expand into fields other than gunpowder and explosives.

In September 1915 du Pont purchased the Arlington
Company, one of the two largest celluloid companies in the
United States.

In June 1916, the du Pont Fabrikoid Company, manu-
facturers of artificial leather, purchased the entire stock
of the Fairfield Rubber Company, producers of rubber
coated fabrics for automobile and carriage tops. The prin-
cipal customer of Fairfield was the Ford Motor Company,
which accounted for 60% of Fairfield's total business.
Fairfield was dissolved and the entire stock was taken over
by the Fabrikoid Company.

A report of the Development Committee of du Pont in
August 1916 "recommended the paint and varnish industry
shall be accepted as a suitable expansion of operations at
Parlin" and it further recommended "to acquire by pur-
chase one or more suitable going concerns ... with a view
to transfer of operations to Parlin at the first oppor-
tune time."

In March 1917, du Pont purchased Harrison Brothers &
Company, Inc. manufacturers of paint, varnish, acids, and
certain inorganic chemicals used in paint manufacture.
The Harrison Company owned 52% of the capital stock of
the Becktos Chemical Company, the other 48% being owned
by Cawley Clark & Company, a color manufacturer. In
the middle of 1917 Harrison purchased Cawley Clark &
Company, including its interest in Beckton Chemical Com-
pany. In 1917 the Bridgeport Wood Finishing Company,
a varnish manufacturer, was acquired by Harrison.

After considerable study, du Pont in February 1917
[fol. 521] decided that consideration of new industries at
that time should be confined to five chemical fields: Dye-
stuff and allied organic chemicals; vegetable oil industry;
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paint and varnish; water soluble chemicals; and industries
related to cellulose and cotton purification.

Thus by the end of 1917, preceding the investment in
General Motors, du Pont had made investments in com-
panies manufacturing artificial leather, celluloid, rubber
coated goods, paints and varnishes. In 1917 du Pont was
engaged in the production of paints, varnishes and related
products although it was still principally producing powder
and explosives and manufactured few items used in the
production of automobiles; among these were celluloid,
used in making side curtains, and artificial leather, used
in seats and upholstery.

Following the investment in General Motors, du Pont
in 1918 purchased a majority of the common and preferred
stock of Flint Varnish & Chemical Works. This event was
preceded by a letter from Raskob to Carpenter, Vice Presi-
dent of du Pont. Raskob stated Durant had told him that
W. W. Mountain, President of Flint, had approached him
about consolidating Flint with Harrison, since Mountain
knew du Pont had bought a substantial interest in General
Motors and was interested in the paint industry; that
Mountain felt he would lose a valuable customer, General
Motors. Durant told him the du Ponts would not consider
a consolidation but suggested "that they deliver control
of the common stock to du Pont's" and that Willys-Over-
land, Mountain and General Motors retain a 20%-25%
interest. This was effected--du Pont purchased 80% of
the common stock; Willys-Overland, Mountain, and General
Motors acquiring 20%, which was later purchased by du
Pont. Flint was dissolved in 1924. At the time of the du
[fol. 522] Pont investment, Flint made products primarily
used in the finishing of railroad equipment and automo-
biles.

A few months after the Flint investment, du Pont ac-
quired certain assets of the New England Oil Paint &
Varnish Company.

A report by the Development Department in 1920 showed
that existing facilities at Flint were insufficient to meet the
demands of General Motors and a considerable volume of
that business was being diverted to competitors. In April,
1920, W. S. Carpenter, Vice President of du Pont, reported
to its Executive Committee, that the Sales Department
anticipated increased orders from General Motors and
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other automobile companies, prompting an interest in an
additional plant, that he favored acquisition of The Chicago
Varnish Company. That year du Pont acquired certain
assets of the Chicago Varnish Company, and in 1934 it
acquired the assets of Mountain Varnish and Color Works.

In addition to the above acquisitions, du Pont also made
investments in and acquisitions of other companies as set
forth in 1 88, 90, 91, 92, 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103
and 104 of the Amended Complaint.

It is admitted that du Pont is a substantial producer in
the United States of explosives, powder and chemicals and
that its principal manufacturing operations are conducted
through ten departments. These departments and their
products are:

Electrochemicals: Electro and industrial chemicals, in-
cluding sodium, cyanides, peroxides, chlorinated solvents
for metal cleaning, dry cleaning and extraction, refriger-
ants, formaldehyde, polyvinyl alcohol and acetate, ceramic
decorations, and furfural products;

Explosives: Commercial explosives, blasting accessories,
[fol. 5231 miscellaneous chemicals, liquid and solidified ni-
troglycerin, oil and gas well torpedo service, military and
sporting powders, and commercial nitrocellulose.

Fabrics and Finishes: Pyroxylin, synthetic resin, neo-
prene and rubber coated fabrics, and processed plastic
sheeting, window shade fabrics, rug underlay, and syn-
thetic rubberized tubing, protective and decorative finishes
for all industrial, automotive, marine, transportation, and
household purposes, wire enamels, automotive maintenance
specialties, adhesives, plasticizers, and pyroxylin solutions.

Film: Cellophane, cellulose bands, cellulose sponges and
sponge yarns, cellulose acetate film, and polythene film.

Grasselli: Inorganic and organic acids and heavy chemi-
cals, zinc and zinc products, fungicides, seed disinfectants,
household sprays and dusts, insecticides, animal remedies,
weed killers, adhesives, wood preservatives, and chemicals
for the textile, water purification, paper, leather, steel and
food industries.

Organic chemicals: Dyestuffs, tetraethyl lead, neoprene,
ethyl alcohol, camphor, and other organic chemicals for
the rubber, petroleum, textile, paper, perfumery and other
industries.
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Photo Products: Motion picture, X-ray, portrait, litho-
graphic, and micro films, intensifying and fluoroscopic
screens, photographic printing papers, processing chemi-
cals, and television phosphors.

Pigments: Titanium dioxide, extended titanium pig-
ments, lithopone, dry colors, copperas, titanium metal and
"Erifon" flame retardant.

Polychemicals: Ammonia, urea, urea fertilizer com-
pounds, methanol, high alcohols, solvents, organic acids,
hydrogenated products, antifreezes, food chemicals, acrylic
[fol. 524] plastics, polyvinyl butyral, polythene, cellulose
nitrate and cellulose acetate plastics, nylon molding pow-
der and monofilaments, polytetrafluoroethylene, and fabri-
cated articles.

Rayon: Viscose rayon yarn, staple, and tire yarn, ace-
tate rayon yarn and staple cellulose acetate flake and vinyl
acetate, nylon yarn, staple and flake.

It is admitted that General Motors is the largest cus-
tomer of the Fabrics and Finishes Department, that its
purchases from that department exceed its purchases from
any other department of du Pont, that the total purchases
General Motors makes from this department exceed its
total purchases from all other departments, and that the
sales made to General Motors by it are a significant part
of its total business.

General Motors admits its principal business consists of
the manufacture of passenger cars and trucks, including
various parts and accessories. Paragraph 14 of the Com-
plaint alleges it is the largest producer of passenger cars
and trucks in the United States, constituting 38% of the
industry total in 1947 and 43% for the period 1937-1941.
General Motors also manufactures diesel locomotives, ball
bearings, roller bearings and a wide range of household
appliances, such as electric refrigerators and heating sys-
tems. General Motors operations are conducted through
the following four divisions:

Car, Truck and Body Divisions-Buick, Chevrolet, Cadil-
lac, GMC Truck and Coach, Pontiac, Buick-Oldsmobile-
Pontiac Assembly, Fisher Body and Oldsmobile.

Accessory and Parts Divisions-A C Spark Plug, Aero-
products, Brown-Lipe-Chapin, Central Foundry, Delco
Products, Delco Radio, Delco-Remy, Detroit Transmission,

41866 0--59-11
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Guide Lamp, Harrison Radiator, Hyatt Bearings, Inland
[fol. 5251 Manufacture, Moraine Products, New Depar-
ture, Packard Electric, Rochester Products, and Saginaw
Steering Gear.

Household Appliances-Delco Appliance and Frigidaire.
Engine Divisions-Allison, Diesel Equipment, Cleveland

Diesel Engines, Electro-Motive, and Detroit Diesel Engine.

United States Rubber admits it is the largest manufac-
turer in the United States of certain rubber products, other
than tires and tubes. It conducts its business through five
divisions: Tire; Mechanical Goods; Footwear and General
Products; Naugatuck Chemicals; and Textile. General Mo-
tosr and United States Rubber admit that United States
Rubber is the principal supplier of tires and tubes to Gen-
eral Motors as original equipment on the cars produced
and sold by General Motors.

General Motors admits that it sells truck and passenger
cars to du Pont and United States Rubber.

Paragraph 18 of the Amended Complaint alleges, and
the defendant manufacturers admit, that the assets, sales
volume and net income after taxes for the year 1947 are
substantially as follows:

Net
Assets Sales Income

Du Pont $1,438,000,000 $ 783,000,000 $120,000,000
General

Motors 2,473,000,000 3,815,000,000 288,000,000
U. S. Rubber 348,000,000 581,000,000 21,000,000

Total ---------- $4,259,000,000 $5,189,000,000 $429,000,000

Three phases of alleged trade control, apart from those
specifically considered under Fabrics and Finishes, Tetra-
ethyl Lead, Kinetic Chemicals, Synthetic Rubber, Anti-
freeze, miscellaneous products and Tires and Tubes, have
[fol. 526] been accepted by the Government. They are (1)
exchange of data, figures, and information on suppliers by
certain officers and employees of du Pont and General Mo-
tors, including requests and inquiries by certain officers of
du Pont on volume of trade conducted with General Mo-
tors; (2) the use of the General Purchasing Committee as
a medium in alleged trade control; and (3) Fisher Body's
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trade with du Pont, and the use of the discount and rebate
system in purchases and sales between the defendant man-
ufacturers with special reference to Fisher Body.

Exchange of Data, Figures and Information
on Suppliers by certain officers and
employees of du Pont and General Motors,
including requests and inquiries by certain
officers of du Pont on volume of trade
conducted with General Motors

Defendants admit that on occasion and for various pur-
poses du Pont employees requested and obtained informa-
tion from General Motors as to its suppliers and certain
statistics.

During the time Durant was President, J. A. Haskell,
former Sales Manager and Vice President of du Pont, then
a member of the Executive Committee of General Motors,
kept du Pont informed of General Motors affairs in order
to better discharge the financial responsibility du Pont had
assumed. The Government's evidence concerning Haskell
shows that he was in contact with du Pont sales executives.

On April 15, 1918 Haskell wrote to William Coyne, Vice
President of du Pont Sales, reporting that a conference had
been held with General Motors car division managers and
that the manager of the Oakland Division, Warner, had felt
"it would be desirable to get each of the divisions using
artificial leather and other material such as Pyralin"
[fol. 527] samples to see what was being used. Haskell
said this would "pave the way for perhaps a more general
adoption of our material" and suggested du Pont place
itself in position to furnish Fabrikoid of required quality
and consider how best to promote its use and adoption by
the car companies. A copy of this letter was sent to
Pierre S. du Pont and John Raskob. The text of this letter
shows, the question under consideration was whether the
General Motors Division should adopt the use of artificial
leather for upholstering. In fact the General Motors Divi-
sions did not adopt the use of artificial leather for uphol-
stery but continued to use genuine leather.

Shortly thereafter, at the request of the sales agent for
du Pont Fabrikoid, Haskell provided him with a complete
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list of the firms comprising the General Motors organiza-
tion.

In May 1918 Coyne in a letter to C. L. Petze, Director of
Sales at du Pont Fabrikoid, reported on a discussion he had
with Haskell regarding General Motors requirements for
Pyralin sheeting. He stated that Haskell agreed with him
that du Pont could not afford to jeopardize its business
with other motor car companies by giving General Motors
preferential treatment, but that Haskell thought "a con-
tinuation of the present policy should result in their secur-
ing practically all of the business with General Motors
without jeopardizing its business with other manufactur-
ers". In addition, Coyne stated Haskell asked he be kept
advised periodically "as to the business shipped and
booked with the different motor branches of General Mo-
tors and also advise him what proportion of our business
is going elsewhere," that

" * With this information in his possession he will
be able to keep in touch with the relations between the
[fol. 528] Arlington Works and the General Motors
Company." (GTX 293).

On June 15, 1918, one of the sales managers at du Pont sent
Haskell information regarding pyralin sheeting sales to
General Motors and the amount of General Motors business
placed with du Pont competitors.

Car division managers including Olds Motor Works, GM
Truck, Cadillac, Oakland Car Co. made reports to Haskell
on purchases of artificial leather and yardage for top and
side material for the period 1917-1918. GM Truck reported
that it purchased all its artificial leather from du Pont.
Other divisions of General Motors reported that they had
purchased varying amounts of artificial leather from du
Pont and from several of its competitors. For example,
Cadillac purchased the major share of its requirements
from two competitors of du Pont, Pantasote Company and
Hodgman Rubber Company. On July 12, 1918 Haskell re-
cel ved from du Pont Fabrikoid a report of General Motors
yardage purchases for the month of June 1918.

J. S. O'Rourke of Oakland Motor in a letter to its man-
ager, Warner, stated that purchases of artificial leather
were being made from du Pont Fabrikoid and L. C. Chase
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and that the product of the latter company was superior to
du Pont's, but upon being advised of the trouble had with
the du Pont product, du Pont had sent a representative to
investigate and another shipment had been received on
which O'Rourke would report. Oakland, according to
O'Rourke's report, had purchased small amounts of arti-
ficial leather from du Pont and substantial quantities from
L. C. Chase, and also had purchased top material and cur-
tain material iii substantial amounts from competitors of
du Pont.
[fol. 529] The Vice-President of du Pont Fabrikoid wrote
a letter to Haskell on July 3, 1918 stating that if they were
ultimately to furnish all or the greater part of the top
material for Chevrolet and General Motors cars it might
be better to have the users agree upon a uniform shade and
was writing to him because he thought Haskell would put
the request into proper hands.

On November 18, 1919 du Pont Fabrikoid submitted a
report to the directors of the company regarding a contract
made to supply yardage to Buick. This report stated that
prior to the company's acceptance of General Motors con-
tracts, the Fairfield plant was to all intents and purposes a
"one-customer" plant (Ford Motor Co.) and it had been
difficult to interest manufacturers of higher grade cars;
that following the contracts with Buick, Chevrolet, Olds-
mobile, and Oakland, they were placed in the position of
writing contracts in other directions "at considerably
higher prices than" the General Motors contracts. In
addition, Petze, the Vice-President, reported that Pierre S.
du Pont had instructed that prices for the Buick contract
be quoted as low as cost since he had been advised that due
to du Pont's relations with General Motors competitors
were quoting abnormally low prices.

In 1920 the manager of du Pont Fabrikoid's Statistical
Bureau wrote to the Treasurer of General Motors stating
that he was not receiving "the statistical information
formerly received from Detroit regarding purchases of
Leather Substitutes and Rubber Cloth by the several units
of General Motors" and asked whether there was any rea-
son why this information which was statistically valuable
to du Pont could not be continued. Later the same year
the manager wrote to Haskell acknowledging receipt of
data from Olds Motor Works on its purchases of Leather
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Substitutes, Rubber Cloth and Mohair top material from
December 1919 to May 20, 1920 and expressed his appre-
[fol. 530] ciation to Haskell for securing the information.

Pierre S. du Pont, then President and Chairman of the
Board of General Motors, inquired of Lammot du Pont,
Vice-President of du Pont, whether General Motors was
taking its entire requirements of du Pont products from
du Pont. Lammot du Pont on August 10, 1921 replied that
they were not, listing seven divisions of General Motors
and covering purchases of paint, varnish, fabrikoid, rubber
cloth and transparent pyralin, stating where du Pont was
enjoying all the business, where "no reason" appeared for
withholding business, and "good reason" when withholding
of business from du Pont was logically explicable. Pierre
S. du Pont replied stating it appeared from the summary
that Flint paint and varnish and fabrikoid were doing
pretty well with General Motors and "that with the change
in management at Cadillac, Oakland, and Oldsmobile", he
thought du Pont should be able to sell substantially all the
paint, varnish and fabrikoid products needed, further he
thought a "drive for the Fisher Body business" should be
made. Lammot du Pont replied that there appeared to be
no real reason why Fisher body had not used Flint Var-
nish Co. products.

R. R. M. Carpenter of du Pont on October 7, 1921 ad-
dressed a letter to Pierre S. du Pont, President of General
Motors, stating that while he knew that he personally could
take no action, he wanted to know whether he was opposed
to the policy of presenting to General Motors the subject
of entering into negotiations to supply all the artificial
leather and rubber goods on a mutually advantageous
basis. He suggested this for two reasons: that du Pont was
at a disadvantage owing to its connection with General
Motors since other artificial leather companies were quot-
ing "ridiculous prices" to General Motors believing that
"du Pont would take all the business anyway" which forced
[fol. 531] du Pont to accept the business at a loss; and if
du Pont could secure all the artificial leather and rubber
goods business, their plant could be operated on an eco-
nomical basis resulting in lower costs which would operate
to General Motors' benefit. There is no evidence that any
arrangement of the kind described by Mr. Carpenter was
ever made. In 1923 a somewhat similar proposal was made
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by du Pont to the General Purchasing Committee of Gen-
eral Motors and was rejected.

During the latter part of 1922, Lammot du Pont, Chair-
man of Flint, directed a letter to Fred Fisher, President of
Fisher Body. This letter stated that in view of the stock
ownership relation between Fisher Body, Flint Varnish,
General Motors and du Pont, it would seem that Flint
should be enjoying a large part, if not all, of Fisher
Body's paint and varnish needs unless a good reason
existed for not having it. He assured Mr. Fisher that
Fisher Body orders would be given preference over those
of any other customer, except General Motors, whenever
contract conditions were equal between Fisher and Flint's
other customers.

In this same period, Pierre S. du Pont, President of Gen-
eral Motors, wrote to Lammot du Pont, a member of the
General Motors Board, stating he was considering Fred
Fisher, already a member of the Board, as a member of
the Executive Committee. As the reason for suggesting the
membership of Fisher, he stated that Fisher Brothers had
brought *up the question of their future relations with
General Motors, expressing a desire for closer association,
and requesting consideration for an exchange of Fisher
Body common stock for General Motors shares. He stated
he had the approval of ten directors for such closer asso-
ciation with General Motors, and wanted the opinion of
the members of the Board on adding Fisher and C. S. Mott
[fol. 532] to the Executive Committee. At this time Gen-
eral Motors owned 60% of Fisher Body, the Fisher
brothers owned 20%, 10% was owned by interests friendly
to Fisher, and the balance was owned by others. Pierre
S. du Pont stated that a closer association and closer co-
operation between the two corporations would be of great
benefit. Lammot du Pont replied, approving, and stating
in addition that such closer association would be desirable,
suggesting merely that it might be advisable to hold the
election of Fisher coincident with t'ie arrangements on
consolidation so it would not appear that an important
General Motors executive was personally interested in a
controlled subsidiary. There is no evidence that the pro.
posal to place Fred Fisher on the General Motors Execu-
tive Committee was related in any way to the effort of
Lammot du Pont to persuade the Fisher Body Company
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to use the products of the Flint, Varnish & Color Works.
Pursuing his initial effort to secure the Fisher Body

business, Lammot du Pont again wrote to Fred Fisher on
the subject of paint and varnish and again referred to the
"close stock relationship of the companies", making it
seem "ridiculous that no business should be done between
Flint and Fisher." Eventually an exchange of telegrams
took place between the two and a meeting was set between
them. Lawrence Fisher, who met with Lammot du Pont
as the result of this exchange of telegrams, testified that
the Fisher Body Division never did use the products of the
Flint, Varnish & Color Works to any significant extent.

During the year 1921 Felix du Pont, Vice President of
the Cellulose Products Department of du Pont, wrote to
its Executive Committee reporting that the sales depart-
ment was securing for Fairfield all the General Motors
orders for rubber coated fabrics. He stated that both the
sales and production departments had concentrated on Gen-
[fol. 533] eral Motors and that today Fairfield was
"solid" with General Motors, that with the "community
of interest" existing between du Pont and General Motors
he thought a plan should be worked out to make this a
permanent arrangement so that the profits from manu-
facture could be retained. He stated that the latent resent-
ment of the General Motors units encountered by du Pont
in selling had been overcome since du Pont had started a
fixed program of giving the best product, which several
of the General Motors Divisions had considered to be equal
to or superior to those of competitors.

On February 12, 1923, W. P. Allen, General Manager of
the Cellulose Products Department, reported to the du
Pont Executive Committee on the present status of General
Motors relations with respect to Duco, Fabrikoid, and auto
top material. He reported that several of the car divisions
had expressed a keen interest in Duco but that they were
unwilling to come to a decision until after extended experi-
mentation and suggested that in view of this an aggressive
campaign with other leading motor car manufacturers to
test the material, who were anxious for du Pont to start
experimental work with them, be adopted even though du
Pont felt "under considerable obligation to General Motors
in the development of this material on account of the assist-
ance they had rendered". Allen stated the General Mo-
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tors units were being furnished all leather substitutes and
top material by Fabrikoid.

During 1923 Lammot du Pont wrote H. H. Rice, Manager
of Cadillac, asking whether Flint could supply varnish to
it if they could manufacture a varnish as good or better
than that presently used by Cadillac. Rice replied, indicat-
ing Cadillac was already using Flint's primer color and
finish varnishes on Cadillac chasses, but as to enamel Cadil-
lac was not ready to make a change since Flint's enamel
[fol. 534] had not as yet passed the tests. Lammot du
Pont expressed the hope that a modified Flint enamel would
soon prove satisfactory. Later he again wrote Cadillac,
stating he had heard nothing from Rice and that it was to
the advantage of both General Motors and du Pont to have
Flint products used 100%.

To this Rice replied that Cadillac was anxious to use
Flint products but was cautious in changing paints only
after long trial and felt that as Flint material proved
itself it was expected to be adopted by Cadillac.

There are many letters in the record involving requests
made to John L. Pratt by du Pont employees for informa-
tion and assistance covering the years 1922-1934. Pratt
had a personal feeling of gratitude toward du Pont for
what it did in saving Durant and General Motors from
bankruptcy in 1920 and was inclined to do favors for his
friends when, as he testified, it involved no injury to
General Motors.

John L. Pratt had been an employee of du Pont in 1905
and met Durant in 1917, doing some personal work for
him. In 1918 he was in charge of du Pont's motor develop-
ment section, which was doing some research for Durant.
In the Spring of 1919 Durant asked Pratt to work for
him. Pratt left du Pont in the Fall of 1919 and became
Durant's general assistant. In late 1922 he took over
Alfred Sloan's position as Vice President in charge of the
Accessories Division Companies of General Motors. He
became a General Motors v-ce-president and director in
1921, a member of the Executive Committee in 1924, and
was chairman of the General Purchasing Committee from
1924 to 1929.

On October 23, 1922, MacGregor of the du Pont Paint
Department, wrote to Pratt for assistance regarding get-
[fol. 535] ting a share of the up-keep paint for Hyatt
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Roller Bearing Company, since he had been unable to secure
any orders from Weiss, its purchasing agent. Pratt re-
plied stating he had written to the General Manager of
Hyatt to look into the situation and asked whether the
quality had been improved so that du Pont had a paint of
the quality, price and service equal to other manufacturers
which he could "conscientiously recommend" to General
Motors, and if so he would gladly do so. The General
Manager of Hyatt replied to Pratt enclosing a copy of the
purchasing agent's memorandum which stated that Hyatt
had been using du Pont paint except the undercoat, which
several years ago proved to be unsatisfactory, but since re-
ceiving the General Manager's request he had inquired fur-
ther into it and "regardless of the wishes of the Paint De-
partment" would purchase the du Pont product which he
felt would serve the purpose equally as good. The dollar
amount involved was about $1500 per year.

On March 22, 1924 Harrington of du Pont's Dye Stuff
Department, who had known Pratt for about eighteen or
nineteen years wrote to him about the fading of Cadillac
upholstery and inquired whether du Pont could possibly
offer its service to Fisher Body as to dyes. In his reply
Pratt stated that "the Fisher Body outfit is pretty difficult
to deal with" and did not know how to advise Harrington
in approaching them. Pratt testified that he talked with
Fisher about the problem. Five years later, on January
29, 1929, Harrington again wrote Pratt that General Motors
frequently rejected fabrics because of the dyes and in-
quired whether it would be helpful if du Pont offered the
services of its dye laboratories to General Motors. Pratt
replied he thought it a "constructive" suggestion and sent
Harrington's letter to Fisher, head of Fisher Body, and
asked that if he agreed he would be glad to make the
[fol. 536] arrangements. Fisher replied that they didn't
dare "dictate" to the manufacturers regarding dye.

In August 1824, Z. Phelps, head of the Development De-
partment of du Pont wrote Pratt whether he (-ould con-
veniently find out the total quantity of ethyl alcohol used
by General Motors, because du Pont wanted to find an
outlet for a small surplus instead of selling it on the open
market. Pratt replied he would obtain the information but
that General Motor's requirements were small. In reply to
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Pratt's inquiry, James Lynah informed him that 75,000
gallons a year would be required by General Motors and
50,000 for Fisher Body and this information was trans-
mitted by Pratt to Phelps.

In 1525, H. F. Brown, Vice President of du Pont, wrote
to Sloan informing him that du Pont and Kentucky Alcohol
Corporation had formed Eastern Alcohol Corporation to
manufacture industrial alcohol; stated that a news clipping
had appeared concluding that glycerin had an advantage
over alcohol as an antifreeze; that Kentucky Alcohol wanted
to know whether General Motors was giving their official
approval to such publicity, and, if so, "that their attention
be called to the interest which the du Pont Company will
have in the future" in the manufacture and sale of alcohol,
To this Sloan replied that as a corporation, General Motors
could take no position in the matter and must be guided by
the facts in the case; that alcohol had been discovered to
have a bad effect on Duco finish, used extensively by Gen-
eral Motors units, and therefore he would out of necessity
favor glycerin.

In 1926, Pratt wrote to F. LaMotte, Director of Pur-
chases at du Pont, that after study General Motors had
concluded that Prestone, an antifreeze manufactured by
Union Carbide, was the most satisfactory mixture on the
[fol. 537] market and that General Motors was recom-
mending its use. Thereafter, Sloan wrote to J. B. Jackson
of General Motors Research Laboratory requesting infor-
mation regarding the amounts of glycerin and alcohol used
in antifreeze mixtures and their respective merits. The
Laboratory report specified several points favoring glycerin
and Pratt conveyed the information to du Pont.

In an exchange of letters between Sloan and the Chief
Engineer of Chevrolet, Sloan suggested that the Chevrolet
instruction book simply state facts on antifreeze an omit
the words "are to be preferred". The Chevrolet iristruc-
tion book eliminated the paragraph expressing preference
for glycerin.

In October 1926 du Pont began production of ethyl alco-
hol. General Motors was approached as an outlet and was
also requested to ascertain to what extent glycerin anti-
freeze might cut into the use of alcohol as an antifreeze. In
addition, Phelps of the du Pont Development Department,
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asked Pratt to find out whether the shortcomings of gly-
cerin as an antifreeze, as reported by du Pont, could be
verified by the General Motors laboratory.

James Lynah, the Executive Secretary of the General
Motors laboratory, reported to Pratt in November 1926
that as alcohol-water solutions were recommended for any
class of service, and in view of the indifference toward
Prestone, it was evident that General Motors divisions
would largely employ the alcohol solution as an antifreeze.
Lynah further stated that he had written Phelps regarding
price considerations for volume purchases, and if that could
be obtained, he would ascertain the requirements for the
divisions.

Phelps again wrote Pratt stating some of the General
Motors divisions, particularly Cadillac, were recommend-
[fol. 538] ing glycerin instead of alcohol, although Buick
recommended the use of alcohol. In the following month
Cadillac recommended that only alcohol be used.

During this period when du Pont was seeking General
Motors endorsement of alcohol for use as an antifreeze,
glycerin manufacturers such as Armour & Company were
similarly seeking General Motors endorsement of their
product for use as an antifreeze.

In December 1926 Sloan advised Pratt that the General
Technical Committee of General Motors, approved by the
chief engineers of the car divisions, had decided on the
policy of pointing out there were two antifreeze materials
-glycerin and alcohol-and that the sole disadvantage of
alcohol was that when spilled it would disfigure the finish
and that glycerin was satisfactory if used in strict accord-
ance with the manufacturers recommendation. In Decem-
ber 1926 Sloan wrote Pratt that he had looked over the file
of correspondence Pratt had with du Pont on the question
of alcohol and glycerin, and that with the decisions reached
by the General Technical Committee, the new instruction
books would contain a statement setting forth the advan-
tages and disadvantages of both. The record shows that
du Pont attempted in 1926, 1927 and 1928 to sell ethyl
alcohol to General Motors. In each of these years its bid
was rejected by General Motors Purchasing Committee.

On January 9, 1926 James Elms of the Paint and Varnish
Department of du Pont wrote to Pratt about the Delco-
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Light Company, one of the accessory companies of Genera
Motors. He stated that Delco-Light had been purchasing
rubber and finish varnish from Lowe but that Lowe hac
been unable to solve a paint problem and du Pont had been
called in; that the problem was solved and du Pont received
an order from Delco-Light but before delivery it had been
[fol. 5391 cancelled in order to give Lowe another oppor-
tunity. Biechler, General Manager of Delco, wrote Pratt
that Lowe had come up with a satisfactory enamel, but con-
tinued that the manufacturing, chemical and purchasing
divisions felt they would be in better hands to deal with du
Pont than Lowe and would be sure to advise him of this
within a few days. To this Pratt replied that in view of
the sacrifice du Pont made for General Motors in 1920 and
1921, he felt where "conditions are equal from the stand-
point of quality, service and price, the du Pont Company
should have the major share of those items" but that this
was his personal sentiment and that Biechler should use
his good judgment keeping in mind the prime consideration
was what was best for Delco. Pratt testified he invariably
insisted that his personal sentiments were not to control
and the division managers were to make their own de-
cisions, but that he personally thought in the above situa-
tion du Pont had not been treated fairly. Du Pont made
one sale of the enamel which was the subject of Elms' in-
quiry and thereafter a competitor, The Kay & Ess Com-
pany, took the business from du Pont and has ever since
retained it.

AC Spark Plug Division of General Motors wrote a
memorandum on April 15, 1926 to Curtice of General
Motors stating that du Pont had been giving very poor
service and it would be to the advantage of AC Spark Plug
to change their source of supply. The President of AC
Spark Plug, Albert Champion, wrote Pratt enclosing that
memorandum stating it was being brought to his attention
because naturally they wanted to do business with du Pont.
Pratt sent the letter to Moosmann at du Pont asking how
he should reply. Moosmann responded he would have the
situation corrected. Some months later Champion wrote to
Pratt enclosing a memorandum from one of his men who
desired direct contact with Parlin to work out a technical
[fol. 540] problem. Pratt sent this to Moosmann. The
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matter was solved and Pratt thanked Mossmann for giving
Champion the kind of service he should have.

On October 28, 1926, Lammot du Pont, President of
du Pont, wrote to Sloan that du Pont's Paint Department
was upset because of the difficulty of getting accurate in-
formation on the probable requirements of Genqral Motors
units for Duco and inquired whether there was any objec-
tion to giving production schedules he received from the
General Motors Finance Committee, of which he was a
member. Pratt, in Sloan's absence, replied stating the fig-
ures should not be given and upon his return Sloan con-
firmed this decision. Lammot du Pont pursued the subject
further with Sloan and Sloan replied that in the meantime,
until he looked into the matter, he had no objection to Lam.
mot du Pont giving the production schedule figures to his
paint man, confidentially. Pratt did not approve and wrote
to Sloan that du Pont should not be put in any different
position than any other supplier from whom General
Motors was buying many times the amount purchased from
du Pont.

On May 1, 1926 Phelps of du Pont asked Pratt whether
he could conveniently get the approximate quantity of oil
cloth and black enamel used by General Motors as du Pont
was considering manufacturing oilcloth. Pratt sent the in-
quiry to Lynah and transmitted the information received
from Lynah to Phelps. Pratt testified there were many in-
quiries along these lines not limited to du Pont and the
committee customarily furnished the requested information
as it was always interested in new potential suppliers.

Lammot du Pont in September 1926 wrote Pratt on be-
half of Jack Sproul, a son of the Pennsylvania governor,
who was with the General Refractories Company, about
[fol. 541] giving that concern a chance at the fire brick
business of Rermy Company, a General Motors accessory
division, stating that it would be greatly appreciated if
some business could be turned his way. Pratt replied that
Sproul's effort to use influence to get business from Gen-
eral Motors would not work, that General Motors purchas.
ing departments tried to get the best for General Motors,
that suppliers had to establish the merits of their product
and it was not the duty of the purchasing departments to
give special consideration to any firm.
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Again in 1931, Lammot du Pont wrote to Pratt that the
anthracite coal people had protested to du Pont regarding
General Motors entering into the manufacture of oil 1min-
ers. Lammot du Pont stated that the outlook for du Pont's
business in the anthracite field was jeopardized, that though
lie was convinced that du Pont could not dictate to General
Motors with respect to their going into the oil burner
business nor could the advantages or disadvantages to
du Pont be considered as a factor in General Motors' de,
cision, that General Motors might be injured by going into
that business ied that because a "poorly led
associate of coal produce id not recognize that the
worl progresses" and takes an sound position was' no
re on to discontinn that activityN Pratt continued to
ecommend the mKnuf~twe of oil brners by General

Motors, aidi t entered that/eld and is s 1 one of the large
manufacturers f o oilbur ers. , '\

During ,4 Prfat -rote t' Fred G. 1 ughes, General
Manager for i epa tur Manufacturi g Company, a
General Ao .subsidia( that ome of is friends in
di hi Lhadc1l- _ abpiit~e -.National 4mmonia Com-
pany, a du Ponts b4dax, having lost the nmonia busi-
ness, they fr for n1ir ljo.ed with New/ Departure al-
though t ir pricendyj6 vid e were in evkry sense com-
[fol. 'W2] petitive-en st ted he >would e interested to
know the reason., Iughesrepli that the/du Pont product
had provediii'satisfatory, th the Bare tt Company prod-
uct which they usedgve no trouble, t t the truck division
had asked New Departure to buy f m Barrett as it was a
large u4er of General Motors tri s, and further he did not
know Nitiounl Ammonia pany V du Pont subsid-
iary, but did not believe that shoul&e any difference.
Pratt wrote to National Ammonia enclosing Hughes letter
and said it might be more desirable and do the "desk
warmers" in du Pont some good to contact General Motors
units more closely to see whether or not their product was
suitable. Pratt testified that Hughes' letter showed that
du Pont had not even contacted New Departure and did
not know their ammonia was unsatisfactory. Pratt wrote
Hughes thanking him and stating that his reason for buying
from Barrett was entirely satisfactory.

The evidence relating to the exchange of data, figures,
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and information on suppliers by certain officers and em-
ployees of du Pont and General Motors, viewed as a whole,
establishes that the du Pont Company was interested in
selling its products to General Motors and made efforts to
do so; a fact which is not denied by the defendants. The
evidence, both oral and documentary, does not establish,
however, that there was any agreement between the two
companies that required General Motors to buy all or any
part of its requirements from du Pont. Nor does the evi-
dence establish that du Pont dictated or controlled the
purchasing policies and practices of General Motors or
sought to dictate or control those policiess and practices. In
fact, the evidence shows that General Motors exercised
complete freedom in determining where it would purchase
its requirements of products of the kind that du Pont
manufactured.

[fol. 543] General Purchasing Committee (1923-1931)
This committee was created at the suggestion of Sloan

and was to enable General Motors to compete with Ford,
which had approximately 55% of the business in 1921.
James Lynah became its Secretary. After the establish-
ment of this committee, Lynah conducted a study to de-
termine what items might be common to some of the divi-
sions and to pool the purchase of such items. Lynah
reported a list of thirty-two possible items to Sloan, Chair-
man of the General Purchasing Committee. Only three of
the thirty-two items listed were products manufactured by
du Pont-imitation leather, top fabrics and paints.

In February 1923, Allen, General Manager of the Cellu-
lose Department of du Pont, in a report to its Executive
Committee on the subject of Fabrikoid and top materials,
referred to a meeting in Detroit at which he, Lynab, the
Assistant Director of the Purchasing Committee, Pratt,
a member of that committee, and the purchasing agents for
Chevrolet and Cadillac, met; that he discussed with them
the great risk inherent in du Pont covering the grey goods
requirements for six months and in turn selling the finished
product on a requirements basis without protection against
a slump in the motor industry; that their reaction was that
it was a risk which other manufacturers in the same line
assumed. The question of an additional source of supply
was discussed and the conclusion reached that General
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Motors units should purchase 20% of their leather substi-
tutes and top material from one of du Pont's competitors
leaving 80% to du Pont at prices determined by competi-
tion.

The Government has placed considerable emphasis upon
this document and others written at about this time which
[fol. 544] relate to General Motors' decision to limit its
purchases of fabrikoid and top materials from du Pont to
not more than 75% or 80% of its requirements. GTX 406
and related documents reflect the imposition by General
Motors upon du Pont of the two-source-of-supply purchas-
ing policy. Lynah testified that early in 1923 the General
Purchasing Committee began to put that policy into effect
wherever it found that all the Divisions were buying their
requirements from the same supplier. The records of the
Purchasing Committee corroborate his testimony. Since
Allen, in GTX 406, was reporting to his superiors a sub-
stantial loss of business, it was natural that he should at-
tempt to soften the blow by expressing his confidence that
no further losses need be anticipated. Lynah's testimony,
as well as the other evidence of record-both testimonial
and documentary-relating to du Pont's varying success
thereafter in the sale of its fabric and top materials to
General Motors indicate that there was no agreement be-
tween Allen and the General Motors officials; and that his
confidence about retaining 80% of General Motors busi-
ness was based upon a belief that du Pont's quality and
service were superior to those of any competitor.

On July 18, 1923, William Coyne, Vice President of du
Pont, wrote to Pierre S. du Pont, reporting that for the
last six months of 1923 du Pont had lost 25% of the Chevro-
let top business although the price and quality of the du
Pont material was as good as that of competitors; that
he had been told Mr. Knudsen had Pierre S. du Pont's
permission to give 25% of the business to O'Bannon Cor-
poration which was in the hands of receivers, and won-
dered whether he could tell him the reasons for this so
that the next time 100% of the Chevrolet business could
be procured. Pierre S. du Pont replied stating that he
thought the "two source of supply" idea was foolish, but
that he did not think it advisable to interfere in any case
[fol. 545] unless the "Executive Committee of the com-
pany outlines a policy advocating one source of supply",
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that as to the policy of General Motors he could not refuse
permission to Knudsen to divide his orders for fabrikoid.
He later sent a letter to Knudsen referring to the Chevro-
let two source policy and expressing that he firmly be-
lieved that one good source of supply, properly maintained,
was more reliable than two sources, but stated that Knud-
sen had no doubt given personal consideration to the
Chevrolet matter and continued,

"I find no fault with the principle which would ap-
ply as well to other manufacturers as to the du Pont
Company." (GTX 410).

The minutes of the General Purchasing Committee on
September 27, 1923 sent to all division purchasing agents
of General Motors on the subject of leather substitutes and
rubber coated fabrics stated that it was shown du Pont
supplied the larger portion of General Motors require-
ments of these items, that on account of constantly increas-
ing consumption, sound judgment demanded maintenance
of more than one source of supply, that du Pont had been
afforded the opportunity of meeting competitive prices and
that competitors now believed that no matter what price
they put in they would receive no business. It was agreed:

"that on an equal competitive basis at least 25% of
the business should be placed with sources other than
the du Pont Company. That the du Pont Company be
notified that they should make their best price in their
initial offer and not count upon having the opportunity
to meet competitive prices, and that on the basis of
competitive prices the Divisions were free to place
their business to the best advantage. " (GTX
412).

[fol. 546] The minutes further directed the secretary to
advise C. L. Petze, at du Pont's Newburgh plant regarding
their decision. Lynah testified that it was he who brought
up the subject of more than one supplier of imitation
leather and rubber coated fabrics and further testified that
there was no understanding that du Pont would have any
particular percentage of the business, that being left to
the division managers; that the instruction to advise du
Pont of the decision was not unusual and was done with
all large contractors.
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From 1923 to 1931 the committee negotiated 709 con-
tracts. Only fourteen were with du Pont, and thirty were
with du Pont competitors. The committee rejected a total
of 342 contracts, of which thirteen were proposed by
du Pont or were for material du Pont was in a position to
supply to General Motors. The committee authorized 147
contracts before any contract was made with du Pont.

Lynah testified that anyone in the corporation could sug-
gest an item for consideration by the committee as a con-
tract possibility and if worthwhile a questionnaire would
be sent to the divisions from the committee asking for their
annual consumption of the item, specifications under which
they purchased, prices and sources of supply. If the item
was approved by the committee after return of the ques-
tionnaire, the committee would notify the division that it
intended to ask for bids and would be given an opportunity
to suggest bidders. After bids were received, the commit-
tee would decide whether to contract for the item and with
whom. If a contract was negotiated, the interested divi-
sions were notified and required to participate unless spe-
cifically exempted, and any objecting division was excused
from participation if it could not be persuaded or its ob-
jection "ironed out".
[fol. 547] The rule against a division purchasing outside
of a general contract was contained in a letter which Sloan
sent to Pierre S. du Pont, John J. Raskob, C. S. Mott and
Fred J. Fisher, as follows:

4 1 * 0 as Chairman of the Committee I wrote to the
Purchasing Agents of all Divisions and told them that
they were not to be permitted to purchase outside of
the General Purchasing Committee's contracts and in-
dicated that anything of that kind that was done
would certainly have the disapproval of the Corpora-
tion and in a way would not be tolerated." (GTX
458).

The committee frequently referred specification prob-
lems to production experts with the view of ascertaining
whether standardized specifications were feasible on some
of the common items used by the divisions, where the
specifications varied. Lynah testified that this was one
of the important functions of the committee.
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He further testified that the committee followed certain
general rules in carrying out its work; such as (1) no gen-
eral contract was developed unless the item was used by
more than one division as there would be no price ad-
vantage unless there was increased volume, (2) no general
contract was developed unless it would result in substantial
savings, (3) where possible the committee desired more
than one source of supply, (4) contract prices were to
be kept confidential to protect sellers as the General Motors
volume would justify lower prices than the seller could
allow a customer purchasing in less quantity. These rules
were adopted eighteen months before the committee made
any contract with du Pont.

The first items reached by the committee which were
manufactured by du Pont were fabrikoid and top or rub-
ber coated fabrics and no contract for these items was
[fol. 5481 ever entered into by the General Purchasing
Committee. In the Fall of 1923, twenty-one months after
the formation of the committee, the subject of paints was
considered and was referred to the Paint and Enamel
Committee as there were no standards established for that
material. No contract was entered into by the General
Purchasing Committee requiring purchase of paints and
varnishes, although du Pont requested such a contract.
After quantity discount, a two year contract supplying re-
quirements of seller's make was made.

The General Purchasing Committee rejected contracts
with du Pont because of lack of volume on photographic
supplies, maintenance paint, floor paint, stripping mate-
rials and thinners, machinery enamels and aluminum spar
mixing liquid, and because of lack of savings rejected con-
tracts with du Pont on pyralin, leather substitute and rub-
ber coated fabrics, denatured alcohol, antifreeze material,
antifreeze methanol, varnish and oil type materials.

Lynah testified that once the committee decided to con-
tract for an item, selection of the supplier was premised
only on "quality, service and price" and in 1928, answer-
ing a Mr. 0. H. Briggs, Sales Manager of du Pont-
Pathe Film Manufacturing Company, who had asked him
to specify the use by General Motors of du Pont photo-
graphic film, stated:

"In the making of our purchases, we believe that
each transaction should stand on its merits and we pre-
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sume that the company buying flims for our use is
guided by this same principle and that if the quality of
your product and service, consistent with prices
quoted, are the best he can obtain, he will buy from
you." (GM 194).

Early in 1924 the committee developed the idea of a
sliding scale discount contract permitting a supplier to fix
[fol. 549] his base price on volume of business he had
previously enjoyed and for increased volume offer an ad-
ditional discount. Many contracts were made by the com-
mittee on this basis and the divisions were encouraged to
participate in them.

In April 1924 G. H. Kerr, a du Pont executive in the
Explosives Department, wrote to Pierre S. du Pont, Chair-
man of the Board of du Pont and General Motors, stating
that about two years ago he conceived the idea that it might
be of value to du Pont to use their purchasing power for
the purposes of influencing concerns from whom they pur-
chase to purchase in turn from them; that if the purchasing
power of General Motors were added to that of du Pont,
and if used intelligently, it would result in securing large
business for du Pont; that this was proved in the Acid
and Heavy Chemicals Division of the Paint Department
of du Pont which received consideration from Bethlehem
Steel because of the purchases General Motors made from
them. Pierre S. du Pont wrote to Sloan asking him to talk
the matter over with Kerr saying that "one of our repre-
sentatives was with the Bethlehem Steel people and hap-
pened to see their file card in which they classified du Pont
and General Motors as one." Sloan replied to Pierre S.
du Pont's letter stating the suggestion was constructive
and referred it to the General Purchasing Committee.
Lynah and a 'Mr. Kother subsequently saw Mr. Kerr.

About a year previously, Pratt, Vice President of Gen-
eral Motors, wrote to R. R. M. Carpenter that it had re-
cently come to his attention that a number of the automo-
bile companies outside of General Motors were consider-
ing their purchases from the General Motors Accessories
Division and from du Pont as purchases from "one inter-
est" and that consequently to have a better view point
when considering those outside companies it might be
helpful to get the entire volume of sales that du Pont and
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[fol. 550] General Motors make to the outside companies.
He procured the sales figures from the Accessory Division
and Parts Companies of General Motors and obtained from
Carpenter the 1922 figures on sales du Pont made to out-
side companies.

On July 2, 1924 the General Purchasing Committee re-
ported that while there are cases which might be profitably
dealt with on a reciprocity basis, there were so many com-
plications and difficulties involved that it would be best "to
stand on our own equities and require our suppliers to do
so"; but that the divisions were at liberty to treat such
cases individually as the situation might require.

Lynah advised Kerr on August 13, 1924 that the infor-
mation relating to Manhattan Rubber Company and Nairn
Linoleum Company would be secured since it was available
without any expenditure of time on the part of the divi-
sions, but stated:

"It is understood that information in connection with
our purchases such as I have tentatively agreed to en-
deavor to secure for you, is not to be used to influence
our sources to place business with the du Pont Com-
pany, or to place the du Pont Company in a preferred
position as a source because of its interest in General
Motors.

"There would be no objection to your advising our
sources that the du Pont Company holds a large in-
terest in General Motors and solicit their earnest con-
sideration on this account." (GTX 538).

The following nionth, the General Purchasing Committee
determined that as a practice General Motors could not
undertake to supply information showing the volume of
business done with any suppliers to the du Pont Company
[fol. 5511 but "that in special cases, upon request by the
President of the du Pont Company to the President of Gen-
eral Motors, the situation would be properly dealt with"
by the presidents; and, that it was believed General Mo-
tors' buying position "would be prejudiced in that sup-
pliers who had been influenced to place business with the
du Pont Company through their relationship with General
Motors might reasonably expect" General Motors to place
business with them.
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On September 6, 1924, excerpts of the committee's meet-
ing were sent to Irenee du Pont by Lynah with a letter
wherein he stated the reciprocity practice had been dis-
cussed by the committee at two meetings and

"as we are following a very definite policy in General
Motors of having our Sales activities and Purchasing
activities maintain their own status without the one
influencing the other, it was felt that to supply the du
Pont Company with the information requested by Mr.
Kerr would convey the impression that the du Pont
Company could influence General Motors' purchases."
(GTX 539).

The General Purchasing Committee agreed that it could
not undertake to supply to du Pont information showing
the value of business done with its suppliers. Irenee du
Pont answered that, of course, any action which General
Motors took was entirely its own affair and du Pont should
not be critical, but that reciprocity yielded excellent re-
sults.

That same month, T,'att wrote to the General Manager
of the Paint Departn rnt of du Pont, who was anxious to
secure an acid contract with Bethlehem Steel:

"It is practically .mpossible for me to give you any
information as to whk re our steel requirements will be
[fol. 552] placed fron month to month, as our Pur-
chasing Agents in the various divisions do not know
themselves until a day or two before the order is
placed." (GTX 542).

that one of the divisions was buying extensively from
Bethlehem during the first six months of the year and
would continue buying according to their needs if "Bethle-
hem's price and quality continue to be favorable in com-
parison with other companies."

The only special occasion in which the President of
du Pont requested information from the President of Gen-
eral Motors occurred in 1928. In January 1928 Lammot
du Pont wrote to Sloan that the du Pont Explosives De-
partment was confronted with the loss of its trade through
the use by a competitor of a reciprocity argument; that
du Pont desired to supply Jones & Laughlin Steel and
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Inland Steel with figures as to purchases from them by
du Pont and its affiliated companies; that General Motors
1927 purchases from Jones and Laughlin and Inland were
requested; and stated:

"It is, of course, understood that in presenting these
figures to our customers it will be for the purpose of
retaining trade now enjoyed. There will be no promise
or assurance that these purchases will continue or that
the du Pont Company's efforts in the past have caused
General Motors to place this biiness." (GTX 543).

Sloan sent the letter to Pratt stating that on general prin-
ciples he was not keen about this matter but it was the
first time it had happened and was not very important since
he did not believe General Motors was buying to any great
extent from these companies. Pratt replied to Sloan indi-
cating that little was bought from Inland hut a great deal
was bought from Jones,& Laughlin, and continued, that as
[fol. 553] Chairman of the Purchasing Committee, he had
invariably refused

"to give the du Pont Company any information which
they might use in any way to influence their customers
to think that the du Pont Company in any way could
influence General Motors Corporation in buying their
materials and supply because the particular customer
bought from the du Pont Company. Personally, I
think it is very necessary that we have a definite policy
in this respect, especially in connection with our deal-
ings with the du Pont Company (who are working on
the principle of reciprocity while General Motors is
not), as I am afraid there are instances where du
Pont salesmen have implied that they could influence
General Motors in choosing its source of supply as
other than the three fundamentals of purchasing,
namely, quality, service and price. * * " (GM. 201).

He continued stating he had been guided only by the follow-
ing considerations:

"(a) The du Pont Company in fact has no more
right to such information than any of the other 60,000
stockholders in General Motors * * *
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(b) If we supply the du Pont Company with thi
amount of our purchases from any company they wisb
to sell, and their salesmen are allowed to display this
information to their prospective customers, it neces-
sarily follows that the impression would be made upon
the customer that General Motors wishes that partic-
ular supplier to consider in dealing with Genera
Motors its relationship with the du Pont Company, or
otherwise General Motors would not supply the du
Pont Company with the information.
[fol. 554] (c) * * * The principle of reciprocity must
imply that you are giving something in order to get
something. * * * If there is any thing to be gotten our
position should be to see that it is gotten for General
Motors Corporation rather than the du Pont Com-
pany.

(d) If our Purchasing Agents know that we are
willing to allow the du Pont Company to use our pur-
chases to influence du Pont sales, can we expect them
to always resist giving weight to other considerations
than the best interest of General Motors in placing
their orders?

(e) I think that we are all pretty well agreed that
we could not afford to use the principle of reciprocity
in General Motors purchases. If that is true we cer-
tainly can not allow anyone else to imply that they
can use General Motors' purchases for the purpose of
reciprocity.

In the particular case under consideration I see no
difference in Mr. du Pont using the information he re-
quested in order to retain business than for him to use
same to get business. In my judgment, if the du PonUt
organization are not able to maintain the business they
have through the quality of their goods and the service
they render, then they should not be allowed to retain
it because General Motors' purchases goods from that
particular customer of the du Pont Company. The
steel companies must know the amount of business
they are doing with General Motors Corporation, and
if being reminded of this volume of business by the du
Pont Company results in the steel companies being
willing to do something for the du Pont Company
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that they would not have done without such reminder,
[fol. 555] then we in General Motors are not getting
all we should from the steel companies." (GM 201).

He continued that since Sloan had promised the informa-
tion to Lammot du Pont, it would be supplied but felt it
was a very bad precedent to establish. Pratt testified con-
cerning this letter that his seeming inconsistent attitude
toward Mr. du Pont and toward "some of the small men in
tlI; du Pont organization" regarding exchange of informa-
tion was that when Mr. du Pont was involved, General
Motors was establishing a policy and when dealing with
employees of du Pont it was on an individual basis.

Other than the single incident in 1928 referred to above,
the Purchasing Committee Resolution of 1924 appears to
have been a dead letter. The Government has offered no
proof that any information was passed to du Pont since
that time. Sloan could recall no instance and the last two
presidents of du Pont not only could recall no such instance
and also were unaware of the Resolution -intil the trial of
this case. The Court is satisfied on the basis of all of the
record that the Resolution never was carried out and does
not represent the parties' practice--certainly not in the
last twenty-five years. Accordingly, the matter deserves
no further attention.

The General Purchasing Committee was abolished in
1931 and no centralized purchases of products have been
made since that time.

The evidence of record does not establish, or tend to
support, the Government's contention that the General
Purchasing Committee was created and operated as ai
instrumentality to carry out the desires of du Pont. In
fact, actions taken by the Committee were seriously detri-
mental to du Pont in a number of respects. For example,
the Committee initiated the two source of supply policy in
connection with artificial leather and top materials; it
(fol. 556] refused to make a contract with du Pont for
pyralin; it encouraged the early development of competi-
tion for Duco, and refused to renew du Pont's requirements
contract as soon as a competitive lacquer was available.

The Committee, the record shows, was created, operated
and ultimately terminated in 1931 to serve General Motors
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interests-not du Pont. Relations with du Pont were but
a minor aspect of its activities, and it dealt with du Pont
only in the same manner as it did with other suppliers.
All of its work is now ancient history and the evidence with
respect to its activities has but limited probative value.
But to the extent it deserves consideration it supports the
position of the defense rather than the Government.

Fisher Body; and use of the discount and rebate system
in purchases and sales between the defendant
manufacturers with special reference to Fishcr Body.

Lawrence Fisher testified that Mr. Durant, and Mr.
Chrysler, who was associated with him, had stated that
General Motors would have to expand their capacity be-
cause of the increased public demand for closed bodies, that
General Motors was not organized to do that, and needed
a source of supply for such bodies, that they wanted the
Fisher brothers to agree to come into General Motors for
that purpose. In the negotiations, it was agreed that Gen-
eral Motors was to purchase from Fisher Body such of the
closed body business as Fisher Body "was able to handle
now and in the future". The affiliation was reported to
the stockholders of both companies, each stating that the
association of the two assured both a continuity of demand
and supply for the Fisher Body product.

The voting trust agreement made in 1919 between Fisher
brothers and Durant al3o provided that General Motors
acquire 60% interest in Fisher Body and the majority of
[fol. 557] Fisher Body stock was placed in a trust for five
years with the right to vote same placed in the hands of
four trustees-two representing Fisher Body interests and
two representing General Motors. At the same time the
six brothers contracted to remain with and direct the op-
erations of Fisher Body for five years ending in 1924; the
voting trust to expire the same time as these contracts.
The Fisher brothers had expressed a wish for closer asso-
ciation with General Motors, and in 1922 Fred Fisher, al-
ready a General Motors director, became a member of the
General Motors Executive Committee.

In 1924 it was agreed that three of the brothers would
devote their entire efforts to General Motors and the other
three were to operate Fisher Body; that all six would take
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allotments in Managers Securities in lieu of compensation
provided in the employment contracts; and the voting trust
would expire. In October of that year Pierre S. du Pont
wrote to Sir Harry McGowan that for months General
Motors had been negotiating with the Fisher brothers for
the purpose of arriving at a satisfactory plan to continue
their association with General Motors and in the plan
evolved it was thought that

"interesting two members of the Fisher family di-
rectly in General Motors will have a very beneficial
effect in breaking up a line of separation of the two
companies' interests that has not been altogether
wholesome. From lack of knowledge, the two sides
have tended to criticize each other, without good re-
sult. Hereafter the Fishers will better understand
GM problems and difficulties and, I think, GM men will
better appreciate the Fisher problems. o 0 *

"We all feel that the settlement of this business will
prove very beneficial. Messrs. Fisher are very happy
[fol. 558] over the solution of the problem, as for
some time they have been fearful lest failure to get
together would necessitate the breaking up of rela-
tions, perhaps a break in the Fisher family, concerning
which they naturally have great pride, as they have
been phenomenally successful in the cleanest kind of a
business enterprise." (GM 32).

On June 30, 1926 General Motors acquired the remaining
40% interest in Fisher Body for the reason that Fisher
Body had been unable to make price reductions which Gen-
eral Motors needed or to expand its plant capacity and re-
serve its entire production for General Motors. Fisher
Body became a division of General Motors. In connection
with this acquisition, John J. Raskob requested du Pont to
loan General Motors a quarter of a million shares of Gen-
eral Motors common to finance the transaction, which was
done.

In 1919 when the voting trust was first established only
25% of General Motors car production was in closed
bodies, but by 1926 the percentage had increased to 90%.
The 1919 contract with Fisher Body provided that Fisher
Body was to receive cost plus 17% on all closed body work
for General Motors.
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At the time of the du Pont investment in General Motors,
Fisher Body was building closed bodies for General Motors
and buying pyroxylin coated materials for closed body tops
from Textileather. Before and after 1917 du Pont sought
to secure this business of Fisher Body but was unsuccess-
ful. In July 1925 the Executive Committee of du Pont
was informed that du Pont had been unable to sell Fisher
Body closed car curtains and had lost orders of about
200,000 yards on rubber coated fabrics to Chase and Haartz,
[fol. 559] owing apparently to price considerations. In
1925 du Pont's total fabric sales to Fisher Body amounted
to $t.13,000.

In 1926 three events occurred which established du Pont
as a substantial supplier to Fisher Body of rubber coated
material: (1) Fisher Body made a change from pyroxylin
coated to rubber coated decking not produced by Tex-
tileather; (2) iu Pont introduced a new rubber coated
decking "Glaz(!d Pontop" which tests showed to be su-
perior to others, and (3) du Pont, at the request of a
Fisher Body Vice-President, employed Mr. J. Henry Smith
as its Detroit sales representative for coated and combined
fabrics. This last event resulted in an order to du Pont
for 300,000 yards of Pontop for the balance of 1925. This
Brown testified was "about six times as much business as
we had got from Fisher in previous years."

During the last half of 1925 Fisher Body placed with
du Pont heavy fabric orders that increased its purchases
almost fourfold the following year.

In early 1926 du Pont introduced "Everbright" a new
rubber coated decking which was widely adopted by the
automobile industry and in 1926, after Fisher Body had
tested it, du Pont was supplying Fisher Body with consid-
erably more than one-half of its top material requirements.
Thus, during the last half of 1926 Fisher Body placed the
greater portion of their rubber coated fabrics business with
du Pont's Fairfield plant.

The advent of the so-called super discount plan is con-
sidered under this heading since the Government's analysis
reflects that its operations were directed to the Fisher Body
business.

Early in 1924 the General Purchasing Committee devel-
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oped the idea of sliding scale discount contracts. This
[fol. 5601 permitted a supplier to fix his base price upon
the volume of business he had previously enjoyed and as an
inducement for increased volume offered an additional dis-
count. Several contracts were made by the committee on
this basis and GM 162 contains excerpts of these.

Preceding the adoption of the super discount plan in
August 1926, du Pont had been making discount arrange-
ments with General Motors on certain fabric materials. In
July 1925 the Paint, Lacquer and Chemicals Division re-
ported to the Executive Committee of du Pont as follows:

"We are negotiating a one year's contract dating
from July 1st with General Motors which will cover the
entire requirements of the General Motors units for
pyroxylin finishes and a minimum of 50% of Fisher
Body requirements. The committee has approved an
extension of the discount scale which has been in force
this year, and by purchasing maximum amounts during
any given quarter General Motors may gain up to
12% discount from the present standard price. It is
hoped that, since almost all of the Fisher Body busi-
ness must be included if General Motors as well as
Fisher is to obtain this maximum discount, that this
will prove such a strong inducement for Fisher to give
us this business that competition for Fisher business
will be greatly lessened." (GTX 454, p. 4.)

The General Purchasing Committee invited W. P. Allen
of du Pont to present a proposal for sliding scale quantity
discounts on all purchases from du Pont and invited Stand-
ard Oil of Indiana to submit a similar proposal on its prod-
ucts. In August 1926 W. P. Allen, General Manager of the
Chemical Products Department of du Pont, attended a
meeting of the General Purchasing Committee of General
Motors and presented a plan for sliding scale quantity dis-
[fol. 561] counts to General Motors and Fisher Body pur-
chases on Duco, thinner, fabrikoid, rubber coated fabrics,
pyralin, paints for maintenance purposes, etc., and the de-
tails were set forth in a letter from Allen to the General
Purchasing Committee in September 1926, setting forth
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that the discount arrangement would begin when purchases
totaled $9,000,000:

Discount
$9,000,000 ---------------------------------------------------- $ 75,000
10,0000000 --------------------------------------------- 175,000
112000,000 ------------------------------------------------- 300,000
12,000,000 ----------------------------------------------- 450,000
Each additional One Million --------------- 150,000

(GTX 461, 462)

He wrote again, stating it was desirable to keep the ar-
rangement confidential:

"I want to say a word to you about the desirability
of keeping this matter confidential and in treating it
as an arrangement within the du Pont-G. M. family
rather than as a mere concession in prices on indi-
vidual commodities.

I I * *I again want to emphasize the importance of
treating this whole matter in a confidential manner.
It is obvious that we would be unable to continue this
arrangement unless we can secure much higher prices
from our other customers; and, if the terms of this
arrangement become public knowledge in the trade, we
would inevitably be forced to reduce prices generally,
which would in turn wipe out the earnings which we
propose to return to you as a rebate under this plan."
(GTX 463).

[fol. 562] In January 1927 Lammot du Pont wrote a mem-
orandum addressed to Pierre S. du Pont, Chairman of the
Board of General Motors and John Raskob, Chairman of
its Finance Committee, giving figures on General Motors
purchases of fabrikoid, rubber and parlin, and stated:

"I gather you were somewhat surprised at the state-
ment that General Motors was not buying anywhere
near all of thei r requirements of products which du
Pont makes, from the du Pont Company." (GTX 460).

The tabulation attached consisted of figures for the year
1926 on products consumed by General Motors and Fisher
Body, which were not enjoyed by the Fabrikoid and Chem-
ical Products Divisions of du Pont, in a total amount of
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$5,339,500. It showed that Fisher Body purchased from
competitors a larger amount of fabrikoid and rubber prod-
ucts than the other divisions and was the only one listed
as purchasing from competitors products in the chemical
field, approximately $3,012,500 in primers, surfacers,
ground coats, black Duco arid thinners. The reason for this
was stated by A!len to be that the figures on chemical
products did not mention General Motors car units since
Buick, Chevrolet and Olds purchased practically 100% of
their requirements from du Pont, so that Oakland was the
only unit purchasing anything worthwhile from competi-
tors and this mostly in undercoats. He stated:

"When we were discussing with the General Motors
Purchasing Committee in the middle of last year the
question of granting them a super discount as an in-
ducement to place with the du Pont Company more
of the General Motors business, they admitted that for
the year up to that time General Motors and Fisher
Body had bought a total of $12,000,000 worth of mate-
rials made by the du Pont Company, of which $8,000,000
[fol. 5631 had been placed with us and $4,000,000 with
competitors." (GTX 460).

A report by the Paint, Lacquer and Chemicals Department
to the Executive Committee of du Pont for the month of
November 1926 stated that General Motors was unwilling
to make a requirements contract for 1927 although du Pont
had reduced the prices of thinner and although these prices
were subject to quantity discount; that competition in the
pyroxylin finish field was apparently the cause for General
Motors' attitude. It was also reported that du Pont had
succeeded in selling Buick its fabrikoid requirements for
the first half of 1927 "notwithstanding competition from
Federal Leather Co. at a differential of 110 per yard under
our quotations."

The following month, December 1926, another report was
made stating that General Motors' action in receiving a bid
from U. S. Industrial Alcohol on specified thinner composi-
tion, compelled du Pont to make an offer "at approximately
the same net price when all discounts are included" and
that this would have to be extended to all customers with
the result that profits from the thinner business during
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1927 would be less than in 1926. The report also stated
under Sales of Special Significance that Oakland Motor Co.
had placed an order for their requirements of fabric for
the first six months of 1927 with du Pont "notwithstanding
lower prices being quoted by Federal Leather and Cotex."
The contract on thinner requirements was granted by the
General Purchasing Committee to U. S. Industrial Alcohol
for a six month period.

In October 1927 the Paint, Lacquer and Chemicals De-
partment reported as follows:

"Renewed interest on the part of General Motors
people has been aroused in the question of the volume
[fol. 564] oil-type undercoats and black 'Duco' busi-
ness that is being placed with competitors by Fisher
Body Division. Their own estimate is that General
Motors Corporation might save as much as 500,000 a
year by placing this business with us, due to our lower
prices on undercoats and the increased discount this
added volume would enable them to obtain on all other
purchases under our so-called 'super-discount's' agree-
ment. Our latest information is that this subject is
being actively agitated by the General Motors Pur-
chasing Committee but have not yet heard to what
extent the operation of the super discount plan is
swinging sentiment in our favor." (GTX 492).

The General Purchasing Committee of General Motors
in July 1928 wrote the purchasing agents of the General
Motors Divisions and Fisher Body regarding the du Pont
super discount saying that while it was agreed that healthy
competition was to be maintained if 80% of the purchases
of material such as du Pont was in a position to supply
are given to them on an even basis, the earnings under the
super discount will be materially increased and they were
urged to cooperate to that end.

During 1927 Fisher Body went back to pyroxylin deck-
ing on most models and purchased about one-half of its
requirements from du Pont's competitors. In 1928 Fisher
Body returned to Everbright and in 1929 competitive mate-
rials met its quality and Fisher Body reduced its purchases
from du Pont to about one-third of its coated fabric re-
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quirements, which it continued to purchase until 1935 when
the all steel top eliminated its use.

The du Pont Fabrics and Finishes Department reported
to the Executive Committee for the month of June 1929
on the effect of the special discount plan stating that
[fol. 565] $379,000, representing discount earned on total
purchases of du Pont products amounting to $11,528,000,
had been paid for the year ending June 30, 1929, and that
for the previous year the discount had amounted to $200,000
on purchases of $10,201,000; that

"While the value to us of this arrangement has been
subject to question at times, there appears to be no
longer any doubt that it has had and is continuing to
have a very beneficial effect in fostering a friendly
attitude toward du Pont products in general, which
serves to minimize the occasioned differences that must
of necessity arise in handling of such a large volume
of varied products." (GTX 496).

With the depression years, General Motors production
and its purchase declined. From 1929 to 1932 Fisher
Body curtailed its output 71%-from 1,360,617 units to
395,604 units-and its purchases from du Pont were re-
duced. Since General Motors requirements had been cut to
a point where it was unable to earn a discount in 1930, du
Pont lowered the minimum amount at which super discount
would become payable during the next year. In 1932 the
super discount plan was terminated.

In October 1931 du Pont bought 300,000 shares of Gen-
eral Motors common stock from the Fishers; the other
200,000 were purchased by the Opel interests in Germany.
Before this purchase the Fisher Brothers held 532,069
shares of General Motors common, or 11.8% of the 4,509,060
General Motors common held in Managers Securities. In
addition, they held 1,600,000 shares of common stock re-
ceived when General Motors purchased the remaining 40%
minority interest in Fisher Body in 1926. In 1934 F. J.
and C. T. Fisher retired as directors and members of the
Executive Committee of General Motors and L. Fisher
[fol. 566] succeeded C. T. Fisher as Central Office Execu-
tive at General Motors. He held this post until his retire-
ment in 1944.

10
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When the all steel top for passenger automobiles was
adopted for all General Motors cars in the mid-1930s and
until 1939 the principal use of fabrics at Fisher Body was
the combined uncoated fabric for tops of convertible cars.
Du Pont presently enjoys between one-third and one-half of
this business. Fisher Body first used du Pont Teal, a fabric
used for convertible tops, in 1926, and purchased 50% of
its requirements of this fabric until 1930. In 1931 Fisher
Body requested all its suppliers, including du Pont, to
give a two year guarantee against damage by cleaning
materials. Although du Pont tests showed its Teal would
withstand cleaning materials, du Pont felt it could not
make the guarantee, and Haartz Auto Fabric Company,
which was willing to make such a guarantee, became Fisher
Body's sole supplier of this type of fabric. By 1933 du
Pont felt it could make the two year guarantee and sought
to regain some of this business, but secured none until
1948.

In late 1946 Fisher asked du Pont to develop a combined
uncoated fabric which would not be subject to the fading
and shrinking problems evidenced in Haartz material. By
1948 du Pont had solved the problem and was awarded
part of Fisher's business. From that year to 1951 du Pont
enjoyed one-half of Fisher's business, and in 1951 about
one-third. Since 1946 or 1947 du Pont supplies Fisher
Body with 35-45% of its coated and combined uncoated
fabric requirements.

In 1940 and 1941 du Pont secured the major share of
Fisher Body requirements for coated fabrics. Since 1947-
1948 this business has declined and du Pont is only one of
four major suppliers of this fabric to Fisher Body. The
[fol. 567] other suppliers are Haartz, Textileather, and
United States Rubber. Fisher Body has adhered to a policy
of several sources of supply.

The record, including all the evidence summarized in the
preceding paragraphs, amply establishes that du Pont
sought to sell its finishes and fabrics to Fisher Body. It
early recognized that Fisher would be a substantial con-
sumer of those products since it was making all of the
closed bodies for General Motors cars. Du Pont's sales
efforts included a personal approach to the Fisher brothers
by Lammot du Pont, at the suggestion of Pierre S. du
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Pont; the employment as a fabric salesman of one Smith
wh(o apparently was favorably known to the Fisher man-
agerneit; and the offering of' a substantial overall price re-
(hution in the form of the super discount for a period of
about five years during the 1920s.

The first of these efforts appears to have resulted in no
advantage to du Pont since its stock ownership in General
Motors ,did not pf-r'suade Fisher to use Flint products. The
oth r two efforts did, it sens clear, increase dIu P-ont's sale
of finishes and fabrics to Fishe r Body but they do not
establish the existence of any agreement or understanding
that Fisher would favor dii Pont, an(d they do not establish
that du P nt's sales to Fisher resulted from its stockhold-
ings in General Motors or its alleged control of General
Motors. Moreover, the record in(licates that even the dis-
count (lid.not secure for du lPont all of Fisher Body's
business and indeed may not have increased the portion of
Fisher's requirements purchased from lu P"ont though the
total dollar purchases from du Pont by Fisher did in-
crease. rihv record also shows that Fisher Body at all
times C nd(uted its purchasing with respect to finishes,
fabrics and all other products in accordance with its own
best Judgment. The Court finds the testimony of Lawrence
[fol. 5681 Pisher particularly persuasive in this respect.
Ills conplIetence and knowledge of this matter cannot be
questione. le was in active charge of the Fisher Com-
pany for many years and subsequently served in high ex-
ecutive capacities with General Motors. It is highly un-
likely, if not impossible, that Fisher Body's purchasing
practices could have been influenced by an agreement with
du Pont or by the latter's position in General Motors with-
out his knowledge. His forthright testimony ard general
demeanor on both direct and cross-examination are most
convincing that Fisher Body was neither party to an agree-
ment with du Pont nor the victum of du Pont domination.

Finally, the extent to which Fisher Body has purchased
over the years from competitors of du Pont in substantial
quantities cannot be squared with the charge that Fisher
is a captive market for du Pont. The record is clear, for
example, that Fisher immediately encouraged competitors
of du Pont to produce a lacquer comparable to Duco, and
has consistently over the years bought substantial amounts
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of topcoats from two or three of du Pont's competitors,
and practically all of its undercoats are purchased from
a single competitor of du Pont. Other examples are found
in the detailed analysis of the evidence relating to the
various products sold by du Pont.

Finishes
Duco

In 1910 General Motors and Chevrolet had been pur-
chasing practically their entire requirements of automobile
finishes from Flint. After the acquisition of Flint by du
Pont, Flint's position as a supplier of paint and varnish to
General Motors was not enhanced; in fact, Flint lost posi-
tion as a supplier. In 1918 Flint had all the Buick, Oak-
land, Olds and Chevrolet business. In 1921 it lost half of
[fol. 5691 the Oakland business, and in 1923 some of the
varnish business at Buick, Oakland and Olds.

Immediately following World War I the automobile in-
dustry entered into an era of great expansion. One im-
portant problem remained, however, that of a finish which
would last as long as the automobile and which could be
applied on the assembly line in a matter of hours.

Du Pont had entered into the nitrocellulose lacquer field
in 1903. By 1920 it had a small but varied line of products.
These lacquers were quick-drying and provided a durable
film, but use was limited because the lacquer did not con-
tain much solid material and if that were increased the
lacquer became too viscous to work.

General Motors officials were interested in the problem
and upon recommendations of Walter P. Chrysler and
Herman L. Weckler of Buick, a Paint and Enamel Com-
mittee was created in December 1921 to study the problem.
Clements of General Motors Research became Chairman
and representatives of the car divisions were members.

The Paint and Enamel Committee began to test the
finish used in each of the car plants and discovered the
difficulty was in the top coat. It contacted every reputable
paint manufacturer in the country and tested available
material.

Kettering and Fisher Body used lacquer on airplanes
during World War I and Kettering thought it might be the
solution to the problem in the automotive industry. It had
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never been used on automobiles because it had a low solids
content requiring application of many coats when used in
colors.

Among the paint manufacturers approached was du
Pont, which evinced an interest in the idea. By this time
[fol. 570) du Pont discovered a process for producing a
lacquer with a high solids content, called Duco. Edmund
M. Flaherty, Assistant Director of Sales for du Pont's
Chemical Products Division, told Harry Mougey, a member
of the General Motors research group, of this new lacquer
and agreed to send samples to Dayton, Ohio, to be tested
with the other materials under observation by the Com-
mittee.

After testing samples of this new lacquer, Kettering and
Henry Mougey became enthusiastic over its possibilities.
However, it lacked the high gloss of varnish and it would
not adhere to the traditional undercoats used on metal.

This was in the Spring of 1922 and marked the beginning
of an experimental and production testing period that
lasted more than two years. Both General Motors and du
Pont joined in the testing to adapt the new lacquer to the
demands of the automobile production line and a great deal
of collaboration ensued toward this end. Williams of du
Pont spent a considerable period of time working with
Mougey of General Motors before the problem was solved.
Both Williams and Flaherty testified that they met no
chemists from other companies in the General Motors
laboratories.

While Duco was still in this testing stage Pierre S. du
Pont, then President of General Motors, at the request of
the Paint and Enamel Committee asked du Pont to stop
all negotiations with other possible consumers and all
plans for selling these products in the open market "until
such time as a suitable conference may determine whether
it is possible for General Motors Corporation to obtain
the entire product for the du Pont factories over a period
of time in order to insure a satisfactory quantity of mate-
rial". At ihe same time, he requested Sloan to secure a
sample estimate from the several General Motors Divisions
as to their probable needs if Duco were to be used so that
[fol. 571] du Pont might set about constructing the neces-
sary facilities. This feeling had been orally expressed to
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Irenee du Pont and bad been discussed at a meeting of the
General Motors Paint and Enamel Committee which was
attended by a du Pont representative.

In a report to the Executive Committee of du Pont in
October 1922 the Cellulose Products Department stated
that they had seriously considered the whole matter and
after weighing all the factors was of the opinion that "it
would not be to our best interests, nor General Motors',
to give them this exclusive right." The report further
stated that "any competitive advantage that General
Motors might obtain by getting the exclusive use of our
finishes must be temporary only" and such a practice
"would have the effect of encouraging competition in the
field," so that it would be better to take full advantage of
the start du Pont had by being first in the field and "get-
ting entrenched just as widely as possible."

Irenee du Pont in reply to Pierre S. du Pont's request
said:

"We are embarrassed at your request to stop all
negotiations with possible consumers and plans for
selling these in the open market, this because we have
already started a number of small users in business
and cannot now cut them off from their source of
supply. Also, the rumors of the value of these prod-
ucts are spreading and inquiries will be received from
others who are users of Fabrikoid, Pyralin, etc., and
we would be in a most embarrassing position to have
to refuse sale of 'Viscolac' or 'Duco'. This might even
result in their ceasing to use Fabrikoid and Pyralin
by way of retaliation. Finally, if we don't sell on the
outside the demand will be filled by other manufac-
turers which will entrench competition for us at a later
date." (GTX 380).

[fol. 572] Flaherty testified that du Pont was selling Duco
to Franklin, Pierce Arrow and other automobile companies.

By early 1923 General Motors Research was convinced
that Duco was the answer. In March 1923, Mr. Rogers, the
paint superintendent at Oakland, did some experimental
work of his own and developed a burnishing process that
brought up the lustre of Duco. In the Spring of that year,
Oakland decided to use Duco on its 1924 open car, with the
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hope that it would reestablish its lagging reputation. The
promotion report on automobile companies in October of
that year reported that Oakland distributors were demand-
ing Duco on closed cars. Oakland's use of Duco was an
immense success. Fisher Body Division, which was build-
ing the Oakland closed bodies, decided to use Duco.

Herman L. Weckler, Works Manager at Buick, recom-
mended Duco to its manager, Mr. Bassett, in 1923, but
Bassett decided to wait until the Oakland results were in.
In the Spring of 1924, upon the continued recommendation
of Weckler, Bassett decided that Buick would use Duco
on its 1925 models.

H. H. Rice, President of Cadillac, wrote to Clements,
who had urged a speedy decision on the use of Duco by
General Motors Divisions, agreeing that "all speed should
be used in making the investigation but I think one of the
most dangerous things the Corporation could do would
be to adopt, generally, the new method of painting before
it had been tried out in every conceivable fashion." Law-
rence Fisher testified that in 1924 Fisher Body used Duco
on the first steel bodies for Cadillac. In writing to Allen
of du Pont, Sloan stated that he disagreed with the attitude
of Cadillac and would see what he could do toward helping
the situation. Regarding Buick, he suggested that Allen
contact Mr. Bassett of that Division.
[fol. 5731 The caution on the part of Cadillac and Buick
in adopting Duco was set forth by Sloan in a letter to Allen
on February 4, 1924 wherein he said that he was disap-
pointed to find Cadillac and Buick reluctant to accept a car
with a dull finish.

At a meeting in April 1924, Bassett stated that he in-
tended to put the entire Buick production into Duco and it
was adopted for both its open and closed bodies on the
1925 model. Cadillac, for about two years before it adopted
Duco as its standard finish, offered it only on an optional
basis, and did not make it standard until 1926. Thus the
change over to Duco was slow. Sloan said:

"It is hard to separate reluctance from responsibil-
ity. Responsibility of a general manager of a division
is very great, and while he wants to make technological
progress, and improve his product, he has got to be
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pretty careful that any decisions he has made lead to
that end. * * " (Sloan 3017-3018).

Sloan testified that he was interested in Duco because it
had great significance from the standpoint of consumer
appeal and because of its economic advantage; that he
had no interest in "pushing" Duco other than improving
General Motors; and that the decision to try Duco was
left entirely to the respective Divisions who were given no
orders by him or anyone else.

In July 1924 the General Purchasing Committee began
development of a general contract covering Duco. The
minutes of the General Purchasing Committee in Novem-
ber 1924 in connection with a discount provision in the pro-
posed general contract for Duco stated:

"It was brought out that no effort had yet been made
to develop competitive price situation as regards
[fol. 574] pyroxylin paints and that this fact should
be given consideration by the du Pont Company."

In December 1924 an agreement was reached with du
Pont whereby General Motors undertook to purchase its
entire requirements of pyroxylin finishes for the first six
months of 1925. Within a month, Lynah pointed out that a
field of competition for Duco should be developed and
suggested that the Research Laboratories begin "charac-
teristic and durability tests of competitive pyroxylin fin-
ishes." Lynah in February 1925 requested Research to
test the products of seven named companies. The general
contract provided for purchase of buyer's requirements of
Duco and thinner.

By May 1925 Lynah, in a letter to Mougey, made refer-
ence to the fact that other automobile manufacturers--
Paige-Jewett, Flint, and Packard-were using a competi-
tive pyroxylin finish sold by the Zapon Company. Before
the expiration in July 1925 of the first contract with du
Pont, Lynah undertook again to find a competitive product
and suggested to the members of the General Purchasing
Committee:

I I* * It is appreciated that a field of competition
for 'Duco' should be developed." (GM 172).

1910,
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At this time Fisher Body had started to use Forbes black
lacquer in addition to Duco which it had adopted in 1924,
although the Forbes product had not been tested or ap-
proved by General Motors Research. Du Pont did not
regain any of the black Duco business from Fisher Body
until 1931 when it offered a new and superior product. Du
Pont, Rinshed-Mason, and Forbes have continued to be
Fisher Body's major sources of supply for topcoats, and
[fol. 575] for undercoats Fisher Body has used Rinshed-
Mason almost exclusively.

In May 1925, Mougey, Chief Chemist for General Motors
Research, wrote to Lynah that the problem of testing
lacquers was not easy:

" * * the matter of tests on cellulose nitrate fin-
ishes is a very difficult one. When one is dealing with
material as durable as Duco, it is very difficult to esti-
mate its total life and also estimate the life of other
materials as compared with Duco. * * *

" * * One of the reasons why it is so difficult to
approve finishes made by different companies is be-
cause each color is a problem in itself. A company
may make a very good black and yet certain shades of
grays, blues, etc., may be very bad. * * *

"Another factor which makes it very difficult to
judge these finishes is the fact that all of the companies
who are trying to duplicate Duco are constantly im-
proving their materials. We feel that none of the ex-
posure tests which we made last Summer and last
Winter represent the same material as was submitted
by you this Spring. In most cases we feel that the
Companies have improved their materials in the mean-
time, but in some cases, due to inability to actually
determine whether a change is an improvement or not,
we feel that changes have been made for the worse.
This matter of changing the composition of the ma-
terial is one on which we have insisted very strongly
with the du Pont Company. No changes are made in
the material until after very extensive tests. * * *

"We feel that in the case of material which is adver-
tised by our Companies as strongly as Duco, no pro-
[fol. 576] duction should be undertaken on material
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which has not had at least a full year exposure tee
on test racks. * * *

"In conclusion we believe that the other Companie'
who are competing with du Pont have already devel-
oped individual colors in many cases which are the
equal of Duco. We also believe that most, if not all, of
the other Companies have not as yet developed a full
line of colors of high durability. It is an open question
whether it is possible at the present time to choose any
individual color made by a competing company and
guarantee that its durability is as great as that of
Duco. In addition, there are many other properties
such as quality of the color, ease of spraying, covering
power, polishing properties, and other working prop-
erties which must be determined by actual tests on cars
under production conditions.

"Under these conditions we believe it would be desir-
able for the General Motors Corporation to put out
a limited number of cars finished with the particular
colors from competing Companies in which we are
most interested. * * In this way we feel that the Gen-
eral Motors Corporation will be in a position by next
Spring to definitely put into production materials made
by some of the Companies competing with Duco. "
(GM 176).

Upon the expiration of the first general contract for
Duco, a second agreement covering the last six months of
1925 was executed for all requirements of the car divisions,
and 50% or more of Fisher Body's requirements. Lynah
testified that the reason for the 50% requirement of Fisher
Body was that it "was not a wholly owned division of Gen-
eral Motors" and had to be sold on the desirability of par-
[fol. 5771 ticipating in this contract. When the second
contract was to expire, Lynah advised Research that it
would be impossible to approve a competitive lacqueir for
at least another year and the same contractual arrangement
was continued for 1926.

In 1927 the contract was changed so that General Motors
bought its requirements of seller's make. Lynah testified
this meant that General Motors could buy as much or as
little of du Pont's pyroxylin finish as it wished and was free
to purchase from competitors and this interpretation of the

1%
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Contract is supported by the terms of the contract itself.
Competitive lacquers were approved by General Motors in
1927.

Some time between 1927 and 1930 Cadillac and Oldsmo-
bile began using competitive lacquers. Fisher Body for.
many years purchased finishes from a number of sources,
including du Pont, and is the principal purchaser at Gen-
eral Motors of undercoats, but buys these principally from
Rinshed-Mason. Cadillac has continued to use Rinshed-
Mason topcoats since the late 1920's, and its undercoats
have been supplied by a number of different companies,
including Rinshed-Mason, Ferbert-Schorndorfer. Ralph J.
Wirshing, head of General Motors Research Laboratories,
testified one of the reasons Cadillac uses Rinshed-Mason is
because of the proximity of its plant to Cadillac. The Chev-
rolet Division continues to buy its entire requirements from
du Pont for both its topcoats and undercoats. Pontiac
Division buys exclusively from du Pont; the du Pont plant
being only thirty miles away. Buick uses du Pont topcoats
and undercoats from a du Pont plant close by. Oldsmobile
has used Rinshed-Mason topcoats since 1927 and Forbes
undercoats since the 1930s.

It has been admitted that soon after the advent of Duco
[fol. 578] du Pont sold this finish to a considerable num-
ber of other automobile companies. Shortly after the
adoption of Duco, du Pont offered and sought to promote
a nitrocellulose undercoat made from essentially the same
material as Duco as a substitute for the oil base product
then used. The new product was sold to automobile com-
panies other than General Motors-Nash, Marmon, and
Chrysler-because it afforded quicker drying and better
surfacing qualities. Du Pont was unable to sell it to Fisher
Body or any of the General Motors car divisions.

Dulux

By 1926 Duco was in extensive use as an exterior finish
for domestic refrigerators. At that time Frigidaire used
Duco as an exterior finish for substantially all of the re-
frigerators which it made. In 1927 Frigidaire abandoned
the use of Duco and spent over $1,000,000 to install equip-
ment for finishing refrigerators with porcelain. It did this
despite the efforts of du Pont to persuade Frigidaire that
it should continue to use Duco. By 1930 Frigidaire was
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using a porcelain exterior finish on more than 80% of its
refrigerators. Throughout this period General Electric
Frigidaire's major competitor, continued to use Duco or
similar lacquer finish. When Westinghouse began to manu-
facture refrigerators in 1932, it also used Duco. Even
after the development of Dulux, Frigidaire continued to
finish the exterior of about one-fourth of its refrigerators
with porcelain--and is the only manufacturer of refrig-
erators in the United States which uses an exterior porce-
lain finish.

In 1932 General Electric and Westinghouse used Duco.
The technical personnel of du Pont, and General Electric
worked closely in General Electric's plants and laboratories
on the problem of adopting Dulux to General Electric's
[fol. 579] manufacturing process. General Electric was
the first refrigerator manufacturer to use Dulux, Westing-
house was second, and Frigidaire did not adopt it until a
year later.

C. L. Van Derau, a manufacturing executive at Westing-
house for over twenty-five years, testified that the reason
it has purchased its entire requirements of refrigerator
finishes from du Pont for many years was the fact that
du Pont had "the finest trained technical group at their
beck and call" and rendered excellent service.

With the exception of Frigidaire, the principal manufac-
turers and many of the smaller companies use Dulux exclu-
sively; Frigidaire uses it on three-fourths of its refriger-
ators. Knight of General Electric, Norberg of Crosley, and
Van Derau of Westinghouse, testified that these companies
have used Dulux for many years because of its outstanding
quality.

Dulux is not used by Frigidaire or the other major re-
frigerator manufacturers in inner liners or food compart-
ments.

Finishes-Accessory Divisions

Richard C. Williams, Manager of Automotive Sales,
Fabrics and Finishes Section of du Pont, testified that it
sold substantial quantities of black lacquers to AC Spark
Plug, but that Delco-Remy purchased its insulating varnish
from two other sources. Du Pont has not sold to the Inland
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division in large quantities because the service problem
was too great.

Guide Lamp Division has purchased quantities of enamel
from du Pont, but a competitor succeeded in developing
a primer which gave greater satisfaction and secured the
business. The Ternstedt Division before World War II
[fol. 580] obtained its interior enamel requirements from
du Pont for a number of years but "as an economy move"
switched to a competitive product although du Pont still
has some of its business.

Williams testified that du Pont enjoyed varying degrees
of success in its efforts to sell to the accessory divisions.
Each division, he testified, purchases from du Pont or one
or more of its competitors in accordance with the divi-
sion 's determination of price, quality and service.

Electro-Motive Division, manufacturer of Diesel locomo-
tives, purchases 70-75% of its exterior finish requirements
from du Pont. Its interior finish and its insulating varnish
requirements are supplied by competitors.

The Packard Electric Division which uses cable lacquers
and varnish was supplied by du Pont from 1929-1933 with
all its requirements of black high tension lacquer being
approximately 15,000 gallons a year. In 1933 a superior
product was introduced by a competitor and du Pont lost
the business although it continued as a supplier in lesser
volume. In 1936 du Pont regained 50-75% of the black
high tension lacquer business due to improvement in its
product and continued to supply Packard Electric until
1939, when a competitor, the Standard Varnish Company,
produced a lacquer of considerably higher heat and oil re-
sistance and procured practically all the requirements of
Packard Electric until the war.

Packard Electric was purchasing clear high tension lac-
quer from Arco and Ferbert-Schorndorfer, until 1934 when
William Fisher testified they recognized the need for higher
quality clear and started to buy most of their requirements
from du Pont. This continued until 1936 when ethyl cellu-
lose was produced. The Glidden Company secured the busi-
ness in 1936, although du Pont was selling the lower quality
[fol. 581] clear high tension lacquer to Packard Electric,
until 1939. Fisher testified that since the war du Pont has
not sold this lacquer to the Packard Electric Division.
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In 1929 du Pont failed in its attempt to sell Packarc
Electric its low tension lacquer for cables. This was befor
the Division was acquired by General Motors. In 1931
Packard Electric produced its own low tension lacquer anc
purchased its film scrap solution from the Eastman Kodak
Company. Fisher testified that du Pont was never able tc
persuade them to purchase their low tension lacquer anc
their film scrap solution from them.

Price Inertia

In 1927 the manager of General Motors Canadian sub-
sidiary wrote to Pratt protesting that du Pont's subsidiary
in Canada was not giving them a square deal on prices
charged for Duco, that they were therefore contemplating
using in part competitive products. Pratt replied that he
saw no objection to using competitive products to get the
du Pont subsidiary on a "proper basis" and that in fact it
had beer. recently necessary for General Motors in the
States to place some thinner business with a competitor
as a disciplinary measure to bring down the price of Duco
and thinner. The record shows that six months later du
Pont met the competitive price and gained a general con-
tract for 60% of General Motors thinner requirements.

In February 1927 Pratt wrote to Coyne of du Pont, com-
plaining of their price policies:

"* * * I want to tell you confidentially that the fel-
lows responsible for the price policies in selling du
Pont products to General Motors Corporation have
used very bad sales psychology. I think I am safe in
saying the du Pont Company has never voluntarily
[fol. 582] made a price reduction on its products to
General Motors. Price reductions have only been ob-
tained by General Motors bringing in outside com-
petition and forcing the du Pont Company to meet
prices of outside competition in order to maintain the
business. * * ° Practically all successful suppliers of
automotive parts and materials (with the exception of
the du Pont Company)-when through improved design
or increased production are in a position to make lower
costs-pass part of the advantage of the lower costs
on to their customers with reduced prices, without
solicitation or pressure. I know you are salesman
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enough to appreciate the psychology in this policy, and
realize the lack of good will created with a customer
when it is necessary for that customer to take steps to
bring down prices to a proper point, rather than hav-
ing proper prices made through the initiative of the
supplier." (GTX 485).

In response Coyne wrote Pratt stating he assumed he
would have no objection to showing that part of the letter
referring to the sales policy to du Pont's sales advisor so
that he could look into the matter.

Du Pont's slowness in meeting competitive prices on
Duco was contained in a du Pont report for 1928 wherein
it was stated:

"Naturally the manufacturers welcomed this reduc-
tion although several of them did not fail to remind
us that our competitors had lbng since favored them
with lower prices." (GTX 490).

80% of du Pont's total finish sales are made to customers
other than General Motors. In 1948 du Pont sales of fin-
ishes to General Motors totaled $21,209,642 and its finishes
(fol. 583] sales to customers other than General Motors
totaled approximately ninety-seven million dollars. The
loss of a number of the early automobile customers for
Duco had been due to the fact that they had gone out of
business-such as Franklin, Rickenbacker, Marmon, Moon,
Cleveland, Chalmers, Morris, Lexington, Paige, Hupmo-
bile, Gardner, etc. Williams testified that du Pont had
been selling to Nash, Studebaker, Hudson, Packard and
Willys since the middle 1920s. Until the early 1930s du
Pont sold substantial quantities of topcoats and under-
coats to Chrysler, but Chrysler thought their interests
would be better served if they found a supplier who would
take care of their entire requirements, and Pittsburgh
Plate Glass has enjoyed the major share of Chrysler's
finish requirements. Government Exhibits 1376-7 show
that in 1935 Ford was buying one-half of its requirements
from Du Pont and manufacturing the other half. In 1938
Ford ceased to buy Duco from du Pont but resumed sub-
stantial purchasing when Henry Ford II became active in
Ford management.
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Du Pont admits that for the ten years preceding the
filing of the complaint, approximately three-quarters of
its total sales to General Motors have consisted of prod-
ucts of its Finishes Division and that General Motors has
been its largest single customer. The largest single fin-
ishes item which General Motors purchases from du Pont
is Duco. In recent years about two-thirds of General Mo-
tors total purchases of finishes from du Pont have con-
sisted of Duco, and the thinner and solvents used in its
mixing and application. Thus in 1947 of du Pont's total
sales of finishes to General Motors amounting to approxi-
mately nineteen million dollars, Duco and thinner sales
constituted over twelve million dollars. For the six year
period 1938-1941, 1946-1949, the sales totaled sixty-nine
million dollars, forty-eight million dollars of which, con-
[fol. 584] stituting slightly over 69% of the total sales,
were for Duco and thinner.

Statistical Charts on Finishes

The charts submitted by the Government are GTX 1387,
being du Pont's percentage of finish sales to General
Motors; GTX 1393, 1394 and 4400 being General Motors'
purchases of finish products from du Pont and from com-
petitors of du Pont. GTX 1387 indicates 90% of du Pont's
finish sales in the automotive field were to General Motors.
GTX 1393 and 1394 show General Motors percentage and
dollar volume of purchases from du Pont and competitors
in paints, enamels, primers, lacquers, thinners and pyroxy-
lin was 70% in 1946 and 72% in 1947. GTX 1400 is a tabu-
lar representation of the same information contained in
GTX 1393 and 1394 and lists approximately twenty sup-
pliers of finishes to General Motors3 other than du Pont
with the amounts supplied in 1946 and 1947, and indicates
that General Motors purchased finishes from du Pont con-
stituting 70% of its purchases in 1946 and 71.55% in 1947.
Defendants have offered DP 568 as being an accurate por-
trayal of General Motors' purchases of finishes from du
Pont and its competitors. This chart shows that General
Motors purchased 67% of its finishes from du Pont in 1946
and 68% in 1947.

The only differences in Government charts GTX 1393,
1394 and 1400 and defense chart DP 568 are: (1) the

418660--59---14
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Government has excluded from its charts the pur-
chases of solvents which are items listed in GTX 1343A
as being purchased from competitors of du Pont in the
amount of one-half million dollars in 1946 and over a
million dollars in 1947, and (2) the defendants have in-
cluded solvents and excluded from their charts products
[fol. 585] described as heavy-bodied cements, pyroxylin
solutions, plastic protective coating, wax, and rubbing and
polishing compounds.

Since the range of difference between the percentages
submitted in the defense chart and the Government charts
are not in significant disagreement-the Government as-
serting 70-71% and the defense 67-68%-the Court is of
the opinion that a conclusion as to percentages will have
no material bearing on the issues herein, and will not in-
dulge in a technical discussion of the relative methods used
in arriving at the respective percentages.

The record discloses that a very substantial portion of
finishes sales consist of Duco, a pyroxylin lacquer used
principally as a topcoat on automobiles, and Dulux, a
synthetic enamel widely used as a refrigerator finish. The
Court finds on the basis of all of the evidence of record that
du Pont's success in the sale of finishes to General Motors
is in large part attributable to the superior quality of
these finishes and to the pre-eminence it gained as the
developer of these two products, its continuing research,
and outstanding service.

Duco was invented and patented by du Pont. It made a
substantial contribution to the art of automobile finishing
and was one of the factors that made possible mass pro-
duction of automobiles. Testimony of Sloan, Lawrence
Fisher and Weckler establish beyond any doubt the high
value of this development to the automobile industry
Sloan recognized its potentialities in advance of some of
his associates and urged the adoption of Duco. Such
action on his part does not evidence a trade agreement with
du Pont or response to alleged du Pont control. It is
rather an instance of his foresight and leadership, not
[fol. 5861 unlike a number of other incidents that con-
tributed to his success as the Chief Executive Officer of
General Motors. The testimony of Weckler, who for many
years was an executive of Chrysler Corporation, was simi-
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larly convincing that Duco answered a long felt need in the
automobile industry and made its way solely on its merits.
In short, the Court rejects as wholly without foundation
any contention that Duco was forced upon General Motors
by reason of du Pont influence or domination.

The record shows that after competitors began to pro-
duce a lacquer comparable to Duco some General Motors
Divisions turned to such competitors while others con-
tinued to buy in whole or in large part from du Pont. Du
Pont, it appears, has retained its position as the most
important single supplier of General Motors. The Govern-
ment has failed to establish, however, that this position
was maintained in any illegal manner. Flaherty, Williams
and Wirshing all made clear that du Pont's position was
at all times a matter of sales effort and keeping General
Motors satisfied. There is no evidence that General Mo-
tors or any Division of General Motors was ever prevented
by du Pont from using a finish manufactured by one of
du Pont's competitors nor is there any evidence that
General Motors has suffered competitively from its sub-
stantial use of Duco. Kettering testified explicitly that
the superior finish used on General Motors cars was re-
sponsible for their higher resale value. In view of all the
evidence of record, the only reasonable conclusion is that
du Pont has continued to sell Duco in substagtial quantities
to General Motors only because General Motors believes
such purchases best fit its needs.

The evidence with respect to Dulux presents a similar
picture. It is apparently an ideal refrigerator finish and
is widely used by a number of major manufacturers other
[fol. 587] than General Motors. Several representatives
of competitive refrigerator manufacturers testified that
they purchased 100% of their requirements from du Pont.
There is no evidence that General Motors purchased from
du Pont for any reason other than those that prompted its
competitors to buy Dulux from du Pont--excellence of
product, fair price and continuing quality of service.

Fabrics

One of the first fabrics which du Pont developed after
its 1910 purchase of the Fabrikoid Company was a pyroxy-
lin coated fabric which was used in the automobile industry
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for upholstery. My mid-1913 sales of this artificial leather
fabric were made to nearly every major automobile com-
pany including the General Motors car units. In 1918
du Pont developed "Pontop" a double rubberized top ma-
terial. During 1925, it produced "Glazed Pontop", which
was replaced in 1926 by "Everbright", a material similar
to the Pontop but having greater lustre and durability.
Everbright at one time supplied -% of all the closed car
top material business in the country. In 1937 Cavalon, a
rubberized upholstery material compounded with ground
leather and finished with a thin coating of shellac, which
was brominated or given a case hardened surface, was
developed and was used particularly in the trucking, the-
atre seating and public seating trades. During the period
Glazed Pontop and Everbright were manufactured, du
Pont developed a combined uncoated fabric which it called
"Teal". This fabric was dyed before it was woven and
used for the tops of open cars.

For about two decades none of the automobile divisions
of General Motors have been purchasers of fabrics for
use in making automobile bodies. With the advent of the
closed body car in the late 1920s and early 1930s, these
automobile divisions discontinued the making of open car
[fol. 5881 bodies. Fisher Body had manufactured closed
bodies for General Motors cars before that type became
popular and later continued the manufacture. In the mid-
1930s it adopted the all steel top for all General Motors
cars. Since these changes Fisher Body became a large
consumer of fabrics for automotive use.

Until the adoption of the closed body car, fabric pur-
chases by the General Motors car divisions were made
principally by the respective divisions.

Before the stock purchase in late 1917, du Pont was
supplying substantially all of the coated fabric require-
ments for both upholstery and top material for Chevrolet
and Oldsmobile; about one-half for Buick; about ona-third
for Oakland; and all interior trim for Cadillac, but none
of the top material.

Cadillac, Oldsmobile and Oakland used fabrikoid for
interior trim and by 1916 Buick was one of du Pont 's four
largest fabrikoid customers.

In 1918-1919 Chevrolet, Buick, Oldsmobile and Oakland
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made purchases of Pontop when it was introduced but
Cadillac made no purchases until 1920.

Chevrolet continued to use artificial leather until 1930
and du Pont enjoyed a substantial portion of its upholstery
and trim requirements. After the discontinuance of the
open body it made only limited purchases of the same for
upholstery and trim. In 1917 du Pont attempted to per-
suade Chevrolet to change to another top material which
it believed was superior but was unsuccessful and the
business went to a competitor; this was regained in 1919,
however, when du Pont introduced "Pontop". Du Pont
maintained its pre-1917 position as Chevrolet's rubber
coated top material supplier until 1924 when it purchased
its requirements from competitors, but regained that busi-
ness in 1925 when Chevrolet was having both quality and
[fol. 589] delivery difficulties with its other suppliers. Du
Pont did not succeed in selling Chevrolet its combined un-
coated top material until 1927, when it started buying du
Pont's Teal. During this time Haartz was Chevrolet's
supplier. In 1929 Chevrolet used this fabric for about one-
half of its production. In 1930 Chevrolet abandoned rub-
ber coated top materials and du Pont secured about one-
half of Chevrolet's business for uncoated materials.

During 1920 du Pont, at Chevrolet 's request developed a
coated panel board and sold it to Chevrolet at about one-
half the price charged by other panel board manufacturers.
By the end of 1920 these manufacturers reduced their
prices and Chevrolet thereafter purchased exclusively from
thom. During the 1920s and 1930s Chevrolet used a large
quantity of coated fabrics for winter fronts to prevent
radiator freezing and during this period purchased the
du Pont product for only one year-1936.

Cadillac purchased du Pont's fabrikoid for interior trim
for all its requirements until 1924. In that year for six
months it purchased its requirements from Textileather.
Prior to 1917 Cadillac purchased all its requirements of
top material from competitors of du Pont until 1920. In
that year it purchased du Pont's "IPontop" and continued
to do so until 1924 when it ceased manufacture of open
bodies.

Oakland purchased fabrikoid for use as interior trim
until 1933 when it ceased the manufacture of open bodies.
Previous to 1917 and from 1919 to 1922 this division pur-
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chased one-third of its coated fabric requirements from
du Pont. In 1918 du Pont had difficulty in maintaining
color uniformity and Oakland purchased from competitors.
In 1922 Oakland purchased its entire requirements of
coated fabrics from du Pont, but in 1923 began to purchase
from competitors. By 1925 du Pont again received about
[fol. 5901 one-third of its coated fabric business- In 1926
it converted to uncoated combined top material and pur-
chased from du Pont competitors.

Except for 1922, when du Pont supplied Buick's entire
requirements for coated fabrics, it supplied one-half of
this division's requirements. When du Pont commenced
the manufacture of uncoated combined top material, it
solicited the Buick business but received no orders until
1927-1928, when it supplied all its requirements. In 1929-
1930 Haartz became Buick's supplier of this fabric. Buick
discontinued the manufacture of open bodies in early 1930.

Oldsmobile, between 1923 and 1929, purchased about one-
half of its requirements for coated and combined fabrics
from competitors of du Pont. In 1923 it purchased one-
half of its requirements from du Pont in the rubber coated
material "Pontop". From 1924 through 1926, this division
used uncoated combined top material and purchased a sub-
stantial amount from du Pont. In 1927 and until 1929 it
purchased from du Pont's competitors.

Between 1918 and 1923 du Pont supplied the bulk of
General Motor's fabric business. The depression of 1920
and 1921 caused a drop in automobile sales and the auto-
mobile manufacturers, including General Motors, had large
stocks of coated fabrics on hand, including future commit-
ments under contracts. Several of the General Motors
units requested du Pont to cancel their contracts but du
Pont refused. An agreement for deferred delivery was
made on Chevrolet's contract and settlement eventually
made on the Buick, Oldsmobile and Oakland contracts to
cancel same on the condition that each would purchase
their entire requirements of coated material for the year
1922 from du Pont. Due to the settlements of the 1920
contracts, du Pont in 1922 supplied a greater percentage
[fol. 591] of General Motors requirements than it had
previously. In 1923 these three divisions commenced to
purchase this fabric from other manufacturers.

Early in 1923 the General Purchasing Committee found
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that General Motors had purchased nearly all its fabric
requirements in the preceding year from du Pont and de-
termined that at least 20% of the requirements should be
placed elsewhere. In 1931 du Pont made a study of its
total sales of coated and combined fabrics and the study
showed that du Pont supplied 31.5% of General Motors
requirements in 1930.

Fisher Body manufactured closed cars for the General
Motors car divisions before 1917, and between 1924 and
the early 1930s, manufactured the open bodies and con-
vertibles. Until 1935 or 1936, when the all steel top was
introduced, Fisher Body used coated fabrics as top mate-
rial for the closed cars, but used no coated fabrics for
upholstery and trim until 1939. It used combined fabrics
as top material on convertibles. Fisher Body was buying
none of its material from du Pont, purchasing from Tex-
tileather, until it bought du Pont's "Glazed Pontop" in
1925. In 1927 it changed to pyroxylin top materials and
purchased one-half of its requirements from Textileather.
It commenced to use du Pont's Everbright in 1928-1929.
In 1929 it purchased two-thirds-of its requirements from du
Pont competitors. It continued such purchasing until 1936,
when all of the General Motors closed bodies had an all
steel top practically eliminating requirements for coated or
combined fabrics except for convertible top material.
Fisher Body began to use uncoated combined fabrics for
top material on convertible models in 1926, purchasing
about one-half of its requirements from du Pont. In 1931,
when du Pont refused to grant a guarantee against dam-
age by cleaning, it purchased its entire requirements from
Haartz. In late 1946 or early 1947 Fisher Body had dif-
[fol. 592] ficulty with shrinkage and fading of top material
purchased from Haartz. In 1948 du Pont successfully met
the difficulty and secured a part of the Fisher Body busi-
ness. Since that year du Pont has supplied Fisher Body
with less than one-half of its requirements of top material.

In 1939 Fisher Body began to use coated fabrics for
interior trim and purchased part from du Pont and part
from its competitors. Du Pont secured a major portion of
its requirements for the years 1940-1941, and immediately
following the war Fisher Body purchased from du Pont
all of the coated fabrics du Pont would sell since there was
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a shortage of said material. Since 1947 or 1948, Fisher
Body has been purchasing its coated and combined fabrics
from Textileather, Federaleather, Haartz Auto Fabric Co.,
and United States Rubber, as well as du Pont.

Fisher Body also purchases about $1,000,000 of weather
stripping cement. It purchases from du Pont a neoprene
base adhesive called Fairprene 5115. Sales of this cement
amount to about 3% of Fisher Body's total purchases.
The bulk of its requirements for this material are pur-
chased from Armstrong Cork, although Nickowitz testified
that du Pont was still trying to sell larger quantities of
Fairprene 5115.

In 1930 General Motors purchased the Indianapolis plant
of the Martin-Parry Corporation, which became the Chev-
rolet Commercial Division of General Motors. This divi-
sion makes bodies for light trucks and commercial vehicles.
Between 1922 and 1930 Martin-Parry Corporation pur-
chased 100 percent of its requirements of coated fabrics
for upholstery and trim from du Pont. From 1930 to 1937
it purchased only du Pont pyroxylin coated fabrics. In
1937 du Pont supplied 90% of its rubber coated fabric
requirements, but in that year it started to purchase from
[fol. 593] United States Rubber a part of its requirements.
In 1940 du Pont lost more of this business, and in 1948 sup-
plied only 60% of this division's requirements. Du Pont
now obtains less than one-third of the approximately two
million dollars of annual fabric purchases made by this
division.

GMC Truck & Coach Division buys one-third of its re-
quirements for light truck upholstery from du Pont. Its
requirements of heavy truck upholstery are supplied by
United States Rubber. When GMC Truck shifted, after
the war, to vinyl coated fabrics instead of natural leather
for the upholstery of its heavy trucks, United States Rub-
ber succeeded in getting that business. Vinyl material for
bus seats was supplied by B. F. Goodrich Company.

A C Spark Plug purchases about $2,000,000 annually
of coated fabrics for fuel pump diaphragms and continues
to use its own material despite du Pont's sales efforts.
At Chevrolet's request A C uses du Pont material for its
automatic transmission. Electromotive's requirements of
synthetic rubber coated material for batten strips and rub-
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ber coated fabrics for insulating material are not supplied
by du Pont although it supplies its principal competitor.
Delco Appliance Division has a large requirement for syn-
thetic rubber coated fabrics and sheet stock, but does not
purchase from du Pont. Packard Electric Division also
has large requirements for vinyl coated insulating tape,
but does not purchase from du Pont. Du Pont supplies
one-half of Packard Electric's requiremeriis in "Teflon"
a coated glass fabric for insulating aircraft ignition wire.

General Motors Overseas Division, which- before the war
purchased substantial amounts of coated fabrics in the
United States, purchasing one-half from du Pont, has since
the war made all its purchase abroad.
[fol. 594] A du Pont Annual Report for 1940 shows that
demand for rubber coated fabrics continued until 1940
when pyroxylin coated material came into being. It stated:

"About five years ago rubber coated fabrics started
to supplant proxylin materials for automobile truck
seat upholstery and usage of the latter by the auto-
mobile industry gradually decreased until 1940 when
style changes resulted in considerably higher require-
ments of pyroxylin coated fabrics as trim on the in-
terior of closed cars. Our sales improved from $360,000
in 1939 to $870,000 in 1940, approximately 50% of the
industry's total requirements." (GTX 1380).

In 1941 a du Pont Annual Competitive Report stated:
"The trim of the interiors of 1941 and 1942 pas-

senger cars was such as to permit increased usage of
pyroxylin coated fabrics for such purposes as the
tops and backs of front seats, kick-pads, shelves be-
hind rear seats, etc. Du Pont sales increased to
$1,365,000 in 1941, 5% over 1940, and represents 30%
of the total auto bile requirements. It is believed
that Textileather Co 0 oration secures the next largest
share, as they supply a sizeable portion of Chrysler's
needs." (GTX 1381).

In 1949 du Pont's total dollar sales to General Motors in-
creased from $3,500,000 in 1948 to $3,700,000; and du Pont's
Annual Market Survey for 1948 stated that du Pont's fabric
division sold four million dollars of its fabric to the auto-
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motive industry, General Motors purchasing over 80%, or
$3,700,000.

Nickowitz testified that since 1944 when he became Di-
rector of Sales at du Pont, sales of coated fabrics to the
[fol. 5951 automobile industry represented only 20% of
the total, and that sales of coated fabrics represented ap-
proximately 2%-3% of its sales. He stated the largest
customer in the automobile field of the Fabrics Division for
the year 1948 was General Motors which purchased $3,-
700,000 of fabrikoid, fabrilite and Teal, and that sales to
General Motors in that year represented about 80% of the
Fabrics and Finishes Departments automobile sales.

Statistical Fabric Charts

The charts submitted by the Government in this field are
GTX 1391 and 1392, showing General Motors' percentage
and dollar volume purchases from du Pont and its com-
petitors for 1946 and 1947. These charts indicate that
74.5% of General Motors' purchases of fabrics in 1946
and 60% in 1947 were made from du Pont. Defendants
have offered DP 569 showing that in 1946, 52.3% in 1946
and 38.5% in 1947 was purchased from du Pont.

In support of its charts the Government states a study
of the evidence shows that the largest usage of any auto-
mobile fabric was for upholstery and trim; that GTX 1391
and 1392 reflect the percentage of fabric purchased by
General Motors from du Pont for that use. It is stated
that one of the chief reasons for concluding that this sole
classification is an accurate one and the one most commonly
used in the automotive field, was the usage of that term by
Thomas A. Nalle, a du Pont fabrics salesman, whose re-
ports are represented by GTX 1349 and 1358. The Govern-
ment arrived at its percentages by comparing du Pont
total sales of fabrikoid, fabrilite and Cavalon to General
Motors, as shown on GTX 1344, with only that part of
General Motors purchases from du Pont competitors which
is shown in GTX 1343A under heading "Imitation
Leather".
[fol. 5961 The defendants object to the accuracy of this
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comparison and to the assumptions on which it rests for
the following reasons:

1. The Government's assumption that all fabrikoid, fab-
rilite and Cavalon sold by du Pont to General Motors is
used solely for upholstery and trim is improper; the du
Pont sales figures shown on GTX 1344 are for total Pn&es
and purchases without regard to the end use of the fabALc;
the record does not support the assumption that all coated
fabrics purchased by General Motors from du Pont were
used for upholstery and trim; on the contrary the record
shows that these fabrics had other uses such as head lin-
ings, winter fronts, seat covers, top materials, case cover-
ings, spring boots, sheet stock, work clothing and curtains.

2. The Government's assumption that only those pur-
chases by General Motors from du Pont competitors shown
on GTX 1343A under the heading "Imitation Leather"
were used for upholstery and trim is likewise improper;
that the record shows that the terms "coated fabrics" and
"imitation leather" are used interchangeably and that these
separate headings in GTX 1343A were used merely to per-
mit recording in accordance with personal preference in
usage of terms, and that in collecting and presenting the
figures contained in GTX 1343A, General Motors included
under both headings fabrics that were competitive with
those offered by du Pont. The Government states that
General Motors did not use the fabric suppliers listed under
"coated fabrics" as suppliers for upholstery and trim
fabric; that they supplied fabrics which General Motors
used for other purposes as gaskets, welts, gimps, etc. as is
substantiated by the testimony of Nalle and Nickowitz and
the documentary evidence. Defense chart DP 569 includes
both categories of "coated fabrics" and "imitation leather"
figures in its computations.
[fol. 597] The Court is of the opinion that the product
comparison made by the defense chart from the base charts,
GTX 1344 and 1343A, reflects the proper delineation to be
accorded the figures contained therein, and the use figures
submitted by the Government cals for assumptions not
supported by the record. Thus, the Court concludes that
in the fabrics field General Motors purchased approxi-
mately 40-50% of its requirements from du Pont for the
years 1946 and 1947.
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Du Pont since 1910 has been one of the major producers
of coated fabrics and related products. At the time of its
investment in General Motors it had been engaged in sell-
ing such products to the automobile industry for many
years and its customers included many of the companies
that subsequently became a part of General Motors. Fol-
lowing its investment it continued to sell to the General
Motors divisions, and over the years those divisions that
use fabric products have purchased them from du Pont in
varying amounts.

On the basis of all of the evidence of record the court
finds that there was at no time any agreement that bound
General Motors to buy anty fixed portion of its fabric
requirements from du Pont with the exception of the year
1922. In that year it appears that du Pont was promised,
and perhaps received, all of General Motors' fabric busi-
ness. This arrangement grew out of the cancellation of
certain contracts in the previous year which caused du
Pont substantial loss. It thus grew out of a normal buyer-
seller relationship. The Court further finds that such pur-
chases of fabrics as the General Motors divisions have
made from du Pont from time to time were based upon
each division 's exercise of its business judgment and are
not the result of du Pont domination. Du Pont, the record
shows, has maintained its position as the principal fabric
supplier to General Motors through its early leadership
[fol. 5991 in the field and concentrating upon satisfac-
torily meeting General Motors' changing requirements as
to quality, service and delivery.

Tetraethyl Lead

C. F. Kettering became associated with General Motors
in 1918 when it merged with United Motors, a division of
which included the Delco Company. He was its General
Manager and retained that office after the merger. On
December 31, 1920 he was made a director and shortly
thereafter a Vice-President of General Motors.

Kettering became interested in exploring the causes of
engine "knock" in 1912 or 1913. He conceived the idea that
he might lessen the knock and improve the engine efficiency
by adding something to the mootor fuel.

This was a subject of revolutionary interest in the evo-
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lution of the internal combustion engine because uutl the
problem of "knocking" could be solved, the possibility of
improving engines and engine performance was limited.
The oil and automotive industries both were tremendously
interested in Kettering's research.

Research was conducted at the Delco Company, then a
part of United Motors, with Thomas Midgley in charge,
and was later transferred to the Dayton Metal Products
Company, acquired by General Motors in 1919.

During this research Kettering prepared papers and
made talks before technical groups, wrote letters, and in-
vited help in the research. Among those interested, who
directed an inquiry to Kettering in 1916, was a Mr. Kurtz
of du Pont who inquired for more particulars after hearing
of a talk Kettering had made in Cleveland. Kettering sent
him a copy of a new paper he was about to deliver, also
stating "any time we get anything of interest we will be
[fol. 599] glad to give you the benefit of it." In 1919
Frank Howard of Standard Oil of New Jersey contacted
Mr. Kettering because of Standard's interest in the prob-
lem. Kettering explained the work he was doing, and
Standard started research work on its own.

Through the American Chemical Society, Kettering tes-
tified he met some du Pont chemists and after World War I
invited them to visit his laboratory to see what he was
doing. In August 1919 Dr. Midgley or Dr. Clements wrote
to the Manager of the du Pont laboratory listing materials
which had been tried in the "suppression or elimination of
the kerosene knock" and indicated that a study was to be
made of the "homologues of aniline," listed the materials
desired to be studied in connection therewith, and requested
du Pont to supply them with any information they had on
the best methods of preparing compounds which du Pont
could not supply, and closed with the statement that "we
are anxious io cooperate with you in every possible way."
Subsequent to joining General Motors, Kettering testified
he continued to call on du Pont scientists for assistance.

On October 28, 1919 K. W. Zimxnerschied, Assistant to
the President of General Motors, wrote C. M. Stine, As-
sistant Director of Chemical Research at du Pont that:

"The Dayton Laboratories will continue the broad
subject of fuel utilization in internal combustion en-
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gines, and your people will take up the development
of chemicals which may be added to undesirable fuels
for the purpose of converting them into usable prod-
ucts. 0 0 *

"It is presumed that the marketing of this chemical
will be a matter of interest to the du Pont organiza-
tion, and that the expense of developing it will be borne
by your Research Department. We are glad to lend
[fol. 600] the mechanical equipment * * * without
charge for the purpose of this investigation." (GTX
599).

Du Pont's Chemical Director replied that he had no funds
available for such work and that in any case the ultimate
expense of the research should be borne by whichever com-
pany derived the greatest benefit from the work.

On June 20, 1920 Lammot du Pont, Chairman of the du
Pont Executive Committee, submitted to it for th -ir ap-
proval a form of proposed general chemical agreement be-
tween General Motors Chemical Department and du Pont,
which the committee approved.

On August 5, 1920 General Motors Research wrote to
the Chemical Director of du Pont stating:

"Confirming our conference on my recent visit to
Wilmington: I understand that the du Pont Company
will cooperate with our Company in placing aniline on
the market for use as an anti-knock material, in con-
nection with the aniline injector which we are develop-
ing.

" * * A further working out of this program
would comprise the sale of aniline by the du Pont Com-
pany through some satisfactory distributing agency,
such as has been suggested by the Standard Oil Com-
pany, who could give aniline national distribution * * *

"In connection with the above, it was agreed that we
would cooperate with du Pont in securing satisfactory
patent protection on the above mentioned devices."
(GTX 601).

Dr. C. M. Stine, Assistant Director of Chemical Research
of du Pont, on April 22, 1920, reportd on a conference held
in Wilmington at which Mr. Kettering was present and
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[fol. 601] members of the du Pont Chemical Department,
including Irenee and Lammot du Pont and Raskob, wherein
"various phases of the proposal to use the Chemical De-
partment of the du Pont Company in a consultant capacity
and for research work for the General Motors" was dis-
cussed.

On August 14, 1920 Lammot du Pont wrote Kettering
that he believed that a memorandum submitted by Mr.
Midgley on the results of the conference was substantially
correct except in one respect: "We agreed that the du Pont
Company would cooperate with General Motors on this
aniline subject, provided the manufacture, distribution and
sale of aniline for this purpose appeared sufficiently attrac-
tive from the profit standpoint."

In connection with the General Chemical Research agree-
ment urged by Lammot du Pont, Kettering replied on Octo-
ber 21, 1921 that the Executive Committee of General
Motors was antagonistic to the proposition and after talk-
ing with Pierre S. du Pont Kettering wanted to arrange a
later meeting between du Pont and General Motors to dis-
cuss the whole problem, but that at the present time to con-
sider the matter of the contract "out of the picture." Lam-
mot du Pont again wrote Kettering on October 24, 1921
stating:

"Our understanding of present conditions is that we
are expected to take up experimental chemical work
for the General Motors Corporation when requested.
We have taken up such work from time to time and
have consulted and advised from time to time.

"At present we have no definite authority for doing
this and have no mutually agreed upon basis of charg-
ing for the work or dividing the results in the shape
of rights. The purpose of the agreement is to give the
du Pont Company definite authority and a basis for
[fol. 602] charging, and either reserving or turning
over to General Motors any rights that may be de-
veloped. It seems to me that this purpose must be
accomplished regardless of what arrangement is made
with respect to any of the work, and that, therefore,
the agreement should be executed at once." (GTX
583).
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Research continued for a better anti-knock solution and
negotiations with du Pont for the production of aniline
were suspended. In December 1921 Kettering's research
organization discovered tetraethyl lead to be a more effec-
tive anti-knock than aniline. On January 28, 1922 General
Motors advised du Pont that their work at the laboratories
had taken an entirely different turn and that it had been
decided for the time being no contract would be made. On
March 18, 1922 Frank A. Howard of Stanflard was also
advised by the General Motors Research that "research
work took a very sudden turn in a direction that would
indicate that it would be a mistake both on your part and
on ours to enter into an agreement such as we discussed."

On March 27, 1922 Larnmot du Pont again wrote Ketter-
ing stating he had heard nothing from him on the General
Motors-du Pont contract regarding experimental chemical
work, that the fuel problem was in no way the cause of
his present writing, that he felt a general contract should
be prepared and executed in order to clear up the present
situation, and he had no objections to any suggested changes
Kettering would make. Mr. Kettering replied he had taken
the matter up with Pierre S. du Pont suggesting it would be
well to get some representative of the du Pont Company
to come to Dayton to "get a picture of what our problems
really are" and that after a time, 'if "we find it would be
desirable to enter into a contract" it would be worked out.
Lammot du Pont on April 1, 1922 replied that Kettering
seemed to have missed his point stating that General Motors
[fol. 603] in its research frequently runs into chemical
problems, that the du Pont Company in its research was
continually dealing with all kinds of chemical problems,
that duplication of staff could be avoided "by an arrange-
ment whereby General Motors has a contract with du Pont"
to assign chemical problems to du Pont whenever desired,
that an arrangement of this kind should provide for some
form of compensation or payment of expenses otherwise
the assignment of each particular problem would "require a
conference and settlement in each case before work could
proceed, which obviously would cause delay and loss." He
also said:

"Why can we not execute a general contract to cover
any and all future 'cases?
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"The only reason I can see for not doing so is the
decision by General Motors to establish their own
chemical staff. If you have come to this conclusion,
I have no objection as a representative of the du Pont

Company, and have nothing more to say." (GTX 591).
Kettering replied affirming the desirability of the du Pont
organization supplementing the work in the General Motors
laboratory, but felt that some of the du Pont associates
should come out to their laboratory to see -"what we are
aiming at" and that possibly after such visit "there would
be no difficulty whatever in getting together and working
this matter out." The following month he replied to Lam-
mot du P M renewed-uxing saying:

A "In going through this*'vatter I consider that this
is entirely out ide the range' the Research Labora-
tory to enter into"'atcontract of is kind. I am, there-
fore,, .irfling the matter over to tte head of our Cor-
peiation hnd iny plai which they ay work out will
be entirersetist story tq'is. '" (G 594).

[fol. 604] K4terfig seht picopy' of the p oposed contract
submitted b1 La ot d4 Pont to Pierre . du Pont. On
November !6, 1927i Jat~t~If s perma ently closed as
shown by i file meI a dum written by L mmot du Pont:

,in c6nversatiprn 4wth iere S. di Pont he advised
"that it doeo~_t-seexp possible at thi! time to institute
any ploan for oope ation A6n chenrcal research- work
betv'een General Motrfrtorpora ion, his feeling being
that as problems come up, spe 21larrangements with

"reference to each should be n e between the two com-
pa~pies, rather than an at ipt now to make a general
arrangeunent to co rospec ases." (GTX 598).

Kettering testified that when the proposed contract was
originally discussed at the Wilmington conference, he was
opposed to it because "du Pont Company was thinking in
terms of manufactured chemicals rather than the research
chemicals General Motors was interested in." Sloan also
testified: "the fact is that the whole proposition was un-
sound. Mr. Kettering was against it. Everybody was
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against it. It couldn't, be considered from the General
Motors point of view."

I)uring the negotiations concerning thi (eneral Chemical
Agre,ment, on March 22, 1922, Pierre S. du Pont sent a
brief report to lrenee du Pont on the new "'doping" com-
pound--tetraethyl leadl-.and stated that:

"Mr. Kettering would like to fake up the question
of ninnufacture with fihp du Pont Company representa-
tives at an early date." (GTX m1o).

On April 15, 1922 the patent application covering TEL
was filed nnd T)r. Midgly wrote to )r. Stine of dhu Pont
advising him ofh the "new anti-knock material " TEl,.
[ fol. 6051 It was Kettering who made the decision to call
in dlu Pont tor assistance in the manufacture of tetraethyl
l4-a,. In JuInne 1922 Kettering invited lrenee du Pont to
come to I)ayton to discuss the problem. Thereafter, he met
with (. S. Mott and l'i erre S. du Pont and proposed that
the manufaviture of TEl, he started as moon as possible by
diu ['ont in order to p~roduc' about one hundred gallons a
lay. Sloan testified that he recognized General Motors

had no competence in chemical manufacture and that re-
search and manufacture of chemicals were quite different;
that the manufacture of tetraethyl lead involved danger
and was an entirely new venture, the product never having
been manufactured in the Ujnited,, States. He stated du
Pont had demonstrated through its war work "its ability to
deal with problems involving dangerous materials, such as
dynamite; and their well organized research offered the
best opportunity for us to produce tetraethyl lead and put
it on the market."

Kettering and members of his staff went to Wilmington
for a series of conferences with Irenee du Pont and mem-
bers of the du Pont chemical staff. Irenee du Pont advised
Dr. Stine, Harrington and Reese of du Pont of Kettering's
forthcoming visit and stated he was anxious for du Pont
to sell Kettering on du Pont's ability to help General
Motors on the TEL proposition.

At this time, du Pont without a written contract, under-
took the production of TEL using the bromine process de-
veloped by Midgley. On September 5, 1922 General Motors
Research reported to the Executive Committee of General
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Motors that satisfactory progress had been made in the
production program, that research and production at Gen-
eral Motors could be dropped, and that the du Pont Com-
pany would continue production. Kettering testified he
told Shlotn that a contract should he made since there was
[fol. 6061 nothing between the two companies regarding
prices or anything else. Sloan wrote Kettering advising
him that Irenee du Pont also felt that a more definite ar-
-rangement between the companies should be made and
that an appointment had been made for Kettering, Irenee
du Pont, Harrington of du Pont, and Sloan to discuss the
matter.

On October 6, 1922 General Motors and du Pont entered
into a contract relating to the manufacture of tetraethyl
lead. Under this agreement du Pont was to build a plant
to produce TEI, at the rate of one hundred gallons (1300
lbs.) a day using the ethyl bromine process; the price was
set at $26 a gallon; the contract was a "continuing one"
but included a provision for cancellation and gave General
Motors the right to manufacture TEI, itself or have it man-
ufactured by others if at any time du Pont prices should
riot he the lowest.

The distribution of tetraethyl lead was made in February
1923 at gas stations in Dayton, Cincinnati, and Hamilton,
Ohio and by the middle of 1923 had tremendous public ac-
ceptance. In April 1923 Midgley of General Motors met
with Howard of Standard Oil, which corporation had been
interested in, the anti-knock project from the beginning.
At this meeting HIoward revealed a new ethyl chloride
process developed by a chemist at Standard Oil. This new
process could produce tetrapthyl lead at less than $10 a
gallon which was cheaper than the ethyl bromine process.
There was a shortage in the supply of bromine from com-
mercially developed sources.

During this time Midgley continued working out distri-
bution arrangements of TEL with the various oil compa-
nies, including Standard. Midgley suggested that Standard
consider the possibility of its manufacturing TEL and of-
fered that if Standard would establish facilities for manu-
[fol. 607] featuring one hundred gallons of TEL per day,
General Motors "would then sign with them a similar con-
tract to the one now in force with the du Pont Company";
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that Mr. Howard stated to him they were not chemical
manufacturers and suggested a meeting between the prin-
cipal executives of the two companies to develop a "work-
ing arrangement between General Motors and Standard
Oil." On June 15, 1923 Mr. Pickard, General Manager of
du Pont's l)yestuffs l)partment wrote to Irenee du Pont
that Standard had developed a new cheaper process for
producing mFl.

On .January 28, 1924 Sloan wrote to renee du Pont, pres-
ident of da Pont, that he had talked with two or three of
the Standard Oil people with reference to TEL; that they
reported that in discussing the manufacture of TEL with
Kettering and Midgley they had been encouraged to see
what they could do in developing a process for marketing
TEL; that they had a method covered by patents which
gave lower cost of production; that Standard had a con-
tract with General Motors on the distribution of TEL and
was urging a deal to license competitors to distribute TEL
thereby getting broader distribution which "they claim will
be in our interest in return for that they want the right
to manufacture for our account tetraethyl lead at a price
competitive with the diu Pont Company." He expressed his
thought that since TEL was still in the development stage
that manufacture hy Standard should not be discussed and
further (lid not think it was good business "from our stand-
point for them to manufacture tetraethyl lead and at the
same time have iuci a large slice of the distribution." In
addition he stated he would rather obtain a license from
them, pay for it and "get the du Pont Company to use it
in reducing the cost" instead of dealing with Standard as
a manufacturer. Irenee du Pont replied on February 2,
[fol. 6081 1924 that du Pont was in accord with that
course of procedure and suggested General Motors write
Standard indicating it had contacted du Pont on its esti-
mated requirements for TEL "believing that the- are the
best equipped company to handle complicated organic
chemical problems" and also suggesting that Standard
contact du Pont "to see if they are in any wise interested
in your proposed method for the manufacture of that com-
pound." Sloan sent Irenee du Pont a copy of the letter he
sent to Standard Oil, and stated he thought it best in view
of his conversation with Standard Oil to write along dif-
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ferent lines and had taken the liberty of modifying Irenee's
suggested letter. His letter to Standard stated that because
of rapid developments in the plant built for the manufac-
ture of TEL and the fact that the whole picture is more or
less in the development stage, it was desirable to refrain
from discussing the situation at the present time" but that
General Motors would be glad to discuss the relative merits
of the two processes and perhaps work out a plan which
would preserve the equities."

The minutes of the Executive Committee of General
Motors for February 27, 1924, members present being
Pierre S. du Pont, Raskob and Sloan, reported that discus-
sion was had on the future policy of General Motors in the
development and marketing of TEL and that "it might be
possible to work out a plan whereby a company could be
formed to control our patents and the distribution of the
material which would be jointly controlled by the large oil
companies and ourselves."

Several conferences took place in June 1924 between Gen-
eral Motors and Standard Oil on the subject of tetraethyl
lead and the possibility of Standard engaging in its manu-
facture. Standard proposed to erect a one hundred gallon
plant, chlorine process, to be installed at the Bayway Re-
[fol. 609] finery for the purpose of affording "the ex-
perience basis for future construction of this process"
and "provide an additional one hundred gallons of TEL
per day for the end of the peak season, September and
October."I

On June 25, 1924 Howard of Standard Oil had a meeting
with Irenee du Pont to be shown through the du Pont
plants. Irenee du Pont testified that he learned for the first
time of Standard's interest in the manufacture of the anti-
knock compound. Irenee du Pont wrote to Sloan following
Howard's visit stating that Howard was anxious to start
the Standard plant at Bayway, that Irenee appreciated
there would be some advantages in having an independent
plant operated by General Motors and Standard "as a
check on prices charged by the du Pont Company and also
to obtain such advantage as there may be in the enthusiasm
of the Standard Oil men to put across their own 'baby.' "
To this letter Sloan replied indicating du Pont should in-
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crease its production and production facilities for TEL;
that

"for psychological reasons we should permit the
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey to expend.

$35,000 or $40,000 of their own money to experiment
with the 100 gallon a day outfit in one of their plants,
I believe in Bayway, in a building which they could
use temporarily for the purpose. This will serve to
satisfy them from the psychological standpoint and it
is certain that it will be impossible to operate such an
experimental plant successfully when the larger units
are running, but will give them a means to work out
their viewpoint which certainly can do us no damage
when we approach it from the bigger way.

"Any further thought of developing any real pro-
duction other than under the auspices of the du Pont
(fol. 610] Company will be deferred until some later
time." (GTX 661).

Sloan wrote to Kettering on July 25, 1924 reporting a
conference he had with Howard of Standard Oil for the
formation of the company to be jointly owned by General
Motors and Standard under the name of the Ethyl Gaso-
line Corporation. In August 1924 a formal agreement was
entered into between General Motors and Standard Oil
organizing such a corporation.

This agreement provided that the capital stock of Ethyl
be divided equally between General Motors and Standard,
each to have a 50% interest; each was to have five directors
of the ten members on the Board; each was to grant Ethyl
exclusive licenses under all patent rights from their re-
spective patent applications in the field of anti-knock com-
pounds; and each was to grant Ethyl exclusive rights on
all future discoveries until August 1, 1940. In addition,
the agreement provided that Ethyl would handle the dis-
tribution of TEL and would purchase the same.

"in the open market at the lowest price at which it is
offered and, to permit competitive bidding, shall offer
to instruct and license any bona fide probable supplier,
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including the Standard Company; °  provided, how-
ever:

"Purchases shall be made from E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Company under the existing contract be-
tween it and General Motors * * ° until the expiration
of said contract or until a substitute therefor is made
direct with the Ethyl Company." (GTX 668).

The General Motors directors on the Ethyl Board were
Sloan, Kettering, Donaldson Brown, Midgley and John T.
[fol. 611] Smith; the officers were Kettering, President,
Howard of Standard, Vice President, and Midgley, Gen-
eral Manager.

Tetraethyl lead is a poisonous substance. Both General
Motors and du Pont were fully aware of its toxic effects.
Sloan in June 1924 wrote to Kettering regarding the ap-
pointment of a board of medical men to study the prob-
lem. Sloan and Kettering both testified that General Mo-
tors had not invented TEL as a product to add to its line
in order to make money producing and selling it, but that
its interest was the advance in engine compression and to
make a better and more efficient motor car.

The properties of tetraethyl lead made its production
on a commercial scale a hazardous undertaking and Sloan
stated he fully realized the dangers incident to the manu-
facture of this material. He testified that he knew Stand-
ard was not a chemical manufacturer, that its chief busi-
ness was digging wells and pumping oil from the ground,
and he felt Standard was not equipped to enter the field
of chemical manufacture at this stage of TEL's develop-
ment. His acquiescence to Standard's plant at Bayway
was because Standard wanted to try the manufacture of
TEL and further he thought something might be learned
from the experiment.

During the Summer of 1924 technical planning at Bay-
way and du Pont's Deepwater plant proceeded, and a dif-
ference of opinion emerged between the engineers of the
two companies with respect to the manufacturing equip-
ment to be employed in producing the ethyl chloride proc-
ess. Harrington testified that du Pont advocated a com-
pletely closed, airtight system of manufacture, while
Standard felt economy would be achieved by permitting
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the working force to handle the lead residue directly.
After visiting the Bayway plant, Harrington said there
was unanimous agreement that Standard's process was
(fol. 612] "too dangerous" for du Pont to use, notified
Standard to that effect, and received permission from
Ethyl to install equipment of its own design.

In October 1924 the Bayway plant was stricken with a
series of fatalities resulting from TEL poisoning-there
were five deaths within a period of a few days, with many
other employees being poisoned. A public uproar fol-
lowed; exaggerated reports filled the press; university
professors made adverse comments; major oil companies
announced they would no longer distribute TEL and mu-
nicipalities banned its distribution. The Standard plant
was immediately closed. The New Jersey authorities or-
dered its dismantling and Standard was ordered not to en-
gage in TEL manufacture. Following this disaster Sloan
in writing to Irenee du Pont on December 12, 1924 asking
him to take a position on Ethyl's Board stated:

"du Pont will always be the manufacturing agent of
Ethyl Gasoline Corporation whether we make tetra
ethyl lead or whatever we make, now or in the future.
I am sure of that. * * *" (GTX 710).

Ethyl was forced to suspend its sales of TEL completely.
Ethyl requested du Pont to withhold deliveries from its
bromine process plant. The figure of $1.66 per pound was
the approximate cost of producing TEL at this plant and
$1.17 at du Pont's chloride plant. Du Pont withheld its
deliveries. Howard wrote to Irenee du Pont on March 28,
1925 stating the problem following the Bayway disaster
as follows:

"while owing to conditions over which neither party
has had any control it would have been to the ad-
[fol. 613jvantage of the du Pont Co. to have contin-
ued uninterruptedly to produce lead from its bromine
plant and its failure to do so, out of consideration for
the interests of the Ethyl Corp., resulted in some loss
to the du Pont Co., this is a loss of profit which neither
party contemplated at the beginning the du Pont Co.
would make. On the other hand, the du Pont Co. is
suffering a loss of profits which the parties did con-
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template the du Pont Co. would make, through the
failure of the chloride plant to deliver the quantity
of lead which both parties hoped and expected it would
deliver prior to April 15th.

"Owing to conditions over which neither party has
had any control, the Ethyl Corp. at the same time finds
itself with a stock of over $1,000,000 worth of lead
on hand and deliveries still coming in very much
more rapidly than the goods can be marketed at pres-
ent. This situation was not contemplated by the Ethyl
Corp., but, on the contrary, the Ethyl Corp. had hoped
and expected to be able to market immediately and at
a profit to itself any lead supplied to it by the du Pont
Co. prior to April 15th, even though such lead bore a
price of $1.66 per pound." (GTX 677).

He continued stating that he was content to leave the de-
cision in Irenee du Pont's hands, "with entire confidence
in your reaching a fair conclusion."

Irenee du Pont replied to this letter stating:

"apart from the contract we were asked to defer de-
liveries of material which we could make in January
and would have made at a profit. We suggested that
these deliveries be simply deferred and not cut out
entirely, an eminently fair proposition to make. Owing
[fol. 614] to the fact that the Ethyl Gas executives
were very busy and/or away, delay would have ensued
detrimental to your interests if we had stood 'pat' and
waited for you to 'come across'. In our desire to be
helpful to the 'picture' we acted on your orders with-
out getting approval for a deferment of the deliveries
in question. It seems to me only equitable that you
should have accepted our offer of deferment and not
take advantage of our efforts to be of service to you.

"It is, therefore, my judgment that you should ac-
cept delivery at $1.66 per lb. of the amount of tetra-
ethyl lead which we voluntarily abstained from mak-
ing and shipping in January, and that, further, if
owing to our misfortune at the ethyl chloride plant
you are sufficiently short of ethyl lead so as to make
a loss thereby, the amount up to that accruing by rea-
son of the lead not delivered in January, should not
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be assessed to us on the damage paragraph." (GTX
679).

He admitted that from a law point of view Ethyl might
maintain its position, but that the equities indicate other-
wise.

When the manufacture of TEL was suspended, there was
also disagreement between Ethyl and du Pont as to the
settlement to be made on cancellation of their contract.
Under the terms of its contract du Pont was to be reim-
bursed for its expenditures in building the chloride plant.
Webb in a letter to Sloan stated that Ethyl had informed
du Pont it would be reimbursed for the cost of such build-
ing and any expenditure incurred so as to make du Pont
"whole". He stated further:

"It seems to me that we should get from the du Pont
[fol. 615] Company at the time of settlement assur-
ances of placing us in possession of all facts and data
relative to this work, so that we may have the benefit
of any information or knowledge gained in such re-
search work. This has not been suggested to the du
Pont Company as a part of settlement, but I feel con-
fident that Mr. du Pont will not raise the slightest ob-
jection to giving us full and complete copies of or ac-
cess to this data." (GTX 685).

He also reported that he wrote to Mr. du Pont:

"I naturally assume that if operation of the plant is
not resumed during our present contract period and
meanwhile it has been paid for by us in accordance
with the terms of the understanding which we are now
attempting to reach, then it would seem to me that the
building, its equipment and appurtenances (excluding
land) would be our property." (GTX 685).

but that Mr. du Pont replied:

"If it is your desire that the plant be scrapped at
your expense, the proceeds of the scrapping should
properly be yours under a general proposition that
we shall be made whole. However, the economies of
such a procedure are not good, which being the case, it
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seems essential that the physical property of unknown
and somewhat doubtful value should be left in our
hands, perhaps as a compensation for our having
waived any profits on the contract." (GTX 685).

Webb stated that "if it should not ultimately be used to
manufacture something for us that we be paid the salvage
value, whether demolished or converted to some other
purpose.'
[fol. 6161 Howard had written Webb of Ethyl on June 29,
1925 regarding the discussions concerning settlement and
stated:

"If at any time the du Pont Co. wishes to make use
of the ethyl plant for any purpose, it shall then pay to
the Ethyl Corp. the then value of the plant to the
du Pont Co. for the purpose for which they contein-
plate its use." (GTX 686).

He further revealed the sum of $1,500,000 was to be paid
du Pont on account of the settlement. On June 30, 1925
Webb delivered the $1,500,000 "without any strings at-
tached to it at all" and further discussion of the settlement
terms were to be had later with Irence du Pont.

Irenee du Pont wrote to Webb on July 1, 1925 that
Howard's letter of June 29, 1925 relating to the adjust-
ment of the controversy was "not satisfactory" stating
that du Pont could not cede ownership of the plant and that

"our contract speaks for itself as regards ceding to
you any inventions on the anti-knock compounds but
we could not undertake to teach you * * * how to carry
on that manufacture as well as we could do." (GTX
688).

Webb replied saying that he considered the salvage or
conversion value of the chloride plant as the principal
matter to be adjusted between them.

In August 1925 Webb suggested that settlement of the
question of ownership of the plant be deferred until the
investigation then being conducted by the Surgeon General
of the United States was completed, and if the report made
by him was favorable Ethyl would make another contract
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covering manufacture of TEL with du Pont and "the sal-
vage problem would have answered itself," but this sug-
[fol. 617] gestion was not acceptable to Irenee du Pont
who did not wish to defer the issue. Harrington testified
that eventually Webb's suggestion was accepted and the
matter was not settled until the contract between Ethyl
and du Pont was negotiated in March 1926. Du Pont re-
tained the chloride plant at Deepwater, since in January
1926 the Surgeon General of the United States in a report
approved renewal of the business and production of TEL
and manufacture was resumed in March 1926.

In the negotiations regarding this controversy Sloan
testified he took little part since he wanted to be in a com-
pletely unprejudiced position, although lie revealed he be-
lieved the du Pont position was entirely correct. In March
1925 he wrote to Irenee du Pont that he had come to the
conclusion it was a mistake to leave the management of
Ethyl's property so largely in the hands of Dr. Midgley
who was entirely inexperienced in organization matters,
and thought progress would be made more rapidly and con-
structively if there was more of a business side to the de-
velopment, but that Kettering opposed that idea. Ile con-
tinued that while Standard Oil was not receptive to the idea
in the beginning he found later in discussion with Mr.
Teagle of Standard that they had come to the same con-
clusion and it was agreed that Mr. Kettering and Mr.
Howard, President and Vice-President, respectively, should
resign and "an active President should be appointed of
proper ability, administrative and otherwise, to deal with
the problems that confront the Corporation". Sloan pro-
posed Earl W. Webb then in the Legal and Real Estate
Department of General Motors and Standard accepted the
recommendation. Webb was appointed President in the
Spring of 1925 when he had made a satisfactory report on
Ethyl's operations as a preliminary test of his qualifica-
tions.

Ethyl's losses during the shutdown necessitated a series
[fol. 618] of loans from Standard and General Motors and
by July 1925 General Motors and Standard had loaned
Ethyl $1,700,000 with authorization for further loans of
$500,000. On May 22, 1925 Irenee du Pont wrote to Raskob
at General Motors that he approved of the borrowing of
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funds by Ethyl from General Motors and Standard and
said:

"As the amounts due to the du Pont Co. are in some
particulars overdue, I am very glad you can arrange
to immediately send the necessary cash to Ethyl Gas-
oline Corp." (GTX 682).

During the cessation of manufacture at Ethyl's plant,
Webb and the Dow officials had a series of conferences on
the subject of the manufacture of TEL for Ethyl. Dow had
developed a process for producing TEL by means of a
reaction which used magnesium. In April 1926 Webb also
came in contact with the American Research Laboratories,
which also claimed to have developed a process using mag-
nesium and offered to undertake the manufacture of TEL.
Webb visited the Dow plant with a representative of the
American Research Laboratories and upon seeing the Dow
chemical manufacturing facilities, the American Research
Laboratories realized "it would be rather foolish for them
to venture into anything of this kind", suggested cancella-
tion of the contract and an arrangement whereby manu-
facture under their process would be conducted by Dow.
The American Research Laboratories process proved
worthless. Irenee du Pont, then a director of Ethyl and
aware of American Research Laboratories' desire to man-
ufacture, expressed opposition pointing out that if another
disaster occurred after the Bayway disaster only a few
months before:

"No amount of explaining will excuse our directors
for having encouraged novices to undertake such a
dangerous operation." (GTX 711).

[fol. 619] Dow continued as a prospective manufacturer
until late in 1926 when it informed Webb it was unwilling
to undertake the manufacture of TEL by any process be-
cause of the hazard factor.

During these incidents du Pont and Ethyl entered into
a contract in March 1926 for the production and sale of
TEL. From 1926 to 1937 du Pont sold TEL to Ethyl un-
der a series of short term contracts negotiated for Ethyl
by Webb. The 1926, 1928 and 1929 contracts made no refer-
ence to patents, improvements or new developments in TEL,
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and from 1928 the contracts provided that Ethyl's entire
requirements were to be taken from du Pont.

In 1929 Ethyl Corporation gave consideration to the
situation that would exist when the basic patents expired-
Midgley's to expire December 30, 1947, and the chloride
process patent of Standard January 1, 1946. Ethyl, not
being a manufacturer, would find it difficult to manufacture
the product without knowledge of the du Pont processes.
Sloan stated in a letter to Webb of Ethyl that they should
make their contracts on the supply of TEL so that the
supplier of the lead, the du Pont Company

"together with others later on, would at all times sell
to us exclusively" (GTX 748)

so that if tetraethyl lead is still a factor in the fuel situa-
tion at the expiration of the patents and there was no
restriction on manufacturers as to whom they would sell
the material, "there would be no place in the picture for
Ethyl. '

In 1930 a new contract was executed between Ethyl and
du Pont and in all subsequent contracts between them until
1938, it was provided that if Ethyl would purchase at least
50% of its annual requirements of TEL from du Pont
[fol. 620] until January 1, 1938, du Pont would on that
date make full disclosure to Ethyl of all its patents, know-
how and secret processes on TEL manufacture and would
license Ethyl to manufacture TEL under the du Pont pat-
ents.

From 1930 to 1937 Ethyl began a long term campaign to
put itself in a position to manufacture TEL. Several pro-
posals were considered and rejected before the execution of
a Manufacturing Service Agreement between du Pont and
Ethyl on January 1, 1938. In 1936 du Pont agreed to
build a TEL plant for Ethyl at Baton Rouge, Louisiana and
the following year agreed to construct a second plant for
Ethyl. Under the 1938 agreement du Pont contracted to
construct for Ethyl plants at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, a
site selected by Ethyl, lease the du Pont facilities at Deep-
water to Ethyl, and operate them as Ethyl's agent in re-
turn for a specified percentage of Ethyl's proceeds from
operation for the next ten years. Du Pont further agreed
to advance certain funds to Ethyl and build such tetraethyl
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lead and raw material plants as Ethyl required. In addi-
tion, the agreement provided that on the expiration of pat-
ent protection in 1948, Ethyl and du Pont would each be
free to engage in both the manufacture and distribution of
tetraethyl lead.

During the negotiations preceding the ultimate agree-
ment, Sloan replied to a letter from Webb that he was not
opposed to contracting to give du Pont 50% of the business
of Ethyl but felt strongly that Ethyl should be entitled to
any of du Pont's improvements resulting from the manu-
facture under Ethyl's patents.

Sloan wrote to Lammot du Pont in April 1930 in connec-
tion with the proposed know-how clause and urged him to
do anything he could to "facilitate this and broaden the
base upon which it is developed." Lammnot,/du Pont felt
that Ethyl did not have the background to undertake the
manufacture of a dangerous chemical.
[fol. 6211 On June 9, 1936, prior to the ultimate agree-
ment, a comprehensive report and study of the origin and
early histdry of the tetraethyl lead business, including sug-
gestions on arrangements to be worked out between Ethyl
and du Pont, was made on behalf of the du Pont Company
by N. P. Wescott and submitted to F. Spaare, Director.

During the pre-1938 period du Pont fixed its prices on
the sale of TEL to Ethyl at a level high enough which would
give du Pont a manufacturing profit equal to one-third of
the total profits derived both from the manufacture and
distribution of TEL, and the remaining two-thirds to be
divided equally between General Motors and Standard in
the form of dividend payments from Ethyl, after deduct-
ing the royalty due General Motors on its patents. From
1930 to 1937 du Pont's total profits from Ethyl's operations
were approximately $35,000,000 and General Motors and
Standard received dividends of approximately $30,000,000
each, and in addition General Motors received the sum of
$19,000,000 in royalties.

The Manufacturing Service Agreement in 1938 provided
a compensation of 30% of Ethyl's gross operating profits
to be paid to du Pont. The 30% was premised on a mini-
mum of 53,000,000 pounds of tetraethyl lead and one-tenth
of the profits for production above that figure.

The percentage of profits received by du Pont is reflected
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in the de pendants' lhart which prenmiss the, ratio of diu
l'ont profits to 1'Jthyl's profits on figures before tax(,, and
bonus of either corporation. The basic figures used by the
(Jovernment chart also show tiu iont's profits before taxes
ard bonuts. Thv averag, share' of" Ethyl's gross opJerating
profits which d P'ont receiveol during the 1938-1948 period
was 18%.

Shortly after the 193S agrernent Standard Oil conveyed
[fol. 622 1 to du lPont anid ithyl the, information that a new
oil cracking procvss in the gasoline industry would required
an expansion in the production of FA],, and 1wecessit1t(, the
ervetion of additional plants at E~thyl's Haton Rouge site,.

(n I)ecember 31, 1947, all the basic patents relating to
(he production and use of TEL having expired, dul Pont
and Ethyl discontinul operations under th 1 930 agree-
Ment and ecch went its separate way. Ethyl's lease on
du Pont's Deepwater plant expired at the same time and
du Pont undertook to manufacture lead for its own ac-
count. Ethyl took over the direct operation of the larger
plant facilities at Baton Rouge. Both sold their respective
fluid to oil companies. J. R. Sabina, a du Pont executive,
testified that beginning in 1945 du Pont began to expand its
petroleum products staff; a petroleum laboratory was or-
ganized in the Fail of 1947, and in anticipation of freedom
from Ethyl's patent in 1948, every oil company in the
United States had been personally visited and orders were
solicited.

In 1948, all but seven of the fifty-nine companies that
dealt with du Pont had dealt previously with Ethyl. In
1948 du Pont owned at Deepwater the four original plants
constructed before 1938, and Ethyl owned five plants at
Baton Rouge, four of which were designed to have the same
size and capacity as the Deepwater plants. In 1948 du Pont
had a capacity of between 180,000,000 and 194,000,000
pounds per year for its four plants, or about four-fifths of
Ethyl's capacity. John F. Daley, Oeneral Manager of the
Organic Chemical Department at du Pont, testified that in
selling to the oil companies, the Ethyl trademark was very
much of an obstacle. He also testified that du Pont lost
customers to Ethyl and vice-versa in the years following
the severance.

The evidence with respect to the discovery and develop-
ment of TElL fails to establish tHe (05vernment's charges.
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[fol. 623] It will not support a finding that the discovery
of TEL was surrendered to du Pont pursuant to any agree-
ment that du Pont was to have exclusive rights to General
Motors chemical discoveries. The record, rather, estab-
lishes that the services of du Pont as a manufacturer were
secured by General Motors in the unrestrained exercise
of its own judgment. Kettering appears to have been
largely responsible for this decision, and neither the alleged
pre-existing agreement nor du Pont's stockholdings in
General Motors was the basis of the decision. It is clear
hat'General Yo ors' lack of eXveri n mical manu-

facture and du Pont's superior competence and wide ex-
perience were the reasons for the decision.

Simiilarly, du Pont retained its position as the manu-
facturer of TEL by reason of the continued high quality
of i s per ormance. The Court fs that General Motors
and Ethyl Corporation were at all times free to turn else-
where and were not coerced in any way to continue pur-
chasing from du Pont.

Kinetic Chemicals, Inc.
In 1928 Frigidaire and its leading competitors were using

sulphur dioxide as a refrigerant, a chemical presenting
health hazards. Pratt, Kettering, and E. G. Biechler, Gen-
eral Manager of Frigidaire, expressed a desire for a new
safe refrigerant and Mr. Midgley was assigned the task
of working on the problem. An appropriation for this
research was approved by Frigidaire. The objective sought
by this research was a refrigerant which had a suitable
boiling point, non-toxic and non-inflammable, and which
had a distinct but not unpleasant odor.

Thomas Midgley spent eighteen months on this project
and by the end of 1928 had determined that Freon 12
(F-12) met the above requirements and the discovery was
Ifol. 624] patented, with patents being assigned to Gen-
eral Motors. The principal elements of freon were chlorine
and fluorine, both being dangerous and toxic. During 1929
and early 1930 Midgley continued to work on Freon "to
develop suitable manufacturing processes." In August
1929 Pratt approved the erection of a small plant to pro-
duce F-12 in quantities sufficient to make laboratory tests.
Frigidaire erected a semi-commercial plant in the Winter
of 1929-1930.
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In March 1930 Biechler wrote to Pratt stating a decision
on the manufacture should be made as quickly as possi-
ble, recommending that either Frigidaire or some other
division of General Motors manufacture the same because
he felt

"a great deal would be gained if we would control this
rather than let a chemical company do it." (GTX 838).

Pratt, on March 15, 1930, although having approved the
small scale production for test purposes of Frigidaire,
stated:

"It is quite a fundamental step for us to start Gen-
eral Motors in chemical manufacture. Up to this time
we have more or less elected to confine ourselves to
the mechanical side of manufacture and I do not want
to depart from this until a very thorough consider-
ation has been given to all of the factors involved."
(GTX 839).

He stated that he would have to discuss the same with
Sloan. When he did so, Sloan agreed that General Motors
should not manufacture the new refrigerant. Sloan testi-
fied that he took that position on the basis of General
Motors' lack of competence to manufacture a material in-
volving the dangers in manufacture "somewhat analogous
to TEL." Sloan left it to Pratt to investigate and develop
[fol. 625] a suitable program for supplying Frigidaire's
requirements of F-12. Without consulting Sloan further,
Pratt went to see H. F. Harrington of the Dyestuffs Divi-
sion of du Pont and suggested that a joint company be
formed between General Motors and du Pont to sell freon.
He testified he selected du Pont because of their experience
in handling dangerous chemicals and because he had con-
fidence in the du Pont people. Biechler expressed his pleas-
ure that the responsibility of manufacture had been as-
sumed by du Pont. The desirability of getting into the
production of freon quickly was recognized by all.

Harrington and Pratt agreed substantially upon the de-
sails of the contractual agreement and Pratt suggested that
;he new company be owned 51% by du Pont and 49% by
general Motors, so that operating responsibility rested on
iu Pont which had the personnel and experience required
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for manufacture. Pratt also suggested a provision that
future chemicals developed by General Motors be first
offered to Kinetic, the joint company.

The formal agreement organizing Kinetic was executed
August 27, 1930 and was approved by the General Motors
Finance Committee, the minutes reciting:

"It was felt that because of the experience of the
du Pont Company in the chemical field that it is to the
interest of General Motors Corporation to arrange
with the du Pont Company for the commercial develop-
ment and production of these chemicals rather than
for us to undertake the organization of the necessary
personnel, technical staff, etc. for their production;
and in order to give the du Pont Company an incentive
for the most efficient development of these chemicals
it was considered mutually advantageous that the du
Pont Company should have the right to subscribe to
[fol. 626] 51% of the stock of the Kinetic Chemicals,
Inc. Under this agreement a royalty will be paid to
General Motors for the right to use the inventions
transferred to Kinetic Chemicals, Inc. as covered more
fully in the agreement." (GM 238).

The clause regarding future General Motors chemical dis-
coveries required that the offer to Kinetic of any such dis-
covery should be "on such terms as may be mutually
agreed upon." The new corporation had a board of direc-
tors of five members-three selected by du Pont and two by
General Motors; its personnel was furnished by du Pont
and the latter received a management fee of $50,000 a year;
General Motors granted Kinetic an exclusive license on its
patents covering freon and received a royalty in the
amount of 5% of sales.

The process used by Frigidaire during the experimental
period was found to be so expensive as to be commercially
prohibitive. Du Pont chemists assigned to the problem
succeeded in developing a feasible commercial manui.c-
ture which reduced the costs. In addition, an essential raw
material-anhydrous hydrofluoric acid-was not commer-
cially available in sufficient quantities and du Pont invented
and patented for Kinetic a process which enabled Kinetic
to make its own acid,

23c.
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The New York Fire Department was disturbed over the
possible danger in the use of freon and du Pont was able
to demonstrate its properties as being a safe refrigerant.
Du Pont. through Kinetic, also undertook a general educa-
tional campaign to convince the public of its safety.

With respect to the clause regarding future chemical
discoveries by General Motors, Pratt wrote to Lammot du
Pont on July 20, 1931, as follows:

[fol. 627] "This clause was placed in the Kinetic
agreement because we wanted to remove from some of
our organization the temptation of attempting to build
up within General Motors an independent chemical
manufacturing activity and to place any developments
along chemical lines in an organization in which we
have confidence from the standpoint of their ability to
carry on chemical manufacturing process.

"To summarize, as far as I am concerned I hope to
see General Motors Corp. utilize to the fullest extent
the chemical experience of the du Pont Company in
manufacturing any chemical compounds that General
Motors laboratories may discover, where there is a
possibility of commercialization." (GTX 899).

Clause Seventh of the agreement provided:

I I* * it being further agreed that future chemical
developments (other than those relating to 'said prod-
ucts') originating in the laboratories of General
(Motors), or its subsidiaries, shall be offered by Gen-
eral to the New Company, on such terms as may be
mutually agreed upon, and if after six months the New
Company shall elect not to exploit such new chemical
developments, the General shall be free to dispose of
the same elsewhere." (GTX 850, p. 3).

Pratt suggested this clause for the reason he believed that
"General Motors instead of having a lot of different activi-
ties" might wish to use Kinetic as a single vehicle for
developing any chemical discovery it made. He also testi-
fied that during the existence of the clause, no development
was turned over to Kinetic.

In May 1944, fourteen years after the agreement, John
T. Smith, General Counsel for General Motors, gave his
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opinion that this clause was "unenforceable," and the tw
[fol. 628] companies by formal contract cancelled it in it
entirety on June 6, 1945.

In the Fall of 1923, Biechler reported to Pratt that the
supply of lithium chloride necessary to be used in an air-
conditioning system which Frigidaire was developing wat
limited and asked Pratt to investigate the possibility of
additional supply of lithium chloride. Pratt informed Har-
rington condfidentially of the Frigidaire work on the air-
conditioning system, asked whether du Pont could provide
the additional supply, stated that he would rather have
the du Pont Company undertake the chemical development
than General Motors, and inquired whether it would be
an industry in which du Pont would be interested. He tea-
tified, "It was a business that required mining, and just a
complete new business that wasn't in line with anything
we were doing." General Motors did not pursue the ex-
periment using lithium chloride and there was no need for
an additional supply of the lithium chloride refrigerant.

From the outset, Freon 12 and all of the freons, with
one exception, were offered for sale to all refrigerator man-
ufacturers. Thomas Midgley in 1932 discovered Freon 114.
Each of the freons had distinct properties and were suit-
able to different uses and types of refrigerator machines.
Frigidaire developed a rotary compressor for its house-
hold refrigerators and discovered that Freon 12 could not
be used efficiently in the new compressor. Freon 114 was
found to be effective and a product patent was obtained.

The Kinetic Board on September 29, 1932 approved the
construction of a plant to manufacture F-114 and it fur-
[fol. 629] ther resolved that for the time being commer-
cial distribution should be confined to Frigidaire. Pratt
testified that Frigidaire had developed its own machine,
developed the special refrigerant for it, and to release that
refrigerant would cause competitors to duplicate their
machine.

The exclusive sales policy on F-114 continued, and in
1938 Sears Roebuck threatened an appeal to the Federal
Trade Commission to force the release of this freon. In
the Fall of 1938 W. W. Rhodes, Sales Director of Kinetic,
reported to its President, E. G. Robinson, that a market
for approximately one million pounds of F-114 a year
could be obtained if sales restrictions were lifted.
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Harrington testified that the attitude of the du Pont
members on Kinetic's Board was that for the first year
or two it was reasonable for Frigidaire to make the request
for exclusive use, and after that argument regularly ensued
between General Motors and du Pont on this policy but
"General Motors was so urgent and so insistent on the
thing, rather than create the ruction that would he in-
volved if we just completely overrode them, the du Pont
directors went along and allowed file product F-I 14, to be
exclusive for quite a long time."

Following the challenge Sears roebuck had made, the
Kinetic Board on October 3, 1938 met again to review this
policy. lHarrington testified at this meeting "(eIneral
Mottors was more vehement than ever that we should re-
serve the thing to them for a further length of tie, and in
order to keep peace in the family we agreed."

General Motors General Counsel, John T. Smith, wrote
to Ernest R. Breech, General Motors Vie 'resident, on
May 8, 1939 on the exclusive use by Frigidaire and con-
eluded that the best way to protect Frigidaire in such use
was to have Kinetic Chemicals grant an exclusive license
[fol. 6301 to it. This recommendation was adopted and an
agreement executed on September 18, 1939 accomplishing
such result. During the war Frigidaire granted perinission
to others to use the refrigerant. In Juno 19-1.3 the question
of its unlimited sales again arose and in 1944 the product
was offered for sale generally when the exclusive use li-
cense to Frigidaire was cancelled. However, F-12 proved
to be a cheaper and better refrigerant, and Sears Roebuck
refused to purchase F-1 14 when it was offered to it, and no
manufacturer or*" household refrigerators use!4 F-114 today,
including Frigidaire.

The Development Department of du Pont reported to
the Executive Committee in April 1945 on anticipated post
war demand for freons and their future promise in plastics
and other fields, and recommended that du Pont negotiate
for the purchase of General Motors interest in Kinetic if
General Motors indicated a desire to sell.

The actual purchase of General Motors interest in 1950
was preceded by negotiations which began in 1948. On
January 1, 1950, General Motors sold its 49% interest for
approximately ten million dollars. Since this purchase was

ORDERS ENFORCING ANTITRUST LAWS
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subsequent to the filing of the complaint in the instant case,
the Department of Justice was consulted, and it assured
du Pont in writing that it did not oppose the purchase and
if it were carried out the prayer in the complaint seeking
divestiture from du Pont would be dropped. Upon that
assurance the purchase was made.

Synthetic Rubber

In January 1926 Sloan authorized Midgley to conduct
some research on synthetic rubber under Kettering's super-
vision, authorizing a budget of $60,000 for the first year.
When Midgley had worked two months on the project,
[fol. 631] James McEvoy, Director of the General Motors
Patent Section, wrote to Sloan expressing concern about
M idgley's project, criticized Midgley's research technique
as being deficient in failing to give sufficient evaluation to
Existing literature in the field, and indicated that Midgley
was wasting time and money because prior patents existed
on the discoveries he was trying to make. Sloan decided
to let Midgley continue, pointing out that Midgley was "a
research man first and foremost", and stated that he fully
recognized that it was a problem on which it would take
over six months to accomplish anything. Midgley went
ahead with his research, and under arrangements approved
by Sloan conducted his research in the Thomas and Hoch-
wait Laboratories in Dayton.

A year after this work began, Lammot du Pont heard of
it and stated that du Pont had been working on one phase
of synthetic rubber and was not conducting as broad an
investigation as General Motors. In writing to Raskob, he
questioned the advisability of General Motors spending this
money, since a great deal of work had already been done
on the subject by competent people and well organized
research groups; he thought that the du Pont Company,
which had also been doing some research, was better
equipped for the purpose than General Motors. He further
stated:

"Should General Motors be successful in develop-
ing a process, it would probably not be desirable for
it to go into the manufacture; whereas if du Pont were
successful, it is just the kind of manufacturing opera-
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tion which the Company should be qualified to enter.
This is an additional reason why du Pont should work
on the problem rather than General Motors.

"In view of the above, it seems tc me that either Gen-
[fol. 632] eral Motors must be making a mistake in
working on this problem, or du Pont is making a mis-
take in not working on it in a broader way. Won't
you refer this letter to the party responsible for Gen-
eral Motors having embarked on this investigation,
and ask him to let me know the reason which has
guided his decision to undertake the work." (GTX
888).

Raskob replied that the rubber situation was very close
to General Motors Corporation and it was tremendously
important for the corporation to interest itself in every
possible phase of it, and further felt that the laboratories
were equipped to do the research that was being conducted.
Raskob referred Lammot du Pont's letter to Sloan, who
also wrote to Lammot du Pont defending the research be-
ing conducted. Lamnmot (lu Pont replied that he regarded
synthetic rubber to be a problem which would tax the
facilities of the most complete laboratory, but

"Do not let me trouble you any further on this point
-I am not trying to force upon you my views or opin-
ions. If I have put into your mind the thought that
possibly synthetic rubber is not a suitable subject of
investigation by the General Motors Chemical Depart-
ment, then I am perfectly willing to accept your de-
cision." (GTX 891).

In February 1927 Sloan again wrote to Lammot du Pont
that he thought it was desirable to encourage people in the
General Motors organization, that he had done so in Midg-
ley's case even though he did not expect the research to
accomplish much, and stated:

"As I said before, if nothing tangible develops dur-
ing the current year, I shall feel fully warranted in
feeling that he has been given his chance and that,
[fol. 6331 considering we are not directly concerned
even if we are greatly indirectly concerned, we might
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better transfer his efforts to some other direction.'
(GTX 892).

Lammot du Pont replied acknowledging the letter anc
stated that he appreciated fully the desirability of allow-
ing good minds to "have a little more than the normal
amount of rope", and that du Pont followed this also since
it tended to "keep up the enthusiasm and interest of all
concerned. "

In March 1927 Midgley suggested that-his work be re-
viewed by a "good rubber chemist". Sloan replied that
he thought this was a mistake since he felt a chemist in
commercial practice and even the du Pont Company would
not have the imagination, sympathy, and ethusiasm pos-
sessed by Midgley, and preferred to leave the determina-
tion to his own judgment, supported by Mr. Kettering.

Midgley went forward during 1927 with his research
and made his progress reports directly to Sloan. In Decem-
ber 1927 McEvoy wrote to Pratt that Midgley knew nothing
about the subject he had not learned from others and
recommended that the "whole operation be terminated".

By April 1928 the price of rubber had dropped from
$1.00 to twenty cents a pound. Midgley thought that if he
could produce a synthetic rubber it would cost rot less
than thirty-five cents a pound. Sloan testified that both
Midgley and Kettering then determined that General Mo-
tors should abandon the project. In late March or early
April 1928 it was decided that while the work for General
Motors should cease, Midgley could have all the equipment
and continue the research on his own if he desired. On
April 27, 1928 an agreement to that effect was executed.

Midgley went ahead on his own, but as Sloan testified,
[fol. 634] he never succeeded in solving the problem, but
made some very outstanding contributions to the evolution
of synthetic rubber.

The evidence relating to the formation and operation of
Kinetic Chemicals and to General Motors synthetic rubber
research does not establish that General Mot-rs had agreed
to surrender or was bound to surrender to du Pont its
chemical discoveries.

The Court finds that du Pont did not terminate or in
any way limit General Motors research on synthetic rub-
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ber, although Lammot du Pont, as well as others in Gen-
er'al Motors, suggested it was an inappropriate project for
General Motors to undertake. Despite this suggestion
Sloan directed that the project should be continued. The
evidence bearing on the eittire incident is inconsistent I-ith
either a basic agreement with respect to General Motors
chemical research or with du Pont domination of that
research.

The provision of the agreement between du Pont and
General Motors establishing Kinetic Chemicals Company
which related to further chemical discoveries is no longer
in effect, having been eliminated some years before the
Complaint herein was filed. The Court finds that this
agreement was not executed pursuant to any prior under-
standing or arrangement that du Pont was to have the ex-
clusive right to discoveries of General Motors. On the basis
of the evidence of record, particularly the testimony of
Sloan and Pratt, the Court finds that General Motors
entered into the contract because those responsible in
General Motors believed that Freon could best be manu-
factured by du Pont rather than by General Motors itself
or by some other chemical company.

[fol. 635] Antifreeze

In connection with the glycerin-alcohol incident in 1926,
du Pont's proposal that General Motors make a contract
to purchase ethyl alcohol from du Pont was rejected by
the General Purchasing Committee even though in 1927
du Pont quoted a "special price".

General Motors commenced selling antifreeze in 1933
using glycerin purchased from Glycerin Producers Associa-
tion. In 1935 the association advised General Motors, which
sold the antifreeze to its dealers for resale to the public,
that due to a glycerin shortage, none would be available
for 1936. General Motors made an effort to meet its needs
by trying to purchase ethylene glycol from Union Carbide,
which was sold under the name of Prestone. Union Car-
bide was unwilling to accept the condition that it be fur-
nished under General Motors' private brand name.

Before 1929 du Pont was engaged in the production of a
synthetic methyl alcohol known as methanol. In 1930 it
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sought an outlet for it. Du Pont marketed the product in
1934 under the trade name Zerone and sought to persuade
General Motors to purchase it for resale to its distributors.
Zerone had a large market by the end of 1935, but du Pont
was unable to sell it to General Motors.

)u Pont made no sales of antifreeze to General Motors
until 1936, when it agreed to General Motors' condition
that the product be sold under its private brand name.
Elmer F. Schumacher, Director of the Polychemical De-
partinent at du Pont, testified that at that time he had
become aware of the volume of General Motors business
and "couldn't for-go the opportunity to enlarge our sales of
methanol", capitulating to General Motors demand on the
brand name. Irvine W. Thompson, General Parts & Acces-
sories Merchandising Manager of Chevrolet and General
[fol. 636] Manager of the Parts Division, testified that
after the notification from the Glycerin Producers Associa-
tion, General Motors immediately sought to find a source
of supply for the non-permanent, or methanol antifreeze;
that permanent type antifreeze sources were limited to
Union Carbide and that company was not interested in con-
tracting with General Motors. He stated that after canvass-
ing every source available for methanol type antifreeze, a
contract was signed with du Pont. Contracts were made
for six months duration because of future possibilities of
getting a better price or product. General Motors pur-
chased this type of antifreeze from du Pont for the period
1936-1940 and packaged the same under the private brand
name. It purchased the product from du Pont because it
was the only available supplier and because it offered both
quality and fair price.

Thompson, who was in charge of General Motors pur-
chases of antifreeze, testified that each season bids were
solicited from all known suppliers and a thorough canvass
was made for other sources of supply. According to his
testimony, the General Motors Divisions continued to buy
from du Pont "because we felt very definitely that they
gave us the best product at the best price."

In 1939 du Pont developed a new process for making
a permanent type antifreeze, described as ethylene glycol,
and sol it under the trade name Zerex. The product was
approved by the General Motors Laboratories and in 1940
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purchasing of this product began and continued until 1953.
Du Pont and Union Carbide were the only two producers of
ethylene glycol antifreeze. Both Schumacher and Thomp-
son testified that during 1946 and 1947 this type and the
methanol type were in short supply; and ethylene glycol
was not produced in quantities to meet the market demand
until 1952-1953. l)u Pont packaged both the methanol and
[fol. 6371 ethylene glycol products under General Motors
private brand name.

In 1946 and 1947 General Motors purchased 97% of its
antifreeze requirements from du Pont. In 1951 when du
Pont advised General Motors that it could no longer sell
either type of antifreeze under the private brand name for
the reason that its purchases were a small portion of du
Pont's total sales and too costly to accommodate the pack-
aging requirements, General Motors sought to find another
source. In 1953 when other sources became available,
Buick, Chevrolet and Pontiac turned to a competitor who
agreed to General Motors private brand packaging. Du
Pont presently sells antifreeze for resale only to Oldsmo-
bile.

The only evidence offered by the Government in support
of its contention as regards antifreeze is that in recent
years General Motors has purchased practically all of its
requirements from (lu Pont. The proof offered by the
defense, however, establishes that General Motors deter-
mined initially to make such purchases because du Pont
was the only available supplier that could meet General
Motors' demands as to price, quality and delivery. The
defendants' proof further shows that General Motors re-
examined the supply situation each year and sought reg-
ularly to obtain new sources of supply. The Court finds
this proof convincing that. General Motors was not limited
by agreement or by du Pont domination in its purchases of
antifreeze and bought from du Pont only because it believed
that du Pont best served its needs.

Miscellaneous Products

Electroplating Ch emicals

Electroplating is a process of depositing a coating of
one metal upon another and is a highly technical field in
[fol. 638] which metallurgists disagree sharply in assess-
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ing relative merits of various processes. In 1934 du Pon
developed the first improved copper plating process know
as du Pont's "High Speed Copper", and development wor
on it was done for the next four years. When it was of-
fered in 1938 it was accepted and adopted by a number o
electroplaters which supplied the automobile industry, in-
cluding companies, which did work for Chrysler, Stude-
baker and Nash. In addition, du Pont sells chemicals for
copper electroplating and has sold to electroplaters mate-
rials for zinc, cadmium, and tin plating, including sodium,
copper, zinc, cyanides, anodes, additive agents and bright-
eners, even though the most important of its processes was
the "High Speed Copper" method.

There are three processes for copper electroplating-the
cyanide process in which du Pont is interested; the acid
copper method developed by General Motors Research; and
the pyrophosphate process.

Chevrolet installed the du Pont process in 1939 and dis-
continued it within two months returning to heavy nickel
electroplating. During the nickel shortage, it installed the
acid, "Day-Brite" and pyrophosphate "Unichrome" meth-
ods.

Ternstedt, a Division of General Motors which is relied
upon by the General Motors car units for their electro-
plating, installed the du Pont copper process in 1938 and
discontinued it in 1939. It adopted the General Motors
Research acid process in 1939.

Buick has never used the High Speed Copper process,
but does little electroplating.

Cadillac has continued to use the High Speed Copper
process and purchases the majority of its chemical require-
ments for it from du Pont since its introduction in 1938.
[fol. 639] Oldsmobile did not adopt the High Speed Cop-
per process until 1941 and used it until 1949 when it shifted
to a competitive process.

Pontiac adopted the process in 1940 for part of its plat-
ing work and in 1950 shifted entirely to a different and
competitive process.

Although Cadillac and AC Spark Plug use the du Pont
process for the major part of their plating operations,
eight of the nine General Motos Divisions have installed
it for varying periods of time and have gone to other proc-
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esses for all or a major portion of their electroplating
process.

In a du Pont study of the electroplating industry in 1945
or 1946 it was reported that unless certain difficulties in
the high speed copper process were eliminated or greatly
minimized, a "further serious loss of business will result".
However, the study reported that "regardless of the dif-
ficulties with High Speed Copper ° * *, the process, be-
cause of certain basic factors, has a greater potential field
of usefulness than any offered by competition."

Du Pont's Durobrite process of zinc plating is used by
Delco-Remy which does a substantial amount of zinc plat-
ing, although Chevrolet, which also does a substantial
amount of zinc plating, and purchases a portion of the zinc
and sodium cyanide from du Pont, does not use it. Du
Pont's two processes, "Zin-O-Lyte" and "Durobrite", are
well established in the trade and enjoy a major part of
the business in the plating field.

Case Hardening Chemicals

Prior to its acquisition by du Pont in 1930, R & H Chem-
ical Company supplied sodium cyanide, a chemical used for
hardening steel surfaces, to all of the automobile manu-
[fol. 640] facturers. Sodium cyanide was imported from
France in substantial amounts; before du Pont entered the
field, Chevrolet and Buick Divisions of General Motors
were using case hardening materials.

Beginning in the early 1930s the first of two departures
from the sodium cyanide method of case hardening oc-
curred. -A new chemical product was introduced on the
market by another chemical manufacturer, called "Aero-
case". This and other subsequently developed processes
by Perliton, Holden and Parkcase resulted in a loss of
business for du Pont. With these newly developed proc-
esses, Chevrolet, Buick and GM Truck turned to the newly
accelerated deep case hardening method.

When Aerocase was introduced by the American Cyana-
mid Company, Buick became the first major user. Du Pont
sought to develop a competitive product and in 1933 intro-
duced Ducase, which was never adopted for general use
since it was not the complete answer to the type of case
hardening requirements of many large customers.
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In the 1930s shortly after Aerocase was introduced, a
gas carburizing process was developed wherein the steel
to be case hardened was run through a furnace into which
gas was introduced at high temperature. Initially the
larger installations for gas carburizing were expensive
and the largest units of the automobile manufacturing in-
dustry were the first to convert to this method. Buick com-
menced displacement of liquid hardening with the gas
process in 1936 and in 1937 Ford had partially converted to
the process. Saginaw Steering Gear Works of General
Motors and Chevrolet Gear and Axle started the new
process in 1937.

In 1937 du Pont conducted a comprehensive survey of
the quality and type of casehardening material used in
[fol. 641] the Chicago territory, including Michigan. The
survey showed that automobile manufacturers other than
General Motors were buying 88% of their case hardening
requirements from du Pont while General Motors bought
only 47% of their requirements from them. Of four divi-
sions using over 100,000 pounds per year of case harden-
ing products, two bought less than 5% from du Pont and
two bought over 90%. In 1937 Ford was buying a greater
quantity of case hardening materials from du Pont than
all General Motors Divisions combined.

With the new gas carburizing process liquid case harden-
ing operations were largely displaced by the new process,
although a demand for du Pont case haroIening materials
still exists.

Cadillac purchased its needs from R & H before its ac-
quisition by dui Pont in 1930 and continued to do so under
1935; from 1935 to 1947 it obtained its case hardening
materials from competitors. Since 1947 Cadillac has used
the gas process to an increasing extent and purchases its
liquid hardening materials in part from du Pont and in
part from du Pont competitors.

Buick purchased none of (lu Pont's case hardening mate-
rials until 1946, using imported sodium cyanide or com-
petitive case hardening salts. Since 1946 Buick has pur-
chased du Pont materials for a minor part of its liquid
case hardening operations and has converted the majority
of its operations to the gas process.

Chevrolet Gear & Axle and Saginaw Transmission pur-
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chased a minor part of their case hardening materials
from du Pont prior to 1938, purchasing the bulk of their
requirements of sodium cyanide from importers and other
competitors. In 1938 du Pont developed a special case
hardening material for Chevrolet Gear & Axle which pur-
[fol. 642] chased substantial quantities thereafter. Sagi-
naw Transmission continued to purchase imported cyanide
until such material became unavailable. Since 1946 most
of the Chevrolet plants have purchased part of their mate-
rials for liquid case hardening from du Pont and part from
its competitors. Chevrolet's case hardening operations
have been largely displaced by gas carburizing.

Oldsmobile purchased no du Pont case hardening mate-
rials prior to 1937. From 1937 through 1946 Oldsmobile
purchased some of du Pont's sodium cyanide and small
quantities of du Pont's heat treating salts. Since 1947
Oldsmobile has used the gas hardening process to an in-
creasing extent and purchased its requirements of liquid
case hardening materials entirely from du Pont com-
petitors..

Pontiac purchased only a minor part of its requirements
of case hardening from R & H before the acquisition and
from du Pont thereafter. Since 1938 du Pont has sold no
case hardening materials to Pontiac except for small quan-
tities of high-purity sodium cyanide.

General Motors Truck & Coach, A. C. Spark Plug, Tern-
stedt, and Saginaw Steering Gear all have displaced their
liquid case hardening processes with gas and purchase
only small quantities of du Pont's sodium cyanide. Brown-
Lipe-Chapin and Frigidaire prior to 1930 had purchased
sodium cyanide from R. & H. Brown-Lipe-Chapin con-
tinued to purchase from du Pont for about two years after
its acquisition of R & H, using competitive materials for a
majority of its case hardening operations until they were
discontinued in 1936. Shortly after the acquisition of
R & H, Frigidaire commenced using imported sodium
cyanide and other competitive materials. Since 1946 it
has purchased some sodium cyanide and carburizing salts
from du Pont. Delco-Remy and Delco Products purchased
all their case hardening requirements from R & H prior
[fol. 643] to 1930 and continued to buy from du Pont until
1941 and 1948, respectively. Delco Remy since 1946 and
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Delco Products since 1948 purchased sodium cyanide and
small quantities of heat treating salts from du Pont, pur-
chasing other case hardening materials from du Pont's
competitors.

Before the advent of the new processes, du Pont's so-
dium cyanide was from one-half to one cent higher per
pound than the imported product. In 1947 and 1948 when
no imported sodium cyanide was available du Pont sup-
plied all the requirements of 96-98 per cent sodium cyanide
to General Motors and other users.

In addition to sodium cyanide, du Pont developed ac-
celerated salt and carburized salt to meet the competition
of Aerocase. These compete with the other liquid case
hardening products, including sodium cyanide.

Rubber Chemicals and Synthetic Rubber
Ernest R. Bridgewater, Director of Sales for the Rubber

Chemicals Division of du Pont, testified that he believed
this Divipion enjoyed about 25% of the rubber chemicals
requirements of the Packard Electric and Inland Manu-
facturing Divisions of General Motors; that du Pont is the
second largest supplier to these divisions. Of 65 rubber
chemicals which du Pont offers, there were only three that
du Pont supplied to these Divisions in larger volume-
M.B.T.X., Thiuram M and Thionex.

About 15% of the Rubber Chemical Division's sales are
comprised of rubber chemicals; the remaining 85% of the
business of this division being represented by sales of neo-
prene, du Pont's synthetic rubber product.

Neoprene, the first synthetic rubber made on a commer-
cial scale in the United States, is regarded as one of the
outstanding achievements of du Pont's research. It was
introduced in 1931, receiving acceptance in the market be-
[fol. 6441 cause of its resistance to oil, heat and sunlight.
By 1940 more than three hundred rubber fabricators were
using neoprene. Neoprene competes with other synthetic
rubbers and with natural rubber. Some synthetic rubbers
are less expensive than neoprene.

Automotive radiator and heater hose made of neoprene
are being used as standard equipment by Chrysler and
Ford because their experience in using this hose has dem-
onstrated advantages for neoprene which justify its higher
cost.

41866 0-59--17
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Buick once used neoprene for radiator hose but discon-
tinued its use and switched to butyl rubber which cost sev-
enteen cents less per pound than neoprene. Du Pont did
not consider reducing the price of neoprene to retain the
Buick business because

"we sell 'neoprene' at the same price to everybody
. . . so that if we were to reduce the price of 'neo-
prene' for Buick, we would have to reduce it for every-
one, and we could not afford to do that." (Bridg-
water 4987).

Chrysler and du Pont worked together to pioneer a syn-
thetic rubber adhesive based on neoprene to replace old
countersunk brass rivets formerly used to attach brake
linings to the brake shoe. At General Motors adhesive for
this purpose was based on a Buna-N type of synthetic
rubber which is more expensive than neoprene. Du Pont
sought to sell neoprene to General Motors as an adhesive
for use in brake linings but was not successful. A du Pont
trade report stated that General Motors would not use
neoprene in resilient applications where oil resistance was
the primary requirement.

Chrysler and Ford purchase and use neoprene for cover-
ing electric wires, seals, gaskets, and have used it to a
greater extent than any General Motors Division.
[fol. 645] General Motors followed the common practice
of using sub-contractors for major parts and these were
left to choose adhesives for brake linings as they desired
consistent with specifications, whether it be neoprene or
some other material, and du Pont sales efforts were di-
rected to General Motors sub-contractors. Chevrolet Divi-
sion on one occasion supplied du Pont with the names of
its sub-contractors who were supplying it with axle seal,
but did not specify the material to be used in their manu-
facture. Chrysler also provided du Pont with a list of its
suppliers fabricating its synthetic rubber parts and in-
cluded the specifications.

Du Pont also sought to interest Fisher Body in using
neoprene for weather stripping. Fisher admitted it was
to its advantage to use neoprene but that the price was too
high. Since 1945 the du Pont Fabrics Division has sought
to sell Fisher Body its special rubber cement-Fairprene
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5115-to fasten weather stripping to automobiles. Fisher
Body uses about one million dollars worth of adhesive an-
nually. It was not until 1951 that du Pont secured an order
for this product although it was equal competitively to
others. Since 1951 du Pont secures about 3% of this busi-
ness. Louis Weyand of Minnesota Mining & Manufactur-
ing Company testifi,-d that General Motors ought various
adhesives from his firm for attaching trim n trials to
metal, rubber weather stripping, rubber for u.ndshields
and rear lights, felt for sound deadenr-s. In 1946 it sold
two million dollars worth of adhesive to General Motors,
and in 1947 three million dollars worth.

Automotive Plastics

In 1930 du Pont marketed a cellulose acetate-Plastacele
-and commenced selling some to the Inland Division of
General Motors for use in the manufacture of steering
[fol. 646] wheels which it inade for all automobile com-
panies, including General Motors. In 1937 sales to Inland
amounted to $1,200; in 1938 $39,000; and in 1939 sales in-
creased to $157,000, representing about 25% of Inland's
requirements-the major supplier being Tennessee East-
man. After 1940 no sales of cellulose acetate were made by
du Pont and Inland purchased all of its supply from Ten-
nessee Eastman, which had developed a product called
Tenite. Gillie testified that lie felt du Pont's product was
equal to that of its competitor, arid the price was the same.
Du Pont made large sales of the product to other custom-
ers for uses other than steering wheels.

Du Pont began producing acrylic resin molding powder
in 1937 which it sold under the trade name of Lucite. It is
a transparent plastic used in the manufacture of reflectors,
instrument panels, tail lights and various knobs. Du Pont
sells the product to the Inland, Guido Lamp, and A C Spark
Plug Divisions. Du Pont's first sale of this material for
the manufacture of automobile parts was to Dodge, and it
sold no substantial amount of the plastic to General Mo-
tors until 1946. Two years after du Pont produced Lucite,
Rohm & Haas offered Plexiglas. In 1948 Rohm & Haas
supplied more of the requirements of AC Spark Plug Divi-
sion than du Pont and at the present time du Pont gets a
little more than 50% of it. At times du Pont had as much
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as 95% of the business. At Guide Lamp, du Pont was able
to develop a colorfast red composition and obtained its
business, but Rohm & Haas matched it and Guide Lamp
began to divide its purchases equally between du Pont and
Rohn & Haas.

Brake Fluid

Brake fluid is used in hydraulic brakes which came into
usage on automobiles in the early 1920s when Chrysler
[fol. 647] adopted them. General Motors commenced to
install such brakes in 1934 and Ford in 1936. Both Chrys-
ler and Ford used brake fluid which they themselves mixed.
No technical skill is required in the making of brake fluid,
it being a mixture of several oils and no hazards are
present in the mixing. The characteristics sought in brake
fluid are a high boiling point and a low freezing point.

General Motors first used a brake fluid supplied by Wag-
ner Electric Company, but shortly thereafter followed
Chrysler and Ford in mixing its own, and continues to do
so to date.

The General Motors Division assigned to the brake fluid
mixing operation is Delco Products. In 1935 it produced a
satisfactory fluid and improved it from time to time.
Du Pont in late 1934 offered General Motors a fluid to re-
place that provided by the Delco Division but did not suc-
ceed. Other automobile manufacturing companies used
du Pont's propylene glycol fluid called Lockheed 21. In
1939 du Pont developed a new fluid marketed as Lockheed
21-11, but was not able to sell it to any of the General Mo-
tors car units.

In late 1938 or early 1939 Delco and Union Carbide de-
veloped a fluid called Delco 9 which was more expensive
than Lockheed 21. Walker testified the reason for the re-
fusal of General Motors units to purchase the du Pont fluid
was an agreement among the car division engineers to buy
from Delco and help Delco write off the investment they
had made in the equipment. Delco bought the chemical in-
gredients for the Delco 9 fluid from the Carbide & Carbon
Chemicals Corporation, a unit of Union Carbide.
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Safety Glass
In 1928 du Pont's Viseoloid Company and Pittsburgh

Plate Glass jointly and equally owned Duplate Company
[fol. 648] which made safety glass. Duplate supplied the
glass and Viscoloid supplied the laminating plastic, or
pyralin. The automobile industry was a market for safety
glass, but all automobile manufacturers were not then en-
tirely converted to its use. In February 1929 only Cadillac
and La Salle were using it, while it was optional equip-
ment at Buick.

In 1929 General Motors was installing experimental
equipment for compositing safety glass and expected to
build a regular compositing plant at their subsidiary, the
National Plate Glass Co. A report in 1929 by the President
of the du Pont Viscoloid Company stated:

"... a larger proportion of the safety glass for Cadil-
lac and La Salle is being produced by the Fisher Body
Company. The progress which is being made by the
General Motors and its subsidiaries in laminating
safety glass indicates that the best prospects for the
immediate future for Duplate sales depend upon man-
ufacturers other than General Motors." (DP 164).

and the Annual Report for the year 1929 states:
"Competition became more severe during the year.

In the latter part of 1929 Libby-Owens Glass Company
came into production with strong sales efforts being
made to secure business. Fisher Body Company in-
creased production with the result that they were able
to supply practically all safety glass required for
Cadillac and La Salle, with a consequent loss of this
business which had previously been supplied by Du-
plate." (DP 169).

In January 1931 du Pont sold its interest in Duplate to
Pittsburgh Plate Glass, and later that year General Mo-
tors disposed of its safety and plate glass business to
Libby-Owens-Ford.
[fol. 649] Total saleF by Duplate to General Motors and
Fisher Body exceeded two million dollars in 1928 and 1929,
but as General Motors expanded its purchases, decreased
to $67,000 in 1930 and $37,000 in 1931.
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All of the evidence bearing upon du Pont's efforts to sell
these various miscellaneous products to General Motors
supports a findings that the latter bought or refused to buy
solely in accordance with the dictates of its own purchas-
ing judgment. There is no evidence that General Motors
was constrained to favor, or buy, a product solely because
it was offered by du Pont. On the other hand, the record
discloses numerous instances in which General Motors re-
jected du Pont's products in favor of those of one of its
competitors. The variety of situations and circumstances
in which such rejections occurred satisfies the Court that
there was no limitation whatsoever upon General Motors'
freedom to buy or to refuse to buy from du Pont as it
pleased.

Sales to General Motors by United States Rubber
The rubber plantations in the Far East were considered

the most valuable single asset owned by United States Rub-
ber when the syndicate investment was made, and in 1926
profits from these amounted to six and one-half million
dollars, being approximately one-half of United States
Rubber's total profits. These plantations supplied less than
25% of United States Rubber's requirements of crude rub-
ber. In 1926 the rubber corporation had the smallest pro-
portion of its total sales in tires-70% of its production
being in footwear and mechanical goods. Tire sales ac-
counted for 98% of Fisk's business and 95% of Firestone 's
business. In addition, both Goodyear and Goodrich had a
higher portion of their business in tire sales than did
United States Rubber.
(fol. 650] Of total raw inventories which United States
Rubber had, 45% were in the tire department. During the
correspondence between Sloan and Lammot du Pont con-
cerning the synthetic rubber project, Sloan in 1927 stated:

"As a matter of fact, however, the single item by all
odds that we purchase from outside sources and the
one that has been most satisfactory from the stand-
point of erratic costs out of line with the real eco-
nomics of the case is the rubber tire." (GTX 892).

As early as 1925 General Motors had considered buying a
rubber tire manufacturing company-the Ajax-and the
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Executive Committee of General Motors to whom the mat.
ter was submitted concluded it would be a constructive thins
for General Motors to acquire an interest in an estab-
lished tire company. The matter was postponed for furthe"
consideration and finally dropped because the profit oppor-
tunities did not warrant the investment.

Prices in the crude rubber industry during the period
1923-1932 fluctuated widely from twenty cents in 1924 tc
over a dollar per pound in 1925, forty cents in 1926 anc
1927 and below twenty cents in 1928, falling to ten cents and
lower in 1930.

Wilson testified that the problem at the time was how the
tire manufacturers who had rubber stock at high prices and
could buy rubber cheaper with the decline, could get their
customers to purchase tires on the basis of high rubber
prices. Another factor leading to the high cost of tires
was the fact that contracts were written for short periods
of from three to six months. The General Purchasing Com-
mittee in 1926 and again in June 1930 voted against a gen-
eral contract for tires and had been continually reviewing
the situation on tires to see if anything could be done about
it. A plan was considered for General Motors to manufac-
[fol. 651] ture its own requirements or to acquire a small
tire plant and get some knowledge of cost as a check on the
tire companies prices.

During this period United States Rubber negotiated with
Goodyear on a proposal to sell or lease its tire business.
Irenee du Pont in February 1929 wrote to F. B. Davis that
while negotiating for such a lease of the tire business to
Goodyear, that Ur.,ted States Rubber should negotiate for
a lease of Goodyear's plantations as well; he stated further
that it seemed likely that Chrysler or General Motors would
acquire their own tire manufacturing facilities which would
leave the tire manufacturers in a "very trying position".
These negotiations with Goodyear never came to fruition.

In April 1930 at a joint meeting of the General Motors
Executive and Operations Committees a discussion was
had on whether General Motors should manufacture tires
either by buying a small plant or undertaking substantial
manufacture. Pratt was designated to investigate both pro-
posals, and he assigned Wilson to make the study.

Wilson made a report on June 3, 1930 stating he had
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made a survey of the tire industry, had visited the Kelly-
Springfield and United States Rubber plants, and recom-
mended against General Motors going into the tire busi-
ness since his investigation showed the companies were
losing money on both original equipment and replacement
sales. His recommendations were accepted.

Wilson then proposed a plan whereby General Motors
was to purchase the necessary raw materials-rubber and
cotton--and furnish the same to a tire manufacturer who
would fabricate them into finished tires thus eliminating
the cost of raw material going into the tire price. He pre-
pared and submitted a plan for investing twenty million
dollars in raw materials such as copper, lead, zinc, tin, rub-
[fol. 652] ber and cotton. The plan was approved by the
Finance Committee of General Motors on September 8,
1930 and the purchase of these commodities was started and
continued for several years. Wilson also believed that this
plan should be combined with a long term contract with a
tire manufacturer who could then plan his production more
efficiently, enabling him to produce more and to sell at a
lower price.

While getting Sloan's approval on this plan, Wilson
learned that Sloan and Litchfield, President of Goodyear,
had been classmates at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, and Sloan arranged an appointment. In the Fall of
1930 Wilson discussed the matter of long term fabrication
with Goodyear since he thought it was the "best", "big-
gest", and "a progressive company", and one of General
Motors' principal suppliers. Litchfield was not interested
i.. the fabrication plan.

Goodrich, which was supplying one-half of the tire busi-
ness of Chevrolet, was approached by Knudsen, who knew
its President, Mr. Tew, and Goodrich quoted some prices
which were unsatisfactory.

The formula used in requesting submission of prices was

A-rubber converted into pounds of raw rubber
B--cotton converted into pounds of raw cotton
C-all other items of cost

Wilson finally contacted United States Rubber through
Emmet Sheehan, its Detroit Sales manager. Sheehan con-
tacted F. B. Davis and L. D. Tompkins, Vice-President of
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the Tire Division of United States Rubber, made an ap-
pointment with Wilson, and the plan appealed to them.
Tompkins testified:

"We evidenced all the interest we possibly could in
the matter, and told him very frankly that at least
[fol. 653] part of it was not new to us because we had
already negotiated contracts with Montgomery Ward
and Atlas in which the question of rubber and cotton
financing and so forth, had become a part, so we were
playing along the same alley with him in connection
with his plan. We knew what he was talking about,
at least." (5732).

Wilson invited United States Rubber to submit prices and
indicated that W. S. Knudsen, head of the Chevrolet Divi-
sion would have to be satisfied since this division accounted
for one-half of General Motors' tire business. Knudsen
was delegated to talk price with the rubber corporation.
Tompkins said that "we sharpened our pencils more than
we had ever done"; costs were carefully calculated; ac-
count was taken of the additional increase in operating
efficiency if General Motors' volume was obtained; and the
prices were then submitted to Knudsen. Both Goodyear
and Goodrich were asked and gave prices on the sale of
tires if they could buy rubber and cotton at the current
market price and of the three companies, the price quoted
by United States Rubber was the lowest.

Wilson then made a report to the Operations Committee
concerning all of these negotiations with the three com-
panies, the price formula followed and recommended an
authorization for 50% of General Motors' requirements to
be supplied by United States Rubber. He also attached a
schedule comparing the prices submitted. He stated:

"Goodrich brought in figures as above, but added
6% to the total, for profit. United States included their
profit in factor 'C'. When prices were compared, it
was decided to ask for prices on other General Motors
sizes, with the result that we have today a complete
list of all, making it possible to compute the tire prices
[fol. 654] by simply multiplying Factors 'A' and 'B'
with today's market price and adding Factor ' C' to the
total.
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"Comparison developed that United States Tire &
Rubber Company have given us the most favorable
terms, and Mr. Pratt has notified them of our willing-
ness to enter into a contract for 11/ years on the above
basis, and has at the same time signified our willing-
ness to underwrite the purchase of up to 5,000 tons of
rubber @ .08 per lb. this representing about 25%'o of
the Corporation's requirements for one year and an
expenditure of $800,000.

"Immediately when the decision was announced to
the trade, Goodyear and Goodrich both made applica-
tions for permission to quote on the balance of the
Corporation's requirements, or any part of them, at
competitive prices.

"It is our opinion that it would not be desirable to
close contracts for 100% of the Corporation's tire re-
quirements, but that the remaining open 507 should
be left to the Divisions to handle on the best possible
basis. We therefore ask authority to conclude the con-
tract for 50% of General Motors tire requirements
with United States Tire & Rubber Company." (GTX
1089).

On October 9, 1930 the Operations Policy Committee ap-
proved a contract with United States Rubber for 50% of
General Motors' requirements.

Purchases from United States Rubber by the General
Motors Car Divisions for the years preceding 1928 are not
available.

In 1928, 1929 and 1930 Pontiac purchased approximately
18%, 8% and 10%, respectively, of its requirements of
[fol. 655] casings from United States Rubber based on an
estimate in 1929 of 315,000 cars produced.

In January 1928 the sales manager for United States
Rubber wrote to the Oakland Division confirming that it
was to receive from 20-25% of the Pontiac business, both
domestic and foreign, and 40-50% of Oakland's business,
domestic and foreign, for the first six months of 1928. In
May 1929 Glancy wrote Davis that United States Rubber
was getting 30% of Pontiac business, a percentage larger
than any other manufacturer received, and 15% of Oak-
land's business, which was the same percentage other sup-
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pliers received; that although the large percentage for
Pontiac had been opposed by the Sales Department, he be-
lieved that it was United States Rubber's intention to bring
the quality of its goods up to competition and was "happy
to take this chance" with United States Rubber.

In 1929 Chevrolet purchased no tires from United States
Rubber and in 1930 through the efforts of its sales staff a
small volume was procured. General Motors purchases in
1929 decreased from 524,205 units in 1928 to 441,659 and to
465,267 in 1930 before reaching 2,508,241 .units in 1931.
Oakland-Pontiac purchases declined from 227,652 units in
1928 to 105,882 in 1929, and to 124,005 in 1930.

Both Chrysler and Ford were also purchasing tires from
United States Rubber in 1928; Ford purchasing 362,016
units and Chrysler 287,742.

In 1929 General Motors had a car manufacturing sub-
sidiary in Canada-General Motors of Canada, Ltd., and
United States Rubber had a Canadian subsidiary-Domin-
ion Rubber Company. Canadian Industries, Ltd., in which
du Pont held an interest, held stock in the Dunlop Tire &
Rubber Goods Company of Canada. On March 25, 1929
[fol. 6561 R. S. McLaughlin, President of General Motors
of Canada, wrote to A. B. Purvis, President of Canadian
Industries, advising him that du Pont had acquired an in-
terest in United States Rubber and

"they naturally would like to see us do some business
with the Dominion Rubber Company." (GTX 1082).

He inquired whether Canadian Industries was still inter-
ested in Dunlop. Purvis replied that it was still interested
in Dunlop, holding 35%o of its common stock, that General
Motors' business was vital to Dunlop and would be sorry
to see it go to United States Rubber, and that McGowan
would appreciate their continued support of Dunlop.

Six months later, Purvis forwarded copies of this cor-
respondence to Lammot du Pont and advised that Dunlop,
effective April 18th, 1930, would be entirely supplanted as
a tire supplier to General Motors of Canada by Dominion
Rubber Company, and asked that McLaughlin of General
Motors be relieved of the "evident pressure to which Mr.
McLaughlin refers and which Mr. Davis would very natur-
ally bring to bear upon them."
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Lammot du Pont wrote to F. B. Davis.

"Now it is, of course, all right for United States
Rubber Company to 'go after' the General Motors of
Canada business through the Dominion Rubber Com-
pany, but I do not believe it is either fair or proper,
under the circumstances, to use as an argument the
interests of the U. S. Rubber stockholders or their con-
nection with General Motors. Could you not get the
business on the basis of quality, services and price?

"I have told Mr. Purvis that as far as I am person-
ally concerned, and I think I represent the feelings of
[fol. 657] the other individuals here, that I cannot sub-
scribe to the idea of using our interests in both General
Motors and United States Rubber as a means of get-
ting business." (GTX 1085).

Davis replied stating that this account was secured on

"the basis of quality, service and price, and we not
only do not use any du Pont or General Motors con-
nections as arguments for getting business, but find
that many times we are handicapped because of rumors
of the tie between the three companies, and we take
great pains in explaining the facts-just as we have
done to Mr. McLaughlin." (GTX 1086).

He continued that Mr. McLaughlin had advised Eden,

President of Dominion Rubber that

"he would be very glad to give him a portion of his
business but that his hands were tied as he had instruc-
tions from Mr. John L. Pratt, of the General Motors
Company, requiring him to favor Dunlop." (GTX
1086).

and that if this could be rescinded he would be able to give
Dominion some of his tire business; that Tompkins had im-
mediately contacted Mr. Stettinius of Mr. Pratt's office and

"Mr. Pratt arranged to have the instructions what-
ever they might have been, rescinded." (GTX 1086).

whereupon Dominion actively opened negotiations with
General Motors of Canada.
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Tompkins testified that when he called on Mr. Stettinius
in 1929 he was advised no such instructions had in fact been
issued, and Pratt testified he had never given any instruc-
[fol. 658] tions that General Motors of Canada was to use
Dunlop. For the years 1928 to 1930, inclusive, Goodyear
was the principal supplier of tires to General Motors of
Canada. Dunlop's business with General Motors of Canada
shrank from 23% in 1929 to 4.6% in 1930, whereas Good-
year's increased from 70.83% to 84.34% in the same period.
The 1931 contract with United States Rubber provided for
50% of General Motors of Canada's requirements.

In 1930 Davis contacted General Robert E. Wood, Presi-
dent of Sears, Roebuck & Co., with the view, shared by
Tompkins, that large retail outlets would result in volume
business for the tire department. He found that Sears had
an arrangement with Goodrich and that Montgomery Ward
was buying its tires from several small suppliers but might
be interested in dealing with United States Rubber. Fol-
lowing a conference with Mr. Everett, Ward's President, a
contract was signed covering 90% of Ward's requirements
of its own brand of tires. In the same year United States
Rubber succeeded in obtaining a five year contract with
Atlas for 50% of that company's requirements of "Atlas"
brand tires to be sold through Standard Oil Service stations.
In 1937 United States Rubber's share of Atlas business was
increased to 100%. Tompkins stated the procurement of
this business was of vital importance to the company and
"was the turning point" in the future success of the tire
division.

Tompkins and Davis testified that throughout the 1930s
Emmet Sheehan, the Rubber Company's sales representa-
tive contacted all automobile manufacturers, including
Ford, Chrysler, and the General Motors Divisions, and suc-
ceeded in getting orders from Ford and Chrysler until
both turned to Firestone and Goodyear respectively as their
principal suppliers.
[fol. 659] The 1931 tire contract was for a term of 21
months containing an automatic renewal clause and was
signed by L. D. Tompkins and Charles E. Wilson. It pro-
vided that (1) General Motors would buy at least 50% of
its original equipment tires, including spare tires, for cars
produced and sold in the United States and Canada, (2) the
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prices to be determined by the A, B, C formula in Wilson's
plan-that is the number of pounds of rubber in a set of
four tires multiplied by the price per pound of rubber speci-
fied by General Motors, a similar computation for the cot-
ton used, and all other costs, including profit, the total of
these three items being the price per set of four tires, (3)
General Motors designated United States Rubber as its pur-
chasing agent to buy crude rubber, General Motors to in-
form the rubber company the quantity to be purchased and
the price to be paid. It would then resell to the rubber com-
pany the rubber requirements for each succeeding month
for the manufacture of tires. In such resale, General
Motors was permitted to charge a mark-up of not to ex-
ceed 121/2% over the original cost of the material. (4)
United States Rubber was to bill tfie General Motors divi-
sions for the tires supplied but was to do the billing at
billing prices agreed upon with General Motors. These bill-
ing prices were on reguJar shipments to the divisions and
the level of prices which the various car division buyers
had been able to establish in the purchase of tires beyond
the 50% coy red by the contract. After the divisions made
payments on the basis of the billed price, United States
Rubber was to make an adjustment between the billing price
and the lower prices fixed by the formula.

On February 25, 1931 a supplemental letter agreement
was executed wherein Oldsmobile, Oakland-Pontiac and
GMC Truck Divisions agreed to purchase all their remain-
ing requirements from United States Rubber, and Cadillac-
[fol. 660] LaSalle agreed to purchase 15% additional.
Buick and Chevrolet bought their remaining 50% elsewhere.

In July 1931 when the price of rubber was around six
cents per pound, Tompkins and Wilson signed a modifica-
tion of the 121/2% mark-up providing that General Motors
could resell up to ten cents a pound regardless of the 12 1%
limitation.

The provision regarding th billing arrangement was in-
cluded so that the basic or ultimate price resulting from
the contract could be kept "as confidential as possible."
Tompkins testified that both Goodyear, which sold to Chrys-
ler in substantial volume, and Firestone, wbich supplied
Ford, also kept their prices secret, and that the same prac-
tice was followed by United States Rubber and Goodyear
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in their contracts with Montgomery Ward and Sears, re-
spectively.

An addendum to the 1931 contract provided that tires
used by General Motors as spares would be priced at a
specified amount above running tires. No extra price was
to be charged for second spares or spares on exported
cars. The Government concedes the allegations contained
in 128 of the Amended Complaint relating to the price of
spare tires is erroneous.

United States Rubber continued to sell tires to General
Motors pursuant to contracts until 1942. After the orig-
inal contract, new contracts were signed in 1932, 1933 and
1936. The 1932 contract adhered to the ABC pricing for-
mulh the percentage of General Motors requirements, and
also provided for the extra percentages reflected in the
agreement of 1931. During the 1932 contract a patent li-
cense option agreement was made, providing that if Gen-
eral Motors desired to manufacture its own tires it would
[fol. 661] be granted a non-exclusive license on United
States Rubber's patents and applications relating to tire
manufacturing processes and "know-how," providing Gen-
eral Motors continued to purchase 50% of its tire require-
ments. The license was never used by General Motors.

The 1933 contract executed May 22, 1933, effective Janu-
ary 1934, replaced the ABC price formula with a provision
that prices to be charged General Motors should be no
greater than the lowest price charged by the four largest
manufacturers of tires-Goodyear, Firestone, Goodrich and
United States Rubber. This change was made because
of the increased stability of the rubber and cotton markets
and the higher level of prices for those commodities.

In a separate concurrent agreement, United States Rub-
ber agreed to give General Motors the following discounts
on its annual volume of sales:

$10,000,000 ................ $ 825,000
11,000,000 ................ 940,000
12,0000000 ............... 1,040,000
13,000,000 ................ 1,200,000
14,000,000 ............ 1,350,000
15,000,000 and up.. ...... 10% (GTX 1141)
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It was also provided that United States Rubber should not
be required to furnish tires at prices which, after the dis-
count, would not return its costs. The current billing price
before the year end discount was measured by cost plus
10%.

The dollar sales figures for 1934 to General Motors
totaled over sixteen million and General Motors was en-
titled to receive the maximum discount. United States Rub-
ber and General Motors agreed on December 17, 1934 to
fix the discount for 1934 at $500,000 or 2.8% on its 1934
sales.
[fol. 662] The 1933 contract was supplemented by an
extra percentage letter agreement and for the first time
United States Rubber received an additional 20% of Buick's
business, Cadillac-LaSalle was increased to 20%, Pontiac
and Oldsmobile declined to 30% and 40% respectively.

In 1934 the price and discount arrangements were modi-
fied and United States Rubber agreed that in the event
General Motors purchased fifteen million or over and if
the rubber company's profit exceeded 10% that General
Motors would receive one-half of the amount of such profit
exceeding 10% up to and including "an excess of 5%"
which would make it possible for General Motors to receive
a maximum discount of 10% on purchases of fifteen million
or more. The discount paid after some negotiations on
total purchases of $25,114,888 was $1,044,516.87, or 4%
of the 1q35 sales.

On August 1, 1936 another contract containing an auto-
matic renewal clause was executed which lasted until May
8,1942 when the United States entered World War II. The
maximum discount provided was 31/z % on sales of twenty-
one million dollars. After the war General Motors resumed
its purchases from United States Rubber on a non-con-
tractual basis. Purchasing was done through orders and
the percentages of business to be supplied the General
Motors car divisions from March 1, 1949 to August 31, 1949
were: 64% of Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac and
GMC Truck passenger tires, 50% Chevrolet passenger
tires, 55% truck tires for Chevrolet and GMC Truck. The
prices fixed by this order were subject to being lowered if
General Motors bought from other suppliers at a lower
price or if United States Rubber sold at a lower price else-
where.
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For the years 1934 through 1940, United States Rubber's
profit attributable to sales of original equipment to General
Motors was $9,737,000 and its net income was $45,764,000.
[fol. 663] Wilson testified that United States Rubber's
share of General Motors' business during the period 1931
to 1936 was about 55%; 1936-1942 it was about 60%-70%;
and the years following the war 1946-1948 it was 55%-58%
of General Motors needs. Throughout the years United
States Rubber's sales to General Motors of tires for orig-
inal equipment constituted a high percentage of its total
sales of original equipment. General Motors also made
purchases of tires from Goodrich and Firestone in the
years 1946, 1947 and 1948 averaging approximately 20-23%.
The Company's private brand unit sales have been greater
in most years than its tc-. original equipment sales.

Throughout the years Irenee du Pont viewed the tire
business of United States Rubber as its most precarious
branch and expressed his desire that this phase of its oper-
ations be dropped. lie urged Davis in 1934 to sell this
branch of its business, and testified that his views today
are the same as those expressed at that time. Davis con-
firmed the fact that Irenee du Pont had made repeated sug-
gestions for the rubber company to dispose of its tire
business.

The Court finds that the evidence with respect to the
original negotiation of the tire contract and United States
Rubber's subsequent sales of tires and tubes to General
Motors establishes that General Motors initiated discus-
sions leading to that contract, entered into it, and has
ever since continued to buy a substantial portion of its
tires and tubes from United States Rubber for its own
good business reasons-and for no other reason. The
Government's contentions to the contrary are supported
only by suspicion and conjecture.

Other Products

The Government concedes that du Pont sales to United
[fol. 664] States Rubber are far greater than the purchases
du Pont makes from United States Rubber.

Paint. On January 18, 1932 William Richter wrote to
William Zintle, also a du Pont employee, and attached a
letter from F. B. Davis to Larnmot du Pont regarding a
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Pratt and Lambert can of paint which Lammot du Pont
had seen being used in painting a building at United
States Rubber. Davis assured Lammot du Pont the can
contained du Pont paint because the contractor had been
told "he could not have the contract unless he used du
Pont paints" and state that United States Rubber had a
genuine interest in 'isin7 and recommending du Pont prod-
ucts wherever possible. United States Rubber since 1929
has purchased more paint and maintenance paint from du
Pont's competitors than from du Pont. The percentages
of all paint purchased from du Pont in 1946, 1947 and 1948
were 31.1%, 34.5% and 25.3%.

Rayon. Rayon, first introduced to the rubber industry
in 1936, was for a time produced only by du Pont. From
1936 to 1941 du Pont supplied almost 100% of United States
Rubber's requirements of high tenacity rayon. During the
war years the percentage of the rubber company's require-
ments declined since rayon was in short supply and sub-
ject to Government allocation orders. United States Rub-
ber approached du Pont requesting a larger percentage of
their total production or to increase their facilities for pro-
duction, but du Pont refused to do either. The percentage
of United States Rubber's requirements of rayon pur-
chased from du Pont which was 100% in 1936 declined to
37.7% in 1946, 33% in 1947 and 27.3% in 1948. In 1946
and 1947 United States Rubber purchased more rayon
from one du Pont competitor than it did from du Pont,
and in 1948 it purchased more rayon from each of two
du Pont competitors than from du Pont. United States
[fol. 665] Rubber purchases of rayon constituted two-thirds
of its total purchases from du Pont during 1946-1948. In
the years 1942-1948 du Pont sold more high tenacity rayon
to Goodyear Tire & Rubber than it did to United States
Rubber.

Neoprene. Neoprene is a synthetic rubber manufactured
only by du Pont. Tisdale testified that United States Rub-
ber purchased neoprene from du Pont during and shortly
after World War [I, despite neoprene's odor and heaviness,
only because natural rubber latex was unavailable. When
natural rubber latex was again available, United States
Rubber returned to its use. GRS and buytl are other syn-
thetic rubbers and are cheaper than neoprene. Dry neo-
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prene and other types of dry rubber are purchased by
United States Rubber and are used to make products other
than Lastex thread. Eliminating the abnormal purchase of
neoprene in the making of lastex during the years natural
latex was unavailable, United States Rubber obtained from
du Pon' inly 11% of its total requirements of neoprene
and competitive rubbers in 148.

Dr. Tuley testified that the only significant test of price
of rubber products was the relationship of price to the
ultimate cost of the article to be produced. In addition, in
making the table of competitive rubber products, United
States Rubber did not use neoprene in the manufacture of
some products, although its competitors did. He stated
that only rubber which was used to make products directly
competitive with those in which other companies used neo-
prene was included in USR 217.

Rubber Chemicals

Naugautuck Chemical Division of United States Rubber
supplies its parent company with rubber chemicals as does
[fol. 666] du Pont and other competitors of du Pont. Tis-
dale testified that this division of the rubber company is a
self-sufficient operation and has to compete with outsiders
for United States Rubber's business and maintains a sales
and technical staff. United States Rubber pays no lower
price to Naugautuck than to any other customer.

Wetting agents. These products constitute a small por-
tion of United States Rubber purchases. Tisdale testified
that these and other items were included in the survey made
by Dr. Tuley because in the judgment of technical men they
were competitive in use although du Pont does not make
the same type. Dr. Tuley stated that more competitive
products were studied than were included and as to those
included "we established in each case that our use of them
matched some commercial use of the du Pont product."

Terprene. United States Rubber purchases Terprene
products, a small item in its total purchases, from naval
stores industry. Du Pont does not manufacture this prod-
uct. Exhibit USR 217 includes an item in that class manu-
factured by du Pont which has the same character as that
manufactured in naval stores and turpentine industries
and is sold in competition with those industries.
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Diphenylamine. Du Pont is the only commercial pro-
ducer of diphenylamine and United States Rubber pur-
chases this product exclusively from du Pont. The Naugau-
tuck Division of United States Rubber uses this material
for a patented antioxidant, BLE, which it sells in competi-
tion with du Pont's product called the "Neozones". Next
to rayon, this product constituted the largest dollar volume
purchases made by United States Rubber from du Pont,
being about 10% of its total purchases from 1946-1948.

[fol. 667] Nylon.
Nylon is patented and manufactured exclusively by du

Pont. United States Rubber does not use the product in
its truck or passenger tires for civilian use although its
competitors do. In 1946 du Pont's total sales of nylon to
United States Rubber were $617,000 and two years later
increased to $895,000. In 1946, 1947 and 1948 Goodyear,
Goodrich and Firestone purchased more nylon from du
Pont than did United States Rubber.

The foregoing four products-rayon, diphenylamine, neo-
prene and nylon accounted for a great preponderance of
United States Rubber's total purchases from du Pont. In
1948 these products accounted for over ten million dollars
of the total purchases made by United States Rubber
equalling $11,500,000, or 87%. Of all products required
by United States R',bber and which were manufactured
by du Pont, United States Rubber's purchases from du
Pont constituted 36.5% in 1946, 31.9% in 1947 and 28.8%
in 1948.

In the compilation of Exhibits USR 217 and GTX 1332
Dr. Tuley testified that a product purchased from a com-
petitor of du Pont was not regarded as competitive unless
it met certain tests, such as:

"First, the composition of the material, its price in
relation to related products; its availability; quality;
du Pont's postion in regard to supply and their ability
to deliver in the quantities required and at the time
we required them; and particularly the critical test
was whether there was an established commercial use
for the du Pont product identical with our use of the
product we had purchased from some other supplier."
(Tuley 6661-2).
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[fol. 668] In 1932 Lammot du Pont sent Davis a table of
the purchases by du Pont from United States Rubber and
its competitors, showing purchases from United States
Rubber of $361,000 in 1930 and $204,000 in 1931. He said:

"the purchases we make from United States Rubber
Company are far larger than from any other rubber
company." (GTX 1059)).

In 1935 he again wrote regarding purchase figures for
1933 and 1934 and commented that the 1934 purchases were
less than those for 1933 from United States Rubber,
whereas the Rubber Company's purchases for 1934 from
du Pont were higher than in 1933 stating he thought that
was due to the fact that the rubber company bought prod-
ucts which were raw materials, whereas

"du Pont buys from U. S. Rubber substantially noth-
ing, except products that are used as supply or small
items in construction of machinery and equipment."
(GTX 1060).

On January 19, 1938 E. R. Bridgwater of du Pont's Re-
search wrote Ackart of du Pont 's Engineering Department
that local buyers at du Pont's various plants had told
salesmen for rubber manufacturers other than United
States Rubber that

"they are unable to give them any business because
they are instructed to place business with U. S. Rubber
whenever possible." (GTX 1061).

He stated that the managers of the purchasing departments
had been circularized and told to refrain from giving the
impression that United States Rubber had any better
chance of getting du Pont's business than any other rubber
manufacturers and concluded:

[fol. 669] "I do think it would be very helpful to us
if you would ask all members of your department who
contact rubber salesmen or engineers to so conduct
their conversations as to convince the salesman that he
has as good a chance of getting our business as anyone
else and that our rubber goods are bought solely on
the basis of price, quality and delivery. I realize, of
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course, that we do show preference to U.S. Rubber in
certain instances but I think that's no one's business
but ours, and it is, of course, a fact that we buy much
less than half of our rubber goods from U.S.

"Perhaps Mr. Hawkins would like to again remind
all buyers on the Company that our rubber chemicals
business need not suffer by reason of the fact that
we buy much more from U.S. Rubber than from any
other rubber manufacturer so long as they take pains
to prevent any salesmen from getting the idea that it
is our policy to give U.S. Rubber all the breaks and
reporting that to his main office as an alibi for not
getting du Pont business." (GTX 1061).

On February 26, 1947 L. D. Reed, Director of Trade Anal-
ysis Section of du Pont, in answer to Lammot du Pont's
inquiry on trade relations with United States Rubber
stated:

"You will notice from this summary sheet that the
purchase/sales relationship with United States Rubber
would still be way out of line if we had purchased our
entire requirements of industrial rubber commodities
from them alone, which amounted to $1,264,348. In
view of the other large sales which are made to com-
petitors of United States Rubber, some recognition
must be taken of this business, and the result is that
rather insignificant purchases are made from the re-
[fol. 6701 mainder of the rubber industries listed, with
the possible exception of Goodrich." (GTX 1062).

He explained that Goodrich sold a chemical which the Rub-
ber Company did not make and made no similar product.
He stated:

"Goodyear Tire and Rubber are generally competitive
with United States Rubber so far as rubber commodi-
ties are concerned, but they have not been successful
in securing much of the business we have to give the
rubber trade in rubber lined tanks. Just recently, they
visited our office feeling that they were not being
treated fairly in this respect, but were finally convinced
that they had not been successful bidders and would
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still have to sharpen their pencils. The other rubber
companies do not engage in this type of endeavor."
(GTX 1062).

The evidence relating to purchases and sales between
United States Rubber and du Pont was, for the most part,
introduced by the defendants. The Government has failed
to show the existence of any agreement or understanding
that each of these companies would prefer the products of
the other and would decline to deal with competitors of the
other. The Court finds that, in fact, each company has en-
joyed freedom to buy as it pleased.

The Issue of Conspiracy
At the outset of this memorandum the Court stated that

the issue of conspiracy permeated the entire case, under-
lying both the trade and the control aspects thereof. This
is so because conspiracy to restrain trade can only be deter-
mined after consideration of the entire record of evidence.
[fol. 671] The Court finds, on the basis of all the evidence
of record, that the Government has failed to establish the
existence of any such conspiracy.

The record discloses a number of instances in which
various of the defendants have engaged in concerted action
of one kind or another. For example, the syndicates that
were formed to purchase du Pont stock in 1915, and United
States Rubber stock in 1927; and the collaboration on the
development of "Duco" and TEL. But concerted action
does not necessarily constitute conspiracy or proof of con-
spiracy. It does so only if the object of the action is to
restrain trade or commerce. The Court finds that none of
the actions taken in concert had as their objective, or neces-
sary consequence, the imposition of any limitation upon the
free flow of trade and commerce. A number of such actions,
such as the formation of Christiana in 1915 and Delaware
in 1924, were undertaken for purely personal reasons of
the participants, largely financial and unrelated to restraint
of trade and commerce or the monopolization thereof. The
record as a whole does not support a finding that any of
them, or all of them in the aggegate, did restrain or in-
tended to, or had the effect of, restraining or monopolizing
trade and con.merce. The Court bases this conclusion on
both documentary and testimonial evidence of record and
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upon the more detailed findings made in the earlier parts
of this memorandum.

Conclusion

The Amended Complaint charges violations of both the
Sherman and the Clayton Acts. Those Acts broadly con-
demn conspiracies, contracts, agreements, understandings,
and acquisitions that result in monopoly or unreasonole
restraints of trade. If the facts established the existence
of a conspiracy or agreement to restrain or to monopolize
[fol. 672] trade, or if the facts showed that a restraint of
trade or monopolization had occurred, it would be necessary
to determine as a matter of law whether the situation dis-
closed was condemned by the statutes. However, there is no
need in this case to consider that question or to discuss legal
principles or precedents because there has been no con-
spiracy to restrain or to monopolize trade and no restric-
tion or monopolization of the market.

The essence of the conspiracy and restraint which the
Government finally charged and sought to prove in this
case is the alleged limitationi upon General Motors' ability
to deal as it pleased with competitors of du Pont and United
States Rubber. In various ways and subject to various
limitations, the Government has alleged that General
Motors either itself agreed to such a limitation, or was
forced to it by du Pont. But the evidence of record fails to
support the Government's charges. In preceding portions
of this opinion there has been shown, by detailed analysis
of the evidence, the extent to which General Motors en-
joyed complete freedom of action with respect to specific
products manufactured by du Pont and United States Rub-
ber, and with respect to its discoveries and developments
of new products. When read as a whole the record supports
a finding, and the Court so finds, that there has not been,
nor is there at present, a conspiracy to restrain or to
monopolize trade and no limitation or restraint upon Gen-
eral Motors' freedom to deal feel and fully with competi-
tors of du Pont and United States Rubber, no limitation or
restrain upon the freedom of General Motors to deal with
its chemical discoveries, no restraint or monopolization of
the General Motors market, and no restraint or monopoli-
zation of the trade and commerce between du Pont and
United States Rubber. The findings that there has been
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neither a conspiracy to restrain or to monopolize trade nor
[fols. 673-674] a restraint or monopolization of trade make
it unnecessary to consider the questions of law that would
otherwise arise with respect to the Wilmington Trust Co.
and the so-called "beneficiary" defendants, including the
infants for whom guardians ad litem have been appointed.

It may be that a violation of the Clayton Act can be
made out in the absence of an actual restraint of trade
where it is established that there is a reasonable prob-
ability that a condemned restraint will result from an ac-
quisition of stock. The acquisition challenged by the
Government--du Pont's investment in General Motors-
took place over thirty years ago. In those many intervening
years the record discloses that no restraint of trade has
resulted. Accordingly, the Court is of the opinion that there
is not r nor has there been, any basis for a finding that
there is or has been any reasonable probability of such a
restraint within the meaning of the Clayton Act.

The Government has failed to prove conspiracy, mo-
no olization, a restraint of trade, or any reasonable prob-
ability of a restraint, and for those reasons the Amended
Complaint -should be dismissed.

Walter J. LaBuy, Judge of the United States District
Court.

[fols. 675-676] UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIs EASTERN DIVIsIoN

Civil Action No. 49 C-1071

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, PLAINTIFF

V.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY, GENERAL MOTORS
CORPORATION, UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY, CHRIS-

TIANA SECURITIES COMPANY, DELAWARE REALTY & INVEST-

MENT CORPORATION, PIERRE S. DU PONT, LAMMOT DU PONT,
IRENEE DU PONT, ET AL., DEFENDANTS

FINAL JuD<XMENT-December 9, 1954
This cause coming on for final disposition upon the plead-

ings and evidence, both oral and documentary, and the
Court having heard the arguments, and considered the
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briefs of counsel and having made and filed herein its memo-
randum of opinion on to wit December 3, 1954,

It is hereby, ordered, adjudged and decreed, that

1. Said memorandum of opinion be and the same hereby
is adopted as the Court's findings of fact and conclusions
of law herein, and said memorandum of opinion be and the
same hereby is made a part of this judgment and decree by
reference as such findings of fact and conclusions of law.

2. The amended complaint herein and the above entitled
cause be and the same hereby are dismissed for want of
equity.

3. Plaintiff take nothing by its suit and defendants and
each of them go hence without day.

Dated December 9, 1954.
Enter:

Walter J. La Buy, Judge of the United States Dis-
trict Court.
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Senator KFRn. Mfay I ask a question there, Mfr. Chairman ?
AS I 11riderstanid it, the Stiprenie ( otirt, lvd directed the district

court to work out nui equitable imiplemienitationi to effectuate or bring
ahouit siilifiieit eiaiig" to where the antitrust laws will not be violated.

Mr. IL Ni).x y. That is eoiiect.
Senator Kmnjt. And~ that tlie. proposal before us of the divestiture

is one thatt' wats iiialdl by the Jutstice D)epartmient to the, district court
as Iliha suggest ion oif t 6e ,Jist ice Iepaitineiit to impiIlemient the deci-
sioji of 1h sli lelle, Couirt'.

Afr. faIN-SAY. TFhat, is coriect.
Senator Km;,mn. And that thait is now pending before the dlistict

court, atid has not1 been pill into thew form of a juilgilent by the district
('oil i't.

M r. LiN sY. 'T'hat, is correct also, Senntor Kerr. Some. of the. de-
taik of' jujst how the case stands1 it the~ niotneni , of volii", couf~lld he
I iw lfled m iot-e effectively by the fiist ice D department, ilid 1Perhalps
(ollilia nv i'epivsent at i es, than the Trleatsury-.

It, is inY m iilstliiliig that a varnet * V of proposals luebeenl made.
o the d st ricd cour1)t judge ill ChIiicago and lhee has hepld bearings, andI

ilo decisioii ha~s beenl uIade.
Tlie Ci i,%inir.vv. WVill yoti begin at, the begitiniig, Mr. Lindsay?

T ii udlenst-and thle .siiprevile ('ouit reversed tble dist rict cotrt--
Mir. IiNi)s.%y. Tihalt is cor-rect.
"I1h C I ( It~ 11n.~ %. fi its original decision.
Mr fi 1N LINSA Y. TI lt iSCOrrect.
"I'le ( AAIM\.~ oillo1 %-oi start with tile be'ginniing of tlitk litiga-

gat ion a iid caiiit briefly down to (late A i*'you prepared to do it
now

M r, IIiSY 1 ('111 attelliht to (if) it niow, kit f thin k it -ould bew
biet ter if thle D epairtmnt itf 4 list ice (ive voii stioi a smiiniary, or if
could do it hy mneinioranditni for the i'ecord.

Tile (' ~i~. .Will v'oti see to it, thien, that tile fill] history is
111 a p1 art of t lhe vr('o'(

Mr. l n.v Yes.
(The illfolllat ion refei-red to is asfollows:)

HISTORY OF 1WT PON'r-GEN-FRAr, MOTORS LYTIcATION

A,4 the Siipreiie Court's dissenting opinion sunanied up the early history of

"In Junie 1Ui49. thje I niteil S1tates brought this civil action in the United States
District court for the Northern Ilstrict of Illinois under 4 4 of the Sherman
Act tin1( j 15 of the (Clayton Act to enjoin allegeol violations of 1 1 and 2 of the
Shermnl Act. anid § 7 of the C'layton Act. The amended complaint. ins'-,!ur a1s
pertinent to the issues here, alleged that Di)i Pont aind General Motors have been
ojigaxed, since V115, In a combination and conspiracy to restrain Rndl mornpolize
interstate trade, rind that 1)11 P'ont's irc(Ijisition (of G~eneral Motors* stocek had the
effect of restraining tradle and tending to create a inonopolyv. In brief, it wa,;
:illeged that, by im-ans of the relationship between 1)M Pont aind General Motors.
liii Pouit intended to obtain. aind did obtnain. aii illegal preference over its com-a
pet itors hli the sale tri General 'Motors (of its4 products. anid a further illgal pref-
creilie in tip leel l nn en t of cllreileal discoveries made by General Motor--.
Appellees denied the (ha rges.

"'The trial of these issues toork nearly 7 Iiofltls. The D~istrict Court heard 5 2
witnesses, inciliding 1iost of tile iprirwipal actors, and reveivetl over 2EMI exhibits.
The evidence c'ltainmed ini the ~.5-aetrni n.rijit of record covers in iniite
aild intimate detail the facts hearing on the Governinent's charge that Du Pont.
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by coercion, agreement, control, or influence, had interfered unlawfully with
General Motors' purchasing and manufacturing policies."

After trial the district court found the Government had failed to prove its
case and dismissed the U.S. complaint (126 F. Supp. 235). Reversing this deci-
sion the Supreme Court concluded (353 U.S. 586,605-006) :

"The fact that sticks out in this voluminous record is that the'bulk of Du
Point's production has always supplied the largest part of the requirements of the
one customer in the automobile industry connected to Du Pont by a stock inter-
est. The inference is overwhelming that Du Pont's commanding position was
promoted by its stock interest and was not gained solely on competitive merit.

"We agree with the trial court that considerations of price, quality, and serv-
ice were not overlooked by either Du Pont or General Motors Pride in Its
products and its high financial stake in General Motors' suc-ess would naturally
lead Du Pont to try to supply the best. But the wisdom of this business judg-
ment cannot obscure the fact. plainly revealed by the record, that Du Pont pur-
posely employed its stock to pry open the General Motors market to entrench
itself as the primary supplier of General Motors' requirements for automotive
finishes and fabrics."

With such history in mind the Supreme Court went on (Id. at 607):
"The statutory policy of fostering free competition is obviously furthered

when no supplier has an advantage over his competitors from an acquisition of
his customer's stock likely to have the effects condemned by the statute. We
repeat, that the test of a violation of § 7 is whether at the time of suit there
is a reasonable probability that the acquisition Is likely to result in the con-
demned restraints. The conclusion upon this record is inescapable that such
likelihood was proved as to this acquisition. The fire that was kindled in 1917
continues to smolder. It burned briskly to forge the ties that bind the General
Motors market to Du Pont. and if it has quieted down. it remains hot, and. from
past performance, is likely at any time to blaze and make the fusion complete."

Accordingly. the Supreme Court held (id. at 607-609) :
"The judgment aiust therefore be reversed and the cause remanded to the

district court for a determination after further hearing of the equitable relief
necessary and appropriate in the public interest to eliminate the effects of the
acquisition offensive to the statute. The district .ourts. in the framing of
equitable decrees, are clothed *with large discretion to model their judgments
to fit the exigencies of the particular case' (IntmintiO1, l Salt (o. v. United
.Rtati ..132 l'S. 39"2. 0-1)."

The distrit't court . at a prehearing conference. on remand. September 25.
1957. established a schedule for the parties to file proposed plans of relief. On
October 21. 1957. the Government filed its plan falling for distribution of the
General Motors stock to the Du Pont shareholders over a 10-year period.
However. General Motors stock attributable top Christiana. T)elaware. and the
stockholders of Delaware. is to be sold. for their account, by a trustee during
that 10-year period.

From May 14 through August 14. 195. the defendants and stockholder ami,,i
curiae appointed by the courtt filed their prolmisals. Suit'h lproIsals in essence
provided that 1-n Pont would retain its equity in General Motors and merely
pa -s through the vote pro rata to all their stckholders.

On .eptember 26. 158. the Government filed its cmments on the proposals of
all parties. The Government's position is that sections 7. 11. and 15 of the
Clayton Act require divestiture. In any event, the U'nited States urges thit
neither the retention of 23 percent of General Motors' equity by fu Pont. nor
the voting power concentrated in the hands of those controlling "If Pont (6V5
persons. 3A hu.band and wife would control A percent of GM's vote) would re-
store competitive conditions.

Hearings on relief began on February 16. 1.lkif. And on April 9 the parties
rested. Judge LaBuy now has the matter under advisemont.

The C.HtANm.%x. Are there any further questions?
Senator B-n-F-R. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one question.
Mr. Lindsav. you stated in the earlier part of your testimony that

a company could accumulate an inordinately large surplus and then

' In the light rf thbi ihidlnr. ar the Surrne Court put it (idi. at 5r8. footnote So :
"'In 'iw ,f -.;r determination of tb- ca". w- arp not didiing tb Gorvrnment at|twal

frnm tbo .rr!"_ of th. action under the Sbtrman Act "
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make a distribution tax free to its stockholders under S. 200; is that
correct?

Mr. LiNDSAY. I don't think I intended to make that statement. I
was discussing generally whether it is fair or not fair proper or not
proper to tax as an ordinary dividend-property distributions includ-
ing securities-and I think I intended to point out that if we didn't
do that a company could use its earnings and profits and surplus to
purchase portfolio investments and distribute them to the stockholders
tax free.

Senator BUTLER. Could itdo-ha in view of section 102 of the
Internal Revenue Co d-#.

Mr. 1IMDAY. Wel1, it wouldn't have to make.inordinate accumula-
tions. It coui9'do it out of its annual earning§.#nd profits, which
would not necessarily run them rtt, a problem wiH sections 531 or
102. /1 1. " 11 -... ".

Senator BuTLER. 1it 531?
Mr. ID -'SAY. I.thilnk as long as the.tarnings and profits are dis-

tributed out to the stockholders,,the'taxpaytr' would be in proper
shape tinder 531, if profit itae used to buy property and tlfe property
is disfributed, the corporawion W-ould not be accumulating profits and
we would not have a 531 problem.

Senator Bu'Tt.w. I felt that should be made clear in the reccwd.
M. L NWAY. Yes. -

I might say generally this whole problem in this area oflecorporate
splitups, distrih.tions of propertir in Y'aM,- proportions to the stock-
holders, has had a lbfig history. Tjy rt has Tbei a conflict between
an attcfiipt to make' the tax Ia'w neiitral. where ibears u on normal
busine. transactions, if property contiiiues tol in the corporation
in one form or another. ad an attempt io pre (ent tax oidance.

Senator BUTLER. Don't you think thersAeuns throu all of the taxlaws as presently written the theor- that where operty has been
legally acquired, and then a distribution is forced, at the tax forgive-
nessbeirivoked? ..

Mr. LINDSAY. Therm is very substantial prtedent. -that.
Senator BUTnLER. And, therefore,- th property 4 1 ompany that

had been acquired 40 years in advance of any div~gtig order, may
reasonably be assumed'as pointed out by the Senator from Delaware,
Mr. Frear, to have been legally acquired?

Mr. LI'ns Ar. It certainly is a, probably a fair-
Senator BUTi.ER. It is a fair assumption; isn't it?
Mr. LINDSAY. It i3 a fair assumption. I don't know that the court

said it was illegally acquired. I think the court found that it probably
was illegally held. [Laughter.]

Senator BuTLER. All right.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN'. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuirrrs. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Lindsay, this presents some

problems that are very new to me, and what I am about to ask may
not be a case in point at all, but it would help my thinking.

In an ordinary situation, what can a corporation distribute to its
stockholders other than a cash dividend that results in no tax?

Mr. LN MAY. It can distribute to a stockholder its own stock as a
stock dividend.
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Senator Curris. In other words, a stock dividend or a stock split.
Mr. LINDSAY. Or there may be a reorganization exchange.
Ordinarily, a stock dividend or a stock split. is clearly nontaxable.

In the area of preferred stock there is a special rule. The receipt of
it is not taxable, but when you sell it you may have ordinary income
instead of a capital gain.

Ordinarily, a stock dividend is not taxed any more than a stock
split is taxel unless there is a choice of receiving a cash dividend or a
stock dividend and you say, "No, don't give me the cash: give me the
stock." Then a stock divilend would be taxed.

Senator (r-is. Because that would be construed as-
Mr. LC NS.5A. ('onstructively received.
Senator ('rMs. It would l)e i constructive purchase.?
Mr. LiNos.%Y. Yes.
Senator (('rTis. It voild be construed that you got the cash ?
Af r. IANDSAY. 'ot the cash and )outght the stock.
Senator (UR'rIS. And bought the stock. But ordinarily, if a stock-

holder owns a given number of shares of stock in a corporation, and it
splits 2 for 1, lie has two pieces of paper to show his ownership for the
same percentage ownershilp in tie corporation.

Mr. TiDs.\. That is correct.
Senator ( RTis. ttow does a stock (ivid(eindiffI(ier from that.
Mr. FINDS.\. Fron a stock sl)lit? I would say they were very

much alike.
Senator (''Ris. Yes. In other words, they give him an additional

certificate for the same-
Mr. INDs.Y. Same investment.
Senator (uRTlS. Same investment.
As it stands before this court decree, an owner of a share of stock ill
)u I ont was also a part owner in General Motors; isn't that correct

Mfr. LINDSAY. 'ht is correct.
Senator ('rcus. Suppose the district court provided that they

should give to each shareholder of )u P(ont a certificate of stock in
General Motors, so that instead of )u Pont owning Greneral Motors,
Du Pont's shareholders, as individuals, owned that amount. Would
you distinguish that from a stock split e

Mr. INxDS.kY. Yes, because there the corl)oration, I)u Pont, is not
issuing its own stock, additional shares of its own stock, but stock in
anot her corporation.

Now, it is true that the shareholder of Du Pont indirectly has had
an ownership, an interest in that investment, as lie does in all of the
other corporate property. Whenever you distribute property out of a
corporation and there are earning s and profits behind that corporation,
there is a dividend tax, unless some special exception applies, upon
receipt of that property.

Senator (RTIS. Suppose there is a corporation that for sake of
illustration we would say has a distribution function and a manufac
turing function, but they are quite separate. They choose to sell the
distribution portion of the business, and they pay that to the stock-
holde,'s in cash: wvhat tax applies, the ordinary rates'

Mr. LINDSAY. The ordinary dividend rate-unless it is a partial
liquidation. as I understood your question. It may be a partial liq-
ui(latini with a redemption, but ordinarily it would be a dividend, as
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I understood your question. What they might do is transfer the dis-
tributing part of the business to a new corporation, another corpora-
tion, in exchange for all of the stock of the other corporation, or at
least 80 percent of the stock of the other corporation, and then distrib-
ute that stock to the shareholders. If they owned the distributing part
of the business and carried it on as an active business for at least 5
years, and it is to be continued as an active business, the distribution
of stock would be tax free.

Senator CURTrS. That would be tax free?
Mr. LiNDSAY. That would be tax free.
Senator CURTIS. Suppose the corporation took the cash they had

received from the sale of their distributing end of the business, re-
tained it in their manufacturing business, say they expanded or for
some other purpose, the corporation would pay a capital gains tax but
the stockholders would pay nothing if their certificates did not change;
would that be right?

Mr. LINDSAY. If there was no distribution of any dividend, the stock-
holders wouldn't be affected. The corporation would pay a tax, and
we may have a problem if it kept the cash and accumulated it with-
out using it in the business-but the stockholders wouldn't pay any tax
at that time.

Senator CuRTIS. Now, distributions to stockholders in kind, and
by that I mean other than additional stock certificates or cash, how
are the" treated?

Mr. A lNDSAY. As a dividend. Distributions of any property other
than stock in the distributing corporation would be a dividend.

Senator CURTIS. Didn't we have a case involving some of the liquor
concerns where they issued to their stockholders the right to buy
liquor stocks at a lower price, or to receive it free, or something of
this sort? What was that?

Mr. LINDSAY. Yes, we did. That is the American Distilling Co.
case. The question there was a tax to the corporation, I believe, as to
whether or tiot it had made a sale and whether or not the corporation
should be taxed.

Senator (' UTRS. Btut the stockhotder-what did the stockholder
receive in that, do you recall ?

Mr. LINDSAY. I think he received a right to purchase the whisky,
which would have been a dividend.

Senator CURTIS. If he exercised that right-
Mr. LINDSAY. Yes.
Senator (iRwris. Ile received the right to purchase the liquor.
Mr. I~ns.\v. 1 am i Pot sure atout that, that is just my recollection

at the moment.
Senator ( 't'wrxs. l)id we have a matter involving antitrust distribu-

tion il ('liiection with soiie theaters a while back ?
Mr. LI hesr. hieve were (onsiderable antitrust cases involvinig the

theater indi atrv.
Seltator ( ui'ris. I meIaII a lat ter of dealing with the tax coise-

(luIie5 before t lie ( 'olgress ?
Mr. LIN,,,s.Y. There may well have been: I d(ot l)ersonally recall.
Sellator ('URTIS. Well, n1ow, as I said, there are a number of very

lew fiwohlleili, il here, and I am ol)eimiinded on the whole thing, but
I wanlt to Jzet them straight.
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Referring to the individual owners of 1)u Pont, and not Christiana
Co. or Delaware Realty:

What is their )osition--how is their position different if they end
p with a given number of shares of )u Pont and a given hiumber

of shares of General Motors, and they turn neither of them into cash
Aren't those certificates of stock evi(enves of the same ownership they
had before the transact ion rook place ?

Mr. LINDSAY. I think "yes" and "no." I answer it this way because
it depends.

If all of the General Motors stock was distributed out in 1 year,
by having General Motors stock and 1)i Pont stock the shareholders
have no mor than they had I)efore, they have it in different. forms.

If, however, the dist ribut ion is spread over many years, 10, 15, 20
years, l)erlps )1 Pont and I repeat, I don't know that they could

er either they would distribute tile General Motors stock instead
of thitlcash dividends they ordinarily would have have (listril)ited,
and would retain the amounts that tihey otherwise would have dis-
triblute(l as cash dividends. Youi wotild have Du Pont, maintaining
its full investment values l)y not having had to distribute its usual
dIividends, keeping them 1o expand its l)usiness, so the shareholder
would have as large and as valuable a Dit Pont Co., and also shares
in General Motors stock.

Now, I hesitate to mention this because I really don't know that
that couhl( or vond atlen i. But tile longer the ieriod of time the
distribution will cover, the more likely that would l)e a, )osihility.

Senator i('URTIS. W hat wold he the situation if the district court
orders divestment, and we will assume there were purchasers of the
General Motors stock field by i)ui Pont, and they purclased it and
paid the money to the DIu Pont Corp. The transaction ended there;
there was no distributionn of that money to the stockholders. Then
I)ii Pont (orp. would owe a capital gains tax, would it not ?

Mr. lII.s.Y. if it directly sol(l its sares, yes.
Senator (uurTIs. h'liat is a'll, Mr. Chairman.
Senator S.i VI'ERs. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The (Nf .rM. Mr. Smathers.
Senator SV..rn'uis. 'Mr. Lindsay, has the Treasury ever taken the

position that the congressss should await a decision of tie (list rict court
in its efforts to work out what the Supreme ('ourt has directed, what
we ,call equitable relief before tile ('ongress ? nas the Treasury taken
tlat position at auy timle?

Mi. LxNDs.Y. The Treasury his not taken aly l)articular position
on that.

I imagine tle committee may wish to consider whether to amend
(lhe law before the district comur acts, or aftervairds.

Perlia )s. however, it is well, in light of the hearings and the gen-
eral problem, to consider as a general proposition. hot as a specific,
case, bit as a gvnueral proposition, auiclidinents to the tax law, in ti;
area. Aid 1 would t think if the l)ep-niment of ,Justive xlieved and
felt that sone kind of an amendment was essential to make it, easieli
to gct v urts to enforce divestitures, it should be considered.

Nit if the I)epartnent of justice is not having trouble in tlie ad-
iinsitration of thle antitrust laws. I question whether we should now

try to go into this matter.
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Senator SMATHERS. Is there any indication, and I presume there is
not., or is there any as to when the district court will make a decision
in this particular case f

Mr. LiNDsAY. I am not in position to state that; I just don't know.
Senator SMrA rMs. Is it possible for the district court., under the

direction of the Supreme Court to bring about equitable relief in the
absence of the passage of a law of this nature by the Congress, for
the district court to give ot the stockholders and to the Du iWont Co.
particularly, relief of this character ?

Mr. LNDsAY. No, sir.
Senator SMATIIEIs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The ('i.iM?.1x. Ar e there any other questions?
Senator WVjuLr.mS. Mr. Chairni, I would like to ask just a couple

of questions.
Mr. Lind-say, as I understand it, under existing law this distribution

would be taxable at full income rates.
Mr. I,.SAr. That is correct.
Senator DVtLrI~tMS. J)oes tile Treasury think that is fair, or do you

I liink that, as charged, this would in et'eet 1e (ofis'at ion in certain
iistlan es .

Mr. l'I.AOsAY. Let me put it tlis way:
If tie fail, market value of (enerali Motors was not. adversely af-

fieted bV tile distribution, I don't see wlhy it, is unfair to tax a property
distributionn in the same manner as a cash distributionn. If the share-
holder keeps it. or sells it, assuming the same fair market value, he
receives the equivalent of what would have been a cash distribution
net after taxes.

if, under the surrounding circumstances, it could be clearly demon-
siratedl-and I am no expert ini this turea-that there is a tremendous
(rop in the values t)rogres ively stimulated by sales because of the
tax burden, then there may be a situation in which you would say
that the dividend tax would appear to be unfair.

Senator WiLLLimS. That is an excellent answer, but I lost you at
the third "if."

I would like to ask this question:
Do you recognize the need of any legislation in this field? Would

you suggest that some type of legislation would be necessary in this
field'!

Mr. LiNDxsAY. I certainly think the problem merits intensive
consideration.

As you know, the Ways and Means Committee has been taking up a
study on the area of corporate adjustments and distributions, and
it might be very helpful if in connection with that overall study a
further study could be made of this problem as it. fits into corporate
splitups and'distributions in general.

Senator W %LrL.urs. What I was trying to establish is whether or not
your expression of opposit ion to S. 200 N as in effect against all legis-
lation, or whether it was against that bill only, and Whether or not
you recogiiize that, some modification thereof may be in order.

Mr. L,-r)sY -. Our position, consistent. with our position several
years ago in the Hilton Hotel bill, is that if some change in the tax
law is deemed necessary by those charged with the responsibility of
enforcing the antitrust laws, we think that consideration should be
given to tme partial liquidation treatment we have described here.

41866---59-----19
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Senator ~~i,1.i.% Ms. LThtik you.
Tile ( 'If. 1i, -S . Setiator. 1 )ongi u"
Seliat or ' Mr. Li tulsa v. I hiav e tile opiniion of tile Slipemle

Court ill 111V 11:1d here. Illd n ratler Imtstv readtlu"i of it gives file the
imipreson 'that onel( of the object ions~. perhaps the voiitrolliiig, objec-
tioii of I he ( o)Illt to t he ifhlig of tile't otk ill (envieral Motors Iv tile~
DII4)nI ~Iit ( 'orI-1. .111( 1 it :i I Ite Ivwas t Iet ~I If -~ i IM) A-( )I iI I- P;NITCP5
of t I iat st ovk.

I that 1114 re
Lr .I'NDSAY. I Illink t1h:1t is. Ilhut 111.t% lbe trule. I don't linve the

Supreiv~i ( 'nirt (q jilion before' liii.
Sellator ) u...Suipouev IM~t .1114 gr Lutiililt' oelt order' jittla

d1ivestmlenit of I lie .toel{. but Ieel I lie diepiv.t ioul of votlL!g privi-
leges. 111 is nIdei wbvIII hee ie w4 )it It no 11 a rise.

SeI 11or I ), it Wv~ el1. 1 h is 1-.l I he oquest ion wvhetlier ( 'ourres
Sluiild Itmvt' jlwioi to3 .1 flevisiomi of tile cotilt. 'Iuth i~ is -I il' poitit I
tlinik that Sei,:itorsuiliuthers \vns 11:1iiaun.

I f \.v uhiit hunve this i'--ite \\.It\- should we tor-iiielit ourselves with it
Sem~ii 'im .ur1 I ;killnot I lhe m In IIess 1011 1t tii I 1 uiiswt' it

MrI .hA ,IsAv. I wish 1-41i woiill. Sel"'itoil lF'uear.
Sew'ilthu Fla: \l Ilt fliv' Iii.s. place. ill thet linoie't o(iililin of the junlior.

Seli:i1lt fioi, I )elanv:iue, if' such~ a dwe'v N\ ve' iss-ued' lov thet lower

Se.I~t.)Ii I HowA'~ r10va volt be :-lie, of tilt

Svilmor I )nuv;T. \S. I amn not -lire.
%&ewitor I'ii xu.Nit her ntl I. But I neati we call boithi ma~ke all
:V-uiiji in.Stlilitoi.

Selplior DcI.u. I decn me to t20 4)1 t Int :1,t-.~lltioit.
Sveintor F'iri:?. Theun I atl zoing to talke flie- saint uisiinlitiit

VOUi dio.
Seu :tol DIr)1 (;i_%S. 1 a ii 11 t illij a little von fuse.d.
Sei ab r "i . I f I havye (.onI ftinvd tile Seii :itil li uiim jli l10i , that

is,, the hiin-t tiulie.
Seiilitor JBiii.s.Ht nIl point is- -

Sentor Fi:.. I thIinuk it is well ta keni.
Senator D ir~.I thilik if Jildge La Bily iiie-elY ordlers (leprival-

tino oil , vills. lien titis is 1101 a re.,1I issue. is it, and~ whyl\ shoulld
we sttltil V ivve issues Wichl maV Hlot a I

Seinator F'iwmtl. Mav I a nswver tli at onur. NMr. ( ii it ?i
I tinkil that bl)his 111) ll eveni ittoiV lh)imotii cliestitil. lbecaiise

I beleve tilt S'eilto' froml I lliniois nild( tile juiorti '-tatoi fromi Deia-
1W;tit* liIvt' ieenl in m-cor il 11uiau Iin-t anc's ahomt i ettria(ti ye taxes:
.11141 unless, tis law 01 soilietlifli! sui ilir is p;Isseti anid tile decision is
llat inl fiv oy. of the stockholdtet3.; then the qllest 101 i.. going. to colie lip
here anid the lren-it r ((dloul rigittfiilr s atnd title positionl tihey
have 1 eenl Iak i iuz for 111:11V reails anid say t bitt t itis is ;.et roacl ye legis-
hat ionl.

Sit or 1) U.;IAs. Bult if wo 11:1 e the Treastirrs word foi. it-----
l~e Suii -m-A'11ieiit letter hvNl.Lndsny amtplifyinig Iiis remarks 011

whet lic eu eishnt ioullmodli fr\i g thle 1:1 \ oiilsequeli(cs f proohsed' d1iS-

BEST AVILABLE COPY
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tributions bv D)u Pont or General Motons stock would be considered
"retroatct ive" if enacted after the final decreee ordering distribution
on p. 29T. I

Sellator rlviriis. IIn cases we hiave hiad here before with respect
to FCC and Secuirities mtid Etxchiiiige cases, actually, wvas not that
penalty puit onl the stockhioldersi having to pay, we will S.13, ordinary
incoine ? "' i It Wvas aI painful fact which brought. ( ona~ress' atten-
t ion to tile need1 to bring~ a1olit eqity inisofari as the sbarebolders and
talxpayerls were colnceriicol.

lii oIl her %vords, hand ntot soiiiehodv b~een hunt, act o;Illy, i fact, before
tile le '-islat ion caine ml, or the Anititriis Di;vision c-.itle on,. and re-oin-
Iitl~'l(101(i irarhe relief ?

All. INDSXYs~. YeS, bill I ;'4ill think inl those situlat jolis tile leazisla-
iou wa prospective as to its effect oni distrilnutioii. I may be, wrong

oui t ha . You canm have a facvt frozeui, bit athle resutts of thlat facvt is
inl thle o41iig. Youi coulld have at decree wit hoo)lt th hituniinmr
started and if legislation were eluactCdl provide ing thiat for alhl VC2liPS
from tilie Year of enlact illent enforced (list rihut ions would bxe tax free,
that. leg islation would be prospective, Celen though thle underlying fact
situation, the decree, occurred before the legislation wvas passed.

senintor Sm'.1,Tuinis. Well, very sp)ecifically, (toes the Treasuiry say
1omv tl this Itc'islat ion is t juiehy

my. niNISY.Te rreamirv ixelieves that. it is quiite applrop~riate to
0011,1111h'i the iuolvicn ii;n a iiIii' lie2zIimi. W'e diol niot feel that legris-
hat ion) %as eiti her so li mv or so *ic~iIv2s to make a reconimnda-
tioli t hat ((iligiess consider th~is.

Se'.mtor S~mATi'ints. Well, ill fact, as of this moment, ha~s anyone
thuis far beenl i tiredl

Mr. LIIA.No, not inl thle context of this legislation. Nobody
has hadl to l.ay a tax ()It aI forced distribuitionl inl conniectionl with thi s
casl.e.

,Scuno ( LR M.(h ra
D o von liacaul by that statement that iiit ii thle cotirt has finally acted

atic there has been a loss that you XVotild(lio iothiiiig ?
311. LIxNS.%Y. I am11 not -sure what youi meani by thiat, Senlator. T1he

Internal Revernue. (Comminssioner, of course, was asked to rule onl what
wve wovild (10 if the (li.tribution was madi~e. along thle liles of thle planl
of [he D~epartmnent of Justice, a111( we said wve wvoild tax it as., a (dividend.

:"'eiuator BUT-mtR. But dlidn't you also say there was sonie element
of c'onisca02t ion it)ii -21 1 -ct ice?

3Mr. Lin.~.I (lut think I Said that, Senator Butler. I pointed
olit cir-clillistallices under which there wvould not be, and1( ci renunstances
u.1der which there, nmighit he.

Sena,-tor BUTLER. Well, a1 little hit isa-bt there-- is some,
( ouitiscatioll.

Mr'. IANiDS-r The fact a (dividend tax imust be paid oil property
distributed or t of ealrnlings and profits is not conhscatiou any miore
thaui thle fact I hat a (dividend tax hsto be pa id1 on cavh is confiscation.

Senaztor1 BUTERl. Even though it is forced?
Mr. LiNosAYi. Even though it is forced.
Setuaitor. BUTLE-R. So vou wvotld wait, then, until the court actually

sa1vs there mist be a, (ivestitinre inl accordlanice with the plan of thle
Attorney General.
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Mr. LINDSAY. The Treasury would cooperate with the committee
in any action that seemed to be appropriate in light of the public
hearings and the surrounding circumstances.

I think whether or not there is confiscation is a question of fact.
If people have to pay a dividend tax on a value of 50, and by the time

they can turn around and sell the stock it is depressed because of other
sales and forced sales to a value of 25, that to me probably would be
confiscation, not because of the tax law but because of the surrounding
circumstances, and maybe some change in tle tax law, if you couldn't
change anything else, would then be appropriate.

Senator B UTLER. What are the surrounding circumstances-the
Supreme Court?

Mr. LINDsAY. Well, the surrounding circumstances would be, I
suppose, the decree and the effect of the decree. UTnder the plan of
the Department of Justice, some 20 million shares belonging to Chris-
tiana, or, after the distribution, belonging to Christiana and Delaware,
and the stockholders of Delaware, would have to be. sold over a 10-
year period; meanwhile some 40 million shares would be distributed
over a 10-year period to the public shareholders.

I haven't heard the testimony that may be forthcoming, blit I sus-
pect there is going to he a statement to the effect that this will very
adversely affect the market value of the stock.

If the market value of the stock is particularly-is more affected
by the tax, that is a surrounding circumstance, it seems to me.

The forced sale of the l)elaware and (hristiana stock is a sur-
rounding circumstance, but ini isolation as a natter of slicer tax policy,
the fact that you tax property as a dividend is not confiscation.

Now, it is true that we have in the past drawn a distinction between
involuntary distributions and voluntary distributions, and I do think
there is a much stronger argument for relieving somebody from the
burden of tax from an involuntary distribution than there is in the
case of a voluntary distribution; but there is still a receipt of some-
thing that is worth money, and there is no hardship in paying a tax
if the value will stand up, any more than there is in paying any tax.

Senator BUTLFR. Even when the thing that they receive is something
they already have and don't want to get'?

Mr. LINDSAY. That is because of the structure of our tax on corpora-
tions. You can't take property out of a corporation from indirect
ownership into direct ownership without accounting for the current
tax earnings and profits and paying a dividend.

Senator BUTLEit. I understand that.
Mr. Lixi s;A-. That is hard on everybody.
Then there are people who are forced to sell low-cost properties

because they can't meet. their medical bills. That is an involuntary
conversion, in a sense, and we tax that.

The CIIAlMxN. Any further questions?
Senator MfeCarthy.
Senator M1CCARTl;Y. I have a question, Mr. Chairman.
The Supreme Court decision contains this language, Mr. Lindsay:
We hold that any a quisition by one corporation of all or any part of the stock

of another corporation, competitor or not, is within the reach of this section
whenever the reasonable likelihood appears that the acquisition will result in a
restraint o)f commerce or in the creation of a monopoly in any line of commerce.
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Thpt is the concept in its simplest terms. Wouldn't it be possible
that the district court in Chicago might decide that not all of the
General Motors stock, if they decide on divestment-that not all of
it had to be disposed of or invested; that those in its incipiency might
be disposed of ?

They might say, "Dispose of half of what you have."
Mr. LINDSAY. I suppose it might be possible, Senator McCarthy,

but I would prefer not to be in position of commenting.
Senator cC.AxrThY. It would not be possible?
Mr. ,INDSAY. I suppose it might be possible; I just don't know

about it.
Senator MCCARTHY. What would be the effect of that if they did

order divestment, say, of half?
Mr. LiNDSAY. Without any change in legislation, I think again it

would be an ordinary dividend.
Senator MNICCARTY. If they distributed it in the way of stock-
Mr. LINDSAY. Yes.
Senator .A(cC.xrniy. To the Du Pont stockholders?
Mr. LINDSAY. Yes.
Senator McCAwrx. And in the alternative they might dispose of

it in the open market, night they not ?

Mir. LIN)s.,i. If they disposed of it in the open market, it would be
a capital gain for the coiapany, and the proceeds, if distributed,
would be odinary dividends to the shareholders, subject to adequate
earnings and profits behind it.

Senator MCCARThY. It would be reflected in any capital gains if a
stockholder in Du Pont should dispose of his stock in Du Pont?

Mr. Lu-iYSAY. Yes.
Senator MCCARTHY. So there are three or four possibilities that

might come out of this court. action in Chicago-
Mr. LINDSAY. Yes.
Senator IMCCARTHY. At this particular time?
Mr. LixDSAY. I would suppose.
Senator MCCARTHY. I have one more question.
In the case of the Hilton Hotel case, as I recall the action before

the House Ways and Means Committee, it would require that they
dispose of it, divestment was required, but in order to escape taxation
the money which was acquired through the divestment had to be re-
invested in hotels I assuine, or invested in some

Mr. LINDSAY. Aimilar l)rope rty.
Senator MCCARTHY. Similar l)roperty with the approval of the

court.
Mr. LINDSAY. That is corirect.
Senator McCAirhiy. Would it be possible to provide something of

that kind with regard to this problem ?
Mr. LINDSAY. I sil))osf" the difficulty in context of the antitrust

law is the requirement that the proceeds have to be Feinvested ill simi-
lar property. That is almost in conflict with the purpose of the sale
in the first place.

Senator Mc(T'ilhuet. Then this comes to a poillt where it would be
almtiost iill)possilhie for l)1 Pont to hold stock of any corporation that
might use ;Iiiy product of ])u Pont.

All. LINDSAY. That is correct.
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Mr. IND1 s.Y. Yes.
Senat(r KtiAa. I ncluding, let us say- well, we will find out exactly.

I 1Iy oIw N A alres of I)u ) olit stock itare tliere, Iiow nit iny shares of )u
Point out stand~i ng

Mi'. LimNIv. Abouit 4'. 1 have it written dttv'i.
Seniato KElI. 'hIe )pre.-idelt of the coliplaIV i' I ere 1uI.vivb lie,

vill tell us.
M\r. (;lFENE:w, i;r. 4tfi mlillionl.
S enatoi Kvrr. 45 -milfion.

Other -e 63 million shares of (Geeral Mot(r's , ie l y " ie l)i
Polt ('orp. : is t lit c'riect e

Mrl. ~~s\. Yes, sir.

'eaat or K 1:j. ,'o tiat eacl lil) sharess of l)u ]Poiit ill reality repre-
-Clit. 1 lJ lit 1 |1) share., of ( rell ern .Motors.

.Nir. |I N1 ls~kA. 'i'llit is correct.
Selltator KhInu. No4)w, ill eqIllitVo iv.i't hle ht(ovk toholer ill tie saille |o-

sitioll toiiorroTw if instead of tilt 1041 sares of I P(lont lie owlns
today" tomiorrowv lie oiis l0) :-l i'ies of )it I loit an 14t, ,IShares of
Geiletral Motors, assilii ilig t lnt ii1 o foler for iii" hi to get il ito tiitil posi-

t io)l toil orow 1 )n Il Pont ownsno Get eal Motors ?
ir. l1AANSAY. . lie is all lost iitit lie S.Illie os)Oilill.

Sellatol KrInla. b"llitt)] v.
Mr. [,[.Nt)s.\ lit, bas .jul it Ili) his illvestlilelil ill two parts- two

di tF'eIeI I I l),lrt..
Selor KrI+Im. ih1 ill reality'. If the (;3 mill o shaves t hat Dii Pont,
\.ls)(tfiy ill ( I'iil-n Mo)tori's )11' bv of t ite otilrI )\v ilvo)llntttlry

diiestitiliv.', in lite hi ls of Otw Sjt(Xk'ilh lter. of II 1i)l3it toIIIOITOW,
Mi 1 lno 14llig' 'owilt'd iv II )4l nit. that shaireholder of 1(04lla slurez ill

I hi oint is to 1liltellit andl I)ltir)):-es tsjitl ably ill ilie "aillle Iposit ioll
of1 li e 4)\\'ler1if) toicuro" asv lie was told; v.

.MIr. 1,1.N,) A . 1 'viii itWie V?' llr (llle 'tli( yes, Sewl t 0r.
Selintor Kerr, I woni d like I nh0 1Mi tis. however: Th]at while Ihat.

is ti'll4' ill e?4lliit v. we inve n strilci 'ire of I x (iii whIi ichi We Iel V for" ourI1
111I('\ sI. ti ity that stokliildier owlis tle lsh i)roce('s- ill that
4ii)o'n)':i i oll ildirv('t-Iv. WhVtlI tle ci'l)Ol'ltioll l)llts tile (as ill hiis

.l4tals, Ilell iiit:- lV lit ias a slallei iiive41tlielit, I- ,oiltlpared to
li e -ilit 1iont iii he 1.4' w\.as lio d1.,t lil)lt ioll. ri{'l'e has )een a ch-ange
flola illlirl'Vt ,i)\ sh 'l 14) (iiriect owellr.shli), blit we re.re hill to py
a tax.

ve'!llto" K lt:. Ill irat is the resell of a, vollitt a ry action of tile
i'0l'oltatioll, il'tl I it, Ill whichi lie. ans tile result )f ii Iecisiol ill which
lie )irt'iipates.

Mr. ,.,'-\.Yes.
Seniaitor KlImu. Andi Ille sillition that we vistulize if the Justic'

Dv1 in It lleit Ire0l111 Iiet Idat ion is ca:ied ow11 would be ei t i rel ' diterent.
Now. l0 iie ask yu tli, quest i n ll:
LAt s say " l11t oxA.I' 01' before t Ihis action was initited"tl It it t ill

vileli ill lie !ilil-, oif ]itzltiina rPIIewlt )f 1)ii Ponti
- tliev either haod ,1 right

to asslinie that their ioludings ill (ielneral Motors were entirely ini ac-
(.'0rl(,11e 'vitli the law, I (o'rtlitinlYl" tley had tile right. to iresllille it
ill view of tie fact ihat, it had iot beetn ihallcuige(i I)y tile court, and
that was 19149, as I illulnersttliid it.

Lets ass.lle tlint thev hta d pai i '.'1) a share for 33 ,' percent of
X corl)oration, represeliti t- atl in vestziieit. let uIs sav, of *ii million,
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and that instead of the action being Iroight a,,ainst them to divest
themselves of (reieral Motors sto'k, it had been T)rought against. them
to divest themselves of the stock iii X company, and that the decision
and dll l)roceeding's% were tie saine as have lbeeli had in this case, and
11ow they wire Colfronted with the necessity, if the district court
inipe lle Il t lie reonit)en4lat ions of the Justice Departinent, to pasS
tiffs $5 niioi wort iif stock iin X company out. to their sharelio ers.

Let's say now they% were confronted with the necessity of passing
out this m, illion woitli of stock in X eonipany to their shareholders,
and that its jimfrlket value today is Sloo a shlire: they then would be
conifronted with t lis sit io acwuillV of having to pay the ordinary
tax incoonie rates oni an asset traisfe~red to tiem by the corporation,
which in reality represented no lrolit to the corporation, would they
not e

Mr. Ij1NDs.\Y. There would be 11o profit to the corporation.
Senator KERR. The corporation paid 101 at share for the stock.
Mr. LINOSAY. It isstill worth $10.
.Senator KEit. It is still worth $Ioo, hut no more. The shareholder

who received one share of that stock, however, would have to pay
tax on it as though it, were profit, wouldn't lie?Mr. IuAs.-i'. Well, Iecanse any distributionn of property by a cor-

poration will be assunied to come first out of the current earnings
and )rofits, and then the acnlilmlated earnings and profits.

Senator KERR. But, in reality, the shareholder would have to pay
ordinary income tax on a $1t0 piece of paper that represented profit
neither to him, nor to tie corporation, wouldn't he?

Mr. LINDSAY. It represents a profit to the shareholder.
Senator KruR. How could it represent a profit to him in view of

the fact that the capital structure of his company was reduced by
the extent of the arilount transferred out to him ?

Mr. LINDSAY. That ultimately leads you to the conclusion that any
dividend distributed does not represent a profit, because every time a
dividend is distributed the earnings of the corporation and its sur-
plus are reduced.

Senator KnR.. I don't, think so. I know a little bit about corpo-
rate management, and the way they get cash to distribute is out of
profits on transactions which they have had.

But here is a piece of pa per which represents ownership in another
corporation, acquired by the spending of cash on which it has made
no profit. It. still is ill its portfolio; its value is unchanged; but
because of the decision of the court it ulust pass it out to a shareholder,
rather than keep it, and the shareholder receives it, which means that
his ownership in the corporation fromn which he receives it has to be
reduced in value by that extent.

Mr. L NDSAY. Perhaps I can make my point more clearly in the
context of a voluntary transaction of this character.

If the corporation purchased 331,3 percent, or whatever it was, of
X company, and distributed out that stock to its shareholders, it is
somewhat the same as if it distributed the cash out of earnings and
profits to permit the shareholders to buy X company.

Senator KERR. To go a little further 'in the assumption, that the
parent corporation didlit have that much profit, didn't have that
much earnings in its surplus account.
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Mr. Lni)snty. If it didn't have sufficient earnings and profits to
cover the dividend, then the dividend wouldn't be taxed as a dividend.
If there were no earnings and profits in the corporation, current or
accumulated, it could distribute property without tax.

Senator KERR. You think there would be a difference between the
two situations, that is, the one that we are talking about and the one
that is real here?

fr. LI-NDsAY. Well, the only difference that I see between the situa-
tion you are talking about under the F.-ear bill and the case you have
cited me is that the magnitude of the transaction is different.

Senator KEfR. The Supreme Court is not responsible for that.
Mr. Lirtus.%y. No. no. Secondly, the timing is different. You are

talking aboit a rat her recent acquisition rather than ail old acquisition.
Senator KEIIE. Let's say it was an old acquisition; say that the acqui-

sition was of equal time.
Mr. LINDSAY. Well, I would see no difference, then. In each case

you are talking about the acquisition of stock which the court requires
you to distribute; right?

Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. LiNDSAxY. It is the same kind of a. problem exactly.
Senator KEiaR. I take it that. your position is that this is a problem

that the Congress should attempt to solve by appropriate and equitable
legislation.

Mr. LINDSAY. Yes, in view of the position taken by the Department
of Justice that some legislation is necessary to facilitate antitrust
enforcement.

Senator KERR. Letfs say that then we act on that suggestion or rec-
oinniendation, and prepare and pass legislation which would permit
treatment of an item received on a capital gains basis.

Would you feel that that should be optional to the stockholder as
to whether he treats it as a dividend or a partial liquidation? The
thing you have in mind is the corporate stockholder on the one hand,
and the individual stockholder on the other.

Mr. LINDSAY. I think if it were to be treated as a partial liquidation
it would be treated consistently as a partial liquidation for all stock-
holders, corporate and individual alike.

Senator KERR. In other words, you think in order to relieve an indi-
vidual stockholder of a harsh and unjust penalty, that you should
place it on the corporate shareholders?

Mr. LINDSAY. I think it would be, bearing in mind that the legisla-
tion would be designed for similar problems, many problems, not just
one particular case, although there is only one case that I know of
now on the horizon. We ought to consider a consistent rule across
the board, and not one that we will pick only if it helps the corporate
shareholder.

Senator KERR. You are not in a rule that will help a corporate share-
holder. The purpose of my question was to see-

Mr. Li.'I)SAY. I understand, sir.
Senator KERR. Was to see it if it were not appropriate to consider

providing relief to the taxpayer who is about to suffer a harsh penalty
without at the same time imposing a similar harsh penalty upon a
shareholder who under the present law is not about to receive it.

Mr. LiNDSAY. I don't think an election would be appropriate.
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S'iIlto4W Kvjuli. Ilitil th 1 P esilt of th at Imosit loll Is Ihlit, is it not1 a1

fact, timtI I i: VI 4Xpri'$4' ai wVill iiigile-s to lieve thle SharePll(Iti'

him imIi1oli1i1t-ii'i bY ;I dev ( ll4 lil of the 'oiiii. but tli:it volu Woulldt , 
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ill the' op-,4''ll luildi' the luiwv az it 110w eXiu4-, wiiiilill not have lilt-
penaliv1 if the .Jii- t ii' I )eplaltlwilt I4\(Vllel(1" C411 Ws li'ied~ (lit

'1' L I-41Y.I tl l .1 11,tW P );k F!ie tl il 11C " idit io is ciah divhlet l I
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onlm a cap",iall g 1: 1 ll o a is lid'iltili paill, t hl cost of I hiri I aVI'5Ill~l\,.

of 4 m., i't i I ll e lint' t or tll' llittilbiit Ion ( ItidIvi.e (IIIx sIIc
i "lllt Illa ('ii s. 1t itt aIol[I ,IIIIstax. i( Il i I t ti t ' Ilect bi lel I t acIuptei

vil bI N.It-, Ii el Iher v as I ('ItiitI I I iI or ( lI iii l ItI v l \ I c1I4'1) il I ;
tlie '.1 1)( I a I v'. Sim W ell e r m Is I c i 1 i il ig ~v ital Iii i -Mhis ou vscontrol.
f It 1 :11 thela sa Ile (mi stock il'roi II c s of Ihc lI hIl 1eeltvi v 'ltilesli t b

taxeoll-s. t s ll (il ihi'y o 111 (W. tih heiblll to II sseli iilh iiiti.
Sv'ilator. K -1:11. We'm ll ferodi nglil at.Ih- i lt( ele ct j') lie ca pit Itl egl4

tple 14oh& s i(ll' i114'tlile itl iti is litore blIoilllhi(w it) liiiii thiali it
woW i f raell Ils ]m capual ai; tinge notin hi )\I cn.

Ifntitoi' Kits tii. ~l1etfis the of'iiicild hat (1:1oressl fwjelt to Iwe
ta'ed is odi nary wle i lit'y e ai5 l Il l toI do h ixui sel it 1 .lll'it of1 ier

NIIAftp)1111l& tixtill of i'lra 11 vi'(its. levl tl er
lit com Kn .14 ol (ii 1 Iiinkli i it s eitabe fi o-vi ) hi ?ni

W()e(ielki (I-t Ite on ?o

Senator Wha iii. )1 ' til rincil t iiot s~niufi'entl fete t o n
lt e ogliiaao, wel they pasisd tilte iiuev to-il~ ()ave\ the) ht'eh-t o it cas

Mrla. INl IV. Do thimi thinkt itl ii atl epthbe travsion asaoe
aMi 111' LIDSY '111 U't 'ltiire - t I ilhe S;pitjllh -idt l pexet frvtdend

rciseidv tdeduti as rillliatini'te'ta av u

All'. I NINAY. Itl 1 i(10.uitaN lal 'i ta.~Wiuti e
Seiiatoi' K EIIR. Do ( thiiktat iit isw nte soi)4intlyetbe s todr

fea nluntiaiar itt ((o ues ivhi cite('les teftogt
jurt inIe,\y 114 wli 'l o vr aha lf-l oig at~ the~ tranacton ta holght
asd jui lie t tilice orpor e ai a iidatin, excpt foa thai

fact (''th1ee istl nof taxamtion ofe ietai eenu o ieta ogtt e
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Now, do %'oil tinuk tlhat it is equitable to pass an act mwlichl would
take frOiti 1;in a parti of flat by reason of acts over %vhich lie had no
count rni.alll Which )lie wvas tumlzble to a void ?

Mr. IAISY think %-(il luive a rea int )0 I, Senmm o Kerr, and I
would like to thjiumk about it.

Seuiatoi' K Emi. I appeia)~ute tha t very imuiel. Th-caluse it seels to
mei~ I hice is iOliviequlity tilucre thatt Should iWOduce~ a action.

Sit il %ve d( SOlmiet iirlr l ils Av o b Somethli-I thme Sharellohier inl
Ali Polit is a-ual )ill." to) hmve to) pay a tax onl thle receipt of all
aset wi1m. 11* te lv vrdcs tlie value of ; the stock he( owned by the
.1m1mmmt of I te avsetobl sit he .

Mr.Lsv. Yve.
Sellatorl. rt. V iderI the present Laow a Ialauo~vIierl whitm loses- title

ito IprOprty mitider emflto'it (lom~aiii pr1ocedhingis (-an reinvest his money
ill a SimlilarI asset Nvitimot p)aving" a Iax oil the ,prOhit frontk thle one thlat
i- uimkii from him by roiideiiit lol.c(ati lie uot le

M~r. IAIs'.Yes.
SeIlat(Ji KERRm. Bill neilIN hU 1)1 Pot nor the shareholder inl Du Pont

could, Iliidei QN 1ist ilif lam-W, if t~m is recomndetation is wearied out,
(0J ile.%,uc

Mr. IN)A.If the recoummenmdat ion of the D)epartnmt of 'Justice
is carried Out without aimy ciaiige in existing law,you mean?

Senattor K iaul. Yes.
N II. LIN -~.NO, thley Couldl 1ot. Letrue say-
Seliator Krim. While thle (Iivvst itlir unde CoiI n~udemnilat ion is not

.(i' liil 11.4 I mi hal1ens to thle iniviiduali beca use lie, finds himself
IliOviuig. fi-oim au posture o)f not being iii violation of law along to where
lie is, still it is just as paiuiful to ihii, is it not ?

Mr'. LlIDSA1%Y. l it, is.
Senator Ku~tH. T]I*ia tk you very mulcit.
The 01A) WbMAiN. MV. LindSayV, it) regard( to the Chiristina Co.: how

Diiau I PiIOiit ShiaiPQ5 does thlatcounpanl' own1
Mr' IA. Twvelve million shares.
'The ('iimii-~tNx. Is the D~elaware Co. inl the same situation its the

11 'ri st iatIia '?

Mr. LIND~SAY. One million two hundred.
Thie ( Both of those company es are compelled to dispose

of tlie (6eieral Motors stock attributable to them ?
NMr. ILTxrs.vv. Under the .Justice Department plan, they would be.
Thle ('itiAi-mAN. Youi spoke of thle Clinistiana Co. paying a capital

grains tax. Oimu what basis w-ould thiey ply the tax ?
Mr fl. IANDsAV. Thle difference between' the cost' and the aniuount

received.
The (iAuA.Thank you.
Spni-itI'IERR. Y'oi Deani by that--
Mr. JADA.I (lon't-
'hT(11 U A fN. Oni whIat b0Q'e wo11ld thle StCAck
Mr. Lim~s.%i . Time stock received by Cliristiana anid Delaware from

IDit Pont would come Over at the basis of cost, which is an average
cost. of $%2. 10.

Senator KEmn. Their cost would Ibe the same as Dui Pont's now is?
M.r. LIN-DsAy. In add it ion to that, Chbristian a owns some 500,000

shares of General Motos. I (lon't know what the cost is for those.
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The CII.IRIMAN. I am speaking of the other stock.
Mr. LINDSAY. That would be $2.10.
The CIIAIIIMAN. They would pay 15 percent on $2.10?
Mr. L1i ~s.y. That is correct.
The CIAIMAN. But if they sold that stock, as they are required to

do,thej" wouIld pay a capital gains between the-
Mr. IANDSAY. $2.10.
The 11.1.. ,lat is it ?
Mr. IANDSAY. 12. 1).
The (iiAiL.%-s. And the price that they received for the stock?
Mr. LINSAY. That is correct.
The (?iAIki.%%. This wvoulld be 25 percent?
Mr. Lixj)s.y. Twenty-five percent.
The Iii.uw .. x. if it is actually transferred and they had the option

to either have it at the current price or the original cost, which is 82.10,
I should think they would take the original cost.

Mr. LTITD.\Y. 'they must take it at cost.
The CnBu. x. Iut when they are required to sell it there would

be a 205-percent capital gains tax on the difference between the $2.10
and the price they received.

Mr. LINDSAY. Tha.1t iS correct.
The CHAIRINIAN. I)oes that apply to the Delaware Co. also?
Mr. LiNDSAY. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Would not the mathematics of that be that they

would actually pay more tax under the capital gains provision than
they would be if they took the dividends at the full market value?

Mr. LINDSAY. They pay more tax under the capital gain than they
would un(ler the dividend.

Senator WILLIAMS. Where it is taken into the Treasury at the $2.09,
the cal)ital gains computed from the $2 up to $50, the capital gains
would be larger than it would be if it was taken in at a dividend of $50
with the 85 percent exclusion?

Mr. LINA).AY. That is correct; yes, sir.
Senator KEFRR. Lets say that. (1hristiana received a million shares of

this st.Dck. They are not permitted to keep it., are they? Don't they
have to I)a.s it out to their stockholders?

Mr. LINI)SAY. Well, the plan of the Department of Justice would
have them sell it. Rather, all of the shares, the shares to be distributed
to Du Iiont and the shares to be sold for the account of shareholders of
Du Point, are to be. deposited with a trustee, and the shares that would
normally he distributed to Christiana and Delaware are required to be
sold by the trustee in a 10-year period, if the Department of Justice
plan is adopted.

The (C11AIRMrNLx. Then the proceeds of the sale of that stock would
go in the treasury of the Christ-iana Co., of course.

Mr. LINDSAY. Yes.
The C(IRMNL . I. st lhat a private holding company?
Mr. LINDSAY. I don't believe Christiana is a personal holding com-

pany; Delaware may very well be.
The CHAIRMAN-. Would they be forced to pay out this cash on hand

in dividends?
Mr. LINDSAY. No; other than the usual requirements of accumula-

tions beyond the reasonable needs of business.
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The CIAIRM3[AN. Are there any further questions'?
(No response.)
The ClIRM£ -N. Mr. Lindsay, we thank you very much.
Mr. LINDSAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The following letter was subsequently submitted by Mr. Lindsay

amplifying his remarks on whether legislation modifying the tax
consequences of proposed distributions by Du Pont or General Motors
stock would be considered "retroactive" if enacted after the entry of a
final decree ordering the distribution:)

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TRP.ASuY,
Washington, June 4, 1959.

lion. HARRY F. BYM,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

MY DEARt SENAToR BYRD: This is in response to your request for amplification
of my remarks concerning a problem raised at the public hearing before your
committee on S. 200. The question raised at the hearing on May 26, 195D, was
whether legislation modifying the tax consequences of proposed distributions by
Du Pont of General Motors stock would be considered "retroactive" if enacted
after the entry of a final decree ordering the distribution of such stock.

As I indicated in my testimony before your committee, such legislation would
not be considered retroactive by the Treasury If it were limited to distributions
occurring after the date of enactment of the legislation. S. 2(K by Its terms
applies to "dIstributions of divesteil stock * * * made after June 1, 1959." The
date should he the date of enactment or possibly I)ecember 31, 1958, but the bill
properly looks to the date of distribution rather than the date of the court
decree. Generally, the Federal income tax Is impo.I Upon the basis of an annual
counting period nl the law in effect at the time an amount is realized by the
taxpayer is the law which determines the taxability and classification of such
amount as Income. Since the proposed distributions would not result in the real-
ization of income by shareholders of Du Pont until the date of distribution, a
legislative nlo(liication of the tax classification of such distributions prior to
the date of distribution would be prospective legislation.

In tiany instances, the Intermal Revenue ('ole has been inodified prospectively
to affect the tax classification of amounts to hIe received in the future resulting
fro transactions which hive occurred in the past. For example, section 72 of
the Internal Revenue Code, of 1954 enacted a new, and substantially different,
system of rules. for tatxin; nimounts received by annuities. This amendment was
Made applicaible to amolnts received after the effective date with respect to an-
nuity contracts previously purchased. There are many similar instances too
numerous to mention.

Recently, the Senate passed a new life insurance bill which Is, under the
circumstances, properly apidicable to 1958. Under the new bill, life insurance
companies would be subject to tax on income accrued after the effective date,
notwithstanding the fact that the companies were organized and made long-
term commitments before the effective date.

In conclusion, the Treasury Department would not regard the legislation under
consideration as being retroactive If It were enacted before distributions are
made, notwithstanding the fact that the court decree may have been entered
prior to the enactment of such legislation.

Sincerely yours, DAVID A. LINDSAY,

Assistant to the Sccretari.

The CIIAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Crawford H. Greenewalt,
the president of Du Pont.

Mr. Greenewalt, will you proceed, sir?

STATEMENT OF CRAWFORD H. GREENEWALT, PRESIDENT,
E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I have a statement which I would like to read, if

you have no objection.
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'1'h ( i.' lt MN. 1i-ocee(1. sit..
~fl.( hi~r~i~v.'i t. [ ( 'liairinaijl and( g(enitlenteii. I amn very gate-

fitIl fot. t I I i.- o1)1)0)111,ii it'Y to ajI)j)'Iwa before thI e Finance Coli I4111 it tee. I
:1111 hot her. l)wa li-m I have ally (jilill ifivti bs ais a tax expert, nor. be-
ca~lu.e the bil 11111 Ic 4isilidpt ioln wold have anyv direct 1)ealng onl
the' D1 )u lit 0)'. as a onion 11facti rel. of celi -a)1 pr-odclt's. I a in here
64-alse (Im. to a1 supijlie ( '(alit di'cisioii a (10liflict, let 'weel anit iust
polic 111( amtax po iy as creitteil at har1h4 and iueii itale situat ion af-
fect il ii i ltImla ,1)iis () iii Ope gili itv of nio Wron1g, a situation that
V.1111111i(l I Isbtesilli.I'(lm Ie legltion.

]ni the iiiliV(hIll&' vase, sonic 2.51.0(1 benefivial ihlers of Dui F~ont,
commioni utv0k, oil whose belhaIf 1 am1 apieal-iiig beforev you, aire af
fect e(L But lie holdilog of tie Sulrvnee Court, giving a, nlew initer-

oeaimi uof sect ion T (if thle ClIayton Act, poses at clear thrleat toittal minllions1 of stockholvi-'s O;f other cor-porat ioii5, corp()at ions
tha halVe acquiredl stock of other- conipanics aO(l. that mayi at somie
future t.imue find tuiiselves ini tile Sallie position as dtoes IDii 1Pont to-
ilay. Thius we are. conifronitedI with it question potentially affecting a
ver-y bi-oad segment of the popiilat ion.

The 1)epaiment of Justice has pr-oposed that the Dit Pont Co. he
cOnq wiledl to dlivest it self of its 63 million shares of stock iii General
Motor, C'oq'). InI(leedt. the I )ejairtinent of .Justice, in a lwilef filed
on Apr-il :10 with the U.S. District Court in Chicago), has inrged that,
as a (ate oflw ivestitur ie is t le only r-emedy a available to the court..

True lDepar-tinent of Jtust ice pi-ohposedl that the Generald Motors stock
he distiiutedl j1o rata over, ai 10-year- period to all holder-s of Dit Pont
common stock. llowever-, shares allocable to certain stockholders
tChri~tiana Securities Co., IDela-ware Realty -& Investment Co., and
tile stockliol(lers of 1)eh war~e Realty), which represent about one-third
of the total, would be sold for- their- account. by at trustee over a 10-
year piioci.

It. should Ile recognize(l at the outset. that this proposal involves no
tax oi the D~u Pont. Co., aiid S. 200 would have 11o application to the
COMpanly, per. se.

The ( ommnissionei- of Iiitei-nal Revenue has rutled that, shares dis-
t rbiitecl lln(ler, this~ pr0ooal A'oilhl be taxable to 1)11 Poit, stockholders;
.is ordinaryv income.

The Suprieme ('otrt's 4-2 opinion made no mention of divestiture-
it simply called for- "eqllitalfle r-elief" to end a relationship between
Dui 1ont and General 'Motors which, the Court concluded, created a
"reasonable pi-olability" that, Diu Pont might. at sonmc time in the
fiturei- monopolize Gener-al Motor-s' purchases of paiiits and fabrics.
h.ot. only didI the Court find no wrongdoing onl the ptut of thle stock-
holders, but it stated explicity:
* * * hat aill (oncerfled in high executive 1Hsts ini both (4)imiflnies acted honor-
aIbly and~ fairly. ach ill tile hone-st (onlviethmi tMat his actions were ini the best
iriterc;iA of is- (own eomipany and1 without any design to oiverreach anyone, inelud-
i ng 1 )ui iN Yn 's cowmst i hirs * * *

So we have a situation whieie there is no finding of monopoly,
intent, to mnlopjolize, r-estr-aint of trade. or consjpiracy, and where thei'e
is a. plositivye statement by the Supr-eme Cour-t that the conipanvs
executives acted "honoraly andI firly." B-v no possible stretch'of
the imagination could any wrlongdoing be nttiiuted to the company's
stockholder-s under these circumstances. The stockholders are inno-
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cent, but may, in the absence of remedial legislation, become innocent
vi.tiilis.

Tilis, lien is the basic inequity--tlat innocent, stockholders should
be taxed 1 luider compulsionn of a judgment for which they were in no
way responsible.

This is not just a small number of stockholders, but more than.
251,000 beneficial owners of coimiion stock in the I)u Pont Co. who
are situated in every State in the Union, and who include sole 50,000
)II Pont employees. Besi(des individuals and corporations, they in-
.I mide ed(|iat ionial inst itut ions, trustees, labor unions, charitable organ-

izatiolis, fraternal organizations, and insurance companies.
The taxation wh icli would l)e inflicted uo)n them Vvould he severe.

In addition, there would be other severe financial consequences. Many
)t Point stockiol(ers would have to sell all or part of the General

Motors shares distributed to then to pay their taxes. Others would
ind it advantageous to sell their l)u lont stock to avoid receiving the

distribut ion. This would introduce an additional penalty in erosion
of market valuesof both stocks.

This is a complicated iuatter whiclh I slmill not attenill)t to go into in
detail, as others are sel11Qluled to testify before your conuluittee on this
subject. But the l)oint I wish to niake is that it lias been estimated
by competent financial authorities that I drop ini market valhie of
)oth (I eneraI M\oto-s and I)ii Pont would ie in the range of 25 percent.

For the inldividual stockhlolder. tie taxable income would be the
fll] nmuarket value of I lie ( -eneral Motors stock at the time of distribu-
tion, all( the amount of tax would depend oi the particular tax
bracket of each stockholder, ranging from 20 to 91 percent, less 4
percent. dividend received credit. At current market price of about
S.0 a siare. this means that an individual stockholder in the lowest
bracket would be taxed S oil each General Motors slare received.
An individual in the highest l)racket would pay $43.50 for each share
received. It should be noted that the tax computation does not take
into account the price at which the individual purchased iis shares.

Under the present law, this aggregate tax burden on individual )u
Pont stockholders would be very great. In a sur\ev of )u Pont
stockholders, I)r. Benjamin Tep)ing, of National Analysts, Inc., of
lihiladeplihia, found that there are 251,774 individual beneficial owners
of Du Pont coninion stock. Based on his survey, Dr. Teppin g esti-
mated that 231,183 of these individuals would be liable, over tie 10-
year period, for taxes totaling $778,0,50,000 to $1,016,030,000, assuming
a market lerice range of $39.20 to $50.81 for General Motors stock.

To show what these figures nean to the individual, I)u Pont called
17 individual stockholders as witnesses in the recent district court
hearings. These witnesses, in the iain, were selected from the many
stockholders Nvho wrote to the company to complain of the inequity
of the Department of Justice proposal and to ask what they as indi-
viduals could do about it. Tleyv were in varying tax brackets, and
held aionmits of Du Pont stock ranging from 15 to 1,0t)0 shares. Some
said that if tie Department of .Justice plan were to be adopted. they
would (is)ose of tleir I)u Pont shares to avoid liability for taxes on
General Motors shares received in a distribution. Others sai( they
would be forced to sell at least part, of the General Motors shares re-
ceived in order to raise cash to pay the taxes that would be due on
them. Others would hold both their Dit Pont and General Motors
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stocks and dig into other sets to pay the taxes. Still others were
undecided as to what course to take. But all were disturbed by tle
very real problem that would arise under the present tax law in the
event. of a force distribution of General Motors shares.

I should like at this time to offer the testimony of these stockholders
as exhibit A to accompany my statement. Their testimony is brief;
their problems are typical of those that a distribution under the present
tax laws would bring to 251,000 individuals scattered through every
State in the Union.

The CulAIIt11AX. withoutt objection, the insertion will be made.
Senator KFUI. Mr. Chairnian, nmy I make a suggestion oil' the

record e
( )iscuission off the record.)
The ('iLi. r. .xA. Witho-it objection, it will be filed with the record.
(Exhibit A referred to vill be found in the tiles of the committee.)
Mr. GREEINEWAIm . There :3 t further difficulty in the application

of the tax law to the present case : its effect on the stockholders is not
at all uniform. While this very heavy burden, which I have described,
would be laid upon the individual shareholders, a tax-exempt organii-
zation such as a university or charitable institution would pay no direct
tax at all, but, would be hurt through the depressant effect puon values.
For corporate stockholders, the taxable income would be measured
by the cost of the (eneral Motors stock to Du Pont which is substan-
tially less than its current market value, and would be subject only
to the intercorporate (lividend tax.

While S. 200 would remove the inequity of an income tax on a com-
pulsory distribution, it would not otherwise put the stockholder in a
more favorable tax position than lie is in today.

Under S. 200, no stockholder would be any better off financially.
The 2,51,000 beneficial stockholders of )u Pont, including more than
half of our 83,000 eml)loyees who work in 28 States, would merely
have two pieces of paper instead of one representing the identical
value. They would still be subject to capital gains tax when, like other
cit izelis, they cashed in their st ock certificates. They merely would not
be subject to tax penalty so that antitrust policy could be carried
out.

The Cn.inmr.Nx. Mr. Greenewalt, how would the capital gains tax be
figured?

ir. GnR:NEWAL.T. There is an exhibit which I am going to refer to
in a moment, sir, which gives that calculation.

They would be required, in event of a distribution, to allocate the
cost of their Du Pont stock between the Du Pont, and the General
Motors stock. Thereafter, when they sold either stock, they would pay
a tax on any gain measured from the cost allocated to the stock. This
is explained in detail in exhibit B which I would like to file at this
point with the committee, one sheet, sir.

The C.AI.VAN. Without objection, the insertion will be made.
(Exhibit B referred to is as follows:)

EXHIBIT B

Assume Mr. A purchased 10 shares of Du Pont common some years ago for
$100 a share, or a total of $1,000. He receives in the distribution approximately
14 shares of General Motors stock. Immediately after the distribution, his Du
Pont stock is worth $1,750 and his General Motors stock is worth $750.
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The $1.000 cost basis would be divided between the Du Pont stock and the
General Motors stock in the ratio of $750 to $1,750--or 30 percent to the General
Motors, and 70 percent to the Du Pont. Thirty percent of $1,000, or $300, be-
comes the cost basis of the General Motors stock, or approximately $21.50 per
share. Seventy percent of $1,000, or $700, becomes the cost basis of the Du
Pont stock, or $70 per share.

Any sale of the General Motors stock at a price in excess of $21.50 per share,
or of the Du Pont stock at a price in excess of $70 a share, will produce a taxa-
ble gain to the extent of the excess. Tlius, if both the General Motors stock
and the Du Pont stock were sold at one time, the taxable gain would be the same
as It would have been If, in the absence of the distribution of General Motors
stock, the Du Pont stock were sold at such time.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Under present law the stockholder cannot, except
by death, escape the obligation to pay a capital gains tax. Under
present law, however, he is free to meet that tax at such time and in
such circumstances as suit his convenience. It is wholly inequitable
to compel him, an iLnocent person, to pay this tax at a given time and
in a given way.

The irony of the situation, it seems to me, is that the case runs
against the'Du Pont Co., yet the penalties would run not against the
company, but against its stockholders. The company's operations
would be unaffected by the decree. Historically, Du Pont has dis-
tributed the entire amount of dividends received from General Motors
to its stockholders, less the intercorporate dividend tax. Dividends
from the General Motors investment have not been used in the Du Pont
Co.'s chemical business, so a divestiture would not affect the company's
operations or its future expansion.

Divestiture under the present tax laws would, as I have indicated,
have serious consequences for Du Pont stockholders, who under no
theory can be regarded as law violators. The Clayton Act is not
punitive, but remedial, and there is no finding in the record of any
monopoly or intent to monopolize, restraint of trade, or conspiracy.
The Du Pont Co.'s investment in General Motors has been a matter
of public record since its inception. The Federal Trade Commission
and the Department of Justice made studies of the investment in
1927, but as a result of these studies neither agency made any criticism
of Du Pont's interest in General Motors, no order was entered, and no
suit was filed. While Du Pont made its initial investment in General
Motors in 1917, there was no reason for any purchaser of Du Pont
stock to suppose that the Clayton Act might be applicable to this
acquisition before the Supreme Court made its ruling 40 years later.

I do not understand anyone seriously to dispute the fact that the
Supreme Court made new law in its decision. The Supreme Court
decision calls for "equitable relief" so far as the company is concerned;
but it doesn't call for a pound of flesh from the stockholders.

To sum up, the problem here is one of equity to American citizens.
The Du Pont Co. does not ask for legislation to permit it to distribute
its General Motors stock to its stockholders. In fact, we are vigor-
ously opposing this action in the courts. The distribution is demanded
by the Department of Justice as a result of the Supreme Court's new
interpretation of section 7 of the Clayton Act. If it is in the public
interest to require divestiture in this case, and in many others which
now may be brought, it is equally in the public interest to protect the
rights of the innocent people who are involved. Only the Congress
has power to correct the tax laws when inequities become apparent.
The courts cannot do it.

4 866--54---20
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This bill is aiiied at the simple and very important objective of
preventing injustice. It. is aimed at preventing the fundamental
injustice of pliuishing citizens who are innocent of any wrongdoings,
)y conipeliing tiein to take aitio11s which subject then to taxes they

Woil iiot ot lierwise. le (ailed upon to pay, and which other citizensa1re Tot req IIiire(I to pay.
'There are aiiple p~recedents for this type of legislation, and they

will lIe reviewed for you by witnesses better qualified than I to do so.
For nivsel f, ht hid close iwy saying that I can imagine Io more worthy

i(lhaV~o bY the ('oigress of tile I united States than to )rotect Aieri-
canl citizens agaiiist unfair and unjust treatnient.

I believe S. 2111) will accomiplish this, alid ill simlie justice, I comi-
iiidil(i it to you for yoIr, collsi(hlratioll.

Senator FREA. Mr. ( 'iairnlan, you asked a question of the i)resi-
delt, of tile i)u Polt ( O., anwi xl i)it B, I thiink, shows. that.T[ile ( ih.A J.MI.N. ht is been nmade a nar It f tihe record.

Are t Iiei'e -lily Ilitstions
SVll.itor' KERRi. ''

Mr'. (4reenewalt. you stlv
Th stK,khoelvrs are Illlocelit. t ibutay. in tlle alulence of renledill legislation,

et-come inloceit vhjt1in:.

Is it a fact that. the elliiilty iillose(I \ilon thil wouhl be just as
severe as tho~lgl th~l. 11a11 w | iti leliberite and l)relieditited inteint
got themselves into tile )ostllre of lilly\ig tleliiselv\cs violate the anti-
t rust law?

N1r. (iIMNI:EW.I.'r. Thiat is correct, sir.
Senator Krim. So that if not for the first time ill history, certainly

in i, situation wvhici Woldl(l lbe about as (draiatie as any tht you could
think of, they would be require(l to suffer a, penalty though entirely
innocent and conlnlitte(l by tile Suprenie Court as being perfectly
honorable and fair ?

Mr. GriEENW.\LT. That is correct.
Senator KErr. As thought they had deliberately entered into a

consil)racy andi been found guilty of the violation of tile law?
Mr. Gr.ENV'w iT. That is correct.
The Supreme Court declared tllat the executives of both collpanies

acted lionorablv and fairly.
Senator KERi. 'They are the replreselitatives of the stockholders.
Mr. (TrRExEW.\r. 'he only way in which voil can blaine stock-

holders in tlly action is tila they (id elect representatives that broke
a law. In this vase, since the executives broke no law and were inno-
cent themselves, tie stockholders must of necessity be so.

SenatorKt:Ri. That is all.
The (uiAlI.\ N. -A Ie t here any further questions ?
Mr. FiE.ll. May I just ask one thing? Wthat is the program, Sen-

ator?
The (TIIAIRM.\. The coninittee will meet tomorrow nliorning at 10

ocloek, ani tihe firsi witness will be a representative of tile Justice
Depirtlleit.

Mr!'. FREi.Ai. Coild I ask tlroulgh the Collrtgsy of tile chairman that
the president of the )u Pmnt Co. remain ? There were two or three
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members of the committee, Mr. Chai rman, who wanted to question Mr.
Greenewalt. Would it be possible that le may be called later?

IThe ( 1r.\or~.\. I)o you ietan tomorrow
Mr. Fim.ii. Yes.
Mr. (hREENEWALT. I will be very ghld to, sir.
The ('liAHmNIAN. At tlis point tile (lhajir offers for the record a

statement by Mr. G. Keith Funston, resident of thz' New York Stock
Exchange, who is unable to be here today.

(The statement of Mr. FtUstOn follows :)

S'rAIMENT PRESENTED TO TIIE SENA'[r FINANCE COMM ITEE BY G. Krlvit FUN TON.
P'BESIDEN'r OF THE NEW YORK SICK ELXCI1ANGE, IN 4CONNI'ON WITH 8. 200

I aim sorry that a prior conimitment has necessitated my being out of the
cokllttr yat the titie o f your hearing on S. 200. I had hoped to express; in person
my strong -(inviction that this is sound legislation which should receive your
favorable consideration.

The purlNtse of S. 200 is to protect investors froin unjust taxation when they
are conipelledl to take possession of sto-k -as a result of a court or coininission
antitrust order of divestiture. The bill would not provide a tax exemption,
or any sort of preferential treatment, since the stockholder would have to pay
a tax on his actual capital gain when lie sold the stock.

The Internal Revenue Service has ruled, in connection with the Diu Pont-Gen-
erl l Motors antitrust proceeding, that Du Pont stockholders would have to pay
ordinary iicomne taxes-at rates ranging from 20 to 87 Ipercent--on the value
(if any Gen,.ial Motors stock distributed to them. This would saddle thousands
otf investors with a1n inequitable tax burden in a situation beyond their control.
The purpose of S. 2(X) is to forestall this unjust tax penalty, not only in the Du
Pont-General Motors situation, but in any similar cases in the future. My main
concern is that these investors should be treated fairly. Congress shoul-d do
everything it cau to encourage a broad base of corporate ownership in this
country. The success of that policy could lI utnideriniied If investors were
not assured of fair and equal tax treatment.

Congress has inade it clear, in other legislation, that the tax on a distribution
if stock required by law is to be IistIsnied until the recipient sells the stock.
The policy was first established in 1938 with respect to stock distributions re-
quireii by the Securities and Exchange 4i commission und"r the Public Utility
lHolding ('onpany Act. Congress has insisted on the same treatment when in-
voluntary distributions of stock by banks and radio stations are required under
the Batnk Holding Comnpany Act, ani the Federal Connunication Conumission
Act.

There is no essential difference between these situations and a compulsory
distribution of stock through all antitrust decree. The problem arises simply
because the judiciary has power, under the antitrust laws, to order a corpora-
tion to distribute the stock of another corporation to its own stoc'kholders. but
does not have power to grant the tax relief which Congress has insisted uton
in similar cases. The obvious remedy is for Congress. through passage of 8. 200.
to apply the same principle of taxation to this situation is it has applied to
others.

The l)u Pont-General Motors proceeding provides a draniatic example of
-in inequity S. 200 would prevent. Each of nearly 200,(W0 Nii Pont stockholders
is now a part owner of the assets of the Du Pont Co.. including the conipaily's
holding (,f General Motors stock. If the distribution of the General Motors stock
is required, each Dii Pont stockholder will have two certifivates-one represent-
ing Dui Pont shares, an1d one for his allocable share of General Motors stock.
These two certificates would represent exactly the same ownership as the single
certificate for )u Pont stock he now owns. It would be patently unjust to impose
a tax penalty on the stockholder simply because lie is compelled, as a result of
an antitrust proceeding beyond his control, to take direct possession of r(up(-rty
he already owns indirectly.

The I)u Pont stockholders will not receive tax income which should be made
subject to an income tax. Indeed, if there is a court-directed distribution of
General Motors stock, a downward adjustment in the price of I)ui Pont stock
must follow. There will le no gain to Du Pont stockholders to Justify a tax.
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When a stockholdr sells either the General Motorm or the Di Pont stock, he
will realize a galn, or suffer it loss, on his original Investment. If the stock-
holder 1 to Ie treated fairly. congress s should make it clear through S. 200 that
there will Iw no tax obligation until th: stockholder actually realizes a gain
on his Investment. A contrary result would discriminate against a particular
group of Investors.

In 1954, the Du Pont Co. had 133t,997 common stockholders, By early 1959,
the nuinlr had lncr,-ased by 45 I-reeint to a total of 194,343--a number exceeded
by only 8 U.S. corporations. This represents a large group of stockholders
and an inlpressive broadening (f corporate ownership, by any standard. An
unfair and widely puliclized tax discrimination against this group of Investors
would ninke more 4iifliulIt our task of encouragIng Investments In sound common
stocks. It is also pertinent that a sizable number of these stockholders, In
order to Imy the tax. might lie fuorceil to sell the General Motors stock they
r ,ivd. To the extent thait such tax sales depressed the market value of
G(enleral Motors stock. there wmld he an entirely unwarranted Injury to the
more Ithan 7(N),tMg) holders of generall Motors stock.

It Is Important to note that there Is a wide Interest in both )u Pont and
Central Miolto's stock on fhe part i of investorss who are In m(iodest e.lreuntan(ce.
Tills can he, ilhi.t raled hy the fact that generall Motors IK the most popular
stock, land ])iu Pont Is the 241h mot ispular stock, In the monthly investment
plan. In pr-esenting this plan, our nMemlber tlrins hav(- e-ncourageil small in-
vestors who have provided for eintingenrles to put their extra funds to work
by Invistil g in souin(d conlaon stok.. Tqhtusanlds of Individuals in inodest clr-
cut stnces tre letting aside snali amounts on a regular basIs to purchase the
svlritie.s of theIr choice. Thy are in effect buying itocks by the dollars' worth.
Ths- are inve,4tors--not slievulators-who arte pourhaslig in interest in
Ameriva; htiiness Iuis'ause they have faith that as the Nation continues to
glow Ihere will Ie rewards in which they can share. The fact that the lii Pont
and (Geueral .I i irs stocks rank so high on the monthly Investimnt plan list is
ela r evidence that these new in'-estors consider them to be prudent investments.
In lily julginent Il would bet, a serIous mistake for Congress tAi ignore a tax
sitututiolt. ari ii1g out of a techeiieal defect in the law, which would put dis-
ritninatory burdrehns oil these tXolitO.

iFuor these reasons, I nin convinced I hat S. 20 Is distinctly In the public Interest.
It would prevent an unfair tax and, at the same time, eliminate a potential
oblstaele which would tnl to discourage many people from becoming share-
owrneub.l--a result which would be to their own and their country's disadvantage.

Seita.or F -:x\n. Mr. Clhairmatu, witlI youlr Permissiomi, I sal mlit for
insertion in t le record a ]letler from ilte Honorable Edward It. Levi,
dean of il Law School of the Iniversity of Chie:tgo.

The (',tA III.AN. It will be nade 't part of the re 'oi]d.
('l'lle statement of Dean Levi follows:)

TiE UNIVERSITY OF CI!rwAtO,

TIlE LAW S (cOO1,.
Ch4 icago, IMi., May 25, l9l0.

Ilon. ,J. A t.Fr. Fvr. . Jr.,
Su hOflu'c Ii uidin.,

lis g i tgfOn, D.C.
IEA. SENAOrOI FREAR: You have asked me for the expression of my views on

S. 20() which provides that for Federal tax purposes no gain or loss shall be
recognized to sto(khldders because of receipt of divested sto(k when this ditiri-
butioit is pursuant to a proper order of a court, commission, or hoard In the
enforcement of the Sherman or Clayton Act. In Its present form S. 200 requires
that the order of the court, commission, or board recite that "such divestment
Is necessary or appropriate to effectuate the policies of the Sherman Act or
the Clayton Act, or both," and also recite "that nonrecognltlon of gain pursuant
to section lii1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is required to reach an
equitabhle Judgment. de(wree, or order in such suit or l)roceeding."

In my view S. 200 adopts the correct principle of law and is In harmony with
the spirit oif the antitrust laws. The adoption of this correction in the Federal
tax laws will help In the enforcement of antitrust policies. The same principle
has been adopted in other similar areas of law such as the Public Utility Holding
Company Act, the Bank Holding Company Act, distributions required by the
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Federal Communications Commission, and in connection with reorganizations
under the lnankruptcy Act. There seems to be no adequate reason why it Ahould
not be adopted for required antitrust divestitures.

Under the present tax law, where Utere is enforced divestiture, stockholder. are
In effect sulbJeeted to unintended and capricLous peinaltles which are irrelevant
both to the Iurposes of the tax law and the rwtlulrements of tin antitrust laws.
Even If the antitrust laws were supposed to be punitive, no one would select uueh
Irnalties as appropriate. The pientltles are unrelated to the amount of restraint
of trade which may have been achieved. They are uneven, delending on factors
which have noithIng to d, with antitrust. They fall on the wrong people. But
the enforceinenit of nlolroprit, antitrust relief Is not suPlmpsed to lie punitive.
The wisdom of this prinlpe .is inside all tile clearer when relief is granted, as
under sectiou 7 of the (layton Act, not because a monopoly ins been ,reated or
becalei an acquisition actually hs lessened connjtlttlz m; but rather because
these conse uences Inight occur in the future because this "may be" tile effect.
The hoi, of su,.cessful antitrust enforcetninet is that It will be accepted not ax
punitive hut as good for American enterprise. A good case can be made out that
where divestiture has taken phve In tie past, It has In fact been good for all,
Including the stockholders of the conlanhis involved. Under tine present tax
situatlo, this would not be true.

Courts have issen relhntant for understandable reasons to reluire divestiture.
At best divestiture Is an adventure into the unknnown with unncertain corns-
quences with resls'ct IA) efflciency lit nanny 'ases. It is an extreme step anti tine
Iresenl. unintended tax situation will minake eurts and Interested parties less
likely to take tint stjp even when It Is necessary to restor,, an Industry to a posi-
tion in harmony with the antitrust laws. In nsy judgment, the principle
embodied in S. 2V10 should be adopted to inake divestiture possible where needed.

ilncerely,
EDWARD H. Lvi.

The ('DeawRnN. lheam Eugene V. Rostow, Law Sehool, Yale lini-
versity, who hlad planned to testify, is umnbhe to appear but bas sil)-
initted his views on the bill in letter formi. Ifis letter will be ineor-
porated ill tle record.

(The letter front ),oan ltostow follows:)

YAI- UvrvansITY LAW ScibooJ.,
New Haven, Conn., May 26, 1959.

Hon. HAItRY F. BYRD,
Chab-nn of the Smnate Finarwe Committc,
U.,S'. Scate, lVashingtom, D.C.
MY DEAR SENATO1 flYRD: I re.erived a telegram from Mrs. Springer, the chief

clerk of the Cornmittee on Finance relative to testifying on S. 2(g), the Frear bill.
l'eing unable to apix-ar In Washington this week, I ask permission to send a
written statement Instead. This Is the letter referred to In my telegram of May
25.

I favor the principle of S. 2WK) as an Important forward step In antitrust pol-
icy. It should materially strengthnn antitrust enforcement programs, by weak-
ening the present conspiluous resistance to degrees of (ivorvernerit or divesti-
ture; that is, to decrees whIlh really hust trunsts. I ain by no means an expert
on tax legislation, arnd express no opinion on the congruity of S. 2(9) with the
main boly of the tax law. Nor have I niade the detailed studtles of the record
which would be rnecessary before reaching a conchision as to the fairness and
eluity of the bill as it would affect the litigants in United Htate8 v. E. I. du 'ofn*
de Nenv.iurs & Co. Doubtless the bill could be Improved by amendment; there
are very few bills of which this observation could not be made. But I shall con-
fine this brief comment to the broad purpose of the bill, tie nonre¢cognition of
gain or loss upon certain distributions of stock made pursuant to orders enforc-
Ing the antitrust laws, and not here examine the several alternative procedures
through which this end might be sought.

In the perspt-ctive of the antitrust laws, the idea of S. 200 seems very similar
to that of the corresponding provisions applicable to the Bank Htolding Corn-
pany Act of 1956, and the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1179, and tne
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. With regard to the plicy of the
Frear bill, tine reasoning of Mr. Justice Douglas seems persuasive, in the presen-
tation he made before this committee in 1938, when he was Chairman of the
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Securities and Exchange Commission. At that time he was urging Congress
to provide for the nonrecognition of gains or losses on compulsory distributions
of stock under the Public Utility Holding Company Act. He regarded the bill
as one to remove a tax barrier impeding the Commission's enforcement program.
and a fair measure under the circuumstances, taking into account the various
i interests I nvoIved.

]Mistinctions ('alt he drawrl between antitrust decrees and enforcement order."
under the B~ank and the Public Utility Holding Company Acts, and between anti-
trust decrees arnd other proceedings in which the princide of nonrecognition is
a''epted. In general, such distinctions turn on the theme of retroactivity; on
the thought, that is, that the Holding Company Acts, and like statutes, index
condu(t illegal only pirospectively, whereas antitrust violations are illegal from
the time of their consumntatiin. iut such differences are not important for
present irposos. Nonrecognition was, provided in the past for the gains and
losses in certain c'(miUlsory (listribut lions not because the parties were for
were not) innocent of wrongdoing in those instances, but because the reali-
zatiii in such situations was not voluntary. Front this, point of view. the casefs
are the same. Furthermore. it would be imioossible. ts, a practical matter, to
distinguish antitrust decisions which make new law from those which could be
deellied to apply settled law. SuIi (list inctions have no meaning In the tradi-
tion of colimoi law adjudicati on.

More affiritatively, I should hope that the policy of the tax laws would be at
least neutral In the antitrust field. The tax laws. J'rn sure we agree, should
not be an independent force, distorting the impact (,n economic d(ecisions of the
business motives which lead firms to grow or to divide, in their quest for lower
v(osts. Surely the tax laws should not encourage conentration, and discourage
or even penalize decuacentration. especially when deconcentration is required
by a coilrt or Cotiiliss.ion order.

It doesn't take much thought to conjure up ways in whi(h the poli(y of S. 20
coul be abused. But this objection aiplies ti .iny reform, and especially to any
tax reform. It should not be considered to paralyze prudent in(d well-consil-
ered action, otherwise desirable.

It may he deemed a paradox that a change favoring the antitrust remedy (of
divestiture should he (I('(casi(ned in part by the circumstances of the IDu Pont
case. The paradox disappiears when viewed in the light of history. Like many
other basic %uierican ((rpIorations, Du Pont responded constructively amd crea-
tively to an early antitrust degree (if divorcement. Its development as a great
modern chemical conipany was stimulated in part by the litigation of 1911, and
its settlement in 1912.

Yours faithful ly.
EUGENE V. Rosow.

The CHATRMA.N,. We will be in recess until tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at, I ).m., the committee recessed to reconvene at
10" 15 1.11., W ednes(ay, May 27, 1959.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 27, 1959

1..SENATE,
('u3uI'rIEE ON FINANCE,

Ih7kVhgtyl, A.('.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:15 a.m., in voom f221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Frear, Ainderson, Gore, Talmadge,
Itartke, William., Carison, Bennett, and Cotton.

Also l)ipreflt : Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk and 'olin F. Stam,
chief of stal', Joint committee e on Internal Revenie Taxation.
The ('.lA.n\,,. At the request of Representative Robert 1V. Hemp-

hil, of the Fifth ('ongressional )istric of the Stlate of South ('ar-
Hn, I am inserting in the record a statement by Mr. ,J. R. McComb,
of (Camden, S.(. ('ongressman Ienil)hill stated that a number of
other ilereste(l citizens had contacted hin also and lie hoped the
cozunittee will give every 'onsi(leration to the views expressed in
the slp)orting statement of Mr. McComb.

(The st ateitent referred to follows :)

S'A'rfTEM.X oe .1. It. McCoN1i;, CAxro, S.C.

(Gentlemen. I amn here today at the invitation of Mr. Robert W. Hemphlll,
my representative from the Fifth Congressional District of the State of South
('arolina. I aij here as a i)rivate taxpaying citizen and as a small stockholder
of the lu Pont Co. I might as well state now that I have worked for the

)u lPont Co. for 211 years but my status as an empiloyee has nothing to do with
my presence here today. I am here to urge your favorable support of Senate
bill No. 200. which if passed. would give tax relief to persons receiving stock
on an antitrust divesture decree. ()r, as I understand It, a person would not
be forced to pay income taxes on capital investment until he Is ready to sell it.

In my personal case lost of my lifesavings is invested III 1) Pont stock.
Some of which I have acquired by purchase, some as lart oif my salary. I have
considered the stock a go d investment for iy retirement. I knew the coin-
puny was well managed and growing. I knew that, by owning the I)u Pont stock
I also owne( some General Motors but I never believed that Iniy% Government
would by focing the distribution of In Pont's General Motors holdings force
ine to )ay income tax on what already belonged to me. I hope that In your
consi(leration of this legislation you will give adequate thought to its eventual
effect on the individual stockholders of all corporations.

For exaniple, each share of Dlu Pont stock represents 1.38 shares of Geneml
Motors. At the current market value of $.5) per share for General Motors this
means that 550 times 1.38 or $G9 would be taxable as dividend income. In the
State of South Carolina a person in the :30 percent Federal income bracket will
have to pay an additional 7 percent State Income tax: 0.37 times $69 equals
$25.53 for each share of iu Pont sto(k lie owns. A i-erson who has accuinu-
lated say 2W0 shares would have to raise $5,106 cash or sell his stock to pay his
taxes. There Is no way, of course, to measure the loss in value of both Du Pont
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and General Motors stock due to the enforced selloff. This could be as bad
as the direct tax.

I would like to make one last point: There Is a current trend toward broad
ownership of corporate stocks by our people in this country. This is healthy for
our economic system and should be encouraged by our Government. However,
both our corporations and our Government have a heavy responsibility to see
that nothing happens to discourage the trend toward personal satisfaction
through personal ownership and Interest in our economic system. I believe
Senator Frear's bill is aimed at preventing confiscatory-type taxation which if
continued certainly does not encourage ownership of anything.

Thank you.

The CuAnItrAN. The cmnmittee will come to order.
The first witness this morning is Hon. Robert A. Bicks, Acting

Assistant Attorney General of the Antitrust Division of the Justice
Department.

Mr. Bicks, will you proceed, sir?

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT A. BICKS, ACTING ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL, ANTITRUST DIVISION, JUSTICE DEPART.
MENT

Mr. BICKS. Mr. Chairman, Senators Frear, Anderson, Williams,
Carlson, Bennett, and Cotton-

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a copy of your statement?
Mr. ihuKS. Senator Byrd, I have no written statement. However,

I pray the Chair's leave to say a few words before standing questions.
It might be helpful at the outset to put this Department's position
in perspective.

The CHAIRM AN. Would it not be a good idea for you to read the
Justice Department's letter to this committee?

Mr. B1iKs. I had planned to do that in the course of my opening
remarks, if I might, Mr. Chairman.

The CHIAIR INAN. Go ahead.
Mr. fBIcKs. Throughout the past few years various Attorneys Gen-

eral have been pondering legislative proposals to improve the effec-
tiveness of antitrust enforcement. Thus this Department has recom-
mended legislation to help us find out about-to discover, if you will-
significant mergers before they are consummated. I refer, of course,
to the so-called premerger notification proposal.

Second, after we learn of a merger, we press for legislation to enable
mS to secure sufficient data so as to make an intelligent decision as to
whether or not a merger, or any other business transaction, may violate
the antitrust laws. I refer here to the so-called civil investigative
demand proposal.

Third, after we find out about a. business transaction, and after we
secure. enough facts to intelligently evaluate it, this Department may
decide to proceed in court. And the. United Statcs may prevail in
court. Should we prevail in court, relevant then are ways to improve
antitrust remedies. Thus, some few years ago the Attorney General
recommended, and the Congress enacted, a proposal to increase crimi-
nal fines from five to fifty thousand dollars. Proposals now pending
before this committee, however, deal with the area of relief in civil
antitrust cases.

Turning to problems of improving the effectiveness of antitrust
relief in civil cases by removing any tax barrier to divestiture, I would
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like, if I might, Mr. Chairman, to read from a portion of the letter
addressed by Judge Walsh to you:

Congress has specified that a finding of violation under Clayton Act section 7
requires divestiture of properties illegally acquired.

And, in Sherman Act cases, courts are granted wide equity powers In their
sound judgment, to order divestiture. For a "public interest served by such
civil suits is that they affectively pry open to competition a market that bag
been closed by defendant's illegal restraints. If a decree accomplishes lees
than that, the Government has won a lawsuit and lost a cause."

Nevertheless, the courts may be reluctant to grant divestiture, deeming it
harsh and an extraordinary difficult and expense undertaking. And, courts
are obliged to consider, among other factors--

to quote from the Supreme Court opinion in the American Tobacco
case-
a proper regard for the vast interests of private property which may have
become vested as a result of the acquisition * * * without any guilty knowledge
or intent in any way to become actors or participants in the wrongs which we
find to have inspired and dominated the combination from the beginning.

Reflecting such concern, courts may tend increasingly to adopt the view in
United ,States v. Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. et. al, (90 F. Supp.
356 at 358), denying Sherman Act divestiture when substantial taxes would
accrue, because--

• * * the Congress has been content to allow taxpayers who have been ac-
cumulating capital gains to postpone pretty much to their own convience the
date when they realize those gains for tax purposes and make the appropriate
accounting to the Internal Revenue officials.

In light of such precedents, appropriate alteration of present tax consequences
could, as a general rule, increase the likelihood of divestiture relief-

and here I would like to depart from the text for a moment to submit
a few facts and figures to you on just what our problem is in this
fielh and why we are concerned about it.

Some years agro, the Attorney General appointed a committee con-
sisting of practicing lawyers and economists in the antitrust field to
recommend to him a variety of proposals to improve antitrust en-
forcement. I would like to refer you very briefly to some statistics
and data gathered by that committee because they are quite helpful
on this point.

On page 354 of the committee's report, after referring to the gen-
eral Supreme Court policy which I just. quoted, the committee notes,
and I quote:

Applying this general policy over the 60-odd years of Sherman Act history,
courts have in only 24 litigated cases entered decrees requiring divorcement,
divestiture, or dissolution-

and I think it might be helpful if I submitted for your record a list
of all those cases so you can see in historical perspective the dimen-
sions of this problem and understand our concern about it today.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that insertion will be made.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

Three of these involved so-called single-firm monopolies: United States
v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F. 2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945); United
States v. Pullman Co., 50 F. Supp. 123 (E.D. Pa. 1943), affirmed per
curiam 330 U.S. 806 (1947); United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp.,
110 F. Supp. 295 (D. Mass. 1953), affirmed per curiam 347 U.S. 521 (1954).
Twenty involved a single combination of corporations united by common stock
control In violation of section 1 or section 2 of the Sherman Act: Northern Securi-.
ties Co. v. United States, 193 U. S. 197 (1904) : Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey v.
United States, 221 U.S. 1 (1911) ; United States v. American Tobacco Co., 221
U.S. 106 (1911) ; United States v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours A Co., 188 Fed. 127
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(C.C.). I)el. 1911) ; United States v, Union Pacific Railroad Co., 220 U.S. 61
(1912) : Inite'd Statev v. bake Shore & if. N. Ry. (., 203 Fed. 295 (S.D. Ohio
1912) : I nited States v. Intervttiotil Jarvestcr Co., 214 Fed. 987 4 1. Mina. 1914),
petition for additional relief denied 10 F. 2d 827 (1). 3Nimn. 192A) ; affirmed 274
U.S. M1'3 (1927): United ,tate. v. ('oin l'rovlt.cts Refining Co., :at Fed. 964,
(S.1).N.Y. 1911), alolwal dismissed 249 I.S. 621 (19114), decree nioditled October
IS, 1921; Unitd Staten- v. Eastman Kodak ('o., 220 Fed. 62 (W.D.N.Y. 1915).
decree entered 1 I & .1 -177 1tI; : Unitcd Staten v. Reading Co., 183 Fed. 427
(C.f'.i). Ila. 19101 . affirmed 2216 U.S. :124 (1912), modified 2=8 U.S. 158 (1913) ;
I aitcd statf "t v. Itadit to.. 2.53 I'.S. 26 4 1R'20) ; lnitcd States v. Lehigh Valley
Railroad '). 2-"I '.. 255 ( 11)2) : l nit'd Stcte. v. Ncie' England Fish Ewehange,
25-$S Fed. 732 1). Mass. 11il)j : IIrIford-'Evpiv'e CI'v. ('n1"it ,tates, 3201 VS. 3W
M1)45) : Schit

, 
y'litivi Thvitre.x v. United Stavvt.. 334 F.S. 110 (1948): United

Stalttn v. Ci' e'.,nit .|asinurent ('o., :12", U.S. 173 11)14 V iited Stat s v. I-
ev'rivl ('licmical lid istries, Li i 11d, 100 F. Stipp. 501 S.D.N.Y. 1951). order on

det-'t're 105 P. Supllp. 215 ( S.IJ.N.Y. 19)52 : attitv vi Smttv'. '. National Levi ('o.,
:h12 ('.U.. :11) E 10)41 : U niled Si te. v. 11ibantc.xot a Mininw S Mf&,. ('o., 92 F. Supp.

T4 (I).Mass. 1A)l i : aitd SNute v. It.t.v'wr .ify. 0o.. 'Nj F. np). : 1I IE).
Mich. 1)11 ), atlirnid 343 1".,. 4414 f1152). Only (oiit, case. the Paramount case,
involved a v'olililatiIIti of separate corploratiois niot united. b y st(ck control:
Vilitb d ,stfilt.s v. 1,011.(1wolit lPictntrc, , b., 334 U.S. 1:'1 (1114).

Mr. Ihctis. ()ur view is that an appropriately fallioled tax pro-
posail. lesiri ed to eliillate tax mrriers to aztititiust divestiture,
wNiI kI seive tile elIIds of effective a Itti rlIst eilfo'celeiIl t. Let
ine touch brieIly on the proposal whi'li has beeii aivliced in S. 2)),
and also refer iii passing, if I may. to the proposal that Senator Frear
iddvertel to, altbiough I harve seen io written aniendment, in his open-
:ing "4atenlui-t, the so-Called 301I' l)1Oposal.

Sellator IhiKNNE'V. Ml. ('hairnal, before tlie witiess l)i''rleeds, did
eiil get ; 'iiety of pio Oals from tile colll mittee you alppoiilte f or

the iii'iose?
All.. lici. No, sir. The 'oinmittee was not appointed for lit pur-

poA of suvev igp the tax proldein. It was the broader ipiobl
e mi of an-

tit rust adlli!nistiratioll. I[owever. the data tie eoinitiittee gathered
l-egi' g the IiltlVlr (of (ases where divestitiiies w\ere o(Wlered t l ould
kbe of iliterest.

SVlttol' IirNNi.'l'. 1\i',re theie ally li- isals froii the conilllittee
relating to the tax problem ?

Mr. Bicis. There vere unot, Sellator Belninett.
S enM or BEN N!.'T. I.s lIe colit ltee Still in existenlce
Mi-. Jiu'us. It is not. Senator Bennett.
SeIator BENNi'n'. It is 10t.
Ml'. BICKS'-. To ietIi ii to h idge ls.'s letter, to ('haln11n Byrd:

1lowevei'. S 201) dio's wi s et an ilpli)1lri.lt Ipjith to this enforcemiientt go).
Flist. S. f( ii' ii oturti'igi n iih ll iuiiti. iIl il ly' eqiuially aill divr,,titin'e

ets';e, regrll'vl!.s (of wheni le l vqiisiiti(on attacked was oiisiiiiiiated. This dici-
spite li1 fatr tha t mlnities ihl fi a (of tax relief maty loom hlaitet where stit
fi dliwos iing i ier aeviliistlion ald. ;tccu irflingly. the acquisitiono, illegality wis
pur'irth Itit so) ovideat whii cou iiat 'd.

eul8 .t0l, indvi' 8. 2)00. the shin sreh lder i, re lievvd of till dividend income tax
liabilly ilty licoiluit f tile ' livestcld" stock received. (ily a capital gains tix
liay Ie tl' if and when either the "divested'' yor origlhul stock is solvi. Such
itii tti'' iof i'1' ii dil' n'l. i11't.'e it ti ll t tvosiii't' es vi-nl1, ill -a few
itargiil mergers, llerhalos tltip the sales, in favor of risking an acquisition other-
wis. doubtfully legal.

On this pot 1 would like to make clear I aimi tr'yilig verve hard not
to overstate this, because. I til hot at all convinced myself thit . 200

would, apart, fi'oni a fewv maia iicl ises, spur mergers that. would not
otherwise take place.
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And third-
Senator GORE. Could I ask a question there, Mr. Chairman ?
The (CHI'mRMAN. Yes.
Senator Gouis. If I understand your point, it is that. in your opinion

it is possible, a possibility, that a few might be tempted to rin the risk
of antitrust violation by the knowledge that, if they did become vio-
lators they would also become beneiciaries.

Mr. BI('Ks. Well, if they did become. violators they could get out of
it without tax loss: yes.

Senator G OIE. And possibly beneficiallv y ?
Mr. i(KS. Senator, yes. 'I would p1 int out, though, that to my

own view a 301 approach meets that point and guards against that
fairly well.

Sei t (l)r Gu. ! Usl w nite,1 to get voulr ')oilt.
Mr. McKS. That is absolutely a danger under S. 200.
Senator (','-r0N. Pardon tie, what was it you said met that l)oint ?
.Al. F'ICKS. 01 l)rol)osal.
Senator W IV .xMAs. What 301 proposal?
Mr. lhc(ms. I am referring to a proposal that Seniat r Frear adverted

to only brielly in the course of his statement. I would like to develop
that, if I may, ll.n the course of my statement.

Tile ('im.-zMrAN. The record'should show w-hat 301 is.
Senator Krmn. As I understand, Senator Frear put it. into the rec-

i'd yesterday.
Senator Fim.:xm. Yes: that was at the end of my statement, and 301

is fhe eo(le umber that you are using.
Mr. Biuns. Yes.
Senator Kmm. That was the antendment that Senator Frear of-

fere(d at the end of his statement yesterday. I think it would be
well for the witness to explain it.

Mr. Bt(ais. Well, I have some (liffielilty in exp!airting the precise
details-or comnmenting finally-since I have not seen the amendment
:ts drafted.

Senator IIV.Nrs. If vou liaven't seeni it, how do you know it over-
comes yor objection ? Because inherent in the 301 approach you
say are sort of built-in safeguards that meet this point?

M'. BIiCKs. If I miglt just state briefly our problems with S. 200,
and then touch briefly on the extent to ws'hich a 301 approach might
meet those problems, I think it. might be helpful

The ("r1.xt1-r.AN. Can N'ou discusss it intelligently when you haven't
read it .

Mr. llI(-Ks. I fhink I can (lisc'iss the possibilities of an approach
under that section.

The ('1.\ I3AN. You say von h'veN't eveI read the amendment
to 301.

Mr. Bwt'ns. Sir, I have read the section, but I haven't read Senator
Frear's prol)osed amendment to it.

Senator KErM. That is a provision of the present code with which
time witness indulged the presuimption that the committee might be
familiar.

The ('ur.xmR .x. I understand. I thank the Senator from Okht-
1oina.

r Laughter.]
Senator Km. I mean he flatters us.
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The CHAIRMAN. His mind works so much more quickly than mine
that I have to ask you a few more questions.

Are you discussing the Frear amendment to S. 200?
Mr. BICKS. Sir, I would like in the course of my testimony to

discuss three possible proposals:
S. 200 is essentially a nonrecognition of gain proposal. Under

S. 200, assume a required antitrust stock distribution-no tax would
be due on receipt. A capital gains tax would be due measured by an
allocated basis if and when either the original or divested stock is sold.

The CIIIntMAT,. In the interest of orderly presentation, the Chair
would suggest we first discuss S. 200, and then if you want to discuss
the Frear amendment, discuss that. It is rather confusing when
you say you are discussing S. 200 and then talk about the amendment.

Mr. BIcKs. Yes, sir.
S. 200 does not contain sufficiently specific safeguards to insure that benefits

would only be available where necessary for effective antitrust relief. Thus.
viewing this measure in the context of the pending Du Pont-General Motors
proceeding, S. 200, as presently written, could enable the granting of nonrecog-
nition benefits, not only to the Du Pont stockholders, but also to stockholders
of Delaware and Christiana. The Government's divestiture plan there, however.
would require that a trustee sell Du Pont's General Motors stock allocable t,
Christiana and Delaware and Delaware's stockholders.

Were distribution allowed to stockholders of Delaware and Christiana they
would end up with roughly 8 percent of General Motors stock-a block several
times larger than that held by any other group. Thus the goal of the entire
relief proceeding might well he thwarted. Since S. 200 as presently written
could enable such secondary distribution to stockholders tax free, it could tend
to frustrate rather than further the very antitrust objectives which are the sole
rationale for any such tax proposal.

In sum, this Department does not recommend enactment of S. 200. However,
we are concerned with Improving the effectiveness of divestiture as an antitrust
remedy. To this end, we would welcome an opportunity to study any proposal
which would aid antitrust enforcement, generally, but at the same time, insure
that tax benefits could not in any case frustrate rather than further competitive
objectives.

That is the substance of our report, Senator Byrd, on S. 200.
The CHAIRMAN. You are opposed to S. 200?
Mr. BICKS. We are, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, it would seem to be proper for you to discuss

the amendments suggested by Senator Frear.
Mr. HICKS. I wi , sir. At the end of Senator Frear's statement

yesterday at these hearings, he indicated that he had prepared a
possible amendment to section 301 of the Internal Revenue Code.
This sort of approach has, of course, been mentioned at various
times-

Senator CoT'rON. Mr. Chairman, will you forgive me an interruption
so that I can get something clear in my nind? '

What you are going to discuss is not 301 with Senator Frear's
amendments, but 301 with the Department of Justice suggested amend-
ments; is that right?

Mr. BicKS. No, we are not suggesting any amendment.
Senator WILLIAMS. If I might interrupt, I think I can clarify it.
Senator Frear's amendment to S. 200, as I understand it, proposes

that they tax at regular income rates that portion of the distribution
which represented cost of the stock to the company, and in doing this
le amends section 301 of the code.

Mr. BicKs. Precisely.
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Senator WILAMS. And the rest of it would be taxed as capital
gains when it is sold.

Mr. BICKs. Precisely.
Senator WILIAMS. Now, you may proceed.
Senator COTTON. I understood he had not read it and could not

discuss it. I merely wanted to make sure he could discuss it.
Senator WILLIA s. That was the reason I mentioned it.
Senator FRFAR. I am sure the witness is well prepared to answer

an questions suggested to him.
senator COTToN. I was not suggesting the witness was not well

prepared, nor was I reflecting on hiim. I wanted to get in mind what
he was discussing.

Senator FREAR. If there is any confusion, section 301 is a section
of the Internal Revenue Code; not. the amendment of the junior
Senator from Delaware, but the effect of the amendment.

But I understood the witness to say he had not read the amend-
ment. How can he discuss it intelligently if he has not read it?

Senator ANDERSON. Could I ask one question?
Did I understand the junior Senator from Delaware to say that

his amendment is not necessarily to 301, but it affects 301? I am just
trying to get clear in my own mind: Is it an amendment to section
301, or is it an amendment which would affect section 301?

Senator FREAR. May I just say this-you want me to answer it?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Senator FREAR. I am not a tax expert and don't claim to be, but

the Frear amendment to S. 200 is an amendment designed to take
care of certain cases of involuntary divestiture.

The part I believe that is under observation at the moment is an
amendment I offered at the conclusion of my remarks yesterday to
S. 200, and that amendment affects section 301 of the code.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
Senator KERR. Would the Senator yield-the Senator from Dela-

ware?
Senator FREAR. Yes, if I can.
Senator KERR. As I understand it, section 301 is the provision of

the code with reference to the handling of dividends of corporations;
is it not, Mr. Stain?

Mr. STAN. Yes, as I understand the Senator's amendment, it adopts
the same approach for the individual-

Senator KERR. In other words, it provides the same method for
handling of this distribution which is already in the law with refer-
ence to similar distributions.

Mr. STAM. To corporate shLreholders. It is already in the law with
respect to corporate shareholders, and it adopts the same method
with respect to individual shareholders.

The CHAIRMAN. Do I understand you to say you have not read the
Frear amendment?

Mr. BiCKs. I have not.
The CHAIRMAN. What were you proposing to do?
Mr. BicKs. I was proposing to be as helpful as I can by going

through with the committee the various possibilities that we would
consider in an effort to suggest-

The CHAIRMAN. YOU are not then going to discuss the Frear
amend ment?

313
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Mr. hicKs. I just concluded (liselissinr the Frear amendment.
The ('HAIRM3AN. H1OW Could VOU discuss it when you haven't read it
Mr. BicKs. By the Frear amendlnent, I meant S. 200, Mr. Chairman.
The ('h,, IMMAu N. I mean the Frear amendment to 301 that was of-

fered yesterday.
Mr. BicKS. 'o, I do not pro))ose todiscussthat.
The CHAIRMA.xN. Are you discussing S. 200?
Mr. McitKs. That is right, and I concluded.
The ('HAIRIAN. You oppose S. 204, and you are giving your reason

for it
Mr. ]hCKS. Yes.
Ti ('rlII.IJ ,AN. Where do you go from here?
Senator (ORE. You referred to S. 20( at the time as all amelldment,

when in fact it is a bill.
Mr. Bl'Ks. Yes, it woll amend the Internal Revenue Code.
Sellator lHsNN1,'r. It is a bill to alnend the code.
Senator GoRE. Yes, 1 know. btit you were speaking of an amendment

to the proposal : 1 tit ink that is where the conifusion is.
Senator FE.wix. 1 don't kntow whether I can clarify this, but it was

stated, Seliator Gore, at the opening of my remarks, that S. 200 i~l
itself could not he acted upon because tax legislation originates in
the House, aldl it was explicitly stated that S. 200, if action oil this
side was taken, woull have to be an amendment to a bill that was
passed Uil)Oi by the Ihouse. The,) at t he end of ny ('oillsioIns yester-
day. I suiggested an amendment to S. 200, which is now before. the
coiiinittee. so I tlhiiik we are conflicting in our views when we are
talking about amendments. Maybe we should call it amendment A,
or amendment B, or some other designation, to facilitate our efforts.

Senator ANIERSON. Why don't we call it the Frear bill, and the
anitlidiiiet to tile Frear bil ?

The (' N.\ 1w.l. Why don't we call it. S.200?
Senator KERR. I wonder if I could lose. the question, Mr. Chairman,

if the wititess-whomi, I believe to be a very able man, and one who is
certailily able to give ne pertinent and informative and valuable
advice and information-if he would be permitted to read the amend-
met to S. 200 which time Senator from Delaware offered at the close
of his statement yesterday.

Would that he in order.? And then ie would be relieved of any
burden that miglt rest upon him in discussing that amendment, with
which I know he is entirely familiar. With my limited knowledge,
after (Colin Stain said w~hat. lie did, I have some familiarity with it,
an1( this witness being ani expert in) it. af ter what 'Mr. Stain has said,
I am sure has a general idea of what it is: but in order that the doubt
as to what lie knows about. it might be removed, it would be possible
that ie would like to read the thing: and then if I wanted to ask him
a question about it, he would be prepared to answer it.

The (' .uwr ..wN. I would suggest that he read it to the committee.
The committee refers to the original Frear bill, referred to either as
the original Frear bill or S. 200, and not as an amendment.

Senator ('o'rroN.- . Mr. Chairman. I don't want to needlessly com-
plicate this, but I have got back now to my original problem. It is
my understanding that yesterday the Treasury came in and from their
direct statement I was unable to tell exactly their attitude-whether
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they thought something ought, to be. done about this or what. And
when I asked the representative of the Treasury, he said they were
going along-to paraphrase it; I dont want to'be inaccurate-they
were going along with the Department of Justice.

Now, the Department of ,Jlustice is here. It was miy distinct under-
standing that this gentleman, for whom I have the most profound
respect-a nd I am not trying to confuse hint or imake it. difficult-
saidl, one, that he had discussed S. 2_)0: two, he was going to discuss
30.1; three, lie said lie hadn't read or wasn't too familiar with Sen-btor Fear's aieilnent to 301, Iut lie was going to discuss some
.amnendnments, sonic methods of taking care of the objections to S. 20()
hv "lvenhinents to 301.

So then I asked him, in order to make it clear, 'You are not dis-
cussing Senator Frear's suggested anmendment to his own bill under
301; you ,are discussing anen(lments suggested by the Department
of Justice'; and he said, "Oh, no; the Department of Justice isn't
suggresting anything."

So, simply in the interests of clarity, I still have the understanding
he is about. to present an approach in 301, which I am sure we are all
interested in; hut is it his approach, is it the I)epartment of Justice's
a)proach, is it Senator Frear's approach, or just what is it ?

The (lHAIMIxAN. What is the witness proposing to present to the
committee ?

Mr. B IcKs. I propoe no more than to answer what I gathered from
yesterday's transcript, were. some of the questions that were in
the committees mind, Senator Cotton. There is no question but
that we believe there is a serious 1)roblem posed by tax barriers to the
grant of )rompt divestituree. Approprifite treatment. of this problem
could be. of red benefit to antituizst enforcement. That is our basic
p)oitioll.

Second, one approach to the p:'ohlen, is reflected in S. 200. Ve have
some problems with that approach, principally because we think the
terms in which it is framed could harm rather than benefit the goal
we seek.

Third. in the course of yesterday's hearing, there was another ap-
proach, just adverted to, the so-called 301 approach, not by the De-
partment. of Justice. hut by Senator Frear. I presume he views this in
a, sense as an alternative to S. 200.

Simply to be helpful, I might comment on the possibilities of that
approacli, bear in mind, however, the limitations that the chairman
has made clear, that we haven't seen the particular amendment, the
particular phrasing. There have been various proposals discussed to
amend 301, and there are certain advantages in amending that section
rather than S. 200.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you, and I follow you very clearly and
right lip to this last point. And I assume from your very last state-
ment there are your own suggestions in endeavoring to bl helpful to
the commitee. But your suggestions as to this 301 approach-are they
suggestions that. represent the studied attitude of the Department of
Jusice, or are they suggested by your for our assistance?

Mr. BicKs. They do not represent any studied attitude; they
couldn't possibly, since the proposal was just referred to yesterday.
I just thought the committee might be interested in some possibilities .
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Senator Co-vrox. Thank you.
The CHAIRMrAN. You are testifying as to your personal opinion?
Mr. BrcwKS. No, I am not. I ami testifying to the extent to which a

proposal, a possible proposal, could meet some of the objections that
have been set forth to S. 200.

The CHAIRMAN. And it has the approval of the Attorney General?
Mr. licKs. Yes.
The ('1A0111A.N. And then has nothing to do, necessarily, with the

Frear amendment?
Mr. Bicxs. Correct. sir.
The CuAImIrAN. I think it is clear, sir. You may proceed.
Mr. lhcKs. Senator Kerr, in your discussion wfth Mr. Stam, as you

made clear present law requires an income tax measured by the fair
market value of a divested stock dividend he might receive. An
amendment to 301 might-instead-require an individual stockholder
to pay an income tax measured solely by the acquired basis to the
divesting corporation, a substantially'lesser tax, in those instances at
least where the acquisition attacked was long standing.

I would simply point out that that sort of proposal would go a long
way toward meeting two. the first two, of the objections the Depatt-
ment of Justice had to S. 200. Let me try to explain why.

The first objection was that S. 200 would apply to all divestitures
after mergers or other actions regardless of when they took place.
I think all of us will agree that there is more equity in providing some
sort of tax amelioration where the acquisition attacked was long stand-
ing, where at the time the acquisition took place perhaps its illegality
was not so evident.

An amendment via 301 would provide primary relief in those areas.
Because it is in those areas that the difference between acquired basis
and present market value is likely to be largest.

The second objection we advance to S. 200 is in the marginal cases,
as Senator Gore mentioned, where merging companies might know,
even if sued and divestiture were ordered, the entire transaction
might-under S. 200-be tax free. An approach via 301, however,
would tend to meet that problem. To the extent that when a suit
was brought a week or a month after a merger, the likelihood would
be that the same or roughly the same tax would be due under a 301
approach as under present law. Viewing the large number of cases,
there w( uld not likely be as large a difference between the cost basis
of the st 9ck as bought by the divesting company and its fair market
value. So you have sort of a built-in safeguard against the possibility
of tax relief spurring marginal mergers.

I just thought those two-
Senator GORE. It might even in some cases be a premium.
Mr. Bicis. That is right; it might be higher.
Senator GoRE. It might be a tax-free distribution, a means of

achieving a tax-free distribution which might not in all circumstances
be possible even with dissolution and distribution.

Mr. BICKS. Yes. That is all I had in mind, Mr. Chairman. I
thought those two observations might be helpful.

Senator WILLIAM.S. May I ask a question?
Mr. BIcxs. Yes.
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Senator WIuAMS. Does the amendment Senator Frear offered to
S. 200 yesterday overcome those two objections which you have just
outlined? As you understand the amendment?

Mr. Bicxs. Yes; I think it probably would. The third, of course,
is by far the most important, however.

Senator WILLIAMS. Then, you believe that the amendment over-
comes those two objections you have just outlined.

Mr. BIcKs. They do.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would suggest that you prepare in

writing a statement to the committee giving your opinion of the Frear
amendment that was presented yesterday.

Mr. BicKs. We would be happy to, Senator.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

COMMENTS ON SENATOR FREAR'S PROPOSAL To PROvIDE TAX TREATMENT FOR IN-
DMDUAL Du PONT SHAREHOLDERS ROUGHLY EQUIVALENT TO THAT PRESENTLY
ACCORDED CORPORATE SHAREHOLDERS UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTION'
301

Under existing law when a corporation (the "distributing corporation") dis-
tributed to its shareholders stock of another corporation (the "controlled" cor-
poration) whose voting stock is at least 80 percent owned by the distributing
corporation and the distribution otherwise meets the statutory requirements,
provision Is made for nonrecognition of gain to the sharehlder-reciplent. Other-
wise Individual shareholders receiving such distributed stock must report as a
dividend, taxable at ordinary income tax rates, the fair market value of the
distributed stock (to the extent of the distributing corporation's earnings
and profits). On the other hand, corporate shareholders who receive such
distributed stock under conditions not qualifying for nonrecognition of gain
are taxed not on the fair market value of the distributed stock but on the
original cost of the stock to the distributing corporation. And, in addition, un-
like the Individual stockholder, the corporate holder receives an Intercorporate
tax dividend credit of 85 percent. As a result, the maximum tax due from a
corporate distributee is 7.8 percent (52 percent of 15 percent) of the original
basis of the property held by the acquiring corporation.

Altering existing law, Senator Frear's proposal (set forth at pp. 129-130,
transcript of hearings before Committee on Finance, May 27, 1959) would pro-
vide that on distribution of "divested" stock individual shareholders would
pay an income tax measured, not by the fair market value of stock received,
but rather by the cost basis of the "divested" stock to the distributing company.

This proposal would meet two of the three objections this Department raised
to S. 200. As the Deputy Attorney General wrote this committee on May 25,
1959:
"* * * appropriate alteration of present tax consequences could, as a general

rule, Increase the likelihood of divestiture relief and simplify as well as speed
effectuation of such remedy. However, S. 200 does not seem an appropriate
path to this enforcement goal.

"First, S. 200's nonrecognition benefits would apply equally to all divestiture
cases-regardless of when the acquisition attacked was consummated. This
despite the fact that equities In favor of tax relief may loom larger where
suit follows long after acquisition and, accordingly, the acquisition's illegality
was perhaps not so evident when consummated.

"Second, under S. 200, the shareholder is relieved of all dividend income tax
liability on account of the 'divested' stock received. Only a capital gains tax
may be due-if and when either the 'divested' or original stock is sold. Such
absence of immediate tax incidence on antitrust divestiture could, In a few
marginal mergers, perhaps tip the scales in favor of risking an acquisition
otherwise doubtfully legal.

"Third, and most important, S. 200 does not contain sufficiently specific safe-
guards to Insure that benefits would only be available where necessary for
effective antitrust relief. Thus, viewing this measure In the context of the
pending General Motors-Du Pont proceedings, S. 200 as presently written could
enable the granting of nonrecognition benefits, not only to the Du Pont stock.
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holders, but also to stockholders of Delaware and Christiana. The Govern-
ment's divestiture plan there, however, would require that a trustee sell Du
Point's General Motors stoxk allocable to ('hristiana arid Delaware and Dela-
ware's stockholders. 'Were distribution allowed to stockholders of J)elaware
and Christlana they would end ul with roughly 8 percent of General Motors
stok-a block several times large,:- than that held by any other group. Thus
the goal of the entire relief proceeding might well be thwarted. Since S. 200 as
presently written could enable sutch secondary distribution to stockholders tax
free, it could tend to frustrate rather thain further the very antitrust objectives
which are the sole rationale for any such tax proIsusa l."

This proposal would meet the tirst two oif these three objections. For such
approach might contain built-in safeguards. Where suit Involv s recent ac-
quisition, this approach wculd likly spell lessr change in existing tax conse-
iuen.es. For, it such cases, the cost basis to the i('jquirin., conialany would likely
be more closely related to present market value. Thust. stch amendment would
not likely spur nerers of diout ful legality.

However, where an antitrust prc eedilIg involves a long consunmmated acqui-
sition, this prop)sAl might alter tax conse(lpiveutes. Iti such instances there may
well he a substantial appreciation iit value of stock acquired between the tinie
of acquisition and the limo of divestiture. And it is it such instances where
tax relief nmay be nost aploroIriatto. For it is here that courts, may be most
concerned with granting livestiture relief. And it is here that the original
acquisition may have been nunale with le ser eye to its antitrust consequences.

Not removed by this prolsal. however, would be our third objection to S.
2(81-the objection that sucvh proposal might provide a tax benefit spur to a
relief plan which could still leave the same ground in emtrol of both Du Pont
arid General Motors. Thus., this proposal could still thwart rather than aid
those very antitrust objectives which are the sole rationale for any such tax
proIsusal. Unless It were amended to make sure that tax benefits could not be
applied to spur a secondary pass through of General Motors' stock by Delaware
and Christlara to their shareholders, this Department would not recommend
enactment of this proposal.

The Ci IIMAt.N. I IaVe you got another point ?
Mr. BIcKS. No, Sir; I am nfiished.
Senator KERR. I thought you said you had the third objection.
Mr. BlICKS. The third oi)jectioni-3ul approach does not alter it.
Senator WILLIA-MS. W, hat wvas the third objection?
Mr. BIcKs. The third objection would be that S. 200 as presently

written would ease a tax-free distribution not only on the first level,
in the Du Pont case to the many individual stockholders unaffiliated
with Delaware and Christiana, but also a complete pass through tax
free to the stockholders of Delaware and Christiana. This would
leave in the hands of the people who control Du Pont what we feel
would be control of General Motors-that is, 8 percent of General
Motors stock. Thus we must argue against any tax proposal which
would encourage such relief in the Du Pont-GM case.

Senator GORE. You say this is the most serious of the objections?
Mr. BicKs. This is by far the most serious of the objections, be-

cause if such was the end result our entire relief proceeding would
be for ntught.

however, this is a, view quite obviously not held by the defendants
in this case. I am sure they would argue that leaving 8 percent of
General Motors stock in the hands of those who control Du Pont
is not inconsistent with the purpose of the proceedings before the
court now. So I don't think I should do anything niore than state
what is our view.

Senator GORE. But insofar as the revenue aspects are concerned,
it would permit this tax-free distribution not, only for Du Pont
stockholders, but would also permit other corporations holding Du
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Pont stock to pass through their corporate structure a tax-free dis-
tribution?

.Mr. Bwcss. Precisely, and that, is our basic objection.
Senator GORE. How far would that go?
Mr. BicKS. There is no limit contained in the bill.
Senator GORE. As many interlocking corporations as might be in-

volved could still pass through without tax'?
Mr. BICKs. That is it, precisely, and I think there are basically

different considerations involved in the first level pass through than
in the second.

The (1J1nM.... Mr. Bicks, have you finished your statement?
Mr. BIcKS. I have.
Senator Geoi:. Could I just finish this one point?
In the case of Delaware and Christiana there is no court order, is

that correct ?
Mr. liCKs. There is no final cou-t order in the case of anyone.
Senator GORE. I meani, are Delaware. and Christiana involved di-

rectly in the divestiture litigation?
2Mir. BIcKs. They -re.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bicks, as I understand it, the Department of

Justice has made certain recommendations to the district judge; is
that true?

Mr. BicKs. We have, Mr. Chairman.
The C.MvRA\N. Are they available?
Before you answer that question, I would like to know what discre-

tion has the district judge, what is the extent of his discretion in
interpreting the decree of the Supreme Court?

Mr. BicKs. Our view is that the interrelation of the Clayton Act,
sections 7, 11, and 15, require as a matter of law, that once an acqui-
sition is found illegal under Clayton Act section 7 in a suit brought
by the United States, the district judge orders divestiture. However,
he has wide discretion as to the timing and form of divestiture.

The CHAIRMAN. He can determine the length of time. over which
the divestment would occur?

Mr. BICKs. That is true.
The CHAIRMANv. He could make it 50 years if he chose?
Mr. BrCKS. Could he make it, more than 10 years if he chose?
The CHAIRMAN. Or 20 years, or 25 years?
Mr. BICKs. I think he could, but I think if he. went much beyond

that, we would have another appeal to the Supreme Court.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if he went beyond the 10 years

there would be an appeal to the Supreme Court?
Mr. BICKS. Substantially, yes.
The CHAI MAN. What other discretion does he have besides the

time?
Mr. BicKs. I think the manner of how the stock is to be sold or

distributed, or-
The CHAIRMAN. Can he have a variable distribution over 10 years,

or would it have to be uniform?
Mr. BIcKs. It could certainly be variable. You mean to take into

account stock market prices?
The CHAImrAN. I mean the amount to be distributed.
Mr. 1ICKS. Yes.
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The CHAUtMAN. Ten years is 10 percent a year.
Mr. Bxcxs. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Could he make it 5 percent the first year, and a

little more the next year?
Mr. BIcKs. He certainly could.
The CHAImAN. Assuming he could get the 100 percent in 10 years?
Mr. BicKs. He could.
The CHAIRMAN. But your recommendation was on the average basis

of 10 percent a year?
Mr. BxcKS. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. He would have discretion for variations?
Mr. BIcNxs. He certainly would.
The CHAIRMAN. What other discretion would he have?
Mr. BIcKS. I would say you have hit the two primary ones, Senator.
The CHQAmAN. He would have discretion with regard to the sale

of the Christiana stock?
Mr. BIcKs. Yes.
The CHARMAN. The Delaware stock?
Mr. Bicxs. I think our same position, the same area of discretion

would exist.
The CHAnafAx. Could he determine over what length of time stock

allocable to Christiana would be sold?
Mr. Bicxs. He could.
The CHAIRmAN. What was your recommendation?
Mr. Bicxs. Ten years.
The CHAIRMAN. Ten years?
Ar. Bicxs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIAn A. If he made it 15 years, would that be offensive to

the Department?
Mr.Bicxs. I would prefer not to comment on the sort of decree from

which we would appeal, Mr. Chairman. However, you may be inter-
ested in how we arrived at the figure.

The CHAmRAN. How did you arrive at 10 years?
Mr. BicKs, Well, the two principal problems that have been ad-

vanced in terms of equities here are, first the tax burden to individual
stockholders that would stem from immediate divestiture and, second,
possible stock market consequences that would stem from the required
sale--all at once-of the General Motors stock allocable to Delaware,
Christiana, and the stockholders of Delaware.

First, view the 10- yar period in terms of the dividends to indi-
vidual stockholders. Ten years would give the Du Pont management
the opportunity to substitute completely a stock dividend each year
for its present money dividend, and leave the individual taxpayer in
roughly-and I say roughly--the same position at the end of 10 years
as if he had received money dividends each year.

In short7 the amount he would receive each year by way of a stock
dividend, if the Du Pont man agment decided to substitute a stock
dividend for its present cash dividend, would be roughly equal to his
10-year cash dividend. So his tax position might not be changed. I
say "roughly," because actually it would take slightly more than 10
years. But that depends on an assumption of continued current
Dividend.
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The CHAMAN. What discretion does the district judge have with

regard to the first stock-what discretion does he have before any
stock is distributed?

Mr. Bics. You mean how long-
The CHAIRMAN. How long, in your judgment, could it be deferred ?
Mr. BicKs. I think there would be a wide area of flexibility pro-

vided-
The CHAntMAN. In other words, that is left in the discretion largely

of the district judge?
Mr. BicKs. I would say so, sir, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the Justice Department have* in mind a date

when the first distribution should become effective?
Mr. BicKs. I believe we recommended a prescribed number of days

after our plan was adopted, if 1r'lllill. I don't recall the
precis number of days w it was to start going effect, but we
did envisage, as you t out, a comparatively regu distribution
over the 10-year peri

The CHAIREMA. ou did not record '-e.n specific d in the
distribution of t stock? -_ \ -

Mr. BIcKs. I on't belie no. ,  _ .
The CHA AN. That(Aill be le largely ,'the di cretion o theSudg ?.../ \
aude. /i~.That is correct, f'
The CHAAN. I thin ti . n / 
Senator A DERON. (mga I as u ntin -
Senator ER. May I ust pole 01t pyoi
DidIunrstand outo at ait-Vts practica y

incumbent uron the j dge e to order divestit
Mr. BIcxs Senator I rear view f t to repeat, oe

a violation is found u layt ti 7 in suit bro uht
bv the Unite States intended that titu relief i manda. ry.
However, that iew of the law Jhrp counted.

in this case havb, disagreed lhaversted t ir disa ment.
Senator FRFmR.,-nd of cors thby hL4 e als6 . osed a an that

would satisfy the 'Supreme Court iiout divestIture, placing
it in the hands of trustees by passing the voting on to th orders,
leaving nothing as far a.the violation of section . the Clayton
Act is concerned in the h ordrmainin he h of the
Du Pont Co.

Mr. BIcxs. Well, now, you are getting on the exact te that
is subjudice now, and you have stated what the Da Pont plan is;
I have stated what the Government plan is. I think we ought to
fairly well leave-

Senator FnEn. I think you have stated your position a little better
than I have, and I don't want to give you that advantage. I want
to be on the same ground with you, and I would like it thoroughly
understood that there is a means by which the district court can satisfy
what the Supreme Court has told them without divestiture.

Mr. Bxcxs. Yes, that is Du Pont's position.
Senator FMmIr. Thank you.
Senator WLis. If I understood you correctly, you almost en-

dorsed that position. You might not have intended it.
Mr. Bxcxs. I said, "Yes, that is Du Pont's position.".
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Senator WI UAMs. No, I don't mean that. In your statement, as
I understood it, you said the Department of Justice was concerned
with the tax liability that would be generated as a result of this
decision.

Mr. BICKS. Well, we were certainly concerned about it and took it in
mind in formulating our plan.

Senator WILLIAMS. knd your primary plan of the suit was to take
control of the stock away fromi certain individuals in the company,
is that correct?

Mr. BicKs. Yes, to break Du Pont's control over General Motors.
Senator WILLIAINIs. You wanted to break the control, and it was

not the ownership of the stock but control and voting power with
which vou were concerned, is that right ?

Mr. BICKS. Well, our )osition is that you can't separate the two,
Senator. But now we are really, Senator, arguing the very issue that
is before Judge LaBuy.

Senator IWILLxA31S. Tne reason I raise that point is that as I fol-
lowed your argument, I took it that, your major objection to the
whole proposition was the fact that they may have 8 percent of re-
maining control and that it would be tleir ability to vote the stock
with which you were concerned; and I just wondered how far apart
you were.

Mr. BICKS. We are substantially far apart, Senator. Our position
is that influence can stem from actions other than voting; that the
community of financial interest between the largest chemical com-
pany and the largest auto company will itself produce competitive
distortions.

Senator WLLIAM.s. Even though it were blocked over in a separate
nonvoting trust?

Mr. BICKS. Yes. that, is our position, Senator.
Senator FREAIR. Excuse me, if that is followed
Senator WILLi.A.iMs. I have just one other question.
If you are concerned with the tax liability of these individuals, and

if you are not satisfied with the nonvoting trust, but you are going
to insist that it be sold, what alternative do you propose to overcome
your third objection? You must have something in mind, because as
I understand in the beginning you said that the existing law was
wrong.

)o vou think something should be done?
M11 cis. No, Senator: I am sorry I didn't make my position clear.
Our position in favor of serious consideration of changing existing

law is not rooted in considerations of tax inequity. Rather it is
prompted by considerations of improving enforcement effectiveness.

Our position regarding the tax inequity is that our plan is not
inequitable from a tax pointt of view. If this sort of bill were enacted,
however, our plan could be put into effect immediately without any
tax problem. That is the advantage of the Du Pont-GM case. Now
there is going to l)e a 10-year period. However, if there were no tax
consequencies, I don't think there would be as much dispute as to
the appropriate relief in this case and relief could be achieved much
more quickly and smoothly.

Senator WtLL.-1s. Do you have any suggestion whatever that you
could make to the committee that would overcome your objections?
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Mr. BIcKs. Frankly, I don't know enough about the tax laws, Sen-
ator, to propose one right here, but I really would welcome the chance
to consider anything that people who know more about the tax laws
can propose.

Senator ILLIA1S. In the absence of such knowledge, how can you
state that that which has been proposed would not do the job?

Mr. BIcKs. I am terribly fearful that it would probably frustrate
the goal that from our point of view, at least, the Supreme Court
sought to achieve.

Senator ANDERSON. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. We have two lines of work here, we have to vote

bills out here and vote on the floor, but we also have to write letters
to our constituents.

I wonder how you would tell me to answer a letter I have from a
woman who lives in my State, married to a well-to-do cattleman, who
was for 25 years a teacher in a fine eastern school. She has gone
out to New Mexico and she has some Du Pont stock. Because of her
husband's income being a large income, if she gets this stcck in the
f-ashion that has been p proposed, it will it will virtually confiscate the
savings of her 25 years of teaching. She has to take it as ordinary
income. She writes me and wants to know what I am going to do
about it.

What would you tell her if you were in my place? [Laughter.]
Mr. Bicxs. Senator, I am not clear enough as to the exact tax

bracket situation.
Senator ANDERSON-. Let me say-
Mr. BICKS. Suppose we did this-let me answer it this way-
Seniator ANDERSON. Let me say she would pay at least 75 percent

in taxes because her husband already has an income of $100,000. But
this is her property. This is her sole and separate estate that she
is a little proud of because she saved it over the long years as a
schoolteacher.

Now, she gets, because of the acts of somebody, she had no responsi-
bility for the acts of General Motors or Du Pont, she gets it but it
comes to her in such a fashion that she hs to give 75 percent of it
back to the Government.

I just wonder if you
Ar. BicKS. How I would answer?
Senator ANDERSON. How you would say it was fair.
Mr. BICKS. I would say "Under the government's proposed plan,

there is left with the Du Pont management the possibility of comply-
ing with the plan and distributing the stock in such a manner, my
dear constituent, so as not to alter your tax consequences."

Senator ANDERSON. I don't so under stand it.
Mr. BicKS. If Dii Pont's management should decide each year for

the next 10 or 11 years to (instead of declaring a money dividend)
put out a dividend in the form of General Motors stock roughly equal
to the money dividend, our plan would be complied with, and her tax
would the same.

Senator ANnF.RSns. Then you would come out to the same result
in the Fraser bill and if so, why don't we do it right at once?

Mr. BrcKs. I don't follow the Senator.
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Senator ANDERSO.N. I thought the bill would permit this at once
without taxes. Why do you object to the Frear bill?

Mr. BICKS. Not without taxes, Senator, but the same tax she would
pay now with our plan.

Senator KRR. In other words, his proposal is to let the hand be
quicker than the eye. [Laughter.]

Senator ANDERiSON. That is what it sounds like.
Senator KERR. And let her get her dividend rather than

in the form of expendable cash with that which he had to earn it still
doing so, in the form of that which had been earning expendable
cash dividend, so that actually she would be living out of her prin-
cital rather than out of the income from it, and as she did so, pay
the sane high tax that you have referred to, and what they would
do would bring' about a situation where she would have happen to her
in 10 years that which you are trying to avoid having happen to her in
1 year.

It reminds me of the story of the boy that cuts the dog's tail off
an inch at a time instead of all at once so it won't be so painful to
him. [Laughter.]

Senator ANDERSON. I think I have an answer to my question, and
I think I would let Senator Kerr write the letter.

But I do feel it is a definite problem, because it arises all the time,
particularly out of these situations where it is the sole and separate
property in a mutual property estate. She is going to lose, as I read
the thing, the amount of money that she has saved.

I am not nearly as worried about what happens to Delaware and
Christiana, whatever they are, as I am about what happens to this
person, because I happen to know her. I regret to say she is politi-
cally unsound; she votes for the wrong party. [Laughter.]

But most cattlemen have that affliction in my part of the country.
But she is a fine, fine woman, and I would like to be able to write her
a comforting letter.

I don't see why it is better to do this in 10-year installment basis
than to go ahead and say that this is no fault of hers and therefore
she ought to be allowed to receive the full amount of what has been
her life savings.

Mr. BICKs. Well, understand, we would have no objection-our
third objection would not apply to that situation.

Senator ANDERSON. Any person who has got Du Pont stock.
Mr. BicKs. Other than Delaware-Christiana stockholders.
Senator ANDERSON. Then a private individual has Du Pont stock,

you don't mind them getting it without tax?
Mr. BicKs. No; that is right, from an antitrust point of view. I

think the Treasury people may have something else to say.
Senator ANDERSON. You can't divide this house?
Mr. BICKs. No.
Senator WILLIAMS. Would you care to comment on the Treasury's

suggestion?
Mr. BicKs. Senator, I really would like to see it specifically drafted.

Let me tell you why: there are various possibilities of how the basis
could be allocated. This is the point that Senator Kerr threw out in
his questioning yesterday. Does this apply to corporations, as it does
individuals. That really would make quite a significant difference.
I would like to see a specific draft.
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Senator WnLuMs. Will you talk with the Treasury Department
concerning their proposal and submit to the committee a definite
recommendation in connection therewith?

Mr. BiCKs. We will certainly endeavor to.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT COMMENTS ON TREASURY DEPARTMENT PROPOSAL

As we understand this proposal, a capital gains tax would become due at the
time of distribution based on the difference between the allocated basis of
"divested" stock and its fair market value at the time of distribution. Beyond
that, this proposal would presume that a distribution within 5 years of acquisi-
tion had as its purpose the distribution of earnings and profits. Thus, such
distribution, as under existing law, would be taxed at regular dividend rates.
Finally, removed from existing law would be the right of any corporate distri-
butee to treat such distribution as a dividend value at the basis of the stock to the
distributing corporation.

Under this approach, assuming that longstanding stockholders of the distribut-
ing corporation have a lower basis for their shares than stockholders who
recently acquired their stock, the longstanding stockholders will pay a substan-
tially greater tax than the recent stockholders.

Thus, where violation may have been less evident at time of acquisition, as may
well be true when the acquisition occurred many years ago, partial liquidation
would Impose the heaviest tax upon longstanding stockholders. Accordingly, in
those cases where tax barriers to effective disvestiture may loom largest, partial
liquidation treatment might well afford least help to antitrust enforcement.

Finally, most important, partial liquidation, as proposed would apply equally
to the stockholder who, upon distribution, was still left with control of the merging
companies. This would mean-in the Du Pont case-that this proposal might
aid a decree which permitted GM stock to pass through to stockholders of
Delaware and Christiana. And the same group that controls Du Pont would end
up with 8 percent of GM's voting stock.

Senator FEAR. Mr. Chairman, may I just be permitted one short
period of time ?

I gathered from you, Mr. Bicks, in your answer to the senior Senator
from Delaware's question, that the only way to avoid any influence
by members of the Du Pont family on General Motors is to kill them
off. I don't think you want to be that drastic in your recommenda-
tions. [Laughter.]

Mr. BICKS. Senator, I hardly think that is a fair version of my
position.

Senator FREAR. Well, what is your version of it?
Mr. BIcKs. Our position is that any secondary pass through which

S. 200 would enable would leave the stockholders of Christiana and
stockholders of Delaware with 8 percent of General Motors. This
would not serve those purposes of equitable relief which we are obliged
to seek under Clayton Act section 7.

Senator FREAI. In other words, the effectiveness of that would be
to reduce from 23 percent to 8 percent, but you still think that is
sufficiently large amount to be effective in control of General Motors?

Mr. BICKs. That is right. To really, I think, make clear and candid
my response to your question, I think I want to point out that under
our plan, even if it went into effect very many individual Du Ponts
would have substantial holdings of General Motors. Even if our plan
was adopted in toto, I think individual Du Ponts would still end up
with, I am not sure whether it is 2 or 2.5 percent of General Motors,
which is probably still larger than any other individual holdings.

Senator FREAR. We are pretty near getting down to the point I
raised.
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Mr. BICKS. No, it isn't.. We are not objecting to that. We do say
1'at when you get up to 8 percent, which is roughly three times more
lian any other holder has got, you are at least raising the potential of
signdticant control.

Let me, to run the other si(e. The Dii Pont position, of course, is
why do we assume that that 8 percent is going to be voted cohesively?
Why is that any different from S percent held by any other large
block ? Why do we assume, that that 8 percent will be voted as a unit
to exer| some influem(e anI (1mtnl ? And that is what the argument
is. If we are wrong in assuming that time 8 percent is potentially con-
trol: pass tliroud l would fully ser'e competitive goals. hut that is
the issue before the (list rict court.

Senator Fm-.%R. Well, Mr. ]licks, I can go along with some of that.
Tiowever, under tile SEC i'gulations it is permissible for the Ceneral
Motors Corp. to extract. )roxies from their stockholders, and if they
don't send then in, why, they probably have 15 or 20 or even 50
percent on some instances that'they can exercise as they so desire.

All we are doing is saying that poor little people here in Delaware
with 8 percent are going to te denied what General Motors in Detroit
with 50 percent can (1o. You don't have to answer that.
Mr.13CKS. Thanliroiz, Senator. [Laughter.]
Senator FRE.mr. Iaiy I just go through a few questions, Mr. Chair-

man, while we have Mr. Bicks here .

Mr. Bicks, I understand the Department of Justice, as you have
already stated here very adequately, is involved in litigation with the
Du Pont Co. before the Federal District Court in Chicago, and I have
no desire, honestly, to ask you any questions which would be im-
proper in view of the pendei cy of this legislation or litigation.

If you believe that any of the questions that I put to you might
be improper in this respect, I hope you will tell me.

First, let me ask you: Do you know of any area of the law other
than antitrust in which a divestiture required'by governmental action
results in the imposition of taxes ?

Mr. BucKs. I do not.
Senator FREAR. Will you take the case of a public stockholder of

Du Pont who purchased his stock sometime after 1917, when Du Pont
first bought into General Motors. Would such a stockholder have
had any reason to believe that DuPont holding of General Motors stock
would be declared illegal in 1957, and might be ordered divested by
that same or by some Federal court?

Mr. Bicxs. Senator, I can't answer that question directly. Because
what you are asking me to do is )ut myself in a position of a lawyer
to a stockholder 30 years ago, and predict what the development of anti-
trust law is going'to be during that 30-year period, and I guess the
answer you would get would vary about as widely as the number of
people you asked.

Senator FREAR. I only asked for an answer within reason. I don't
want you to expose yourself, but would it be reasonable that somebody
who bought his stock in 1920 would say that the Federal court in 195"7
is going to declare this holding by the Du Pont Co. illegal?

Mr. BIcKs. I don't think so.
Senator FREAR. Right.
Would the enactment of a bill such as S. 200 aid in the proper en-

forcement of the antitrust laws? I think much of this is forthrightly
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affirmative as far as pages 2 and 3 of the letter of Judge Walsh is
concerned. I think that is already a matter of record.

Referring to the footnote on page 3 of Mr. Walsh's letter, which you
read, is it, a fair statement to say that your position before this commit-
tee is substantially the same as that of Mr. Justice Douglas when as
Chairman of tile S4EC he apeared before this committee in 1938 with
respect to the Public Utility Holding Act tax amendment?

Mr. BICKS. Senator Frear, first I would not adopt the language of
Mr. Justice )ouglas. Second, I think our situation is different to
some extent. Third, however, we were addressing ourselves essentially
to the same problem.

Senator FE.% Would a tax revisionn similar to those contained in
t ile l'llblic Utilitv and Bank Holding Company Acts which would per-
nhit distriibution to )e made tax free to shareholders be more or less
hiellpfull in the enforcement of the antitrust laws than a provision which
l)roied tlhat a distribution suhoul be treated as a partial liquidation ?

Mlr. BICKS. Well, in answer to your question, may I assume that
Vour first alternative, the nonrecognition alternative is amended to
bar secondary distribution such as the one I am concerned with?
If it is, then the answer to your question is "Yes."

Senator FREAi. The letter from Mr. Walsh enumerates three ob-
jections, and I think you have said that two of those objections we
have probably an area of agreement on. It is the third objection, the
pass through to which the Department has and continues to have seri-
ous object ion.

Mr. Bwi(Ks. That is our most serious one.
Senator FREAR. But you still think, as I understood your answers

to certain questions given before, that there is perhaps an area
whereby the Justice Department and the Treasury Department can
reach agreement.

Mr. hICKS. Well, certainly on the first and second points I think
your 301 approach met them. On your third point, r7think as long
as any tax proposal would ease a pass through to Delaware and
Christiana, we don't have agreement.

Senator FIREAR. Then our difference is strictly percentage, isn't it?
Mr. BICKS. Yes, sir; it is.
Senator FREAR. Just to clarify one thing, I think this has already

been stated, but I offer it once more:
Assume with me that the courts have ordered a company to dis-

tribute the stock which it holds in another company, and that the
courts have found that there is no antitrust need for directing that the
stock distributed to an affiliated company should be sold;

Assume instead that the judgment of the courts is that the stock
distributed to the affiliated company should, in turn, be further distrib-
uted to the stockholders of that company:

Do I understand it to be your view that the stockholders of the affili-
ated company should be required to pay the full tax even though the
other stockholders of the distributing corporation would have to pay
no tax ?

Mr. B[cKs. Senator, you can't divorce that general question from
the context of the particular dispute over the plans. I would like to
answer your question quite directly in the context of the General
Motors-Du Pont case. We are not urging that this committee deter-
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mine the issue before the court. We are not trying, in short, to argue
our case here or win it here rather than Chicago.

We are saying two things: First, if this committee enacts a tax
proposal which permits such secondary distribution, a perhaps fair
implication to a court might be that in this committee's judgment such
secondary distribution might accord with antitrust objectives. And
that is a judgment which we can't share.

Second, our position is that a prime rationale for any one of the tax
proposals that have been passed is to improve enforcement effective-
ness. Not only would such secondary distribution here not improve
enforcement effectiveness, but to the contrary, at least in our view, it
would thwart the uoal of the antitrust proceedings.

That is as direct an answer to your question as I can give.
Senator F ARl. * Now, there is a difference of opin, n, as was brought

out in the testimony yesterday, as to the duty and the obligations of the
members of this c'ornmitte and of Congress regarding statutes, and,
I think, we convinced at least some that the decision of the Supreme
Court in this instance amounts to the same thing as new law, which we
have established in the Bank Holding and the Public Utility Holding
Company Acts.

Of course, I recognize that in your position you might not be per-
fectly clear on that, but anyhow, in the second thing, when we pass
through charitable institutions they are going to be assessed tax,
whereas if they got it directly they would be tax-free.

You are going to make Christiana pay a tax to the people who own
Christiana stock who are tax-exempt, or charitable organizations.

Mr. BiCKS. Senator, I think you are right. I can't comment on
your first point. But if I may, I would like to comment on your
second.

Senator FREAR. YoU may.
Mr. BicKs. And that is that we have long made clear that we are

willing to amend our plan to permit charitable institutions which are
holders of Christiana to exchange their Christiana for Du Pont stock.
They could then take directly, and be in the same position to receive,
any tax benefits or the benefits of any tax proposal that the Congress
may adopt.

Senator FREARF. All right, now, Mr. Bicks, when you give this plan
that has been requested by the Senator from Delaware, I hope you will
be a-, charitable otherwise as you are to charitable institutions.
[ Latighter.]

Does the Department of Justice feel that legislation along the
lines of S. 200 should be considered by Congress at this time, or
that all action should be deferred until the courts have rendered a
decision in the pending Du Pont case?

Mr. Bicxs. We certainly have no objection to consideration now.
Senator FREAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and you, Mr. Bicks. I

appreciate your forthright answers.
Senator BENNErr. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question largely for

my own information?
Like many of my colleagues on th committee I am not a lawyer.

You are apparently of the opinion that if these companies hold approx-
imately 8 percent of the General Motors stock, that would create a
situation in which they might possibly exercise undue control.
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So if the program goes through and they are required to divest, is
your feeling that thereafter they might not acquire any General
Motors stock in the open market? Does the divestiture put them in
a position always of being unable to acquire General Motors stock I

Mr. BIcKs. No, it does not.
Senator BENNEr. So then they can legally accomplish a situation

which you figure is illegal in the present situation?
Mr. BicKs. No, Senator. May I spell out my answer to that?
Senator BENNEWT. Yes.
Mr. BICKs. We propose no injunction against individuals, individ-

ual Du Ponts, or any other individuals.
Senator BENNETT. Against Chr'istiana. or Delaware?
Mr. BicKs. Yes, we do against Christiana-Delaware and Du Pont

Co. reacquiring. So this really gets back to my answer to Senator
Frear. It is only the cohesiveness with the ownership via the cor-
porate form and recent banding together, via the corporate form, that
gives us trouble.

Senator BENNETT. Then your simple answer is that your divest-
ture program would, in effect, be a permanent injunction against the
acquisition of General Motors stock by Du Pont or Christiana?

Mr. BicKs. And Delaware.
Senator BENNETT. By Delaware.
Mr. BicKs. I don't believe we have sought a permanent injunction,

but for a substantial period, yes.
Senator B.NNETT. Even though they bought it in the open market

at the full market price?
Mr. BicKs. Yes.
Senator BENNETT. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bicks, would the Justice Department consider

asking the Federal judge to make operative his decision 1 year after
the announcement? Congress would then have a clear picture of
what the situation is, and any legislation that would be required would
not have to be retroactive.

Mr. Bicns. May I answer your question in two ways:
First, I think that question stems in part from the point raised by

Senator Douglas, and Senator Smathers, and Senator Frear yester-
day-why torment ourselves with this now when in a sense we have
a problem that is not yet ripe, and a problem we may not have to face?

The CHAMMAN. Don't you think that would be a fair thing to do?
Here is something that involves the distribution of $3,250 inillion.

The Congress is nov asked to take action without knowing what the
final decision is going to be. It would seem to me to be proper and
right that due notice be given to the stockholders, the country, and
to the Congress. There are members of this committee, as you heard
yesterday, and there will be Mtembers of Congress that are not willing
to take action when we don't know what the decision of the Court
is going to be. We only know what the Department of Justice has
recommended.

Mr. BICKs. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. We don't know whether the judge will adopt it

or not adopt it, or whether the judge will adopt some other plan,
which may of course result in another appeal to the Supreme Court
and further litigation.

Mr. BIcKs. Yes, it may.
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The CAIRIMAN. It is my firm judgment that a year's postponement
in a matter involving this gigantic sum-nothing like this has ever
occured before in the history of the United States-would be the fair
and just thing to do. It couldn't result in any harm to anybody
that I could see. l)o you think so?

Mr. BicKs. Senator, as you stated, you can't say that I disagree
with what you say. I don't have our-

Senator ANDERSON. )O yOu agree?
Mr. BICKS. I would like to take another look at our plan. As

I recall, there is a substantial period between the announcement and
its operative effect, but our-

The (H.IWRW.\N. It would have to be a sufficient time. Congress
may he in recess, front August to January. We would have a chance
to look at it and take such action as may be deemed proper.

Now, we are asked to act more or less in the dark, and you admit
there is a problem.

Mr. BICKS. Yes.
The CI[AIRMN. There is no doubt about that, a very serious one.

It, does seem to me the Justice Department should cooperate to the
extent at least of asking that the decision not be made operative un-
til adequate time is given after the decision is made for Congress to
act.

Would you transmit that to the Attorney General?
Mr. BicKs. I will, Mr. Chairman.
The CIhAIRMAN. And see what the reaction is.
Mr. BICKS. May I respond a little more fully to that? I certainly

will, and 1 will respond to you very quickly. But I think it is in a
sense unfortunate to view the merits of this proposal, this quite signi-
ficant issue, solely in terms of what a district court may do in Chi-
cago, because our position is that this proposal, or some similar pro-
posal, has merits beyond what the district court may do. And with
such a proposal on the books now, perhaps the entire issue which is
before the district court could be resolved much more expeditiously
and more smoothly by the parties themselves.

The CHAIRMAN. The point I wanted to make clear, and I think
you should give recognition to, is that those adversely affected by this
decision will be greatly prejudiced if they, are compelled to ask for
retroactive taxation, which may be possible if no action is taken by
Congress at this session, and a decision by the court that becomes
operative before Congress meets again; it is much more difficult for
Congress to pass retroactive taxation than to meet a current existing
situation.

Senator WILLIAMS. At the same time you could then come before
us and testify more freely than you can now with the case pending.

The CHAIMAN. And testify about what the court has done. No-
body knows yet what that will be.

Senator BENNErr. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me there is an even
additional risk in this. If the decision of the court, regardless of
what the decision of the court will be, isn't it almost a foregone con-
clusion that one or the other side will take it back to the Supreme
Court? Aren't we maybe years away from the actual imposition or
this tax?

Would you like to comment on that?
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Mr. BIcKs. You may be years away, but all the prime thrust of the
Department of Justice's position is that, regardless of what happens
in Chicago, this is a significant problem that. Congress might well
wish to consider. And second, congressional consideration of this
problem now might avoid much of the dislocation that would stem
even with a 1-year waiting period, as Senator Byrd has suggested,
from any district court decision in Chicago.

Senator WILLIAMs. Is there any possibility this case can get back
to the Supreme Court whereby they can reverse themselves and uphold
the original decision of the lower courts?

Mr. BIcKS. I would think not, Senator Williams, but I couldn't say
there is no possibility.

The CHAIRMAN. You are referring to the Supreme Court, aren't
you? [Laughter.]

Senator WILLIAMS. rhey could do it, could they not? They did
do it once on another case. Could that not possibly be the result?

Mr. BIcKs. Possibly.
Senator WILLIAMtS. In that event there would be no problem.
Mr. BIcKs. Well, there would still be a substantial problem in cases

other than this.
Senator WILLIAMs. That is right.
Mr. BicKs. Our concern with this really is in terms of broad en-

forcement considerations, not this particular case.
Senator WILLIAMS. I recognize that.
Senator ANDERSON. Didn t I hear you say, or 4id I misunderstand

you, if the tax problem could be gotten out of the way, as the Frear
bill proposes, or something like that, if you didn't have that worry
that the question of the antitrust features of it could probably be
solved very simply?

Mr. BICK. It would be certainly more simple than it is now.
senator ANDERSON. Then we would serve a useful purpose by pass-

ing a bill like this?
Mr. BIcKs. Very much so; I couldn't agree more with you.
Senator KERR. Well, the problem is very real, isn't it, Mr. Bicks,

this problem is very real?
Mr. BicKs. Extremely.
Senator KERR. And it is very apparent, and as it now exists it is

an impediment in the path of the expeditious enforcement of the
antitrust law.

Mr. BicKs. It certainly is.
Senator KERR. And therefore the Justice Department has made it

clear that they think Congress should adopt a constructive approach
to the solving of this problem.

Mr. BIcKs. Precisely.
Senator KERR. Now.
Mr. BicKs. Yes.
Senator KERR. You believe in tho principle of protection of the

rights of innocent purchasers which is now broadly and widely recog-
nized by the law, don't you?

Mr. BICKS. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. The Supreme Court stated very specifically in the

decision that there was nothing whatever reprehensible in the opera-
tion or in the behavior of any of the officers either of Du Pont or
General Motors, didn't they?
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Mr. BICKS. Roughly, sir.
Senator KEmt. I thought it was said pretty smoothly. [Laughter.]
I thought it was rather explicit, didn't you ?
Mr. BICKs. Yes. Senator.
Senator lEmu. Under fhose circumstances, and in light of your

answer to a quest ion a while ago, at least as I understood it, which was
tlat )obo(y clild lave known in 1919 of the possibility of this judi-
cial interpretatio in 1947, wasn't tlat the gist of w;at you said a
while ago, or was that consistent with what you sail a while ago?
Mr. Ihciis. I Iw! ieve, Setnator, wiar, I said w,;s that a man could still

be reasonable al:(1 not have predicted what lalppene(l.
Senal or A-, AN1.1,.x. Yo lost ij e tlre.
Senator KFr. That is language wh k1l I undersl 0(. anlnd frankly, I

did not, think that ij, stateiient of its intent here was inconsistent
wit Ih it.

Mr. Iulis. That is ri,4lit.
Senator Kmtn. l'lat is correfect, isn't it ?
Mr. Biciis. Yes.
Senator BENXI:xvr'. Could a ninn have been reasonable and predicted

it?
Senator KERnR. Wll
Mr. Btcrks. Senator. I think that is what lawyers get, paid for.
Senator K pnt. 'lie answer to tlat question is neither the affirmative

or negative, is not a necessary corollary to an affirmative answer to the
question wliiicl I asked himn. [Laughter.]

Senator WILL .X.S. I have here the excerpt from the court's state-
ment.

Senator KERR. I would be glad to have it, Senator, put it in. How-
ever, the witness, after having refreshed his memory, said that my
statement of what the court (lid was correct.

Senator WILLIA-mS. That is all right.
Mr. BICKs. That is very fair.
Senator KERR. Yes.
There. certainly with reference to these stockholders of Du Pont, we

are dealing with people in a category of innocent purchasers, aren't
we?,

Mr. BIcKs. Certainly, other than Delaware and Christiana; yes. I
mean most of them. I think most of the stockholders other than
Delaware and Christiana are fairly recent purchasers.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is there an exception made in the court's state-
ment to the effect that there had been no wrongdoing?

Mr. BIcKs. Pardon me?
Senator WILLA-S. Here is the excerpt. I would like to read it.

This quote was incorporated in the statement of Mr. Greenewalt yes-
terday:

Not only did the Court find no wrongdoing on the part of the stockholders,
but it stated explicitly " * * that all concerned in high executive posts in
both companies acted honorably and fairly, each in the honest conviction that
his actions were in the best interests of his own company and without any
design to overreach anyone, including Du Pont's competitors."

Mr. BfcKs. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAS . No exceptions made to it.
Mr. BcKs. That is absolutely correct, sir.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Were exceptions made in any of the Court's
decisions?

Mr. BICKS. No.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yet you are making an exception here today.
Mr. BicKS. No; I wouldn't say I was making an exception. I

would say that our job is to recommend a plan that is designed to
remedy the competitive evil which the Supreme Court found. Sec-
ond, any plan, in our judgment at least, that leaves in those who con-
trol Du7 Pont 8 percent of General Motors, offers no promise of such
remedy. I would focus not on the so-called penal or punitive as-
pects which Senator Kerr's question seemed to imply, but rather on
the more civil prophylactic remedy for the future. This is the obli-
gation which the Supreme Court has imposed on us.

Senator KERR. I was not seeking to find a solution that would per-
mit a continuation of the situation of which you complain at all.

Mr. BICKS. Yes.
Senator KERR. I was merely trying to outline the premise of what

seems to me to be the situation before us, which is that in my judg-
ment we are dealing with people who, by any interpretation of the
facts, must be considered as innocent purchasers without either in-
tent or thought of violation of the antitrust laws, and certainly
clothed with every element of that identity insofar as the stock-
holders are concerned.

Do you agree with that?
Mr. BICKS. I think that your statement certainly touches on con-

siderations of equity to the great bulk of Du Pont stockholders that
have given us great concern, and have caused us to try to draft the
plan we did.

Senator KERR. And I have not inaccurately described their posture
before this Congress have I ?

Mr. BicKs. I think if you had, we wouldn't have gone the 10-year
route which we have.

Senator KERR. Then you don't think I have, do you?
Mr. BIcKs. No; I do not.
Senator KERR. The Justice Department does not have any re-

sponsibility in the formulation or in operating its farflung author-
ity, in meeting its farflung responsibility of creating revenue to the
Treasury of the United States except in those cases assigned to it
by the Internal Revenue Department.

Mr. BIcKs. Or our claim cases, I guass, handled by-
Senator KEu. Or some other appropriate agencies of the Gov-

ernment?
Mr. BIcKs. Certainly not in the antitrust laws, no.
Senator KERR. Your sole objective in this litigation was enforce-.

nient of lhe antitrust laws?
Mr. Bicxs. That is right. To promote the sort of free enterprise

competition we support.
Senator KERR. And you have told us that you feel you can meet the

responsibility which is yours and the sole responsibility which is yours
in this litigation, by effectuating the application of the antitrust law
and not by becoming an instrumentality of collection of great revenue
for the Treasury Department?

Mr. BcKs. That is right.

41866--59-22
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Senator KERR. And you so advised the Treasury?
Mr. BicKs. Yes.
Senator KERn. And you have left up to them more or less the re-

sponsibility of bringing suggestions here to meet what you believe
to be a desirable objective of an equitable solution of this problem for
these stockholders, is that correct?

Mr. BIcKS. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Will the Senator from Oklahoma permit me to

break in here?
Senator KERR. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. That is what I thought was the most interesting

part of the discussion this morning. I was unfortunately detained
in a European atomic matter yesterday and didn't get in on all of this.
That is what struck me in your testimony, that you are trying to get
rid of this antitrust situation that you are responsible for.

Mr. BIcKs. This and others.
Senator ANDERSON. YoU didn't go into it as a revenue-producing

device primarily, but it was an attempt to break up something in
restmint of trade.

Mr. BICKs. Precisely.
Senator ANDERON'. And anything we do that helps to divorce this

financial problem from it contributes to the things you started when
you went into it in the beginning.

Mr. BiCKs. Precisely, Senator, providing nothing in the bill pre-
vents it.

Senator KERR. Providing the solution does not create another iden-
tical problem.

Mr. BIcKs. Exactly.
Senator KERR. And that is your posture before this committee?
Mr. BICKs. Exactly.
Senator KERR. And that is the attitude of the Justice Department?
Mr. BICKS. Exactly, sir.
Senator KERR. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Here is a letter that Mr. Walsh signed:
In sum, this Department does not recommend enactment of S. 200. However,

we are concerned with improving the effectiveness of divestiture as an antitrust
remedy. To this end, we would welcome an opportunity to study any proposal
which would aid antitrust enforcement generally, but at the same time, insure
that tax benefits could not in any case frustrate rather than further competitive
objectives.

So you do have an interest in it.
Mr. Bicxs. Quite right; yes; we do, Senator.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, right on that point, if I may, fol-

lowing Senator Anderson's suggestion, as I get your statement this
morning you would be pleased, or the Department would be, if we
took action soon; isn't that correct?

Mr. Bicxs. Yes; I think we have several pending cases, besides
this, the resolution of which might be aided by removal of tax barriers
to divesture.

Senator KEmit. Your whole program of objectives would be helped
and expedited if we did take action soon?

Mr. B ICKS. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. But would those proposals also be injured by the
postponement of the effective date for a year or some other reason-
able amount of time?

Mr. BICKS. I don't understand, Senator, which-
The CHAIRMAN. The effective date is now 90 days after the deci-

sion. I am suggesting that it should be made a year.
Mr. BICKS. Yes, I think that the longer-I don't mean not take

back our suggestion and take it up with the Attorney General, which
I certainly will. But I would point out that the longer we wait the
longer the delay is, the longer
Tho CHAIRMAN. But you are not waiting. When the decision is

made, everybody knows what it is.
Mr. BicKs. Yes, but the longer the status quo is left-
The CHAIRMAN. And the operation of it is postponed for V, year.
Mr. BICKS. Yes.
Senator KERR. But the decision of th'e district court, Senator, has

not been made.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. I asked him, Senator Kerr,

to present the suggestion to the Attorney General, and I made it not
as a committee request, but as a personal request, as to whether he
would agree to recommend that this be effective a year after the deci-
sion is rendered and made. Is that objectionable?

Mr. BIcKS. Not at all, sir. You will receive a very prompt reply.
(The information referred to follows:)

THE CHAIRMAN'S SUGGESTION THATTHE UNITED STATES AMEND ITS PxAN To POST-
PONE ANY REQUIRED SALE OR DISTRIBUTION FOR 1 YEAR AFTER ENTRY OF A FINAL
JUDGMENT

At present, the Government's proposed relief plan (art. VI) specifies:
"Beginning 90 days after the date of entry of this final judgment and on each

anniversary date thereafter, for a total of 10 years, the trustee shall distribute
to holders of Du Point common stock, other than Christiana, Delaware, and the
stockholders of Delaware, one-tenth of the proportionate shares of General
Motors stock. As to the proportionate shares allocable to Christiana, Delaware,
and the stockholders of Delaware, the trustee shall dispose of such shares in
accordance with article VII hereof."

And article VII of the proposed judgment, after providing for options to Du
Pont holders (other than Christiana, Delaware, and the stockholders of Dela-
ware) to buy GM stock which must be sold each year, directs:

"The trustee * * * to sell [subject to prevailing market conditions] any of
the shares of General Motors stock allocable to Christiana, Delaware, and the
stockholders of Delaware, and the General Motors stock deposited by Christiana
and Delaware with the trustee, with respect to which the options to purchase are
not exercised by Du Pont common stockholders. Such sale shall be made within
1 year after the date of expiration of such options * * 0."

In sum, then, the Government's proposed ,Ian would require a distribution to
Du Pont's stockholders of General Motors stock 90 days after the judgment be-
came effective. And sale of GM stock, allocable to Christiana, Delaware, and
stockholders of Delaware, would be required "within 1 year" after the Judg-
ment.

In the context of the Government's recommended plan, we would not feel it
advisable to put off the first distribution until 1 year after the date of entry of
the final Judgment. As one witness (who also testified for Du Pont at the court
relief hearing) put it (Senate Finance Committee hearings, May 27, 1959, R.
pp. 236-237) :

"Mr. LENZ. Well, frankly, I am a little bit concerned even by the 90-day delay,
Senator Frear. I think the longer period that ensues between the final court
decision and the divestiture action or the placing of the stock in the hands of
the trustee, the distributions, and then the forced sales, the shorter period the
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better, because we are going to have a considerably difficult chaotic market
period, and here, as I view it, particularly with reference to the Du Pont share-
holders who may find It advisable to sell the stock on a capital gains basis rather
than wait and receive the distributions.

"The longer the period lasts the more cumulative the effect. It Is better.
generally, in matters-

"The CHAIRMAN. You think they ought to make it operative in 24 hours, do
you?

"Mr. LENz. If the mechanics, Senator Byrd, could be worked out perfectly a
much shorter period. I think, would be preferable, say, 30 days. I think there
must be some proper rime period to get all the mechanics worked out."

Moreover, 2 years have already passed since the Supreme Court's decision
in this case. Relief hearings have just been concluded. Any decision by the
district court Is yet to come. Even after such decision still possible might be
further appeal. In these circumstances, we could not agree to any added delay
In effectuating that relief needed to remedy the violation found by the Supreme
Court.

In fact, one reason this Department favors appropriate legislation to remove
tax barriers to divestiture is that the time needed to effectuate relief here could
be shortened. and shortened considerably '-rather than deferred. More broadly,
need for such appropriate legislation stems not only from this case, but from
anticipated benefits to our overall enforcement program.

However, regarding the Government's plan, the United States has made clear
that it would consider most seriously any alternative plan to effectuate divesti-
ture promptly. Thus, were Du Pont to propose a plan requiring complete
divestiture in less than 10 years, but postponing any initial distribution for a
year while avoiding any undue market upset, we would be pleased to consider it
most seriously.

The CHARM-AN. You are giving 90 days now.
Mr. BicKs. Yes.
The CHAIR'MAX-. I think in simple justice it should be longer be-

cause if those affected by this decision have to ask for retroactive
taxation remedies, they would be at a great disadvantage, because
there is a disinclination on the part of Congress to adopt any retro-
active taxation measures.

Senator WILLTAIMS. Might I ask one other question here?
Do you recognize and recommend some type of legislation dealing

with this problem? Is that correct?
Mr. BcicKs. Some type, yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Some type of legislation?
Mr. BIcK . Yes.
Senator WILLAMS. S. 200 has been before the Congress close to a

year. You have had copies of it.
Mr. BIcKs. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. You are opposed to it?
Mr. BIcKs. Yes, Senator.
Senator Wiui.iS. Do you have any recommendation to offer?

Don't you think you have the responsibility to have such a recom-

I Undersreorinc the competitive importance of prompt effectuation of Du Pont-General
Motors relief are the views of a mechanical consa tant. end-use development section, Sales
Division. Du Pont (proposed Government Trial Exhibit No. 236, excluded as evidence), by
the Court in the relief hearing, but included in the record as an offer of proof, that-

"There are three fundamental reasons why plastics are important In the automotive
industry today and why they will grow in importance in years to come. First, plastics
offer the designer a number of useful properties, in various combinations, not available in
any other class of materials. Second, the raw materials needed to manufacture plastics
are in ample supply to meet any foreseeable requirements. Third is the simple element
of economlcs."

With such factors uppermost, he noted:
"The idea of a 'plastic automobile' seems to appeal to the imagination of the general

public. I think a poll would show that most people visualize the car of the future as
being made from plastic, and I think they are right. The only real question is haw far
away Is the future."
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mendation rather than just come down and say that that which is
proposed is no good ? ou admit we should do something, but appar-
ently you don't now what.

Mr. BiKs. Senator, I would like to be able to make some proposal.
But I think in all candor we have got-at least I wouldn't be meeting
my responsibility to this committee if I gave any assurance that
based on my antitrust enforcement experience, am competent to say
that of a hundred possibilities, we have considered them all, and these
two, three, or four are worthy of serious consideration. I don't
think our special competence in the antitrust field warrants our giving
any assurance to this committee that we have tile precise answer in the
tax field, and we know just what this committee should do.

Senator VILLIA31S. I-ow soon could we get an answer from you in
connection with the Treasury's recommendations of yesterday?

Mr. BicKs. Partial liquidation?
Senator WILLIAM S. Yes.
Mr. BIas. I think we could do it very promptly, sir. We shall

also try to have some kind of meeting of the minds of those who are
interested in this problem-to canvass all the proposals and be able
to report more fully on all of them. That is what I thought Senator
Byrd asked in the beginning. But we will be happy to comment
specifically on Treasury's proposal.

Senator WILLIAM.S. I think you could do both.
Mr. Bics. Yes, sir.
(The Justice Department report on the amendment to S. 200 pro-

posed by Senator Frear appears on p. 317; the Justice Department
report on the proposal by the Treasury Department appears on p. 325;
the committee clerk was subsequently advised by Mr. flicks on June 18
that the Justice Department declined to submit further recommenda-
tions as suggested by Senator Williams.)

Senator BENNETT. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Was the language of S. 200 discussed with the Department of

Justice before it was finally drafted?
Mr. Brcs. Not with me, Senator. I don't know if it was with

anybody else. I can't speak for the activity of-
Senator BENpNETT. Is it not a fact that it not only was discussed

but some of the language in S. 200 came as a result of suggestions from
the Department of Justice?

Mr. BICKS. Not from me, sir.
Senator BEsNErr. Would you like to find that out and answer that

question for the committee?
Mr. BicKs. I will, Senator.
(The information referred to is as follows:)
Approximately 1 year ago, at the invitation of Mr. Colin Stain. George D.

Reycraft and Eugene J. Metzger of the Antitrust Division staff discussed with
Mr. Stare and members of his staff a draft prepared by Mr. Stain's staff of leg-
islation substantially identical to S. 200. At that time, Mr. Reycraft expressed
the view that any legislation of the type proposed should contain language
requiring that its provisions become operative only if the Judgment, decree, or
order-

(1) Recites that such divestment is necessary or appropriate to effectuate
the policies of the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act, or both; and

(2) Recites that nonrecognition of gain is required to reach an equitable
Judgment, decree or order in such suit or proceeding.

Language substantially identical to that proposed was included in S. 200.
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However, Me.srs. Reycraft and Metzger were acting as staff technicians and
expressed no policy view on the wisdom of S. 2(K)-or. for that matter, the need
for any proposal. And furthermore, not discussed at that meeting was the
so-called secondary Imssthrough problen--particularly in the context of the
pending Dii Pont-General Motors proceteding. It is S. 200's impact oa that
problem which formns a principal basis for this I)epartment's objection to that
ileasu re.

Senator AND.RSON. I want to say to the witness he has been helpful
to me. I recall when Senator Bridges offered an amendment on the
floor ott a tax bill that. attacked this problem I objected to it, and
I think I was the only Senator that. spoke against it. I felt this was a
matter that ought to be explored by the committee, and I am trying
to find out what attitude I ought to take, and I am very much helped
by your assurance it would help the antitrust features of this if we
get the financial features out of the way.

Mr. BM'Ks. Senator, that, is the basis of our whole interest in this
part of our program to iml)rove antitrust effectiveness.

As I began my presentation this morning, I explained the Attorney
General's prol)osals first, to find out violations via premerger notifica-
tion ; secon(l, to get data to deterinine whether or not to sue ; third, his
recommendations to upgrade criminal penalties; and fourth, to make
more effective civil relief. We are anxious to find some means of
improving the effectiveness of divestiture as an enforcement remedy.
And that is the basis of our interest.

Senator W TILIM'ts. As I understand it, what you want is a law not
dealing with this case alone, but with all cases from here on.

Mr.- BicKs. Right. A proposal to help our broad antitrust en-
forcement program.

Senator XVILLIMIS. Yes.
The CHAIR-MAN. If you make recommendations, will that be done in

conjunction with the Treasury?
Mr. BIcKs. I am inclined to think Treasury would be. much more

competent, than ve would. But we must, of course, consult with them.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you consulted up to date?
Mr. BIcKS. We have tried to, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had a meeting of minds as to what should

be done yet?
Mr. BicKs. Not precisely, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. When do you think you would have such?
Mr. BICKS. We will endeavor to move quite quickly.
Senator WILLIAms. Did Treasury discuss this proposal with you be-

fore they suggested it?
Mr. BICKS. Just very briefly, but I have never seen it worked out in

detail. And Senator Kerr's questions pointed out some of the am-
biguities in it. So I really can't comment, on it until I see it amplified.

Senator BE)N.TT. Mr. Chairman, if I may ask a question, isn't
part of the problem here that neither Treasury nor Department of
Justice has reached the point yet where )ne will take the leadership?

As I understand it, Treasury's testimony was yesterday that they
would be glad to work with the Department of Justice; and now you
say you will be glad to work with Treasury. Who is going to step in
an(l take this problem over?

Mr. BICKs. Senator, I can be no more direct than I have been about
our interest in this problem. We are certainly concerned with im-
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proving the effectiveness of our enforcement program. However, I
must be candid about the limitations of our knowledge. We cannot
assure this committee that we know of every possible tax approach to
this problem. Because we do not. I think the initiative in suggest-
ing numerous proposals should come from Treasury or your Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. We will'be gla'd to com-
ment on how each of the proposals would work out. But I do not
think, because of our own lack of knowledge here, we should be put in
the position of canvassing the entire range of tax possibilities. We
just are not experts in that field.

Senator BEN.,ETTr. You are saying flatly that it. is Treasury's re-
sponsibility; you are willing to help them, but you are not, willing to
take the ultimate responsibility of bringing recommendations to us,
are you not ?

Mr. HBcKs. I do not believe so, Senator; I do not believe so.
Senator BEN.mETT. We then come back, if we are dependent on the

administration for recommendations, where are they going to come
from?

Mr. BIcKS. I think they should come from Treasury and Justice.
And I think we ought to get together and work them out.

Senator BENNETT. Well, the comment is made that Treasury said,
"We will follow the Department of Justice," and now you say, "We
think Treasury should do it."

11ow are you going to get together, and who is going to come up
with these suggestions?

Mr. 3icKs. I think our working people ought to sit down together
immediately and start. As to who comes up with proposals, I assume
that is as much a matter of this committee's pleasure as our judg-
ment.

I think there is no question that when we do come up with them
both of us ought to be responsible for them.

Senator BENNEr. And you ought, to stand together on them.
Mr. BIcKs. Yes, to the extent, we can, and if we are not together

we ought to inform the committee.
Senator BEN NETT. That is right.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BIcKs. As we have tried to do today.
Senator KERR. I would like for the president of the Du Pont Co.,

if he has any observations to make at this point, in view of their perti-
nency, to do so with reference to this suggested period of delay by the
district court in the event the district court. decided to adopt the
recommendations of the Justice Department.

Does the president of the company feel that that would create
any problems to management or would it be just as good one way
as another?

STATEMENT OF CRAWFORD H. GREENEWALT, PRESIDENT,
E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO.-Resumed

Mr. GREENEWALT. I am not sure--shall I come up here?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Greenewalt.
Mr. GREENEWALT. I must say as I fol owed this discussion, I am not

quite sure I understand your proposal.
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Are you saying, Senator Byrd, in asking your question that a delay
in the implementation of the decision of any court of final jurisdic-
tion would not introduce retroactivity into the pending legislation?

The CHAIRMNAN. I was suggesting that in this particular case, the
Justice Department's 90-day recommendation to the judge, be changed
to a year. I suggest this so that if legislation is not enacted in this
Congress-and nobody knows what will happen with it; it has not
even begun in the House; and the house has to originate legislation
of this character-those who are seeking relief will not be under the
disadvantage of having to ask for retroactive legislation.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Well, do I understand you to say, sir, that if
the court in Chicago decides with the Government, but that the im-
plementation of that decision be delayed for a year-

The C]IAIR3r A _N. It is now 90 days.
Mr. GREE EWALT. Yes.
The CJ[AIRMA.N. That is in the recommendation of the Justice De-

partment.
Mr. GREE-NEWALT. Do I understand you to say that delay would

not introduce the feature of retroactivity in Senator Frear's legis-
lation?

The CHAIR'MAN. It would not introduce the feature of retroactivity
so far as legislation by Congress is concerned, because within a year,
if Congress desires to do anything about it, they can enact legislation.
Is that clear? I mean, the retroactivity is in connection with the
passage of a law by Congress.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Quite frankly, the thing that I am fearful of is
this question of retroactivity.

Now, I understand the situation you are assuming is that Judge
LaBuy in Chicago decides for the Government, let us say, that divesti-
ture is mandatory in this case, but that the implementation of that
decision is delayed for a -ear? It would seem to me, although I am
a complete innocent in the'law, that that would almost inevitably imply
that the legislation passed would hie to be retroactive since it would
be passed after the court in Chicago had handed down its decision.

Aim I wrong or have I misunderstood you, sir?
The C1IATRM.1Ax. The decision would have been handed down. But

it would not be in effect. I would not think it would be retroactive
in actuality.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Frankly, sir, the thing that disturbs me is the
element of retroactivity.

As I understand it, the situation we assume is that Judge LaBuy,
in due course, perhaps in a few months, perhaps longer than that,
will hand down a decision holding for the Government.

Senator KERR. And that decision will have been finalized by what-
ever action the Supreme Court needs to take to make it so.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Well then we have a decision requiring divesti-
ture.

Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. GREEUEWALT. And it would be my understanding that any

legislation passed after that decision had been handed down would
have implicit in it the feature of retroactivity because the decision
has been handed down.

The CHAIRMAN. It was not my purpose to suggest that the pending
legislation not be enacted.
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Senator KER. He would rather have the Congress remove the basis
for the execution than to have it forgiven; either prevent or post-
pone it, but eliminate it--certainly after the decision had been made.

Mr. GREENP ALT. Well, the feature that really concerns me-let
me make my statement positively rather than on an iffy basis-the
thing that realy concerns me is this: I am fully aware of the fact
that retroactive legislation presents difficulties.

This is, frankly, the reason why I, for our stockholders, wouldI
press for prompt action by the Congress simply to avoid the question
of retroactivity.

The thing I am fearful of is if the Judge, backed, 'perhaps, by the
Supreme Court, holds for the Government in this litigation, that
any legislation passed thereafter will be held to be retroactive. And
this is the aspect of it that I do not like.

Senator WILLIA3MS. As I understand what Senator Byrd was sug-
gesting, it was not that we stop considering this bill, but that we pro-
ceed. And that if we can reach an area of agreement between the
Congress and the Departments whereby legislation would be enacted,
good.

But in the event there is no action taken at this session and during
the interim, the court rendered its decision, and the Supreme Court
upheld it, it could then become effective prior to Congress' reconven-
ing n:oxt year. If they had an effective date 1 year after such decision,
it would eliminate from the minds of Congress and Treasury ques-
tions with respect to retroactivity. It was just a p )int of legislative
procedure in Congress that the chairman was trying to get around.

Mr. GREENEWALT. I think, Senator, you would have to answer that
question rather than I.

Senator VILLIAMS. If there werp such an undertsanding between the
Departments Congress, and Ph parties concerned, we would remove
from third field the question of retroactivity.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Well, as I say, I am afraid you will have to answer
that question. My own view as a layman would be that the decision
of the court of final jurisdiction was the critical point, and not the
beginning of the actual distribution. But if that is not correct, I
would certainly yield.

The thing I wish to say is---
Senator KERR. Let me say that as a man with a very limited experi-

ence in the practice of the kfw, Y would not avoid agreeing that your
conclusion is the inescapable on. For whatever comfort it may be to
you as a layman, that is the opinion of one very mediocre lawyer.
[Laughter.]

Mr. GREENWALT. Well, frankly, sir--
Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to pause for a mo-

ment. This is the first time I ever heard him admit any semblance of
mediocrity. [Laughter.]

Senator KERR. I would much rather admit it and then try to let
action refute it than to have others make the accusation and try to
overcome it. [Laughter.]

Mr. GR EMNEWALT. Let me admit with complete frankness I am not a
lawyer at all, mediocre or otherwise.

Senator KF.P.R. Well, for one who is not a lawyer I must say you
made what I believe to be an accurately legal deduction in that.
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Mr. GREEwA1r. Perhaps the Department of .Justice will give me
a job.

Senator Krnui. If that is all they ever give me, I will be very happy.
I Laughter.]
Senator IENNE'rr. You mean, Senator, if they let you go to work

for them and not go to work on you.
Senator KfEAR ''lit is certainly one interpretation that would not

be inconsistent with what I said.
rLaughter.]
Senator BEN NE'rr. Mr. (Chairmait, it seems to ine our trouble here

is the difference in the application of the word "retroactivity."
It is true that action after a decision of the court is retroactive, but

I ant sure the chairman, in referring to retroactivity, thinks of it in
the narrower field, in the sense that you are applying a tax to a period
that has. already passed and in a sense you are both correct. in your
assUlll pt ion.

Mr. GiENEW.LT. I was merely bowing to those wiser in that field
than I.

I wish to state positively that the thing I would be fearful of is the
retroactive effect of any legislation that is passed. Now you can
define the critical point at which retroactivity commences.

Senator BENNE'rr. For your purposes, you are concerned with retro-
activity in the general sense. The chairman is concerned with it int lie hia row sensqe.

The Cx[Ani2.Inx. The l)ractical sense.
Senator BENNETT. lie is facing a situation in which we might be

called upon to develop a tax plan to apply to a period which had
already passed.

The CIAIRMAN. When (listriblition has already been made.
Senator WwrLIA s. If there had previously been an agreement

aniong the Congress and the company and the courts of the effective
date of 1 year, none of us would be able to argue retroactivity in
enactingW te legislation.

Mr. GREE.NEWALT. If that is so, I would certainly have no objection.
The CIAIRMAN. Independent of ti retroactivity feature, I think

they ought to have a year in this gigantic operation.
Senator GORE. May I ask a question ?
The ChAMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. Mr. Greenewalt, is there any reason why the Du Pont

Co. could not make the decision to effectuate this distribution without
a court order?

Mfr. GREENEWALT. NO. We are free, as a corporation, to distribute
any property we have at any time. Is that what you are getting at?

Senator GoRF. Yes.
Mr. GREENEWALT. The reason, of course, that we do not do it, that

we could not even consider it in terms of the interests of our stock-
holders, is the tremendous tax penalty that would be imposed on the
stockholders.

Senator GORE. Why not try to fix this, in a discussion of the period,
whether retroactive or not-it is within the power of the corporation
to make this distribution ?

Mr. GREENEWALT. It is, indeed.
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Senator GORE. And if it chose to do so, there would be no possibility
of stockholders having such income as is distributed to them treated
other than ordinary income?

Mr. GREENEWALT. That is correct.
Senator GORE. That brings up the basic point that gives me the

greatest worry about this bill-that is, the differentiation with respect
to the causes of the decisions of corporations.

Corporations may make decisions for distribution for various rea-
sons--involuntary, voluntary, and varying degrees of both-and yet
this bill would set up a priority for an involuntary distribution under
these particular circumstances.

I do not quite see how the decision of a corporation, whether vouun-
tary or involuntary, can follow througli or can properly be carried
through, to a different taxpayer, who is the stockholder, under our
whole concept of corporations and corporation law. The corporation
is a different entity. How can you justify treating differently the dis-
tribution of a corporation, which distribution is made voluntarily,
and a distribution by a corporation which is made as a result of a court
order, or other kindof circumstances that would induce, perhaps, an
involuntary distribution?

Mr. GEREENFWALT. Did you say voluntary or involuntary?
Senator GORE. Involuntary.
Mr. (REENEWAir. Well, sir, I think that-
Senator GORE. Isn't that the basic question here?
Mr. GREENEWALT. Frankly, I do not think it is. I think that the-
Senator GORE. With me it is.
Mr. GREENEWALT. Well, the point here, I say, centers around the

word "coml)ulsion."
Most of us are able to take our own course in taking any action that

we choose. We may do it in our own time and at our own pleasure.
'he tax consequences are there, but we can choose the time at which
we wish to become subject to them.

In the present case, the point is that the Du Pont Co. is forced to
make a distribution

Senator GoRE. I understand that.
M1r. GREENEWALT. And its shareholders are, in accordance with tha*

distribution, forced to receive stock and to pay a tax on that receipt
even though the entire transaction is against their will; and the cor-
poration is forced to make a distribution which it has no wish to
make and which, under the )resent tax laws, I doubt that it would
ever make.

Senator GORE. I understand the circumstances which you describe,
but you have not responded to my question, which is: How does the-
and how can the-decision of a corporation, whether voluntary or in-
voluntary, be carried through either to the hurt or the benefit of an
entirely different person, the stockholder, unless you provide the law
which gives them that benefit?

Mr. GREENEWALT. Now, it seens to me the point I was making, in
response to your question, Senator, is that the key to this whole prob-
lem seems to be-it seems to ine is in the word "compulsion."

Now, the question has been asked several times during these
hearings
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Senator GonE. If I may point this up; I agree that is the key word
on which this plea is ma .de, but I would say that the basic decision,
so far as I can see it, is the justification for giving favorable treatment
to a distribution, o,, the one hand, and unfavorable treatment to dis-
tribution on the other.

The individual stockholder has no part in the decision of the corpo-
ration miless lie has the deciding vote at a meeting of stockholders-
and that is a rare. rare thing.

AMr. GREENEW.%LT. I suspect, sir, that if the Du Pont Co. had ever
voluntarilv distributed the General Motors stock and had put its stock-
holders under the burden of this tax-that the management of the
Du Pont Co. would have lasted only until the next annual meetin..

Senator KrRn. You do not mean to say that the stockholders feels
that the management has any responsibility to look after his economic
welfare? [Laughter.]

Mr. GRZEE-NEWALT. I certa inh, do.
Senator Ei:RR. And that he even might feel it so strongly as to want

a change in the management if they did that which, if continued,
would result in the liquidation of their company and the confiscation
of the assets by the Government. You think you have got a set of
stockholders that would resent a situation of that kind? [Laughter.]

Mr. GREENEW.ALT. As I said to Senator Gore, Senator Kerr, I think
that had the Du Pont Co. at any time in recent years simply distrib-
uted the General Motors stock to its stockholders and subjected them
to tax, I suspect the management would have lasted only until the
next annual meeting.

Senator KERR. If vour bylaws have any provision whereby a call
of stockholders can be made for other management, I think your
statement is decidedly on the conservative side.

Mr. GREENEWALT. I am afraid you are right, sir.
But, Senator Gore, if I might continue to answer your question-

because I think this word "compulsion" is an important one, I think,
as war )rought out several times in these hearings--no one was able
to suggest any case outside of the antitrust laws where a compulsory
act did not haVe the tax consequences forgiven.

For example-and this case is not different from the one before
this committee--if you have built a house and it has increased in value
over a period of years and they are going to run a State highway
through your property and your house is condemned, so that involun-
tarily you are required to dispose of that house--it is my understand-
ing that according to the law any tax to which you are subject on the
increase in value of your property is forgiven.

Senator KERR. In the event that you reinvested it in similar prop-
erty over a certain period of time, forgiveness is not automatic.

Mr. GREENEWALT. This is an element of compulsion under which the
tax is forgiven.

Senator Krn. There are numerous cases in which the taxpayer has
access to a sanctuary-and I think that is a situation-the one you
mentioned, is it not, Mr. Stam?-that the forgiveness is not auto-
matic, but is coupled with the reinvestment of the proceeds.

Senator GORE. In a home.
Senator KERR. As provided by the law.
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Mr. STAMi. In some situations we defer the tax until the property
gets out in the form of cash. In distribution situations, that is gen-
erally the result,

Senator KERR. I understand, but in the case mentioned by the
witness-

Mr. STAM. Was he referring to involuntarily-
Senator KERR. He referred to where a man's home was condemned

for the right-of-way of a highway, and, receiving the payment
awarded him, he had a profitable transaction.

Now, I just want the record to be clear as to when that tax liability
accrues and under what circumstances it can either be postponed or
forgiven.

Mr. STA31. It can be postponed because of the compulsion that is
involved-

Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. STAM (continuing). Which we call something like an invol-

untary conversion. He is forced to do that and, therefore, we do
not get any tax at the time he is forced to make the sale. But lie
postpones the recognition of gain until some time later when the
property that he gets, when he acquires substantially identical
property-

Senator KERR. In other words, he must acquire substantially simi-
lar property-

Mr. STAM. Within a certain time.
Senator KERR. Within a certain time in order to postpone the

effectiveness of the tax.
Mr. STA31. Yes.
Mr. GREENEWALT. You see, Senator, that is really the case here.
Senator GORE. Let me give you another case.
Mr. GREENEWALT. The Du Pont Co.-
Senator GORE. Suppose I own a building which is not my home,

but a business property, and I have made the mistake of endorsing a
rather large note which I am called upon to pay, in consequence of
which I must sell my building, on which sale I realize a sizable profit.
Would not that be compulsion of a sort?

Senator KERR. No, because you could borrow money on the build-
in and not sell it.

senator GORE. That might or might not be the case. My debt might
be as large as the entire value of the building, and I might not be
able to get a loai of a hundred percent.

Wouldn't that be compulsion of a sort?
Mr. GREENEWALT. Yes, but not compulsion under a law of the Gov-

ernment. It seems to me that there is another differentiation here,
the transaction-

Senator GoPE. Wait a minute, the law of the Government. I
would have to argue with you there. Under the laws under which we
operate, I would-be required to pay my debts.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Yes.
Senator GORE. And in consequence of that requirement I might be

forced by circumstances to dispose of a building, from the sale of
which I would realize a profit, and even though the entire proceeds
would be require' to satisfy the debt as a result of my mistake in
endorsing the note, I would nevertheless be incurring a tax liability.
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Senator Kmi. Would the Senator yielh?
Senator Goiw. Yes.
Senator KErrn. Forgive nie for interrupting you there. There is

no taw requiring you to sign a note.
Senlor (hiGR. There is no law requiring me to buy DIu Pont stock

eitller.
Senator Knrr. There is a law that protects you in the. ownership

of it to where Ihev are not reqiire(! to voluntary pass out to you, as
a stowkholde, tlieir portfolio of in vestments at a tine which would
result not only in rehcing their working capital and earning capac-
ity hut also at a tinrue when it. would result in what they would regard
a vId oi woIl!d feel is a confiscatory tax by the Goven -nient by reason
of von r having received it.

senatorr (' OR. There is not a law that requires any distribution
whatevNer.

Mr. (brNx:W.\vT. If I might make this statement, sir, I think
that. ti difference is this: If the valie of a property has increased
over ,. perio(i of time, which is, your presumption, as certainly it has
for many )u Pont stokholders, should they ev-er dispose of that
prolwrty they will have a capital gains tax to pay on their profits.

The bill tlhat is before you gentlemen does not relieve those taxes
in any way. They would still have a capital gains tax to pay at any
time thev disposedd of the property.

So thait the point, is you sell your building on which you have a
profit, you pay a capital gains tax on whatever that pfroit is.
When any Diu Pont stockholder with or withoift S. 200 disposes of

his asset in'the company he pays a capital gains tax on it under any
ci l'Ciil sta nces.

Senator Knt. lie would have to do that even if that was required
to have him pay that note.

Mr. G.NExr.rw.\L'r. Precisely. If he has bought his Du Pont stock
on tick, and it goes down, bui he has a profit, and he has to sell it. to
pay the note lie is subject to that tax.

The difference here, of course, is that there is a wholly different tax,
ordinary income tax, which is imposed upon him, which he had no
expectation that lie would ever have to pay.

Whether or not S. 200 passes, lie -will have to pay the capital gains
tax when lie disposes of the asset.

Senator GoRE. All right.
Let me ask you another question. Suppose that XY Corp. in the

State of Kentucky owns 1,000 shares of Du Pont stock.
If this distribution is made without the passage of legislation

what would be the tax on XY Corp. ?
Mr. GIREENEWALT. 'Well, mv understanding is that the tax on

XY Corp. would be based, first of all, on the cost of the General
Motors to the Dti Pont Co. which averages about $2.10 a share.

That wouid be treated as a dividend from the Dir Pont Co. to the
XY Corp. and would be taxed at the intercorporate dividend rate,
which is 15 percent of ')2 percent. or about 7.8 percent or so.

Senator GoRE. So it would be something in the order of 16 cents a
slhare ?

Mr. GrnxE..'EW.LT. That is correct: that. is my understanding of the
I I v.

Senator GoRE. All right.
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So XY Corp. would receive 1,000 shares on which it would owe a
tax of $1,600.

Mr. GREENEWALT. $160, I believe.
Senator GORE. It is better than I thought; that is right, $160. That

shows why I am a Senator and you are president of Du Pont Co.
[Laughter.]

Mr. GRENEWALT. I have no slide rule.
Senator GORE. One reason, I say.
Now, if this XY Corp., then having 1,000 shares of this stock

which you have distributed to it, on which it has paid a tax of $160,
then decides to make a distribution to its stockholders, what would
be the tax situation?

Mr. GREENEWA.,ur. Vell now, I think I know this, but I am subject
to correction by Mr. Stain.

As I understand it, the distribution by the XY Corp. would be
treated as a dividend to the shareholders of the XY Corp., and the
tax would be based on the fair market value of the stock. It would
be, taxed at ordinary income rates, to the extent that it was not in
excess of the accumu ated surplus of the XY Corp.

Mr. Stam nods his head.
Senator GORE. All right now, if this bill were passed what would

be the situation?
Mr. Gpmr.EN WALT. My undelitanding is that if the bill is passed and

the XY Corp. is required-you see, under the situation you set up the
XY Corp. is under no compulsion to distribute the General Motors
stock that it has received.

Senator GORE. That is right.
Mr. GREENEWALT. Under those circumstances the tax would be as

I have recited. With S. 200 the tax circumstances would be precisely
the same.

Senator GORE. S. 200 would not change that?
Mr. GREENEWALT. No.
The only way, as I understand the situation-Senator Frear will

correct me if I am wrong-
Senator GORE. That was not the testimony of the Justice Depart-

ment.
Mr. GREENEWALT. Well, the Justice Department was speaking, I

think, of a particular holding corporation.
Senator GORE. May I just interrupt to ask, aren't you the gentle-

man who testified?
Mr. BIcKs. Yes, I am Senator.
Senator GORE. What is your answer to the question?
Mr. BicKs. The same, as Mr. Greenewalt's.
Senator GORE. Then the distribution of XY Corp. would not be

affected at all by S. 200 ?
fr. BicKs. Unless they are defendants in a suit.

Mr. GREENEWALT. Not at all.
Senator GORE. Then you misunderstood my question this morning

or I misunderstood your answer.
Mr. GREENEWALT. My understanding is that, if the XY corporation

were made a defendant under the antitrust laws, and if the XY cor-
poration were held guilty by virtue of its holding of the General
Motors stock and were required to distribute that stock to its stock-
holders, then S. 200 would apply; but if XY corporation simply re-
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ceived the stock and then wished to declare it out to its shareholders,
it would be taxed in accordance with the present law, and S. 200
would have no effect whatever on it.

Senator GORE. As you understand it, S. 200 only affects the cor-
porations which are defendants in the litigation?

Senator KERR. And compelled to divest under the judgment of a
court of final jurisdiction.

Senator GORE. Under the decree.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Greenewalt.
(Mr. Greenewalt subsequently submitted the following supple-

mental statement for the record:)

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF CRAWFORD H. GREENEWALT

During the course of the hearings on S. 200, the representative of the Depart-
ment of Justice expressed opposition to that feature of the bill which would
apply to successive distributions as distinguished from primary distributions
under antitrust decrees. This supplemental statement will be limited to com-
ments on this aspect of the bill.

The bill as now drafted would apply to distributions of property by any
corpoe-ation which was ordered to do so by a court in an antitrust proceeding
where the appropriate findings were made by such court. Thus if corporation
A held stock in corporation B and corporation B were ordered to distribute
property to its stockholders, including corporation A, the provisions of S. 200
would extend to a further distribution of such property by corporation A if (1)
corporation A was a party to the proceeding and was subjected to a decree re-
quiring such further distribution and (2) the court found that such further
distribution and the nonrecoanition of taxable income was necessary to achieve
an effective and equitable result.

As applied to the I lu Pont case the situation would be as follows: Christiana
and Delaware each hold stock in the Du Pont Co. and Delaware holds stock
in Christiana. Both Christiana and Delaware are parties to the proceeding.
If the cotqrt should order the Du Pont Co. to distribute the General Motors
stock to its stockholders, including Christiana and Delaware, and also order
Christianai and Delaware to distribute the General Motors stock so received
to their stockholders, and in each instance the appropriate findings were made
by the court, each distribution under S. 200 could be made without immediate
taxable effect upon the stockholders of each of the three companies.

In the Du Pont litigation the Department of Justice has taken the position
that the General Motors stock distributable to Christiana and Delaware should
be sold for their account rather than distributed to their stockholders. The
basis for this position is the claim that a further distribution to the stockholders
of Christiana and Delaware would be Ineffective from- the Department's point
of view, since it would leave in the hands of such' stockholders a sizable aggre-
gate interest in General Motors, the two corporations together holding ap-
proximately 30 percent of the stock of the Du Pont Co. or approximately an
8-percent Interest in General Motors. Christiana and Delaware, on the other
hand, have strongly disputed the Department's position both on the facts and the
law. The issue as to the necessity of special relief against these two companies
Is therefore now under advisement by the court.

As we understand it, the Department has suggested that Congress should
not pass legislation which would permit a tax-free distribution to the stock-
holders of Christiana and Delaware because if it did so the court might enter
such a decree contrary to the desires of the Department and contrary to its
duty, as the Department sees it, under the antitrust laws. In other words, the
Department has asked the Congress to restrict the remedial legislation because
of its feal that the courts, including the Supreme Court, will not agree with its
views as to the disposition of this particular case.

The Department has taken the position that some form of remedial tax legis-
lation would be helpful in the effective enforcement of the antitrust laws by
eliminating a barrier to distributions which would otherwise be desirable. The
Department cannot now say that all recalled secondary distributions would be
undesirable under the antitrust laws and yet it is suggesting that the existing
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tax barrier to such distributions should be retained because it thinks this
particular distribution would be undesirable and because it has no confidence
that the lower court and the Supreme Court will agree with its views in this
regard.

Certainly the Department, in favoring legislation which would give tax relief
in primary distributions, is not representing that distributions in all such cases
would be adequate under the antitrust laws. No more should it ask Congress
to prejudge the appropriateness of such distributions on secondary levels.
These questions should be left for determination through the normal judicial
channels.

In short, if the courts agree with the position of the Department of Justice,
Christiana and Delaware will be required to have the stock sold, and S. 200 will
have no application. On the other hand, if the courts disagree and, instead,
order that the stock received by Christiana and Delaware should be distributed
to their respective stockholders, there is no reason in policy why those stock-
holders should be treated differently from all other stockholders to whom the
stock is distributed.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Roswell Magill, of the
American Bar Association.

Mr. BICKs. Am I excused?
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bicks.
Mr. BicKs. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ROSWELL MAGILL, REPRESENTING SECTION OF
ANTITRUST LAW, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

-Mr. MAG:LL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In view of time limitations, I think that the best I can do is

to read the statement which, I believe, has been given to the members of
the committee.

You will observe the statement which I am presenting consists of
two parts.

I shall read the first part. The second part shows the additions
and changes in the Frear bill which the American Bar Association
committee deemed desirable.

My name is Roswell Magill, and I am a partner in the law firm of
Cravath, Swaine & Moore of New York City. I appear as chairman
of a special committee appointed by the section of antitrust law of
the American Bar Association to draft amendments to the Internal
Revenue Code to provide expressly for corporate divestitures pursu-
ant to antitrust decrees. Our committee worked with a special com-
mittee appointed by the section of taxation of the American Bar As-
sociation. We desire to submit for your consideration a draft of
amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 providing for non-
recognition of gain or loss in the case of certain corporate exchanges
or distributions required under the antitrust laws. That draft, which
I am submitting herewith, has been approved by the Board of Govern-
ors of the American Bar Association on May 18, 1959, for submission
to the Congress.

(The document referred to follows:)

EXCHANGES AND DIsTRIBuTIONs IN OBEDIENCE TO ORDER UNDER THE ANTITRUST
LAws

Resolved, That the American Bar Association recommends to the Congress
that the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 be amended to provide for nonrecognition
of gain or loss with respect to certain exchanges and distributions in obedience
to orders under the antitrust laws; be it further

41868-59-23
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Resolved, That the association proposes that this result be achieved by adding
to subtitle A, chapter 1, subchapter 0 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
a new part, part IX, comprising sections 1111 to 1115, inclusive, and by amend-
ing section 1223 ; and be it further

Resolved, That the section of antitrust law and the section of taxation are
directed to urge the following amendments or their equivalent in purpose and
effect upon the proper committees of Congress:

Section 1. That subtitle A, chapter 1, subchapter 0 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 19,54 be amended by adding the following new part:

"PART IX-EXCHANGES AND DISTRIBUTIONS IN OBEDIENCE TO ORDER UNDER
THE ANTITRUST LAWS

"See. 1111. Exchanges of property for stock in obedience to order under the
antitrust laws.

"See. 1112. Distribution of stock In obedience to order under the antitrust
laws.

"Sec. 1113. Allocation of earnings and profits in certain corporate transfers
and separations.

"Sec. 1114. Definitions.
"See. 1115. Nonapplication of other provisions.

"SEc. 1111. EXCHANGES OF PROPERTY FOR STOCK IN OBEDIENCE To ORDER UNDER
THE ANTITRUST LAWS.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-If a corporation (referred to in this part as the 'trans-
feror corporation') subject to an antitrust order (as defined in section 1114(a))
transfers property in obedience to such order to another corporation (referred
to in this part as the 'acquiring corportaion') solely In exchange for stock of
the acquiring corporation, whether or not the acquiring corporation is a con-
trolled corporation (as defined in section 1114(c)), then no gain or loss shall
be recognized to the transferor enrpratinn upon such exchange.

"(b) ASSUMPTION OF LIABILITY.-The fact that the acquiring corporation
assumes a liability of the transferor corporation or acquires from the trans-
feror corporation property subject to a liability, shall be disregarded in deter-
mining whether the exchange is solely for stock of the acquiring corporation.

"(c) BASIS OF STOCK TO TRANSFEROR CORPORATION-The basis to the trans-
feror corporation of the stock of the acquiring corporation acquired in an ex-
change to which subsection (a) applies shall be the basis of the property trans-
ferred in exchange therefor.

"(d) BASIS OF PROPERTY TO ACQUIRING CORPORATION.-The basis to the acquir-
ing corporation of property acquired in an exchange to which subsection (a)
applies shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the transferor corporation.

"(e) ACQUISITIONS To AVOID FEDERAL INCOME TAX.-This section shall not
apply to a transfer of property acquired in pursuance of a plan one of the
principal purposes of which was to avoid Federal income tax on the transfer.

"SEC. 1112. DISTRIBUTION OF STOCK IN OBEDIENCE To ORDER UNDER THE ANTI-
TRUST LAws.

"(a) EFFECT ON DISTRIBUTEES.-
"(1) GENERAL RULE.-If a corporation (referred to in this part as the

'distributing corporation') distributes to a shareholder, with respect to its
stock, solely stock which is divested stock (as defined In section 1114(b)),
then no gain or loss shall be recognized to (and no amount shall be includi-
ble In the income of) such shareholder with respect to the receipt of such
divested stock.

"(2) NoN PRO BATA DISTRIRUTION, ETC.-Paragraph (1) shall be ap-
plied without regard to the following:

"(A) whether or not the distribution is pro rata with respect to all
of the shareholders of the distributing corporation, and

"(B) whether or not the shareholder surrenders stock In the dis-
tributing corporation.

"(3) DISTRIBUTIONS TO AVOID FEDERAL INCOME TAX.-Paragraph (1) shall
not apply to any distribution If the divested stock was acquired by the dis-
tributing corporation in pursuance of a plan one of the principal purposes
of which is the distribution of the earnings and profits of the distributing
corporation or of the corporation whose stock is distributed, or both (but
tile mere fact that either corporation has accumulated earnings and
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profits shall not be construed to mean that one of the principal purposes
of the transaction is the distribution of the earnings and profits of either
corporation, or both).

"(b) BASIS OF STOCK TO DISTRIBUTEES.-If, by reason of subsection (a), gaia
or loss is not recognized with respect to the receipt of divested stock, then,
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate--

"(1) if the divested stock is received by a shareholder without the sur-
render by such shareholder of stock in the distributing corporation, the
basis of such divested stock and of the stock with respect to which it is
distributed shall, in the distributee's hands, be determined by allocating
the adjusted basis of the stock with respect to which the distribution was
received between such stock and the divested stock received; or

"(2) if the divested stock is received by a shareholder In exchange for
stock in the distributing corporation, the basis of the divested stock shall,
in the distributee's hands, be the same as the adjusted basis of the stock
exchanged therefor, except that if the shareholder retains stock of the
distributing corporation, such basis an~d the basis of the retained stock
shall be allocated among the shares of divested stock and retained stock.

"(c) CROSS REFERENcE.-For determination of the period for which the tax-
payer has held divested stock received in a distribution to which subsection
(a) applies, see section 1223(1).

"SEC. 1113. ALLOCATION OF EARNINGS AND PROFITS IN CERTAIN CORPORATE SEPA-
RATIONS.

"In the case of a distribution under section 1112 of stock in a controlled cor-
poration, proper allocation with respect to the earnings and profits of the
distributing corporation and the controlled corporation shall be made under
regulations prescribed by the Secrttary or hi delegate.

"SEC. 1114. )EFINITrONS.
"(a) ANTITRUST ORDFR.- For purposes of this part, the term 'antitrust order

means a judgment, decree or other order of a court or of a commission or board
in a suit or other proceeding under the Sherman Act (!W Stat. 209; 15 I'.S.C.
1-7, as amended) or the Clayton Act (38 Stat. 730; 15 U.S.C. 12-27, as amended)
to which the United States or such a commission or board Is a party.

"(b) DIVESTED STocK.-For the purposes of this part, the term 'divested stock'
means stock, including stock of an acquiring corporation acquired in al exchange
to which section 1111 (a) applies, which is the subject of an antitrust order which

"(1) directs a corporation owning stock of another corporation to divest
itself of such stock by distributing it to shareholders of the distributing
corporation (or requires such divestiture as an alternative to other action
by any person),

"1(2) specifies the stock to be divested, and
"(3) recites that such divestiture is necessary or appropriate to effectuate

the policies of the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act, or both.
"If a corporation that receives divested stock Is directed (or required as an
alternative to other action b)y any person) by an antitrust order to distribute
in turn such stock to its stockholders, the term 'divested stock' shall include stock
so distributed, whether or not such corporation is a party to the suit or proceeding
In which such order is Issued.

"(C) CONTItOLLED COwO'ATION,.-For purposes of this part, the term 'con-
trolled corporation' means a corporation with respect to which at least 80 percent
of the total combined voling power of all classes of stock entitled to vote and
at least 80 percent of the total number of shares of all other classes of stock
is owned or acquired by the distributing corporation immediately prior to a
distribution under section 1112.

"SEC. 111.5. NONAPPLIC'ATION OF OTiIER PROVISIONS.

"If a transfer described in section 1111 or a distribution described in section
1112 is within any of the provisions of this part and may also be considered to
be within any of the other provisions of this subchapter or subchapter (C) (see.
301 and following, relating to corporate distributions and adjustments), then the
provisions of this part only shall apply."
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SEc. 2. That the table of parts for subtitle A, chapter 1, subchapter 0 be
amended by adding thereto the following:

"PART IX. Exchanges and distributions in obedience to order under the anti-
trust laws."

SEC. 3. That section 1223 be amended by striking out the "and" at the end
of section 1223(1) (A), by substituting ", and" for the period at the end of
section 1223(1) (B), and by adding thereafter tie following new subparagraph:

"(C) a distribution to which section 1112 applies shall be treated as an
exchange."

SEC. 4. These amendments shall be effective with respect to exchanges and dis-
tributions in obedience to antitrust orders in suits or proceedings in which the
Judgment, decree or order is issued, and the exchanges or distributions are nwde,
after ------------- ---

Mr. MAGILL. Perhaps I might add that the premise on which we
worked is essentially the premise, I think, which Mr. Bicks has ex-
pressed, and which is also brought out in the letter which he presented
from the Attorney General on page 2, the quotations from Mr. Justice
Douglas.

I think the most important premise on which we worked is that the
tax law should not operate as a barrier to frustrate policy decisions
which are made by the Congress in other areas.

All of you will remember, I believe, that during the twenties the
general policy of the Congress was to facilitate corporate readjust-
ments and reorganizations, and at that time the so-called reorganiza-
tion and exchange provisions came ilto the internal revenue laws to
permit corporate readjustments without the immediate imposition of
an income tax.

Later on, in the administration of President Roosevelt, the general
policy was to cause the division of great public utility holding com-
panies, and the distribution of their stockholdings to individual share-
holders. At that time it so happens that I worked with Mr. William 0.
Douglas, who was then Chairman of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, on supplement R, as it was then, of the Internal Revenue
Code, to facilitate the carrying out of the corporate policy for the
breakup of these large public utility holding companies and, as has
been brought out before you in these hearings, the purpose then was,
as Mr. Justice Douglas brings out in his statement, to facilitate the
entering of such orders by enabling these distributions to be made
without the incidence of a serious tax on the shareholders who received
the distributions.

With thrt interposition, I would like to go on with my statement.
The changing pattern of judicial and administrative interpretation

of the antitrust laws has led, and will continue to lead, to many en-
forced corporate divestitures of stock or property. Under the present
code, such divestitures are not specially provided for, although simi-
lar distributions pursuant to orders of the Securities Exchange Com-
mission, in the course of the liquidation of public utility holding com-
panies, or transactions required by the Federal Communications Com-
mission under certain circumstances, may be made free from tax.
In many cases the property or stock ordered to be divested was ac-
quired by the corporation'in the belief that such acquisition would
not violate the antitrust policies of the United States. The share-
holders who are affected have often had no part whatever in the acts
complained of. In most cases they had no knowledge of the possible
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impact of the antitrust laws. The serious tax burdens which would
be incurred upon divestitures operate to discourage voluntary com-
pliance through consent decrees. Where parties are guilty of wrong-
doing, the present antitrust laws make adequate provision for crimi-
nal and civil penalties. The additional impact of the internal reve-
nue laws in these situations, in our opinion, is unnecessary and unjust.

In recognition of such defects in the present tax law, the Treasury,
the Department of Justice, and various bar association groups have
been studying the problem for some time. Various proposals for
nonrecognition of gain or loss in antitrust divestiture cases have been
advanced. One of these is S. 200, introduced by Sinator Frear of
Delaware. The proposal of our committee includes the substance of
the Frear bill, namely, that there should be no recognition of gain or
income where a corporation is required under the antitrust laws to
distribute to its shareholders stock of another corporation.

As an economic reality, the position of the individual shareholder
who receives such divested stock has been changed very slightly. Be-
fore divestiture, lie was already a stockholder once removed in the
corporation whose stock is distributed to him. After divestiture, his
indirect holding becomes direct. If the distribution of stock is held
taxable as a dividend t' the extent of its full value, the stockholder
must find somewhere a tubstantial sum of money to pay an entirely
unanticipated tax; although lie received no funds out of which to pay
the tax, and would naturally regard himself as possessing the same
stock investment which he had before divestiture.

We have tried to hedge the proposed relief with all necessary safe-
guards to prevent tax avoidance. The relief is not available where
the exchange or distribution provides cash, or property other than
stock, with which to pay the tax. It applies orly to divestitures made
pursuant to an antitrust order of a court, commission, or board, in a
proceeding to which the United States, or such commission, or board,
is a party. It is limited to such situations where the antitrust order
directs such divestment, specifies the stock to be divested, and recites
that such divestiture is necessary or appropriate to effectuate the poli-
cies of the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act or both. Where stock in
a controlled corporation is distributed to shareholders, a proper allo-
cation with respect to the earnings and profits of the distributing cor-
poration and the controlled corporation must be made under regula-
tions presribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. Appropriate
provisions for the allocation of the shareholder's tax basis between the
old and new stock insure that tax will be paid upon gain realized on
ultimate disposition bv the shareholder of all or a part of his holdings.
As an overall safeguard, the proposed amendment contains provisions
prohibiting relief in situations where a primary purpose is tax
avoidance.

In other words, our aim is to postpone but not to eliminate the tax,
to postpone it until the time when the shareholder has some money
with which lie can pay the tax obtained through the disposition of his
investment.

Apart from minor technicalities, the amendments proposed by our
committee differ from S. 200 in two respects:

(1) Section 1111 of our draft grants relief when a corporation
transfers property solely in exchange for stock of an acquiring cor-
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poration. The Frear bill is limited to a situation in which one corpo-
ration is ordered to distribute to its stockholders stock held in another
corporation. A study of antitrust cases shows that a great many
antitrust decrees require the defendant corporation to divest itself of
operating assets, e.g., United States v. Paranwunt Pictures, Inc., 85
F. Supp. 881 (S.D.N.Y. 1949) (movie producers ordered to divest
themselves of theaters) ; United States v. Lucky Lager Brewing Co.,
1958 Trade Cases 69,160 (Utah 1958) (defendant ordered to dispose
of regional facilities) ; United States v. Hilton Hotels Corp., 1956
Trade Cases 68,253 (N.D. II. 1956) (defendant ordered to dispose of
regional facilities) ; United States v. H. P. Hood & Sons, Inc., 1952-53
Trade Cases 67,404 (Mass. 1952) (defendant ordered to dispose of
regional facilities); United Statrs v. Kansas City Star. 1957 Trade
Cases 68,857 (W.D. Mo. 1957) (newspaper ordered to sell radio facil-
ities). We know of no reason why relief should be restricted to
divestiture cases involving distributions of stock. The same consid-
erations apply where a corporation is required to transfer property
to anot her corporal ion solely in exchange for a stock interest in such
other corporation. Particularly 'vould this be true if the transferor
corporation were then required'to distribute such stock to the share-
holders. Our proposal would prevent recognition of gain in the case
of such involuntary exchanges of property for stock. Here again
appropriate basis provisions insure the taxation of any gain ultimately
realized upon sale of the stock received without recognition of gain.

('2) Section 1111 (d) (2) (1)) of the Frear bill gives relief only when
the divestiture decree recites that nonrecognition of gain, under the
applicable provisions of the code, is necessary to reach an equitable
judgment. 0ur proposedd amendment omit's such a requirement.
That provision gives the courts no clear standard of what is equitable
to guide them. We fear further that the tax treatment might tend
to become an item of bargaining in antitrust settlement negotiations.
The withholding of a favorable finding by the court might be utilized
as an additional penalty for the violation,*and would in any event have
that effect.

S. 200 and our proposed amendments are confined to divestitures
under Federal antitrust laws, leaving for further consideration di-
vestitures under the laws of the States, foiveign countries, and inter-
national compacts. The relief proposed deals only with divestitures
by corporations and does not concern antitrust divestitum'es by indi-
viduals since the types of cases covered by the proposed amendments
would not l)e likely ever to arise in the case )f individuals.

Congress ill tLhe past has granted tax relief in analogous situations,
and I believe these, already have been brought before the committee.

Section 1071 of the Internal Revenue Code provides for the non-
recognition of gain or loss on a sale or exchange of property made toefetut -Yice inad "to" "
effectuate policies of the Federal Communications Commlssion.
Sections 1081-1083 provide rules for the nonrecognition of gain or
loss on exchanges or distributionss in obedience to orders of the SEC.
Section 1101 provides for the nonrecognition of gain or loss on distri-
butions pursuant to the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956. Section
1033 provides rules for the nonrecognition of 'gain when property is
subject to involuntary conversion such as theft, seizure, requisiton,
or condemnation, or having a road run through your house.
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The Frear bill and our proposed amendments proceed on a premise
similar to that of existing legislation, namely, that an involuntary
exchange or distribution ordered by an agency of the Government
and not resulting in receipt of cash or its equivalent is not a proper
occasion for the recognition and taxation of income or gain to the
recipient.

Thank you.
The CHAIRM AN. Thank you very much, sir.
The committee will adjourn until 3:30 this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee took a recess until 3:30

p.m., the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order. The Chair has
been informed that Mr. Winthrop Lenz has to catch a plane, so we
will ask Mr. Lenz to come forward.

Will you proceed, sir ?

STATEMENT OF WINTHROP LENZ, VICE PRESIDENT, MERRILL
LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER & SMITH INC.

Mfr. LENZ. Mfy name is Winthrop C. Lenz. I am vice president
in charge of the corporate buying department in the underwriting
division of Meirrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc. a securities
investment firin which is engaged in practically all phases of the
securities business. Merrill Lynch, as our firm is generally known,
is the largest securities commission firm and is one of the 10 largest
securities underwriting firms measured by business written over the
past 5 years. The firm last year accounted for approxin'ately 14 per-
cent of the public round lot trading on the New York Stock Exchange
and for approximately 21 percent of the odd lot trading. We have
around 425,000 customers.

A substantial number of these 425,000 customers own Du Pont and
General Motors stock. For example, we have registered in our name
more than 2,500,000 shares of General Motors common stock, which
we hold for more than 25,000 customers. A large number of these
customers are people of modest means. I am appearing here today
in support of S. 200 because we at Merrill Lynch do not want to see
the stockholders of General Motors or the stockholders of Du Pont
get hurt by the current antitrust case which is now pending in
Chicago.

In March of this year I testified in that case, before Judge LaBuy,
as an expert witness called by the Du Pont Co. My testimony was
directed to the market consequences of the judgment which the De-
partment of Justice has proposed that the court should enter in that
case.

The fact which emerged most clearly from my study in prepara-
tion for my testimony was that a substantial part of the adverse
market consequences which would occur in both Du Pont and General
Motors stock could be traced back, directly, to the tax consequences
of the forced distributions and to the forced sales which the Govern-
ment proposed. Were the tax law to be changed as it is proposed to
be changed in S. 200, virtually all of the adverse market consequences
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arising out of the forced distributions would disappear. Now of
course I do not know whether the court in Chicago will enter the
judgment that the Government has proposed, but we would like to
see the threat of a depressed market, which that judgment represents,
removed from the picture. S. 200 will help considerably.

'rie committee, 1 think, would be interested in knowing the nature
of that threat, and soethin, of its magnittile. I can best supply that
information, I think, by summarizing my testimony before Judge
LaBuv.

Let'me first state in summary from the substance of the Department
of Justice proposal. It would have the court enter a judgement that
would divest the ])u Pont Co. over a period of 10 years of the 63 mil-
lion shares of General Motors stock which it owns. Divestiture would
be accomplished by having Dii Pont, and Christiana Securities Co.,
which is a large stockholder of Du Pont and which also owns 535,500
slres of (General Motors stock, transfer the shares of General Motors
which each owns to a trustee. Each year the trustee would distribute
ap)roximatelv 4,100,000 shares to Du Pont stockholders. Each year
also the trustee would sell approximately 2 million shares. These

latter are the shares of General Motors owned by Du Pont that are
allocable to Du Pont stockholders whom the Government believes
should not receive General Motors share--Christiana Securities Co.,
Delaware Realty & Investment Corp., and stockholders of the Du
Pont Co. who are also stockholders of the Delaware Co. These Du
Point, stockholders would get the cash proceeds of the stock sold on
the market by the trustee.

My study of this proposal and of the markets for common stock and
for tihe shares of General Motors and Dii Pont ii particular has led
me to the conclusion that if it is put into effect without a change in

the present tax laws there will be t serious impact on the market prices
of both General Motors and Du Pont stock during the 10-year period.

You gentlemen are aware, of course, that the commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue has ruled that the shares of General Motors distributed
to the stockholders of Dii Pont Co. will be taxed at ordinary income
rates, so individual Dii Pont stockholders will pay an income tax at
rates ranging from 20 to 91 percent less the 4 percent dividend re-
ceived credit depending upon their tax bracket, on the market value
of the General Motors stock they receive at the time of the distribu-
tion. (orporate stockholders of Du Pont will also pay at income tax
rates, but the effective tax rates for corporations is very much less.

In essence, therefore, the proposal of the Department of Justice
contemplates that each year for 10 years aproximately 4,300,000 shares
of General Motors will be distributed to the Du Pont stockholders, and
approximately 2 million shares will be sold by the trustees.

The sales by the trustee will not, however, be the only sales. It is my
judgment that a minimum of 1 million of the 4,300,000 shares which
are distributed annually by the trustee will also be offered for sale.
The individual Dii Pont stockholders who will receive the General
Motors shares, at least to some extent, will find it necessary or desira-
ble to sell them in order to secure cash with which to pay the income
taxes upon the distribution. These sales will not be made in any
organized way. They will take place, by and large, at or around the
time of the distribution for the reason that the income tax to the Du
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Pont shareholder will be based on the market value of the General
Motors stock at the time it is distributed. This selling by the Du
Pont shareholders receiving General Motors stock will itself have a
substantial impact on the market price of General Motors stock.

In addition to these sales, the trustee will be offering for sale the
2 million shares which he must sell. I have assumed that the trustee's
sales will be carefully planned and efficiently conducted, but the fact
remains that the sale of the trustee's 2 million shares will, in itself,
have a substantial depressing effect on the market for General Motors
stock, and will accentuate the impact on the market price caused
by the offerings made by the Du Pont stockholders. •

Taken together, the trustee's sales and the sales by Du Pont stock-
holders will add to the supply of this stock a minimum of 3 million
shares annually during the 10-year period in which the judgment is
carried out. The magnitude of such an increase in the supply of this
stock becomes apparent when it is compared with the approximately
9,170,000 and 8,711,000 shares of General Motors that were traded
on all U.S. stock exchanges in the years 1956 and 1957.

The increased demand for General Motors stock necessary to absorb
this increased supply can be created only by a substantial reduction in
the market price "below that at which General Motors stock would
otherwise be selling. My consistent experience, in the years I have
been in the securities business, has been that an increase in the supply
of a stock has the effect of depressing the market price of that security
below what it would otherwise have been, and for a substantial period
during and following the offerings. This is the way the law of
supply and demand usually works in a free auction market.

There is no exact formula by which the adverse impact on the price
of a stock can be computed in advance since many factors enter into
the price at which it will sell. Here, however, the sales by the trustee
under the judgment proposed by the Government, as well as the sales
by the Du Pont stockholders to whom the trustee will distribute Gen-
eral Motors stock annually, will recur each year for 10 years. They
will thus have a much more depressing effect than that of any prior
offerings of large amounts of stock with which we in the securities
industry are acquainted. In addition, investors who might otherwise
buy General Motors stock will know that the annual sales are going to
be made during the 10-year period; they will accordingly refrain from
buying except at bargain prices, and this will have a further depress-
ing effect upon the market price.

Based upon all the foregoing factors, I testified at the hearing in
Chicago that were the Government's proposed judgment to be ordered
by the court, the market price of General Motors stock would be
decreased below that at which it would otherwise be selling by be-
tween 20 and 30 percent. This depressing effect would persist for most
of the 10-year period.

In reaching my conclusion, I have not tried to evaluate another
factor which could be of equal or even greater importance. This is
the likelihood that present stockholders of General Motors might
themselves decide to sell because of their unwillingness to retain a
stock which would be depressed in price for a period of 10 years. Were
even a small percentage of the approximately 218 million shares of
General Motors stock held by General Motors stockholders other than
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Du Pont and Christiana to be offered for sale, the effect on the market
price of General Motors would be even more drastic.

So far as concerns Du Pont stock, the market consequences would
be equally severe, but for somewhat different reasons.

If the court were to order the judgnient proposed by the Depart-
ment of Justice, many Di Pont stockholders would offer their shares
for sale. They would do this, in my judgment, because they would
recognize that they would be better off to do so, if their capital gains
tax would not be too large, because they could avoid in that way the
substantial income taxes they would be required to pay were they
to wait, and receive the shares of General Motors in the annual distri-
butions. Of course, some Du Pont stockholders who might be in-
terested in selling their Du Pont stock would incur such large capital
gains taxes on the sale that they would not, sell. But for a sub-
stantial number of Du Pont stockholders it would be financially ad-
vantageous to pay capital gains taxes rather than the income taxes
at the much higher rates. The increased supply of Du Pont stock
on the market resulting from these offers to sell by shareholders who
dec',:e to pay capital gains taxes would have a depressing effect on
the market price for Du Pont stock. The effect would be accentuated
by the inherent nature of the stock itself. Du Pont stock is relatively
high priced, appeals to a limited class of investors, and is traded on
the New York Stock Exchange in relatively small volume. Accord-
ingly, it would require much less of an increase in the supply of stock
to produce a serious decline in price than with the case of General
Motors stock.

The depressing effect of the increase in the supply of Du Pont stock
offered for sale, however, will be further accentuated by a simul-
taneous decrease in demand. Individual investors, particularly those
in higher tax brackets, who do not presently own Du Pont will be
most unwilling to purchase a stock which over a period of years will
return them a part of their capital on which they will have to pay
taxes at ordinary income rates. Corporate investors, who would in-
cur a relatively low income tax on the General Motors stock distrib-
uted, would be reluctant to purchase Du Pont stock until the full im-
pact of the offerings for sale and selling by Du Pont stockholders have
been felt, or until the market price of the stock becomes absurdly
low.

I testified at Chicago that were the Government's proposed judg-
ment to be ordered by the court, the combination of the increase in
the supply of Du Pont stock offered for sale and the decrease in the
demand for the stock would cause a pronounced impact on the mar-
ket price so that the stock would sell well below the price at which
it would otherwise be selling. This impact might well be as much
as 25 to 30 percent and might persist for a substantial part of the
10-year period during which the judgment, is to be carried out.

It has been suggested to this committee by a. representative of the
Treasury Department that the tax hardships arising out of the judg-
ment proposed by the Department of Justice in the Du Pont case
could be eliminated if Du Pont, over a period of years, were to pay
out General Motors stock in lieu of its usual cash'dividend. I seri-
ously doubt whether the Du Pont management would regard any
such program as feasible. I do feel quite certain, however, that if
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the company should embark upon any such program the market values
of both Du Pont and General Motors stock would suffer drastically.

In the conclusions I have stated above I have assumed that the
General Motors stock would be paid out by Du Pont over and above
the usual cash dividend. If Du Pont shareholders were to receive no
cash and only General Motors stock as dividends, the amount of such
stock that would be offered for sale by Du Pont stockholders would
greatly increase. The selling pressure on General Motors might. well
t twice as great as I have estimated above. The reason for this is
that a great many investors must use their dividends to meet current
expenses such as rent, hospital bills, and tuition. Accordingly, many
Du Pont stockholders would be forced to sell all or practically all of
the General Motons stock received as a dividend if their only dividend
from Du Pont consisted of General Motors stock. Moreover, many
small stockholders would receive so few shares of General Motors
that they would sell rather than retain three or four shares. It can-
not be assumed, therefore, as the Treasury representative suggested,
that the market value of General Motors would remain level in the
event Du Pont eliniinated its cash dividend and paid out. only General
Motors stock over a period of years.

The value of Dii Pont stock would also be appreciably reduced if
Du Pont were to eliminate cash dividends and pay dividends only in
General Motors stock for a period of years. Most investors dislike
stocks that do not pay cash dividends, and this factor alone would serve
to reduce the attractiveness of Du Pont. If Diu Pont were to pay
dividends only in stock it would immediately lose its classification as
a high-grade investment. Also many investors might question the
ability of the Du Pont Co. to invest profitably and legally the $3 billion
in cash that it would accumulate that would otherwise be paid out in
dividends. The combination of these factors would probably result
in Du Pont selling considerably lower than it would otherwise sell.

The tax laws, as they are now written, would impose heavy penal-
ties on innocent investors, since none of the stockholders of General
Motors or Du Pont have been found to have violated any law. I hope
that you will consider favorably this bill, S. 200, which will eliminate
the harsh tax penalty which these people now face.

Thank you.
The CAIR-M5AN. Thank you very much, Mr. T-nz. Any questions?
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
The CHTAIXIMA. Senator Frear.
Senator FREAR. 'Mr. Iknz, you are appearing as an expert, are you

not?
Mr. LENZ. Yes, sir.
Sep .. tor FEAR. What is the average number of shares now sold on

the stock exchange of General Motors stock?
Mr. LENZ. Senator Frear, about 7,600,000 shares, if my memory

serves me correctly, were traded last year in General Motors.
Senator FnEAR. And according to your statement there would be at

least an additional 3 million shares put on the market each year?
Mr. LENz. That is correct, sir.
Senator FREAR. Does the stock market follow the commodity market

in respect to supply and demand, generally?
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Nhr. L,'z. Well, I would think the commodity market would be a
lot more volatile ill certain respects, because the margin requirementsare 1 ntch l',s, a11d because in a commodity market, when you get

near tie term lation (late, you either have to pay iiii or pick im) tie
('(Jli0alid it v. so that there is frequently more Speculation in the coi-

1(lod it;' market s t han in I lie stock mriarket.
Sena tor a FI ( . I an t not asking yot to testify as an expert on corn

modities, but suppose the average market in commodities in this
conliitIV woldl take lI)00 million bushels of apples a year and we put
MM31) million l)m1,-lmls of aples a year on tie market, what do you think
tie price (of apples would be? [Lauglter.]
Mr. L:-xz. I hesitate to answer that question directly, Senator

Frear. I Laughter.]
lit, ('I \ll1Me. You certaillv would have to coisimme more aI)ples.

Mm'. Lv-xz. I think the law of supply and demand carries through
to the stock market.

Senator Fimi.m I coull see the clhairmal was not asleep.
Tie (Peopr,,x. ]~eol)le would be much more healthy. [Laughter.]
Mr. Lr-xz. Yes.
Senator Fmu:.\m. If the effect on the market was as von predict, and

it, would have a depressing effect of approximately -30 percent on the
selllju price (If General MIotors, what effect would that have on the
ini')mne to the 'reasury?

As I take it now, if the stocks are not sold, or if tle 63 million shares
of General Motor stock ire mt sold, it would have no depressing
effect. But if they (1o have to abidl iby what the Governmemit is asking
the court to dlo iii these extra shares, allid they are put on the market,
and they are sold at a lover price, if they bought General Motors
at $51) and sold1 at $"-30, there is a revenue etl'ect, is there not?

MIr. L:xz. I )eimi tely.

Senator Fmm'R. In other wors, the stoCklloller would 1)e able to
take that loss bet ween .;5)o and 30-

Mr[1'. LExz. ('orl'ect
Senator FlARt. And aplly it to lis income iin certain respects.
Mr. LExz. That is correct.
Senator Fim:.w lie may not be able to take it all in 1 year.
Mr. LENZ. It may be a carryover.
Sell ' Fi " .It woild hle a cairryoer.
So, therefore, lie added a carryover in the 10-year period of dis-

tribution ; wouldd you see any more (lisastr,is effect than you have
quoted in yourm' statemment ?

Mr. l ez. VeEl. I think the major l)roI)leim, as far as General
Motors is concerned, Senator Frear, las to do with tile shareholders
of (General Motors that are not directly involved in this case in Chi-
ca go, time liolders of 218 million shares, roughly; that is over and
above the 63 million involved iil the distributions and in the forced
sales.

There are-we do not know the exact number, but probably-sone-
where in the neighborhood of a 1 million and a half or 2 million sh'are-
holders of (leeral Motors.

If you look through the nominees and the beneficiaries and also
throu gh til stock in firm nam,'s in time brokerage business where the
brokers h1(1ld stock onl behalf of customers you will find that the
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amount which is involved is probably about double of the 700,000
figure that is generally used-that is what you will see.

Now, all firms in our business, I feel, have a duty to all their cus-
tomers to explain as carefully as they can when a decision is made in
this case, what the consequences of that decision will be.

In our own case, if the court upholds the Government, we are bound
to give in detail our version of the consequences that will take place,
an( we feel that those consequences will be disastrous; we will, there-
fore, be forced to recommend to those holders to liquidate their hold-
ings of General Motors, those that are able to do so.

The only people who would probably not follow -out such a pro-
gram will be those who can afford to wait through a long period and
not be too troubled about the temporary disastrous financial loss
which they have on paper, until they consummate the transaction.

So that the amount of stock that may be for sale here from these
other outside independent General Motors stockholders, as I call them,
may be substantially in excess of what we have already indicated in
my summai.

Senator FREAII. If your predictions come true of the depressed mar-
ket, on General Motors stock, would it have any -ffect on other stocks
on the exchange?

Mr. LENZ. Well, that is a rather hard question.
I do not necessarily feel that there may be too much of an adverse

effect on other stocks. Most situations are on an individual basis,
but there will be some adverse effect. I wouhl not think it would be
too substantial, and I think it would be very brief.

I mean the market could be upset for a matter of days as a result of
a decision in favor of the Government, where the public will know
that there will be a lot of forced sales, and sales by others who antici-
pate a decline.

Senator FREAR. Of course, every seller-for every seller there has
to be a buyer, and the immediate effect on a depressed market is what
tax advantage they can get from seihng stocks less than they pur-
chased them; they are going to take on the returns; that is quite
obvious, is it not?

Mr. LENz. That is quite obvious; yes, sir.
Senator FREAR. In your testimony, in the last paragraph, on that

page, beginning with-
Individual investors, particularly those in the higher tax brackets who do not

presently own Da Pont will be most unwilling to purchase a stock which over
a period of years will return them a part of their capital to which they have
to pay taxes at ordinary Income rates.

I do not think I quite clearly understand what you mean by that
3tatement.

Mr. LEXZ. lell, I think that has been brought out before here.
Actually, indirectly the holder now of each share of Du Pont has an
ownershiip indirectly in 1.38 shares of General Motors, so that if S.
200, or some equivalent legislation were passed, they would end up
with their proportionate share of each, although those holdings would
then be direct instead of indirect in the case of General Motors.

So that. as I view it, the payment of a. current income tax on the
General Motors stock is definitely and directly, in effect, a capital
levy, a lev-y on part of property already owned.
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Senator FREAr. Do you believe that the pendency of the Govern-
ment proposal before the court in Chicago has had any adverse effect
on the market value of General Motors and Du Pont?

Mr. LENsz. I do. I can amplify that a little bit. It is necessary
to know the individual circumstances surrounding different secn-
rities, perhaps, to answer this question propertly. I think I can
elaborate on that question in certain respects.

I nlit sa this, that (uing the court hearings in Chicago, when
there was an intimation on March 4, that both the Treasury and the
Justice Department were in back of tax relief in this particular case
or in any case,, which would cover this particular case, that the mar-
kets for the two stocks began to improve, and that improvement has
continued since that time.

The average shareholder or investor definitely feels (and we are
in touch with a great many thousands of them) that there will be re-
lief in this case either of a tax nature or by the court, or perhaps, both,
and the stocks, perhaps, are consequent y selling today higher than
they would be if neither of these things took place.

But, specifically, in the case of General Motors, I checked up
again this morning to refresh my memory. General Motors closed
at the end of last year at 491,. It closed yesterday at 507/. So that
there was an increase in vafue of 2.77 percent during that period;
whereas Chrysler moved up from 511/4 to 68%, which is 33.42 percent.;
and Ford from 503 to 713/4 or 42.43 percent.

Now, if we look at the pattern we find that General Motors from
this 491/2 price at the close of Decemher 31, 1958, moved down during
the court hearings when more people realized what the impact would
be, to around the 45 level, and has since recovered only to slightly
above the price at which it closed at the end of last year.

Now, the stocks of the other two companies during this same period
when General Motors declined during the court hearings, both of
them moved up quite substantially and have continued to move up.

I realize the circumstances surrounding Chrysler and Ford are
different in many respects from General Motors. Thev are both more
marginal in certain respects, and have a smaller capitalization, and
the earnings can fluctuate more violently.

But the. fact that General Motors has gone up less than 3 percent,
with Chrysler over 33, and Ford over -12, is completely out of keeping
with past markets except when unusual circumstances surround a
stock such as General Motors.

I would think under normal circumstances anyone in our business
would anticipate that General Motors, at the very worst, would have
gone tip by half of the increase, in the price or percentage which
Chrysler moved up during that period.

The CIrPnnr.\x. Do you attribute all of that to the court decision ?
Mr. LENz. I attribute a great deal of i + to the decision, Senalor

Byrd: yes, 4ir.
There are other circumstances, but all these coman1atties are 11av'ing

a good year. General Motors is the premier company in this in-
dustr, and, generally, when the automobile companies are having
a good year this is a stock which the average investor seeks to place
his money in.

Now not as many of them are doing it at this time nor are they
agg7essively biddir. g up the price.
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The CHAIRMAN. What was the price of General Motors when the
decision was first rendered as compared to now?

Mr. LENZ. I am sorry, Senator Byrd, I do not have all that data
with me here today.

The CHAIRMAN. What was Du Pont ? Have you got any figures on
Du Pont?

Mr. LE.z. Recent figures on Du Pont?
The CHAIR-MAN. As compared with what is it, the 30th of Decem-

ber ? What was the year you used?
Mr. LE.Ez. Yes, I do have those figures. I might also explain that a

little bit.
Du Pont is about-I might say this first: With reference to this

point, I have to get my paper here a moment. There is an item which
appeared on the Dow Jones News Ticker, and also in the Wall Street
Journal dated March 4, of the current year which was to this effect.
The heading was: "A Bill To Waive the Tax on Court Directed Stock
Distributions Gains Support. Both the Treasury and Justice De-
partment are said to take a favorable view of the measure to excuse
shareholders from tax on stock received under a court order in anti-
trust cases."

I might add that item came out in the middle of these particular
hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. What was Du Pont stock, and that same compari-
son you have just given us?

Mr. LF-NZ. Yes, sir; I will give you that.
Du Pont stock closed December 31, 1958, at $213.75.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it now?
Mr. LENZ. It closed yesterday (on the same date I used before) at

$254. That is an increase of 18.83 percent.
Now, however, I looked at a few other chemical stocks. The in-

crease is better than two of them which, you might say, have some
cOmparison, but not as good as two others.

Allied Chemical in this same period was up 24.57 percent; Dow 14.2;
Monsanto 25.71 ; and Union Car ide 15.60.

The CAIRMIAN. You think the decision had a more adverse effect
on General Motors or on Du Pont?

Mr. LENz. I think the knowledge, as far as the Du Pont holders are
concerned as to the tax consequences, the capital gains problem versus
the current incoine problem on the Motors they receive, is not as well
known to the average holder or to the average investor as General
Motors.

But I wanted to go one point further, Senator Byrd, and say this:
That Du Pont is reorarded in our industry as the outstanding com-
pany in the chemicaT field, and would ordinarily be entitled, in our
judgment and in my opinion, to a higher increase than is indicated
here, because the earnings for the current year indicate an increase of
some 24 to 25 percent over last year, so that the increase in the price
of the stock to date has only reflected part of what the improvement
of the earnings appears to be.

Senator WILIAMS. You were in the process of telling about the
notice that came over the ticker on March 4, and I do not believe you
had finished your statement.
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Mr. LEN.NZ. Du Pont moved up during that particular day of the an-
nouncement. I happened to be in Cleveland that day, and in our office
there, and noticed unusual activity, and our manager came in mention-
ing from time to time-there was no explanation of the strength in
the stock at that date until we located this item on the ticker which
came out pretty much, Senator Williams, in the form that it appeared
in the Wall Street Journal.

It closed-it moved from $217 at the opening of that date to close
at $223, after having risen to as high as $225.75.

The CHAIRMAN. What was it that came over the ticker?
Mr. LExz. A little item, Senator Byrd, that said something to this

effect: "A bill to waive the tax on court directed stock distributions
gains support. Both the Treasury and Justice Department are said
to take a favorable view on the measure to excuse shareholders from
tax on stock received under a court order in antitrust cases."

The CH,\m_ I.AN. I wonder whe. e they got that information?
Mr. LEZz. I do not know, sir. That is not my department.

[Laughter.] It was effective, at any rate.
The CHAIRMANx. There was no announcement made bv the Justice

Department or by the Treasury. It was just a rumor, was it not?
Mr. Lrxz. I guess so.
The CHAIR-MAN. And the Finance Committee, by calling the hearing,was responsible for the advance of Du Pont stock?
Mr. LENz. It might be true.
The CHAIR-MAN. I did not know we were that important. [Laugh-

ter.]
Mr. LE.N-z. I am sure you are.
The CH1AIR1MAN.. Any further questions?
Senator FREAR. I have one more.
In the Government's proposal to the court it does not propose any

forced sales of Du Pont as it does of General Motors, does it?
Mr. Lxx'z. That is correct, Senator Frear.
Senator FREAR. In the comparisons you have been making?
M r. LENZ. It does not; that is the added factor, of course.
Senator FRIAR. Yes.
If the court in Chicago, following up what the chairman mentioned

this morning to the representative of the Justice Department, if the
court in Chicago were to adopt tie Government's proposal, if it is ac-
cepted, but suspended its going into effect for a period of I year, would
the values of General Motors and Du Pont be apt to suffer during that
year?

Mr. LE_.XZ. Well, frankly, I am a little bit concerned even by the 90-
day delay, Senator Frear. I think the shorter the period that ensues
between the final court decision and the divestiture action or the
placing of the stock in the hands of the trustee, the distributions, and
then the forced sales, the better, because we are going to have a con-
siderably difficult chaotic market period, and here, as I view it, par-
ticularly with reference to Du Pont shareholders who may find it
advisable to sell the stock on a capital gains basis rather than wait and
receive the distributions.

The longer the period lasts, the more cumulative the effect. It is
better, generally, in matters-
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The CHAIRMAN. You think they ought to make it operative in 24
hours, do you? -

Mr. LENZ. If the mechanics, Senator Byrd, could be worked out
perfectly a much shorter period, I think, would be preferable, say, 36
days. I think there must be some proper time period to get all the
mechanics worked out.

Senator WILLIAMS. Did I understand you to say that you think the
10-year period too long?

Mr. LE.Nz. No, sir. I said only the period between the court order
and the actual consummation of the transaction, the first transaction,
the distributions, and then the forced sales.

Senator WILLIAmS. Do you think it would be better for the first dis-
tribution to follow 3 days from the time of the order?

Mr. LENZ. Yes, sir, if the mechanics could be worked out in a
shorter period of time.

I would rather have the bad impact in a shorter period so that we
could get some relief at least in the case of Du Pont.

Senator FREA. Mr. Lenz, don't you think the people who might
have to sell the stock woldd view this over a long-range period of 10
years rather than a 30-day period?

Mr. LEN Z. Well, I do not think so in the case of the Du Pont hold-
ers, Senator Frear.

I think the Du Pont holder has got to make up his mind fairly soon.
As a matter of fact, I think that what will take place is that as soon
as there is a court order the astute people will begin to move right
away, they will have to protect themselves because once the selling
starts it might snowball, and the first one out may be the man out at
the best price. So, consequently, speed is of the essence.

The CHAIRMAX. You think that people would start selling the stock
before it would actually get the distribution?

.fr. LENZ. Yes, sir; the Du Pont.
The CHAM RAN. Selling DuPont stock?
Mr. LENz. Yes, sir; on the capital gains basis. I believe that will be

true in many cases, Senator Byrd.
The great problem in that respect, however, is that I think all the

people who have studied this case in our field feel that there will be
several million shares of Du Pont for sale on this basis, whereas the
annual volume of trading in Du Pont only measures 800,000 shares a
year.

So that there may be a great many offerings for sale that could not
be consummated because you will not have enough buyers to take up
the stock, except at very, very drastic bargain prices.

Senator WILLIAMS. IS there doubt in the minds of many in the
brokerage circles as to whether or not this distribution is going to go
into effect?

Mr. LENz. There is great doubt, Senator Williams, that the plan
will be approved in its present form.

Now, people can be fooled in that respect, naturally. But I think
that the average investor, at least the ones that we have talked to, and
the ones we have discussed this with, all feel that there will be some
kind of remedial tax legislation to relieve them of the burden of the
current income tax for this huge capital levy, as I call it, and also
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that there will be other modifications in the plan, as such, of a bene-
ficial nature as far as the stockholders are concerned.

This has been true, and I think Sumner Emerson of the Morgan,
Stanley firm, who testified in the couit in Chicago, found from
checking with 28 separate firms that that was the feeling in those
particular firms.

The CAImrMAN. In other words, those firms feel that the recom-
inendations of the Justice Department will not be adopted by the
Fedenl judge: is that right?

Mr. LENZ. Tht is correct, Senator Byrd.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the basis for that?
Mr. LENZ. Only because they feel it so bad that it has to be im-

proved. [Laughter.]
'['lie (1 IRM..N. I do not exactly follow you.
Mr. LENZ. Well, Senator Byrd, let me say this, sir. If our firm,

in particular, felt that the Justice Department's proposals were going
to be adopted, we would have taken quite some time ago a rather
negative attitude on both General Motors and Du Pont, which we have
not done so far.

Now, we can be wrong. We have been wrong in many cases in ie
past.

The CHAIMRMAN. I want to say in the presence of the president,
Mr. Greenewalt, that in my judgment Du Pont is one of the best
run, best conducted corporations in the world and, naturally, the
people look forward to the future of the Du Pont Co. as a growth
company, regardless in my judgment, of whether it disposes of this
General Motors stock or not.

It is a growing company, and I imagine the people, investors, took
that into consideration.

Mr. LENZ. I think that would be correct.
The CIAIJDIM.xA. For that reason the. )u Pont stock has gone up.

I say the l)i Pont Co., independent of selling General Motors stock,
in my judgment, Dii Pont has tremendous opportunities and a great
growth future.

Mr. LENZ. I agree, Senator Byrd.
The CI.mir. AN. And I imagine that the investors are not going to

entirely look upon Du Pont from the standpoint of this involuntary
distribution of the General Motors stock. It may be a factor.

Mr. LFN z. I think that one of the primary reasons why a great many
people who are stockholders of Dii Pont feel that there will be a
change in the Government proposal and. perhaps, tax relief is they
have had such tremendous success as a stockholder of Du Pont that
they ex)ect the company to be able to perform miracles.

The CHAIrmAN. I do not underrate the problem that confronts you.
Mfr. LETNZ. Senator Byrd, I think a great many investors have a long

memory, and they recall in the case of the public utility holding com-
panies. they were scared of something that never took )lace.

This has happened to them several times. and they are. therefore,
hardened to it, and they fcel again in this case that it will not take
place. I think that is a factor.

'hie CnAxnor3x.. In other words, they have confidence in the judge.
Senator FInF.n. T would say they have a little confidence in the

Congress. [Laughter.]
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I wonder if the chairman of the committee would entertain a ques-
tion from the junior Senator from Delaware to the chairman.

The chairman has paid a high compliment, and I think justifiably
and rightfully so, to the management of the Du Pont Co., and I know
his memory is sufficiently long, that perhaps General Motors would
not have been in the position in the United States and the world today
that they are had they not had some of that managerial power trans-
ferred to them back many years ago, for which Du Pont is well known.

I am sure lie would want to pay the same respects to those people
as lie has to those of today.

I just want to give you the opportunity of paying respect to the
management of the Du Pont Co. back there in those earlier days.
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Then you admit that the Du Pont Co. had a direct
management in General Motors?

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think we ought to go into that at this time.
Senator FREAR. I am not trying to dispute that back in those days

when they asked Du Pont for some help that they got it in a managerial
way, and it certainly has proven to be the point.

Then, my next question is, if that be true, do you agree with the
Supreme Court's decision in the General Motors case?

The ChAIRMAN. I do not; and I do not agree with a lot of the other
decisions either. [Laughter.]

Senator FEAR. I am very charitable to the chairman; I would like
to have that in the record.

The Ci.nAun,,N.. It is in the record.
Senator FIIEAR. Mr. Lenz, personally I appreciate your testimony

and the observations you made to my questions.
Mr. Chairman, those are all the questions I have.
The CHAIRMn[A . Are there any other questions?
Mr. LENZ. Thank you.
T31he CHAnI.rAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Lenz.
Mr. LENz. Thank you, sir.
The CMAN. The next witness is Mr. John Dane, U.S. Chamber

of Commerce.

STATEMENT OF JOHN DANE, JR., REPRESENTING THE CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. DA.NE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is John Dane,
oJr,. and I am a partner in the law firm of Choate, Ihall, & Stewart in
Boston.

I am appearing before you today as a member of the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce Committee on Taxation and on behalf of the chamber
to discuss the Frear bill, S. 200.

I have sitting at my left Mr. J. Kirk Eads, who is the manager of
the national chamber's taxation and finance department.

I have a prepared statement which I would like to ask permission at
this time to have incorporated in the record. I will not read it
directly.

The CHAIRM AN. Without objection, the insertion will be made in the
record.
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Mr. D.XN.-E. I will not read(l directly from this statement, and I will
try very briefly to cover the material which there is in the statement.
In some cases I will not follow exactly the same order, and in those
cases 1 will try to let you know so that you can see from where I am
taking my material.

Twelve -ears a'go, ini 1947, iii testinyoily before the House Wavs and
Means Conmittee, a witness for the national chamber predicted that
just tlie type of l) mleli which we have been discussing at so much
length over the last 2 days here would arise.

Again iii 1954 in testimony on what was then 11.11. 8300 which, I
think, turned into the Interital Revenue Cole of 1954, in 1956 in a
special statement (lirec(led to the -Joint Committee oii eternall Revenme
Taxation , and in 195S in a supplemental statement to the House Ways
and Means ( 'oi mittee, the chamber enlplasized the need for correct ire
legislation in this area.

So this is the fifth time, Mr. Chalirman, in 12 years that the national
chamber has called the attention of congressional committees to the
hardship tlat may result from a divestiture decree pursuant to an
ant it rust procee(l ilg.

In other words, we saw the situation as it has arisen, and we are glad
now to suppoIt S. 200 which, we feel, is a very effective piece of
reined ial legislate ion.

I think any witness who appears before you to testify in behalf of
remenlial legislation should be able to sustain a buIrden of proof on
three specific points. Of course, before you can have remedial legis-
lation there must be some injury, some injustice which is being
inflicted.

Secondly, the remedv which lie asks for must be consistent with tie
general piilosophy anl spirit of the Internal Revenue Code; in other
wor(l, I (10 not think a witness can come before you gentlemen and ask
for something which is entirely different from what has ever been done
before for other taxpayers in somewhat similar situations.

Finally and, perhaps, most iml)ortantlv, I think the proponent of
any remldial h( zislation must show von that his suggestion will benefit
not only the U' oup primarily affected but the entire economy of the
country; and it is our belief, Mr. Chairman, that S. 200 meets all three
of these tests.

Taking the most important one first, and that is the test of its effect
on thme economy of tIme country, we feel that this bill is necessary be-
cause the present provisions of tile Internal Revenue Code hamper
the efficient and equitable administration of the antitrust laws.

Secondly, we feel that these present provisions of the code in that
they require tile inclusion in ordinary income at the highest pos-
sil)le bracket of the full fair market value of anythiing distribluted
pursulant to a divestment decree, we feel that is grossly unfair to any
stockholders who receive such a distribution.

Finally, we feel that tile remedy whiich is proposed under the bill
of Senator Frear, and that is tle deferment of recognition of gain
until the divested shares are sold, has many precedents under tIme
tax law and is an appropriate remedy under tie circumstances.

I do not think it can be repeated too often that we are not dealing
here with a tax exemption measure; we are dealing with a deferment
measure.
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Now, let me take up, first of all, the material in the prepared state-
ment concerning the proposition that the enactment of this bill is
necessary if a serious injustice is not to be done to the persons who
receive distributions pursuant to divestiture decrees.

The basic vice of the i)resent law, gentlemen, is that it requires the
recognition of taxable income undcr circumstances when the taxpayer
in question has received no economic gain, when there has been no
increase in his net worth.

It seems to me that the proposition is just as simple as that. Let
us bring it into sharper focus by a specific example. As our testi-
niony is directed to no particular'situation, but to all situations which
may arise in connection with divestitures under the antitrust laws, I
am going to refer to corporations A and B.

Let us suppose that A, over a period of years, has acquired a sub-
stantial stock of corporation B, and that subsequently the Justice
Department determines that this ownership by A of the B stock is an
anticompetitive practice, and Justice seeks ani1 secures a court decree
requiring corporation A to divest itself of that stock.

Let us suppose at the time divestiture is ordered, that 10 percent of
the value of the A or parent stock results from its stock ownership
in corporation B.

We cannot have a tax problem without an individual taxpayer, and
let us call him Mr. X, and he owns a hundred shares of this corpo-
ration A stock, and prior to the divestiture decree the shares are
worth $100 per share, or his aggregate investment is worth $10,000.

.As a result of the divestiture decree, Mr. X is going to receive B
stock, which is worth $1,000. This amount, under the )resent tax
law, lie will have to add to his taxable income and have it taxed at
the highest bracket.

If lie is a single man with no dependents, and let us suppose lie
has a salary on the outside of $10,000, he is goihig to have to pay a tax
of $340 as'a result of his receipt of the stock under the divestiture
decree.

Now, when Mr. X prepares his tax return, and he is the average
taxpayer, he is going to be very surprised and shocked at his pre-
dicament. He is going to say. "Wha't have I got after this decree
that, I did not have before it ? fHow much richer am I ?"

Before the decree he is going to say he had an indirect interest in
the corporation B stock. After the decree, after the divestiture, he
has it directly.

The value of his A shares will have gone down by substantially the
same amount as the value of the B shares which he has received. I do
not know how successful other tax lawyers and tax attorneys are
going to be, but if Mr. X comes to me, I do not feel at all confident
in being able to persuade him of the equity of the tax laws under this
situation.

Now, it may possibly be objected that this might be unfair to Mr. X
in the normal situation, but there is some taint attached to owning,
stock of a corporation which loses an antitrust suit and, therefore, its
stockholders ought to be penalized.

Well, there is not much support, Mr. Chairman, for that line of
thinking in the Supreme Court's cases. In the Hartford-Empire
case, they said the divestiture remedy was remedial, it was not penal.

369
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Ill the Timken Roller Bearing case, the concurring opinion of Chief
Justice Vinson and Mr. Justice Reed, said that "divestiture is a rem-
edy to restore competition and not to punish those who restrain trade."

It is goilg to l)e very hard for me, as a tax practitioiler, to persuade
Mr. X %vIliel lhe conIes into my office that ,cometition is going to be
very successfully restored hy forcing hini to pay a tax at his highest
rate, on 1his B st;)k whieh ]i.s been paid over to him.

Mr. X is also going to wvonder why, if there was a violation of the
anl il rust laws, the penalty should be on him as a stockholder rather
tlin oil t lie (corp)O'lt ion.

I is 1)erl)lexitv is going to be increased if the violation in his case
resulted froil tlie inabi lily of the corporation's management or its
coMsel to foresee how the'antitrust laws would be interpreted some-
tine ill the fi ture, particularly in view of the fact that this interpre-
tat ion has chlangeld over i le years.

Mr. X's tax problem- are not going to be confined to this additional
amowint which lie must bring into his return as income; they are going
to i elude tie problem of raising cash to pay the tax, and he probably
will have to sell some of this stock which has been distributed to him
in order to raise this cash, and when he comes to sell it, as has been
pointied out to you so well by the previous witness, he is going to find
a great many other people in just exactly the same situation who are
trying to sell this stock to raise cash to pay these taxes, and the B
sto,'k, which was worth $1,000 when he recei'Ve.1 it, and which will be
included in his tax return at $1,000, may well be worth $900 or $950
Slan lhe comes to sell it.

So much for the inequity which is being imposed on individual
stockholders as a result of the operation of the Internal Revenue
Code's provisions at present. in connection with stock received pur-
suant to divestiture decrees.

I want to move on to the material which is covered on page 2 of
the prepared statement, and the proposition that the adoption of this
bill is necessary to the proper enforcement of the antitrust laws.
I think to put this proposition ini proper perspective we have got

to realize that we are dealing only with civil antitrust actions, and
with the equitable remedy of divestiture or divestiture through a
consent decree.

The purpose of granting the relief, equitable relief, in the form of
divestiture, is to restrain anticompetitive practices and to elimi-
nate excessive concentrations of economic power.

It is not a penalty imposed for criminal action by antitrust de-
fendants. There are severe penal sanctions in the antitrust laws to
cover that type of situation.

All we ar'e trying to do, all the court is trying to do, in a divestiture
decree is to restore competitive conditions.

The willinzpgness with which a judge will order divestiture is, I
think, going to depend in large measure upon a large number of fac-
tors, and one of those factors is oin g to bethel tax situation of the
stockholders who had no part in the action which led to the antitrust
proceeding.

I think a very clear indication of how judges will think along these
lines appears in the opinion of Judgre Wvzanski in the antitrust pro-
ceeding involving the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.,
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which is reported at 96 Federal supplement at page 356, and I wil
only read one sentence in that where he says, and I am quoting:

No one would argue that to run a company Into a tax liability not thought
necessary under the revenue laws serves an antitrust purpose.

That is the end of the quotation from Judge Wyzanski.
Finally, in connection with this aspect of the problem of the en-

forceinent of the antitrust laws, I think we should all bear in mind
that at the time when the Sherman and Clayton Acts were passed, in-
come taxation of individuals was, for all practical purposes non-
existent. It did not have the bite which it has today, and if the In-
ternal Revenue Code is allowed to be an additional penalty to the
stockholders of antitrust defendants, we must also bear in mind that
was a penalty which certainly was not considered at the time when
the original draftsmen of the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act were
drafting those acts, and at the time when those acts were passed by
the Congress.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, may I come to the third point which ap-
pears on page 10 of the prepared statement, that the remedy which
is being sought in S. 200 is consistent with the basic philosophy of
the Internal Revenue Code as applied in other areas.

Those other areas are cases Nere gain or loss is not recognized, it
is postponed in transactions which the taxpayer has not voluntarily
entered into, or which he has entered into not only not voluntarily
but in compliance with a regulatory statute or to carry out certain
economic policies which are deemed to be desirable.

I do not want to take your time to go over all the various different
situations in the Internal Revenue Code where this principle of
deferment of gain is recognized.

But I think I can say, without contradiction, that, in every other
place in the code, where a taxpayer has entered into an involuntary
trasactiwii or where he has been forced to receive property as a result
of a divestiture decree, as in the bank holding company law, in each
one of those cases no gain is currently recognized, but it is postponed
until such time as the property which has been transferred to him in
this involuntary transaction is subsequently sold.

Thank you very much.
The C1A1R3FA-%. Thank you very much. Are there any questions?
Mr. DRtNE. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Dane follows:)

TESTIMONY OF JOIIN DANE, JR., FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNrrED
STATES BEFORE TlE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON S. 200

I am John Dane, Jr., partner in the law firm of Choate, Hall & Stewart,
Boston. I appear today on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States as a member of its committee on taxation to discuss the Prear bill,
S. 200.

Twelve years ago, In 1947, In testimony before the louge Ways and Means
Committee, a chamber witness predicted that the type of situation S. 200 is
intended ti) deal with would arse to plague us. Again In 1954, in testimony
on H.1. P900; in 1956 in a special statement directed to the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation: and in 1958 in a supplemental statement to the
Ilnase Ways and Means Committee, the chamber emphasized the need for
corrective action.

The situation we foresaw has now arisen and has -csulted In the Introdaction
of S. 200, which the national chamber supports.
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In considering any proposal for corrective action in this situation three tests
should be made.

It should. first of all. be established that a particular group or class of tax-
payers is suffering, or is about to suffer, a serious injustice under the present
law. e4condly, it should be established that the relief suggested is consistent
with the general philosophy and spirit of the other provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code. And finally it should be established that the effect of the
proposed relief provision will be to benefit not only the group primarily
affeted hut also the people of the country as a whole.

We believe that S. 201m meets all of these tests. Putting the most important
consideration first, we believe that the economy of the country would be bene-
fited by the adoption of this bill because the present provisions of the code can
hamper the efficient and equitable administration and enforcement of the anti-
trust laws. Ve believe that the Internal Revenue Code, requiring as it does
that any distributions made pursuant to an antitrust decree be included in
full in taxable income, is grossly unfair to the stockholders who receive such
distributions. And, finally, we believe that deferment of the recognition of
such income, as provided In the bill, until the time when the shares distributed
are sold has many precedents in our tax law and is consistent with the general
theories of taxation underlying the Internal Revenue Code.

The adoption of the bill is necessary to the proper enforcement of the antitrust
laws

In orde" to set the relationship of this proposed bill to the enforcement of
the antitrust laws in proper perspective, it is first necessary to point out that
the bill provides for deferment of taxable income only in the case of civil actions
where the court has invoked the equitable remedy of divestiture or where
divestiture has been made a part of a consent decree. The purpose of granting
relief in the form of divestiture is to restrain anticomipetitive practices and
to eliminate concentrations of economic power. Divestiture, in short, seeks to
establish optimun competitive conditions. Divestiture is not the penalty im-
posed by a court in a criminal antitrust case where the management of a
corporation is found guilty of having deliberately embarked upon a program
of acquisition or expansion clearly in violation of the antitrust laws. Severe
penal .anetions are provided for such conduct.

To remove this unjust result will facilitate the entry of appropriate judicial
decrees in furtherance of the antitrust laws, so that no court need ever hesitate
to order divestiture because of concern over the tax penalty on stockholders.

It should be borne in mind that the tax penalty imposed on stockholders as
a result of divestiture is not one which was contemplated by the antitrust
statutes themselves. Indeed at the time the Sherman and Clayton Acts were
passed. income taxation was, foi all practical purposes, nonexistent.

Further, to remove this tax inequity should facilitate the negotiation of con-
sent judgments in situations where corporate management may prefer to work
out such a judgment rather than to contest a Justice Department charge of
antitrust violation.

In such a situation the corporate management involved in antitrust pro-
ceedings would quite properly have great reluctance to consent to a decree which
would impose crippling taxes on their shareholders. They could well feel that
if such a tax burden is to be imposed on the shareholders, by whose favor
they hol their ixisitions, it must be done by decree of the court, even though
that may involve long and costly litigation.

In other area., Congress has taken Into account the fact that the tax laws
must not work at cross purposes with vital regulatory legislation. Three years
after the enactment in 1935 of the public utility holding company bill which
was directed against undue "growth and extension of holding companies,"
Congress amended the tax law to defer the recognition of taxable income on
receipt of distributions made in connection with the simplification and Integra-
tion of public utility holding company systems. This amendment was found
nec ssary because the Securities and Exchange Commission had encountered
diaffculty in its enforcement program on account of the tax consequence of any
divestiture order. Similarly, when the Federal Communications Commission
has required a sale "in pursuance of the policy of eliminating common owner-
shil) of directly competing radio facilities," the recognition of any gain on
such sale is deferred under the present provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code.
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Perhaps the closest analogy lies in the Bank Holding Company Act where
bigness, monopoly, and concentration of power were the targets. In many ways
this act represent a specific application of the general policy of the antitrust
laws to a single Industry.

The tax relief granted in the Bank Holding Company Act which permits
stockholders in banks subject to the act to receive distributions of securities
owned by such banks without immediate recognition of taxable Income is the
closest possible precedent for the present bill. The following colloquy on the
floor of the House evidences the congressional intent in this connection:

"Mr. SPENCE (of the Banking and Currency Committee). Mr. Chairman, what
does this bill attempt to do? It does not say to these organizations, 'You must
dump your securities on the market. You must sell them at a loss.' It says
to the holding companies, 'You must divest yourself of either the voting shares
of the banks or divest yourself of the stock in unrelated businesses.' And
divestment only means distribution. There is a provision in the bill that when
this stock is distributed there shall be no gain and no tax consequence to the
shareholder or to the bank holding company. We attempt to make it easy
for them to do a legitimate business. They can elect to be either a bank holding
company or a holding company engaged in nonbankiug business."

"Mr. COOPER (of the Ways and Means Committee). The gentleman is correct;
in other words, it means simply that as people are being required by law to
dispose of certain assets this tax provision provides they shall not be taxed
because they are complying with the law" (Congressional Record, June 13, 1955).

The enactment of the bill is essential if serious injustice to person receiving
distributions pursuant to divestiture decrees is to be avoided

The basic vice of the present law relating to the tax consequences of the
receipt of distributions pursuant to a divestiture decree is that it requires the
recognition of taxable Income when the recipient has received no economic
gain-no increase in his net worth. It is just as easy as that. Let us bring
the issue into sharper focus by taking a very simple example. Corporation A,
over a period of years, has acquired a substantial block of the capital stock
of corporation B. Subsequently the Department of Justice determines that the
ownership by corporation A of the corporation B stock is an anticompetitive
practice and seeks and secures a court decree requiring corporation A to divest
itself of such stock. At the time when the divestiture is ordered, 10 percent
of the market value of corporation A's stock is attributable to its holdings of
the stock of corporation B.

Let us further assume that Mr. X owns 100 shares of corporation A which
shares, prior to the divestiture decree, were worth $100 a share or an aggregate
of $10,000. As a result of the divestiture decree, Mr. X will receive stock of
corporation 1I worth $1,000 but he will have to add this amount to this taxable
income and have it taxed at his highest bracket. If Mr. X is a single man
with no dependents and has other income consisting of a salary of $10,000 a
year. he will have to pay an additional Federal income tax of $340 as a result
of this receipt of the corporation B stock.

When Mr. X prepares his tax return, lie is going to be very surprised and
shocked at his predicament. le is going to ask, what do I have after
the divestment decree that I did not have before? How much richer am I?
Before the decree lie had an Indirect interest in the corporation B stock virtue
of his stock holdings in corporation A and that now he owns his pro rata share
of such corporation B stock outright. The value of his corporation A shares
have gone down by the amount of the value of the corporation B shares which
have been distributed to him and he Is further going to say that as you put
value in the pocket marked "B" you take it out of the mcket marked "A"
but that you never make any money by shifting coins from one trousers pocket
to the other.

I don't know how successful other tax practitioners may be but If Mr. X
came to me I do not feel confident that I could give him any satisfactory ex-
planation of the equity of the operation of the tax law in his particular case.

Now it may be objected that while this might be very unfair to Mr. X
in a normal situation, there is some taint attached to owning stock of a
corporation which loses an antitrust suit, and therefore, he should be penalized.

Supreme Court decisions do not seem to support this point of view. On
the contrary, the Court has said that equitable relief in antitrust cases-
and divestiture Is a form of equitable relef-Is remedial, not penal" (Hart-
ford-Empire Co. v. The United States, 323 U.S. 386, 435 (1945)). It has also
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and activities, however, as amicus curiae have given me a particular
familiarity with and interest in the problem of taxes in relation to
antitrust enforcement, but m role of ainicus obviously does not au-
thorize me to speak on behalf of, and I do not speak for, the court.

I also wish to point out that I do not represent nor am I speaking
for the Du Pont Co., Christiana Securities Co., General Motors Corp.,
or Delaware Realtv, all defendants in the I)u Pont case.
My interest is limited solely to the representation of the Du Pont

stockholders, as such, which arises by virtue of my appointment as
amicus curiae.

Immediately upon my appointment as amicus curiae I began inten-
sive studies o? the legal and factual background of the case in order
to be in position to make my own recoimendations and to comment
upon the recommendations of others. In this connection, I held a
series of regional conferences in five major cities with stockholders
and representatives of the stockholders of Du Pont for the purpose
of discussing the entire question of the neceo-ary and appropriate
remedy under the mandate of the Supreme Court. Included among
the stockholders represented at these conferences were large individual
and corporate holders, bank trustees. investment trusts, investment
hanker,. investment advisei-s, insurance companies, educational insti-
tutions, and charitable foundations.

In addition. I have had a considerable volune of correspondence
and many individual conferences with Dui Pont stockholdes-both
large andl small. As a result of these conferences and this corre-
spondence. I have become impressed by the great hardship that
would be visited upon the many stockholders of Du Pont by a decree
that would require Du Pont to distribute its present holdings of
General Motors stock.

For example, a lady who holds a few shares wrote:
I am a retired Foreign Service staff offer, living modestly oa an Insufficient

annuity. augmented by dividends from small holdings of Du Pont stock which
represents savings. I am not a stock dabbler. I share some family responsi-
bility. I have never owned an automobile nor acquired the habit of installment
pure-hases. My lifetime savings have been invested in two companies the com-
position of which I regard as made up of men of unquestioned Integrity who
would not resort to unethical practices. With this information about myself,
you will. I am sure. understand my attitude in this matter and my reason for
writing you at such great length to protect my interests.

This is one of the letters I received from many, many shareholders
from whom I inquired about their plight.

A major source of hardship to stockholders would be the tax burden
that would fall oR them-not on the corporate defendants but on their
individual stockholdet--under a plan of divestiture such as the
Antitrust Division is proposing in this case. Under the official tax
ruling obtained from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. the
compulsory distributions proposed by the Antitrust Division would
Ie immediately taxable as ordinary dividends to the stockholders of
Diu Pont. This mean that-even 'though the ecopomic effect of the
distributions would be merely to divide each stockhc!der's investment
into its component parts, like changing a $10 bill for two $5 bills-
each noncorporate stockholder would pay income taxes equal to from
20 percent to 91 percent (depending on'individual tax brackets and
subject to dividend received credit) of the market value of the Gen-
eral Motors shares when received.
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That means that this net tax of approximately 16 to 87 percent

will be visited upon these individual shareholders even though, as I
see it, they may have merely exchanged their $10 bill into two 5's.

I want to point out at this point that, perhaps, there has been some
confusion, as I have listened to this testimony, about what reallyhappens here.

Lu Pont has had approximately one-third of its earnings from the

General Motors shares, and if there is a divestiture, Du Pont'p earn-
ings will be reduced by one-third, and it will have only two-thirds of
the earning power wbich it has had before.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the percentage of assets of Du Pont, as
carried on the books, and this General Motors stock?

M[r. DALLSTREAM. I did not hear you, Senator.
The ChAIRMAN. I say, this is carried on the books of Du Pont stock

as $1 billion, is it no . . .
Mr. DALLSTWAXM. Approximately s6g.yes. It is carried on the

books, I thimk, at well its cost is $2.10, and 1,im not sure, but I think
they have been writing that.up to correspond'xach year to the book
vale ofthe shares of-tre book itlue on the share* of General Motors.

Th& CHAIRM3A1N. At What are the General Motors shares carried on
the h1"ooks? - ae t

Mr. GREsrWALT. It is apprmimaly tt~book valI of the General
Motors stock per its q l "oi 'K

ihe CHAIRMAN. IN" '*S it aNhount/o?
/ Mr. (3

-RFENEWALT. AL ut $14 a share/I believe.
!The CIHAIRAAN. 1h4 iathe total tigure'?
Mr. G11EEtN E WM-1. uV-WoJITie CIh.MHRAN. $1 billion? ) 4

t Mr. GREEEWALT. Yes. - / /Tire CH,\nArAN; %'ow, the' stock/il ahtit4vl worth ovtr $3 billion?
V r. GREE-'EWALT. Yes, sir; tht is right. 0", /
TJe CHIAIRMAN. $3,250 million. /41 /
_11V GREENEWALT. On the market. I
Mr> DALLSTREA 1M. But that; stock' has been contributing one-third

of the eamngs.
The C LIRAN. What proportion does the $1 billion, Mr. Greene-

wVa it, have to the total assets of the company ?X-
Mr. GREENEtALT. About a third. I woJ say.
The CHAIRMAN. In -other words, thtdivide ivnent comes pro-

portionately to the assets of'the General Motor usi tided in the total
assets of Du Pont?

Mr. GREENEWALT. Just ah)out.
The CHAIRMAN. One-third in each case?
Mr. GREENEWALT. Very roughly.
Mr. DALLSTREAM3. WIell, it can easily be seen as a result of that. that

the distribution of this stock has none of the earmarks of a dist ribu-
tion of corporate earnings.

If you distribute corporate earnings which are not needed lin the
conduct of the business, the business goes on as before, and it is worth
just as much as it was before, except on liquidation value.

It produees just as aunch earnings and has just as great market
value based upon its earnings.

Now, in the Du Pont case, the minute that this distribution is made,
you have taken one-third of the earning assets away from this corn-
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)any, one-thi d of its earnings, and it may reasonably be expected we
have taken away at least one-third of its market value, and that is not
the case in a dis t rihut ion of cash dividends or of unneeded assets, and
in that case the corporation remains with the same earnings power and
the same value as before.

It was testified at the hearing before Judge LBuy on the basis of
a comprehensive and careful survey of the stockholders of the
Du Pont Co., that the average tax rate at which the more than 230,000
individuals who hold Du Pont stock directly or beneficially would
pay taxes upon a distribution of the General Motors shares would be
approximately 57 percent.

I may say to you, sir, that early in the game, after I had finished
my talks with the stockholders around the country, I estimated ap-
proximately 60 percent, and I feel that figure which was prepared by
Mr. rellil-g by the use of samplings, is a clearly accurate figure.

The total addiitional tax payable by these individuals upon such a
distribution would be, assuming General Mlotors shares have a market
value of $50 per share when distributed, approximately $1 billion as
has been testified.

This tax burden, which is apart from the taxes that would be in-
directly payable by the many stockholders, beneficiaries, and policy-
holders of the corporations, investment trusts, mutual funds, and in-
surance companies holding Du Pont stock. does not just fall on the
large stockholders.

I think it will be clear that this tax does not fall only upon large
stokholders but upon small stockholders, as well.

Of the over 225,000 holders of 500 shares or less, they would have. a
tax burden of over .4300 million or an average of more than $1,000 for
each individual holder, and, of these, the more than 200,000 indi-
viduals holding 100 shares or less would have a tax burden averaging
more than $600 for eaclh individual holder.

Furthermore, there would be additional losses to stockholders re-
suIlting from the drop in market prices caused by the large volume of
sales of Du Pont and General Motors stock that would undoubtedly
be made by, Du Pont stockholders in order to mitigate the tax coil-
sequences or to raise cash with which to pay taxes.

Senator IVILLs.\i3s. Might I add that computation is not for each
of the 10 years, is it?

M . I).iLr MTnEn.. That is for the 10 years, those tax amounts.
l)espite this rather clear evidence of the staggering tax burden that

would be placed upon Du Pont stockholders bv a distribution of the
General Motors shares, the Antitrust Division has taken the position
that divest;ture is a mandatory relnedy in the pending case.

I believe this points up clearly the dilemma that confronts the ant i-
trust courts in this and many other cases. On the one hand, a court
havin-r found an antitrust violation must frame a decree that will
restore competitive conditions, which sometimes can best. or perhaps
only. be acconin)lished by divestiture-as the Antitiist I)ivision con-
tent Is is true in the 1ii Pont case.

On the otli r itand, it is equally well established in the eases that
the decree n1ist 1be relmledial, lot punitive, and must reflect proper
rt1:r(1 for interests, of private )ro)erty that have become vested in
private investors without any guilty knowledge or any intent to be-
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come participants in the unlawful activities. But in some cases-of
which the )i Pont case is a particularly good example because the
acquisition in question took place 40 years ago and a whole new gen-
eration of investors have become involved-in some cases, I say, it
may be simply impossible for the antitrust courts to order divertiture
without at the same time imposing a grave and even unconscionable
hardship on the innocent investors of the corporations involved and
often on many other innocent persons who are in no way connected
with the defendant companies.

The only valid and proper solution, I believe, is for Congress to
enact. legislation simihir to the pending bill-legishrtion that will per-
mit the cmrts to order" divestiture whenever it is necessary or appro-
I)riate to (1o so without at the sane time imposing a staggering tax
burden on innocent stockholders. It should be emphasized that the
pending bill (does not relieve any shareholder from paying, or prevent
thle Gover-DneJ1t froni1 collecting, a single. dollar of taxes that would
bepayableorcollectible in the absence of theantitrust decree. If the
p)endin~g legislation were. enacted, a stockholder of Du Pont, for exam-
pile, would continue to pay inconie taxes on dividends from Du Pont
and General Motor, and would pay a capital gains tax on any gain
realized frome the sale of either 1)u Pont or General Motors shares.
In short, ihe bill would merely postpone the realization of gain until
such time as the General MNotors shares are voluntarily sold, which
WMol(l be the situat ion in the absence of t1 antitrust case. Thus, this
bill waul i merely get away from the present illogical and arbitrary
result of taxing tw vomllipsory transaction of divestiture-the forced
sitting oPf the Dul Pont share into its two component parts-as if it
were a voluntary realization of income.

I would like to particularly d(eal wvith this criticism which has been
made of this bill as possibly aftfordiiig tax relief to those who havebeen adjit~lged wvlug l'<oers.

I think it was initle ('lear this morning by Mr. Bicks that he ad-
Initted there was 11o NNogdoiu" in this case, but that he wanted to be
'zure that S. 2(0 did not relieve wrongdoers.
I think we imust remember that, a court of equity has traditionally

been bound by the rule that tley will never rt equitable relief to
a wrongdoer.

This bill has built into it a provision that requires the court to find
that before the benefits of S. 200 can be availed of by anyone, the
court must have entered( at finding that not only was the relief ap-
l)ropl ate to caul'" out the antitrusit objectives, but it must have been
equitable relief. Aid I (1o not think we need to worry in this case
that any court is ever going to avail itself of the provisions of S. 200
if lie cannot conscientiouslv and honorably and honestly enter that
finding that it is equitalee'- it is an equitable renledy t hat is being
applied, and that this is a case in wl which the provisions should be
a wvar4ded because it would constitute equitable relief.

(ourts of equity just have not. ai led wrongdoers. As applied to
tie le I'oNut case, however, it must be borne in in tmd that tlie bill
would afford no relief whatever to tile )u Po it (Co., but it cold
afford relief to the several hundred thiouisanid persons directly or
l)eneficiallv owning Dii lont stock. Furtler, there has leei1 ni-
ilig whatever of wirongdoinlg ill the )1 JPont case. The " )wer court
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fo1t l tile acquisition to Ive been lawful and proper. The Supreme
(Citrt (lid iiot disturbb that 1linig, but held merely that, more than
30) years after tim acquisition, flie position General Motors had
IL nMieve(d in I liii a itoiiiol le ind ustry t hrolgh i 1at0iii1I growth had
renclied tie poi , wheno I here was aIi in,,i 1micy 01iolraiilily of
iiioonlly of tlie market, for aulfolot-ive fa lics and finishes. Pew
la yimen, IrwVe's or jiI(lges wlold liiVie :nnt irilted Ilie) novel hioldin g
lof foiir 1neiers (f flit' Siipr-uil'e ( oiill tlat. an acquisition, t hough
lawful wlnii iiin1h,, 1 o1ilsliie I,,. lii 1:1wfi,! 30 years tlirenfter as a
result, o a iinere clilg~ ign ih0 (leeclolic (oNlitiojs (if tile companies
i Ivol vet!1.

'I'lm ('u I.AMiIAN. I),oes ilie F rear bill provide clearly that any in-
vOlillary (list ritlit ioli would bvIl, ,np f I'mil talxai ioln ?

Mi. I), ,ns'rnr:. ,T. No, sir. TlieI' is a, provision in the Frear bill
(lh, ret liiirs tn ,,otort Ito 'iter several lifiigs, ami)g whivh is that
it, is Ii, eessary to g rant, eqtiilble relief so that, the provisions of the
bill alre perniitled I)a Vaah 1Q4 of. So that, Iw. coirt, may order
divestitlire ill any niitit inst case, i nt. not mI ake liIt fliding, an(l in
that case the I ax, as it stands toay, would he tle tax whicl I lie re-
cilielit would iiorniluIa , ly ave to pay .

Senalor i. l ,t sLW . WlilI Olwn.e i l, ' poIt,,ssililiv flint if this bill
Wer1 eiic'e(n1, it ietlw ir' (iihl let4eriniie tldnl evvl tins case was
nlot. aiiilicnlle awl1 n1ot eli'illi for. flu'- bl'rn'ii of tli:V bills

Mr. ! ).usr,ir.\ t1 is iefei'tl ]v possible.
'lie ( 'i,.n.\. V'llat colur-t are y'oll okiii of, tne Spu'reme

( rt '(isti rut couli't
Mr. I ).Iir,si'u.tx.. I tlni k the d isti'nt court is going to hlave to enter

tile border, bit if 1ie (listielt court refused to (t'iet' Ile order---
l'1e ii,\r.xns. T'lSn iweii , ('o tou, will not nitake the decision

that you sleak of. will it.?
Mr. I)mrs'ru*:.xr. No, f]ner will iiil have to make it.
I would like very itich to n 1,'l lie corncommittee's a(teit ion to-par-

IieularlV to ime language of Sen ato I re:i) hill in that regr(1, ie-
("ailse I libikll, it is 4l1 'ite clear lntt even ill lile l)i Pont case, the court
coiltd refuse as to :my of thle distrilii Iions tlhat were ordered.

The (hvuuwmc~x. I (lit]l ot understand that the relief the Frear bill
voild give or attempt to give, woild le subject o tile approval of tlie

Federal court.
Senator FrtEAR. No, they have to iake these findings.
M[r. ]).~sx~trr.Xw. ' e following are required to lie found by thne

court: (1) "That, suwh divestrment is necessary or appropriate to ef-
fectiate the policies of the Sherman Act or the Clayton Act, or
boll"-That means you cannot have one tlint is just friendly to the
parties. The court must find it, is necessary and appropriate.

(2) "That noiirecopiion of gain plsuiait to section 1111 of the
Internal Revenue ('ode of 1954 is reqii reid to reach an equitable judg-
ment, ldeciee, or order iin such suit or proceeding."

Te ('wx.or.,,. 'liTe court thinks that will Ie equitable ?
Mr. 1)r,is'mSrE.xr. The court has to determine what is equitable.
rhe Cu.xwir.xmx. But the Supreme Cort hias already £l'ted, has it

not, ?
Mr. h.LSTTE.\.. It Inn.
Thie ( 'wxir. ..Andl they r'equiireti the (liretefiit/?

380
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Mr. I)Am,sArRIM. No, I do not think they did. But let us assum
they did.

le (iaMIRMA. It is a little like going in through the back door
But the effect is that they required the divestment. of- the distribution
of this stock.

Mr. l)LK, ~MrM. Ilie thing I want to make clear is that if .Judge
La Buy order divew~ment, and he (toes not. make the determination
under subdivision (D)-

Flie (,IIIRMAN. I)o you wean to say then that, the judge does not
necessarily have to or ler that the I)M Pont Co. dispose of Genera
Motors st ock

Mr. I)ATIA'rJEAM. I have always contended that, and I still feel that
way, hit I have been wrong before. I did not think that four mem-
bers of tie Supreme Court were going to decide the earlier case the way
they did, and make some new law in this country.

"le CHAIRMAN. I thought it was an accepted fact that. while the
district judge liad discretion on how to require this distribution, he
would have to carry out the spirit of the, decision, or whatever you
may call it, an(I compel the )u Pont Co. to divest itself of the Du
Pont stock.

Mr. I)AI;TR AMf. That, is the contention of the Department of
Justice, and they may be right. I do not think they are.

The IIA IHMAN. )o you agree with that, or disagree?
Mr. I ) LLSTREAM. I disagreee.
Senator FREAR. The Snpreme Court has not ordered divestiture.
Mr. 1)A,.LJrRS T . The Supreme Court has referred this to Judge

LaBuy to enter an appropriate order.
The CIRATMAN. Let me ask you, Does Judge LaBuy have absolute

authority to do as he pleases in regard to this?
Mr. I)AL[.SThEAM. No, sir, I do not think he has.
The CHAIRMAN. Can he issue an order saying that there will be no

divestment?
Senator FREAR. Subject to appeal.
Mr. )ALLSTREAM. Subject. to appeal, and being reviewed by the

Supreme Court, I think lie can enter any order that he thinks is
equitable and appropriate to carry out the mandate of the Supreme
Court to do away-

Senator FREAR. The Supreme Court would reverse it. unless he
ordered a disposition of the stock of General Motors.

Mr. D.%LLSTEAM. Yes; and, of course, what I am afraid of, repre-
senting the stockholders, Mr. Chairman, is that the Supreme Court
might this time make their decision without giving any discretion at
all to the judge and any chance to work anything out unless we have
this legislation before the decision is made.

Senator FRmAR. The President of Du Pont would like to say some-
thing.

Mr. OREENEWALT. Senator, the controversy is this: The Department
of Justice holds that as a matter of law divesture is mandatory. This
is their argument, their pitch, if you want to call it that. and they
have entered briefs before Judge LaBuv to that effect.

Our counsel take very strongly th opposite view, and siy that
.Judge LaBuy has complete discretion to frame a decree that grants
equitable relief.

4186r-59--..2-5
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Ihait is really the arginnient that is being contested hotly before the
'oillit.

The (ur1 , :3,N. l)on't you think we had better look to Judge La-
Bujy to wcrl, this out ?

Nir. ( ;IM(E .W.ALT. \Wel'1l, everiytling is fitie if lie decides our way, and
if the Sin)renie ('ourt silipiorts ili.

Tie ('nAI 1,rxN. l)o you think tlere is a possibility tlat lie will (e-
ide tlere is no divestiient iiade Ytanidatory by tllue decision of the

St lle C'ourt ?
|l'W ;IwENEwAn:I. If 0III' (illiielt u)miisel ar' i'ot'iect, lthis is cer-

tainlvi so; Ilucre is certainly such a lossiliilitv--that lie may decide
tlit di estitu'e is not necessary. lint tine whlOle trust of the argument
before tle c((irt il ('hicago is til )elartment of Jinstice. persulading
hinl, as they )ersuaded you tits iniormninug, that ( Iiestitiire is m1itnda-
to,'y uneir tlne ( 'lay!on Act.

We take t lio Isit ion that it is not. Judge Ilh~ity Ihas the question
before him.

,ne (i'niiir.i. umige falmuy, ill tilie first instance rmiled that it
was l ot a violation of the ant itruist laws?

Mr. (GR,:r:cN T. ['w i,. 'li rr 't.
Tile (C'IAIIM .N. 'lTerefore, tlire slimId be no divestment. There-

a fher tll ilprelie ('oC ar reversed his (lecisioli, did liheV not
Mr. (RI1.iNEWAiT. 1 ivy ievei'sed his dlecisioi to) this extent-it

('oil)elely, by '1*v mueumis.
As a matter of fact, thev slis!ailled a very large portion of his deci-

Io. [hey simply said that under their own interpretation of the
(lavto. Act tlat tlre was a probabilitv of a restraint of trade.

Ti is is a comlplelelv new iterlwet at ioin of t lie Clayton Act illa(o by
I le Slprele Court in. reversing Judge Lo Buy. What they said in
their opinioui was tIhat the case was remanded to Judge LaBuy for
equitable relief. They said initling ,about (Iivestitilre. Thc vord
"divestiture" does not apl)ear, I belive, anywhere in. their opinion.

The C AIRMAN. What reason have you to think-you have been
greatly concerned about this-that Judge LaBuy will require
divestiture'?

Mr. GREnNEWLT. We do not know what lie is going to do, frankly.
The question is this: The legal question that has been presented to
Judge LaBuy is, first, the position of the Department of Justice who
maintain quitte stoutly and with a great many words that Judge
Lay] has no discretion: and nmust order divestiture.

We take the position that lie need not order divestiture, wnd he has
ample discretionn. How lie will decide that I do not know. If lie
decides in our favor, the Government has the privilege of appeal to
the Supreme Court. So, one has to consider not only what Judge
LaBuy will decide, but what the Supreme Cort will decide on appeal.

So thiat the question is really an open one. We do not really know
whether divestiture will be ordered or not.

Thie CHIMAN1A. Has Judge LaBuy given any indicationhwvr
that he thinks it is not mandatory?

Mr. GREENEWALT. None whatever. He has maintained complete
silence throughout all the hearings. He will speak in due course.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it is not a closed issue.
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Mr. GRRENEWALT. No.
Senator FREAn. Mr. Chairman, was not the opinion of the Supreme

Court and the dissenting opinion of the two Justices made a part of
the record yesterday?
The CHAIRMAN. I believe it was.
(The Sup reme ('ourt decision appear. on p. 29.)
Senator FREAR. Fine, thank you.
Mr. J)ALLSTREAm. The effect of this legislation, it seems to me, is

eminently fair and reasonable. The objective of antitrust remedies
is to prevent the creation or continuance of forbidden restraints. This
antitrust objective may, in some circumstances, require distribution of
a security holding so that a stockholder's investment is involntarily
split into; two parts, but it (toes not require involuntary realization of
tax liability.

Next I want to point, out that I think it. has been very clear in all
the congressional history that (ongress has never manifested any
intent, so far as. I am aware, to impose a special tax liability on share-
holders in ai antitrust case.

In other words, antitrust laws are not revenue measures and should
not be isedi as such, an( revenue laws are, not antitrust enforcement
measures and should not be. used as such.

The pending bill will not defeat the. purposes of the tax laws because
it will not. deprive the Treasury Iepartie It, of any revenue which
it would receive apart from the intervention of an antitrust decree or
divestiture.

On the other hand, the bill certainly would not hamper, but would
clearly foster, effective antitrust enforcement because it would permit
divestiture to be used freely as an al)propriate remedy without worry-
ing about fortuitous and frequently calamitous tax consequences.

This type of legislation is not. of course, without plrecdent. In a
number of other instances Congress has removed the tax barrier that
prevented either the courts or the regulatory agencies from effectively
enforcing law dealing with the evil of undue corporate concentration.
Thus, legislation similar to the pending bill has been enacted with re-
spect to distributions ordered by the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission pursuant to the provisions of section 11 of the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935 (I.R.C., sees. 1081-1083) (characterized
by Professor Loss of the Harvard Law School as a "specialized type of
antitrust law") ; with respect to distributions ordered by the Federal
Reserve Board puuant to the provisions of section 4 of the Bank
Holding Company Act of 1956 (I.R.C., secs. 1101-1103) ; and with re-
spect to distributions ordered by the Federal communicationss Comn-
mission when necessary or appropriate to effectuate the policies of the
Commission with respect to the ownership and control of radio broad-
casting stations (I.R.C., sec. 1071). In all of these ca;es, tax relief
legislation has facilitated the administration of the regulatory law,
and at the same time the Government has dealt equitably and fairly
with public investors without in any way creating a tax loophole.
Mr. Justice Douglas, when he was Chairman of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission and the leading exponent of the divestiture policy
of the Public Utility Holding Company Act, concisely and effectively
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put the case for legislation to prevent tax consequences from creating
an arbitrary obstacle to enforcement of divestiture, as follows:
* * * our big Job at the Commission Is to put the private utility house in order.
We think we cau do it, and we think we can do It expeditiously and construc-
tively if this tax barrier is removed * * *. We down at tie Commission do not
desire to put the gun at the head of a utility company and say, "transfer these"
and then to have another branch of the Federal Government collect $2 million or
$1,000, or $250,000 as the result of doing what we are forcing it to do (hearings
on 1.1L 9682. before the Committee on Finance of the U.S. Senate, 75th (ong.,
3d sess., pt. IV, Mar. 30, 1938, at p. 73).

I ant not going to go any further with my prepared statement, but
I would like to clear tip two or three very important things that.
have come up in the course of these hearings. I will do so very
quickly.

It has been suggested that other acts of Congress providing for
nonrecognition of gain where divestiture is required by govern-
mental action are not controlling precedents for the enactment of
S. 200.

It has been stated that, the other acts of Congr ,s, such as the
Public Utility Holding Company Act and the Bank Holding Act
have bxen passed at the same time or within a few years after the
substantive legislation was first enacted.

On the other hand, it. is pointed out that. the antitrust laws have
been in effect since 1890.
I find this assert,-d difference very unconvincing. While it is true

that the antitrust laws have been on the books for many years, their
interpretation by the courts, both as to what constitutes a violation
and as to what, is an appropriate reedy, creates new laws just as
effectively as through Congress itself has legislated in each ease
rather than the courts.
It has ben sgi.eted in the record here that to treat the distribu-

tion of generall Motors shareS 4s a taxable dividend--I think I co;r-
ered that point on the ~ta. : ltt it is very different from the cash
di idernd.

Senator FiR1: _ ..av I ask you this question: Do you think the
decision of tho S ipremi, Coiit"t mnade in June of 1957,'had the effect
of new law ?

Mr. lixi , ..- \,olutely. I do not ikik any lawyer, layman,
writer on io sul)jeet mi any substant 1l ,unber of years before, would
ever It- ,onceived th. 0mch all interpretation of the ('layton Act.

ul 1,(,-sihly be reache~i. and I think fi v lo ha' any doubt about
it, if vott will readt the dissenting otiliol of ,1utdgo Burton, that you
will 1e thoro,,UriUlv ('ovincd.. i, Nq very vi)o5 disse nt, an1 I
t~tim, clearly '-t ait he sit nation .

Mr. Cha ii man, there is o,, utlei.r piint I would i ke to t-ry to at-
t0-1ir) to clear iiip which has -'i,,e importance, and wtich has come up
d(li 1., these hearings.
In t!,o )u Pont situation oily aV)s' '0 percent of the distribution

woul,; be tax:tble if it NIkwt itstribtted al/at once. and I hope that
Stuta ill is clear toyou.

In other words. the , tmniuted earnings and profits of the Dui
[ont (o. vhich foiu. thie only basis for a tax here amount to about.
61) )r,eill of t$1i vtle of le .Stock being distributed, so thlat if we
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distributed all tomorrow at one time only about 60 percent of the
distribution wculd be taxable.

Apparently the Department of Justice recognized clearly the ter-
rific market'and economic impact. of a single distribution, and so
they have extended this over a period of 10 years, which has the
effect of making it all taxable.

It may well be that despite the severe economic consequences a
single distribution, part of which would be a return of capital, would
result in such depressed market prices of the General Motors shares,
that the total loss would be substantially more than it is here.

This illustrates the plight of the court in trying to be fair to thepublic interest, and also fair to the shareholdiirs in the distribution
without tax relief.

Now despite the fact that Du Pont has distributed all of its General
Motors income over the recent years and has had a very liberal divi-
dend policy, it has been required over recent years to retain a portion
of its earnings from its chemical business, to put them back into the
chemical side of its business to build additional plants in order to
afford more employment and build up the national economy.

Yet it is that investment in these additional chemical plants which
they have had to take out of earnings, despite a liberal dividend policy,
that creates the basis for this tax. not the increase in value of the Gen-
eral Motors shares.

It invested what is now the equivalent of $2 a share 40 years ago in
General Motom. and it has made no further investment since that time
except to maintain its interests through one exercise of rights.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the enhancement of the value of the Gen-
eral Motors stock?

Mr. DALL.TRRAM. As to most of it, from about $2 and-
The CHAIRMAN. I mean how much is it in dollars?
Mr. DALLSTREAM. From $2.10 to $50.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the purchase pricel What was the

total amount?
Mr. I)AILLjm EAm. The cost was $132 million of all the shares.
The CHAIRMAN. $132 million?
Mr. DALLSTREAMi. They are now worth something around three-

three and a quarter billion.
The point I want to make is that it is not the increase in the value

of that stock that creates the tax. It is the fact that chemical earnings
have had to be reinvested in chemical properties to carry on the chem-
ical business.

To those who point out that the Da Pont stockholder may sell all
his Du Pont stock and pay a capital gains tax rather than the GM
shares, I want to point out very clear y that I do not think he will
find anybody he can sell them to.

Those shares are going to have a built-in tax liability, and I ask
each of you here today if you were offered Du Pont shares that I own
after a decree of the kind the Government wants, what would you pay
me for them?

The CHAIRMAN. Have you got any to offer? [Laughter.]
Mr. DALLSTREAM. You would certainly not pay me any more than

what you thought they were worth, less all of the tax liability, so I
have got to cut down the price of my Du Pont shares for the tax liabil-

41866-59-26
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ity in addition to paying my capital gains. I want to point out that
every stockholder must pay taxes on the market value of his General
Motors stock when distributed.

*Whereas the selling that will take place is estimated to drive the
price down to a figure estimated in the hearings before Judge La Buy
of as high as 25 to 35 percent, and I think it is quite reasonable to as-
sume that the high-bracket shareholders who sell that stock jay very
well, having paid taxes on it on one basis, and having sold it at a lower
basis, not even get their money back, and certainly as to the szhare-
holders in the low brackets, what seem to be low brackets, may really
be high brackets, because when lie sells he will have to add the market
loss on top of his tax loss.

I would like to close with just one. reference to something that was
said this morning.

This 8-percent figure is unchallenged in this record, about who would
receive these shares of stock distributed from listt iana.

You cannot reach 8 percent without resorting to some perfectly
fantastic assumptions, including taking everybody who is a blood
descendant and all the persons they have married, and the people that
they married who have inherited from them, and. following it down
and, in effect, taking everybody in the Du Pont, bloodlines and every-
body who ever married a 1)u Font, and all of their relatives who ever
inherited from them, to reach that 8 percent.

I think the realistic figure to talk about here is the fact that- there
is probably about 3 percent of this General Motors stock that will
upon distribution be in the hands of people who are in what I would
call the modern Dii Pont family, who have an active interest in the
affairs of the Du Pont Co., and it is getting down to where it is a
pretty small figure.

Now there is a great deal of stock in trusts. Those trusts are, for
the most part, for minors, and those trusts have been added in to get
that 8 percent figure; whereas they have trustees that are bankt.

If Judge LaBuy feels at all in this case that there are any of these
people who ought not to be exercising such influence as merely casting
their vote at the annual meeting can bring about, he certainly can
restrict their voting.

If he feels that there is any reason why any person should not get
their stock, he can pass the stock to them with a provision that they
must sell it within a period of time.

But I want you to think for a minute in this Christiana situation
about all of the corporations, charitable institutions, and all that
hold this stock.

Christiana has been a very popular company for Harvard Univer-
sity and the University of Chicago and various charities and pension
funds and institutions to invest in because it has sold at a little less
than its liquidation value at all times and therefore has been a very
attractive investment for them.

Now these people all want to get this General Motors stock, and
they certainly (1o not want any built-in tax liability in getting it, and
it seems to me that we have a problem here of being awfully sure that,
first, this legislation does not prevent the court, if he thinks it is proper
and fair and equitable, from seeing that the stock which wouldgo to
Christiana is passed through to its shareholders; and if there is any
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reason why there should be anything done here which would prevent
stock from falling i to the wrong hands, I think we can trust the court
to do it, and if he does not do it, I am sure the Supreme Court will do
it, sir. Thank you very much.

Senator FRER. I really think, Mr. Chairman, that if some Sunday
the members of this committee wanted to take the report and recom-
mendations of Mr. Dallstream dated August 1958 and read them, they
would have an enlightening experience.

Mr. DALLSTREA.M. I should not think we would want to burden the
record with it, but if you would like to have it as an exhibit I should be
glad to offer it.

The CIAIRMAX. WP -- . file it with the record.. I will certainly
be glad to read it myself.

(The document referred to will be found in the files of the com-
mittee.)

r. DALLSTREAM. I wonder if I might, in closing, read a very short
letter that Judge LaBuy read at the conclusion of this case:
U.S. District Judge WA.LTER LABuY,
Chicago.

YoUR HONOR: Noting a news clipping of February 17, could you stand taking
a peek at one of the fragments of the Du Pont Co.? For that Is what we are,
hundreds of thousands of little fragments beside those big money interests that
you associate normally with the companies. I am an old lady of 75, retired on
dividend income. Last year's total was $3,622.76, a booming year. During the
depression the same holdings brought in a little over $900, and could again if
another one hit.

One of my last year's dividends was 26 cents semiannually, gospel truth, 13
cents a share on two. Others are $1.70, $2.63, $2.50, $3, $3.50, and so forth, quar-
terly. Then $5, $6, $7.50, and so on. Du Pont pays me $114-one of my two big-
gest. But can it, if a split up calamity knocks the value of It In General Motors,
and perhaps the whole market? If they give the shareholders the stock, two big
taxes take chunks of it. Here in Massachusetts, which Is death on anyone with
stocks--giving us less exemption than others, then taking a straight 6 percent
in income taxes--you can picture the field day on the little fragments. Now
don't get sorry for me. I am not sorry for myself. If I were any happier I
would go straight up in the air. I lived through the $900 period and probably will
again. I have a tiny home at the end of a cliff where the worst storm tides come
over the seawall and porch and the door sills of my house, and I love every
minute of it with my dear old scow that I navigate under my own power.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a very appealing letter.
Mr. DALLSTE.Ax (continuing):
I am Just scrawling this because I honestly believe a man in your position

wants to see the whole picture, of even the fragments. Take It In spirit that I
toss it, not using busy moments to reply. Respectfully and sincerely.

I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if I might also ask each of the members
of the committee to put themselves in Judge LaBuy 's shoes. I sup-
pose he ought to take judicial notice of tNe proceeding down here
It is a. matter of public record.

I wonder what he is going to think when he hears about the state
in which it is suggested that we leave this situation, that he can go
ahead and render his decision and then Congress will look at it after-
ward. Would you make that decision in the light of expecting con-
gressional relief or not expecting it? [Laughter.]

The CUTAIR fxA,. The last witness is Mr. William Jackman, presi-
dent of Investors Leagme, Inc. Mr. Jackman, will you come forward
and present your statement.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM JACKMAN, PRESIDENT, INVESTORS
LEAGUE, INC., NEW YORK CITY

31 r.I.,'K ZA ','. 'lIank yot, .1 CAlairillal.

My fiaiz,. is Wi illian fackinan. I am president of Investors
League, In -c. with nat ional leadtluarte's at 234 Fifth Avenue. New
Yok. N.Y. T'e investors Ieagiie is It 110111 ,roit, nonpartisan, volhiln-
tary Iie iiwrhil organization of t io)saIds of individual investors,
. inIal id large, resitli ig ill every St ate of the I'll in.

Mr. ('Iuai rnilui ald l uti embers of the committee e on Finanwe, on behalf
of on r ulialy in vestor titetltevrs, I wish to lhank vwt for tlhe privilege
of appearing 6efoe this colriilittee fi' t he purpose of presentinig t he
viewpoi, t of Ain erica ii investors oh1 "1. 20)o, Senator Frear's bill to
anil 1o tilte Iitt1eril lHeveutmie ('ode of 1954 so as to provide for jiout-
re'o)lition of gal) or lo's 1l1on certain (listrilbtions of sto'k made
lpursuallt to orders en forcing tle ant it rust laws.

Etcttmet,t of S. 200 will correct a serious inequity in our present
lax l.LWs.

Tl're are hundreds of business corporations, large and small, which
own stoik in other business enterprises. Generally speaking. if such
coulipanies distribute this stock to their own shareholders, the distribu-
tin is considered as a dividend and is taxed as ordinary income.
When legislation in the public interest is onarted which compels

corporations to make such stock distributions, imposition of an ordi-
nary income tax thereon is obviously unfair and inequitable and
has so h*,en recognized by Congress in several important precedents.

The P'ublic Utility Holding Company Act, passed in 1938, pro-
vided such companies divest themselves of subsidiaries in obedience
to orders of the Securities and Exchange Comnission. Congress
promptly took action to declare that such distributions were not
taxable as ordinary income.

In 1956 Congress followed this precedent md wrote it into the
Bank Holding Company Act to cover involuntary stock distributions
arising from that legislation.

The simple principle recognized by such legislation is that there
is no "income' involved in simply exchanging one piece of paper
for two pieces of paper-that there is no mor and no less pie if the
pie is merely sliced. To impose a tax on involuntary stock diitribu-
tions would be no tax on income, but would be a discriminatory con-
fiscation of capital.

Millions of investors, large and small, have placed their savings at
risk by ownership of stock of hundreds of corporations which own
stock in other corporations. They, nor corporate managements, have
any way of knowing when the courts or some Government agency
may order such distribution under our antitrust laws.

Antitrust laws have been on our statute books for many rea& 3. They
seem to be so worded that they can be interpreted quite differently by
different public servants at different times. There seems to be no
way of telling at what time ownership by a corporation of stock of
another company may constitute a "monopoly." Times and condi-
fions change. So do attitudes of courts and enforcement agencies.
certainly y the investor, the man whose savings create jobs for other
men, should not be left at the mercy of such uncontrollable vagaries.
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All important case in point is the I)u Pont-General Motors case
ill which the hiistice 1)epartnew is seeking, among other things, to
force Ii Pont to distriltite to lu Pont shareholders the stock they
own in'1 (viiraI Mot,)rs. 'li]e I)a Pont (o. is requesting a different
allr,,4.l, i,,t for tle I)up o..es of thi, presentation, let us review what

VOulI P 0 1,',., 10 1 l)oIlith's 2141,000 shareholder- in the event theJwsti,, '-zt -lj. ,int plani~ should be, or'dered i11(() effect :
'llie ,'-:1! ( ). la.s owned with inmimmily for niany yea.s 63 mil-

li ia ,rv- ,,f G rl Motors st(x'k. 'l'his is eqiliv'alnt, to 1.38 share s
of General AlOtors tck for each share of Du Pont stock. General
Motor. .,tok is nm sell ig around $51 a share. 17nder present, law
dw hioleir of lii ) 'ont .;i,,k would receive I.3' shares of General
.\l,,a + -o11: 1ow loli a nd a,,ul $70. for each sluare of Da Pont he

Ii~. 1 i 11 diary income tax woilul be from "14 to $3, depend-
ill fil llii, tlx lmi',.ket for each slhre of 1)II Pont he owns. Ob-
vi,,.:'I sit.] ; (ax could he nothing other tmn confiscation of capital.
It lma rs wo rtlht ln whatsoever to the company's earnings.

.\ul millI you. gelltleilen, there are over 200.000 direct owners of
I )i IPont st,,C,, 4s5)00 of whom are 1it Pont rank and file employees.
In addition, over I million shareholders. of investment companies
1111luil fuids d the like, own nearly one-half million shares of
1)u lPont.

If S. 21O is iiot passed, and if the Justice Department, plan should
W('eollie ded i've, a dange'o,11 l)reprcelent will be set that could harm

nui av nilliuns of inve,tors ill otler companies, as well as Du Pont,
wlhi(:i milit. be requmired1 to make such divestmnents. and create a shock-
ing ilow to incentive o invest in corporate industry.

It is unfortunate that Senator Frear's bill is identified in the minds
of some people , s a bill for the benefit of members of tile Du Pont
family. There is no mention of Du Pont in S. 200. There has been
no voiniit diretive Vet issued to compel the distribution in this case.
S. 200 would apply to all corporations where distributions of stock
tire made compulsory by court or Government agency edict.

The bill is not de.4igned to prevent di.solution of monopolies. It is
designed to protect the interests of the millions of innocent little people
whose interests become jeopardized through no fault of their own.

We know the Treasury Department could use the tax money in-
volved but these gentlemen surely must realize that such a collection,
even if legal, would be immoral.

We are not here to plead the cause of corporate management as such.
We are lere solev to ask for equitable treatment for the millions of
investor shareowners of American industry from every walk of life
whose savings provide the only source of job opportunity for all
Americans.

I wish to emphasize the serious inequity that failure to enact
promptly S. 200 would impose upon some three-quarters of a million
of innocent shareholders of General Motors stock alone.

Under the Justice Department plan, certain Du Pont family-con-
trolled investment corporations would receive in distribution 2b mil-
lion shares of General Motors which under present law would be
taxable at the rate of on1l i' o1 percent. These companies would be
compelled by order to sell these 20 million shares of General Motors
over a period of years. Many of the other 200,000 stockholders of
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Du P'ont might have to sell General Motors stock in order to pay their
taxes of front 20 percentt to 90 percent.

Markets oti the stock exchange are governed largelyy by supply and
demand. Iaasons why people sell stock are varied. Some may think
the st.ck too high in price. Soie might have to sell it to raise cash
to buy a hoie, to pay hospital bills, to pay for college education, to
settle aii estate, to Ipay taxes--and for other such reasons. Such sales
of Gemieral Motors stixok last week, for instance, totalled sonie 190,000
shares wiich otlr investors were willing to buv. WVhen we add to this
normal trading volume a hImge amount of stock that must be sold, the
SUIpl)I, becomes inuth gre:ater than the (lenl:m(1 and the tendency is
for the mntarket to de'linv serioiislv and a lot of innocent holders of
General Motors wI) inv1Vr owvite(i Uu Pomit, and for various personal
eA'o1mmic reasons h:id to sell. would l. hurt lby the lower )rice they
wouldI hav-e to take for tliir :ok.

An(I jist wlio, are these 750,(0t shareholders of General 'Motors?
They liivi he Classified 'l)lIroxiIi'ately as follows:
5219,04i0 ilidivi(Iill.s (of wliuini 227,0) are ien and 30),000 are woninl)
139,000 Joint tenants
:iot)pi tru ts 5 aud esf"Ites
1,300m links id biank noiipnees
.'0l1 brol ,,r.g
3,'1,$) (orlration.s and lpartlersbhiiks (including mutual inve-stient companies,

etc. )
44M) inlslraice comleslnS
2i0) iiw, ira ii(i cul ral rg:knizationis
4(m) fra te'iamlIl forLlaiizlitions
moo)t i 'mrihe, mild tel ighls organiiiiion.

40)4) imtimals anild llical and hilttlih organizations
poo1, litriitahih aniti lbenevoleint orgainizations
70M) eimpIloye' bllenefit funds ani trusts
9,700 ilslodianm. for minors
30,3W0 uniila.sitied

Ownership of our major corlm)rations probably follows a similar
pattern and we cai readily see that. when the investors interests are
at stake, tie we] fare of millions of peol)le are at stake aid these are tihe
people who as individuals, in one degree or another, provide froui their
savligs, onit a part-time basis or otherwise, the capital needed to pro-
vide jobs for our vast Amierican working force.

It is gratifying to know that Congressman Fulton of Penlsylvania
has introduced in the House of Representatives IIR. 6653, a bill iden-
tical to S. 201), which has been referred to the Committee oin Ways
aid Means. This should facilitate speedy passage of this legislation
when imniediate preventive relief is so badly needed.

Gentlemen, I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, gentlemen for being here. We have

obtained a great deal of information.
Senator Fnm.. Mr. Chairman, muay I ask that the record be held

open for a, few (lays in order that Juistice and the Treasury Depart-
nent and "iny others that may want to bring in material can be per-
mnii ted to do so.

The CHAImRMAN. Without objection.
The hearing is adjourned.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of

tho record:)
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WILMINGTON, DEL., May 28, 1959.
Hon. J. Ai.E.x FREAR, Jr.,
I.S. S cator, Stat of Delairare,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

l)E'A, SENATOR FRFAR: I am now 75 years old and have been retired 10 years.
During 42 years of industrial eniployment, I endeavored to accumulate shares in
growth (mlpanies having it diversity of products, siUch as l)u Pont, to insure an
income during the twilight of life.

The twilight has come and with it the sad news that my income will b
reduced by the contemplated action of the Government taxing as a dividend the
shares of General Motors to be returned to me by reason of the Sulpreme (Jourt'J
dt(cision, that Du Pont must divest itself of the shares of that company.

I -ontsder this proposal unjust and unfair. It is a penalty on thrift, a threat
to security in old age, and a severe blow to stockholders, who are not guilty of
violating 1111y i11w.

When I purchased shares in Diu Pont. I coin.hired I owned my pro rata share
of Its assets, including shar( of General Motors. If now it is consideredd un-
lawful for I)u Pont to cwn General Motors shares, I want my shares of Gen-
eral Motors returned to mie, free of tax and without curtailuient of any of the
voting rights or other privileges of that stcwk.

If the GM shares are returned to me free of tax, I do not contemplate selling
them and I would have the same assets and divldendN as I now have in Du Pont
shares. If the Tax Department imposes a tax on the spun-off GM shares, I
fear I will have to sell Du Pont shares to avoid the heavy tax liability.

At my age It comes hard to contemplate a lifetime plan for security threatened
by a confiscatory tax on assets. It is unfair, unjust, and against good public
policy.

It Is quite simple, Senator. I bought assets; I (lid not violate the law; I
Incurred no penalty, and I want lily assets returned in full value.

There is precedent, Senator, for this suggested action. In the 1920's we owned
shares in the North American Co., and when it, with other firms, was found
to have violated the Utilities Iloling Act, it was ordered to unscramble its
assets. North American returned to us our pro rata share of its assets In
the form of shares of stock of the several companies in Its portfolio.

There was no tax imposed. The Government considered the transaction a
return of assets.

I do not consider that my plea is for special tax relief. There are overrid-
ing considerations which make the contemplated taxation bad public policy.
While there are over 20),000 I)u Pont shareholders, no doubt there are over 1
million shareholders in companies which may be ordered to divest themselves
of certain shares as i)u Pont has been. The effect would be far reaching and
of serious consequences.

It was indeed a pleasure, Senator, to note that you saw the void in the tax
law which made the proposed taxation possible. We thank you for your action
and commend you for the prompt introduction of remedial legislation. This
certainly was an attempt to establish a sound public policy.

Yours truly,
JAMEs T. PowER.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAn, January 27, 1959.
Senator FREA R,
Senator fronn Delaware,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR -SENATOR FREAR: I have noted that you have introduced a bill to relieve
Du Pont common shareholders from paying income tax on General Motors stock,
should it have to be distributed under court order; and as a small stockholder in
Du Pont, I should like to thank you and to tell you I think this Is very fine.

It would, of course, be very unfair and discriminatory for the Federal Govern-
ment to tax, as ordinary Income, the distribution of General Motors stock to
Du Pont shareholders.

It would be as though the Government were taking away from you something
that was rightfully yours and, upon giving it back, levying a tax upon something
that you already own. The distribution of this General Motors stock is In no
sense a windfall.
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To cite an analogy, It would Ve as though the Government were to take a man's
automobile away from him and then before giving it back to force him to pay a
tax for getI itig the fcar toak.

The (over zoalius Federal Government trusthusters cannot really hurt the Du
Point family per sot. nor vvvn (lCrv ivr Motors for lit Pont corporationion; but they
could seriously, and unfairly, hurt li e small. Diu Pont shareholder.

I hold ;a) s0al'. of Du iu ont o'oniron Ntoi'k. and I will say that I worked very
hard amuid sa vel vry faithflly tol aIW e to .1140 ',y li is stock 5 sIres aJt a tiMn.
I was frlit il anid sav d my noPney and wNi't without lhings--when other people
were perhal s s(lutandering theirs---in order that I might have a share in our
Anelivan frec eiit'rlirise s.svlm.

I aki. liwd to i l a stall I inrt of at co'olany suh it as Ill] o'n t which is built
uI<sm ot1r Ain,rie i syst(,I of free etllto-l-loriso, and fret. initiative.

It se,11 vry iinfa1Ir t I lt a sinoII sl rv lwier stlch as Ilyself--lZtZI] there are
many other thtotusan, Jditist like tIi... sl mil lie m1itstly a nil unfairly penalized
for their thrift and forr thmir faith in tho An ,rivncti way of life.

'hank y,,nu again. anild I since'*rely hio m lhitt yir bill shall pa, 4. I know that
the miniy ithr thlii-vn Is of small [)uI 'mnt st mkholders oin me in thamiking you.

Sincerely,
flou.Ai J. TRACY.

F. I~r \, .\, .pril I.;, 19,59.

ens:ritor i.. k.r.tYN, Fnro i,;, Jr.,
FinfDit'e ('ontie ilh f',
U.S',. St note, 111'hington, D.C.

)I',uA Sit Nm.\oli Fiaf:I.I ']thlilk . mitt Ve'F'y Mllulh for the copy of Senate, bill 200,
S6th Cogress, 1st session, which your staff very kindly forwarded lto te at my
request.

'Mtty (if our 'itize('s ire itilensely intvreteld in the bill. 1Iowever, may I tike
a few minulies to tell you why I ain so concern( in the passage of this par-
ticilar proloosal.

My husband is a retired Regitur Army officer with almost 40 years of active
service influditig conihat duty in Wforld Wiir I. lVorl War II. att(f the Korean
conflict. We are just an average family with two children (A and 9 years of
age,. respectively), and we tire currently laying for our hmie in Fairfax County,
Va. Our income is my husband's retired pay plus al small ineone on investments
which I inherited by dire 't tran.-fer front.y father's estate. This included 100
shares of Du Pont stoc-k (at 94) pills 50 shares of General Motors stock pur-
chased in September 1953. This GM stock now totals 159 shares by using right
of purchase and a stock split. Our sole purpose for having conservative-type
stocks and our Governnient savings bonds is to assure sufficient money for our
now small c.hildrel to receive adequate care and education in case we are not
living.

It would be a very excessive tax burden for us to accept by forced court order
additional General Motors stock as dividends instead of as long-term capital
gains. Further, the potential serious impact on our family's financial situation
if this bill does not pass Is paralleled by the hundreds of other similar small
stockholders who have invested in these same stocks (or mutual funds) over a
long period of time purely for the purpose of supplementing their retirement
Income or whatever social security benefits that may accrue to then.

I hope that 'Senate bill 200 will become law.
Sincerely,

SARAH A. COLLIER
Mrs. William A. Collier.

WILMINGTON, DeL., May 22, 1959.
Subject: Senate bill No. 200.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. '$enate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Six: I am writing to request your support of Senator Frear's bill No. 200
which as you know is Intended to make possible the distribution of corporate
stock investments in antitrust cases, without penalty to the recipients and dis-
ruption of the market.
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I am 5N3 years old. My wife and I have worked hard to educate our childre
and we must soon face retirement. Most of what we have been able to save ii
invested in a few shares of Du Pont stock, much of which is pledged as collatera
on a loan.

We are not prepared to face the tax penalty or the loss in value resulting froix
dumping large blocks of stock on the market. Senator Frear's bill will let uF
keep our investment and not subject us to losses or tax penalties until we actuall.
liquidate our holdings.

Congress acted wisely to protect the small investor under similar circumstances
in connection with the Bank Holding Company Act (1956) and the Public Utility
Hl hling Company Act (193Si. I am sorely reminded of the latter, since It rulne
a 15-year career for me in the public utility business, although my investment
losses were not severe.

If you could persuade the Congress to grant some mercy to hundreds of thou-
sonds of small investors (particularly those of us who are In our twilight years)
by passage of Senate bill No. 2(X), it might facilitate the court's predicament in
resolvina the lDa Pont-General Motors vase with justice.

Sincerely,
DEAN C. STEEL.

STATEMENT ON S. 200, STH! CONGRESS, IST SESSION

The Committee on Taxation, the Association of the Bar of tle City of New York,
New York, N.Y.

Our comments set forth herein are confined to technical aspects of S. 200, as
(listiuguished from matters of policy upon which we express no opinion.

1. The definition of "divested stock" Includes at section 1111(d) (2) (D) the
unique requirement that the divesting Judgment, decree, or order recite that
nonrecognition of gain under section 1111 is required In order to reach an equita-
ble judgment, decree, or order. This provision seems undesirable because (a) the
persons issuing the order, for example, the Federal Trade commission, may not
be qualified to make such determination; and (b) the statute provides no stand-
ards to serve as a guide for the determination of whether the judgment, decree,
or order is equitable. Elimination of the provision need not remove all protec-
tion in view of section 1111(a) (3), discussed in the rext succeeding paragraph.

2. Section 1111(a) (3) provides that section 1111(a) (1) shall be inapplicable
If one of the principal purposes of the "transaction" is tax avoidance. By the
reference to section 1111(a) (1), which relates to the distribution, the word
"transaction" may be interpreted to refer only to the distribution of the divested
stock rather than its acquisition, even in cases in which a divesting order
might have been contemplated at the time of the acquisition. Although we are
not advancing a recommendation on the policy question, we assume that careful
considerations will be given to whether the acquisition or the distribution should
be the significant tax avoidance factor. On the one hand, a corporation
may invest its earnings and profits in an acquisition with the thought that a
divesting order may permit it to make a distribution in kind to ts shareholders;
here, the acqusition has a tax avoidance purpose. On the other hand, where a
corporation has made an acquisition for entirely sound business reasons, and the
divesting order requires either a sale or a distribution to shareholders, the
corporation's decision to distribute to shareholders may be primarily tax moti-
vated. The bill and the committee report should carefully describe the transac-
tions which are intended to be tax free and those to which tax freedom is to be
denied to prevent tax avoidance.

3. If the purpose of the distribution alone is to be significant, we wish to note
that section 1111(a) (3) omits the following language of section 355(a) (1) (B)
of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code: "(but the mere fact that subsequent to the
distribution stock or securities in one or more of such corporations are sold
or exchanged by all or some of the distributees * * * shall not be construed
to meen that the transaction was used principally as such a device)."

We are not sure whether the absence of this language in section 1111(a) (3) is
intended to have any sigitiflcance. Consideration should be given to adding
the language of code section 355 (a) (1) (B) to the bill, or to stating in the
committee report that it is not intended to be Included.

Section 1111(a) (3) substitutes for the language quoted from code section
355(a) (1) (B) a clause stating that the mere existence of earnings and profits

39"a
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shall not be deternfluative. Presumably, although this is not entirely clear, the
reference Is to the existence of earnings and profits at the time of the distribu-
tion. This should be clarified; moreover, the committee report might well state
that the inclusion of this parenthetical clause creates no inference to the con-
trary in code section 355.

4. The bill mak(s no provision for a tax-free exchange at the corporate level.
This could be significant where the divested property is other than stock. Con-
sideration should he' given to whether it woull he desirable to permit a tax-free
exchange (of thn prolprty for stock or, josslhly, securities In another corporation
not controlled iby the transferor. Suth a provision appears in section 10S1 (re-
lating tip exchanges (or distributions in obedience to SEC orders), which is even
broader In pernlttinmr tax-free exchanges of pr, lirty for other property. If such
a provision is adopted here, cowideration might also lie given to whether it
should It elective.

5. Section I I I I is also inappldicade to the situation where property other than
stock is distributed. Vhile a property distribution may be ,i unusual situation,
there may Ie) situations where the distributing c-orporation is reiiuired to divest
itself of converlible tiebntitres or warrants, either with or without stock. Or
it may be desirable to distribute stock and debentures of ia corporation in ex-
change for .stock atd delbentures of the distributing corporation. Sutch a broaden-
ing of th(, bill to permit a tax-free distribution in suh cases would be con-

sistent with the policy atnd the provisions of code section 355.
6. The bill contains no lrovisiots dealing with "tt," i.e., a distribution of

property other than that perititted to be distributed tax free. It is not clear
what policy reasons there are against treating such a distribution of "boot" in
the sane manner as is provided in code section 35t;. If there are none, it is
suggested that this should be accomplished by a reference to section 1111 in
section 356 with a cross-referentce to section 356 at the end of section 1111.

7. The detinitiot of controlled corporation in section 1111(c)(2) does not
indicate how long control iutst antedate the distribution. Compare section
355(a) (1), which refers to control imineiiately before the distribution. The
language of section 3551a)(1) should be brought over to section 1111(c) in
order to cover the case in which the distributing corporation newly incorporates
a particular business in or(er to distribute the stock of the new corporation.
This would permit, among ,tiher thf-'gs, appropriate allocation of earnings and
profits in such a case.

8. Section 1111 b) (1) refers to suits or other proceedings brought by the
United States or an authorized ('omnuission or Board under the "Sherman
Act * * * and the Clayton Act." Since antitrusvt suits or proceedings are some-
times brought exclusively under one of the two acts, the reference should be to
the Sherman Act, the Clayton Act. or both.

9. Several changes are recommended in the interest of achieving drafting
uniformity:

(a) Section 1111(a) (1) provides for nonrecoglition of gain or loss and non-
inclusion in income in the case of defined divestunents. It thus lovers cases in
which, in the absence of the provision, gain or loss would be recognized on a
distribution which is treated as an exchange and also cases in which a dis-
tribution would otherwise be taxed as a dividend. However. section 1111(b)
refers only to cases In which gain or loss Is not recognized, and section
1111(d) (1) (D) only to nonrecognition of gain. If the latter provisions are re-
tained (see our comments in pars. 2 and 10(b)), they could be more closeely
geared to the language of section 1111 (a) (1).

(b) With one exception, the words "distributed," "distribution," and "dis-
tributing" are used to describe the transactions to be covered. However, sec-
tion 1111 (c) (1) refers to a "distribution or exchange." Consistency would re-
quire that the words "or exchange" be eliminated.

10. Several provisions of the bill would seem to require amendment of other
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code in order to incorporate those provisions
and integrate section 1111 into the code:

(a) Section 1111(c) (2) Is the same definition of control as appears in code
section 368(c). It is suggested that code section 368(c) be amended to include
a reference to section 1111(c) (1), that section 1111(c) (2) be eliminated, and
that a cross-reference to code section 368(c) be added at the end of section
1111.

(b) Section 1111(b), relating to basis of property acquired in distributions,
is the same rule as is provided in code section 3158. It is suggested that code
section 358 be amended to include a reference to section 1111, that section 1111
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(b) be eliminated, and that a cross reference to code section 3M8 be added
the end of section 1111.
(c) Section 1111(c), relating to allocation of earnings and profits, is the saw

rule as is provided in code section 312i) in the case of section 3 5 distribution
However, in the cuse of section 1111 distributions, the allocation is to te mad,
only v. ire the stock to be divested constitutes stock of a "controlled" corport
tion. It is suggested that code section 312(1) be amended to include a referent
to section 1111 "in the case of a distribution or exchange of stock in a controlle
corporation". that section 1111 (c) be eliminated, and that a cross-reference to
code sec. 312(i) be added at the end of section 1111. (if this suggestion '
adopted, our suggestions in par. 10(a) above could be disregarded, because codi
see. 36,S(c) is by its terms applicable to code see. 312.)

11. Section 1111(a) (4), relating to a distribution involving gift or corapensa
titn, should be eliminated and restated merely as a cross-'reference in the sam4
manner as is done in cole -ection 351.

12. Section 3 of the bill would muake the amendnient.s; apdicable with respect te
distributions made after June 1. 1958. However, section 1111 (d) (2) would, iI
defining the term "divested stock," limit the application of the amendments t
distributions pursuant to judgments, decrees, or orders entered after June 1,
1958. With respect to these effective date provisions, the following suggestions
are made:

(a) The reference to the effective date should be eliminated from section
1111id) (2) and section 3 of the bill made the only effective (late provision. In
this connection, it should be decided whether the date of the distribution or th,
date of the judgment, decree or order should be controlling, but there should be no
need to refer to both. The best drafting technique would boe to make the amend-
mnents applicable only with respect to taxable years ending after June 1, 1958 (or
whatever substitute date Is finally adopted), but only with respect to distribu-
tions made after that date (or to judgments, decrees, or orders entered after that
late if the (late of entry is to be the criterion).

(b) If the bill is to be made retroactive to June 1, 1958, or to some other past
date, its retroactive application may adversely affect the tax consequences of
transactions which have already taken place, including transactions in closed
years. For example, the bill might deny the recognition of loss in a past distri-
bution, or it might deny an attractive intercorporate dividends received deduc-
tion. In other cases, it might remove a gain transaction from a loss period and
postpone it to a subsequent profit period. For this reason, we recommend that it
should be elective with respect to distributions made after the effective date but
prior to the date of enactment.

Respectfully submitted.
James B Lewis, Chairman, 1). Nelson Adams, R. Palmer Baker, Jr.,

William iL. Cary. John F. ('ostelloe. Henry W. de Kosmilan, Vie-
tor E. Ferrall. Richard H. (Gariter. Francis A. Goodhue, Jr, Mau-
rice C. Greenbaum, Richard Kilcullen, Daniel C. Knickerbocker,
.Jt.. Saul Duff Kronovet, William B. Landis, Jr., 0. Carlysle
McCandless, Winthrop It. Munyan, James 11. Murtagh, Richard
G. Powell, James Q. Riordan, Sidney L. Roberts, Donald Scha-
piro. Secretary, Gerald Silbert.

Dated: June 3, 1959,

JERSEY CITY, N.J.,
March 23, 1959.

lion. CLIFFORD P. CASE,
Scna te Office Building,
Washlngton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CASE: Thank you for your letter of March 17, regarding the
Frear bill (S. 200) to make involuntary distributions of property nontaxable.
I am gratified to learn that you intend to make a careful study of it.

Thi I ;II means a great deal to me. I ama approaching compulsory retirement
in abu 1; months and it just happens that my retirement investments are
centered in Du Pont and General Motors stocks. I shall need all the invest-
ment income I can get just to meet the demands of daily living.

The Government could not have found a better way to destroy the security
of my retirement. If its plan for the sale and distribution of 63 million shares
of General Motors stock over a 10-year period were adopted. I would be forced
to sell 75 percent of my Du I'ont stock to avoid Laving part of my investment
returned to me as a taxable dividend. It is expected by experts that about
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7 niillion shari- f i I Pont wolid b .. 'told for this and sim ilar reasons. so I
w"1u4hl hav to w -rk 'a iv t.Vvnl too get my 4-tost 'lit 41f it heftire the price d(1lined.

-%bly 4;ialrai .Mpoitirs investitiiejt wi l Ie hit even harder. If 1 held on to it.
tli, gtehIir. 1 i n ofii i I at I Villhi N ISi s I V bl.v e'ject thlt tihe price wotlld lie
hiprei' v f,,r 10 e r . 'i'lii-ris 1 w ~tw hird,, fif niy (.XleIcted life lt age I 5. If
I S1114h it 1 w#,ihl hIve too ay a vapilal gails tax out iof tih(, Iroceeds, thu.s Ie-

d i i.t fll l ID iv ~ 'lul 11 lnd q0n', 1 (O f iiivo. t iltvlit.
T ; 4 ith> h , , i 'l,v ori 1141,lh >l,oks \w,,il Il ve!\ little I,411, thell[I w411t10 t.lt.th

iliiii. ifll I I1i0. ]Iipr o lli l of M 1
"  

l t 1t.- ri un it when. 1%l1111t w \ s i, .Ciiii iiveit-

mli,-~lkv cal seld iluul ho. ' i-1. F'itt- e l a llipic. Ohw plri-e of (eneral l]ic'r
st idi 11it n,4-lv- it-4 i102! jirii-e foir 2:7 vt-iars: Ame~ricant To-hjilioiii i& TFell-
in' jilt I. ,li 11 174it i 1111. iel,\w it.s 112l lii hlh. Thier- re tIllill . siiiii a , .a.e ,

"l'h,,Fr. r I1i i ol, iU i lt- I t I.1i x: hii ( w li-i \Vl. sll'. it 11:I alus l

N,~ York, .IY., .June 2, T.;9.
lioni. II li'liy Flpool IY lii,
(Iivmri n it, ('tt oimith pt, oil Finance,

'.s'. le'n l, 11'a"(1hing/on, 1).0.

L -*A .S 'ErotI Bywn: Ve are writing tio furnish your comlnitt(-, with our views
oil S. _1mi which wolhi wo l riite i tax-fret, distribution of stc'k to nharelidlers
wiln. sioi-li distribution is imile pursutant to in order enforcing the antitru.st
laws. "Ve hiel ieve that the bill shildii tie reported favor bly.

At this riie. a distribution iade purstint t i order enforcing the shernllan
Act (or the ('layton A't receives no . peciil considerations for income tax purposes
and its tax effects aire determined generally under s letioni 301 of the Internal
R%-venue Cole. Unless the distribution qualifies under the strict requiretmelts
of sect ion 355. the shireholder receiving the stock may have to pay tax conpluted
as oilittary income rates oil the fair value of the stock received.

i niaiy Instances. this results in a penalty on those shareholders who were
passive participants in the alctivities which gave rise to the court order. 'Most
stockholders in the io-lern publicly held corporation which has run afoul of the
antitrust laws do ntit a lively participate In setting corporate policy. These
poliie.i are set by the lniuigenient of tie corporation. While it is true that
mianagenitent contlinites in office at the sufferance of the shareholder, it Is diffi-
cult to believe that the millions of Individuals who own a few shares of common
stock are actively reviewing corporate policy and on the alert for possible viola-
tions of Federal antitrust laws.

In view of the complexity of those laws, it is unreasonable to suggest that this
Inactivity of shareholders Is improper. The antitrust laws are stated in fairly
broad terms and it is quite difficult to determine that an act will be a violation
in the absence of a specific precedent. Undoubtedly the increased use of the
consent decree reflects this uncertainty In the meaning of the law on the part of
all parties concerned in an antitrust proceeding. If the active participants have
difficulty in interpreting the law, the average shareholder cannot be blamed for
his acquiescence in management's activities which may give rise to an antitrust
order.

The antitrust laws already have provisions for the assessment of damages and
fines for violations. The present Income tax treatment of distributions pursuant
to an antitrust order has the effect of Imposing an additional charge for a viola-
tion of the law and in amounts that vary in importance depending on the circum-
stance in each case. If it Is believed that the present provisions for damages
an(d fines which may be imposed for antitrust violations are insufficient, then
these provisions should be strengthened.

Congress has recognized the desirability of postponing the tax consequences
in several other situations where a taxpayer Is required to dispose of property
as a result of governmental action. The nonrecognition of gain or loss in the
case of a distribution of stock made pursuant to an antitrust order would be
consistent with the policies expressed in a number of other provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code.

For example, the Federal Communications Commission Is empowered to re-
quire the disposition of property in order to carry out Its policies. Under such
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circumstances, section 1071 provides for the nonrecognition of gain which ma.
be realized. Until recently it was possible for taxpayers to use this provisio
so as to receive an unintended benefit. Thus, taxpayers who deliberately vl
lated the law were able to obtain a tax advantage. While this was not destr
able, the basic policy underlying the provision was appropriate. An amend.
ment made by the Technical Amendments Acts of 1958 (Public Law 85-8
see. 48) was directed at this problem in order to make 1071 available only ti
the innocent taxpayer who has not deliberately violated the law.

In a similar manner, the tax relief which is provided by S. 200 would not bN
available to corporations which deliberately violate the antitrust laws. Pro
posed section 1111(d) (2) (D) of the bill makes it clear that the order whic
requires the distribution also must recommend the nonrecognition of gain. It i
doubtful that such a recommendation would be made where the court did no
consider it appropriate under the facts and circumstances of the case. This
would seem to provide adequate protection against a rash- of corporate acquisi.
tions and at the r ne time would permit a greater degree of equity than woul4
a statutory presu. ition based upon the length of the holding period of th4
property distribute, This would facilitate enforcement of the antitrust law -

and encourage speedy settlement of cases.
There are additional situations under the Internal Revenue Code which sup-

port the view that S. 200 Is consistent with previously expressed congressional.
policies. The Securities and Exchange Commission may order a sale, exchange
or distribution of stock in order to simplify a public utility holding company
system. The exchanges and distributions which would be necessary to comply
with such an order are compulsory rather than voluntary and Congress has pro-
vided in section 1081 that no gain or loss shall be recognized under such
circumstances.

Section 1101 is another illustration. Under the Bank Holding Company Ac"
of 1956 ownership or control of nonbanking companies generally is prohibited.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System is permitted to certify
that a distribution of stock in a nonbanking company has been made in order to
carry out this requirement of the Bank Holding Company Act. In this event,
gain to the shareholder is not recognized.

We respectfully urge that your committee report favorably on S. 200.
Respectfully,

WALLcaC M. JZX"wN,
General Chairman, Committee on Federa4 Taxation.

THOMAS J. GAvs,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Determinat of Taxable Income.

LasLm MmLS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Corpora~ioam and Stookholders.

NEw YORK, N.Y., May 15,1959.
Hon. HARRY BYa,
Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D.C.

D.az SENATOR BYRD: While attendance at annual meetings, representing as a
public duty without compensation, Independent shareholders will keep me from
the Learing. on the Frear bill for the relief of shareholders when antitrust
decrees are involved, I ask that my comments be noted on the record of the
hearings of May 26 and 27.

While we often disagree at these meetings with the Du Pont management on
many issues, such as ex--cutive compensation, the absence of the right of cumu-
lative voting, insuffcient option protection, etc., on this issue the public share-
holder interest and corporate democracy alike can only benefit from the enact-
meat of such legislation.

Anything which encourages the passing of stock Into the hands of the public
citizens instead of in compact blocks of voting control should be encouraged by
the Congress.

The precedent of the Utility Holding Company Act legislation is an excellent
one to serve as a model and this measure asked for by Senator Frear most cer-
tainly will accomplish not only at Du Pont but when it happens elsewhere.

Thank you for your courtesy In inserting this letter Into the public record of
the hearings.

Sincerely yours,
Lawxs D. GmZwr.
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DENVER, COLO., May 18, 1959.
Re Frear bill

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

MY )EAR SENATOR BYRD: I would like to present this letter in support of the
above bill on which hearings have been scheduled on May 26 and 27.

Some of the reasons why the bill should be passed are outlined In a letter I
addressed to the Wal Street Journal, as per copy attached.

Disregarding a imiber of devious reasons for and against the bill, your com-
mittee should not lose sight of the simple arithmetic involved.

Even if lie receives another piece of paper in the form of a General Motors
stock certificate, a Du Pont stockholder will be In exactly the samine position in
which he was before. Ile has two pieces of paper instead of one, representing
the same equity. No gain will be realized until stock of either Du Pont or
General Motors has been sold. Why should income tax be paid on the mere
receipt of a piece of paper, as long as there is neither an increase in the under-
lying equity, nor a gain measurable in nioney?

I would appreciate your making my representations a part of your record. I
am a small stockholder owning five shares of Du Pont stock. I am not asking
for the General Motors stock certificate. But if it is sent to me and my equity
in my Du Pont stock is reduced correspondingly, it would be most unfair if I
were taxed as long as I am still holding the same equity and have not realized
any capital gain or other money income.

Very sincerely yours,
HERBERT V. MUELLEh.

DEVER, COLO., MaV 18, 1959.
EDITOR, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL: I am a small stockholder of Du Pont Co.,

owning five shares. As such I read with considerable interest your Washington
report (your May 15 issue) on the hearings scheduled by the Senate Finance
Committee on the bill sponsored by Senator Frear "to give tax relief to persons
receiving stock under an antitrust divestiture decree."

While it is conceded that the tax burden on Du Pont stockholders in the event
of a G.M. stock distribution would be severe under present income tax rulings,
it is stated that the Frear bill (which would exempt a stockholder from income
tax on the G.M. stock received until he sells It) "faces a rough road."

The arguments against the bill seem far fetched and Inequitable in the ex-
treme. As a simple matter of arithmetic, why should I pay a tax on the re-
c(ipt of an additional piece of paper? If a G.M. stock certificate Is distributed
to me as a stockholder of Du Pont, the value of my equity has not increased by
one penny. I merely hold two stock certificates instead of one, and the two to-
gether will be equal in value to the former one certificate.

Nobody objects to the payment of an income tax on capital gain realized.
But as long as I do not wish to sell either the Du Pont stock, or the G.M. stock,
no gain has been realized.

It is stated that "Du Pont has violated the Federal antitrust laws," so its
stockholders must be punished. Considering the complexity of the problems
involved in most antitrust suits of this nature, such "violation" of the law as de-
termined by the court is at best a technical one, and not an intentional one
calling for punishment.

It is also stated that some Senators fear the political consequences of sup-
porting a bill that could be interpreted as designed primarily to give relief to
some of the Nation's largest concerns. Of course everything can be misin-
terpreted by anyone at any time. But a bill that merely postpones income tax
liability of a small stockholder until he has realized a gain from the sale of his
equity can hardly be correctly interpreted as giving tax relief to either Du Pont
or G.M.

Very truly yours,
HERBERT V. MUELLER.

COMMERCE AND INDT'STRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INc.,
Nerv York, Y.1'., June 9, 1959.

lIe S. 20--F'rear approved
Ion. II.iiy FLOOD BYRD,
chairman, Comimittee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Commerce and Industwy Association has reviewed and

pproves S. 200, which would provide for a deferment of taxes payable by
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stockholders with respect to distributions of stock In compliance with cour
mandate in an antitrust case, and we request that this letter be included in
the record of the public hearings on the measure which your committee opened
on May 26.

The bill would alleviate the tax Impact of a final decision in an antitrust case,
such is the recent l)u Pont case, requiring one corporation to dispose of stock
hold by it in another. Under present law, if the defendant corporation ii
ordered to sell the stock the corporation may realize a taxable gain, and if th4
defendant corporation is ordered to distribute the stock to its stockholders, the
stockholders will receive a taxable dividend.

These adverse tox results follow even though the transaction Is involuntary
and ordered by the coirt. Furthermore, so far as the stockholder receiving
such a distribution is concerned, he has not received an ordinary dividend but
has been forced to split his original investment in the stock of defendant A into an
inve.stment in the stock of corporations A and B.

The bill would lwrrmit stockholders of such a defendant In an antitrust case
to receive a distribution of stock ordered by the court without being treated as
a dividend for tax purposes. It would require them (the stockholders) to divide
the cost of their investment between the old stock and the stock distributed,
thus deferring any accounting for gain or loss until one stock or the other was
sold. The bill would not permit the defendant corporation to sell such stock
without paying a tax on the gain. The amendment would apply only to stock
distributions ordered by the court in antitrust cases and would not apply to
a transaction In which one of the principal purposes is the distribution of cor-
porate earnings.

The merit of the bill is that it would avoid imposing large tax liabilities on
stockholders of such a defendant corporation because of an involuntary transac-
tion pursuant to court decree and would recognize that, as a practical matter,
such stock distribution does not amount to the receipt of dividend Income but
is, in substance, a mere division of a continuing investment.

For the foregoing reasons Commerce and Industry Association approves S.
200 in form and principle and urges your favorable action.

Sincerely,
THOMAS JEFFERSON MILEY,

Executive Vice President.

(Whereupon, at 5:20 p.m., the committee adjourned subject to the
call of the Chair.)


